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THE NEW TESTAMENT

To
Lawreme P. Ashmead
who still h a faith

Following the Book of Nehemiah in the Roman Catholic version
of the Bible are two short historical books which are not found in
either the Jewish or the Protestant canon. They are therefore part of
the Apocrypha. First comes one that is set in the Assyrian period,
roughly 700 B.c.; then one with a yeiy confused chronology that speala
of Nebuchadnezzar, who was at the height of his power about 580 B.C.
These tales do not portray actual history, but seem to be what we
would call today "historical romances." Thea fictional nature does
not prevent them from serving religious or ethical purposes, of course,
but since in this book I a d primarily interested in the secular aspects
of the Bible, there will be a particular interest in faying to sort out the
chronology.
The first of these tales is the Book of Tobit, which begins at once
with the character for whom it is named:
Tobit

1:i.

The book of the words of Tobit

. ..

Tobit is a form of the Hebrew name Tobiah, which, in its Greek
form, is Tobias. In the Catholic vedon, fire Book of Tobit is termed
the Book of Tobias.
The date at which the book was written is not known for certain,
but it may be about 200 B.C. It is possible that the author lived in
Alexandria, which at that time was die capital of Egypt. About 200 B.c.,
Judea passed from the friendly hands of the Macedonian rulers of
Egypt (the Ptolemies) to the much harsher grip of the Macedonian
rulers of Syria (the Seleucids). A new period of persecution of the
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Jews began and the story of Tobit, dealing with the Assyrian persecution, five centuries before, reflects this.
T i e time in which the events described in Tobit are supped to
have happened are given: ,

. ..

Tobit 1:z.
[Tobitliq the time of Enemessar [Shalmaneser]
fang of the Assyrians was led captive

. ..

This makes Tobit alive in 722 B.C. when the city ~f Samaria, having
been besieged by S h a l h e s e r of Assyria, was taken by Shalmaneser's
successor Â§argo (see @age I-3n).* Numbes of the Israelites were
taken off into exile and Tobit' with (hem.
Tobit, speaking in (he first person, describes himself as of the t n i
of Naphtali.

I was. ..young, dll the tribe of Nephthali
. ....fell.when
from the house of Ierustilem . . .

Tobit I:+
[Naphtali]

Apparently, Tobjt is speaking here of the rebellion of Jeroboam
which succeeded in founding an independent Israel in 933 B.C. Clearly,
it is impossible for Tobit to have been alive both in the time of
Jeroboam and in the time of Shalmaneser. Nor does the author intend
to imply that Tobit was as long-lived as the antediluvian patriarchs,
for at the time of a central event later in die book, Tobit is d e s c r i i
as not too old a man.
Tobit qn. And

hi r o b i t ] w a

..

eight md fit, yam old ,

Rather, it is merely the chronological confusion we would expect
of an author writing sove five centuries after the events related, an
author who had only a hazy notion of (he order of events and no
records to use as a reliable source. In short, it is what one would expect
if Tobit were originally bitten as a piece of edifying fiction, telling
what might have happened, rather than what did happen.

Tobit, however, remained faithful to Jerusalem, even when carried
off to exile in Nineveh. He managed to obtain a high positionat the
*Where page references to Volume I are given they will be preceded by "I",
otherwise not. Thus "page 1-123'' vaQ iefer to page 123 of Volume I while "page
673" will refer to Volume 1.1.

Assyrian court, being placed in charge of the purchasing of provisions
with government money, and having freedom of movement about the
dominion.

Tobit 1:14. And I went into Media, and left in trust with Gabad

. .at Rages . . . ten talents of silver.

This again is anachronistic, for though parts of Media were under
the control of the Assyrian Empire, much of it (including the region
about Rages) was not. I t is very unlikely that Tobit could travel
freely (as an official of the Assyrian court) outside the bold&, especially
if he were carrying large quantities of government money. Nor is ten
talents a mean sum of money. A talent would be equal to about $2000
in today's money.
In 200 B.c., however, the regions that had once been Assyria and
Media were both under the domination of the Seleucid lungs and
formed part of a single realm. The writer of the Book of Tobit was
(busreflecting the geography of his own time rather than that of the
supposed time of the book.
Rages (also spelled Rhages) was an important city of Media, perhaps second only to Ecbatana (see page 1-448). It was located about
150 miles northeast of Ecbatana, and its ruins are only five miles
south of Teheran, the capital of modern Iran.
Rages' period of greatest glory came later, however, well after Biblical
times. It was a capital of the Persian kingdoms that flourished in
Roman times and before {he coming of the Mohammedans it was
the center of Zoroastrian religion. To the Persians, the city was known
as Rai.
In Mohammedan times, it was the birthplace of Harun-al-Rashid,
the Caliph of the Arabian Nights. It was also the birthplace of a great
medieval physician who was known as "al-Razi" to the Persians, from
his birthplace, and as Rhazes to Europeans.
Rages was devastated by the Mongol invaders in A.D. 1220 and never
recovered.

But misfortunes crowded upon Tobit. Once die Assyrian conqueror
died, Sennacherii succeeded to the throne and he is pictured as a

violent anti-Semite who ordered the lolling of Jews and forbade their
corpses to be buried.
It is considered a frightful thing in many cultures for a dead body
to be left undisposed of, to be left deprived of appropriate religious
rites. There are usually beliefs that the souls of such bodies must drift
about aimlessly through shadows and cannot find rest until the bodies
they once inhabited are appropriately cared for. The Greeks of
Homer's time believed this, and so did the Jews.
In threatening a people with punishment, for instance, not only
death is foretold but lack of burial. Thus, Jeremiah, quoting God's
warning to Judea in the last years of the kingdom, says:
Jeremiah 16:4. They shall die
shall they be buried

...

of

&vow

deaths

... neither

Sennacherib, then, is pictwed as deliberately punishing Jews after
death, as well as in life. Tobit engages in an act of piety by burying
such bodies and gets into trouble with the authorities in consequence.
He is forced to leave the country, and his property is confiscated.
Esarhaddon succeeds to the throne and appoints a relative of Tobit
to high office. The relative intercedes for Tobit, who returns to Nine
veh. But then, after once again burying a corpse, he is stricken with
cataracts of the eyes and goes blind. His faith remains strong and he
continues to praise God, but he longs for death.
Meanwhile, in Ecbatana, a girl named Sara, a niece of Tobit, is
also longing for deathTobit 3:8. Because that she had been nwried to seven husbands,
whom Asmodew the evil spirit had killed, before they had lain
with her

. ..

With seven husbands dead, each on the wedding night, she was
being reproached as a husband-murderer.
Asmadeus, the real murderer, does not occur in any canonical book
of the Bible. His name is a corruption of that of a demon in Persian
mythology-"Aeshrna deva," the demon Aeshma.
Partly because of this story in the Book of Tobit, Asmodeus was, in
later centuries, taken to be the demon in charge of marital unhappiness. He played a role also in non-Biblical legends concerning Solomon
and was sometimes held to be identical with Satan himself.

Tobit 3x7. And Raphael was sent "So heal Vwn both
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Undpr the influence of Fenian religio$goigfat (which postulated
v'r,,,
of good and evil spirits), the Jews in the centuries after
on had worked out an hcrea^iagty complex structure,foc
the celestial hierarchy. There were not merely angels, for instance, but
archangels ("chief angels") as well. Tradition eventually listedbeven
such archangels, of whom only two, Gabriel and Michael, are to be
found qnywhere in the books included in the Bug James Versionb
In~ddition,Raphael is included here in the ipocmihal Book of Tobit
and Uriel in the apocryphal 2 Esdras. O@eq are mentioned in ion-
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on lists four archangels. ~ohdtninei+insshare
and Michael with the Jews and Christians and add Azrael
ngel of death, and Israfel sounds the trumpet
t and resurrection the task which falls to
32b75.?:%(,,I.
,,.: :: - 1 ,
briel in Christian tradition). , . l,qf
.,% t .-, ,, t ,
T
. The choice of Raphael as the angel to heal TO*
and Sara is a 6
i'$ropriate since Raphael means "God heals." - rj !:.
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Suddenly Tobit remembcp the ten talents had left in Raga and
*ffi
decides to send his son, ~ob&s,to Rages to collect it. To strengthen
the son on his dangerous journey through heathen lands he gives him
a code of behavior to follow (as, in Hamlet, Polonius lectures his son,
is:
Laertes, before the latter's &ip to Paris). One of the maxi
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~ T T Fis~ t~fislated
s
iii the Revised ~tandardVG&~
as '"And whd
@u hate, do not do to any one." This is the negative version of what
is commonly called the Golden Rule-that of guiding your actions
F,
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by empathy; that is, by putting yourself in the place of the other person.
The Golden Rule is more familiar to us in its positive form; a form
which advises us not merely to refrain from doing what is hateful, but
to proceed to do what is desirable. The positive form is given in the
course of Jesus' Sermon on the Mount:

Matthew 7x2. Therefore dll things whatsoever ye would that
men should do to you, do ye wen so to them

. ..

or, as expressed in Luke:
Luke 6:31. And as ye wouZd that men should do to you, do ye
also to them likewise.
One often hears the Gold& Rule expressed as follows: "Do unto
others as you would have others do unto you." This is not the form,
however, in which the saying occurs in the Bible, either in the King
James Version or the Revised Standard Version.
Tobias, in preparing for the journey, comes across Raphael in
human guise, and Raphael offers to guide the young man to Rages.
Tobias' father, Tobit, inquires carefully as to the identity of the guide:
Tobit 5:iz. Then he [Raphael] said, I am Asarias
thy brethren,

. .. and of

Azarias is the Greek form of the Hebrew Azariah, or Ezra, and the
name is carefully chosen, for it means "Yahveh helps."

Ti@ River
Tobias and the angel set out on their journey.

...

Tobit 6:1.
they came in the eventng to the river Tigris,and
they lodged there.
Here one can see that the writer may well be an Alexandrian {or he
shows himself deficient in knowledge of Asian geography. It would
seem he believes Nineveh to be a day's journey from the Tigris ( r e
fd
to elsewhere in the Bible as Hiddekel, see page 1-27), when
actually the Assyrian capital was situated right on that river.
What's more, Nineveh was on t h e eastern bank of the river and

since Rages was some five hundred mfles'^east of Ninev&:<me does
not have to w c h or cross the Tigris at all in going from one city t o
, :,.*
I ! h, w ;i! 5 ; : >I , .1} +,fl
file $&her. : ?# ,:
While washing in th6 river, Tobiaitatehes a large fish and Raphael
instructs him to fceep the heart, liver$fid gall. The heart and liver, Kg
explains, can 'be used in combating demons; while the gall is a cuie
for ,~taracts.
. .
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Eventually they reach Ecbatana, still 150 miles srKOrt-i@ftheir goal.
Qqre,, Raphael proposes they stay $@ Raguel, the father of .Sa~a,
and that a marriage be arranged beheen the two young people,
they arrived a t Raguel's house, the host noted the family
memblance of obi as at o w - . .< , r, 2! f . ! , .,
,
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It is a mark of the popularity of the books of the Apocrypha that so
-hi .
many proper names in them have come Into common use. Tobias is
itself an example, both in that form, and in its English abbreviation,
,

,

.

3'oby,
Edna is another case, perhaps a surprising one. It does not sound
like a Biblical name and, in fact, it does not occur in the canonical
books. At first thought, one might guess that it is an Anglo-Saxon
name since the prefix "Ed-" (from "Aed-" meaning "property" and
hence a natural component of the names of propertied people) was
a common feature among the Anglo-Saxon gentry. Examples are Edward, Edwin, Edmund, 'Edgar among males and Edith and Edwina
among females.
...
- ,
Edna, however, is a Hebrew word, meaning "rejuvenation."
After this, all goes well. Tobiasi obtains leave to marry ~aitj^alu
he is duly warned of the death of seven previous husbands.
T&bias,however, bums the fish's liver in the wedding chamber and the
charm drives Amodeus away. The marriage is consummated happily
and there is a long wedding feast.
fc Raphael travels onward to Rages and collects the ten talents due
<,,

,

Tobit. All return home after this and there ~ o b i uses
i the fish's gall
to cure his fathers cataracts.
Raphael then reveals himself and everything ends in total happiness.
The family enjoys wealth, long life, and many descendants. In a
veritable orgy of anachronisms and twisted chronologies, Tobit, on his
deathbed, advises Tobias to leave Nineveh, which is soon to fall.
Tobias retires to Ecbatana, his wife's city, and survives long enough
to see the destruction of Nineveh:

...

Tobit 14:i;.
hefore he [Tobias] died he heard of the destruotion of Nineve [Nineveh], which was taken by Nabuchodonosor
[Nebuchadnezzar] and Assuems [Ahasuerus]

...

Actually, it was taken by Nabopolassar, the. father of Nebuchadnezzar, and by the Median king, Cyaxares. Ahasuems (that is, Xerxes)
did not reign until a century and a quarter after the fell of Nineveh.
However, it may have been the author's intention to use the d e
struction of Nineveh as an indication to his readers that the Seleucid
Empire would also be destroyed. If so, and if the book was indeed written in 200 B.c., then the writer was a fairly good prophet The Seleucid
Empire was not utterly destroyed, to be sure, but its power over Judea
was broken and the Jews entered a period of prideful independence once
more. And that time came but a generation after the Book of Tobit was
written (if we accept 200 B.C. as the date of writing), so that its first
readers may have lived to see the breaking of the Seleucid grip, as
Tobias lived to see Nineveh fall.
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historical lonnncc following (he 3ool; of Tobit is' (he &x9s
,named after the heroine of the tale. The best guess as to id
date,of authorship is somewhere about 150 B.c., shortly after the tyrannw
' of the Weucids had been overcome. It w a s a period of great nit$
tionalistie fervor and tales telling of great deeds against impos~ible?~
oddsmust have been muchin ;favort Judith is an example., -A .~ik-a
J^Sespite (he fact that the Book of Judith lacks the- supernaturale
dements foundin Tobit, Judith is a n more clearly fictibnali It deals?
,
with a victory that is mentioned nowhere outside this book, wifh p l a d
and people not to be found elsewhere, and its chronology is hopelessly
- twisted. It is not included in the Jewish canon or in the K
ing James
Version. Nevertheless it has been immensely popular for the sake of
the story it told.
It begins by dating itself:
:I..
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Judith 1:i. In the twelfth year of the reign of Nabuchodonosor
[Nebuchadnezzar], who reigned in. Nineve [Nineveh]

...

If this date is to be taken soberly, then the Book of Judith begins
in 594 B.C. when Zedekiah is on the throne in Jerusalem and the
kingdom of Judah is tottering toward its fall.
However, the confusion has already started, for Nebuchadnezzar
reigned in Babylon over a Chaldean Empire and not in Nineveh over
an Assyrian one. Indeed, Nebuchadnezzar came to the throne only
after Nineveh had completely been destroyed.

Jerusalem Restored

Arphd

But the tale does not begin with Nebuchadnezzar only; it switches
to another monarch at once:
in the days of ArpfulXdd, which reigned over
Judith 1:1.
the Medes in Ecbatane,
Judith 1:2. And built in Eubatane walls round ((bout

.. .

...

There is no record of anyone named Arphaxad, or anything like it,
among the kings of the Medes.
According to Herodotus, the Erst important king of the Medes was
Deioces, who kame to the throne about 700 Ãˆ.C and reigned till 647 B.C.
Southern sections of Media were then under intermittent Assyrian
control after Sargon's conquering armies had invaded it in 710 B.C.
Under Deioces, however, Media regained a certain freedom of action. According to Herodotus, he built Ecbatana, by which is probably
meant that he fortified it and made it his capital city and royal residence. Undoubtedly he paid tribute to the Assyrian kings at Nine
veh, but he founded a royal line that was to become great in the centuryafter his death.
Deioces' son, Phraortes, reigned, according to, Herodotus, from
647 S.C. to 625 B.C, and he extended Median power. Assyria was at
the time occupied with Elamite wars, ~ a b ~ l o n i arebellions,
g
Egyptian
intrigue, and incursions by the Cimmerian barbarians. With Assyria
thoroughly occupied, Phraortes could piece together the tribes north
and east of Assyria and put them together into an empire ruled from
Ecbatana~onewhich was soon to help destroy Assyria.
W e can suppose, therefore, that the A ~ h referred
d
to in Judith
1:1 represents a telescoping,of dim memories concerning Deioces and
Phiaortes, qnd is mostly Phraortes.

Phiaorta' successes rousea me concern of Assyna ana eventually
therewas war between the nations, This is reflected in the Book of
Judith:

Judith 1:s. Even in those d i p king Nabuchodonosor made war
with king Arphaxad
in the borders of Ragau.

.. .

Ragau is the city termed Rages in the Book of Tobit (see page 680).
It is deep within Median territory, so one must envisage a slashing
Assyrian offensive.
In real history, Phraortes ruled when Asshurbanipal (the Asnapper
of the Book of Ezra, see page 1-447) was on the Assyrian throne.
Asshurbanipal did attack Phraortes and, according to Herodotus,
Phraortes was defeated by the Assyrian armies, and killed, in 625 B.C.
-the last year of Asshurbnipal's reign.
The dim memory of this war puld have been converted into the
battle of Ragau in which Nebuchadnezzar of Assyria defeats Arphaxad
of Media.

The army which had been gathered by Nebuchadnezzar is described:

...
...

Judith i:6. And there came unto him all they that
dwelt by
Euphrates, and Tigris, and H y d w s , and the plain
of the
Elymeon~,and very many nations of the sons of Chelod.
By and large this isn't bad as a description of the eastern half of
the territory ruled over by the Assyrians (or by the real Nebuchadnezzar, for that matter). The sons of Chelod are the Chaldeans, who
were subject to Assyria in the time of Asshurbanipal and who ruled
over the entire Fertile Crescent in the time of Nebuchadnezzar. The
Elymeans are the Elamites, whom Asshurbanipal conquered (see
Page 1-455).
The one serious Haw is the mention of the Hydaspes River. This
is one of five rivers which flow through the Pakistani province of
Punjab (the very name of which means "five rivers"). Its modem
name is the Jhelum River.
The Hydaspes was at or near the easternmost boundary of the
Persian Empire and of the short-lived dominion of Alexander the
Great that followed. Indeed, Alexander fought the fourth of his four
great battles in Asia on the Hydaspes River in 326 B.C.

In attempting to explain that Nebuchadnezzar was drawing his
army from the most distant comers of his empire, the writer of Judith
mentioned the Hydaspes almost automatically, for that was the limits
of an empire with which he was far more familiar than with the
Assyrian.
Nebuchadnezzar also demanded troops from the nations west and
south of Assyria. These are listed in full but, in summary, consist of
Asia Minor, Syria, Israel, Judah, and Egypt. The western lands refused
help and Nebuchadnezzar swore vengeance, then went on to defeat
Arphaxad with the army he had on hand.

With Media conquered, Nebuchadnezzar was ready to turn west.

...
...
...

...

Ndbuchodonosor
called Holofernes the chief
Judith 2:4.
captain of his army
and said unto him,
Judith 2:s.
thou shcdt go forth from my presence .
Judith 2:6. And thou shalt go against all the west country because
they disobeyed my comnwndment.

..

Asshurbanipal had, in the course of his reign, actually campaigned
in the west. This was in Egypt, which was in revolt at the time of his
accessions (see page 1-390). There is no record, though, that in the
process he inflicted any particular damage upon Judah. During his
reign, indeed, Manasseh (see page 1-425) was king of Judah, and he
was loyally pro-Assyrian and had a peaceful reign.
To be sure, the tradition arose that in Manasseh's reign there had
been some trouble with Assyria, for in 2 Chronicles there is mention
made of Manasseh having been imprisoned and taken off to Babylon
(see page 1-425). The writer of Judith may have had some vague notion
of Asshurbanipal's western campaign and Manasseh's reputed imprisonment.
But who, then, was Holofemes? There is no mention of any such
general anywhere in the records of Assyria or Babylon.
As it happens, three centuries after the reign of Asshurbanipal,
there arose a situation which involved events of a similar nature. It
was the Persian Empire that now ruled western Asia with a mighty
hand, and the monarch on the throne was Artaxerxes 111, who reigned

from 358 to 338 B.C. Just as Asshurbanipal was the last of the powerful
Assyrian monarchs, so Artaxerxes I11 was the last of the powerful
Persian monarchs.
Artaxerxes, like Asshurbanipal, had to conduct campaigns in Egypt,
for Egypt rebelled periodically against Persian rule. In fact in 404 B.c.,
after the death of the Persian king, Darius 11, Egyptian rebellions had
succeeded to the extent w e native kings held effective control of
Egypt. The traditional histories list three dynasties, the 28th, 29th,
and 30th~in this period of time. None of the native lungs was particularly powerful and most ruled only briefly.
At the time Artaxerxes I11 came to the Persian throne, Nectanebo 11,
last king of the 30th dynasty ,and, indeed, the last native king ever
to rule Egypt until medieval times, had just come to power. In 346 B.c.,
Artaxerxes 111, after great preparations, sent an expedition westward
into Egypt. There followed five years of hard campaigning which
crushed Nectanebo I1 and re-established Persian rule.
And who was one of the generals who led the Persian host? Holofernes.
It see& reasonable, then, to suppose that the writer of Judith had
telescoped the Egyptian campaign of Artaxerxes with that of Asshurbanipal and made Holoferhes, the Persian general, the leader of the
Assyrian hosts.

The march of Holofernes is givexi in detail, with many geographical

names apparently made up out of thin ail, for they cannot be identified
with anything on the surface of the-Earth. One gathers, however, that
Holofemes struck northwestward from Nineveh, conquered Asia Minor,
then turned south to work his way down the coast, occupying or
devastating Syria, Phoenicia, and Philistia.
It was next the turn of Judea: ,
Judith 4:1.Now the chffdrenof Israe1,thfft dwelt in Judea, heard
all that Hdofemes
had done
Judith 4:z. Therefore they were exceedingly afraid
and were
troubled for Jerusalem, and for the temple .
Judith 4:3. For they were newly returned from the caffh'vity.

.. .

...

..

...

This now adds an additional element of anachronism. We have {he
Assyria of the seventh century B.C. under the rule of Nebuchadnezzar
of (he sixth century B.c., which sends its army under a general of the
fourth century B.C. to attack a re-established Judea of the fifth century
B.C. Not a century is left out.
Nor is the period of re-established Judea left with a mere mention.v
Some circumstantial evidence is introduced in the form of the identity
of the high priest
I

Judith 4:6. Ako J d m the high #&st
in Jerusalem

.. .

... was in those days

Joacim would, in Hebrew form, be Joiakim, and he is mentioned
in fte Book of Nehemiah.
Nehemiah
Eliashib

.. .

12:10.

And Jeshua.begat Joutkim, Joidkhn also begat

In other words Joialdm was the son of jeshua who had rebuilt
(he Temple with Zerubbabel (see page1-~~0)
and the father of Eliasbib
who
rebuilt the city walls with Nehemiah (see page 1-457). By this
it would seem that the events of the Book of Judith fall just between
t@se chronicled in the Book of Ezra and those in the Book of
Nehemiah.

Judea girds itself for a despairing defense -and sends messages to
strategic places:
I

.
..
..

.. .

Judith 4:6.
J d m
wrote to them that dwelt in
Bethulia i
Judith 4:7. OhdrgÃˆn them to keep the passases of the hill country
and it was easy to step them that would come up, because
the passage was strait, for two mend the most.

...

Bethulia is a 'name that does not occur elsewhere in the Bible.
Some suppose that it might be Shechem for that is located in a narIOW pass between two mountains (see page 1-99).
However, one can see that the writer of Judith owes a certain
debt to Herodotus. The writer's mythical Nebuchadnezzar brings the

huge power of his empire to bear upon a tiny Judea, as the real
Xerxes bore down upon a tiny Greece. Holofernes moves westward
then southward, as Xerxes' general Mardonius did. The inexorable
progress is halted by the tiny Judean army as the other progress was
halted by the tiny Greek army. And the crucial battle is to conie at
a narrow pass where a small force can hold off a vast army.
It is useless then to seek Bethulia on the map of Judea; it is sooner
to be found on the map of Greece, for Bethulia is really Thermopylae.
Indeed, as events prove, it is to be a combined Thermopylae and
Marathon.

Judith
Holofemes lays siege to the city of Bethulia and captures its water
supply so that the inhabitants, in the extremity of thirst, are ready to,
surrender, a course of action which now comes to the attention of
the heroine of this book.
Judith

%:I. Now

at that time Judith heard thereof

...

Judith is the feminine form of "Judah" and means "Jewish woman."

It is the popularity of this book and the excitement of the story it
tells, and, consequently, the number of times its climax has been
used as an inspiration in art, that has made the name Judith so common
among us.
Judith is given a genealogy that is clearly nonhistorical. The names
cannot be identified and some of them have no parallel elsewhere in
the Bible. She is described as a beautiful and pious widow, her husband
having died three years before.

Judith is indignant at hearing of the news of projected surrender.
She exhorts the elders to hold firm while she puts her own plan into
operation. She dresses herself in all her finery and leaves the city as a
defector. Her beauty assures her respectful treatment and she is brought
to Holofemes. She tells him that the Jews in Bethulia are sinning and
are therefore sure to be beaten. She offers to help Holofemes win,

;

provided her own religious scruples are respected and she is allowed
to retire each night to pray in private.
For three days she keeps up a fixed pattern of behavior, getting the
sentries wed to seeing her pass out of the camp late each night to

Pray*
By the fourth day Holofemes thought he would improve the situation by having Judith join him at dinner;

.. .

Go now,
Judith 12:11. Then quid he to Bagons the eunuch
and persuade this Hebrew woman
that she come unto us, and
eat and drink with us.

.. .

'

Bagoas is the Greek form of a Persian name meaning "given by
God" and was often used for eunuchs, so that the phrase "Ba@as
the eunuch" was almost a cliche.
The most famous "Bagoas the eunuch" was a renegade Egyptian
in the service of Artaxerxes I11 at the time of the latter's campaign
against Egypt,the very campaign in which the real Hdofemes figured.
For a while, Bagoas was the power behind the throne and taxed and
plundered the subject peoples (including the Jews) remorselessly.
Eventually he aspired to full power. As a eunuch he could not
feign openly, but he might at least exert control over a thoroughgoing
puppet. In 338 B.C. he arranged for the muria of Artaxepds 111 plus
all his children but the youngest. The youngest son, Arses, he placed
on the throne and when Arses showed signs of independence, Bagoas
had hint and his children killed too, in 336 B.C.
A distant relative of the Persian royal line was then placed on, the
throne by Baeas. The new king called himself Darius IIJ and would
have sufferedthe same fate as his two predecessors if he hadn't avoided
that by killing Bagoas. This, however, was the only forceful action of
Darius 111. Soon he had to face Alexander the Great and the remainder
of his life was one long disaster. He died in 330 B.C. as Persia's last
king. With that, the Persian Empire that had been inaugurated by
Cyrus two and a quarter centuries before came to an end.
The writer of Judith must certainly have known of the wickedness
of the historical "Bagoas the eunuch" and it would be a natural name
for him to give Holofemes' minion.
Judith accepts the invitation, encourages Holofernes to drink to
When the feast is over, all depart to allow Holofemes to have

Judith with him in private. By that time, however, Holofemes is in a
drunken stupor and Judith cuts off his head with his own sword.
She wraps the head in the canopy of the bed and retires, a p
parently for private prayer, as she has done on previous nights. This
time, however, she goes to Bethulia and displays the head. The Jews
axe heartened and the Assyrian army, on discovering the death of their
commander, are driven into panic. They flee and are slaughtered by
the pursuing Jews, who are thus (according to the tale) saved from
Nebuchadnezzar forever.

1

-

L

Maccabees

With Malachi, the canonical books of the Old Testament (according
to the arrangement in the Christian versions of the Bible) come to an
end. The prophetic impulse, as the traditional Jewish view has it,
faded out after the return from the Babylonian Exile, and with the
&building of the Temple and the walls of Jerusalem.
This does not seem actually to be so, since a number of the canonical
h k s were written well after 430 B.C. when, Jerusalem's walls were
completed. In every such case, however, tradition insists on attributing
authorship to a period well before that critical date. Thus, the Book of
Jonah, written as a work of imagination in 300 B.C. or (hereabouts,
was attributed back in time to some near contemporary of the historical
prophet, who was active about 780 B.C. Late psalms were attributed
to David; late compilations of proverbs to Solomon, while apocalyptic
writings composed in the Greek period were attributed to worthies
of the period of Exile and Return, such as Daniel and Zechariah.
This meant that historical events after 430 B.C. could never be dealt
with directly and inserted into the Bible. They had to be attributed
to ancients to comply with strict Jewish tradition and therefore had
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to be presented in obscure, apocalyptic form, or else remain in the
. Apocrypha.
And yet Jewish history was eventful and interesting in the period
between 200 B.C. and A.D. 100; more so in some ways than ever before. Once again an independent Jewish state was established as in
the days of Saul and David. Once again a colossal catastrophe a p
preached inexorably as in the days of Jeremiah. Once again prophets
spoke out and changed die world as in the days of the Second Isaiah.
But in the Jewish canon, there is not a whisper of this. For knowledge concerning this period we must turn to the Apocrypha, to the
New Testament, and to secular historians such as Josephus.
If we turn to the Apocrypha first, we encounter the books of the
Maccabees (a name that will be explained later). There are five books
grouped under 'this name, two of which a& %presentin the Apocrypha
since they were included in the Greek versions of the Bible. The first
of these books, i Maccabees, is by far the better from the standpoint
of historical value.
Its author is unknown but he was dearly a Jew of rationalist tend"
encih, for the book contains no miracles. It deals with a forty-year
period, from 175 B.C. to $35 B.c., and (unless some of the final passages are later additions) must havcbeen written some time between
13; B.C. and 100 B.C. by a Palestinian Jew.
It was originally written in Hebrew and a copy of that Hebrew
version was seen as late as A,D. 400 by the Latin churchman, Jerome.
The Hebrew version has not survived to our day, however, Our oldest
versions are in Greek so that the King James Version of the translation
(which I am using in my quotations) makes use of the Greek versions
of the common names. The Revised Standard Version of the translation changes these, however, to conform with those used in translations horn the Hebrew, as in the canonical books of the Old Testament.
Philip, the Macedonian
, The Book of i Maccabees deals with the Jewish rebellion against
overlords of Macedonian descent and the writer therefore begins with
the foundation of Macedonian power over Asia.
The Macedonian conquest took place in the fourth century B.G, a

The W
estern Portion of the Empire of Alexander the Great
time when Judea was comparatively quiet. In fact, the history of the
Jews under the Persians is virtually unknown to us-and this is pmb
ably a sign of the absence of disaster. (Thomas Carlyle said, "Happy
the people whose annals are blank in history-books,'')
Josephus mentions a Jewish rebellion against the Perskns .about
350 B.C. but Artaxences 111, who was then the Persian king, quickly
crushed it, and did so without much damage. Perhaps the Jews merely
did not get out of the way fast enough when Artaxerxes I11 marched
westward to put an end t o an earlier Egyptian rebellion {hat had kept
Egypt precariously independent for about fifty years. It, is this event
that m
y have inspired the Book of Esther and the Book of Judith.
In this period, too, a final schism may have taken place between the
Jews and the Samaritans, one that was never healed.

ASIMOV'S

GUIDE TO THE BIBLE

Yet while Jewish history was subsiding to a low murmur, great
tilings were happening i n Greece. After the Greeks had hurled back
the attempt of Xerxes (Ahasuerus) to conquer their land, there iollowed a Golden Age that filled the fifth century B.C. Even while
Jerusalem k s painstakingly being rebuilt and while Nehemiah was
struggling to give it walls again, the Greek city of Athens produced a
culture that has been the pride of mankind ever since.
The culture went into decline by the end of the fifth century B.C,
however, tor a variety of reasons, among which the chief, perhaps,
was the continuing and continual warfare between the Greek cities. By
350 B.C, when the Jews were rounding out a sleepy century after the
time of Nehemiah and were stirring uneasily as Artaxexxes I11 marched
past than toward Egypt, the Greek cities had ground themselves into
virtual exhaustion. The time was ripe for some outside force to take
over all of them and that force is named in the very first verse of
1 Maccabees:
1

Maccabees

i:i.

. . . Philip, the Macedonian . . .

Macedon, or Macedonia, was a land just north of Greece, semibarbarian at the time of Greece's golden age, but under strong Greek
influence. Its people spoke a Greek dialect and its ruling classes were
interested in Greek literature and culture. It remained without important influence in Greek history until the middle of the fourth century
B.C. when two tilings happened at once. First, the Gr&k cities, as I
said before, had exhausted themselves with warfare; and second, there
came to rule over Macedon a most remarkable man, Philip 11. It is he
who is referred to in i Maccabees i:i as "Philip, the ~acedonian"
and who is often referred to in our own histories as "Philip of Macedon."
Philip seized power over Macedon in 359 B.C. at just about the
time Artaxerxes I11 ascended the Persian throne. Philip at once began
to reorganize his army, increase governmental efficiency, extend his
power over surrounding barbarian powers, and engage in cautious
warfare against the Greek cities.
In 538 B.C. Philip defeated the combined armies of the Greek cities
of Athens and Thebes, and made himself the strongest power h
Greece; At the battle, leading the charge which finally decided the outfame, was Philip's eighteen-year-old son, Alexander.
Once Philip had gained control of Greece, he forced the Greek
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cities to recognize him as the leader of a united force of Greeks and
Macedonians which he intended to lead against Persia. In 336 B.c.,
however, almost at the very moment when he planned to cross the
Aegean Sea, enter Asia Minor, and begin his Persian War, Philip was
assassinated. '

Alexander

Succeeding to the throne was Philip's son, now twenty years old,
who ruled as Alexander 111. In view of his amazing career, however,
he is universally known as "Alexander the Great." Alexander began
by re-establishing his father's power against revolts' throughout his
dominions, and once again defeated the Greeks. Then in 354 B.C.
he left Greece for Asia.
1 Maccabees 1:l. And it happened, after that Alexander son of
Philip, the Macedonian, who came out of the hmd of Chettiim,
had smitten D h king of the Persians and Medes, that he reigned
in his stead

...

Chettiim, or Kittim, is generally taken as being the island of Cyprus
which contained the Greek city of Kition (see page 1-47). Before the
time of Alexander, Kition was the Greek city closest to Judea, and it
was natural to broaden the name to include Greece generally.
Alexander found himself facing a weak adversary when he invaded
the Persian Empire. Artaxerxes 111, the last strong Persian monarch,
had died in 338 BJC. and, after a couple of years of confusion, a gentle
and unwarlike (even cowardly) individual succeeded to the throne
under the title of Darius 111. Be did so just in tipie to receive the force
of Alexander's invasion.
Alexander quickly won an initial victory over local Persian forces in
northwestern Asia Minor. He then passed through the length of that
peninsula before meeting the main Persian army in the southeast
owner. There he won a great victory in 333 B.c., following which he
marched southward through Syria and Judea (see page 1-667).
He took Jerusalem without resistance. Josephus describes the high
priest of Jerusalem emerging from the city in full priestly regalia
to meet Alexander and protect the city. Alexander is then described as
having said he had seen just such a man in a dream, so that he pro-

ceeded to treat Jerusalem with respect. This may or may not be true;
there is no evidence for it outside Josephus.
Alexander entered and took Egypt,also without resistance, and directed the establishment of the city of Alexandria (named for himself)
in 332 B.C.
In 331 B.C. Alexander left Egypt and advanced eastward into Bab
ylonia, where he defeated the Persians in a third great battle. That
was the end of the Persian Empire. In 330 B.c., Darius 111 was
assassinated by some of his own officials, exactly two centuries after
the death of Cyrus (see page 1-442) and Alexander ruled the vast land
in his place.
The Mecedonian conqueror spent seven more yeais marching and
countermarching through the eastern stretches of what had been the
Persian dominion, winning every battle he fought and eventually carlying his victorious troops into India.
Here they refused to go any farther and Alexander is supposed to
have wept because there were no more worlds to conquer. In 324 B.C.
he returned to Babylon.
A l d e r ' s Servants
Alexander did not long survive his amazing victories. In
at the age of thirty-three, he died:
i Maccabees
died.

1:7.

323 B.C,

So Alexander reigned twelve years, and then

Maccabees 1:8. And his servants bare rule every one in his place.
i Maccabees i:9. And ttfter his death they all put crowns upon
themselves; so did their sons after them
At Alexander's death, he left behind him a wife, an infant son, a
1

...

'

shrewish mother, and a mentally retarded half brother. None of these
could possibly withstand the ambitions of the powerful generals (Alexander's "servants" in the words of i Maccabees) who had been
trained under Philip and Alexander.
The generals fought ceaselessly among themselves for mastery but
none of them won a complete victory. By 301 B.C. it became obvious
that Alexander's empire would never be reunited and that each general
would have to be content with being king over but a portion of i t
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The first to settle down to this new realization was the general,
Ptolemy, who had made himself governor of Egypt immediately after
Alexander's death. He kept this post and, in 306 B.c., assumed the
title of king of Egypt, a title which was to be retained by his descendants (the Ptolemies) for nearly three centuries. Egypt,in this period,
is referred to as "Ptolemaic Egypt."
Another of Alexander's generals was Seleucus, who established himself as long of much of western Asia in 306 B.C. His descendants (the
Seleucids) reigned for almost as long as the Ptolemies did and their
dominions are -usually referred to as the Seleucid Empire.
There were other kingdoms established upon the ruins of Alexander's Empire, but it was those of the Ptolemies and the Seleucids that
concerned the Jews. In the initial partition of the empire, the eastern
shores of the Mediterranean were divided evenly between the two
kingdoms. The southern half, including Judea, was part of the
Ptolemaic dominion, and Hie Jews remained under the Ptolemies for
a century.
Syria, to the north of Judea, was part of the Seleudid power from
the beginning. The Seleucids, at the start, reigned also over Babylonia
and die stretches to the east which came td be called Parthia.
It was the Syrian portion of (he Seleucid Empire which was closest
to Judea. In later centuries, when much of the eastern portion of that
empire had been lost, its power was centered in Syria, where its
western capital, Antioch, was located. For this reason the Seleucid
Empire is frequently referred to as "Syria," though there is no connection except a geographic one, between Seleucid Syria and the
Syria that fought against Israel in the days of Ahab (see page 1-348).
Antiochus the King

The writer of i Maccabees does not pause to detail the history of
die Macedonian kingdoms after the death of Alexander (a history
which would be reasonably well known, in outline at least, to his
original readers) but skips a century and a half to get immediately to
(he point:
1Maccabees 1:10.

son

of

~ n there
d came out of them a wicked root
Antiochus the king ,

..

. .,

-

In most of the Hellenittic kingdoms of the time, successive rulers

were known by some one of a very few names, so that there were many

I

Ptolemies in Egypt and many Antiochuses among the Seleucids. Themodem fashion of numbering kings of the same name was not in use
in ancient times. Instead, each ruler book, or was given, some surname,
usually some very flattering one.
Here, for instance, are the surnames of the first five Ptolemies, who
ruled over Judea as well as over Egypt:
Ptolemy I Soter ("savior"), 306-385 B.C. He was given this surname
in 304 B.C. when he came to the aid of the island of Rhodes at a time
when it was being besieged by another Macedonian general. He was
succeeded by his son.
Ptolemy I1 Philadelphus ("loving his sister"), 285-246 B.C. He was
so called because late in life, in deference to Egyptian custom, he
married his full sister. The name was applied to the two of them, really.
Under the patronage of Ptolemy Philadelphus, the Museum and Library at Alexandria made that city the world center of science and
learning. Also under his patronage, the Bible was first translated into
some language other than Hebrew and the Septuagint came into being.
He wiy succeeded by his son,
Ptolemy I11 Eueigetes ("benefactor"), 246-221 B.C. Under him,
Ptolemaic Egypt reached the peak of its power. He fought the Seleueids
and defeated them, marching victoriously into Babylonia, annexiog
much of Syria and even parts of Asia Minor. He was succeeded by his
son?
Ptolemy IV Philopatex ('loving his
221-203 B.C. This surname was perhaps a bit of propaganda, for this Ptolemy definitely
ordered the execution of other close members of his family, including
his mother. Some suspect he may have had a hand in the death of his
father, too. Egypt began to decline in his reign. He was succeeded by
an infant son,
Rplemy V Epiphanes ("god manifest"), 305-181 B.C. The meaning
of this name reflects the fact that in the ancient monarchies the king
was considered the adopted son of the national god and therefore was
himself a sort of god. Of course, the primitive notion of "god" was not
as exalted or abstract as the notions developed by the Jews and Christians, and the Egyptian view toward a monarch as "god manifest"
might be no stronger than a Jewish view concerning the high priest
or a Christian view concerning the Pope.

,

As for the Seleucid Empire, the following are its early monarchs:
Seleucus I Nicator ("conqueror"), 505-280 B.G, who was followed

by his son,
Antfochus I S o h ("saviofl 280-261 B.C, who was in turn followed by his son,
Antidus I1 Theos ("god"), 261-246 B~C.In his reign large stretches
of the eastern portion of the Seleucid Empire gained their independence under native monarchs and {he history of Parthia (a name that
is actually a form of "Persia") begins. He was succeeded by his son,
Seleucus I1 Callinicus ("gloriously victorious"), 246-226 B.C. Despite
his surname, he was deafegted by Ptolemy I11 Euergetes and the
Seleucid Empire sank to a low ebb. Tom at by Parthians in the east
and Egyptians in the west, his twenty-year dj$astrous reign dosed, with
the succession of his son,
Sdeucus III Ceraunus ("thunderbolt"), 226-223 B.c., who was
assassinated in the course of a war with a small Macedonian kingdom
in Asia Minor. His younger brother succeeded t6 {he throne. This
brother is Antiochus I11 and it is he who is referred to in. iMaccabees
1:io as "Antiochus the king."
Under Antiochus 111, 223-187 B.C, the Seleudd Empire made a
remarkable recovery. As a result of a series of wars, Antiochus I11
gradually extended Seleudd power over Asia Minor; he defeated the
Parthian tribes and returned them to Seleucid control; and, finally,
he tackled Egypt
He fought two wars against Egypt. In the first of these, he was und
successful, losing an important battle at Egypt's borders. When the
infant Ptolemy V Epiphanes came to the throne, Antiochus quickly
tried again. With Egypt distracted by courtiers intriguing for control
of the government, Antiochus was victorious by 198 B.C. As a result
of this war, Judea was wrested from Egypt and passed under the
domination of the Seleucids.
I

Rome
In a way, though, Antiochus 111 had been born too late. He
gloried in his victories, which seemed, in his own eyes, to rival those
of Alexander. He called himself therefore Antiochus I11 Magnus
("great") and is known in our own histories as Antiochus the Great
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If he had died in 198 B.C. the name might have been deserved, but
he lived on and found himself entangled with Rome, with results
hinted at in the book of i Maccabees:
Maccabees 1:io. And there came out of them a wicked root,
Antiochus summed Epiphanes, son of Antiochus the king, who
had been an hostage at Rome
1

. ..

The city of Rome, according to Roman legend, had been founded
in 753 B.C. This was when Jmboam 11 was long of Israel' and Uzziah
king of Judah, when Amos and Hosea were prophesying and when
Isaiah was about to receive his call.
Rome was a kingdom at first but in 509 B.c., shortly after the Second
Temple was dedicated in Jerusalem, it evicted its seventh long,
Tarquinius Superbus, and established the Roman Republic. Little by
little, over the centuries, it increased its power until, by 270 B.C. when
the Jews were under the mild and beneficent rule of Ptolemy I1
Philadelphus, the Romans had gained control over the entire Italian
peninsula.
From 264 B.C. to 202 B.c., while the Ptolemies and Seleucids were
continuing their endless wars, Rome fought two gigantic wars of her
own with the North African city of Carthage and eventually won a
complete victory. Her power was established over the large islands
near Italy (Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica) and over the coasts of Spain.
She was the greatest power of the western Mediterranean and her
growing shadow began to darken the east.
Some of the smaller Macedonian kingdoms began to form alliances
with Rome and to seek her protection against the Seleucid Empire,
which, under Antiochus 111, seemed invincible. Indeed, even Egypt
had a treaty of friendship with Rome that dated back to Ptolemy 11,
and she too called on Rome for help.
Antiochus 111, however, felt no need to be concerned about distant
Rome. He considered himself unbeatable and had no hesitation in
moving against the small kingdom of Pergamum in western Asia Minor,
a kingdom which was Rome's ally.
Rome's warning was disregarded and, in 192 B.c., Rome and Antiochus were at war. Antiochus I11 invaded Greece but found that
defeating the Roman army was by no means the same as defeating
the poorly led Egyptian armies or smashing the disorganized Parthian
hordes in the east. In 191B.C. Antiochw I11 was badly defeated by the

,

Romans in Greece; When .the disillusioned Sdeucid monarch retreated

hastily to Asia Minor, the Romans followed grimly (setting foot in
Asia for the first time) and defeated him again in lip B.C.
Antiochus I11 was fofced to make a disastrous peace in 180 B.C. He
had to ..pay a large indemnity, lose his. fleet, and give up Asia Minor.
One of his younger sons-the Antiochus referred to in I Maccabees
i:m-was handed over as hostage to the Romans, this serving as a
guarantee that the terms of the treaty would be fulfilled. (The
Parthian sections of the empire seized their chance to break away again,
this time permanently, and the Seliucid Empire was confined to
Syria and Babylonia. This was still a sizable dominion, for it was
just.about the empire ruled over by Nebuchadnezzar.)
in order to pay the indemnity to Rome, ~ntiochuiattempted to
fprce various temples to give up their store of gold. In one city, in
187 w; where he was supervising the looting of the temple, he was
killed by the inhabitants.

&&uchus Epiphanes

.Anti~chuqI11 was succeeded by his oldest son, Seleucus IV Philopater, under whom the Seleudd Empire began a slow recovery. The
Romans, to make sure he would cause no trouble, forced him, on his
accession, to send his son Demetrius as a hostage to Rome. Seleucus
was assassinated in 175 B.C. by one of his own ministers, who then
attempted to make himself king.
*Meanwhile, Seleucus' younger brother Anttachus, who had been
sent a hostage to Rome, had been well treated there and had grown to
admii Roman institutions. Just about the time that Seleucus was
assassinated, Antiochus had been released (or had slipped away) and
was making his way back to Antioch. He hastened his steps and
managed to seize the throne from the mftper and to take 'over the
kingship. He became Antiochus IV Epiphanes.
,

. ,
Maccabees 1:io. And there came out of them a wicked root,
Axtiochus surnamed Epiphanes
and he reigned in the hundred
I

1

...

snd thirty and seventh year of the kingdom of the Greeks,

Seleucus I, the founder of the Seleucid Empire, had begun the
practice of counting the years from a victory he gained in 512 s.c,
a victory that had enabled him to establish himself firmly in Babylon.
He considered his empire to have been founded at that time and
312 B-C. is therefore the first year "of the kingdom of the
as we would say today, the year i of, the Seleucid era.
1761175 B.C. would be fee year 137 ,of the Seleucid era
that year that Antiochus IV gained the throne.
In later years the Jews commonly used the Seleucid era
of their business and commercial transactions at a time when
kingdom and almost every city had its o m methods for
years. As the Jews werescattered widely over the
Seleucid era together with the local systems offered
a useful method of knitting together die various chronologies.
The Seleucid era remained the most
manner of counting theyears in theGreek-speaking
establishment of the Roman era; that is, the system
the year of the legendary founding of the city of Rome. (Later still,
the now nearly universal system of counting the years from the birth 08
Jesus was adopted.)
The Place of Exercise
Alexander the Great, in conquering the Persian Empire, did more
than merely make himself king over vast tracts of land. He introduced
Greek culture to the east. This culture has always been a very attractive
one and it was widely adopted. All of Asia Minor became Greek
culture if not in race, and throughout Egypt and Babylonia tendrils
of Greek culture extended. Even i n Bactria (the region we now call
Afghanistan) a semi-Greek kingdom was. set up which survived for
over a century, from 250 B.C. to 135 B.C.
The Jews were not immune to the attractiveness of Greek culture,
any more than they were immune to Canaanite culture in the days
of the judges and the kings, or to American culture today. In the
time of the Seleucids, there were many among them who wanted to
"assimilate," and to establish gymnasia after the Greek fashion-some
thing at which the writer of i Maccabees, strongly antipGreek,stands
aghast:

1 Maccabees 1:11. In those days went there out of Isr<aI wicked
men, who pevsuaded many, saying; Let w go and make a covenant

with the heathen that are m u d about us

.**.

..

Maccabees 1:14. Whereupon they built a place of exercise at
Jerusalem according to the customs of the heathens
i Maccabees 1:15 And made therhselves uncircumcised
I

.

At the gymnasia, (he Greeks yerq accustomed to exercise and to
engage in athletic contests in the nude. (The very word "gymnasium"
is born a Greek word meaning "naked.") This in itself was horrifying
to those Jews who clung to the old ways. Worse still, Jew who
amdsqi in the nude could clearly be seen to be circumcised; to
avoid this embarrassment, the custom arose of wearing false foreskins,
thus making them "uncircumcised."
This development was, of course, welcomed by the Seleucid rulers.
In the first place they, like all the Macedonian rulers, were seriously
inteat on spreading Greek culture, since they felt it to be for superior*
to all other cultures.
Then, too, people who clung to old nonÂ¥Gree ways were more
apt to revolt against the ruler in an effort to establish their independence so that they might then live their own way freely. This considetation might well apply particularly to the Jews, since they had only
been under Seleucid domination for a quarter of a'century and since
many co-religionists remained under the Ptolemies, in Alexandria and
elsewhere. It might well have seemed to Antiochus IV that the Jews
would feel a natural bond to his traditional enemy, Egypt, unless
they became Greek in culture and broke their ties with the well-

treated Alexandrian Jews. ,
For Qas reason Antiochus IV did everything in his power to encoup
age the hellenization (the Greeks called themselves "Hellenes")of
Jude. Nor must such behavior be considered as abnormal or unique
to Antiochus. Rather it is common practice in most lands, then and
now, to attempt to unify culture. Here in the United States, immigrants
from lands of widely different language and culture have been encouraged to learn English and adopt American ways.
To be sure, such a program works best when it is bnducted moderately, letting the dominant culture win its way by its own attractiveness
and convenience, rather than attempting to impose it by naked force.

Ptolemy
Egypt had a new king too. When Ptolemy V died in 181 B.c., his
son, Ptolemy VI Philometer ('loving his mother"), succeeded. He was
a young man who was dominated by his mother, a fact that no doubt
accounts for his nickname.
There remained bad blood between the Ptolemies and the Seleucids despite the overriding menace of Rome, for there was still the
problem of Judea. Antiochus I11 had been defeated by Rome, but they
had allowed him to retain Judea, which he had taken from the Ptolemies, and the Egyptians wanted it back
Antiochus IV, however, felt no need to return territory that the
Romans had let his father keep. He may even have felt that, in view
of his own years of pleasant stay in Rome, the Romans would look
upon him as one of their own, and favor his enterprises.
Ptolemy's mother remained a force for peace, but after she died,
warfare broke out. It was Egypt, apparently, that struck the first blow,
and iti this she proved foolish, for Ptolemy I!l was a weak and unwarlike king (though gentle and humane) while Antiochus IV was a
'
capable general. Antiochus invbded Egypt i n 170 B.C
i Maccabees 1:17. Wherefore he [Antiochus IV] entered into
Egypt with a great midtitilde
,
1 Maccabees i:i& And made war against Ptolemee king of Egypfc
but PtoIemee was afnad of him, and fled

..

...

Antiochus pursued the retreating Egyptian king to the walls of
Alexandria and actually captured him. The Egyptians, left without a
king, promptly put Ptolemy's younger brother on the throne, as
Ptolemy VII Euergetes 11-note the repetition of the surname.
(Sometimes Ptolemy VII is reserved for the young son of Ptolemy
VI, while the brother who now shared his throne is called Ptolemy
VIII. However, there is no g d t chance of confusion here for the
Ptolemy who was placed on the throne after the capture of Ptolemy
VI is universally known in histoly not by number but as "Physcon"
or "Pot-Belly" because he grew fat in the course of his long reign. It

was this Ptolemy VII, or Physcon, by the way, who was referred to
by the translator of Ecclesiasticus, see page 1-517.)
Antiochus IV did not feel in a position actually to take Alexandria,
for he was uncertain as to Rome's attitude if he went that far. He
therefore released Ptolemy VI. He felt that with two Ptolernies quarreling over the throne, Egypt would fall into civil war and one side or
another would call on his help. He would then take over the country
under a show of legality.
The Egyptians, however, outmaneuvered him. The two Ptolemies
decided to rule jointly and did so in peace. The angered Antiochus
threw caution aside and invaded Egypt a second time in 168 B.C.
But now Rome had had enough. A Roman envoy from Alexandria
faced the Seleucid monarch in front of his troops and ordered him to
withdraw. Antiochus had to back down before this single representative
of the distant Roman power and, utterly humiliated, march back to
his own land.
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.,The Book of i ~a&bees' refers only to the Gist invasion, of Egypt,
one that was glorious frog @e sta&oint of Antiochus IV. Of
course, even a victorious campaign consumes money,and the Sdeucids
had been dreadfully short of that commodity ever since Rome had
out was to confiscate die hoarded
&cted its indemnity. One
wqlth of temples-something that had been the death of Antiochus
X h r i d Antiochus Ill's son, returning from Egypt, passed through
Jerusalem and looted its Temple as a matter of course:
(he

way

7 Maccabees 1:20. And after that Antiochus &dsmitten Egypt,
he mhqmd a&n in the hundred forty <fnd third year [169~s.1
1 Maccabees 1:21. And entered proudly into the sanctuary, and

took &ay the phien dtqr.

...*

..

...

i Maccabees 1:2 j. He took also the dver and tly gdd, and the
prea0q
,
vessek: also he took ,the hidden treasures which he found.
The writer does not go on to tell of the second invasion of Egypt
find of its humiliating end for Antiochus, but we needn't kly on
%

secular history only to know of i t The incident is mentioned in the
Book of Daniel (see page 1-619):
Daniel 11:30. For the ships of Chittim [Rome] shall come against
him [Antiochus IV]: therefore he shall be grieved, and return, and
have hd&&ion ugainst the holy covenant

.. .

It seems reasonable enough 6 suppose @at Antiochus IV, halfmaddened with frustration, would be anxious to vent his angeron some
victim. The Jews were weak enough for the purpose and were not protected by Rome and it is possible, besides, that {hey angered him further'
by being incautiously jubilant over this shameful defeat of the king
who had looted their Temple only two years before.
Antiochus took action:

.. .

Maccabees 1:29.
the King sent his chief collector of tribute
who came unto Jerusalem with a great multitude,
1 Maccabees 1 :30. And.
fell sudenSal$ upon the city, and smote
it very sore

.. .
1

...

..

With Jerusalem taken and sacked, Antiochus further decided that
Hellenization was to proceed with all possible speed:
1 Maccabees 1:41. Moreover king Antiochus wrote to his whole
kingdom, that all should be one people,
1 Maccabees I:+. And every one should leave his laws

...

As a climax of the new policy, the Temple was profaned. Antiochus
decided that Judaism should be brought into line with Hellenism by
identifying Zeus and Yahveh and erecting a statue to Zeus-Yahveh
in (he Temple itself, supplying it, very likely, with his own royal face.
To the orthodox Jews this was the greatest imaginable blasphemy:
i Maccabees 1:54. Now
..in the hundred forty and fifth year
[167 B.c.],they ,set up the a b o m i d n of desolation upon the

..

cdtar

...

To enforce the new policy,,Autiochus ordered copies of the Jewish
Scriptures to be destroyed, forbade circumcision and the Jewish dietary
regulations, then executed those caught clinging to the old ways. For a
time it looked as though Judaism would be destroyed and that those
who held out uncompromisingly against Antiochus IV would die as
martyrs*

Nehemiah 8:4. And 6m the
kood upon <t fnitfr't rfwood,
and beside him stood Mattathiah.

.. .

~ a b a i i a shad five stalwart sons:
1

Maccabees 2:a. And he had five sons1 Joannan [Tohanan], cdled

Caddis:
Maccabees z:3. Simon, called, Thad:
Maccabees 2:4. Judas, who was called Maccabw:
1 Maccabees 2:s. Eleasw, called A-wran: and Jonathan,whose surmme was Apphus.
1
i

l&m among the Jews it was becoming customary to adopt surnames
as identification. In this case, the surnames are of uncertain
to
meaning, except, possibly, for that of Mattathias' third son: Judas Mao"
cab.
This surname is often considered a Greek version of the Hebrew
word "maldcabi" ("the hammerer").It is suggested that the third son
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is Judas the Hammerer, so called because of the hammer blows he was
soon to inflict upon the Seleucid army. On the other hand, there is some
indication that he had this name before the battles were joined, and
an alternate suggestion is that it is from the Hebrew "makab" ("to a p
point"'). He would then be Judas the Appointed; appointed, that is,
by God to lead his people against the Seleucids.
Judas itself is, of course, die Greek form of Judah. It is very likely that
the heroism of Judas Maccabeus made the name Judas [Judah] so
popular among the Jews in the centuries following.
Because Judas Maccabeus is the hero of what was to follow, the
family has come to be called, in English, the Maccabees-a name that
is more familiar now than the more accurate Hasmonaeans. Similarly,
the Jewish kingdom that was eventually established under their rule is
called the "Maccabean kingdom," and the times the "Maccabean era."
Jewish writings dealing with this period of time are lumped together
as the various books of the Maccabees even when they have nothing
directly to do with the family, and the first of these, the one with which
I am now dealing, is i Maccabees.

The spark that initiated the Jewish rebellion against the Seleucids
was set off by an officer of Antiochus who came to Modin to enforce
the new laws. He asked Mattathias, as a prominent Jewish leader, to
set a good example and to carry through a sacrifice in the manner required by law. To Mattathias, this was idolatry and he refused.
However, there were other Jews who were not so insistent on the
old ways. The Seleucid officer, in asking Mattathias to perform the
sacrifice, pointed out that it was being done by the Jews generally:

.. .
...

1 Maccabees 2:18.
fulfil the king's commandment, like
the men of Juda
and such m ' n at J e d e m

...

...

In this, he was probably telling the truth. In aftertimes, a successful
revolution is looked back upon as the rising of a united nation or group,
but most of that is the patriotic gilding of memory, and it is not so. In
all revolutions, those who ardently pursue the fight to the death are in
the minority and there are usually at least as many who are ardently
anti-revolutionary, plus an actual majority that is apathetic and will go

where they are led (in either direction), if necessary, but who best pre?
fer to be left alone.
Our own Revolutiona~yWar was conducted by a minority of Re?&
who faced not only the British, but To* who woe at least equal
in numbers to themselves. And most colonists did not incline strongly
to either side. And today the Civil Rights movement among Negroes
has, as one of its problems, the apathy of most Negroes.
So it must have been that the Jews in the time of Antiochus were
by no means all bitterly anti-Seleucid. Many were willing to conform,
perhapseager, in their pio<Sreek views, to do so. The, when
Mattathias refused the sacrifice, someone else quickly stepped up to
perfom it, either out of conviction or, perhaps, out of the thought
that unless someone did, the entire town would be massacred.

.. .

I Maccabees 2:23.
there came one of the Jews in the sight
of all to sacrifice on the dtar
according to the fang's & m d
went.
At seeing tin's, Mattathias flew into a rage, slew lie Jew and the
Seleucid officer. That was the Lexington-and-Concord of the Jewish rebellion. Mattathias and his sons had to flee to the hills, and around
them they began to collect other rebels.
In particular, Mattathias was joined by a party of fervid men whose
adherence t o the traditional Mosaic Law was absolute: ,

. ..

1 Maccabees 2:42. Then came there unto him a company of
Afsideam,'who wire mighty men' of Israel, even atâ such
were
voluntarily devoted unto the law.

.

The word Assideans (or Hasideans in the Revised Standard Version) is the Greek form of the Hebrew "Hassidim," meaning "(he
pious ones!' Their sole concern lay in religion. They were uninterested
in politics and it was only when the practice of Judaism was outlawed
that they were willing to resort to violence.
They were stalwart fighters, but in some ways they were an embarrassment, for a truly uncompromising adherence to the letter of the
law can create problems. The many prohibitions that had grown up
concerning the Sabbath day made many pious men feet that it
unlawful to take even such worldly action on the Sabbath as was re-.
quired for self-defense. Thus, Josephus says that when Ptolmy I, in
the frst few years after Alexander's death, marched into Judea to =tab

lish his dominance over the region, he was able to seize Jerusalem
without resistance by attacking on the Sabbath. The Jews would not
defend the walls on that day.
Similarly, a party of the ultra-pious, tracked down by Seleucid forces
on the Sabbath, decided to let themselves be killed without resisting.
They said:

...

Maccabees 2 : ~ .
Let us die all in our innocency: heaven
and earth shall testify for us, that ye put us to death wrongfully.
1

There is something impressive about such faith, but it is no way to
fight a war. Mattathias and his friends mourned the dead, but they
insisted on a new policy:

..

1 Maccabees 2:41.
Whosoever shall come to make battle
with us on the sabbath day, we will fight against him

. ..

Here was an example of adjusting the Law to fit the serious needs
of men, something that was to play a part in the later development
of Judaism and in the teachings of Jesus, too.

Mattathias did not live long. He was old, and the exertions of the
field took its toll:
1 Maccabees 2:70. And he died in the hundred forty and sixth
year [166 B.c.]
1 Maccabees 3:1, Then his son Judas, called Ma~abeus,rose up
in his stead.

.. .

But now the forces of the Seleucid Empire were moving to put down
the revolt and, as is often the case, the government began by underestimating the seriousness of die trouble. It was, to begin with, left to
the governor of Samaria, Apollonius, the local official on the spot:
1 Maccabees 3~10.Then ApoUonius gathered the Gentiles together,
and a great host out of SdWWfUt, to fight dgai'nst Israel.

Judas Maccabeus came out to meet him. Apollonius was, in all likelihood, overconfident and marched forward carelessly, convinced he
could easily handle a few rebels. That was his mistake. Judas' men

swarmed down upon him, probably out of ambush, and his army

was defeated. Apollonius himself was killed and Judas took his sword
and used it in later battles.
The Seleucids had to do better {ban that, and the next step involved
die army itself and a general, Seron. Now it was not the local levies
from Samaria, but the army itself.
And when he [Seron] came near to the going
up of Bethhoron, / u h went forth to meet him with a small coin1 Maccabees 3:16.

Beth-horon is about twelve miles northwest of Jerusalem, near Mattathias' adopted town of Modin. Here, Judas and his men lay in ambush
in Ae surrounding hills and once again a lightning attack caught a
Seleucid army by surprise and destroyed it.

The Jewish victory at Beth-horon was sufficiently spectacular to raise
the rebellion from a local tumult to an internationally observed matter. ~ l & r l the
~ , prestige of the regime now required that a major effort
be put into the suppression of the rebels.
.
Unfortunately for Antiochus it was easier to see the need than to
do something about it. The same old problem arose-lack of money.
Furthennore, the empire was fading at die other end, too. If Judas and
his army of irregulars were shaking the west, in the east whole provinces
were falling away.
The Parthian rulers, who had been subservient to die Seleucids even
as late as the reign of Antiochus 111, were little by little enlarging
their indq>e~dence.In 171 B.c., a vigorous Icing, Mithridates I,
ascended the Parthian throne and the last vestige of dependence on
~theSeleucidsdisappeared. Indeed, Mithridates extended his power in
all directions and was making himself a major factor in central Asia.
It may be that if Parthia had remained quiet, Antiochq could have
handled the Jewish rebellion. As it was, he found himself pulled in
both directions. His prestige abroad, already badly shaken by his humiliation in Egypt, demanded that he not allow the Jews to remain un=
punished. On the other hand, if he could but bring the eastern
provinces back into the fold,ihe could collect all the money he needed
in the form of a punitive tribute.

With prestige pulling one way and money the other, he made the
worst possible decision. He decided to divide his forces and embark
on a two-front war:
1 Maccabees 5: 31. Wher#ors, being greatly perplexed in his mind,
he [Antiochus IV] determined to go into Persia [Parthia], there
to take the tnbutes of the countries, and to gather much money.
i Maccabees 3:32. So he left Ly&,
a nobleman, , to oversee
the &aim of the king from the river Euphrates unto the borders of

. .
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Antiochus TV left his young son with Lysias, and half his army as
well and his instructions were to wipe out the Jewish rebels.
Sufi 1a
1 Maccabees 5:37. So the King took the half of the forces that
Tenutined, and departed from Antioch, his royal city, the hundred
forty and seventh year [&65 RC.]; find
passed the river Euphrates

...

...

Antioch, the "royal city"--that is, the Seleucid capital-was+ at this
time,a comparatively young city.
When Alexander the Great died in 323 B.c., Babylon was still the
fflatest city of the east, and it was in Babylon that he died. Babylon
remained a great prize for the generals who contended for the down. It
was captured by Seleucus I Nicator in 312 B.C; and that established him
on the throne of Macedonian Asia and served to mark the date of
the founding of the Seleucid Empire.
Yet the capture by Seleucus was the last important event in Babylonian history. Seleucus was a founder of cities and felt that his cap
ital ought to be a new city, and not one as old and as hoary with nonGreek tradition as Babylon was. The year of his conquest of Babylon,
Seleucus therefore began to build a new capital for himself on the
Tigris River some twenty miles north of Babylon. He called the new
city
. I"! Seleucia, after himself.
As Seleucia grew, Babylon declined. The people left the old ci(y for
the new and the buildings of Babylon served as raw material for construction in Seleuda. By Maccabean times, the mighty Babylon of
Hammurabi and Nebuchadnezzat was finished and sixteen centuries of
histories dosed with a whimper. The city thai had carried off the
Jews four centuries before was now a miserably dying village; and
Jerusalem, which it had temporarily destroyed, was still alive after all
and about to embark on a new period of independence.
i
H~ever,Seleucia was not the only capital. To be sure, it was centrally located and it grew rich and prosperous. If the Seleucids had
remained there and concentrated on the eastern portion of their empire
they might have fused Greek and Persian into a combined society that
would have lasted indefinitely.
Psychologically, though, the Seleucids were always drawn westward.
The Greek core was to the west and the Seleucids were always aware
of the enormous attraction of all things Greek. A few miles of Syria,
or a stretch of the coast of Asia Minor, meant more to them than
a thousand mile of central Asia. So they fought endless wars with Egypt
while vast tracts of the east crumbled. And because of their concentration on the west, they needed a center there.
In 300 B.c., Seleucus had founded a city in northwest Syria near the
Mediterranean. He named it Antiochea, in memory, of his father,
the Macedonian general, Antiochus, and we know it hs Antioch. This
city, near (he Greek thick of thine, was ideal as a western capital.

Through the succeeding reigns, each successive monarch enlarged and
beautified Antioch. The center of gravity of the Seleucid Empire shifted
westward and by the time of Antiochus IV, Antioch was the major city
of the realm, and stood second only to Alexandria in the Greek world.
The Temple

While Antiochus IV, with half the army, had gone eastward to
Parthia, Lysias was left with the other half to take care of the Jews. It
was far easier for Lysias, however, to receive his instructions than to
cany them out.
In the course of the next year, Lysias sent two armies into Judea
and each was defeated. Judas Macqbeus had shown himself unbeatable
and now he could count on a period of wary peace while the chastened
Seleucids held back to recoup.
It was time, therefore, to rededicate the profaned Temple. Judas
Maccabeus chose priests who had never compromised with the Seleucid
authorities, tore down the profaned altar and buried the stones. A new
altar was built and new vessels supplied, and finally:

..

1 Maccabees 4:52,
, in the one hundred forty and righth
year [164 B.c.], they rose up beti'mes in the morning,
1 Maccabees 4~53.And offered sacrifice according to the law upon
the new altar

...

. ..

Â

i Maccabees 4:56. And so they kept the dedication of the dtar
eightdays...

....

...
...

1 Maccabees 4~59.Moreover Judas and his brethren
ordained,
that the days of the dedication of the altar should be kept in their
season from year to year by the space o f eight days

The anniversary of the dedication of the Temple is celebrated to this
day, by the Jews, as the eightday feast of Hanukkah ("dedication").
Judas deliberately set the date of the dedication of the cleansed
Temple, on the third anniveisary of its profanation, and therefore three
and a half years after the capture of Jerusalem by Antiochus IV.
This three-and-whalf-year interval is mentioned by the writer* of
Daniel, who was apparently at work on it at this time. Since he placed

the book in the time of die Exile four centuries earlier and had Daniel

relate it as a prophecy, he was forced to use apocalyptic language;

Daniel 7:~;. And he [Antiochus IV] shall .speak great words
against the most High,
and thinkto change times and laws:
and they [(he Temple and (he pious Jews] shall be given into his
hand until a time [one year] and times [plus two years] and the
dividing of time [plus half a year],

...

Idumea
The Temple was dedicated and Judas fortified Mount 23on, but
&re was no opportunity to rest The enthusiasm of the victor@ would
have declined and faded, i f the Jews now remained on the defensive;
(be Qaa asfd esprit would vanish, the f o b disperse, and the k o l t
would #her away. Judas apparently decided to pass &I to the offensive, and attack the areas bordering on Judea:
a Maccabees 5:3. Then fudas fought against the ehMren of Esau
ib fdumea
and he gave them a @eat owrthrow
,

...

...

This was not the first example of the rapid about-face of the Jews
from a persecuted minority to an imperial power. Eight and a half
centuries before, David had taken a nation of Philistine vassals and, in
the course of a few years, not only won Israelite independence but
established Israelite hegemony over the Philistines and other surrounding nations.
Here the case was more limited, for the Maccabean state never approached the physical dimensions or the compaiative power of David's
kingdom. Nevertheless, (be victory of Judas was the first step toward
the conquest of Edom (or Idumea, which is the Greek version of the
name).
Perhaps the nationalists of the time felt they could justify warfare
against Idumea not only as a matter of traditional enmity, traced all
the way back to the legends of Jacob and Esau (see page 1-93), but
also because during the period of the Babylonian Exile, the Idumeans,
under the pressure of the Nabatean Arabs (see page 1-457), had been
forced northward. What was called Idumea in Maccabean times had
been southern Judah in the time of the monarchy, and the Jews may
well have felt they were but retaking what was their own. (Similar
arguments have served as excuse for any number of wars since.)
But it was more than mere conquest. The Maccabeans eventually
enforced Judaism on the conquered Idumeans; doing as they would not
be done by. The case of a religious minority that becomes an oppressor
as soon as it is in power has been seen numerous times in history.
Consider, for instance, the Puritans who fled oppression in England
and came to America for the sake of religions liberty and who then
proved most teen in refusing it to others than themselves. The usual
excuse, in all times, is that the victors are merely exalting Truth over
Falsehood, and are selflessly saving the souls of the losers. The losers,
however, generally have trouble recognizing the good intentions of
those who are so thoughtfully converting them at the point of the sword.
Galilee

The forces of Judas struck outward in all directions, not only toward
the south against Idumea, but eastward against the Ammonites. There
was trouble in the northy too. The Greeks in Gilead (east of the Jordan and north of Ammonite territory) gathered against the Jews who

'

~alil&

lived tteit and laid siege to them in m a t the Gilodite cMa. 'I%@
Jews gnt letters to Judas and hisbrothers, pleadingfor helps
gbfaccabees ;:a+ We these UHm wire yet @@,
behold,
there aim other messengers from ihldm .who reported on thus

..

wise, '
i Maccabees $:I;.
They of
are assembled,together against us

...

. . . all GdlHee of the Gentiles,
...

Galilee refers to the northernmost section of what had once bead
Israel; the territory which, in the time of the judges, was settled by
thetabes of Naphtali and Zebulon. .
This northern area was never firmly held by the Israelite. The
Canapites remained strong in the north long sfber Joshua'smnquest,
as is evidenced by the tales of the battle against S b (see page 1-338).

Down to the time of David himself, the Phoenician coastal cities
(inhabited by Canaanites, be it remembered) dominated the north.
To those at the center of Israelite power-farther south among the
Rachel tribes of Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin-the north could
well be looked upon as gal3 haggoyim. This means, literally, "district
of the nations" or "district of the [non-Israelite] .tribes."
A Latin word for a tribe or clan was gens and members of the same
tribe or clan were "gentiles." Therefore gain haggoyim could be
translated as "district of the gentiles." Mil became Galilaea in Latin
and "Galilee" in English, leaving us with "Galilee of the Gentiles!'
The term Gentile, for non-Jew, is used steadily in i Maccabees, and
has come down, in this sense, to modem times. Mormons, however,
apply the word to non-Mormons, so that to a Mormon a Jew is a
Gentile.
References to Galilee prior to the time of the Assyrian conquest and
the destruction of the Northern Kingdom are not found in the Bible.
Prior to that time, the lands of Naphtali and Zebulon are referred to
instead. The turning point 'comes in Isaiah where the depredations of
Assyria are described and both terns, pre-Assyrian and post-Assyrian,
are used for the area:

...

Isaiah 9:1.
at the first he lightly afflicted the land of Zebulun
and the land of Naphtali, and afterward did more grievously &id
her
in Gdilee of the nations.

...

By Maccabean times, Jewish colonists had begun to penetrate Galilee
once more, but its population was still largely Gentile.

In the face of this double danger, Judas divided his forces. He and
his younger brother Jonathan, with the smaller army, advanced into
Gilead. His older brother, Simon (another version of the name
Simeon, by the way), led the larger army into Galilee. The division of
forces proved, for one, not to be fatal. Both were victorious and both
were able to evacuate the besieged Jews back to the safety of Judea:
1 Maccabees 5:21. Then went Simon into Galilee, where he fought
many battles with the heathen, ,

..
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And he pursued them unto the gftte

of Ptole-

Ptolemais was a city on the Phoenician coast some twenty-five miles
south of Tyre~thesouthernmost of the Phoenician cities. Its older
name had been Accho and it lay in the territory theoretically assigned
to Asher. The northern tribes never did assert their theoretical supremacy over the Phoenician coast, of course; a fact recognized in the Bible:
Judges 1:31. Neither did Asher drive out the inhabitants of A&,
nor the inhabitants of Zidon , ,

.

The early Ptolernies controlled the area and in 260 B.c., Accho was
renamed Ptolernais in their honor. It kept that name after the area
had been wrested from Egyptian hands by Antiochus 111, and indeed
throughout the Roman period long after Ptolemies and Seleucids had
alike vanished.
It resumed its original name after the Moslem conquest in A.D. 638.
In the time of the Crusades, five centuries later, the city was known to
the Christians as St.-Jean-#Acre or, more simply, Acre. It is now a city
of modem Israel, named Akko, and has a population of some 'thirty
thousand.
%>
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AntuXhus V Eupator
The Maccabean attacks were successful, in part, because {he Seleucid
Empire was more or less paralyzed by events in Parthid. Antiokhus IV
was having no success there. The writer of Maccabees tells of the failure
of his attempt to loot a temple in Elymais and of his falling sick with
grief in consequence; a grief further exacerbated by the news of Lysias'
defeats in Judea.
Thestory of the templelooting is undoubtedly a mistake. It is a
tale transferred from Antiochus 111 (see page 714) his son, perhaps
through the writer's eagerness to have Antiochus IV sink i n t ~qttd
failure. His sickness, it would seem from secular sources, was not grief,
but tuberculosis, something more likely to be fatal.
The despoiler of the Temple died in Gabae, a town now known as
Isfahan, in ,central
Iran, nine bundled miles east of Jerusalem.
.
1 Maccabees 6:16. So king Antiochus died there in the hundred
forty and ninth year [163 B.c.].

1 Maccabees 6:17.Now when L y s h knew that the king was dead,
he set up Antiochus his son
to reign in his stead, and his name
he called Eupator.

. ..

Antiochus V Eupator ("of noble birth") was nine years old at the
time of his accession. He was controlled by Lysias, who ruled the
empire through him.
The accession of a young king was made to order for the Jewish
rebels under Judas Maccabeus. There were bound to be dynastic squab
bles and while the various candidates for the throne and for power behind it fought among themselves, the Jews could safely risk the offensive.
In 162 B.c., the year after the death of Antiochus IV, Judas even
dared attack the citadel in Jerusalem; that is, the fortress within which
the Seleucid garrison had retired at the time, over a year before, when
the main city of Jerusalem had been taken and the Temple rededicated.
But that attack stirred Lysias, who decided to* take a chance on
dynastic troubles remaining in abeyance and mount a strong coun,terattack (something to which he was urged by parties of loyalist Jews
-the "Tories" of the Maccabean rebellion).
A fresh Seleucid army advanced southward, stronger than any previous one, and armed with a new type of weapon not hitherto used
against the rebels-elephants. Eleasar, one of the brothers of Judas,
fought his way to one of the beasts, stabbed it in the abdomen, and
killed it, but the elephant, in dying, fell upon Eleasar and killed him
in turn. He was the first of the five sons of Mattathias to die.
Eleasar showed that elephants, too, were mortal, but the Jewish
army was nevertheless facing odds that were too great for it. Fighting
desperately, they were nevertheless slowly pushed toward the edge of
exhaustion through famine.
But then Lysias' gamble failed. He was forced to face a dynastic
problem. A nobleman who had been with Antiochus IV in the east
had now made his way back with what was left of Antiochus' army and
attempted to seize power. Lysias, faced with this threat to the very core
of his policy, was forced to turn away from the trouble in the outskirts.
He therefore offered the Jews a compromise peace. Two points were
involved, the religious liberty ofi the Jews and their political independence. Lysias felt that, under the circumstances, he could yield
(he first, if the Jews would yield the second. There were important
elements in the rebel army, the Assideans, for instance, who were in-

terested only in religious liberty, and Judas had to accept the coinpromise. At least, for the time.

Demetrivs I Soter
Lysias returned to Antioch, now under the control of his competitor, defeated him and retook the city-but the situation remained
unstable. There were other competitors in thefield.
Seleucus IV Philopater, the predecessor and older brother of Antiochus IV, had sent a son, Demetrius, into Roman captivity (see page
48). That son of an older brother was, by modem standards, more
deserving of the throne than the reigning monarch, Antiochus V,
who was but the son of a younger brother. Demetrius, when he heard
of the death of his uncle, Antiochus IV, at once petitioned the Roman
Senate for permission to return to Antioch and assume the kingship.
Rome, preferring a weak child on the Seleucid throne to a capable
young man, refused permission and Demetrius promptly escaped and
made his way to the Seleucid coast on his own.
1
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In the hundred and one and fiftieth year

[161

B.c.] Demetrius the son of Selewus departed from Rome, and
earns up with a few men unto a city of the sea coast, and reigned

there.
In the civil war that followed, Demetrius was a quick winner.'
Antiochus V and Lysias were captured and killed and the new king
took the name of Demetrius I Soter. Rome accepted the reality of the
situation and *recognized Demetrius as king.
Demetrius attempted to retrieve the Seleucid position with respect
to Judea, not so much by immediate military action as by first laying
a careful foundation of support for himself among the Jewish "Tories"
of whom there were many.
1 Maccabees 7:s. There came unto him [Demetrius] aU the
wicked and ungodly men of Israel, having Alcimus, who was desirous
to be high priest, for their cdptait~
1 Maccabees 7:6. And they accused the p e e [the rebel forces] to
the king
With the Toria on the king's side and with the Assideans neutral,
Demetrius felt it timely to send an army into Judea once more. At its

. ..

head was Nicanor, a general who had been with the king in Rome and,
according to Josephus, had escaped with him.
Judas, however, had not forgott& how to be a hammerer. Rallying
his forces against a superior enemy yet once again, he met the Seleucid
army at Beth-homn, some fourteen miles northwest of Jerusalem,
and there he won the most remarkable victoxy of his career (and, as
it turned out, the last). Nicanor himself was slain and once again the
forces of the Seleucid Empire were forced to back off with bumt fingers.

For five years now, Judas Maccabeis and his brothers had been
facing superior forces and winning by rapid movement and surprise
and by taking advantage of Seleucid preoccupation with other rebellions and with civil wars. But good luck, and even good management,
cannot be expected to continue forever. What was needed was outside
help, and at that time the smallernations of the east found their friend
in the new giant of the west, the giant who, in the end, would swallow
them all:
,

1

Maccabees 8:i Now Iudas had heard

of the fame of the Ro-

mans...
Even as late as the time of Alexander the Great, Rome had been
merely another barbarian tribe of the hinterland as far as the Greeks
were concerned. Possibly no Jew had as much as heard of the Roman
name at the time.
I t wasn't until 281 B.c., in fact,that Rome suddenly impinged upon
the Greek world. At that time it was the Macedonian monarchs who
seemed supreme. One of them, Ptolemy I1 Philadelphus, ruled over
Egypt and under his mild sway Jews were translating the Bible into
Greek. Another, Antiochus I SOW, ruled over the Seleucid kingdom.
Other Macedonians ruled Greece itself and {he districts to the north.
In particular, a Macedonian named Pyrrhus ruled over Epirus, a region
northwest of Greece. Of all {he Macedonian rulers of his day, Pyrrhus
was the most capable general.
The westernmost portion of the Greek world had, as its chief representatives, a number of wealthy cities on the coast of. southern Italy.
These cities had been settled five to six centuries before in the days
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Hosea,and Isaiah preached in Israel and Judah. These
cities had always had their troubles with the poorly organized tribes of
the interior and now the martial city of Rome had conquered all
of Italy right down to the seacoast and the Greek cities were terrified.
They called in Pyrrhus to help. Pyrrhus eagerly responded and beat
the Romans in two battles. The Romans persevered, however, and in
the end beat Fyrrhus and by 270 ~ . had
a taken over every Greek city
in southern Italy.
The Greek world ought to have grown alarmed at this point and
united to defeat this strangely powerful newcomer. Unfortunately for
themselves, they miscalculated. The western city Carthage measured its
strength against Rome in two mighty wars, and the Macedonian
kingdoms may have felt the two cities to be so evenly matched as to be
certain to destroy each other.
The Macedonians relaxed therefore, let Rome and Carthage deal
each other mighty blows, and amused themselves by interminable batfling among themselves.
For a while it seemed that the Macedonians had calculated shrewdly
indeed, for both Carthage and Rome came, each in its tum, to the
very edge of disaster. In the end, however, it was not a stalemate but a
complete and utter Roman victory and by 200 B.C. Rome was the
strongest single power in the world.
Even then, the Macedonian kingdoms might have won out if they
could have combined, but the rivalries that had grown up among them
in a century of warfare were too powerful to bury.
when Amos,

The Gdatwns
Rome, therefore, continued to win victories, and these are summarized in this chapter of 1 Maccabees;

.
.
.It was told Jam [Judas Maccabeus] also
their wars . . .among the Galatians, find how th^y had conqwred
1 Maccabees 8:2.

of

them...
The Galatians (or G a d ) had moved southward into Italy and
taken Rome itself in yp B.C. when. that city was yet a small power, and
when the Jews wore vegetating peacefully under the Persians. Rome
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shook itself free, but the; Gauls settled in the rich valley of the Po
Rim.What is now northern Italy came to be called "Cisalpine-Gaul"
(Gaul on "this side of the Alps*'-'this side"-ftom the standpoint of
the Romans).
As the Romans grew stronger, the Gauls grew weaker. In 295 Ãˆ.G
the Romans inflicted a devastating defeat on the Gauls and by 222 B.C.
they had annexed the whole region of Cisalpine Gaul a n d .extended
their power to the Alps.
TOs was the m h remarkable to those easterners who had been
watching the Roman advance, for even while theRomans were k t ing back the Gauls steadily, ,the Macedonian kingdoms were proving
helpless against barbarians of the same kind.
I s x8o B.C. even as Pyirhus was ,fightingRome in Italy, bands' of
Gauls raided southward into Macedon and for several years absolute
tenor sad anarchy gripped that land,, and GFMWto the south as well.
In 278 B.C. (be Gauls crossed over into Asia Minor land devastated
that region. It wasn't until 235 B.C. that they werefinally defeated
and'tamed. They were then forced to settle down in a region in central
Asia Minor which came to be called Galatiq. By that time they had
become civilized and had adopted the Greek culture.
The ease with which the Romans had handled their Gauls wild
not but be noted and admired in the east
3

.

4

Spain

The Romans had won victories outside Italy, too:
1 Maccabees 8:3. And what they [the Romans] had done in the
country of Spain ,
Even while the Romans had been defeating the Gauls, they .had

..

been fighting the first long war with Carthage to a successful conclu-

Son. After that war, Catthage had tried to recoup by s h n g up a new
empire m Spain, winning control of the ~editeimneanregion of that
wild and, at that time, barbarous country.
In 219 B.c., then,shortly after the annexation of Cisalpine Gaul by
Rome, Carthage was ready for a second war. This time the Car&aginian forces were led by Hannibal, one of A e very greatest generals
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of all time. For sixteen -years the Carthaginian managed to maintain
himself in Italy, winning great victories and suffering not one real defeat.
Rome held on doggedly, however, sending its armies to fight outside Italy, even while Hannibal devastated their homeland. In particular, one of the Roman generals, Scipio, fought brilliantly in Spain,
defeating the Carthaginians there and, in effect, annexing the land to
Rome.
Scipio then went to Africa to attack Carthage itself. Hannibal returned to face him and in a final battle at the north African town of
Zama in 202 B.C. Scipio and Rome won.

Philip and Perseus

,

The quick summary of Roman progress continues:
1 Maccabees 8:s. Beside this, how they [the Romans] had discomfited in battle Philip, and F e r n s , king of the Citims .

. .

This refers to happenings after the climactic battle of Zama. Of the
Macedonian kingdoms, the one nearest to Rome was that of Macedon
itself (referred to here as ~itims;or more properly Kittim, see page
1-47). Macedon was not the vigorous imperial power it had been under
Philip I1 and Alexander the Great The emigration of Macedonians to
the conquered lands in the south and the east, the losses in war, and
the havoc of the raids by the Gauls had reduced its power. Nevertheless, it was still strong enough to maintain control over Greece.
In 220 B.c., Philip V , an energetic and capable king, came to power
over Macedon. He watched as Rome locked in deadly combat with
Hannibal and attempted to give Hannibal support. For this, Rome never
forgave him. Once Hannibal was defeated, Rome declared war upon
Philip and, in 197 B.c., inflicted a decisive defeat upon him. Macedon
lost its power over Greece and had to pay Rome a large indemnity. For
the rest of his life, Philip kept cautiously out of trouble.
In 179 B.c., Philip died and'was succeededlbyhis son, Perseus, Carefully Perseus prepared for revenge against Rome. His plans, however,
miscarried. His allies betrayed him and he had to face the Roman army
alone. He was beaten in battle in 168 pa., the very year in which

,

Antiochus IV was profaning the Temple at Jerusalem. With that defeat
the Macedonian monarchy was ended a n d m was divided into
four small republics.

Ewnenes
If Rome could punish, it could also reward:
i Maccabees 8:6. How also Antiwhus % great king of Asia
was discomfited by them [the Romansl,

...

....
Maccabees 8:8. And the country of India, and Media, and
Lydia, . . . they took of him, and gave to king Eurne~ies.
1

The Antiochus referred to here as the "great king of Asia" was, of
course, Antiochus 111, whose victories, and whose subsequent defeats
by the Romans, were described earlier in this chapter(see page 707-710).
The Eumenes referred to is a king in western Asia Minor. At the
time when the Jew were in Babylonian Eaglq western Asia Minor
made up a kingdom ruled by people known to the Greeks as Ludoi.
These were the Ludim of the Bible (see pagea1-54) and the kingdom
is known to us as Lydia. It reached a peak of prosperity and powef
wider its king, Croesus, who reigned from 560 to 546 B.C. In 546 B.C.
Lydia was conquered by Cyrus the Persian and its name disappeared
from history. After the time of Alexander the Great, its people were
rapidly hellenized. The Lydian language disappeared and was replaced by Greek.
In 283 B.C, when Asia Minor was loosely connected to the newly
founded Seleucid Empire,a certainMacedonian viceroy named Philetam ruled over the city of Pergamim, in what had once been Lydia.
He hnmaged to make himself independent of {he Selencids after the
death of Seleucus I Nicator and thus was founded the kingdom of
Petgamuxn.
The nephew of Philetaeros succeeded to t h e throne as Eumaes I
in 263 B.C. Soon after his a d o n he defeated Antiochus I, the secortd bleucid monarch, and conEnned the independenceof PergarnuAt &is time the Gauls we* creating havoc in Asia Minor, so that
independence was a doubtful boon.
Eumenes I was succeeded by his nephew, Attalus I, however,

241 B.C. and he managed to defeat die Gauls decisively in 235 B.C. That
ended the Gallic menace and raised die prestige of Pergamum skyhigh. It prospered under enlightened rule and learning was encouraged to the point where the library in P mum was second only to
Alexandria in size and excellence. (Ind
the jealous Ptolemies refused to export papyrus to Pergamum, thus depriving @em of the
material on which to copy books. The Pergamese invented a method
of treating animal sidns for the purpose~morepermanent but also
more expensive-and this gave us "parchment," a word derived from
"Pergamum!' )
In 197 B.c., Attains I died and his son, Eumenes 11, became king.
This is the Eumenes of I Maccabees 8:8.
Eumenes I1 found himself facing Antiochus I11 at the height of
that monarch's succe!~, and for a while it looked asthough Antiochus
would retake all of Asia Minor. Eumenes I1 appealed to Rome, which
had just beaten Philip V of Macedonia.
Rome responded and after defeating Antiochus I11 (with the army
of Eumenes fighting alongside the Roman legions) his Asia Minor
conquests were handed over to Pergamum, which now reached the peak
of its power.
The writer of i Maccabees lists Lydia, Media, and India as being
handed over to Fergamum. This is overenthusiastic of him. Lydia,
representing the western half of Asia Minor, did, to be sure, make
up the kingdom of Pergamum after the defeat of Antiochus. Indeed,
Pergamum was almost Lydia come bade to existence~buta Greekspeaking Lydia.
India and Media were, however, not given to Pergamum. They
were far to die east and not even Rome could give them to anybody.
Nevertheless, as the direct consequence of Antiochus' defeat, India,
Media,and other eastern sections of (he Seleucid Empire regained a
permanent independence. II Petgamurn did not gain them, the Seleucid Empire lost them.

2

The Grecians

And finally:
1 Maccabees 8:9. Moreover how the Grecutns had determined to
come and destroy them [the Romans];

. ..

Maccabees 8:10..And that they [the Romans]
fightin&
with them [the Greeks] slew many of them, and cd&d away
captfva * . * . '" ; 8 - 7 . ^ , i ; ,; ;
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To say that the Greeks had"determined
come and dat&"&
Romans is to give entirely too much credit to the poor ~reels.They
were in no position at the time to destroy anyone but themselves,
but the writer of I Maccabees was living at a time when the Jews were
intensely anti-Grcek and this is reflected in the verses.
' ~ c t u a h ~{he
, crime of the Greeks was that some of their cities
(united in what was called the "Achaean League") had, in the eyes
of Rome,not been sufficiently active in supporting the Romans against
Perseus of Macedon. TheiGreeks could not at @at time possibly resist
{he power of Rome, and for Rome, attacking the Achaean League
was @e snatching a rattle from a baby. A thousand leading Greeks
were carded away captive to,
.&,$168 B.C. ,.,
'i
> I
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Rome's conquests, its loyalty to its (riemfa, its republican form of
government, and its civic virtue are all d m ' with a kind of lyrical
& H i df::
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naamtioa. certainly t h m scenirt . W B,jutifieati~n,.f@
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hope (at this time) in Rome. . ,.' , , ,i. 5 , L; .
^-,-;:
Her defense of Pergamum against the Seleucids, and her strength*
ing of Pergaao~umat Seleucid expense, were very impressive. Surely, if
Judea formed an alliance with Rome, similar benefits would befall
her, ( O f course, Rome supported her allies for her own reasons and,
in the end, absorbed them all, enemies and allies alike, but the
2 f

of L Maccabees did not have the advantage of our hindsight), , +r
The writer describes the emissary sent by Judas to Rome and the
treaty of alliance formed with Rome, but one can only wonder if such
an alliance were really formed. Perhaps it was merely reported by the
forces of Judas as a kind of "war of nerves" against the Seleudds,
who had ample reason to be in dread of the very name of Rome.
If {he alliance was merely a propaganda weapon, it failed; and if it
real, it was a dead letter. Demetrius proceeded to move again
against the rebels and Rome did nothing to help Judas.
;,.a.
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Maccabees 9:i.
when Demetn.'us heard that Nicanor and
his host were slain in battle, he sent Bacchides and Alcimus into
the land of ]udea the second time,and with them the chief strength
of his host:
1

....

..

i Maccabees 9:3.
, the ft^ month of the hundred fifty and
second year [160 B.c.] they encamped before Jerusalem:

The forces of Judas had themselves suffered numerous casualties in
the fight against Nicanor, and in the face of a fresh army of Seleueids
and To& the spirits of many quailed. There were massive desertions
and Judas found himself with only eight hundred men left
The sensible thing to do was to refaeat, but if he did that he would
have been left without an army. A brave battle and an inspiring death
might be better in the long run. That was the path he chose. In the
battle that followed, the small band of rebels fought desperately, but
the sheer weight of the enemy was insurmountable and they were
virtually wiped out
Judas Maccabeus died, with the rest, in 160 B.c., seven years after
his father had sounded the trumpet call of revolt.
With the death of Judas, thfe Seleucids were, for the moment, triumphant, and Judea was now completely in (he hands of the pro-Seleucid
Jews?
1 Maccabees 9 : q . Now after the death of Judas the wicked begun
to put forth their heads in all the coasts of Israel, and there arose up
all such as wrought iniquity.

....

I

1 Maccabees 9:25. Then Bacchides chose the wicked men, and
made them lords of the country.
1 Maccabees g:^>: And they made m p h y and search for Judas'
friends? and brought them unto Bacchides, who took vengeance of

them..:
Yet (he defeat was not total. Demetrius had learned by the mistake
of Antiochus and the laws against Judaism were not revived; the
Temple was not profaned once more.The revolt had been a political
failure, but it seemed to be a religious success.
Or was it? Could it not be that where force had failed, gradual
assimilation under the guidance of a Tory high priest might succeed?

Jonothan
Judea was not to have a chance to find out, however. Two of the
sons of Mattathias were dead, fallen in war against the Seleucids.
Three remained, John the eldest, Simon the second, and Jonathan,
thefifth and youngest '
It was Jonathan, who had already displayed talent as a leader of
men, to whom the surviving rebels turned in the dark days after Judas'
death, when the Seleuuid general, Bacchides, controlled the country
through his puppet high priest, Alcimus.
1

Maccabees 9:28. For this 'causedl JuQms' friends came together,

and said unto Jonathan,
Â ¥ Â ¥

.
.
.
. ..

Maccabees 9:30.
we Juve chasm, thee Ms day to be our
prince and captain
i Maimbees g: y. upon tMt ( o w + n took the gavqwma u@n
him
and rose up instead of hk brother Juda.
The amis of the rebels were indeed ;feeble at this time, however.
They could scarcely make head against the powerful Bacchides without help. John, the eldest brother, was sent to the Nabatean Arabs
foe such helpand he was treacherously slain by them in 159 B.C. Only
~cmathanand Simon were left now.
Fighting desperately, they led their rebel band to kporary safely
across the Jordan River into the wildmess of the Transjordan:
1 Maccabees 9:48. Then Jorutthan and they that were with tarn
leapt into Jordan, and swam over unto the farther bank
1

.. .

...*

1 Maccabees 9:so. Afterward

...

returned Baachides to Jerusalem,and

w
r
ie
d the strong cities in /udea

...

But Jonathan, safe in the Transfordan, mounted perpetual raids
against Judea, and defeated or eluded all parties stint out after him.
Eventually the Seleucids yew weary of endless petty fighting Oat
drained their energies and weakened them in other more vital directions. They came to agreement with Jonathan; let him rule Judea as

long as he maintained the peace of the kingdom and recognized
Seleucid overlordship.

Alexander Epiphanes
This was, perhaps, an unstable situation, but it did not last long.
After Demetrius I Soter had ruled, with comparative ability, for ten
years, dynastic squabbles once again upset the Seleucid monarchy:
1 Maccabees 10:i. In the hundred said sixtieth year [152 B.c.]
Alexander, the son of Antiochus su~tutnwdEpiphanes, went up and
took Ptolemais

. ..

Actually, this Alexander\was an impostor of obscure origin, whose
real name was Balas. He pretended to be a son of Antidhus IV, and
therefore a brother of the young Antiochus V Eupator whom Demetrius I had had killed.
Fortunately for himself, this Balas (known to us most commonly as
Alexander Balas) had powerful support abroad. The Egyptian king,
Ptolemy VI Philometer (seepage713) , and the new king of Pergamum, Attalus 11, who had succeeded his older broth& Eumenes I1
in 160 B.c., both favored Alexander Balas. This was not because they
believed Balas' claim to be the legitimate king, bat because they were
willing to do anything that would weaken their old enemy, the Seleucid
Empire.
Both Pergamum and Egypt were allies of Rome, and Rome remembered now, perhaps, that Demetrius had become king without their
permission (see page 730). At any ate, Rome,too, lent its support to
Alexander Bates.
Demetrius was desperate. His troops might easily desert to the rising
star of the impostor and he needed some reliable men to fight on his
side. What about the Jews fightingunder Jonathan? He had the best
evidence that they were fierce fighting men and (hey might be bought
It was with that in mind, perhaps, that Demetrius named Jonathan to
the post of governor of Judea.
With that appointment in his hand, Jonathan was able to take up
residence in Jerusalem and suppress the pro-Seleucid faction which had
been in power since the death of Judas eight years before.

Tocompete with this, Alexander Balas promptly offered Jonathan
the post of high priest. This was a departure from qw@m. Till now ^he
Seleucids had merely confirmed high priests who had been appointed
by the Jews; this, however, was a direct Seleucid appointment. Nevertheless, Jonathan did not stand too firmly on the fine points but aocepted:
. 1 Maccabees 10:zi. So in the seventh nonth of the hundred and
sixtieth year, at the feast of the tabernacles, Jonqthanput on the
holy robe

. ..

Jonathan may have chosen this time of the year deliberately to tyke
psychological advantage of a Mhianic prophecy. A century before
certain prophetic writings had appeared which were attributed to the
earlier prophet Zechariah (see page
These spoke of the ideal
long receiving worship from all at the feast of the tabernacles;

...

Zechariah 14:18.
the Lord will
not up to keep the feast of taberaacb.

the heathen that come

Jonathan might be well aware that the rigorously pious could not
help, but d i ~ p p q v eof a high priest who iraa not of the direct line
of qadi@high priests and who w y but the appointee'of a heathen
king. using Zechariah's wrds, he &ht have answered such objeo"
t i ~ w&the eyes o f the people geaenfly, and he inaugupted a nw
high-priestly line that was to continue for over a century.
. D~etriusagain raised the stakes and finally granted Judea independence, adding to it Sawria and Galilee. Jonathan, however,
rw,hed
Alexander Balm. Either his resentment against D&metrius as the conqueror of Judas and the oppressor of the Jews was
tp great or, as is more likely, his cool estimate of (he situation was that
Demetrius was going to lose and his promises would not be kept.
I q 1.5~B.c., Demetrius and Alexander Bates finally met in battle.
Atouc(er wgq cornptetely victoriouq and Deinetrius was slain on (he
field of battleafter a twelveyear reign. Alexander
ascended the
throne in Antioch as Alexander Epiphanes.
Alexander Balas remembered his allies, forming a marital alliance
with Egypt by marrying Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy VI. The two
langs met with much ceremony, in Ptolemais, and Jonathan vm called

By
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to the city to meet with them, too. There he was confirmed in his rule
over Judea.

This interval of happy-ending-for-everyonewas not ro continue. The
only thing, it seemed, that &er continued was dynastic rivalry. The
dead king, Demetrius I, had a son, another Demetrius, who was abroad
in exile. He now *turned, and with him was a band of Cretan mercenaries:

...

i Maccabees 10:67.
in the hundred threescore and. fifth year
[147 B.c<] came hmtrius son of Demetrivs out of Crete into the
land of his fathers.

..

The civil war was renewed and the Jews were deeply involved, for
the new Demetrius was completely hostile to Jonathan, who, after all,
had turned against his father and had supported the usurping Alexander. The Jews, however, as in the days of Judad, withstood Demetrius'
general, Apollonius, and won a resounding victory.
Ptolemy VI of Egypt, observing the new did war, could not resist
interfering. To be sure, he had placed Alexander Balas on the throne
and had given him his daughter in ma'faiage, but why be satisfied with
an ally when you can have the kingdom itself?
The Egyptian monarch therefore invaded the Seleucid dominions,
taking advantage of the confusion of the renewed civil wars. He passed
by Judea without incident and took Antioch, making himself, for the
moment, ruler of the Seleucid realm as well as of Egypt.
Alexander Balas, who was in the northern provinces a t the time,
dealing with a local rebellion, hastened to Antioch and the two armies
met and fought in 145 B.C. Alexander Balas was defeated and his fiveyear reign was ended. He fled to Arabia, where he was murdered. The
victor,, Ptolemy VI, had been wounded in battle, however, and died
soon after.
This left Demetrius the only contender remaining in the field and by
default he became king as Demetrius I1 Nicator ("conqueror").
1 Maccabees 11:19. By this means Denietrius reigned in the
hundred threescore and seventh year.

By now, however, the everlasting dynastic minuet had had deadly
results. Mithridates I (see page 720) was still king of Parthia, and all
the while that the Seleucid longs had been fighting useless battles in
the west and growing steadily weaker, he had been expanding his own
power constantly. In 147 B.c., just when Demetrius I1 had landed on
the Seleucid shores, the Parthiam took Babylonia, driving the Sdeucids
from an area that had been theirs for a hundred and fifty years.
The great empire which had been two thousand miles wide ev&*
as>lateas the time of Antiochus I11 had, in a mere half century, shrunk
toalmost nothing. It had come to include little more than the province
,.$'..-+"--v
of Syria.
-', Demetrius at the head of a mere nubbin of what had once been the
Sdeykl Empire-* mWn, wgm, tied white by antening-warfare-found himself shoe on funda..Drapenttly he tried to economize
at the expense of his army. This is certainty the most effective means of
economizing from a sheer dollais-and-ce@~point of view since the
anny is almost always the greatest swallower of funds, but as many
r$mi both before and after tlpe time of Demetrius II have found out,
such economy is virtually suicide when the army controls the government
i.,?'
. "fr ,
A discontented aimy is bound to be a temptingtool in (he handid
any ambitious general; especially since the old king, Alexander @alas,
MLi^>
^>iiiÃ§ni esl^~jxei;)Ã ipi^itsÃ§y
device:
,.,,I
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Meanwhile Jonathan d'I6yf0g to profit on& a&i5 %&ugh Sdctlgd
trouble) "Ld offered to strike a bargain with Demetrius. Jonathan
had been besieging the citadel in Jerusalem,which was still, after all
thifi time, in Sdeucid hands, and was not succeeding. He offered
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therefore to help Dmetrius against his disaffected army, in return for
Seleucid evacuation of the citadel.
Demetrius gladly accepted a contingent of three thousand tough
Jewish fighters and used them to put down disorders in Antioch. He
would not, however, abandon the citadel, and the outmaneuvered
Jonathan waited angrily for the chance to strike back.
The chance m e soon enough. Tryphon had managed to talk
Simalcue into releasing his ward and, returning with him, raised the
standard of revolt:
1 Maccabees 11 :54- After this returned Tryphon, and with him
the young child Antiochus, who reigned, and was m w p x l .

This was in 143 B.C. and the new boy king reigned as Antiochus VI
Epiphanes Dionysus. He was merely a puppet, of course. The real
ruler was Tryphon.
This was Jonathan's chance. He promptly transferred his support to
the young Antiochus.
\-A
I

Apparently Jonathan during this period strove further to strengthen
his appearance by judicious alliances abroad. The writer of i Maccabees
chooses to describe two such alliances in detail, but out of considerations of prestige only, for neither alliance ever helped Jonathan. The
first was a renewal of the alliance with Rome, which (if it existed at
all) had been ineffective so far and continued ineffective.
The other was still more useless:
1 Maccabees 1 x 2 . He [Jonathan] sent letters also to the Lacedemonh
The Lacedemonians are the people living in Lacedemon, a region
more commonly known to us as Sparta. They are therefore the Spartans.
Sparta, a city in southern Greece,had had a great history. In the
time of Nebuchadnezzar and the Jewish Exilein Babylon, Sparta had
been the most powerful of the Greek cities and it maintained this
(position for two additional centuries. Together n^th Athens, Sparta had
defeated tile Persian invasion under Xerxes (hasuerus) in 479 B.C.
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Then, after."a. , h war with ~ ( h o & \ ~ ~ a ranerg&
ta
&torious in
404 B.C. and for thirty years controlled Greece.;lr . , ,
In 371 B.C, however, the Spartans had been defeated by the anny
of {he Greek city of Thebes and, at one blow, fell from power and
oever regained i t
Sparta reti& into sulky isolation. They refused to join the armies
of Alexander the,Great in his conquest $ 8 P@
(the only mainland
reeks to refuse) for they insistedthat only Spartans could lead such
an army. They were defeat4 on several occasion8 by Macedonian
a q i q themafter and, by (he time of the Maccubtti, Sputa had bain
reduced to a complete nonentity. Her alliance was worth nothing
except, perhaps, for the glow
about hex by the glamour of her name
and past history.
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The basis of this alliance between Jews and Spartans was made a
matter of family relationship. The writer of iMaccabees quotes letters
that were supposed to have
between the two peoples a century
and a half before. These were quoted as saying:
Maccabees 1 x 21. It is found in writing, that the Lacedemonians
andJewsarebreth~en,andthatthey<ireof
thestockofAbrdum..
This is an odd tradition that could only have been inspired to encourage a political marriage of convenience. No one takes it seriously,
even though some scholars now maintain that Hebrew and Greek
civilizations may have had some strands of origin in common.

.

i

But Tryphon wearied of the indirection of possessing power under
the cover of the boy Antiochus VI and 'decided he wmld prefer the
role of Idng, undisguised:
1 Maccabees 12:39. Now Tryphon went about to get the kingdom
ofAsia,andtok0lAnft'ochwthefo-"&thathe~tsetthecrown
upon his own head.

This, he feared, might alienate his strongest ally, Jonathan. In older
to prevent that, he maneuvered the Jewish leader into a trap, inviting
him to come to Ptolemais with a small escort. For once, Jonathan's
shrewdness deserted him and he accepted the invitation.
1 Maccabees 12:48. Now as soon as Jonathan entered into Ptold,
they of Ptolmds shut the sates, and took film.
With that done, Tryphon felt that there would be sufficient confusion
and uncertainty in Judea to make invasion of ,the land easy. In the
course of this invasion, he rid himself finally of his two encumbrances:
he slew
1 Maccabees 13:~s.And when he came near to
Jonuthan, who was buried there.

..

.. .

1 Maccabees 13:31, NOW TWh0n dealt deceitfvay with fhe young
King Antiochus, and slew him.
i Maccabees 1 3 : ~ And
.
ha reigned in his stead, and crowned
MrasdfkingofAsia

...

This was in 142 B . C ~Jonathan had led the Jewish forces for eighteen
with skill and ability and would be bfetter known today if his
(iareerhad not been overshadowed by the shorter but more glamorous
one of his older brother, Judas* ,
yes^

Simon

'

But even now, one son of Waftathias was left alive; Simon, the
second oldest. He was quickly elected the new leader:
1 Maccabees 13:8. And they [the people] answered with a loud
voice, saying, Thou [Simon] shalt be our leader instead of Judds
and Jonathan thy brother.
Simon attempted to ransom Jonathan but failed and when it was
certain that Jonathan had been killed, he obtained the buried( body
and reburied him in Modein, the city where the Jewish revolt had
broken out a quarter century before.
Simon prepared himself for renewed war:

i Maccabees 13:33. Then S i W n built up the strong holds in
7udea, and fenced them about.
and laid up victuals therein.

..

Furthermore, Simon now approached Deinetrius I1 ~icat&, who, all
during the period of time when first Antiochus VI and then Tryphm
had called themselves kings, had maintained an army and had insistently
held on to his own claim. In return for Simon's offer of help, Demetrius
wow finally granted Judea formal independence:
Maccabees 13:41. Thus the yoke of the heathen was taken away
from Israel in the hundred and seventieth year [ 1 4 2 B.c.].
1 Mawbees 13:42. Then the peopfe o f Israel fcegrfn to write in
their instrutnents'and contracts, In the ftnt year of ~ i d the
n high
priest, the governor and lead& of the Jews.
1

'

Independence was thus won a quarter century after the beginning
of the revolt. The independence was symbolized by altering the system
of dates. The year 142 B.c., which was Year 170 of the Sdeucid era,
became Year I of the "Era of the Maccabees."
Simon was religious and military leader of the Jews, having sued e d his brother as high priest and general. He did not call himself
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king, however. Perhaps he felt that, not being of the Davidic line,
he could not be a true king of the Jews.
Soon after the gaining of their independence, the Jews successfully
completed their long siege of the citadel in Jerusalem with its Seleudd
garrison. The garrison, facing starvation, surrendered:

.
.
. when he [Simon] had put them
[the garrison] out from thence, he cleansed the tower from +UuI

Maccabees

i3:so.

(m^

tions:
1 Maccabees 13:;l. And entered into it the three and twentieth
day of the second month, in the hundred seventy arid first year
[1@

B.c.]

. ..

And for the first time since Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of Jerusalem 445 years before, the land of Judah was completely free and the
foot of no foreign soldier was to be found in Jehwalem. That freedom,
alas, was to last no more than eighty years and was not to remain unbroken even in that short period.

Demetrius, having secured ~ e w '~aidh against Tryphon, attempted
to strengthen himself in the east as well in preparation for the final
showdown with the usurping general:
1 Maccabees 14:~. But when Arsaces, the King of Persia and
.
Media, heard that Demetrius was entered Â¥withihis borders, he sent
one of his priÂ¥ace
1 Maccabees 14:s Who went and smote the host of Demetmis,
and took him, and brought him to A r m

...

. ..

'

Almost all the longs of Parthia (referred to here as Persia and
Media) bore the thronename of Arsaces, so that the entire dynasty
is referred to as the &acids. The king who fought against Demetrius
was the same Mithndates I who had come to the throne in the time
of Antiochus IV and who was now approaching the end of his long
reign' of more than thirty years. His throne name was Arsaces V
\
Epiphanes.
In 147 B.c., Mithridates I had taken Babylonia from the Seleucids
and now, in 139 B.c., he capped his career by taking prisoner the
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Seleucid monarch himself, the great-grandson of Antiochus the Great.
Mithridates treated Demetrius kindly, however; and even gave him his
sister's t e n d in marriage.
And meanwhile Simon ruled in peace over Judea and the power was
made hereditary in his descendants.

<-.

.

The imprisoned ~emetriushad, abroad, a younger brother, Antiochus, who was now to make the attempt to seize the kingdom. He
confirmed the independence of the Jewish state to avoid trouble in
that direction, and then invaded the land:
1 Maccabees 15:10. In the hundred threescore and fourteenth
year [138 B.c.] went Antiochw into the land of his fathers: at
which tim all the forces came together unto him, so that few were
left with Tvphon.
Tryphon was eventually forced to flee the land and Antiochus was
accepted as monarch, ruling as Antiochus VII Euergetes; although he
is far better known as Antiochus VII Sidetes. The surname "Sidetes"
is derived from the fact that he was brought up in the town of Side in
southern Asia Minor.
Antiochus VII was the last vigorous monarch of the Seleucid line.
Having gained the throne, he visualized the restoration of his kingdom
to its former glories and broke with Simon. Once again (and for the
last time) Judea found itself facing the threat of Seleucid invasion.
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But Simon was growing old and was eager to transfer the responsibilities of government to younger men. He had three stalwart sons1 Jude,
John, and Mattathias:
1 Maccabees 16:2. Wherefore Simon catted his two eldest sons,
Judas and John, and said unto them
i Maccabees 16:;.
I am old
be ye instead of fne
and 00 and fight for our nation

...

...
...
.. .

...

.

Unfortunately, Simon had also a son-in-law, Ptolemy, who coveted
power for himself. He therefore invited his father-in-law and brothersin-law to a banquet
1 Maccabees 16:14.
teenth year [134 B.c.]

... in the hundred threescore and seven-

...

Simon, Judas, and Mattathias came and, after they had drunk
enough to be harmless, Ptolemy had them disarmed and murdered.
Thus died Simon, the last of the five sons of Mattathias the priest,
eight years after he had assumed the rule and thirty-three years after
the beginning of the Jewish rebellion.
With the death of Simon, the Book of i Maccabees comes to an
end. It is worth while, however, to add a short epilogue.
For a time it seemed that the early years of the rebellion had rek e d . Simon's remaining son, John (better known as John Hyrcanus),
took to the hills with a guerrilla band to fight Ptolemy, who played
the role of the Jewish Tones of the previous generation and called in
Antiochus VII.
In 133 B.C. Antiochus invaded Judea and, after a prolonged siege,
took Jerusalem. He accepted a large tribute, however, and left the land.
Then in 130 B.c., Antiochus VII, elated by his successes, turned
to the east. Perhaps he could still win back the eastern provinces. The
formidable Parthian king, Mithradates I, had died in 138 B.C. and had
been succeeded by Phraates I1 (also called Amaces VI Euergetes)
and it may be that Antiochus felt the new king would be less vigorous
than the old.
If so, he miscalculated. In 129 B.C. the Parthians won a great victory
over Antiochus, who was killed. His brother, Demetrius 11, was then
released from Parthian imprisonment (that had endured ten years)
and became the Seleucid king again. He remained so until 125 B.C,
when he died and was succeeded by his son, Antiochus VIII.
However, with Antiochus VII had died every spark of Seleucid vigor.
The kingdom was just a shadow now, destined to drag on in inglorious existence for another half century, but of no account whatever in international affairs.
Judea could ignore it and, under the rule of John Hyrcanus, it expanded its territories and entered into a half-century period of prosperity and glory. It was John Hyrcanus who felt himself strong enough to
force the Idumeans to accept Judaism. He reigned till 104 B.C. and

his son succeeded and, finally, found the dynasty to be well enough
established to deserve the title of king.
For the first time since the destruction of the First Temple nearly
fivecenturies before, the Jews had a king-but not, of course, of the
line of David.

2 MACCABEES
JASON OF CTRENE NAPHTHAS JUDAISM omAs SELEUCUS SIMON
JASON THE BROTHER OF ONUS MENELAUS ' DAPHNE ELEAZAK ALCIMUS

3 MACCABEES
Jason of Cyr-

The second B&k of Maccabees, written perhaps a century later
than the first, is not a continuation of the first, but is rather a parallel
history covering only the period to the death of Judas Maccabeus.
Whereas i Maccabees is primarily secular in character, 2 Maccabees
centers to a much greater extent on the story of the high-priestly factions and is primarily interested in religion.
It declares itself to be the abridgement of a much larger work:'
AU these things, I say, being declared by Jason
of Cyrene in five books, we will assay to abridge in one volume.
2 Maccabees 2:23.

I

Cyrene was a city on the north African coast about five hundred
miles west of the Nile, It was founded by Greek colonists in 631 B.C.
when Josiah ruled in Judah. It was at Cyrene that Pharaoh-hophra's
soldiers rebelled and declared Aahmes to be their king (see page 1-580).
It was taken by Alexander the Great in 331 B.C. and it became part of
Ptolemaic Egypt. Cyrene was second only to Alexandria as a Jewish
center in Egypt.
Jason is, of course, a Greek name, but in the Greek period it was not
unusual for Jews to adopt Greek names that were close to the Hebrew
originals. Many a Joshua called himself Jason.
The original history of Jason of Cyrene is, unfortunately, lost. It
was written in Gkek and so was the abridgement we call 2 Maccabees.
The abridger begins by quoting a pair of letters that have nothing
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really to do with the subject matter of the book, but urge the Jews in
Egypt to keep the new feast of Hanukkah, even though it was not part
of the Mosaic commandments. Since the feast commemorated events
in Judea that may have seemed ,beyond the horizon to the Egyptian
Jews,there might well have been a lack of motivation among the latter
to celebrate. There would, instead, have been the usual religious cooservatism against all innovations.
The two letten are dated:
/
a Maccabees 1:~.What time as Demetrtw d&t&
in the hundred
threescore awl ninth year [143 B.c.], we the Jews wrote unto you
in the extremity of troubIe that came upon us in those years

..Maccabees
..

...

In the hundred fourscore and eighth year
[124 B~C.], the people ihat Were
Jerusalem , ,
@'d"
and
g
health unto Anstobidus, King Ptdlemeu/ master
The earlier letter was sent in the time of Demetrius 11, just about
the time that Jonathan was 'captured and killed by the usurper Tryphon
(see page 89, one of the dark moments of the Jewish rebellion.
By the time the s&nd letter was sat,Demetrius had just died
and his young son, Antiochus VIII, was on a poweriess throne. John
Hyrcanus I was ruling in peace in Jerusalem.
On the Egyptian throne was Ptolerny VII "Physcon" (see page 713).
He had reigned first with his older brother, Ptplemy VI, and then
done, from ip B.C. to 116 B.C, the longest wsfyi in Ptolemaic history.
Aristobulus is apparently a learned Jew who wa one of the scholars
patronized by Ptolemy and therefore considered Ptolemy's teacher (01
a

1:10.

. ...

"mastef).
-

Naphtha

hnr-=
* 06

The miter of z h&cabees, in quoting (he letter to Adstobuli~,
stresses the continuity of Jewish ritual. The letter seeks to prove that
it was unbroken by the Exile into Babylonia. (The letter speaks of
Babylonia, erroneously, as Persia.)
Thus, the letter states that at the time of the Exile, some of the
priests preserved the Sre of thealter in the hollow of a dry cistern. A

century and a half later, when Nehemiah was in Jerusalem, the Ere was
recovered:

. ..

.. .

Maccabees 1:20.
Neenab [Nehemiah]
did send
the posterity of those priests that had hid,. the fire: but
they found no fie, but thick water
2

. ..

..

of

...

The "thick water" (that is, a viscous fluid) was brought up, and
used to help light a strong fire.
2 Maccabees 1: 36. And NeemuS called this thing Nephthar, whieh
is as much as to say, a cleansing

. ..

Naphthar or, as we would say, naphtha is a word that can be traced
back to the Persian "naft" and further back still to the Babylonian
"naptu? It is not surprising that Nehemiah, who had lived at the
Persian court, should use a Persian word for a substance that was unfamiliar to the Jews.
Naphtha is a viscous organic fluid which is inbmmable. It is an
oil that issues forth from the rocks and its modem name is "petroleum"
(from Latin words meaning "rock oil"). The Middle East is one of the
great reservoirs of petroleum and even in; ancient times there were
places where petroleum seeped out to the surface. Such seepages,
if set on fire, could give rise to "eternal,lames," which would be of
important religious significance to many of the ancients. This was
particularly true in Persia, where such seepages were known and where
fixe was, in any case, worshipped as a manifestation of Ahura Mazda,
lord of light (see page 1-400).
Thus, when Nehemiah reported the find to the Persian monarch:
2

holy

Maccabees

. ..

. .. the king, Inclosing the place, made it

i : ~ ,

It is doubtful that any historical value at all can be placed on this
legend, but it does seem that the writer must be at least aware of the
uses of natural naphtha seepage. And the passage is interesting as an
early reference to petroleum.

Haying completed his letter-quoting, the writer then goes on to
introduce his history concerning:
^Â¥f^"^T?
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2 Maccabees z:ai.
thou that bsSmed'themselves manfully
to their honour for Jqd&n

This is the Erst

use of the term Judaism.

L...

The historical section of 2 Maccabees begins with the picture of
peace and quiet before e coming of Antiochus IV:
'
I the holy city [Totialem] was inhabited
1 Maccabees 3:1.
with dll peace, and t laws were kept very
because of the
gwiSnessofOruasfhehighpriest...
Here is a reference to the last of the legitimate high priests, stretching
in an unbroken line from Zadok, who served under Solomon when
the First Temple was built (see page 1322). The continuity had been
maintained even during die Babylonian Exile, and adokite high
priests were in change when the Second Temple was constructed.
In the Book of Nehemiah, the line of nigh priests is carried down
to Jaddua:
Nehemiah 12:11. And Joiqdd begat Jonathan, and JonotTurn begat

,L

Jaddua.
From passages in the histories of Josephus, the first-century Jewish
historian, it is thought that this Jaddua was high priest at the time
that Alexander the Great passed through Judea. It was Jaddua who,
according to legend, confronted Alexander in his high-priestly regalia
(see page 701).

Jaddua was high priest from about 350 B.C. to 300 B.C. Following
him, according to the information given by Josephus, was Onias I,
who held the office from 300 B.C. to 280 B.C. I t was in his time that
Ptolemy I took Jerusalem and began the century-long domination of
Ptolemaic Egypt over Judea; He is also the Onias who, according to
the dubious story in i Maccabees, Erst formed an alliance with Sparta
(seepage 745).
In the letter quoted there as having been written to Sparta in
Maccabean times, it is stated:
1 Maccabees 12:7. There were letters sent in times
unto Onia
the high priest from Darius, who reigned then among you

. ..

, (Of course, no Darius ever reigned over the Spartans. Elsewhere in
{he chapter the Spartan king is referred to as Areus. He reigned from
309 t0 265 B.c.)
Onias I was succeeded by a son, Simon I, by another son, Eleazar,
and about 276 B.C. by a brother, Manasseh. Then Onias 11, a son of
Simon I, became high priest in 250 B.C. It may have been under
Onias I1 that the Greek translation of the Bible, the Septuagint, was
produced in Egypt.
Onias I1 was eventually succeeded by his son, Simon 11, who was
mentioned by Jesus, son of Sirach (see page 1-y6), with great approval:

Ecclesiasticus 50:1. Simon the high priest, the son of ~ n b who
,
in his life repaired the house again, and in his days fortified the
temple

. ..

Simon 11, also called "Simon the Just," was high priest from about
219 B.C. to 196 B.C. It was in his time that Antiochus I11 the Great
wrested Judea from the Ptolemies. The Jews did not participate in this
war and Antiochus 111 left them in peace.
In 196 B.C. the son of Simon the Just, Onias 111, succeeded to the
office of high priest. He too is depicted as pious and holy, wedded to
the conservative doctrines of Judaism. It is Onias I11 who is referred to
in 2 Maccabees 3:1.

The felicity of the period is perhaps exaggerated by the historian in
order to make a dramatic contrast with the horrors to follow. Even the
Seleucid monarch himself is depicted as patronizing the Jewish rites:

..

a Maccabees 3:3.
. Seleucus &ingof Asia of his own revenues
bare atl the costs belonging to the service of the sacrifices.

The Seleucus here referred to is Sdeucus IV Philopater, elder son
of Antiochus the Great, who succeeded to the throne in 187 B.C. His
generosity to the Temple seems most strange, for the Seleucid monarchy was virtually bankrupt at this time. The defeat of Antiochus I11
by Rome, just a (fewyears before, had placed the load of a back-breaking indemnity upon the land. It could be paid only by rifling the
various temples of their hoarded wealth. Antiochus 111 had died in a
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popular uprising when he attempted such rifling and his son was in no
position to pay to a Temple when circumstances were much more
likely to force him to steal from one.
Indeed, the book goes on at onoe to point out that this was actually
the case.
\

Simon
As often happens- external trouble comes upon a land because internal trouble invites it:
,

...

...

Maccabees 3:4.
one Simon
,who was made governor
of the temple, fell out with the high priest about disorder in the city.
2

During post-Exilic days, the high priest had been both the religious
and the civil head of Judea, but this sound policy came to an end during the time of Onias 11. This was when Judea was still under the
control of Egypt and the strong king, Ptolemy HI Euergetes, was on
the throne.
For some reason Onias I1 refused to pay the annual tax laid upon
the Temple. This was unwise and would have led to serious troubles
had not Onias' nephew, Joseph, taken action. He persuaded Onias I1
to let him go to Egypt and there he managed to placate Ptolemy 111.
He also managed to win for himself the post of "governor of the
temple." In other words, the prerogatives of Onias I1 were henceforth.
restricted to matters of religion and his civil powers were given to
Joseph.
Now there were two ha'of Zadokite officials in Jenisalem-a
religious line and a civil line, Onias III was of the religious line and
Simon (the son of Joseph) was of the civil line.
Naturally, when powers formally confined to one official come to
be shared by two there are constant quarrels over jurisdiction. The
fact that Onias 111 and Simon were second cousins did not make the
quarrels less bitter.
In such quarrels, one or the other of the disputants is bound to
appeal to some outside power. This Simon did. He reported to the
Seleucid governor of the district that the Temple was filled with wealth
that was being withheld from the king.
Seleucus IV, who needed money badly, sent an -official named
Heliodorus to investigate the matter.

The attempt of Heliodorus to investigate the' Temple is described
in the book as having been thwarted by supernatural means. Afterwafd, Heliodorus grew friendly with Onias. It is possible, however, if
histoiy is viewed cynically, to suppose that Onias b n i Heliodorus
to "lay off" and that Heliodorus conceived the idea of gaining power
for himself with, perhaps, the financial help of the Temple at Jerusalem.
In 17; B.c., Heliodorus assassinated Seleucus IV. He then made
some sort of attempt to make himself king but Seleucus' younger
brother, Antiochus, was returning from Roman captivity (see page
710) and he seized the throne as Antiochus IV Epiphanes.

Jason the brother of Onha
If Antiochus IV knew of (or suspected) any intrigue between the
high priest and his brother's assassin, he would naturally have harsh
feelings toward the former. As for Onias 111, fearing reprisal, he would
be bound to cast about for help to Egypt,a land with which Antiochus
IV intended to go to war.
Antiochus IV could scarcely be expected to march against Egypt,
leaving an enemy such as Onias I11 in his rear to rouse, perhaps, a
Jewish rebellion that would negate any Egyptian victories he might
gain.
Again, rivalries within the family of the high priest paved the way
for infringing upon Jewish prerogatives. Onias had a brother, Joshua,
who coveted the office of high priest. Joshua was a Hellenizer rather
than a conservative and showed it by adopting the Greek name of
Jason.
z Maccabees 4:7.
when Antiochus
took the kingdom,
Jason the brother of 0n.b laboured underhand to be high priest,
2 Maccabees 4:b. ProWng unto the king
three hundred
and threescore talents of silver, and of another revenue eighty talents:
2 Maccabees 4:9. Beside this, he promised to assign an hundred
and fifty more, if h e might have licence to set him up a place for

...

. ..

...

exercise...
The desire to be high priest was not rally a matter of honor and
prestige. Whoever was high priest controlled the revenues of the Tern-

pie, which were considerable, and was therefore (if he were not scrupulously honest) on the highroad to wealth. Jason obviously planned to
enrich himself through graft, particularly since he maneuvered to maintairi what we would today call the "gymnasium concession" for himself
as well. The aristocratic youth of Judea, eager to participate in the
Greek way of life, would pay for the privilege and a good part of the
money would stick to Jason's hands.
For all this, Jason was willing to share some of the loot with Antiochus IV for he needed the king's word to be made high priest. Since
Antiochus IV needed money badly for his projected Egyptian war,
the arrangement with Jason was made.
Now Antiochus could march off into Egypt.

Menelaus

When it came time to remit an installment of the promised payI q a ^ . ~YXW??
;
ment to Antiochus IV, Jason sent an emissary:

...

L-

-..,

>.-

3 L-L~..-

Maccabees 4:q.
Jason sent Menelaus, the aforesaid Simon's brother, to bear the momy unto the king
2

...

It was a case of brothers all around. A few years before, Simon
had coveted the post held by Unais 111and had thereforeintrigued with
Seleucus IV. Now the brother of Simon coveted the post held by
Jason, the brother of Onias 111, and intrigued with Antiochus IV, the
brother of Seleucus IV.
Simon's brother was named Onias but he took the Greek name
of Menelaus, and once Jason was so incautious as to give him entry to
Antiochus, Menelaus seized the chance at once. He offered Antiochus
three hundred talents morethan Jason had agreed to pay. This was
fine as far as Antiochus IV was concerned. He was willing to sell
the high priesthood to the highest bidder a t any time. Jason was forced
to flee across the Jordan and Menelaus became high priest.
Daphne

Meanwhile, Onias 111, who was looked upon by all conservative
Jews as the only legitimate high priest, was living in semi-imprison-

m a t in Antioch. When the news of Menelaus' open-faced thievery
reached Onias (Menelaus was reported to have used certain gold
vessels of the Temple as bribes to Seleucid officials), the old high
priest denounced the usurper:

. ..

.. .

2 Maccabees 4:33,
Onto
reproved him [Menelaus], and
withdrew himself into a sanctuary at Daphne, that lieth by Antiochia.

. Daphne was a suburb of Antioch, about five miles away, and undoubtedly Onias made use of a Greek temple, from which it would
have been sacrilege, in Greek eyes, to remove him.
Menelaus, however, persuaded the Seleucid commander in the district (with bribes perhaps) to induce Onias to leave the sanctuary, by
giving oath for his safety. Once Onias was out of the Temple, he was
promptly murdered. This was in ip B.C.
The murder at once became a cause dubre. The Jews were on
the verge of rebellion at this slaughter of the last legitimate high priest
Even many Greeks were horrified a t the sacrilege committed against
their own temple. Antiochb IV, returning from the suppression of a
rebellion in part of b& dominion in Asia Minor, was forced to quiet
the populace by executing (he officer who had committed the deed.
Scholars a& quite certain that it is Onias I11 to whom (he writer
of the Book of Daniel refers in his passage about a Messiah, ox
"anointed one" (see page 1-613); that is, a high priest:

Daniel 9:26. And after thwescore sad two weeks shall Messiah
be cut off
After that, Antiochus IV made a sectmd foray into Egypt, achieved
complete success but was driven out by a Roman ultimatum (see
page714). He then tamed against Jerusalem, which had been the
sceneof disorders between the factions of Jason and Mendaus, took
the city, pillaged the Temple, and killed many Jews who resisted, all
with the help and the official backing of Menelaus.

...

The Temple was then profaned and rededicated to Zeus, and Judaism was outlawed. The writer of a Maccabees gives details lacking in
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1 Maccabees concerning the martyrdom of conservative Jews who would
not give up their religious customs even under torture.
Since such stories are not told in the more reliable i Maccabees, one
might wonder if they are not merely atrocity stories made up after the
fact. However, the history of Nazi Germany has proved to all of us that
atrocity stories are sometimes simple truth, and understatements at
that.
In any case, the stories, whether strictly true or propaganda inventions, are told in &Iy detail as edifying examples of loyalty to the
death. These arethe first martyr-tales in the Judeo-Christian tradition
and formed a precedent for the many later such tales that formed so
large a part of early Christian literature.
An example is that of Eleazar:

2 Maccabees 6:18. Eleasw, one of the principal scribes, an aged
man,
was constrained to
eat SWI'W'S fiesh.
2 Maccabees 6:19. But fte,,choosing rather to die gloriwsly,
spit it forth, and came of his own accord to the torment.
2 Maccabees 6:20. As it behoved them to come, that are resolute
to stand out against such things ,

...

. ..

...

..

Eleazar is described as dying on the rack, even though every attempt
was made to persuade him to go through a nominal acquiescence to
paganism. Ao even more gruesome tale is told of the torture and
death of a woman and her seven sons.

Thereafter the tale passes on to the rebellion of the Jews under the
leadership of Judas Maccabeus. The same story told in i Maccabees
is repeated, though, it is generally thought, less reliably.
The deaths of the villains of the piece are given in considerable
(but implausible) detail. Thus, Antiochus IV is described as dying
in lingering torments from a loathsome disease, and as attempting to
make up for his evils in. order to recover-even vowing to become a
Jew.
Menelaus was executed by the Seleucids themselves in the reign of
Antiochus V Eupator. He was left to rot unburied (a supremely
terrible fate in the eyes of the Jews of the time),
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"When Demetrius I Soter baame king he was approached by still
another representative of the Zadokite line:
2 Maccabees 14:;. Now om Afctmw, who bud beenh$?h (iritit,
m d h d d e f ~ h i m s e lv~fuO~b'thetimvof
f
their miqbg with
(lit ,Gentiles,
a Maccabees x4:+ Came to King Demetriw in the hundred and
one and fiftieth year [161 B.c.] ,
Alcimus was accepted as high priest by; Demam and led invasions
intoJudea, in the course of:one of which there took place the battle in
which Judas Maccabeus was killed.
For a while Alcimus ruled over Jemsalem as a Seleucid puppet. 'His
end is not told in 2 Maccabees, which ends with Judasslast victory
over Nicanor. It is, however, described in i Maccabees:
1 Maccabees 9154.
in the hundred-ftfty and third par
[is9 S-a],
Alcimvs commanded that the wall of the inner
courtofthesanctuaryshouldbepvued down...
1 Maccabees 9:55. An^ a
t he began to puK down, even at that
time VMS AZcimus plagued , , ,
1 Maccabees 9:#. So Afcimw died at tflat (JIMd h great tonwrit.
That tvas the end of the ZtdoHta, if Aldmm w~ indeed one. Seven
years later, 'Jonathan, brother of Judas Maccabeus, was made high
priest (see page 742) and a new line, non-Zadoldte in origin, was
'

.. .

..

...

..

initiated.
I

,

Them are other books dealing with the general period of the Mae-

cabees that have never been considered canonical by any important
group and are therefore not included even in the Apocrypha.
The Book of 5 Maccabees, the best known of these, is a work of
fictionwritten probably by an Alexandrian Jew toward the end of the
first century B.c., or even later, when Roman rule was becoming increasingly oppressive.
Iust as the Book of Esther was written in Seleucid times to encourage Jews of Oat period with tales of miraculous rescues under a

previous oppressor, so 3 Maccabees was written in Roman times for
the same purpose through use of the same literary device.
The time of the incidents told in the book actually falls a generation before the Maccabean revolt and the Maccabees themselves play
no part in it.
The book opens in the last decades of Ptolemaic control of Judea.
Ptolemy IV Philometer of Egypt and Antiochus 111 of the Seleucid
Empire are at war. Eventually Antiochus is to be the victor, but the
book opens at a stage where,Ptolemy has just won a victory in southern
Judea (at Raphia, near Gw),in 217 B.C.
Flushed with victory, Ptolemy enters Jerusalem and conceives a
desire to enter the sanctuary of the Temple, where only die high priest
might enter. (In later years, the Roman general, Pornpey, entered the
sanctuary and that incident might have helped inspire this story.)
Ptolemy IV, unlike Pompey, is thwarted by the opposition of the high
priest and the people and, a&rding to the story, by divine intervention as well.
Ptolemy IV decides to seek revenge by having all the Jews of
Alexandria killed. He plans to shut them into the hippodrome and have
them trampled by five hundred elephants who are first maddened with
wine. On three successive days, (his plan is prevented by divine intervention and, eventually, angels turn the elephants back on the Egyptian army.
At once Ptolemy IV turns from persecuting the Jews to befriending
them (as Ahasuerus does in the Book of Esther) and all ends in happiness and triumph.
As for 4 Maccabees, written about the same time as 3 Maccabees,
that is essentially a sermon on the value of martyrdom. The martyr
atones for the sins of others and achieves eternal blessedness in heaven.
The author uses as his examples the cases of Eleazar and of the woman
and her seven sons, which were described in 2 Maccabees.
Finally, 5 Maccabees is a sober history of the Maccabean period from
beginning to end. Howeyer, its first part is based on 1 and 2 Maccabees
find its remainder is based on Josephus, so it adds nothing to what is
known from other sources.
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The New Testament

The boob considered part of the Biblical canon by the Jews axe
thirty-nine in number, and all have been considered in the first volume
of this book.
The central theme of the Bible, in Jewish eyes, is the contract or
covenant entered into between God and the Jewish people. The first
mention of this covenant is God's promise to give Canaan to the
descendants of Abraham.
Genesis 15:18. In the same day the Lord made a covenant with
Abrm [Abraham], sayi*y, Unto thy seed have I given this land,
from the river of Egypt unto the great river, the river Euphrates

..
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This promise was repeated several .times in Genesis, and deady
there had to be some return made by Abraham and his descendants,
This return was made through the Israelites' acceptance of the Law
as pronounced at Mount Sinai, according to the Biblical tradition, and
incsrporated into the 'fast fiwbks of the Bible. The covenant was
therefore specifically mentioned again when the Israelites were at
Mount Sinai.
Exodus 34:27. And the Lord said unto Moses, Write thou these
words: for after the tenor of these words I have made a covenant
with thee and with Israej.
After the Israelites entered and occupied the "Promised Land," the
pvenant continued to hold. They wereto remain God's special charge,
4,people "peculiar" to Hun, and theh stay,fa the land was to iantinue
in peace and security, as long as they adhered to the Law a& therefofe,to their end of the bargain. When Israel fell away from the Law,
the people received the punishm&t due those who broke a solemn
contract. Then, when the people repentd and returned to {he Law,
they were always forgiven. This Cycle of apostasy and punishment,
repentance and forgiveness, is the constant theme of the Book of Judges
(see page 1-232).
Through tile Biblical account of the centuries that follow the period
of the judges, the covenant is broken on numerous occasions by the
Israelites. Indeed, it would seem to 'have been adhered to by only a
small, and often persecuted, minority until after thereturn from Babylonian Exile.
Thus, some of the pre-Exilic prophets conceived of God as glowing
may of a covenant that seemed never to be kept The prophet Hosea
names his third son Lo-ammi ("not my people"), stating this, to have
been at God's direction:
Hosea 1:9. Then said God,CaB.ftfe name Lo-amrni:.fcuye ors
not my people, and I will not be yaw God.
Again, in the eschatological visions recorded in the Book of Jeremiah,
the prophet looks forward to a triumphant day when God would
make a new start, so to speak, with his people; wipe the date dean and
begin again:
Jeremiah 31:31. Behold, the Says come, saith the Lord, that I
make a new coywith the house of Israel, and with the house
of Judah

. ..

The followers of Jesus came early to believe that in the teachings of
Jesus was to be found exactly this new covenant; a new contract between God and man, replacing the old one with Israel that dated
back to Sinai and even beyond that to & bra ham.
Thus, in the Epistle to (he Hebrews (traditionally written by the
Apostle Paul), this is specifically stated.

...

Hebrews 8:6.
he [Jesus] is the mediator of a better covenant,
which was estdblished upon better promi&.
The writer then goes on to quote from Jeremiah to show that the
coming of such a new and better covenant .was predicted.
The word "testament" is used in the Bible as a synonym for "cove
nant." Thus Jesus himself, shortly before his trial and conviction, is
quoted as referring to a new covenant to which his death is to bear
witness:
Matthew 26:27. And he took the cub, and gave thanks, and gave
it to them, saying. Drink ye all of i t ; .
Matthew 26:28. For this is my blood of the new testament

.. .

(The adjective "new" was not present in the earliest versions but
seems to have been added later to emphasize the fresh turn taken in
the scheme of things with the advent of Jesus. The Revised Standard
Version keeps the olderword for testament and omits the adjective,
making the passage read, "For this is my blood of the covenant," a
reading with which the Jerusalem Bible agrees.)
The Jewish Scriptures, dealing with the older covenant, can therefore be referred to as the "Old Testament." The books written about
Jesus and his earliest disciples are called the "New Testament."
The Christian versions of the Bible include both Old and New
Testaments. Christians consider them equally inspired, but with the
New Testament representing the .fulfillment and climactic completion
of the Old. The Jews, on the other hand, adhere to the original covefiant only and to them the Old Testament is the whole of the Bible.
I

The Gospel According to St. Matthew
""'.1'z=sr - .

-

The New Testament
four ditterent biographies of Jesus
by, according to tradition, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, in that

'

order. Each of these biographies is called a "gospel" and the second
is specifically so named:
Mark

of

God

1:i.

The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son

. ..

The word gospel is from the Anglo-Saxon "god spell" meaning "good
news." In other words, the term refers not so much to the biography
of Jesus as to the higher meaning of his life. The story of Jesus is
the story of the coming of the Messiah, the initiation of the new
covenant between God h d man, the arrival of salvation-and this
certainly must be considered good news.
The Greek form of the word is "evangelos" ("bringing good news")
and the four biographers of Jesus are therefore called "the four evangdists."
Each of the evangelists is given the title "saint!' This is from the
Latin "sanctus" meaning "holy." In the Old Testament the term is used
in the Book of Daniel to represent those Jews who are faithful to the
Law despite the pressure of Seleucid persecution.

...

the same horn [Antiochus IV]made war with
Daniel 7:21.
the
and prevaiid ugainst them ,

..

Among Christians, it means, in part, those pious and godly people
who keep themselves from all corruption, are. devoted to the teachings
of Jesus, and are the object of God's particular love.
The first three gospels, those of Matthew, Mark, and Lute, are very
similar (although they are by no means identical). They are therefore
called the "synoptic gospels!' The word "synoptic" is from Greek
terms meaning "with one eye." The three gospels can be placed side
by side, in other words, and viewed simultaneously with a single glance
without the contents going badly out of focus.
Matthew is the first of the gospels in the New Testament because,
according to early tradition, it was the first to be written. This, however, is now doubted by nearly everyone. The honor of primacy is
generally granted to Mark, which is the second gospel in the Bible as
it stands.
Matthew incorporates almost all of Mark and, in addition, includes
material which is thought by some to belong to a still earlier collection
of sayings of Jesus. This collection is now lost and its existence can be
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deduced only indirectly. It is usually tamed Q for QueUe, the German
word for "source."
There is some possibility that Matthew was written originally in
Aramaic. At least a Christian writer of the second century, Papias, is
quoted by a somewhat later writer as having referred to Matthew composing his work "in the Hebrew language." One would suppose
Aramaic to have been meant by that since that was the common
speech in the Judea of New Testament times (see page 1-44). There
is no certainty that Papias in referring to Matthew's gospel is referring to the one we now have and call by Matthew's name.
In any case, if Matthew was originally written in Aramaic, it was
quickly translated into Greek and the Aramaic original (if it existed at
all) was lost The Jerusalem Bible speculates that the Aramaic version
of Matthew was indeed the oldest of the gospels (could it have been
Q?) and was the source used by Mark. Matthew w e then translated
into Greek (our present version) and Made was used as an additional
source.

Certainly Matthew is the only book of the New Testament that

can possibly have been first written in Aramaic. It seems quite certain
that all the other books of the New Testament were first written in
Greek.
Little can be said as to the time when Matthew was Â¥writtenFrom
the references to the destruction of the Temple,which are found in
various places in the gospel, it is often suggested that the book reached
its present form shortly after the fateful year of AD. 70.

But who was Matthew? The name is. associated with the first gospel
by a tradition which seems to trace back to the reference by Papias,
mentioned earlier, to a gospel written by Matthew.
Matthew is the English form of the Creek "Mattathias" or, in Hebrew Mattathiah ("the gift of God"). It is a name that grew common
by New Testament times, partly because of the great ,pride of the Jews
in the achievements of the Maccabean period. Mattathias is, of course,
die name of the father of Judas Maccabeui and the heroic initiator
of the revolt against the b h c i & (see page 716)

.

,

Matthew is also the name of one of the disciples chosen by Jesus,
according to this gospel.

.. .

...

Jesus
saw a man, mmed Marthew,
Matthew 9:9. And
rifting at the receipt of custom: and he saith unto him, Follow me.
And he [Matthew] arose, and followed him.
Christian tradition points to this particular Matthew as the author of
this gospel, but there is no evidence beyond that tradition.
It is annoying that the gospels do not any a clear sbtement of
authorship in the modem fashion, but there are several possible reasons
for anonymity. Holy books, in the Jewish tradition, rarely carried any
notice of real authorship but were assigned to some ancient worthy.
Indeed, there might be considered the very real force of the feeling
that a truly holy book was inspired by God and that the worldly
author acted only as a mouthpietee and deserved no credit.
On a more mundane level, the time of the writing of the gospels
was a hard one for Christians. Jewish hostility was pronounced and so
was Roman hostility. The sharp persecution by the Emperor, Nero,
was not long in the past and, in the aftermath of the Jewish rebellion,
{he Jews that survived were resentful, indeed, of Christian failure to
join the rebellion. It might well be that a gospel writer preferred to
remain anonymous out of considerations of personal safety.

The notion of the coming of the Messiah must have had hard
sledding in the Maccabean era. Judas Maccabeus had about him a
heroism that might easily have been equated with the vision of the
Messiah as a conquering king. And when he died, that vision might
wily have been transferred to (he first few of his successors, since
under them the Jewish state briefly returned to a period of glory such
as it had not known sincethe days of Solomon.
Certainly, if a comparatively feeble individual such as Zerubbabel
could be greeted a$ the Messiah by Haggai (see page 1=663),one of the
heroic Maccabees might have been.
boob
But it had been stressed over and over again in the
of the Old Testament that the Messiah would have to be an offspring
of the line of David. Zerubbabel had indeed been such an offspring,
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but the Maccabees had not, and the Maccabees therefore could not include the Messiah among their number, in the view of pious Jews, no
matter what other arguments there might be in favor of it.
The Messiah still belonged@ the future, therefore, in the time of
the Maccabees. While the Maccabean kingdom was prosperous, Messianic longings could be muted, but when the kingdom fell and Judea
came under the domination of Rome,those longings sharpened again.
Matthew begins his good news, or gospel, with the announcement of
the coming of the Messiah:
Matthew

1:s.

The book

of

.;.Jesus Christ .>..

The Hebrew word Messiah means "the anointed one." The Greek
void "kMsmaS' is the oil used for anointing (our word "cream" traces
back to "lchrisma"). The Messiah, to whom such oil is applied would
be "Khristos" in Greek,"Christd' in Latin,'Â¥Christ in English. Since
Jesus is the Greek form of the Hebrew name Joshua, the first verse
Joshua the Messiah ."
of Matthew is equivalent to 'The book of

...

..

David
To someone as steeped in the Jewish tradition as Matthew, it is
obvious that the first task to be undertaken if the story of the Messiah
is to be told is to demonstrate that he is the Messiah. And to do that,
it must be shown, first of all, that the Messiah is a member of the
line of David. Matthew therefore begins with a genealogy.

Matthew 1:1. The book of the generation of Jesus-Christ,the son
of David, the son of Abraham,
The genealogy begins with Abraham, who is by no means the first
roan, but is the one with whom God first made a covenant relating
to the Jewish people who were to d b d horn him.From the Jewish
interpretation of history as the tale of a covenant between man and
God, a covenant to be fulfilled by the Messiah, one would naturally
begin with Abraham, and Matthew with his deep-ingrained Jewishness
does just this.
Matthew follows a highly artificial scheme in presenting this genealogy:

I

..

Matthew 1~17. .dl the generations from. Abtmwttt to David
are fourteen generations; and from David until the -ng
away
into Babylon are fourtdn p a t i P o & ; and from the cdnyiag away
into Bdbylon unto Christ ate f o u r t h generations.

Why Matthew should feel it necessary to establish such symmetry is
not -in.
Perhaps he felt that by pointing out the great events that
took place after two sets of fourteen generations, he made, it reasonable
that one ought to expect the Messiah after a third-set of fourteen
generations.
Or it may be that there is numerological significance now lost or that
Matthew was trying to set up some acrostic devicethat can no longer
be followed. In any case, in order to obtain his sets of fourteen,
Matthew was forced to distort the genealogy, and this can scarcely be
considered as adding to the plausibility of whatever argument he
might'have had in mind.

The first set of fourteen are: ( I ) Abraham, (2) Isaac, (3) Jacob, (4)
Judas [Judah], (5) Phares [Perez], (6) Esrom [Hezron], (7) Aram
[Ram], (8) Aminadab, (9) Naasson [Nahshon], (10) Salmon, (11)
Booa potel, (12) Obed, (13) Jesse, and (14) David;
Thenames down to Perez are given in Genesis and the remainder
are &en in Ruth.
Included in the list ate three women, and, oddly enough, each of the
three is, in one way or another, tainted. The first appears as follows:
Matthew i:3. And Jvdas Dudah] begat Phares [ P e n ] and Tiara
[Zaah] of Thamar [Tamar]
Zerah is mentioned because he was'a twin brother of Perez and
both weke born at the same time. However, it was through Perez that
David and, therefore, Jesus traced their descent. Tamar begot them of
Judah by a kind of deceit that was justified according to patriarchal
custom, but in doing so, she played the part of a harlot;

...

Genesis 38~15. When Jvdah saw her, he thought her to be an
harlot; because she had covered her face.
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The other two women are mentioned shortly after:
Matthew 1:s. And Salmon begat B k [Boaz] of Rachdb [Rahabl;
and Bow [Boaz] begat Obed of ~ u t h

..

Ruth was, of course, a Moabite woman, something which would
make a s k c t Jew of New Testament tifflct uneasy, even if she were an
ancestress of David.
The real curiosity, however, is Rahab. The tale of both Tamar and
Ruth are given in some detail hi the Old Testament, but nothing at all
is mentioned, at least in the canonical books, of any marriage between
Salmon and Rahab.
Salmon is mentioned at the end of the Book of Ruth as part of the
line of descent going from Perez to David, a passage which Matthew
uses as reference. In Ruth, however, no wife is mentioned for Salmon
In the Book of i Chronicles, a person ikth a name similar to
Salmon is mentioned in the &nealogical tables:
i

Chronicles 2:51. Salrna the father of BetMehem

..

If this Salma is the same as the Salmon who is David's great-greatgrandfather, then the verse might signify that Salmon was the first of
the family to settle in Bethlehem. He may even have led the contingent
that took it from the Canaanities. But here too no wife is mentioned.
Who, then, is Rahab? There is a Rahab in the Old Testament, and
she is the woman who sheltered Joshua's spies when they entered
Jericho (see page 1-211). This woman,however, did not merely play the
part of a harlot, as Tamar did. According to the Biblical statement,
she was a harlot

.. .

. .two men to ...

Joshua 2:1. And Joshua
sent out
And they went, and casme into an bail&
and lodged there,

t@y

house, named Rdhab,

Can this be the Rahab referred to as Salmon's wife? Chronologically
it is possible. If David was born in 1050 B.C. as the youngest son of
Jesse, who might therefore himself have been born about 1100 B.C,
it is quite possible that Jesse's grandfather might have been a warrior
between imo B.C. and 1170 B.G., when Joshua's conquest might have

taken place.
It is very likely that, in latex Jewish tradition, Rahab was viewed as

a convert to Judaism after the fall of Jericho, and as meriting a reward
for her protection of the spies. If she were a convert, like Ruth, she
might very well merit a part of the ancestry of David, as Ruth did.
Of course, one wonders how much signifitance to give t i the term
"hadot!' She might, conceivably, have bees the priestess of aCanaanite
goddess and as such may have enraged in fertility rites. This would
make her a harlot in the puritanical eyes of the Jewish Yahvists, but
surely not an ordinary harlot in the modern sense. ,
Matthew pay have mentioned these because each was involved in a
colorful event taken note of in the Old Testament and probably poplar among its Jewish readers and easily coated with legend. For this
reason be may have fallen prey to the temptation of pedantry, and displayed his knowledge of and interest ip (he Scriptures. Qn the other
hand, one might also reason that if Moabites and harlots are in the
line of Jesus' ancestry, it might signify thatlJesus arose from all kinds
of people and therefore came tosuffer for all kinds of people, the sinful
as well as the saint, the Gentile as well as the Jew.
1"
.A

The Wife of Uria

Th6 list of fourteen names foilowing .David, down to the %byloniatt captivity, are: (1) Sokanon, (a) R o b m [Rehoboam], (3)
- Alto - [Abijhm], (4) Asa, ( 3 ) Josaphat [Jehoshaphat], (6) Joram,
(7) W a s [Uacdah or Azariah], (8) Joatham [Jotham], (9) Achaz
[Ahazk (lo) Ezekias [HezeKah], (11) Maoadses [Manassehk (is)
Amon, (13) Josias [Josiah], and (14) Jechonias [Jehoiachin].
A fourth woman is mentioned among @is group:
, Matthew 1:6. .
David the Kins begat Solomon
had been the wife of Urias [Uriah]

..

. ..

of

her that

This,of coqrse,was Bathsheba, with whom David committed adultery
(see page 1-31,o). Again a woman is mentioned who is the subject of
a dramatic story that involves a: taint,
. Mitthcw here lists fourteen4&1gs who reigned ate Duvi&.but In
achieving what 19 to him's magic number of fourteen, he omitsseveral.
Thus, he states:
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Bur Joram died in 844 B.C. and Uzziah began to reign in 780 BE,
leaving a sixty-four-year gap. This gap contained three kings of Judah,
as well as a usurping queen. Joran was succeeded by his son, Ahaziah,
who (after an interregnum in which Queen Athaiiah reigned) was
succeeded by his son, Joash, who was succeeded by his son, Amaziah.
Uzziah then followed as Amaziahrs son.
Ahaziah, the first of the omitted kings, was the son of Athaliah
and therefore the grandson of Ahab of Israel and of his wife, Jezebel
(see page 1.362). One might almost suspect that Ahaziah and his immediate descendants were omitted in order to avoid mentioning this
fact Nevertheless, mentioned or not, it must follow from Matthew's
genealogy that the wicked queens Jezebel and Athaliah are to be included among the ancestors of Jesus.
Still a fourth ling is omitted from the line of succession:

Matthew
chin]

.. .

1:11.

And

Job

[Tosiah] begat Jechonhs [Jehoia-

But Josiah was the father of Jehoiakim, who was, in turn, the father
of Jehoiachin.

includes the descendants
The final portion of Matthew's
of Jehoiachin after the Exile. The first two generations follow the
genealogy given in the Book of iChronicles (see page 1-40;) :

Matthew 1:iz. And after thyy wefsbrought to Bd&yIon, Jechonias
[Jehoiachin] begat [I] Salathiel [Shealtiel]; and SdathVKl [Shealtiel] begat [a] Zorobdbel [Zerubbabel]

.. .

After Zerubbabd, a list of names is given that is not found anywhere else in the Bible a d which, if valid, we must assume to have
been taken from genealogical listings no longer available to us. They
are: (3) Abiud, (4) Elialdm, (5) Azor, (6) Sadoc, (7) Achim, (8)
Eliud, (9) Eleazar, (10)Matthan, (11) Jacob, and (12) Joseph.
The climax of the genealogy i s reached:
Matthew 1:16. And Jacob begot Joseph the husband of Mary,
of whom was born [i3] Jesus, who is called Christ.
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The names in this third group are only thirteen in number, despite
Matthew's statement there are fourteen. Since it is quite certain that
Matthew could count we can only assume that somewhere in the early
copyings of this list, a name in the third group dropped out and has
been lost forever.
Attempts have been made to twist matters so that the magic number
fourteen is reached with the list before us. Some have counted
Jehoiachin in this list despite the fact that he is also counted in
the middle third. Others have attempted to count Mary as a separate
generation, since she is mentioned, but in that case one ought also to
count Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and Bathsheba.
No, the best that can be done is to state that, on the face of it, there
are fourteen generations from Abraham to David, eighteen from
David to the Exile, and thirteen from the Exile to Jesus. Fortunately,
though, Matthew's little game with numbers is not really of importance
and it isn't paid much mind, except as an interesting quirk in Matthew's
system of thought.
The Holy Ghost
In chapter 1:16, Matthew clearly avoids concluding the list of "begats" by saying that Joseph begat Jesus. Rather he carefully identifies
Joseph as merely the husband of Mary "of whom was born Jesus."
This paves the way for Matthew's account of. Jesus having been born
of a virgin:

att thew

1:18. Now the birth of Jesw Chritt WB on till's wise:
When as his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came
together, 'she was found with child of the Holy Ghost.

The word "ghost" is of Anglo-Saxon origin and means "spirit" or
"soul." Ghost, spirit, or soul-whatever it be called-represents something intangible which can be regarded as the essence of life, apart
from the material body. It can be the essence of life within a body
(a man's soul) or the essence of life in the absence of a body altogether
(a supernatural being).
Primitive peoples, generally, consider the universe to be populated
by myriads of spirits of all sorts; spirits capable of interfering with
human activity and, in some cases, capable of taking possession of a
human body in successful competition with its own prop& spirit.
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The monotheistic Jews also had their popular tales of evil spirits
capable of taking possession of h k n bodies (as in the Book of Tobit, see page 681). Even at its most lofty, Judaism speaks of angels,
though viewing them always as messengers of God, who are incapable
of independent action. (The case of Satan and his rebellion against
God is a rather late development in Jewish thought, adopted only
after exposure to ~ersiandualism, see page 1-409.)
Angels might be viewed as merely an extension of God; as representing the spirit of God manifesting itself on Earth in older to guide
human action.
It was felt that whenever a man took decisive action and exhibited
unusual traits of leadership, it was not so much the action of his own
feeble spirit but that of the Spirit of God which entered into him and
guided him. Thus:

Judges 3 :10. And the Spirit of the Lord came upon him [OthnidJ,
andhejudgedIsmeI,andwentoutto~ar...
Or:

Judges 6:3+ But the Spirit of the Lord came upon Gtdeon, and
h e h a trumpet...
Again, when Samson is described as performing a feat of more-

than-human strength:
Judges 14:6. And iftÃ Spirit of tftÃ Lord come mightily upon him,
and h e r e n t h h [A lion] ÃftÃ would haw rent Q k i d . .

.

The Spirit of Cod might veil be called the Holy Spirit, to avoid using the term "God" (something the Jews of the New Testament
period did avoid whenever pqpiie~Matthewespecially so). In the
King James Version it is called the Holy Ghost, which is synonymous.
However, {he popular usage of "ghost," as signifying the spirits of the
dead, has so robbed the word of ifs dignity that "Holy Ghost" seems
odd to modem ears and Holy Spirit is preferable. The Revised Standard
Version uses Holy Spirit throughout
To say, then, that Maiy '%as found with child of the Holy Ghost"
is to say that hex pregnancy was the direct result of the working of the
divine influence within her and had nothing to do with the usual
manner of achieving pregnancy.

780
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Mary
Joseph, Ending that his betrothed is pregnant, assumes she has
behaved improperly and feels that he cannot go through with the marriage. He is warned against this by an angel:

..

Matthew 1:20.
, the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in
a dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of Dayvh fear not to take unto
fhee Mary thy wife: for that which is conceived in her is of the
WyGhwt,

-

.',

.?

3

'
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;'The name of Jesus' mother is, in Hebrew, Miriam (the name of
lkfoses' sister). In Aramaic, the name became Madam, and in Riman
times it was easy to change this, by dropping the final letter, to Maria,
the feminine version of the good Roman name, Marius. Maria is still
the version of the name used in most European languages, though it
becomes Marion or Marie in French, and Mary in English.
Because of the emphasis here on the fact that her pregnancy was the
result of the action of the Holy Spirit and not of man, she is, considered by Christians to have been a virgin even while pregnant and
is therefore commonly called the "Virgin May" or just "the Virgin."
Matthew's emphasis on the virgin birth woula seem to neptehis
earlier emphasis on the Davidic genealogy of Jesus. He shows that
Joseph, the husband of Mary,was a descendant of David, but then goes
on to show that this same Joseph was not the fatherof Jesus.
One might account for this by saying that Joseph was considered by
(hepeople of his time to be the father of Jesus, so that in the course
of ordinary human affairs Jesus was of Davidic descent, thus fulfilling
that qualification for Messiah-hood. Then, {he line of argument might
go, Jesus came to be recognized as the divine Son of God and this was
so much greater a qualification for Messiah-hood that Daiidic descent
could be dismissed as an Earthly detail of only Earthly importance.
Another explanation is to suppose that while Matthew gives the
genealogy of Joseph, Mary herself is of Davidic descent also, and Jesus
is of that descent through his undoubted mother as well as through his
merely reputed father. The gospels do not say this directly but the
belief of the Davidic descent of Mary, as well as of Joseph, is firmly
ensconced in Christian tradition.

'
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And yet virgin birth is completely outside the Jewish tradition and
is not demanded by any of the Old Testament prophecies concerning
the Messiah. How, then, does 'Matthewcome upon it? Being Matthew,

he is bound to support the virgin birth by citing an Old Testament
prophecy and he can find only one:
Matthew 1:zz. Now all this was done, that it might be fulfilied
which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, sq'ng,
Matthew 1:23. Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring
forth a son

...

This refers to a passage in Isaiah:
Isaiah 7:1+
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a
son
but it is not a very useful passage in this connection. Matthew's use of
the word "virgin" in his quotation is mistaken, though it has led early
translations of the Bible, including the King James Version, to make
use of {be word "virgin" in the Isaiah passage as well. In fact, the
Hebrew word used by Isaiah means "young woman" and can apply
equally well to one who is not a virgin. And, in any case, whether
"virgin" or "young woman," the passage from Isaiah is unlikely to have
Messianic significance (see page 1-532) and, but for these verses in
Matthew quoting it, would never be taken to have i t
But than, why the tale of the virgin birth, told with such urgency,
that a marginal Old Testament verse
. has to be searched for and found
by Matthew to account for it?
Perhaps we can indulge in a little speculation here. That which was
first known about Jesus must have been the tale of his ministry when
disciples flocked about him* Presumably he was an obscure Galilean,
until his preaching made him famous, ahd the details of his birth and
childhood were not known. M& the oldest of the gospels, has nothing
to say about his birth and childhood. Rather, Mark starts his tale of
Jesus with Jesus as an adult, beginning his ministry.
After Jesus7death, tales of his birth and childhood arose. It is quite
possible that many were legitimate reminiscences of those who had
known him as a youngster or of members of his family. On (he other
hand, people being what they are, embroidery may have entered into
the legends concerning so remarkable a peison as the Messiah and the
Son of God.

. ..

. ..
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The sort of detail which individuals of completely Jewish background
would expect of the Messiah would be a, detailed genealogy that would
connect him with David. Such a genealogy is given by Matthew and
we have no reason to say that it is inaccurate (aside from the small
discrepancies we have pointed out that arise out of Matthew's eagerness
to attain the magic number of fourteen).
But the .Jews ,were, in those days, s'urrounded by a vast woild of
Gentiles who had traditions of their own. It was quite customary and
usual in Gentile legend (almost necessary, in fact) that any great
hero, any wonder-worker be the son of a god. A virgin could be impregnated by a god in magical fashion-this would not be impossible in
the Greek tradition.
And, as it happened, there were Jews not only in Judea, where
Jewish thought was provincial and conservative, but in Alexandria and
other places where the Greek influence was strong. Greek versions of
the Bible used the Greek word for "virgin" in the Isaiah quotation) and
it is quite possible that Matthew followed the Greek version rather
than the Hebrew version in supporting the virgin birth, and that
he did not deliberately misquote.
In Jesus' time, the possibility of virgin birth may have taken on
added ,fad. The Roman historian Livy, who died just a few years before the start of Jesus' ministry, had written a history of Rome that
proved enormously popular. In it he retells the tale of the founding of
Row by the twin brothers Romulus and Remus. The interesting part
of that legend is that Romulus and Remus are described by him as
being of virgin birth. Their mother, Silvia, was a Vestal Virgin whose
children were fathered by Mars.
Greek-speaking Jews would surely place no credence in that, and
yet there might have been the impulse to feel that if a virgin birth
could be used to exalt the found& of the pagan city of Rome, how
much more could one rightly be used to exalt the founding of the
kingdom of God.
One might wonder, then, if Matthew might not have been faced
with two traditions concerning Jesus' birth, the strictly Jewish genealogy
of Davidic descent, and (heGreek-Jewish story of the virgin birth. And,
although mutually exclusive, Matthew accepted both.
It is interesting that the tradition of the virgin birth is firmly and
clearly stated only in this first chapter of Matthew. There are verses in
Luke that can be made to support it, but not indisputably, and there
are no other references to it at all anywhere else in the New Testament.

'
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The general period of Jesus' birth is given:
Matthew 2:1.
Jesus wta born
in the days of Herod the
king

.. .

.. .

..

The mention of Herod at once tells us that the day of the Maccabean
kingdom is over. Much has happened in the century that passed between the ending of i Maccabees and the opening of Matthew.
1 Maccabees had ended with the assassination of Simon in 135 B.C.
His second and sole surviving sonestablished himself as John Hyrcanus
I in 134 B.c., coining to a peaceful arrangement with Antiochus VII
Sidetes (see page 88), the last Seleucid monarch of any consequence.
John Hyrcanus extended the boundaries of Judea by conquest. He
established his rule over Samaria and Galilee to the north and he
brought Idumea, to his south, under complete domination. The
Samaritans retained their heretical religion, but orthodox Judaism was
established in Galilee and in Idumea.
The Idumeans accepted Judaism (in some cases at the point of the
sword) but (he converts were not wholeheartedly accepted by the
Jewish nationalists. Despite their obsqvance of the proper religion,
Idumeans were still viewed as Edomites, descendants of Esau, and
therefore the hereditary enemies of the Jewish descendants of Jacob.
John Hyrcanus I died in 104 B.C. and was succeeded by an elder son,
Aristobulus, who assumed the title of long, something the Seleucid
kingdom, now under Antiochus VIII Grypus ("hook-nosed"), was
powerless to prevent
Aristobulqs reigned only a year and, in 105 B.c., his younger brother,
Alexander Jannaeus, succeeded. In the course of a twenty-seven-yearreign, Alexander raised Judy to the peak of its power. By the time he
died, in 79 B.c., Judea was very much in the position of Israel in the
time of Jeroboam II,, six and a half centuries before (see page 1-369).
Under Jeroboarn 11, Israel seemed great and prosperous, but its
greatness was overshadowed by Assyria, a fact which became evident
immediately after Jeroboam's death. In the case of Alexander Jannaeus, Judea's greatness
darkened by the even greater shadow
of Rome.
'

-

The substance of that shadow was making its way onto the Judean
stage' after the death of Alexander Jannaeus* and its coming was
hastened by dynastic squabbles that set various Maccabees at each
other's throats.
Since the me of Jonathan, brother of Judas Mambeus7 the high
priesthood had remained in the family of the Maccabees and Alexander
- Jannqeus was, for instance, at once king and high priest.
~ f t e rAlexander's death, however7 this combination of offices fell
apart* The high priesthood went to Alexander's elder son, John
Hpanus 11, but the civil rule remained with Alexander's widow,
Alexandra.
Alexandra died in 67 B.C. and one might have expected John
H p n u s I1 to serve now as real king as well as high pries4 but in
this he was disputed by his younger brother* Arbtobulus 11. In the
civil war that f~llowed~
John Hpcanus I1 had the support of a very
able man, Antipater, who had been governor of Idumea under Alexander Jannaeus. htipater was an Idumean by birth* although Jewish by
religion.
The civil war could not have come at a worse time*for Roman armies
nnder General Gnaeus Pompeius (called Pompey in English) were
cleaning up the east. The last of the various small powers that, a
century before, had been brawling and squabbling on the international
stage were now being swallowed, one by one.
In 64 E.c., Pompey entered Antioch and put an end to the Seleucia
monarchy. A little over a century before, that monarchy had tyrannized
over ]udea7 but now, under its last kings, it was a feeble patch of
territory absorbed by Rome as the province of Syria.
Iodependent Judea s u ~ v e dthe great Seleucid Empire as she had
once survived the great Assyrian Empire-but not for long. Both sides
in the Jewish civil war were appealing to Pompey for help* of course,
and the Roman general, as was to be expected, agreed at once to move
in* In 63 B.C. he invaded Judea and took Jerusalem after a three
month siege. Out of curiosity he invaded the Holy of Holies in the
Temple but did it no harm otherwise.
Pompey ended by deciding in favor of John Hyrcanus 11. He left
him as high priest and carried off Aristobulus I1 and his two sons to
Rome.
The Roman did not allow Hyrcanus any secular p a , however.
He gave that o m to Antipater the Idumean in return for Antipatds

senices to the Roman cause. (It was good policy to do so. Antipater,
an Idumean, could never be accepted wholeheartedly by the narrowly
nationalistic Jews, and he would therefom always requize Roman sup
port to keep his position safe against his subjects. While he needed the
Roman soldiers, he wuld naturally be loyal to the Roman cause.)
Thus, in 63 B.G., a little more than a century after the revolt of
Mattathias and his sons, the Maccabean monarchy came to an end.
The fate of the last M a m b a s was generally sad. Aristobulus I1 and
his elder son, Alexander, eswped from Rome and made an attempt to
regain the kingdom, but they wed captured atid both were killed in
49 B.C. The younger son, Antigonus Mattathias, survived. Before he
died the elder son had married Alexandra, daughter of John Hyrcanus
11, and by her had had a son, Atistobulus 111.
There were thus, in + B.c., three male Maccabees left: (I) John
Hymnus II, the high priest; (2) his nephew, Antigonm Mattathias;
and (3) his grandson, Azistobdus 11%.The real ruler remained Antipater the Idurnem.
But now it was Rome itself that was involved in a a 6 1 war. The
general, Pompey, had gone to waz with another and greater Roman
general, Julius Caesar; and Pompey d i d in the course of the struggle.
Antipater had made his way arefully amoiig the contending factions
and when Caesar emerged as ,victot, htipater found himself still in
favor, even though be had been Pctmpey's man to begin with.
But Caesar was assassinated in # B.C. and a new civil war empted.
Antipater the Idmean wm assassinated in 43 B.G. and his sure ability to
maneuver &ely over slippezy footing was moved.
Furthermore, Parthia, which d
ed Babylonia and vast regions to the
easf, took advantage 08 the Roman dvil wars to strike westward. For a
while it was as though the times of Nebuchadn-r
were reborn, as
conqueriing horsemen mde ciut of the east ta take over Syria a d Judea
hl 40 B.C.
The Jews welcomed the Parthians, though, as they had never welcomed the Chaldeans, for they saw the Parthiam as reseuers from the
Romans. Antipaher's older son, Phasael, &as killed in war against the invaders, md the high priest, John Hyrcanus 11, was carried off into cap
tivity. What's more, his ears were cut ORso that, as a physically mutilated person, he could never serve as high priest again.
In place of the mutilated Hymnus, A#igonus hhttathias was made
h g and high priest. One might almost imagine the Maccabean king-

dom to have been restored bug of course, the new king served merely
as ,a Patthian puppet.
h
t Antipater the Idumean had a -second son? Herodes (called
Haod in English). He was, like his hther, Jewish in religion, though
an I h e a n by descent. Under his father, he had served as governor of
Galilee. W h e n the Parthians took Judm, Hemd managed to escape
and made his way to Rome.
In Rome he persuaded the Roman pd,Marcus Antonius (Mark
Antmy)? who was then in pwer, to declare him king of Juda and
to outlaw Antigonus Mattathias- Herod &en returned to Judea and
found &a Parthian5 already on the ma before a Roman counteratta&,
With the help of Roman arms, Herod in.wded Judea and, hfier three
yeas, took Jerusalem itself in 37 B.C. Antigonus Mattathias was executed.
Now two Maccabees were left, John Hyrcanus I1 returned fmin
tziptivity in 36 B.c., but his~croppedears kept him permanently retired,
so his grandson, Aristobulus 111, served as high priest.
Bemd, although king now with the full suppbrt of the Romans,
could never feel secure while there were. Maccabees a h about
w h a a nationalist revolt might center.
He tried to neutralize the Macabtan attmction by entering into a
mamiage alliance with the family, Aristohulus I11 had a sister?Mariamne
(still another version of the Hebm name, Miriam), and Herod took
her as his second wife,
Even that did not erase his insecurity. He had Aristobt~IusI11 executed in 35 B.C. and the crop-eared Hyrcanus in 30 B.C. In a fit of
jealousy he killed his wife? Mariamnq in 29 B.C. and that was the end
children by Mariamne.
of the Maccabees, except for Herod's
(Hemd, the Henry VIII of his time, mamid eight times after Madamnets death? so that he had ten wives altogether, although only one
at a time.)
The birth of Jesus during the reign of H d raises .an interesting
point in chronology. The Romans dated events from the year h which?
a m ~ d i n gto legend? the city of Rome had been f~unded.That year
was i A~U.~.,where the initials stand for ub urbe mndita ('4from the
gounding of the city?'). According to thi8 scheme? Pompey took
Jerusalem in the year 6tp A.U.C.
Wnhrkunately, howewer, none of the gospels date the birth of J a w
ticcording to this scheme or, for that matteq according to one of the
a
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other schemes used in the ,Bible. m e evangelists might haw used

the M d d era that ,-musmi in the Wks of the Maccabees, for
instance. Or they might have named the number of the year of
Herod's reign a$er the fashion of the dating in 1 and 2 Kings.
used. Matthtw simply says "in the days of Hemd
But no scheme
the king" and anything close^ than fiat must be worked out by dedue
tion.
Some five hundred yeas after the time of Jesus, such deductions wem
made by a scholarly theoto@an and astrtm&er named Donysius
Exiguus* who lived ifi Rome. He mainbided that Jesus had been
born in 753 A.U.G., and this date for Jaw* bid5 was widely accepted.
Gradpally, as the ce&ries p s d , the old Roman system of counting
the years was dropped. Inslead, it beeam cust6maq to count the years
from tke birth of Jesus. That p r was AJL 1, or "Anno Domini" ("the
year of our Lord:).
,
The years pdor to the birth of Jaw wem labeled B.C. ("before
Christ"). Thus, if ~ e s kw a ~born in 753 A.u.c., then Rome was
founded 753 yea^ behe hib bi&, or 753 B.C. 'I'he entire system of
dating wed in &is h k (and, indeed, i~ any modem history book)
follows this "Ch@tian Era" or 'uDionpkn Era?' in which A.D. 1 is
q ~ b With
d 753 A.U.C.
And yet scholaship in the mturia since Dionysim Edpm has
made a revisioa necessaq. POPinstance, h m sources outside the Bible
it is quite dear that &rod as&nded the throne in 716 &W.C., that is,
37 B.C. He reigned for thMy=threepus, dying in 749 A.U.C. or 4 B.G
But if that is so, it is impossible for Jews to have been born in
753 A.U.C. and still haw lxm born "in the days of Herod the king,"
since H d had died four $tars Worn, If Jaw were born in the time
of Hemd then he must have ken born no later than 4 B.C. (four
years "before CMst,"~which certainly seam paradofiml).
h d ewm this is merely &e Utest he could have been born by that
verse in Matthew. He coNd well have been born earlier, and some
have s-ted
dates even as early as 17 LC.

I

The birth of Jesus was accompanied by remarkable circumstana,
according to hlatthew, who tells &st of a pilgrimage to the place Qâ
]em' birth:
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&tthew w , Now w h
in t h days of Herod tlu k&
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w bani in B & & h

Judaa
behold, there cane wise men fma
of

th~dtoIdrn...

"Wisemen" is a translation of the Creek "mapi/ which has en&zed our l a n p g e by way of the Latin as "mgi."The word is ddved
from "magu," the name given to their pdests by the Pmian a
mastbs.
Thmughout ancient histoy, the priests wke consided the
@tqries
of important howledge. Not only did they h o w the
W q m for the propitiation of the gods? but-in Babylonia particularly-they studied the heavenly bodies and @eir influences upon t h ~
mume of human a h i n . The priests wek therefore learned astmloge~
(who, in: the course of their studies, picked up considerable legitixnab
astronomy as well).
The Jews had leamed of the Babylonian priesthood in the time of
and in the Book of Qaniel the word "Chaldepn'* is used as
t h &@e,
~
pmxymous with "wise man." If tho Jews had furgotten t h 4 there
was wczpion to refurbish that knowledge during the brief Parthian
supremqcy over Judea. (The arcane povm of the ''magi'' are memorialized in our language, by the way, with the word "magic," which is
derived from "magi!')
me tale of the ydse men is shqt. They come to see the infant Jesus,
they leave presents, and depae their impact on l e d is greak however. In the popular imagination, the d g mqn have h e n t a h to be
fa, number and have become @ree kings and -have even been
@ v q names; Melchior, Gasper* and 0al+*
h r d i ~ to
g rnedkval legm4 their hdii were taken by H e l m
(the motba of Constantine I, the b
t empmr IQ
become Christian)
to Constantinople, From there, they were eventually removed to Mibq 1&1y*an4 still later t~ W c p ~
Gmany, ThaiPin Cologne Cathe
d d they are supposed to be buried, so that they we sometimes re
f e d to as the "Three Kings of Cologne."
King of the Jew8

The wise men, having amved in Jerusalem, had a simple quean:
Matthew z:z.
where k he thut is born King of the

...

. ..

They ware searching, in other words, for the Messiah.
There had been a decline in the passionate intensity of longing for
a Messiah during die palmy days of the Maccabees, but the longing
had not disappeared altogether. After all, the Maccabees did not set up
a completely ideal state that ruled over all the world and, in any case,
they were not of the Davidic line.
To be sure, the Maccabees realized that dreams of a Messiah would
have to be directed against their own Levite dynasty, unless properly
deflected, and they must have encouraged writings that would tend to
do this.
During the Maccabean period, for instance, the apocryphal work
'The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs" appeared. This puprted
to be a transcript of the last words of the twelve sons of Jacob as they
lay on their deathbeds. Passages in it pointed clearly to a Levite Messiah. Psalm no, with its mention of Melchizedek as both king and high
priest (see page 1-504) although not of Davidic lineage-having lived,
in fact, nearly a thousand years before David-may have been used to
support the Maccabees, too. (Indeed, some suspect the psalm may have
been written in early M a c c a b tunes and slipped into the canon at
the last minute.)
All attempts, however, to set up a Levite Messiah must have failed
to win any enthusiasm at all among the Jews generally. The prophetic
writings were too clear on the point of the Davidic descent of the Messiah and the hallowed memory of David himself and of the empire
he founded remained too sharp and clear. Messianic hopes may have
ebbed under the Maccabees but what hope remained was for a Messiah
of the line of David.
And then the Maccabees were gone. Despite the heroism of Judas
Maccabeus and his brothers, despite the conquests of John Hyrcanus I
and Alexander Jannaeus, the line had been a brief and, in the end,
unsuccessful interlude in Jewish history. And those who piously awaited
the Messiah might well have been pleased, rather than otherwise, at
the Maccabean failure. After all, the Maccabees were not of the stock of
David; how could they possibly have succeeded?
Now under the heavy hand of Herod, the alien from Idumea, and
under the still heavier weight of the Roman arms that supported him,
the Jews were growing increasingly restive. Surely it was time for the
Messiah to come, establish himself as the ideal King of the Jews,
bring the heathen oppressors to justice, and place all the world under

his mild rule so that all pen*
eyfiirobae might. finally m e . to
Jerusalem to worship.,
-,,, . .~
,
- these is no reason to be surprised that the Messianic fervor in Judea
made itself felt far outside the borders of the land. There were large
colonies of Jews outside Judea, notably in Alexandria and in Babylonia.
The three wise men from the east could, conceivably, have heard of
such matters from the Jews in their land and been impressed by the

tale. - .
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if the wise men had heard of Jewish speculations as to
fMt
the Messiah, what made them choose that moment to head for
@ ~ ~ ~ l eItmwould
? have to be divine inspiration and Matthew caSa
thatinspiration, quite fittingly, into the form of an astrological mani(citation-something that would professionally interest the Babylonian
i
. r
-.
priesthood:
.. Matthew 2:2 Where is he that is born King of the Jews?
for we have seen his star in the east, and are come to worship
hia
+
,
. '
.i ,
.
*
'S These is nothing in Old ~estain&
t o m .%star the
specific pmifestation of the Messiah ?To be sure, one ok Balaaai's
oracles states:
.
.- , -,
.
. - ~tonbersq:q.
there shall come a star out of Jmb
and shall smite the comers of Moab
ft
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4this has been taken as a Messianic utterance by many. Nevertheless, modem scholars accept this as a reference to David, written into
the oracle in the time of the kingdom and attributed to the legendary
pge
,z
Balaam.
Then,too, there is a passage in Isaiah which goes:
Isaiah 60:;. And the Gentiles shall come to thy light, aad kings
to the brigfttwss of thy rising.
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the wise men of the east followed the light of the star to the birth
of Jesus.
. If, however, Matthew has this in mind, he does not quote the verse
from Isaiah.
If Matthew had quoted that w s e ~it might be easier to accept
the star as a miraculous manifestation of divine guidance visible only
to the wise men and to 'no one else. But Matthew calmly refers
to the star without reference to prophecy, as though it were a perfectly
natural phenomenon (bent to the divine purpose, of course) and
much effort and imagination has been expended to determine what
(hat natural phenomenon might have been.
The most obvious solution would be that the star was a "nova"a new star appearing suddenly in the heavens, possibly attaining
startling brightness, and then fading out to inviability after some
months.
Such events have indeed been known to happen. Astronomers
know that stars can sometimes explode and increase in brightness a
millionfold or more for a short period of time. In the case of partie
ularly tremendous explosions ("supern~vae") among stars reasonably
close to ourselves, the result' may be the sudden appearance of a star
that will grow as bright as the planet Venus in a spot where previously
no star bright enough to be seen by the naked eye had been visible.
Three such supernovae have been known to have appeared in the
last thousand years-one in 1054, one in 1572, and onein 1604. Could
one also have appeared iq Herod's time? *
It seems doubtful. Surely such a supernova would have been noticed.
Of course, the supernova of 1054 was not noticed by European
astronomers, but this was during the Dark Ages, when astronomy in
Europe was virtually nonexistent. I t was observed by astronomers in
China and Japan, and we have {heir records. (We know they were
correct because in (he spot where they located their "guest-star" there
is now a cloudy ball of gas tihat is (he clear remnant of an explosion.)
In Herod's time, Greek astronomy was still alive, however, even
though past its greatest day, and a supernova would most certainly
have been noted and referred to. It seems quite unlikely that such a
reference would not have existed and survived to our time and so the
chance of a supernova is generally dismissed.
Another possibility is that thestar might have been the result of a
dose approach of two or more of the heavenly bodies, so (hat they
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would shine together with abnormal brightness for a short period of
time. The only bodies in the skies that move independently against
the starry background are the planets, and occasionally two or more
approach fairly close to each other.
Astronomers understand these movements quite well now and can
trace them back with considerableaccuracy for thousands of years. They
can tell, for instance, that h 7 B.c., Jupiter and Saturn approached
each other quite closely.
The-approach was not so close as to make it in the l a s t possible
that observers would mistake the two for a single unusually bright
star. Still, there is no reason to suppose this would be necessary. The
dose approach o f t h e two planets is a rare event (although a still
closer approach of Jupiter and Saturn than that in 7 B.C. took place
in 1941) and to a$tblogers (here might have been significance in it. I t
is not inconceivable that the approach might in the minds of some
have b& associated with the coming of a Messiah.
And, finally, there is the possibility of a bright comet. Comets come
and go erratically and, until a little over two centuries ago, there was
m bl&n method to predict those comings and goings. Comets wees
g e n d l y considered to presage disasters-plagues, way, deaths of notable men-but to the wise men of the east perhaps a particular comet
ought have been associated with the coming of the Messiah.
Nowadays we can calculate the paths of a number of comets and can
trace them backward in time. We can b o w of one comet that did
appear in the reign of Herod. This was $Mley's Comet, which made
one of its returns of every seventy-six years to the inner Solar System in
(he year 11 B.C.
One might suppose then that in the decades following Jesus' death,
when his disciples piously scraped together whatever records they could
find of his life, some might remember the appearance of an unusual
phenoqpon in the heavens at about the time of his birthÃ‘eithe
Halle/s Comet or the close approach of Jupiter and Saturn. The Jews
were not themselves astronomers (indeed, they eschewed astronomy,
because the study of the stars in those days was invariably and
notoriously associated with heathen idolatry) and would h i e any
wch manifestation as simply "4 star."
Matthew may well have picked up the story, with the miraculous
associations that gathered about it, and included it in bis gospel.

I
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The question of the wise men was a disturbing one:
Matthew 2:3. When Herod the king had heard these things, he
was troubled, and all /enisudem with him.
Herod and "all Jerusalem" (that is, the ruling groups of the city,
whose welfare was tied to the king and his court) might well be
troubled by any rumor that a possible Messiah had arisen. For one
thing, such a Messiah would be considered the rightful king of Judea,
and Herod would suddenly be a usurper in the eyes of all pious Jews.
It is a rare king who would willingly face the possibility of being removed from the kingship, without some attempt to protect himself.
In fact, in all kingdoms, ancient and modem, any attempt by someone
other than the king to declare himself the rightful king, or to be
declared so by others, is considered treason and treated as such.
It might be argued that the concern of Herod and the aristocracy
was not only for themselves, but for the nation as a whole, too. Herod is
usually pictured as a bloody, cruel tyrant,but this is largely through the
picture drawn of him by the Jews who opposed him and by this
chapter of the New Testament. If this is disregarded, and if the excesses
of his private life (which were hombre but notnoticeably more so
than those of other rulers of his time) are also discounted, then Herod
seems to have been a capable ruler who made a considerable (though
futile) effort to win the regard of the people he governed. Reports of
Messiahs were indeed dangerous to everyone in Judea, from Herod's
standpoint, more so to the people, in fact, than to Herod himself
(who was old and was SOCHI to be removed from his throne in the
ordinary course of nature anyway).
The trouble was that to the more militant Jewish nationalists, there
seemed no question but that .the Messiah would prove a warrior-king,
a super-David who would settle matters with the Romans, and make
Judea what it should rightly +the master of the .world. This would
happen because the Messiah would be filled with the Spirit of the Lord
and God himself would fight on behalf of the nation as he had done so
many times in the past
Indeed, there was the example of the Maccabean revolt, of the
'

.
>r.

i

..<, ,

courage and devotion of Judas Maccabeus and his brothers in turning
back and defeating the powerful Seleucid kingdom.
It is not difficult to see that the glorious victories of Judas must have
had, in the end, a disastrous influence on Jewish history, for it filled
Judea with enthusiastic nationalists who discounted mere disparities of
number and power. The Romans, to them, seemed as capable of being
beat& by sheer determination, patriotic fervor, and trust in God, as
the Seleucids had been.
Those Jews who were less blind to Earthly realities and less confident
of divine support, understood the great strength of Rome and must
have viewed nationalist agitation with absolute tenor. They must have
realized that there was the constant danger of a suicidal uprising;
one that would be followed by the full exertion of Roman power, which
would descend like a sledge hammer, crushing the state into extinction,
nationalists and moderates alike. This was no idle fear, either, for at
t i l e time of Jesus' birth exactly such a tragic denouement was just
seventy years in the future.
Herod might therefore be viewed as clearly feeling it to be his duty
to nip all Messianic hopes in the bud-for the good of 'all. He therefore
inquired of the chief priests and scribes (those best acquainted, that
is, with Biblical lore) as to where the Messiah might be found.
Matthew 2:s. And they said unto him, In Bethlehem of JuSeen
for thus it is written by the prophet,
Matthew 2:6. And thou Bethlehem, in the land of Judo [Judah]
out of thee shall come a Governor, that shall rule my people
Israel.

.. .

The reference d to a quotation from Micah (see page 1.653). Thus,
(he "little town of Bethlehem," locally famous till then as the birthplace
of David, entered a new career of world-wide fame as the reputed
birthplace of Jesus.
Herod next instructed the wise men to go to Bethlehem and to
' bring him back news of the child that he might worship him too.
There is no question, though, that his real intention was to do away
with the supposed Messiah. This is so certain that Matthew doesn't
even bother*to specify it at that moment.
The wise men depart and:

...

Matthew a:9.
the star, which they saw in the east, went
before them, t3l it came and stood over where the young child was.
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Because of the association of the star with the place of birth of Jesus
at Bethlehem, it is commonly d e d "the star of Bethlehem."

The Chitdm

...in Bethlehem

The wise men worshipped the child, left their gifts, and thenwarned in a dream (a favorite device of Matthew's)-left without
reporting bade to Hood. Herod, lacking the knowledge he needed,
desperately ordered a general killing of all the infants in Bethlehem,
hoping to in,clude among them the reputed Messiah:

......

Matthew 2:16. Then Herod
sent forth, d slew all the
children that were in Bethlehem
from two years old and
wider..
Matthew 2:1,7. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by
pan^ [Jeremiah] the Pophet, Saw%
Matthew ~$18.In Rama [Ramah] was there a voice ftÃ§urd
lamentabg0n,and weepi* and great mourning, Rachel Â¥weepin for
her children) and would not be comforted, beenuse they are not.

.

The reference is to a passage i~Jeremiah (see page 1-560) which
refers to the carrying off of Israel into exile by Sargon. Rachel was the
ancestress of the chief tribes of Israel, Ephraim, and Manasseh, and
her weeping over "her children" is therefore metaphorically apt. The
tribe of Benjamin was also descended from Rachel, and Jeremiah,
brought up in Benjamite territory, would be sensitive to the thought of
Rachel's weeping; Ramah being a town in Benjamin that was a traditional site of Rachel's gave.
The application of the vase from Jeremiah to the "slaughter i f the
innocents" by Hood is far less apt To be sure, such a slaughter would
be well worth bewailing, but the fact remains that Leah, not Rachel,
was the ancestress of the Judeans, and the children of Bethlehem were
Judeans. Perhaps the use of the quotation was suggested to Matthew
by the fact Chat there was a tradition that placed Rachel's grave dose
to Bethlehem:
35:1~. And Rachel
..Genesis
. Beth4ehm

d i d , snd wa t w i t d in tkt way to

And. yet this dreadful deed of Herod's seems very likely to be
apocryphal. It 'is hard to believe that it ever happened. Not only is
the slaughter not mentioned anywhere else in the New Testament, but
it is not mentioned in any of die secular histories of the time, either.
It is rather remarkable that such a deed would be overlooked when
many more far less wicked deeds of Herod were carefully described. Surely Matthew would not have accepted this tale of the killing of
the infants merely because of his eagerness to. introduce a not-very-apt
quotation.
Perhaps something more is involved. Many heroes of pagan legend
survived infancy only after a narrow escape from some long who tried
to H l him. This is true of legends concerning Cyrus, who founded the
Persian Empire, and Romulus, who founded Rome. Cyrus had a
grandfather and Romulus a great-uncle who, in each case, were kings
and had divine foreknowledge (hat the just-born child would someday
depose them. Both children were exposed and left to die; both survived.
In Jewish legend, Abraham, as an infant, miraculously survived the
attempts of evil King Nimrod upon his life. It is not surprising that
similar tales might arise concerning Jesus after his death.
Oat pf perhaps many such tales that were spread about, Matthew'
chose one he felt best suited the situation. The Biblical tale of
Moses' infancy involves the child's suspense-filled escape after Pharaoh
had ordered the indiscriminate slaughter of the Israelite children

. ..

Exodus i:i5. And the king of Egypt spake to the Hebrew midwives...
Exodus 1:16.
When ye do the office of a midwife to the
Hebrew women
if it be u son, then ye sh<dl kill him

......

...

'

Moses escaped Pharaoh's slaughter and Jesus escaped Herd's
slaughter. It may have been this parallel that was in Matthew's mind.
He seized upon this particular tale and buttressed i t with the quotation
from Jeremiah in order to present Jesus as a new and greater Moses.

The infant Jesus escaped the slaughter because Joseph, like the wise
men, was warned in a dream:
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Onthefaceof i t b t m e h H - i s a + a h e b
theExodus
and it is only M a t t h d s qwWon of it w t would make anyone give
it Messianic signEcance. I n d 4 it mi&t seem natural to wondex if &e
into Egypt was intmduced d y so that Matthm.auld indulge
in his hvorite exercise of quatinjg'qn Old Teskment verse, for Jesus'
stay in Egypt is not r&red to in any other place in the New

Tc%tmalt.
a e might s m t e &at1 hem ho, perhaps, ~atthmadopted a
tiadition for inclusiin in his g ~ p din ordw to make wen clearer the
p a l l e l he was drawing between Wa and Jesus. Mmea came out of
Egypt-end so did Jmuq
4&

EvenMy Herd died (in 4 B& as stat4 earlier), perhaps not long
after Jaw' birth:

dly, bFth~execution of the two sons slm &re him. He had &her m s
also qecuted, including his oldest, Antipate.
Upma his death, homer, he still had several mnk @vin& imlddingu
among than.
Adelaus, Antipas, and Philip. He &viddlbii &@om
[Tb*&mily name, W,is o h a d M b the namq af &ae s o w
SQ ,that
may speak of Herd AmbeW, Hmd &l41as, and H d
Philip. T&e name H a d was a l m t a awe aamq for &@e des~rndants of Antipater the Idumean who ded aver parts of the hnd)
Archelaus, the eldest survivor, wtis given c6ntrol of the atre of the
xei~bn::fudm, with Samwia, to the
id Idumea to
south.
H d tried to give him the title of king, too, but the Roman Empmr,
wh6
to approve Herod's will? refused to avow it, Archelaw was
$mi tbe laser tide of "&nwcW* [quivdmt to ' * p ~
pymiof) as thou& delibtely to less& his pmtiv-and pwa.
&ti* re&ved We h r his sha$ as +ell Per&, &e dW6
-%&t'dfthe Jordan River (which had ohtx been call& Gilead, (see page
1-a$): Philip received Iturea, the dist-dct &st .sad *otth of the ha of
aee.

.
.

b

Antipas and Philip were both called Mtetrp~hs"("ruler of a fmth
-*'# ii prov%nceY'),which would hive h d e litid1 sense if f i e d s
hgitom had been divided among faw s6ns ratber than three. Howm$,.'ii
'might be reasonec$ that Atehelgbs, as the elddt, d v e 4 a
double share and ruled two fourths of the kiagdom while Antipa6 and
Philip =led one fourth each.

Qnm Herod died, it was safe for Joseph and ,his family to xetnrn,
id5e.h SO informed by an angel in term wI3ci1 tigain ~ h f a c ethe,
parallel between Moses and Jesus:

~
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...

Exodus +19.
Go, rdurn into Egypt: for dl the men are dead
which s~ughtthy life.
But Matthew now faces problem. He has reported the traditions
that clustered about Jesus' birth at the Messianic city of Bethlehem
and evqything he says is combtent yith the view that Bethlehem was
.the native town of the family; that they lived there as their ancestors
had lived there before thm. It w d d therefore be natural for them to
return to Bethlehem after He~bd'sdwth, but this would not do.
Jaus7 during his mini st^, was considered+anative of Galilee. He is
mmbr~tlyreferred to as a Galilean and no reference is made, during
his ministry, of his birth in B e t h l e k i
It~k.be&re necessary for M a * s M b explain how Joseph and his
family? although natives of Bethlehem, mmq -tolive in Galilee-and
very soon 2fter Jesus' birth, toopso tjut h,$ BeWehem origin might not
play-quch role in his adulthood.
*
Joseph is described, therefore, as i n d d sekting out for Bethlehem
after H e r d s death:
Matthew 2:22. But whett b;[Jpamh) b w d th& Archebus did
m i p in lu&w , h~ W* a!&# $Q 36 thither: ~otwithstanding,
h&+twnedaside into the parts of
hdng warned 4 God in a dfW i e

..

...

This is not unr&sonable. Archela~q+be son of Herod, might ha*
hard ~f the tale of the b i d of the Misdal~s h d y M o t e his fathefs
death and he might be just gs anxiow ta t
h away d t h the dangerous
ybungste~To be sure, Galilee was undm b kontrol of anokher son of
B m d , but it may well km that J o s e judged Antipas to be th5 less
dangerous of the two.
Certainly Archelaus, by his beha$orp saon antagonid both the
Jews and Samari~nsunder his rule to SUCB txn extmt that,although
they were bitter enaniesvwhocould viduallpnem a p , thtiy did agree
in their detestation of the new ruler. &@I appealed desperately to
Rome for relief, and such was the justip of m4heir case &at Ar&&w
was removed from office after he had d d ten years. H e r d Antipad,
on the otltw hand, ruled for over forty pars without too greatly
mbganizing his subjects, a good sign perhaps that he was milder and
more reasonable than his bmther.
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Matthew goes on to specify the town in Galilee to which Joseph
brought his family:
Matthew 2:23. And he Doseph] wrne ad dwelt in a city called
Nmreth

.. .

Nazareth, a -'in
southern Qlilee* is not mentioned in the Old
Testament. The modem city w ~ l l yidentified as Nazareth lies just
halfway between the M e d i t m m !ha and the southern edge of the
!ka of Galilee, a b u t twenty miles from each. It is some seventy miles
due north of Bethlehem. Its population today is about twenty-six
thousand. It is part of the modern nation of Israel, but most of its
inhabitants are Christians.
Matthew goes on to explain the coming of Joseph and his family to
Nazareth in t e r n 0.f Uld Tatament prophecy:

What cpotation Mat&& might have in mind he& is uncertain.
Certainly at no p i n t in the Old Testament is the M d a h referred to
as a Nazarene in the sense that he was to be living in Nazareth,
It could be that Matthew stumbles into a confusion with Nazarite
here (see page I q 0 ) and that the reference is .ta the passage where
&mson's mother is wamd by an angel of a forthcoming SPR who is to
W God's purpose. The angel says:

Another pssiiility is that what Matthew is rebring to is the habit
of d i q the Messiah the ,4'Bmch"--that is3 the new? flourishing
p w t h from the h y i n g stump of the Ravidic line. T U b t appeared
in Isaiah:

Isaiah ii:i. And t k e

sw come forth u rod out of the &em of

~ e , d a B m h s M ~ d + k r m b . . .
'

As a mdt, prophets bpgan to speak of fhe "Branch" as a covert
way of refaxing to t&e Messiah, when an open mention might have
b m intqreted as trwmn. W
e
n zethrhh speaks 'of the Messiah?

he says:

Zechariah 6:12.

...Behold the

man whose mane is The Branch

The Hebrew void for "Branch" in this case is "netzer,"and
Matthew may see a similarity here to "Nazarene."
In either case, whether Matthew is matching Nazarene and Nazarite,
or Nazarene and Netzer, he is indulging in, at best, a play on words,
and is not referring to any actual prophecy of the Messiah being an
inhabitant of Nazareth.

John the Baptist

Matthew now passes from the tales of Jesus'. birth and childhood
and comes immediately to his adult work and what seems to be, in this
and the other synoptic gospels, the final year of his life. No date is
given in Matthew for this final year. It is merely stated:
Matthew 3:i. In those daya came John the Baptist, preaching fat
the mldemess of Judaea ,

..

A more careful chronological note in the Gospel of St. Luke,
which will be discussed in time (see page 937) ,suggests the date is
AJ>. 29, at Which time Jesus must have been at least thirty-thtee years
old, very likely thirty-five, and just possiblyeven older.
John flie Baptist is the first of several important individuals named
John in the New Testament. The Hebrew version of the name is
more closely represented as Johanan and it is in this form that it
fippeais in the Old Testament. The eldest son of Josiah was Johanan.
as was the eldest of the five 'Maccabean brothers.
The Greek version of Johanan is Ioannes and this eventually reached
English as John.
John the Baptist could be considered the last of the Hebrew
prophets of the old school. Like the prophets of the Old Testament,he
maintained that the day of the Lord was at hand and the final
establishment of the ideal world was imminent. The burden of his
preaching was:
Repent ye: for the kingdom of heaven is at
IWkhew 322.
hand.

...

By "kingdom of Heaven" is meant "kingdom of God," with heaven
substituted because Matthew shares the increasing reluctance of the
Jews of the time to use any divine name. The expression "kingdom of
God" is freely used in the New Testament outside Matthew.
What's more the establishment of the kingdom, of God is to be
preceded by a thorough winnowing of good from evil, saints from
sinners, as had been promised by the earlier prophets too:

.. . he that cometh after me is mightier than
Matthew 3:12. . . .he will throughly purse Us floor, and gather
his wheat into the gamer; but he wSl bum up the chaff with unr
*

Matthew 3:11.

1...

quenchable fire.

Those who came to John in repentance were baptized, that is,
dipped in water ("baptize" is from a Greek word meaning "dip in
water")in a symbolic washing away of sin and preparation for the new
state of affairs.
Baptism was not a rite prominent in Jewish practice. Ezekiel speaks
of the symbolic use of water to cleanse Jews after the profanation of
their exile among the heathen and their exposure to heathen practices:

..

Ezekiel 3634. For I will take you from among the heathen, ,
and wilt bring you into your own land
Ezekiel 36:25. Then will I Stfnnkle clwn woter upon you, and ye
shall be clean
Ezddd 3636. A new heat
vS I give y m , md a mv spirit
will I put within you

...

...

. ..

duo

And this was what John the Baptist claimed to be doing by means of
the baptismal rite. He used the water of the Jordan River and we might
wonder whether he was net influenced here by Elisha's words to the
Syrian leper Naaman (see page 1-360):

Kings 5:io.
be clean.
2

. . . d and wish in Jordan . . . and thou shdt

Whatever use Jews may have put baptism to, however, circumcision
remained the rite marking the true entry of the Gentile into the brotherhood of Judaism. In Christian practice, partly as a result of the work of
John the Baptist, baptism replaced circumcision as the initiatory rite.

Elijah
One might assume from the words quoted by Matthew of the
Baptist's teachings, that John was awaiting the imminent arrival of the
divine fury of a warlike king of heaven and that the last chapter of
Etrthly history was at hand. 1n~hristiantradition, however, he is the
forerunner of Jesus, a Messiah who did not at all fit the imaginings of
the Jewish nationalists.
Matthew characteristically intaprets the Baptist's role in terms of an
Old Testament verse:

Matthew 3:3. For thfe [John] is he that was spoken of by the
prophet Ewua [Isaiah], saying, The voice of one
in the
Wademess, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.
Tin's v e m comes from the very beginning of the utterances of the
Second Isaiah (see page 1-547) :

I
40:3. The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness,
Prefwe ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway
formGod.
It is possible to interpret this verse, in view of its position, as a
reference by the Second Isaiah to himself, almost as a tide to his
writings. In {his view, the verse might represent something like "Uttera&,by a Prophet that Crieth in the Wilderness!' And yet, to be sure,
even if this were the primary meaning of the verse, it might well seem
applicable to some future precursor of 6 9 Messiah.
Certainly John the Baptist viewed himself as the precursor of the
Messiah and even saw the precise role he was playing, for he seemed to
model himself deliberately on Elijah:
Matthew 3:4. And the same John had his raiment of camel's Sum,
and a teathem gir& about his loins; and his meat was locusts and
Â¥wil honey.
\

Compare this with a description of Elijah in the Old Testament:

. ..

a Kings 1:8.
He was an hairy man, and girt with a gldb
ofleatherabouthistofns..,
1

,
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John's ascetic diet of food which one might gather in the desert (and
theascetic diet, with much fasting, that he imposed upon his disciples)
called to mind the time that Elijah remained in the wilderness, eating
nothing more than was brought to him, miraculously, by ravens:
1 Kings 17:6. And the ravens brought him [Elijah] bread and
Â¥flesin the morning, and.
in the eveningi and he drank of the
brook,

..

The re-enactment of Elijah was not without its point. A late develop
ment in Jewish Messianic thinking hadbeen that Elijah would return
to Earth as a precursor of the Messiah. Indeed, the last passage of the
last prophetic book of the Bible makes this statement:
Malachi 4:;. Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before
the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord :

..

In the Christian versions of the Bible, Malachi is the last book of the
Old Testament and there is a kind of neatness about the fact that the
last book of the Old Testament ends with the promise of Elijah, and the
first book of the New Testament opens with a prophet modeling himself on Elijah.
Matthew later quotes Jesus ib confirming this identification of John
thfe Baptist and Elijah:

But I say unto you, That Eli& [Elijah] is come
not
Matthew 17x3. Then the disciNs understood that he spake unto
them of John the Baptist.
Matthew

17:12,

&eady, and. they knew

. ..

Pharisees and Sadducees
John's preaching was popular-he was what we would today call a
successful revivalist. The fact of his popularity rests not only on
Biblical evidence, but on that of Josephus, who mentions John the
Baptist with approval.
Nor was it the nameless common herd alone that flocked to be
baptized. Some of the leaders of the religious thought of the time
came as well; perhaps sincerelyb perhaps out of curiosity, perhaps a little
of both.
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Matthew 3:7.

GUIDE TO THE BIBLE

... he [Johnhisdiebaptism
Baptist] saw many
...

of the

P W

sees and Saddwees come to

The Pba&en and Sadducees are two of the Jewish religious s m of
the &hod; sects that bad their origin in the travail of the Seleucid
persecution and the Maccabean rebellion.
There were Jews who were sympathetic to Hellenism and who did
not take part in the rebellion; who even fought on the side of the
Seteucids against the Maccabees (see page 729)
Even after the success of the rebellion; there were many Jews who
felt some sympathy with Hellenism and were loath to expand Jewish
ritual and make Jewishlife more and more different from that of the
rest of the world.
Naturally, these tended to be drawn from among the upper classes.
These were more apt to have a knowledge of Greek and to have
studiedHellenic culture. In particular (and almost paradoxically) they
included die high priests and their circles. Indeed, the party called itself
the '%dokim," presumably fromZadok, the first of the high priests of
Ide Temple of Solomon. The word Zldokim became Saddodaioi in
Greek and Sadducees in ~ n d i s h .
The Sadducees accepted only the written law (there was no avoiding
that) and refused all the embroidery that tradition and custom had
added to it in the centuries since the Exile. They refused to accept the
beliefs and legends of angels, spirits, and demons which had expanded
in the Persian and Greek periods, nor did they accept the doctrinesof
resurrection and an afterlife of reward and punishment.
It seems odd to modems to read of an important Jewish sect in
Roman times denying the resurrection, but actually that doctrine did
arise late. References to it appear in the Old Testament only in very
late passages. The clearest reference is at the end of Daniel, just about
the last book to be added to the canon:

.

Daniel 12:2. And many of them that sleep in the dust of the
earth s h d awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and
everlasting contempt.
Opposed to the Hellenizers during the Maccabean revolt were the
Assideam or, in Hebrew, Hasidim (see page 718) , a word meaning
"the pious ones." They were laymen and country folk who utterly
rejected Hellenism and who held to a colorful variety of Judaism
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about which all sorts of traditions had grown. (This is not an unusual
phenomenon. Compare today the subtle Christianity of the ministers of
important urban congregations and the manner in which it accepts
modem science and contemporary thought, with the fervor and traditionalism of those who accept the "old-time religion" in what is called
the Bible Belt.)
After the revolt had succeeded, the Assideans developed into two
groups. T h e smaller of the two were the Essenes, who never numbered
more than a few thousand. The name is of unknown derivation but is
sometimes traced back to a Hebrew word meaning "healers." They
lived in isolated communities, practicing celibacy and asceticism, rather
like Christian monks. They are not mentionedin the New Testament,
but scholars speculate on the possibility that John the Baptist may have
been influenced by Essene thought. The main groups1of Essenes were
concentrated on the northwestern shores of the Dead Sea, and the
"Dead Sea scrolls," recently discovered, seem to have been the relics of
an Essenelike community.
The greater portion of the Assideans developed into a more worldly
group of pietists, ones less r e m o d from society and taking an active
part in the political developments of the time. They called themselves,
in,Aramaic, "Perishaiya," meaning apparently "the separated ones."
Since the word "holy" carries the notion of being separated from
worldly things and consecrated to God, to call one's self "separated"
is not very far removed from calling one's self "holy." This carries a
note of smug self-approval which was, perhaps, the least attractive facet
of this party. The word "Perishaiya" became "Pharisaios" in Greek and
"Pharisees" in English.
The Pharisees accepted not only the written Law itself but also the
oral traditions that had grown up about it. They tended to be milder
in practice than the Sadducees because oral tradition often softened
the harsh letter of the Mosaic Law.
Indeed, Pharisaic teaching at its best very much resembles that of the
New Testament. The Jewish teacher Hillel, who died about A.D. 10,
taught a kindly religion of love and represents a kind of Jewish parallel
to the doctrines of Jesus. Hillel was even, purportedly, of the line of
David. However, no miracles are associated with Hillel's name nor did
he (or anyone else on his behalf) ever claim Messiah-hood.
At its worst, though, the Pharisees evolved so many trivial rites as an
adjunct to religion that no one without great study could be sure of

, . ,.
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mastering them all. The Pharisees tended to look down upon those
who, for lack of leisure time or for lack of learning, did not or could
n& obey all the ritual, and this did not particularly endear them to t b ~
common people. The people in turn tended to adhere to more
popular and dramatic teachers who gave them the consolation. they
needed and demanded a proper inner attitude rather than the mechanical adherence to a complicated set of rites. They turned to men,like
John the Baptist, and Jesus. In fact, Jesus' @aching might almost be
considered as Pharisaic ethics without Pharisaic ritual.
, The Sadducees and Pharisees took turns atbeing politically dominant
in-theJ&lea of Maccabem times. Immediately after die rebellion, the
~hariseeswere in control, for the Sadducees were tarred with the dis"
gface of having been what we would call, today, "Quislings."
However, although die Meudd momrehy had been defeat&
Hellenic culture remained as attractive as ever, and the Mabcabean
kings began to Hellenize and to take on the role against which their
fathers bad fought and died.
The Sadducees therefore regained control of the Templ'b under
John Hyrcanus I and the Pharisees enteredthe opposition. (It was at
this time they adopted their name. Perhaps a little self-praise helped
ease the pain of having lost power.)
They were in open revolt under Alexander Jannaeos~akind of
Mamabean revolt against the Maccabees -which was repressed bloodily.
Later, Alexander's widow, Alexandra, made peace with the, Pharisbes
: : 3;- :
and fora while things bere quiet.
After her death, however, the civil war between h e r two sons, ~ o h n
Hyreanos II and Aristobulus I1 broke out. The Pharisees supported the
former and for a while were in control again. During the reign of
Herod,and afterward, it was again the turn of the Sadducees to Ire iy
power and the Pharisees to be in the apposition.
Whenrepresentatives of these two parties came to John fot baptism
he reviledthem both, taking up the stand of the common man, so to
speak, against those who, like the Sadducees, emptied Judaism of its
centerit and those who, like the Pharisee; filled it too full.
Indeed, he took up a Jeremiah-like attitude. Jeremiah, in his Temple
) ~ warned that tfae mere existence ofthe
sermon (see page 1 - ~ 6 2 had
would not protect an ethically evil people. John warned that
the t t t t fact of bang Jewish would not serve as protection, either:

-

s

Matthew 3:9. And think not to say within yourselves, We hove
Abraham to our father: for I say unto you, that God is able of these
stones to raise up childm Unto Abraham.

Now, finally, Jesus appears as an adult coming to John the Baptist
in order to be baptized.
As it happens, Josephus, who mentions John the Baptist, does not
mention Jesus. There is, to be sure, a paragraph in his history of (he
Jews which is devoted to Jesus but it interrupts the flow of the discourse and seems suspiciously like an afterthought. Scholars generally
believe this to have been an insertion by some early Christian editor
who, scandalized that Josephus should talk of the period without
mentioning the Messiah, felt the insertion to be a pious act.
Nor, in fact, is there mention of Jesus in any contemporary or
nearly contemporary record we have, outside the New Testament.
There have been those who have maintained, because of this, that
Jesus never existed, but this seems going too far. The synoptic gospels
do not bear the marks of outright fiction as do the books of Tobit,
Judith, and Esther, for instance. The synoptic gospels are not filled with
anachronisms but prove accurate when they discuss the background of
their times. What they say of John the Baptist, for instance, jibes with
what Josephus says. Moreover, they contain no incidents which seem
flatly to contradict known historical facts.
To be sure, the synoptic gospels are full of miracles and wonder tales
which are accepted, in toto, by many pious Christians. Still, if some
of us, in this rationalist age of ours, wish to discount the miracles and
the element of the divine, there still remains a connected, nonmiraculous, and completely credible and sensible story of the fate of a
Galilean preacher. We can liy to trace this story as it is told in
Matthew.
For instance, suppose we discount Matthew's tales of Jesus' birth
and childhood, as after-thefact traditions designed to accomplish two
things: (1) show him to be a Bethlehem-born scion of the line of
David, and therefore qualified to be the Messiah, and (a) demonstrate
a similarity between his early career and that of Moses.
I

If we do this, then what we might call the "historic Jesus" enters the
scene first as an adult Galilean, who has heard of the preaching of
John the Baptist and has traveled, to Judea to be baptized.
As a matter of fact, the gospel of St. Mark, the oldest of the four,
starts exactly in this fashion. There is no mention in Mark of a virgin
birth at Bethlehem, or of any of the tales of the first two chapters of
Matthew. Mark starts with John the Baptist and the baptism of Jesus.
With his baptism the "historic Jesus" feels the impulse to become,
himself, a preacher and prophet. In modem terms, he feels the "call to
the ministry," but Matthew expresses it in a fashion appropriate to his
own time.
.- f .'
Matthew 3:16. And Iesus, when he was baptized, Â¥wenup straightof the water: and, lo, the heavens were opened unto him,
and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove, and lighting
upon him
Â¥wa out

..

This, as described here, seems to be a vision which only Idus
experienced; the heavens were opened ''unto him, and he saw." Undoubtedly, there has a large crowd being baptized at this time, and
there is no indication, in the synoptic g o s h , at least, that this was an
open manifestation visible to all.
The passage goes further than that, however. Jesus is portrayed as
becoming conscious at this time of more than a mere call to preach:
Matthew 3:17. And lo a voice from heaven, sayim"feThis is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.
The statement "This is my beloved Son" would seem to mean that
atthis moment Jesus knew himself to be the destined King; that is, the
Messiah. Even non-Messianic kings of Judah were considered to be the
adopted sons of Yahveh (see page 1-489); how much more so the

Messiah.
This, however, may be a matter of the gospel writer's pious interpietation of matters after the fact. If we try to follow the "historic
Jesus" it would seem that the realization of Messiah-hood came considerably later.
(The phrase "the Son of God" is considered, in Christian thought,
to signify something far more transcendental and subtle than the role
assigned tb the Messiah in Jewish thought. The later Christian view
does not,however, appear clearly in the synoptic gospels. It does do so
in the gospel of St. John.)
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To Mark, the Spirit of God enteis Jesus at the time of the baptism,
and it is then and only then, apparently, that he enters his role as
Messiah. In Matthew, however, things can't be that simple. The Spirit
of God, according to him, altered Jesus at the moment of conception
(see page 778) , so that he was born the Messiah and could scarcely
have need of baptism. Matthew, therefore, must have John the Baptist
recognizing this fact When! Jesus came to be baptized:

.. .

I have need to be
Matthew 3:1+
John forbad him,
b a p i b d of thee, and earned1thou to me?
Matthew 3:15. And Jesusf tinavering said unto him, Suffer if to
be so now: for thus it becometh us to fulft all righteousness

...

And yet this realization, qn the part of John, of Jesus' role as
Messiah, does not fit the tale of the "historic Jesus" as told in
Matthew; for at a later period John is clearly revealed as quite uncertain
as to the nature of Jesus' mission.
i:r !::t;

L
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Satan

:L,:i

.t

Once Jesus felt the desire and impelling drive to become a preacher,
it is reasonable to suppose that he might have retired for a period of
contemplation and decision. What kind of preacher -was he to be?
What would be his general approach? What would he fay to accomplish?
Matthew, expanding on a verse in Mark, puts this into the vocabulary
of the time by recounting how, after the baptism, Jesus retired to the
wilderness, fasted, and was tempted by Satan to adopt the wrong
approach in his ministry. It is characteristic of Matthew that he recounts the struggle between Jesus and Satan as a battle of Old Testament quotations.
Satan urged Jesus, in the fist temptation, to satisfy his hunger after
fasting by turning stones to bread, something God ought to be glad to
do at the request of a devout and pious man. Jesus answers that with a
quotation:
Matthew 4:4. But he [Jesus] answersd and

said. I t

is written,

Man s h d not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth
out

of the mouth of

God,

The quotation is from Deuteronomy:

...

wan doth not livq by bread only, &t$,j&y
Dputeronomy 8:3.
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord doth nun
Uve.
This might be interpreted as representing Jesus' decision that his
role was not to aim merely at an improvedecondmyor a betterment of
q ' s material lot, but to induce moral and ethical regeneration.
Satan next urges Jesus to demonstrate his p o p by flinging himself
from the top of the Temple and allowing angels to -cue h i d
Matthew 4:6. And [Satan] saith unto him, If thou be the Son
of God, cast thyself down: for it is written. He shall give &is anpb
cfmge c o m i n g thee: and in their hmds they shall bear thee up,
lest at any time thou dash thy foot dgwist a stone.
Here Satan is described as lending a metaphorical statement in the
Psalms a literal interpretation:

.. .

..

he shall give hk angels charge over thee..
Psalm 91:ii.
Psalm 9i:ia. They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou
dash thy foot against a stone.
But Jesus retorted with another quotation:
Matthew 4:7. Jesus said w t o him, It is written again, Thou shalt
not tempt the Lord thy God.

(Deuteronomy 6:16, Ye sfmil not tempt the Lord your God

.

,.
,)

That is, God is not to be put to the test andmade to perform fat&
to satisfy the vanity or uncertainty of man. This answer might be
interpreted as a decision by Jesus to reject spectacular methods in his
h i o n ; to win hearts, that is, by an exhibitionof his goodness and not
of his power. (Actually, the accounts of the kvangelists combine the
two aspects and have Jesus demonstrate God's power by miracles of
k i n d l i n h e healing of the sick, for the most part.) .'
In the final temptation, Satan offers him all the kingdoms of the
world:

.. .

Matthew 4:9.
M U h e things via I give thee, if thou wilt fall
thwn and worship me.

To which Jesus responds with a third quotation:
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.
. Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written,
Thou s M t worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou
Matthew

serve.

4:10.

,

(Deuteronomy 6x3. Thou uhdt fear the Lord ihy God, and serve
him
)
(Deuteronomy 6:14. Ye shaH not go after other gods
)

. ..

.. .

Thus, apparently, Jesus rejects the traditional interpretation of the

Messiah,as a powerful and ideal king who ovWhrows the enemies of
Israel by force and establishes his rule over all the world in the fashion
of a super-Alexander.
This decision to be a Messiah of peace rather than one of war is
crucial, apparently, to the We of the "historic Jesus."

Jesus' decision to devote his life to the ministry of Cod must have
been sharpened by the news of the arrest of John the Baptist, since that
increased the need for d
e to take John's place and continue to
spread his message:

Matthew 4:12. Now when Jesus had heard
into prison, he departed into GcSSee;
0

...

&at John was cast

.

Matthew 4:17. From that time Jesw began to preach, and to say,
Repent: for the Jdngdom of heaven is at hand,
Matthew does not, at this point, give the reason for the arrest of the
Baptist, but he returns to the subject later.
For Herod had Had hold on John, and bound him,
Matthew 14~3.
and put him in prison for HerodW sake,his brother Philip's wife.
Matthew 14*+For John said unto him.It is not lawful for thee to

have her.
The story behind this is a complicated one. To begin with we must
consider the sons of Herod "the Great" (the king reigning at the time
of Jesus' birth; (see page 786) Three have been mentioned already
as sharing Herod's dominion after his death. One of these, however,

.

Herod Archelaus, is now out of the picture, having been deposed in
AS. 6 , a quarter century before (he beginning of Jesus' ministry.
Of the other two, we have first, Herod Antipas, the .tetrarch of
Galilee and Perea. He was the son of Herod the Great by Malthace,
Herod's sixth wife; who had been a Samaritan. Herod'htipas was,
therefore, half Idumqn and half Samaritan by birth and, consequently,
doubly obnoxious to ~e&h nationalists. He had been tetrarch ever
since his father's death in 4 B.C. and, indeed, ruled altogether fox
forty-threeyears, a period which was for the most part one of peace and
prosperity for the land.
Second, there is Herod Philip, a son of Herod the Great by his
seventh wife, Cleopatra, a Judean woman (despite her name). he rod
Philip was made tetraich of Iturea on Herod's death and he may
therefore be called "Philip the Tetrarch." Re, too, was still ruling at the
time of Jesus' ministry and seems to have been a model ruler.
But there appears to be still another son of Herod the Great, one
who does not rule over any section of the kingdom and who, to the
confusion of the narration, is also called Philip. We will call him
simply "Philip" to distinguish him from Philip (he tetra& He was
Herod's son by Herod's fifth wife, Mariamne IL (She must. be distinguished from Mariamne I, who was Herod's second wife.) ~riamne
I1 was not of Maccabean descent and so Philip was in no way a
Maccabean.
Finally, we have Herodias, who was the daughter of Aristobidos, who
was in turn the son of Herod the Great by Mariamne 1.Since it was
Mariamne I who was a Maccabean, we can consider Herodias, {be
granddaughter of Herod the Great, a LMaccabeanthrough her grandmother. (Herodias' father, Aristobulus, had been excuted by his father,
Herod, in 6 B.c., when the old Icing, sick and soon to die, had
grown paranoid and was seeing conspiracies everywhere in his cornpliwted family life.)
Herodias married Philip, her half uncle, while Herod Antipas married
the daughter of Aretas, a king of the Nabatcan Arabs.
Early in his reign, Herod Antipas tired of hb wife and divorced her,
taking, as his second wife, Herodias, who divorced Philip. Herodias had
&us left one half uncle to become the wife of another half uncle.
As a result, Acetas, feeling the rejection of his daughter to he an
insult,
war on Herod Antipas and defeated him. He achieved
nothing by this, however, except perhaps the sqthing,of his gride. The
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Romans could not allow local wars to get too out-of-hand and they
interfered, allowing Herd Antipas to keep both his tetrarchy and his
new wife.
John the Baptist violently denounced this new marriage as incestuous,
not so much because Herodias was Herod Antipas' half niece, but because she was his ex-sister-in-law.
Herod Antipas did not allow himself to be driven by this denunciation into giving up Herodis. Rather, he gmw impatient with John the
Baptist. He didn't mind John's theological doctrines-Judea was a land
of constant and complicated theological dispute in those days-but he
did object to any interference with his private life. Besides, he may well
have suspected a political motivation behind the denunciation, and felt
that John was in the pay of the Nabateans, and was attempting to stir
up an internal revolt that would suit the purposes of the still-angry

Aretas.
John was therefore imprisoned by Herod at Machaerus (according
to Josephus), a fortified village on the southern border of Perea, east of
the Dead Sea. Herod did not, however, dare take the logical step of
executing John and dosing his mouth once and for all, for he feared the
unrest that might follow from John's numerous disciples. John therefore
remained imprisoned for a period of time.
Zabvhn and Nqhthdim
Matthew sees Jesus' return to Galilee to begin his ministry as
the fulfillment of a prophecy:

Matthew 4:1+ That it might be /"Iffled which was spoken by
[Isaiah] the prophet, saying,
Matthew +is. The land of Zabulon [Zebdon], and the land of
Nephthalim [Naphtali], by the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, Galilee
of the Gentiles;
Matthew 4:16. The people which sat in darkness saw great light;
and to them which sat in the region and shadow of death light is
sprung up.

Es&

'

The quotation appears in the Old Testament as:
Isaiah 9:1.Newrtheless the dimness shall not be such as was in
her vexati'on, when at the fist he ZightIy afflicted the land of

Zebulun and the land of Naphtdi, and afterword did more grievouSIy
afflict her by the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, in WSee of the
Tuitions.
Isaiah 9:z. The people that w a k d in dotkness have seen a great
light: they that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them
hath the light shined.

The two verses in Isaiah do not, however, belong together. The first
verse ( 9 : ~ belongs
)
to the material in the eighth chapter, in which

Isaiah is talking about the destruction, not long before, of. Israel by the
Assyrian forces' under Sargon, The second verse ( 9 : ~ represents
)
a
complete change of subject and even a shift from prose to poetry. It
starts a coronation hymn which might have been written, originally, to

celebrate the anointing of a new king, possibly Hezeldah (see page
1-423
In the Hebrew Bible (and in the new Jerusalem Bible as well),
Isaiah 9:1, with its reference to Naphtali and Zebulon, is to be-found
as the last verse of the eighth chapter (Isaiah 8:23), while what is
Isaiah 9:2 in the King James Version begins the ninth chapter as
I&h 9:1.
lids is by far the more logical separation of the two chapters, and the
combination of the two verses in the same chapter was undoubtedly
influenced by their quotation together by Matthew, who was anxious to
make it seem that the reference to the light in darkness referred
- particularly to Zebulon and Naphtali so that he might indulge in his
hobby of making as much of Jesus' career a$ possible seem t o have been
- predicted by the Old Testament

The.Carpentefs Son
I t might be supposed that in returning to Galilee, Jf2SW wodd first
of all go bade to his own town. If he did, however, he remained there
only a short while, something that Matthew skips over hurriedly:

.. .

Matthew 4:12.
he [Jesus] departed into Gufilee;
Matthew 4:13. And leaving Naxareth

...

What happened in Nazareth at this time, if anything, Matthew does
not say, but later in the gospel, Matthew does recount the events that

took place during a (presumably) later visit to Nazareth. These same
events ale recounted by ~ d ase having taken place during a visit
to Nazareth near the start of his ministry, and it is tempting to wonder
if perhaps it did not happen at the very start of that period of his life.
We could suppose, in tracing the "historic Jesus," that, filled with his
new sense of mission, he returned to Nazareth and began to preach
there first of all:

h e was come into his own-countryf he
Matthew 13:54. And i~h
taught them in their synagogue, insomuch that they were ostonished

...

But in doing so, he did not please his audience. They remembered
him as a youngster who had grown to manhood in their town, and now
he had the nerve, apparently, to set himself up as a preacher over them.
Matthew quotes the audience as asking, resentfully:

. ..

...

Matthew 13:54.
Whence hafft this man this wisdom
Matthew 13,:55. Is not this the carpenters son? is not his mother
called Mary?
Matthew i 3:$6. Whence t b n 4 this man dl these things?

. ..

. ..

Both Jesus' father and mother are here mentioned, but his father,
Joseph, never appears as a living person anywhere in the New Testament except in connection with the tales of Jesus' birth. It is usually
assumed, therefork, that he died some time during Jesus' youth.
It would appear from thqe veases, that Joseph was a carpenter, but
what about Jesus? Luke,,in telling the same incident, has the audience

ask:
Luke

4:22.

. ..Is not this Joseph's son?

and there is no mention of carpentering.
Mark, on the dther hand-Iiuthor of the oldest of the gospelsrecords the incident and has the' audience ask:
Mark 6:3. Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary

...

Is it possible, then, that the "historic Jesus," bebk his baptism by
John and his call to the ministry, was a carpenter in Nazareth and that
his townspeople were highly offended that a common laborer with no
theological education (the common people were notoriously unlearned

in the Pharisaic complications of the Law in those days) should
presume to set himself up as a preacher? And if he displayed knowledge
of the Law, having learned it through intelligence and industry, that
would not alter the fact that as a common laborer he ought to sit in the
audience and listen to his "betters."
Both Luke and Matthew, writing later, when Jesus had grown
mightier in the memory of his disciples, might indeed have felt reluctant
to emphasize Jesus' position as a laborer. Matthew made Joseph' the
carpenter (though it is quite possible that father and son were both
carpenters; that Jesus was brought up in his father's trade) while Luke
drops the embarrassing word altogether.
- .,
In any case, Jesus assuages his disappointment by a thought similar y,
to our own "Familiarity breeds contempt."

..

Matthew 1 3 : ~ ~ . , Jesus said unto them, A prophet is not
without honour, save in his own country, and in his own house.
T h e experience seems to have shown Jesus that if his mission were
to be successful, it would have to be some place where he wasn't known
so well that people would let themselves be influenced by the nature of
bis earlier trade or the state of his formal education.

Jesus' Brethren
The incident at Nazareth reveals something else about Jesus^ family.
The audience ironically recites the names of Jesus' relatives to show
that they are not mistaken, that this upstart preacher is indeed the

lowly carpenter they know and not some visiting dignitary. They mention not only his mother and father, hut his brothers anhisten as well.
Matthew 13:s~.Is not this the carpnter's son? is not his tn&her
cdied Mary? and his brethren, James, and loses, and Simon, and
J&?
Matthew

13:56,

And his sisters, are they not dll with us?

If one interpreted these verses in the simplest possible manner, one
would come to the conclusion that the "historic Jesus" was the member
of a large family, and that Joseph and Mary had five sons and several

daughters*

Even if one were to accept Matthew's tale of the virgin birth of
J e h , this possibility is not eliminated. He says:

Matthew 1:~s. And [Tosieph] knew her [Mary] not till she had
bmlight forth her m o m sons and he called his wane Jesus.
Even if Mary remained a virgin till Jesus' birth, there is nothing in
this verse which would force us to believe that Joseph had no relations
with Mary after the birth of Jesus, and that Mary might not have
home a number of children in the normal manner who would then
have been younger brothers and sisters to Jesus. One might even argue
that a afirstbom" son implies at least a secondborn son and possibly
others. It would have been easy to say "only son" or even "only child"
if Mary had had no more children.
This picture of a normal home life, of Mary as a multiple mother,
of Jesus with four younger brothers and several younger sisters, is,
however, unacceptable to many Christians who believe firmly in the
tradition of the perpetual virginity of Mary, and reasons have been
advanced to make {he apparently dear words of the verse mean other
than they seem to mean.
One theory is that the individuals referred to as the brothers and
sisters of Jesus were actually Joseph's children by a previous marriage
and not the sons of Mary at all. They would then be Jesus' older half
brothers and half sisters. &ahst that, is the fact that no such earlier
marriage of Joseph is mentioned anywhere in the Bible.
A more tenable theory is that the men were not his brothers but
relatives of another kind-say, cousins. The word "brother" is indeed
used in the Bible to mean, on occasion, "kinsman." Thus Lot is
Abraham's nephew, but:
Genesis 13:8. And Abram [ Abraham] sold unto Lot, Let then
be no strife, I pray fhee, between me and thw,
far we be

...

brffthfert.

Again Jacob is Laban's nephew, but:
Genesis a9:i~.And Laban sdS, unto Jacob, Because thou art
brother, 8houldest thou therefore serve me for nought?

...

arty

However, in such cases enough genealQgid material is usually given
to enable the exact relations of the individuals involved to be worked

out. This is not so in the case of Jesus' brethren, and those who argue
for a more distant relationship must seek indirect evidence;
Thus, Matthew speaks of several women witnessing {he crucifixion:
Matthew 2756. Among which was
and loses

. ..

. .Mmy the mother of James

Names are frequently repeated from family to family, but here we
have a James and Joses who are the sons of Mary. Could these be the
James and Joses mentioned as Jesus' brothers, along with Simon and
Judas, here unmentioned? If so, they must be the sons of another
Mary, for if this Mary were Jesus' mother as well, surely Matthew
would have said so. In that case, who was this other Mary?
In an analogous verse in the gospel of St..John, we have:
of Jesus his mother,
John 1 9 : ~ ; .Now there stood by the
and Ms mother's sister, Mary the wife of Cko#ha

. ..

Could it be that the brothers mentioned in Matthew 13:s~ are {he
sons of Jesus' aunt Mary, rather than of hjs mother Mary, and are
therefore actually his first cousins?
However, many modem scholars do not se& roundabout explanations but accept Mary, the mother of Jesus, as being the mother of
othersas well. Certainly, if we try to trace a "historic Jesus" in whom
the tale of the virgin birth is not involved, there is no reason to question
the fact that he had true brothers and sisters.

Leaving Nazareth, Jesus went to a larger city in Galilee, where he
might expect more success than in his small home town:
Matthew 4:13. And leaving Nazareth, he [Jesus] came and dwelt
in Capernuurn, which is upon the sea coast

...

Capernaum is about twenty miles northeast of Nazareth and, in the
time of Jesus, was an important town with a Roman garrison, a taxcollection office, and a sizable synagogue. Its Hebrew name was
"Kaphamahum" ("village of Nahum"), which became "Kapharnaoum"
in Greek and 'Capeniaum" in English.
Despite the fame of Capernaum as the site of Jesus' preaching, it
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eventually faded away until, in modem times, there was even a dispute
as to its location.
It was located "upon the sea coast" but that does not mean the
Mediterranean Sea, as one might think, but upon the inland lake of
fresh kter {hat is found to the east of Galilee along the upper courses
of {he Jordan River.
The lake is pear-shaped with the broad end a t the north. It is not
large, only thirteen miles long and seven and a half miles wide at its
'broadest point It has a surface area of only sixty-five square miles
(three times the size of Manhattan Island).
The lake has had a variety of names, all taken from cities or districts
along its western shores. For instance, a very early town near its southern
aid was named Chinnereth. It is mentioned in the records of die
conquering Thutmose I11 of Egypt (see page 1-122) long before the
Exodus. It gave its name to the lake and to the western shores of that
lake.
The lake is barely mentioned in the Old Testament, for the centers
of population and power k Israd and Judah lay well to the south.
When it is mentioned at all, it is usually brought in as part of a bound-

ary delineation:

...

Numbers 34:11.
mad the border shall descend?and shall w h
,unto the side of the seu of Ch.igmr&h eusfwurd

. ..

The western shores of the lake are mentioned in connection with a
Syrian inyasion of about goo B.C.

..

Kings i p o . So B~~
[of Syria] , mote
[Chinnereth], with dl the lad of Nap~tdi.
i

...C4rtneroth

Ibfod& Israel still uses the Old Testamcat name for the lake*calling
it 'Yam Kinneret," and on its shores i$ a town called Kinneret, with a
pptilation of about a thousand.
On the northwestern shora of the lake is a smal plain, not more
than two miles each way? where two small rivulets enter it. It was
. a l l 4'C+mosar or Gennesarat, a name of uacmtain migin. Perhaps it
maaa "garden of Hazor," Hamr king the Canaanite d e r of the
reglorn it^ the time of the judges (see page 1-235).
At any rate, that district gave its name to the lake also, and the names
are used in the Bible? the Apocrypha, and in Josephus. Thus:
i Maccabees ii:67. As for Jonathan a d his host, they pitched at
th# w*
of enm mar.

..

and* in the New Testament:

Luke 5:i.

. . .he [Jesus] stood by the Me of Genneumt,

In modem Israel a village stands on the northwest &ore af the lake.
It h a a population of perhap&fiveh u n d d and its name is Ginnosar.
Aftq the modus when the northern m&athat had once made up
the hi1 territory of Naphfdi and Zebdon became known as Galilee
(m page 64)? the lake became lcn~wnas the Sea of Galidee:
,

Matthew 4~18.And ]ampwuZking by the sea of Galilee. ,

.

m a t is perhaps the name by which it is b a t known to Chnstiam
msince, but it is not the latest of its names. In Jew7own kinq still
a nmer name arose.
The largest and most modem city on the show of the lake in Jesus*
lime was one that was built in AD. ZQ (less than a demde before Jaw
began his d i s h y ) by Hexad Antipas. It was named T i M a after the
binan Ehpmr then migning and Antipas made it his capital. It was
primarily a Gentile city and was looked upon by the Jews with honor,

iv

-

..

I

prtIy h r that reason and pady oat of suptition, for it was built on
the site of an ancient cemef~fy.
The city is mentioned only.once in the New Testament, and then
only in the gospel of St. John, the latest and most G d a i e n t e d of
the gospels:

..

h cam &her boub from Tiberias . )
That city, too, gave its name to the sea, a name also found in John:
John 6:i. After tbea things J e w went over the 8ea t# Galilee*
John 6 ~ 3 (HwLwit
.
t

whkh is the sea of Tiberias.
Tiberias still exists and is skill the largest city on the shores of fhe
lake. It has a population of a b u t Wenty-two thousand7 and its name
M still afExd to the We, WE&
is h o r n i n Arabic as "Bahr Tabriya"
and in America geographies as 'Lake Tikrias!'

In Capemaum, Jesus rapidly attained the SUCCQS and got the hearing
that he was denied in Nazareth. He even began to collect disciples:

Matthew 4:18. And Jesus, walking by the sea of Galibe, saw
two brethren, S b n &d Peter* and A&ew his brot?zer, casting
a net into the sat: for they
@hem.
Matthew +19, And he with d o them, Follow me, d I will
make you @hers of men.
Matthew 4:za And they st@gUway left tW tub7and folkwed
him.
Simeon i s the fm of the name us4 in the Old Testament, and in
one place that h a is used fox Simon Peter:

Acts 15:q. Simeon hath dedarecl how God at the fimt did visit the
Gentik...

There was a strong tendency7 however7 to shorten it to Simon, since
that happened to be a perfectly good Greek name and there was a
continuing tendency among even conservative Jews in this pe&d to
adopt or be given GI& names.
The J m did aot haw our ~ptm
of surnames and it was customazy

tu &@p~ish an individual from o&en of the same name by the use
of his father's name. Thus* at one point, Jesus sap:
, Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jon~
Matthew 16:17.

.

..

By Simon Bar-jona is meant, "Simonp son of JoM!'
~
to add to a
But this too might be ins&cient, and it w i common
man's name'some nickname drawn fro* his personal appearan* or
chmcter, something that would be highly individualeThis was noted in
the case of the sons of Mattathias* the priest who sparked the Maccab a n rebellion (see page 716)
Simon, perhaps because ot his size and strength* or because of his
fimess of will*or both*was called,in Aramaic, Simon Cephas (Simonp
the Rock). In Greek, "Wis "petros" and in Latin it is "p&s~*
This becomes "peW in English and so 'Simon is frequently denmi to
as Simon Peter.
The nickname can be used by itself if it is sufliciently distinctive
and becomes sufficiently well known. Thus, Paul, in his First Epistle to
the Corinthians, denounces the factionalism of the early Church?~aying:

.

...

Corinthians i:iz,
u v e one
~ ~ of p u d h ?1 am of P d ;and
1 of AjhRm; and 1 of C e p h ,
i

.

.

where Cephas is Simon. And we, of course, h o w him bat simply as
Peter.
Andrew is not a name that occurs in the Old Testament. I t is fbe
bglish version of the G d uAndreas?' meaning "manly." The final
in the English m i o n may have been influend by the form of
Matthew.
Miittheds story makes it sixan that Peter and Andrew wem simply
called and they followed, unable to help themselves? attracted and
mmerized by the divine in Jesus. And
if we are tracing the
"historic Jesus," it isn't at all u u ~ o n a b l eto assume that Peter and
Andrew fist heard him preach* Gere attracted to his doctdnes, and
then joined him.

Nor were the brothers, Peter and Andrew? the only disciples ghed
in Q m mAn~therpair of brothers
quidy collected:

Matthew 4 r 2 ~And <goiwon from thence, he saw other two
the son of Z e b e h , und John his brother, in a ship
brethrq
with Zebe&e h i r futher? d b n g < h & M ;and he &d them
4:za. And they immdiafely leftthe ship and their futher7
Mat~ew
and fallowed him,
Zebedee, the name of the father of James and Johnp is the English
version of the Greek "Zebedaios" which is2 in turn, derived from the
Hebrew 2kbediah. A number of men of that name are mentioned in
the Old Testament but none of importwice.
John? son of Zebedw, is thi second of the important Johns in the
John the Baptist, of course.
New Testament tbe first
James would seem, at first, to be a name &&ct
from any in the Old
Testament,but &at appears so onb if we lwk upon the En@h version
of the name. It anns b m the Greek "1alchobosm and the Latin
44Jacobus," so that Jam@ is clearly tquident to Jacob.

The fame of Jd.pmaching bqpn to spread widely. In the Jewish
kingdoms of that time, a skillful prpazhe~,learned in the Law and ready
to illustrate his points with intemskhg tales that pointed an analogy or a
moral (d4parables")7was bound to attract attation. Wed concerning
him would travel quickly? as onei person excitedly told another7 and
many would come to see and hear the new athction. The
would
be the same as that of a new philosopher in Athm, a new gladiator in
Rome, or a n m popular play in New York
Concaning holy men of all ages, repods of mirawlous cures have
dwaya been circulated. This has been true nat only of the times before
Jesus, but of &e time since*The king d England, few of whom were
particularly holy7 and some of whom wen3 ~rtimlatlyunholy7 were
considered capable of curing a cliisa called scrofula simply by touching the sick individual; and the monarch touched for the "king's evil"
into the eighteenth cenfmy. Even today there are any number of faithh "laying on of hands!' Such is the
h e r s who cure people by t
comfiatted n a t m of &ease and the important influence of mental
attitude upon it that a patient w%o thoroughly believes a certain conme

of treatment will help him (even if it, is only the casual touch of an
indifferent kiog or of a backwoods haler) is i n d d often h%lped.
Mpny tales of cures brought about by Jesus are mded by the
e~&usksticevan6elists, and it is uselmg ~ I Btry tb sugge4t naturalistic
explanations for each one, To the believing Chxbtian, all the cures
described are completely possible? h a ~ n gbeen brought about not by
faith-healing or by a kind of primitive psychiatry, but by the direct
intervention of divine power.
1n the search for the "historic Jesus," howevq, it may be sufficient to
say that many who accepted Jesus as a holy m n believed he could hdp
their illnases and were indeed lielped by him. The tales of his cures
were spread abroad (and were exaggerated in the telling and rdtelling,
as is invariably and inevitably the case ln such situations). Such tala
helped increase his fame further:

. ..

Matthew 424. And his fane mi fihroughqut all Syria
Matthk 4:25. And there followed him great mdtitudes of +@k
from Galilee, and from Decupolis, and from Jerusalem

...

The mention of Decapolis ("ten cities") is particularly interesting.
At the time of the conquests of Alexander the Great, Greek d t i a were
planted everywhere that his armies trod; and this tendency continued
under the Macedonian kings who fell heir to his dominions. Under the
~ e h c i d s the
, re$on east of the yordan River and the Sea df W e e
came to be studded with Greek towns.
lit the height of the Maccabean mnamhy, the a m ,was c o n q u ~
by Alexander Jannaeus, but when Pompey mamhd into Juda atid
reorganized tlw a m , the Greek cities were W,They formed a league
amen# themselves and in the time of J&m enjoyed considmble $el&
government6The ten cities that formed park of the league are given
diihently by elifferent authodtiq but apparently the northernmost
wag Damascus itself? sixty dim northask of Capemaurn, This is the
same ~ m a s c u sthat had been the capital of the Syrian kingdom
against which Ahab had foughh
If people mme from the Deeaplk to hear Jam, they may have
included some Gmtila, This is not p i f ~ d l y&at&$ kt there is
nothing impossible about it. Just a8 some Jmwere 8tmngly attmcted
to Greek culture, some Greeks would be stmngly attracted t~ Judaism.
Even if such G m h stopped s h ~ r of
t convmsion, fhq mjgbt y& be
s&ciently interwkd to go hear some outs tan din^ pmche$,

In view of the later history of Christianity, the fact that Jesus' preach-

ing may early have spread aiming Greeks,and Gentiles generally, is of
extreme importance.
The Law
1

At this point Matthew feels it appropriate to give a sampling of the
doctrines that Jesus was preaching, and that attracted such wide attention. He does so in a senndn covering three chapters. Probably the
passage as given by Matthew is not actually a single sermon spoken at
one tone, but is a collection of representative "sayings." The sermon is
introduced thus:

att thew 53. And string the dtituda, he (Jesus] went up into
a CTOuntaiWwand when he VMS set, his didpies came unto him:
Matthew 5:z. And Ae opened his mouth, and taught them.

..

In AD. 994 the Christian bishop St. Augustine wrote a commentary
on this sermon which he entitled "Concerning the Lord's sermon in the
mountain" and since then these chapters of Matthew have been referred
to as "The Sermon on the Mount"
There have been attempts to pick out some particular hill near Capernaum on which the sermon might have been delivered, but there seems
no way of reaching a decision.
The Sermon on the Mount, as given in Matthew, is, as is to be
expected, closely tied in with Old Testament teachings. Many phrases
which we associate very strongly with the Sermon and with Jesus'
teachings have dose parallels in the Old Testament Thus an often
quoted passage appears in (be early verses of the Sermon, verses that
give blessings to various groups of individuals and are therefore called
the "Beatitudes" from the Latin word for "happiness" or "blessedness."
It goes:
Matthew 5:s. Bleased are the meek for they shall inherit the earth.
Compare this with:

.. .

Psalm 3 7 : ~ .But the meek shall inherit the earth
Indeed, it might be supposed that one of the purposes of Matthew in
recording the Sermon on the Mount is to support a particular point of
view which he represents among the early Christians.

After Jesus had passed from the scene, his sayings survived only
because they were remembered and repeated by word of mouth. There
is ao evidence that Jesus ever put his teachings into permanent written

form.
Oral teaching that must be carried on by word of mouth can give
rise to disputes. There were naturally many sayings quoted by one
listener or another and in some oases a saying might be reported in one
form by one person and in another form by someone else. The sayings
mighteven be quoted in self-contradictory forms and could be used to
support widely divergent theological points.
Perhaps the most basic of the early splits among Christians was
between those who held the teachings of Jesus to be merely 9 refinement
of Judaism, and those who held them to be a radical change from
Judaism. The former would maintain the supremacy of the Mosaic Law
even for Christians; the latter would deny it.
Matthew, (he most Jewish of the evangelists, apparently believed in
the supremacy of the Law, and in the Sermon on the Mount he
quoted Jesus as being strenuously and unequivocally of that belief:
Matthe^ 5:17. Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or tk
prophets: I am not come to destroy, but fo fidft.
Matthew,55 18. For m 7 y I say unto you, TiU heaven and d h pass,
one fat or one tittIe shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fvl-

Wed.
Matthew follows that with another verse which seems aimed by him.
d i m y at the heads of those among the early Christians who took up

die other point of view:
Matthew pig. Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least
comnunidments, and shall teach men. so, he shall be called the least
in the Kingdom of heaven
,

..

This extreme view, as quoted, is strengthened by a consideration of
the meaning of "jot" and "tittle." Jot is the Hebrew letter "yodh,"
the smallest (little more than a fat dot) letter in the Hebrew alphabet
In Greek the letter is named "iota," and is the smallest in the Greek
alphabet (so that one says "not an iota" meaning "not a bit"). In
English the letter is "i" and it is the smallest in our alphabet.
A tittle is a translation of a Greek word meaning "little horn!' It
would be a small ma& that would distinguish one Hebrew letter from
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another. The equivalent in English would be the small line that db
tinguishes a Q from an 0.
The Revised Standard Version translates the verse: "Fen truly, I say
to you, tiU heaven and earth pass away, opt an iota, not a dot, will pass
from {he law until all is accomplished." Nothing, in other words, would
change in the Law as a result of Jesus' coining, not even the smallest
particle.
The interpretation of this passage depends on the phrase "till all be
fulfilled" Matthew seems to imply that this is synonymous with "till
heaven and earth pass." Other views are possible, however, and are
stated in the Bible,as we shall see, apd it was these other views that
eventually won out
It may very well be (hat the "historic Jesus*' did indeed hold the
view given here in Matthew, for in die synoptic gospels he is always
pictured-despite his disputes with the PhariseesÃ‘a an orthodox Jew,
adhering to all the tenets of .Judaism.

Publicans
If anything, Jesq (as represented by Matthew) would strengthen
the Law, rather than weaken i t Thus,in the Sermon on the Mount,
Jesus is quoted as prea-dungthe necessity for exceeding the letter of the
Law in matters of mbrals and ethics. It is not sufficient to refrain from
lolling one's fellow man; one must refrain from even being angry
with him, or expressing contempt for him. 1t is insufficient to refrain
from committing adultery, one must not
allow one's self to entertain lustful feelings. It is insufficient to refrain from swearing false
oaths; one should not swear at all, but simply tell the truth.
Although the Mosaic Law permitted retaliation in land to personal
injuries, Jesus held it better that there were no retaliation at all. One
should return good for evil. After all, he points out, to return good for
good is easy; that i s a natural tendency that affects even the irreligious. Those who wish ethical perfection must do more than that:

Matthew 5:46. For if ye low them winch love you, what reward
have ye? do not even the pubKcans the same?
The publicans are held up here as an extreme. If even the publicans
can do *this, anyone can. The Greek word used here is "telonai"

which is translated into the Latin "publicani" and which becomes, in
English, "publicans."
la Rome the publicani were originally the contractors who agreed,
for appropriate payment, to perform public works and services. One
of the most important of these public works and Semces was to bllect
taxes.

-

It' was difficult to collect taxes in a realm the size of the Roman
~mpirein a day when modem mans of transportation and communication did not exist, and when modem business procedures were
unheard of. The mere fact that Arabic numerals did not exist,
eaonntmsly multiplied the difficulties of regulating the R
&
economy.
Roman financial procedures were always inefficient and wasteful and
the burden of this was laid upon the people of the empire, particularly,
in N& Testament times, upon the people of 'the provinces.
Qie Roman government did not have the organization required to
collect taxes, so what they did was to farm out permission to make
such collections to rich men who had considerable cash available. These
could, for a large sum, buy the right to collect the taxes of a certain
province. The sum they paid would represent the tax collection as far
ag'the government was concerned. The government would have the
&xi& it needed on the spot. It need take nil further tmtible for it. ,
The publichi, however, would now have to recoup their payment
out of the taxes they collected, which they 'could then keep. I t ivas as
"tax coHectors" that the people of the provinces best knew the publit
mi, hid the word is translated as "6'
col~&torWin the Revised
standard Version.
The trouble with this system was that if thepublicani, or tax collectors, gathered less than they had paid out, they would suffer a loss,
whereas if they could gouge out more than they had paid, they would
make a profit. The more merciless the gougÃ‡Â die higher the profit,
S6 if wak t o the interest of the publicani t&'fike payment of 4
cent they could get by the hardiest application of the letter of the Lair
interpreted most favorably to themselves.
No &t collector, howeverlenient and merciful, is actually going to
be loved, but a "publican" of the Roman sort was sure to be hated
above all men as a merciless leech who would take the shirt off a
dying child. It is not to be wondered at, then, that ,the word "publi1

A
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can" is used as representing an extreme of wickedness in the Sermon
on the Mount.
Of.course, the men to whom Jesus referred were not the publican!
themselves, not the wealthy businessmen in Rome who waxed fat on
the misery of millions. They were merely the army of small employees
who owned the actual outstretched hands and who then passed the
money on to their superiors,
But in a way, fhese were [even worse, for they were usually Jews
who took the job as a means of making a living and, in this fashion,
earned the hatred and contempt of their fellow Jew. There were
numerous Jewish nationalists at this time who felt the Romans to be
oppressors who must be fought against and overthrown in Maccabean
fashion. To endure the presence of the Romans was bad enough, to
pay taxes to them was worse, but to collect taxes for them was the limit
and beyond the limit

Jesus continues the Sermon on the Mount, denouncing ostentation
in piety. He decries giving alms openly, playing in public, or deliberately
exaggerating one's appearance of suffering while fasting, all in order
points
to receive admiration and gain a reputation for piety.
out that if it is human acclaim that is wanted, then it is received and
that is all the reward that is likely to come.
He also counsels against uselessly long or ritualistic prayers:

us

...

when ye pray, use not vain refletitions, as the
Matthew 6:7.
heathen do: for they think that they shall be heard for their much

speaks.%.

....

Matthew 6:9. After this manner therefore bray ye: Our father
which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name.
and there follows the well-known "Lord's Prayer," so-called because it
is the prayer recited by Jesus himself. In Latin the first words "Our
Father" are "Pater noster," sothat the prayer is sometimes called "the
Paternoster."
Ironically enough, in view of Jesus' admonition in Matthew 6:7,

it is often customary to repeat the Paternoster a number of times in
a fast, mumbling sort of way-so that the word "patter" for such fast,
mumbling speech is derived from "Paternoster."

Mammon
As is not unusual for preachers who gather (heir disciples from
among the poor, Jesus had harsh words to say about wealth and die
wealthy. The "historic Jesus" was himself a carpenter, his first four
disciples were fishermen. Undoubtedly it was the poor and unlearned
who followed him, while the aristociacy (the Sadducees) 'and the intelligwtsia (the Pharisees) opposed him. :
It k n o t surprising, then, that the gospels, and early Christian teaching in general, had a strong note of the social revolutionary about it
It may even have been this note that contributed greatly to the gathering of converts in the first couple of centuries after Jesus' death.
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus urged less care for gathering the
material riches valued on Earth and more care for the gatheringor
the ethical riches valued in heaven. Indeed, to care too much for
Earthly things meant, inevitably, that one would with%& one's atteBtioa 'from the subtler
of heaven:
<

r-

Matthew 6:k4. ~o'man
can serve two mastery.
serve God and mammon.

.. .Ye wnnof

1

,

Mammon is, here, an untranslated Aramaic word meaning "wealth.'!
Because of its Use in this manner in this verse, it is very commonly
that mammon is an antithesis of God; that it is the name
sup*+
o f p m e demon or heathen idol that ~erves'~6
a , p d of wealth. Thus,
John Milton, in his Paradise Lost, makes Mammon one of the fallen
angels who followed Satan. In fact, he makes him the most despicable
of the lot, for even in Heaven, before his fall, Milton pictures him as
exclusively concerned with admiring the gold of H+vq's pavement
It would get the meantng across more eftciently if the phrase were
translated (as i n the Jerusalem Bible) as- "God and money."
In a way, this represented a shift from early Jewish thought, In t h e
absence of a hereafter of reward and punishment it
felt that the
pious were rewarded on earth with wealth, health, and happiness, while
{he sinful were punished with impoverishment, sickness, and misery. It

was this thought which sparked the intricate discussion concerning the
attitude of God, toward good add evil which is found in the Book of
Job (see page 1-474).
With reward and punishment reserved for the next life, the thought
might naturally arise that people who had it "too good" on Earth
would have to suffer for it in the hereafter just to even the score. There
could well be some comfort in'this view to those who were poor
and oppressed and the evangelists sometimes quote Jesus in such a way
as to make him appear to support this view.
Placing God and mammon in opposition, as in Matthew 6:24, is an
example. An even more extreme example, which virtually damns rich
men merely for being rich, is the familiar verse in which Jesus says:

. ..

Matthew 19:24.
ft is easier for a camel to go through the
eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of
God.
Once Christianity became widespread and popular enough to attract the rich and powerful, much effort had

to be eqmnded to explain
n a y this verse. Thh, for a m p l e , was sometimes pretended that
"Needle's Eye" was the name of a n a b w gate through the Jerusalem
walls and that full laden caniel could not pass through until some of
the load was removed. Therefore, the verse could be taken as meaning
that a rich man could get bto Heaven only after a suitable portion of
his wealth had been given to charity-or the Church. However, it makes
more sense to accept dieverse +s meaning just what it seems to mean
- a n expression of a savage feeling against the rich on the' part of the
poor who made up the early Christian congregations.

a

Toward the end of the Sermon on the Mount, a w e occurs that
is not connected with what precedes or succeeds, but stands by itself:
Matthew 7:6. Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither
pearly before swine, lest they trample them under fhw
feet,andturnqgainandvendyou.
cast ye your

Both dogs and swine wye ritually unclean animals which were
scavengers and therefore literallyunclean as well. To apply either term

to someone was a matter of high insultind still is in many cultures.
(Consider the Geiman expletive "Schweinhund" or "pigdog")

The question is: What or whom are the dogs and swine being ref~
to in this vase? The m e might simply main @at one ought
not tq try to teach religious truths to inveterate scoffers or those bttoly lost in sin, and yet that scarcely seems to be right. To whom
ought one toteach the truth? To those who already believe?
Jesus himself refutes this, for when he is accused of associating
with sinners, he is quoted as saying:
1

...They that be whole need not a PhyStCKCT, but

Matthew 912.
they that are sick.

I

Onthe other hand, the reference to dogs and pigs may be a quotation
selected by Matthew to support his own view of a Jewish-oriented

Christianity. In other words, he might be saying that one ought not t o
make a great effort to spread the teachings of Jesus among the Gentiles.
Perhaps it was Matthew's vi& that there was too great a danger of
Gentiles,being offended by efforts at proselybtion and indulging in
forceful persecution of die Christians; they would "turn again and rend
y ~ i as,'
T in fad, they actually did on occasion. He might also feel that
those Gentiles who accepted Christianity without knowledge of the
Mosaic t a w would pervert the teachings of Jesus; they would "trample
(hem,p d e r their feet."
~hathAil might indeed be so is xuppoited by another passage in
and where the manMatthew where the matter is stated quite
ing of the word "dog" is unmistakable.
During a stay north of Galilee, Jabsis accosted by a Canaanite
woman who requests him to heal her sick daughter.
At first, Jesus does not answer her at all, but when she persists:

be

t d&

I

I am not sent but unto
. ..
....
Matthew 15:26. . . . It is not meet to take the children's bread,
and to cast it to dog8.

he answered and
Matthew xs:24.
the lost sheep of the house of Israel.

Here Matthew clearly presents his version of a Jesus whose business
lies entirely within the boundaries of Jewish nationalism. (To be sure,
these verses are not t h e end of this particular passage; &re of ,that
shortly.) Furthermore (he antithesis of "children" and "dogsh is
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clearly meant to represent that of "Jews" and "Gentiles." This shows
a strong anti-Gentile bias on the part of some of the early Jewish
Christians; a bias which, as we shall see in later gospels, was amply
returned by some of the early Gentile Christians.
This view of Jesus' teachings~as pictured by Matthew-is also
shown when Jesus' disciples are sent out to spread those teachings. They
receive clear instructions:

...

..

Jesus , c ~ ~ f w u t n d ethem,
d
son'ng, Go not
Matthew 10:s.
into the way of the Gentttefc and into any city of the Samaritans
enter ye not:
Matthew 10:6. But go rather to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel.
The Centurion
And yet Matthew could not possibly present the situation too narrowly. At the time that the gospel was written, it was quite dear that
most Jewswere resolutely rejecting the Messiah'-hood of Jesus and would
never accept it, whereas a surprising number of Gentiles were asking
admittance. Christianity could not close the door upon the Gentile or
it would die. Even Matthew saw that.
He therefore pictures the Gentile as allowed to enter but, it must
be said, sometimes does so rather grudgingly; Thus, consider again the
case of the Canaanite woman who accosts Taus with a request to heal
her daughter and is told that the children's food is not to be cast to
dogs. She accepts the analogy submissively: .

Matthew 15:27. And she said, Truth, Lord: yet the dogs eat o f
the crumbs which full from their mastera' table.
Whereupon Jesus accepts the justice of the remark (one might almost consider it a gentle reproof) and heals the woman's daughter.
According to Matthew's view here, it would seem, the Gentile is
accepted, if he enters humbly, with full knowledge of his inferior status.
A less grudging attitude is evidenced by an incident related of
Jesus immediately after the Sermon on the Mount, one that not only
welcomes Gentiles, but
obdurate Jews.

. ..

Matthew 8:s.
when Jesus was entered into CdpCTWlum, them
came unto hwi <t centun'on, beseeching him,

Matthew 88. And wq, Lord, my servant Uefh at home sick of
thepalsy...
!
A centurion was an officer who commanded a, hundred men, and
the word is derived from the Latin "centurn" meaning "a bundled
men." He would be equivalent to a noncommissioned offiak in our
army. It is uncertain in this case whether the centurion was actually
a member of the occupying Roman army or in the forces of Herod
Antip. la either case, he was not Jewish.
The centurion begs Jesus not to bother coming personally, but to
say the healing word from a distance. Jesus does as the centurion
fides, saying:
Matthew 8:10.
I have not found so great faith, no, not in
s

.. .

Israel.

Matthew 8:11. And I say unto you. That many shall come from
theeastandwest,andshallsitdownwithAbraham,andIsaac,
, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven.
Matthew 832. But the children of the fa-ngdom shall he cast out
into outer

darkness.

.

Matthew considers Jesus' miracles Of healing to bear out an Old,
Testament prophecy:

Matthew 8:17. That it vmgfit bf fvlftted which wia @ken by
Escaas [Isaiah] the prophet, saying,. Himself took our in@mi@,
and bare our sicknesses.
This is from a verse in Second Isaiah in which the prophet describes
the suffering servant (see page 1-551) :
Isaiah 53:4. S y d y hÃ hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows
I

. ..

The Son of Man

Jesus is pictured in the synoptic gospels as careful, during this
early part of his ministry, to avoid arousing the suspicion of the authorities with respect to his Messianic status. Both the religious and secular
leaders would strike quickly at those fixer considered were falsely

claiming to be the Messiah, since such false Messiahs would stir up
revolts and do much damage.
Even if Jesus himself .were discreet, his growing popularity might
cause those who followed him to proclaim him the Messiah in too
incautious a fashion, and' this, apparently, he wished to avoid. He is
therefore described as preferring that his miraculous cures not be too
widely publicized. Thus, after curing a leper:

.. .

Matthew 8:4.
Jesusscdth unto lam. See thou fell no man;
but go thy way, shew thyself to the priest, and offer the gift that
Moses commanded , ..*
In other words, the curedlleper is to have himself declared ritually
dean according to theMoshic system, but he is not to say how it
came about. Jesus showed the same discretion in references to himself.
Thus, when a scribe offered to become his disciple, Jesus points out the
hardships involved:
Matthew 8:20. And 'Jewsaith unto him, he' foxes have holes,
and the birds of the air have nests; but the Son of man huth not
where to lay his head,
The phrase "Son of man" is a common way of saying simply "man."
It is frequently used in the Book of Ezekiel, when God is quoted
as addressing the prophet:
Ezekiel 2:i. And he [God] said unto me, Son of man, stand upon
thy feet, and I will speak unto thee.
The phrase seems to emphasize the lowliness of man as compared
to God; the infiniteinferiority of the formerto the latter. It is as though
God addressed a man as "Mortall'*
Outside of Ezekiel, the phrase does not appear in the Old Testament
except in the very late Book of Daniel. There it is used in one case
precisely as in Ezekiel, when the angel Gabriel speaks to Daniel:
Daniel 8:17.

of man

.. .

. . .he [Gabriel] said unto me, Understand, 0 son

But in the second place,"Daniel is describing an apocalyptic vision
(see page 1-610) :
Daniel 7:~;. I saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like
the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven,

...

..

<o* everidsting do&
Daniel 7:1+ And there vm ghw him
ion
and his kingdom
shall not be destroyed.

. ..

. ..

Didd had previously symbolized a va8ety of heathen nationsop

pressing Israel in the for& of wild beasts; now he symbolized the ideal
kingdom of a Messianic laid in the form of a man, to show ip

@eater worth. "One like the Son of 'm. an"
. b n be paraphrased, "a
figure in the shape of a man."
Because of {his one passage, however, the phrase "son of man"
came to be used as a metaphoric way of speaking of the Messiah.
Perhaps this was useful at times when it was dangerous to be too openly
M w n i c in one's hopes. By speaking of the "son. of man3ne could @dicate the Messiah to those who were in sympathy; but before a judee
one might maintain, that the phrase meant &ply "man."
Jesus is quoted as referring to hirnselfjn #I& fashion on a number
of occasions. It is, indeed, the most frequent title he gives himself. We
might picture the "historic Jesus" as pleased by his own success and
beginning to think that his mission might be a great one indeed.
Cautiously he could begin to refer to himself as "son of man," a Messianic title which could always be defended as a form of humility
used after 'the fashion of Ezekiel.

we-

*

Jesus' successes at Capernaum encouraged him, apparently, to
to extend his work beyond Gqlilee:
Matthew 8:18. Now when Jesus saw. great multitudes about him,
he gave cottwutndwent to depart unto
the other w3e.
B y "the other side" is meant, of course, {he eastern shore of the
Sea of Galilee. This eastern shore was outside the tetrarcby of Galilee
and was, rather, part of the becapolis.
Matthew 828. And when he was come to the other side into the
with
country of the Gergesenes, there met him two
devils ,

..

"Gergesenes" is apparently a copyist's enor, as is the version
"Gadarena" which appeals elsewhere in the gospels.The best version
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would be "Getasen& for the reference seems to be to a Greek town
named Gerasa, a place which ha been identified with the present village of Kersa on the east shore of Lake Tiberias, five miles across the
water from Capernaum.
Jesus is described as casting out the demons who, at their own request, are transferred into a bent of swine who then dash into the Sea
of Galilee and are drowned.
The Greek inhabitants of the place seemed unappreciative of this
invasion of a prophet from Galilee and of the disturbances his
revivalist preaching seemed to bring.

...

the whole city came out to meet Jesw:
Matthew 8:3+
and
besought him that he would depart out of their coasts.

...

The Twelve Apostles

The increasing numbers of those who flocked to him seem to have
convinced Jesus that he would have to place more of the responsibility
upon those among his disciples whom he considered most trustworthy
and capable. (Perhaps he attributed the failure of his mission to
Gerasa to the fact that the work he was attettipting was too great
for him to attend to properly, preventing him from achieving cornpletely satisfactoiy results.) He therefore appointed deputies:

. ..

...

Matthew 1 0 : ~ he
died unto him his twelve disciples
[and] . gave them power
unclean (spirits
Matthew 1 0 : ~ .Now the names of the twelve apostles are these;
the first, Simon, who is wiled Peter, and 4ndrew his brother, Jama
the son of Zebedw, and John his brother;
Matthew 1ot3, Philip, and Bartholomew; Thomas, and Matthew
the publican; James the son of, Alphaeus, mid Lebbaens, whose surname was Thaddaeus

..

...

. ..

Of these ten, the calls of five~peter,Andrew, James, John, and
Matthew-were mentioned specifically. The others are here named
for the first time.
The word aapostle" is from the Greek "apostolos" meaning "one
who is sent away." In the Nkwi'tamettt it means, specifically, one

who is'sent away to preach, as now Jesus is sending away his disciples
to do. The word "missionary" (one who is seat forth on a mission) is
exactly synonymous.
The word is most frequently applied to the twelve men appointed
by Jesus, but it can be used for any missionary. In fact, the roost famous
apstIci8 none of these twdvc, but Paul who did not take up his mission till after Jesus' death, and who never saw Jesus during the latter's
lifetime.

Simon the Cawuim.*te

The eleventh name to be included is a rather startling one:
Matthew lo:+ Simon the Canuanite

. ..

Can there be a Canaanite among the apostles?
Actually, the word is a mistranslation of the Greek "Kananaios!'
It should be "Simon the Cananaean" and is so given in the Revised
Standard Version. A Cananaean has nothing to do with Canaan but
comes from an Aramaic word "kannai" meaning "a zealous one."
In Luke this is made clearer, for in his list of apostles we have:
Luke 6~15.Matthew and Thornas# ]dines the son of Alpha-,
and Simon &led Zeiotes

...

In the Revised Standard Version, this phrase is given as "Simon who
was called the Zealot?
The Zealots, mentioned in the Bible only on this occasion, made up
an important and even fateful party among the Jews of Roman times.
They were that branch of the Pharisees who demanded action against
the Romans. Where the Pharisees, generally, were inclined to suffer
foreign domination patiently as long as their religious views were
respected, the Zealots were not
They slowlygained power in Judea and Galilee and eventually their
belligerency and intransigence, combined with Roman rapacity, forced
the Jewish revolt in 66 B.C. The Zealots held out with a kind of superhuman obstinacy that forced the war to drag on for three years and
killed off those same Zealots virtually to the last man.

Judas Iscariot

Just as Simon Peter is invariably placed first in all the lists of the
apostles, Judas Iscariot is always placed last since it is he who, in the
end, betrays Jesus:
Matthew

10:4.

. . .Judas hariot, who also betrayed him.

Usually the word "Iscariot" is taken to mean "man of Kerioth."
Kerioth, a city in Judea proper, is listed in the Book of Joshua among
the cities in the territory assigned to Judah:
Joshua 15:~s.And Ham, Hadatfah, and Kerioth

.. ,

It is often slated, then,.that Judas was the only Judean in an assemblage of Galileans. One would then be entitled to wonder whether
the feeling of being an "out&ler" did not play a part in the eventual
betrayal.
Actually, though, there is no indication anywhere in the gospels that
Judas was a Judean rather than a Galilean-except for this very
doubtful interpretation of the word "Iscariot" Actually, a more recent
and much more interesting interpretation is that the word "Iscariot"
arose out of a copyist's transposition of two letters and that it should
more accurately be "Sicariot: If so, Judas would be a Qlilean like
all the other apostles, chosen by Jesus from the local citizens of
Capernaum and environs.
But then, what is "Sicariot"? This can be someone who is a member
of the party of the "Sicarii." .These were so called from a Greek word
meaning "assassins" because it refers to men carrying little knives,
'sicae," under their robes. This was the name given to the most extreme
Zealots who believed in outright assassination of Romans and proRomans as the most direct and effective means of fighting, foreign
domination.
Judas Iscariot might he' called "Judas the Terrorist," and if we accept this version of the meaning of the name it helps give a useful
interpretation to events in the career of the "hhtoric Jesus."

Jesus sends the apostles to the Israelites only (see page 835) :

...

Matthew 10:s.
Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and
into any city of the Samaritans enter ye not , ,
The Samaritans, who had established themselves as a distinct sect
at the time the returning Jews had refused to allow them a share in
the S q n d Temple (see page 1-44i), still survived. (In fact, a small
number of them survive down to this very day.)
For a while, after the return from exile, the Jews and Samaritans
progressed iq parallel fashion. Under the Persians, both lived in peace
and were protected from each other. To match the Jewish temple in
Jerusalem, the Samaritans built one on their sacred Mount Gerizim
(see page 1-203) in 332 B.C. Both were persecuted by Antiochus IV and
both the Jewish and the Samaritan temples were profaned.
After the Maccabean revolt, however, matters changed. Now the
Jewswere dominant. The Mamabeans conquered Samaria and, in 129
B.&, John Hymnus I destroyed {he Samaritan temple.
The Samaritans survived the destruction of their temple and dung
stubbornly to their beliefs (just as the Jews had). When the Romans
established control over Judea, the Samaritans were liberated and 'allowed the free exercise of their religion. This was good policy for the
Romans, who weakened the Jews by 'establishing an enemy in their
midst and these made both of them easier to rule.
In New Testament times the hatred between Jew and Samaritan was
particularly intense, as hatred often is between peoples with similar but
not identical views, with histories of having inflicted wrongs upon
each other. This hatred plays an important role in a number of gospel
passages, as, for instance, in the &e quoted above in which Samaritans
are classed with Gentiles.

.

The Disciples of John
But Jesus* successes were attracting the attention not only of the
plain people who came to hear him or to follow him, but also of
many religious leaders.
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For one tiling, he attracted the attention of John the Baptist John
was in prison, of course, but his disciples were active. His disciples
may even have looked with impatience and disapproval upon this new
leader who, it might have seemed to them, was merely trying to strut
in the borrowed feathers of their imprisoned leader.
They were ready to find faults and shortcomings in Jesus and his
teachings and they picked on his greatest weakness (at least in the eyes
of the orthodox of the times). That was his failure to adhere to the
letter of the Law and the tradition, let alone go beyond it ai a sign of
particularly exemplary piety.
Matthew 9:1+ Then cmqto film the disciples of John, saying,
Why do we and the ,Phariseesfast oft, but thy disciples fast not.
Jesus answered by pointing out that while he was present with
his disciples they had c
a
m for, rejoicing and therefore did not fast
(fasting being a sign of mourning).
Perhaps this explanation was brought to John the Baptist, who
pondered on the possible Messianic significance of such a reply. John
had declared himself to be the immediate forerunner of the Messiah
and, nowthat he was imprisoned, he must have been certain that the
Messiah would momentarily appear. One could imagine him responding eagerly to any news that might beinterpreted as Messianic and
Jesus' suggestion that his very presence was cause for rejoicing might
be significant Could he be the Messiah?

. ..

...

Matthew 11:~.
John
sent two of his disciples,
Matthew 11:3. And said u&o him [Jesus],Art thou he that should
come, or do we look for anothei?
JEWSasked Hut the laid pf his ach&mment be brought back to
John, but he does not directly and specifically claim to be the Mes-

siah.
The Pharisees
But John was in prison and even if he and his disciples refused to
accept Jesus or were actively displeased with him, the harm they could
do was small. Much more dangerous were {he Pharisees, especially
those among them who were entirely given over to the belief that

'

salvation lay in the meticulous observation of all the precepts of the
Law as interpreted in the most stringent manner. (The scribes, too,
as students of the Law~seepage I-4ptended'to be wedded rather
inflexibly to ritual. For this reason, the scribes and the Pharisees are
often coupled in the gospels, as groups who separately and together
opposed J-*)
Not all the Pharisees were like this, by any means, and at their
best (see page 807) Pharisaic teachings were very like those inthe New
Testament. However, there were Pharisees whose regard for the
minutiae of ritual was superstitious in intensity, or who actually welcorned the fact that so few people had the time, inclination, or leaming to uphold the ritual to the last degree. When this was so, the few
who could (these Pharisees themselves) might feel smugly superior to
all the rest.
In a parable quoted in Luke, Jesus himself describes such a Pharisee,
as praying after that fashion:
Luke 18:11.

...God, 1 thank thee, that I am not as other men

ore...
Of course, it sometimes happens that people who behave with great
affectation of sanctity don't always live up to the ideals they profess.
And it also happens that those who smart under the snubs of another's
self-consciously superior sanctity rejoice in any shortcomings they discover in that sanctity. There is a tendency, therefore, to find s o d
scribes and Pharisees to be hypocrites as well, and all three words are
found together in various places in the gospels.
Indeed, in our own language, the word "pharisaical" is applied to a
self-conscious and hypocritical sanctimo~iousness.
While all this was undoubtedly true of some Pharisees, it was certainly not true of all. But it was the more narrow Pharisees who
particularly opposed Jesus that were identified as the Pharisees-with
no indication that there was any other kind-by the naturally hostile
evangelists.
As Jesus' fame grew, then, the attention of the scribes and Pharisees
was attracted, and they disapproved. Social prejudice may well have
been involved. After all, Jesus was merely an unlearned carpenter from
some small town.
This could not very well be used as an open argument against him,
but it would predispose the scribes and Pharisees (proud of their
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learning) against him. They would then be all the readier to find
fault with his laxity in observing ritual.
Thus, in treating a sick man, Jesus said:

..

,

Matthew 9 : ~ . , Son, be of good chew; thy sins be forgiven
ihee.

Matthew 9:3. And, behold, certain of the scribes wd within
themselves, This man blaspihemeth.
After all, only God could forgive sins, so that Jesus seemed to be
arrogating to himself Messianic,if not actually divine, powem.
Jesus also seemed to have no hesitation about subjecting himself
to due social stigma of associating with disreputable people, including
even publicans (see page 829) He actually accepted a publican as a
disciple:

.
Matthew 9:9. ...Jap. ..ww a nan, named Matthew, find*
at the
of custom: and ho uifh unto him, Follow me. And
~ecel'pt

he arose, and followed him.
The Pharisees, conscious of {heir own strict rectitude, questioned
this disapprovingly.

Matthew 9:11. And when the Pharisees saw it, they said unto
his [Jesus'] discifiles, Why eat& your Master with publicans and

sinners?
Jesus pointed out in response that it was not the letter of the Law
{hat was demanded by God and not correct ritual. What was demanded
was ethical behavior.

..... ...

...

Matthew 9:12.
Jmis
said unto them,
rneaneth, 1 wfl!
Matthew 9:q.
go ye <md leom what
have mercy, and not sacrifice
The quotation is from the prophet Hosea, who quotes God as making
the same point:

..

Hosea 6:6. For I desired mercy, and not d f e e ; and the hwwir
edge of God more than burnt offerinsa.
The Pharisees could not very well deny {he quotation or disown
Hosea, but their disposition could scarcely be improved at having a
"backwoods preacher" leading them lessons from the Scriptures.
Antagonism continued to grow.

The Sabbath
What seems to have been the final break with the hads sees arose
over the question of Jesus' attitude toward the Sabbath:
Matthew 1 x 1 . At that time Jesus Â¥wen on the sabbath day
through the corn; and his disa#es were an hungred, and begmn
to pluck the ears o f corn, and to eat.
Matthew 1 2 : ~ But
.
when the Pharisees saw it, they said unto him,
Behold, thy disciples do that which is not lawful to do upon; the
sobbath day,
The origin of the Sabbath, the seventh day of the week, as a holy
day to be devoted to God, is, according to Hebrew legend, placed in
the epoch of the creation. God is described as creating the heaven and
the earth in six days:

...
...

Genesis 2:2. And on the sewnth day God ended his work
and
he rested
Genesis 2:3. And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it

...

The name "Sabbath" is derived from a Hebrew word meaning "to
break off' or "to desist." The worldly purpose of the Sabbath was to
desist from work one day a week, to rest, as God had tested from His
work.
Observance of the Sabbath was made one of the Ten Commandments received by Moses at Mount Sinai:

Exodus 20:8. Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy.
Six days shdt thou, labour, and do dll thy work:
&odus 20:10. But the seventh day is the sobbath of the Lord thy

Exodus

20:9.

God: in it thou shalt not do any work
,

,

...

But the Pentateuch, the first five books of the Bible, leached ,its final
written form only during the Babylonian Exile, and it was not till then,
perhaps, that the Sabbath received its present significance. There are,
after all, butfew and inconsiderable mentions of the Sabbath in the
historical boob dealing with the period before the Exile. It is not
iie~tionedin the Psalms,in the Proverbs, or in the h k of Job. It is

1
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not mentioned in Deuteronomy, except for its listing in the Ten Com-

mandments.
There is speculation that the Sabbath originated among the Babylonians as a full moon festival. The Babylonians called the fifteenth
day of the month "sappatu," and in a lunar month +at begins with the
new moon the fifteenth day is the full moon.
The possiÂ¥bilitthat the Sabbath was a full moon festival cornplement&y to the well-knm new inoon festival might be argued from
various Biblical verses dated from before the Exile, verses in which the
new moon and the Sabbath are mentioned together in complementary
fashion.
Thus, when a woman wished to go to the wonder-working prophet
Elisha after her son bad died of sunstroke, ha husband said to her:

..

I Kings 4:q.
;~ t t r e f o r ewiff thou go to him to &y? it is
neither new moon, nor sobbath.

The prophet Hosea quotes God as threatening Israel:

Hosea 2:11.1 wil2 dbo cause dl her mirth to cease, her feast days,
her new moons, and her sabbaths'.

.

And Amos, chaiaotedzing &e g d n e a of the merchants, eager to
make unfair profits with false weights, pictures them sarcastically, with
the parallelism characteristic of Hebrew poetry:

. ..

Amos 8:s.
When wil2 the new moon be gone, that we may
sellcom?andthesabbath,that~emaysetforthwheat..

.

It may be that the Sabbath became more than just another lunar
festival during the Exile, when the priests and scribes sought'forways to
mark off Jewish thinlutig and keep Judaism alive. They would want to
prevent the assimilation that had caused the men.of the Northern
Kingdom of Israel to disappear in the course of their Assyrian exile.
Ezekid ("the father of Judaism") may have made the significant
contribution of making observance of the Sabbath part of the fundamental conhct between God and Israel, for Ezekiel quotes God as
saying:

Ezekiel 20:12. Moreover & I gave them my sabbaths.,to be a sign
betweenmeandthem.,*

R

By the time of the return from Exile, the Sabbath had definitely
taken on the connotation it has borne among Jews ever since, Nehemiah, visiting the restored Jerusalem,is horrified at seeing work done on
the Sabbath:
Nehemiah 13:15. In those days saw I in ]u&h some treading wine
on the sabbath..
Nehemiah 13:16. There dwelt men of Tyre also therein, which
brought fish,
and sold on tin sabbath unto the children of

presses

I*.*.

. ..

.

Nehemiah i3:17. Then I COTttended with the nobles of Iudah, and
said unto them, What evil thing is this that ye do, and profam the

wbbath day?
Increasing numbera of restrictions hedged about the Sabbath until, by
the time of the Seleudd persecution, the observation of the Sabbath
had become, among the conservative faction, the very touchstone
separating the orthodox Jews from the Hellenizers. Indeed, the orthodox
Assideans would not violate the Sabbath even to save their livesl(see
page 718). The Maccabees had to arrange a general understanding to
&low at least self-defense on the Sabbath. Nevertheless, the more ritualistic factions among the Jews, and that included certain groups of
Pharisees in particular, were paiticulady rigid about Sabbath behavior.
Jesus' disciples, by plucking ears of grain, removing the hulls, and
eating the kernels, were involved in a form of harvesting and that was
expressly forbidden on a Sabbath:
Exodus 34:s~. Six days thou shalt work, but on the seventh day
thou shalt rest: in eon'ng time and in harvest thou shaft rest.
Jesus' attitude, however, was one of scorn for legalistic positions that
exalted the Sabbath at the expense of humanitarian considerations, a
view expressed most succinctly i n the Gospel of St.Made;
Mark 2:27. And he [Jesus] Ã§of unto them [the Pharisees], The
Sobbath was made for man, and not man for the wbbath

...

Jesus' Mother and Brethren
To the Pharisees, it must have seemed that Jesus was aiming to break
that preserved it (as

down the very core of Judaism; the careful ritual

though in amber) from the overwhelming numbers of the hostile outside world. Jesus had to be stopped.

.. .

Matthew 12:14. Then the Pharisees
held a council against
him [Jesus], how they might destroy him.
Presumably what (he Pharisees wish to do is destroy his influence;
platters have not yet reached the stage where it would seem necessary to
bring about his death. Appamtly, the strategy decided upon by the
Pharisees is to accuse him of black magic:

. ..

Matthew 12:24.
they [the Pharisees] said, This fellow doth
not cast out devils, but 6y Beelwbub the prince of the devils.
Jesus countered that by demanding to know how one devil could be
made to cast out another, sin& such a civil war in the ranks of devildom
would destroy them all:

. ..
. ..

Matthew i z t q .
Every kingdom divided against itself is
brought to desolation; and every city or house divided against itself
shall not stand
Nevertheless, there may well have been a falling away of his followers.
Many must have felt that if the learned Pharisees tabbed a man as a
demon-worshipper, they must know what they were talking about.
Indeed, it could well be argued that his family, too, was disturbed
at this. Undoubtedly, word of resus* successes must have been coming
back to Nazareth and the family would naturally be pleased. Once evil
reports started reaching them, however, they would be quite justified in
fearing for his safety-and they went in search of him.
At least it is at just about this point that Matthew mentions their

coming:
Matthew 12:46. While he [Jesus] yet talked to the people, behold,
his mother and his brethrenftoodwithout, desiring to speak with him.
Were they come to urge him to return home with them? Were they
hoping to persuade him to abandon his mission before incalculable
harm came to him?
Matthew doesn't say, but Mark's version of this same incident is
preceded (over not too gnat a distance) by what might well be
considered a most significant passage:

.

.
. . his friends . . . went out to lay hold on him:
they said, He is beside himself.

Mark
for

3~21.

The word here translated as "friends" could mean "kinsfolk." and,
indeed, the Jerusalem Bible says '%is relatives7*rather than "his friends."
This verse in Mark is not embarrassing for that evangelist. He
makes no mention of Jesus' virgin birth or of the miracles attendant
thereon, so he has no reason t o suppose that Jesus* mother and
brethren should more readily have faith in'him than anyone else.
Matthew's account,of the virgin birth, however, and of the unusual
events accompanying it-the worship of the Icings, Herod's search for the
baby, the warning dream-present a situation in which Jesus' mother
aridf probably, other kinsmen as well couldn't help but have at least a
strong suspicion of Jesus' ~essianicmission. Matthew, therefore,
couldn't very well include the verse about Jaw* relatives thinking he
was out of his mind, without being inconsistent, so he omits it.
Nevertheless, if we are following the "historic Jesus7' we arestrongly
tempted to believe that Jesus' family did fear for him and did come to
take him home where they might keep him safe and sane. Matthew's
account of Jesus' reaction to the coming of his relatives could, it might
be argued, lend this view credence. If his mother and brothers had
come for an ordinary friendly visit, surely ]esui would gladly have seen
them and spoken to them. If, however, Jesus suqpected they were
coming to dissuade him from his mission, and if'he placed his mission
even above family ties, he would naturally react just as Matthew d&
scribes:

. ..

he [Jesus] stretched forth his hand toward
Matthew 12:49.
his disciples, and said, Behold my mother and my brethren!
Apparently, he refuses to see his family and, as a matter of fact, his
family does not appear again in the remainder of Matthew. (They are
mentioned 4 chapter later in the account of Jesus' failure to impress the
people of Nazareth-but they do not appear.)
Parables
In the gospels, Jesus is often described as making his points by means
of parables (from a Greek word meaning "comparison'*). These are

short tales which could be taken literally at face value, or could be
compared point by point with an analogous message concerning the
relationship of God and man.
And it is immediately after the account of the visit of Jesus' mother
and brothers that Matthew chooses to present a collection of such
parables:

Matthew 13:3 And he [fesas] spake many fhiw unto them
[his audience] in pttTWles ,
It is possible, of course, to miss the point of a parable and the
disciples of Jesus are pictured as puzzled when their master seemed
d e l i i t d y to remain parabolic and to refrain from plain speakhg:
MitthewiyiaAndtt*<ftiÃ§Inaom,oxiÃˆMlidoliim,W
spedkestthouuntotheminparables?
The explanation given is tbat the veq murkiness of the parables acts
to sift the hearts of men. Those who honestly want to enter the
kingdom will make the effort to understand, while those who axe insufficiently eager will not do so.
It is possible to interpret this, however, as a rational response to the
gathering force of Jesus'enemies. For Jesus to speak directly concerning
his unorthodox religious views might further enrage the Fharisees and
perhaps even bring down upon his head political dangers. By speaking
in parables, those unsympathetic to him could be fobbed off with the
literal tale (it%just a story about a man .planting wheat) while those
who sympathized with Jesus would have no trouble seeing the point

..

The Daughter of HÃ§rod&
And there was good reason fbi Jesus to speak cautiously and in
1>eyond the Pharisees were lowering upon
paxaldes, for dangers
him, John the Baptist tiros dead!
Herod Antipas had hesitatedto execute John, for fear of the political
complications thatmight follow as a result of the anger and resentment
of those who followed him. The vindictive Herodias, however, on
whom the weight of John's denunciation had rested (see page 815) ,
mancuveredHdin@adm.

. . .W h m Herod's birth-

Matthew 14~6.

w kep, the &@t#

of Herodias &med before them, a d pl-d
Hmd.
Matthew 14:7, Whereupon he immaked with an oath to $W bet
whuboew she would ask.
Ma&m 14:8. And s h , being b @ m htmcted of her m o t h ,
wid, Give me here 1ohn Ba@isfs head in a charger.

nevertheless for the d h . 8
Matthew 1+9. And the khg w SQV
sub . he commanded it to be given k.
Matthew 14:10. And he sent, and Lwheaded fohn in the prison.

..

her first
h w h d . She is not named in the Bible, l ~ t ~ hname
e r is given in the
writings of Josephus as Salome (a femininq vepion of Solomdn).
To complete the complexities of be Herodian family amn&ement,
this Salome later mamed her half gmit-un&k, h i p the tetraah, so
that 416was at one and the same ume &e half pat-niece, the btep~ sister-inplawof Hemd Antipas-and, through
Wghta, and t h half
her mother, a descen+nt ~f the Mamk as well.
Thq girl who danced was H e d a d daughter by Philip,

B*&

.

The death of John the Bapht d m not wult in serious trouble, after
all, for Herod Antipas. Probably he gained murap from this fact and
grew the more ready to take a stern stand winst troublesane mfomm.
To him, Jesus seemed merely another John the Fhptist.

..

Matthew 1 4 : ~ ,Herod the tetrmh heard of the fame of Jesus,
Matthew 14:~.And said unto his servanb, This is John the
&$tist; he is risen fiom the &ad

. ..

Presumably, since He& Antipas had had no repercussions from his
execution of Johq* he would not hesitate to imprison and execute the
new prophet who had stepped into ~ohn'sshoes. Jesus decided not to
give H d Antipas the chance to do this.
Matthew 14:13. When Jews b d of it, he depruk2 then& by
ship into a desert p&ce qmt ,
Luke, in telling this incident, is more sp&i&:

..

...

..
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Lwke 9:10,
And h@ , went &e privately into a deed
place belonging to the city &d
BdMda.
By a desert place is meant a lr%ely plae, an unfrequented one.
Bethsaida ("house of the fishers") is located just north of the Sea of
Galilee, to the east of the place where the Jordan River enten. Since
the Jordan River b the eastern boundary of Galilee, Bethsaida is not in
Galilee but in Iturn. Thus, Jesus @ a m himself outside the jurisdiction

of~.&rodAntipas* and within that of the d d Philip the tetrarch
fmm whom no violence was to be fared.
Bethsaida had been rebuilt by Philip the tetrarch about 8 qua&r
cenm Wore Jesus had begun his minisby qnd it had beem renamed
Jtdb, iq honor of Julia*daughter of the b - r e i p i n g Roanan Emperor.
W t h e w telh of crowds following Jesus to his phce of retmt and
of nuqkous miracles which be pmformed. In partj~dar~
he telb of
Jaw'feeding five thousand men plus an inddnite number of womev
an$ ~hildrenon five loaves and two fish, miraeulously multiplied.
miracle of feeding the multitude is quite unique for it is
the mly miracle that is described in similar tenns in all four gospels.
But a m if we discount miracles, we can suppose that Jesus emtinued tb prach in Bethaid8 and gathered crowds of both the pious
and the curiosityseeken.
Perhap Herod Antipas? chagrined at having Jmus slip out of his
grasp, demanded that his brother Pbilip return the fugitive. And
perhapa Philip, unwilling to do so7 d y sent word to Jam7 sue
pthg he move on. Whatever the m o q Jesus did .not stay in
b t b a i d a long,
15:39. And h.e m t may the nzdtitvde, and took ship

.

. .,

Thzit sounds as though he msed the Sea of Galilee and returned
to &e7 dominions of Hemd Antip. If he did, it w s merely to
some purpose before moving onward agein, far soon he
~~~h
&I b be bck in Itum.
Jesus may -11 have felt defeated at this time, The populace
ha? =not risen in defense of John the Baptist, or to avenge him,
either. ??hey had flocked to Jesus in numbers, but when things
bard they fell away. They did not gather about him to protect
him from the Pharisees and h m H&. Instead, he had to go into
&hk
It may have seemed to him at this p i n t that his eatire Galile
M i o n mas a failure 8s his initial attempt in Nazaxeth had been.
He had lasted longer id Capemaum and. had had enormous, if
t&nporary, success-but in the end he had been driven out.
Possiblyl it was now that he uttered a bitter dmunuation of the
cities in which he had been preaching:
Matthew 1i:~o.Then b e s n he to +braid the cities w h d n
most of his mighty works were done, because they repented not:

MATTHEW

..
..

...

&fatthew ~IIZI. , woe unto t h w Bethsaida!
Matthew 11:22.
, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre a d
Sidon at the day of judpwnt, t b for you.
Matthew 11:23. And thou, Capernuurn, which art exalted unto
heawn, shalt be ~ Q U @ d o m to hell

. ..

Jesus, on leaving Bethsaida, must have f ~ lhimself
t
abandoned. Only
a group of his most faithful discipla were with him and he had left
the scene of his Galilean triumphs far Mind.
Matthew
Philippi

...

16:13,

. . . Jesus came into the coats of Caesarea

Caesarea Philippi was an Iturean city some thirty miles north
of the Sea of Galilee. The town had p m in importance in Hemdian
times. Hemd the Great had built a temple there and his son,
Philip the tetrad, had enlaxgal tihe city and renamed it Caesarea
in honor of the family name of the Roman Emperor.
Since there were many Caesareas in the empire, this one was
called Gaesarea Philippi (4'Philip7sQaara") by way of identification.

Peter
Fahaps Jesus was seri~uslyquestioning the nature of his mission
now that he found shimself driven far from home. Was it a failure?
Had the call he had felt on the day cvf his baptism by John been
an illusien? He turns to' his disoiples:
Matthew
am?

16:13.

. ..Whvm do men wy that 1 the Son of man

In response to reus* questian, the disciples told him that various
people thought he was John 'the Baptist fisen from the dead, or
that he was Elijah or Jemiah or some other prophet of the past.
But Jesus pressed on. That was the opinion of those who had been
casually exposed to him. What about the disciples themselves, who by
now hew him vey well?

.

Matthew 16:ls. , , But whom tray ye thut 1 am?
M a a e w 1636~And %mra Fder answered and dd, Thou
urt the Christ? the Son of t b living Gad.

This,is the turning pint of the gospel. jaw greeted the p u m c e
joyfully, After all? Peter's confidence in his Masiah-hood could not
come frqm his mission's worldly success, which was? at the moment,
nonexistent. It could only be inspired by heaven.

...

Sessd art tho% &haon
Matthew 16:17. And Jawamwered
Bar-jam: for @sh and &Mhuth not revwled.it unto $he%,tbpt
my Father which is in hemen.

It was on this assurance of faith and confidence on the part
of his disciples that Jesw felt he could continue and a ~ &
q to
final sucms, In return for Wer'a avowalt Jesus could appoint him
"secmd in command," so to speak, and his successor:
Matthew 16:18. A d i say atso unto thee? That thou at'Petm,
and
th& mck 1 Ml build my church; and the gates of hell
shall not f i r d agdnst it,
Miitthew 16:19. And 1 will g h unto ,thee the k q of the Mtzgdom
of h e a m

urn

. ..

Jesus was punning here. Since "Peter" means "rock," he was sayingt
'You are Rock and on this rock
!'
It vas the most inlluential pun in all histmy. Petq? accdbg to
tradition9 went to Rome in later life and bwmne the &st Bish~p
of Rome. It was hlieved that succding Bishops af Rome inheritd
this role as the rock upon which the Church was built a d ea&
wntinued to hold the keys of the kingdom of haven.
It h s the Bishop of Rome who m e to be called the Pope
(fromthe word "papa," a general tern for priests) and thus began the
doctrine of papal supremacy o a r the Qunh, and through the Church
over all W t i a n s . Not all Chdstians accepted this doctrinq and +ere
are still hundreds of millions who don't today-but them are dm
hundreds of millions who 40.
Nwerthdq$, although Jests now a c q t e d tbe mle of Ma&&hood? he did not lose all sense &-ution:

..
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Matthew 16:zo. Then charged he his disciples that they should
tell no man that he was Jesus the Christ.

Moses and E l b

The acceptance of Messiah-hood by Jesus and, on his behalf, by
the disciples is then placed in miraculous ternis. Jesus is described
as taking his chief disciples, Peter, James, and John, to a high
mountain'

Matthew 17:2 And was transfigured before them: and his face
did shine as the sun, and his raimeat was white as the light.
Matthew 17:3. And, behold, thefe appeared unto them [the
disciples] Moses and E l h [Elijah] talking with him [Jesus].
Then, too, it was unthinkable to the evangelists that Jqus could
be the Messiah and yet not be able to foretell his own fate; or that
this fate could come to him against his will and not have an important
Messianic purpose. Jesus is therefore described not only as foreseeing
his death and its purpose but as explaining it not once but several
times to his disciple:

Matthew 16:21. From that time forth began Jesus to shew unto
his disciples, how that he must go untQJerusatem, and suffer many
things
and be Wed, and be raised again the third day.

.. .

In the search for the "historic Jesus" this pious view of the Evangelists must, however, be discounted. Des ite their report of Jesus' plain
speaking and of the overwhelming evi ence of the â€œTransfiguration
there are various points later in the gospels where the disciples
(Peter most of all) behave as though they had no premonition of
disaster; and as though disaster, when it came, left them in despair and
the abandonment of theif belie)! in Jesus* Messiah-hood.
We can continue the story, therefore, on the assumption that Jesus
and. his disciples, now that they were secure in their feeling that
they were carrying through the mission of the Messiah, were counting
on a straightforward Messianic triumph.

?
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James and John
Indeed, now that the disciples accepted the belief that Jesus was
the Messiah, so far were they from understanding what the consequences were fated to be that two of them asked for positions of
honor. Mark tells the incident most baldly:
Mark 10:35. And James and John, the sons of Zebedee, come
unto him [Jesus], saying

...*

. ..

.. .

rk 10:37.
Grant unto vs that we may sit, one on thy
hand, and the other on thy left hand, in thy glory.
asking for high office in the Messianic kingdom, which,
was about to be established; and doing so, moreover, behind

Mark 10:41. And when the [other] ten heard it, they begun to
be much displeased with Jamesand John,
and Jesus had to work hard to restore amity among his followers.
Matthew, in his version, softens it considerably by absolving James
and John of sole responsibility for this exercise in intrigue, and placing
a t least part of the blame on the easy-to-forgive partiality of a mother:
Matthew 20:zo. Then came to him [Jesus] the mother of
Zebedee's children with her sons ,

..

According to Matthew, it was the mother who actually asked the.
favor of Jesus. But perhaps one might
Mark's version of the
two apostles boldly asking for preference on their own responsibility,
rather than hiding behind their mother's skirts to do so.
The restoration of peace among the disciples may well have come
about through the promise of equal rank for all:

...

Matthew 19:28. And Jam said unto them,
ye which have
followed me, in the regeneration when the Son o f miin shall sit

in the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones,
fudging the twelve tribes of Israel.

Once again, Matthew interprets Jesus' Messianic mission in a strictly
Jewish sense.
The Mount of Olives
Now that Jesus was determined to cany through his role as Messiah,
he had to go to Jerusalem, for it was {here that, according to all the
prophecies, the Messianic kingdom would be established.

. . . Jesus . . .departed from GdlSee, and came
. . ./udaea beyond Jordan . , .

Matthew 19:1.
into

Jesus crossed the Jordan to Jericho and then traveled westward
toward Jerusalem, deliberately following the activities predicted of the
Messiah's coming:

The Journey of Jesus to Jerusalem

860
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..
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And , they drew nigh unto Jmaoism, and
were come to Bethpage, unto the mount of Olives
21:1.

. ..

The Mount of Olives, a hill about half a mile high, is less than
half a mile east of Jerusalem. Jesus did not select that route by
accident. It was from the Mount of Olives, according to prophecy, that
the Messiah would appear. Thus, Zechariah, in predicting the divine
'
coming on the day of the Lord says:
Zechariah 14:+ And his feet shall stand in that day upon the
mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the e&

...

At Bethpage, a village on the mount, Jesus made his final preparations. The excitement among his disciples must have been extreme,
for it reasonable to suppose that they expected Messianic success to
follow at once. At least, Jesus is quoted as having predicted ibis to his
disciples shortly after he had undertaken his Messianic'role in Caesarea
Philippi.

Matthew 16:28. Verily I say unto you, There be some standing
here, which shall not taste of death, t3t they see the Son of man
coming in his kingdom.
This has been variously interpreted, hut if this were said to the
disciples, one could assume that it was accepted at face value and
that the trip to Jerusalem was made in the assurance that the Messianic
kingdom was about to be established.

With the establishment of the kingdom in mind, Jesus planned to
enter Jerusalem mounted, in the traditional fashion of a king, and
not on foot Thus, when Solomon was acclaimed king, one of the
his mounting of the royal
symbolic forms this acclamation took
mule:
1 Kings 1:38. So Zddok thÃ finest, and Natlutn the prophet, and
SerWah, caused Solomon to ride upon king David's mule
And yet the mount was not to be a royal one, for in one im-

..

.. .

portant prophesy the Messiah is recorded as destined to come into
Jerusalem in humble fashion, riding upon an ass.

...

Zechariah 9:9. Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter of Zion;
behold,
thy King cometh unto thee:
riding upon an ass, and upon a
colt the foal of an ass.

.. .

,

'

-,
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In order to fulfill the prophecy, Jesus sent two disciples to get a
young ass for him so that he might make his entry upon it. This is
done, and he is described as entering Jerusalem upon an ass in all
the gospels but that of Matthew.
Matthew, in his eagerness to quote the, passage from Zechariah
(which is not quoted i n the other gospels) a n d to demonstrate its
fulfillment to the letter, misses the
of Hebrew poetic parallelism.
The phrase "riding uponan ass, and upon a colt the foal of an ass"
describes the same act in two slightly different phrases.
Matthew assumes, instead, that two different animals are involved
and has the disciples, bring two, an ass and its colt:
Matthew 21~7.And [the disciples] brought the ass, and the colt,
and put on them their clothes, and they set him [Jesus] thereon.

This gives us a rather odd picture of Jesus riding two animals at
once.

Hosanna

As described by

att thew, ~ c m had
i
an important and large party

enthusiastically on his side. Part may have come with him, drawn
by his teachings; others may have been in Jerusalem but had heard
tales of a wonder-working prophet coming to Jerusalem. In any case,
his passage toward Jerusalem from the Mount of Olives is pictured
as a triumph:
Matthew 21:8. And a very great multitude spread their garments
in the way; others cut down branches from the trees, and strawed
them in the way. .
Matthew 21:9. And the mdft'tudesthat went before, and that followed, cried, aaying, Hosanna to the Son of David: Blessed is he
that cometh in the mane of the Lord; Hosanna in the highest.

The word "hosanna" is a Greek version of a Hebrew phrase meanfag "Save1 W e prayl" or, in ordinary language, "Please help us." The
acclamation is a paraphrase from {he Book of Psalms.
Psalm 118:25. Save now, I beseech thee, 0 Lord: 0 Lord,
J beseech thee, set14 now prosfwft'ty.
,

b l m 118:26. Blessed be he that cometh in the name of the
Lord
The kty-fifth verse has "Hosanna" translatedinto "Save now, I
beseech thee." Left untranslated, the verse would read, "Hosanna,
0 Lord: 0 Lord, hosanna ."
It was dear that Jesus was being acclaimed with a passage that
was applied to God in the Psalms, and that he was therefore being
called the Messiah. Indeed, the use of the termL"Sonof David" made
that explicit.
The disciples led and guided the cheering,and there were those
in the crowd who were homEed at the blasphemy involved in acclaiming a Galilean preacher as the Messiah. This is brought out in Luke:

...

..

Luke 19:39. And some of the Pharisees from among the muftitittle said unto him, Master,rebuke thy dis@les.
Luke 19:p. And he [Jesus] answered
I teH you that, i f
these should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry
out.
It was no longer a matter of overenthusiastic disciples. Jesus himself
was, if not actually proclaiming Messiah-hood in the full view of the
people of Jerusalem, accepting such a claim by others.

.. .

The Temple
In his new role as ultimate authority, Jesus took drastic action in the
very Temple itself:
Matthew 21:12. And Jesus went into the temple of God,and
cast out all them that sold and bought in the temple? and overthrew the tables of the mo-hangers, and the seats of them that
sold doves,
Matthew 21:1;. And said unto t h m , It is written, My house
shall be called the house of pray?; but ye hove mode it a den of
thieves.
Actually, the moneychangers and merchants performed an essential
service for those who wished to perform those rites that required
the donation of small sums and the sacrifice of small birds. Through
laxness, however, commercialism seems to have been allowed to invade
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Jerusalem

the sacred piedncts of fhe Temple instead of being kept well outside.
Perhaps, too, some of the 'merchants were riot above sharp practice
at the expense of ignorant and naive pilgrims from the country districts. (It is quite possible that Jesus, in Galilee, heard indignant
tales concerning the manner in which his neighbors were cheated
on their visits to the Temple.)
Jesus' exercise of power 'within {he Temple and his preachings
there bitterly offended the SAdducees. They might have ignored fine
doctrinal points and questid& of ritual since they themselves rejected all the Pharisaic traditibnsthat had grown up about the written

Law. The Temple, however, was their own preserve and they did
not take lightly the forceful actions of outsiders within it. Furthermore, Jesus' quotation was an offensive one, for in referring to the
Temple as "a den of thieves" he was malung use of Jeremiah's
Temple Sermon, which, of all passages in the Old Testament, must
have-beenleast pleasing to the priests of the Temple (see page 1-561).

...

Jeremiah 7:11. Is this home [the ~ e m ~ l e ] become a fat
of mhbers in your eyes? Behold, even I have seen it, saith the Lord.
The uctiop of the Temple priesthood is described:

And when the chief priests and scribes saw
thedonderftd things that h e [Jews] did, and the children crying
id the temple, and wn
' g, Hosanna. to the Son of David; they
were sore Swpteased
Neveeless, Jesus' preaching, as well as his deeds, was gathering
enthusiastic crowds about him and the Temple priests could hardly
claim to be popularamong {he unlettered an$ impoverished multitude.
Matthew

21:15.

...

They were at a loss for proper action:
when they sought to lay hands on him, they
Matthew 21:46.
feared the multitude, because they [the multitude] took him [Jesus]

.. .

.

for a prophet.
Nor could they take the opportunity to seize him at night when
he was relatively alone, for Jesus was cautious enough not to remain
in Jerusalem overnight.

...

Matthew 21:17.
he [Jesus] left them, and went out of the
city into Bethany; and he lodged there.
. B e a n y was a suburb of Jerusalem, about a mile to the east and just
on fhe other side of the Mount of Olives,

The Son of David

Jesus was greeted as the Son of David on his entrance mro f e d e m
and is, so addressed at various times in, the gospel. The phrase is
synonyvaws with "Messiah," since theMessiah wa8,generally expected
(on (he basis of numerous Old Testament prophecies), to be of the

line of David and therefore to be a son (that is, a descendant) of
David.
In the first couple of chapters of Matthew (and of Luke as well),
Jesus is considered to be literally a descendant of David and his line
of descent is given, as well as the tale of his birth in Bethlehem. Nowhere else, however, is this takeh into account. Jesus is always identified
as being of Nazareth and nowhere is he reported as correcting the
impression by declaring himself to be of Bethlehem.
Even when he was entering Jerusalem and being acclaimed as Messiah, he was identified as a Galilean:

Matthew Z I : ~ Q . And when he [Jesus] was come into Jerusalem,
all the city was moved, sayi'ng, W h o is this?
Matthew 21:11. And the multitude ti&
This is Jesus the prophet
of Nazareth of Galilee.
This was a serious bar to Jesus' claim to be the Messiah. Matthew
cannot say so since he maintains that Jesus was indeed of the Davidic
line. In the gospel of St. John,'hdwever, where the birth at Bethlehem
and the Davidic descent play no part, the objection is stated:
John 7:4i. Others said [of Jesus], This is the Christ,But some
said, Shall Christ come out of GaUlee?
W e could imagine, then, that the Pharisees of Jerusalem must have
been outraged at this sight of a Galilean nobody coining into town
and claiming to be the Messiah. The claim could easily have been
scotched. They had only to face him and say, in effect, "You say you
are the Messiah, and if so of whose descent must the Messiah be?"
Jesus would have had to answer, "He is a descendant of David," and
the Pharisees could then say, "Well, then, since you are not a descendant of David, how can you be the Messiah?"
If Matthew's tale of Jesus' Davidic descent is true, we might then
expect that Jesus would win the argument by a shattering display of
evidence as to hi$ birth at Bethlehem and his descent from David.
Suppose, though, that Jesus were not b@nÃ in Bethlehem and were
not of Davidic descent-that these elements in Matthew are legends of
comparatively late origin. In that case, Jesus would have had to counter
the argument by demonstrating, somehow, that the Messiah did not
have to be of Davidic descent; that it was impossible, in fact, that he
be of Davidic descent.

In Matthew's account, Jesus does precisely this, disproving the Davidic descent of the Messiah, even though it goes squarely against
Matthew's talk of Jesus' descent from the line of David.
hi Matthew's account, however, it is Jesus who raises the point, for
no clear reason:
Matthew 22:41. While the Pharisees were gathered together, Jesus
asked them,
Matthew 22:42. Suyitig, What think ye of Christ? whose son is he?
They 9 unto him. The Son of David.

Jesus then demonstrates that they are wrong by the clever use of an
Old Testament verse. It is perhaps the neatness of his argument that
made the tale so popular that it could not be left out of the gospel
even though it was an embarrassing contradiction to Matthew's tale of
Jesus' birth :
Matthew 2x43. He [~esus]saith unto them, How then doth
David in spirit call him Lord, sayiig,
Matthew 22:44. The Lord said h t o my Lord, Sit thou on my
right hand, till I make thine enhies thy footstool?
Matthew 22:4;. If David then call him Lord, how is he his son?

The reference here is to one of the Psalms:

Psalm 1i~:i. The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right
hand, until 1 make thine enerm'es thy footstool.
Jesus is quoted as intqreting the second "Lord" as signifying)the
Messiah, something which, indeed, was a common interpretation
amongthe Jews in Roman times and among Christians now. Therefore the writs of the Psalm (presumably David) speak of the M&
siah as "nay Lord" and David, Jesus argues, would scarcely address his
MA& descendant as a superior-so that the Messiah must be more than
inertly a descendant of David.
(Of course, the Psalm could be interpreted non-Messianically. It is
thought to be a coronation psalm in which God is described as addressing the new king of Judah. The second "my Lord" is the common
address of respect for the Icing and the verse could be translated as
beginning "God said to the king
.")
By having Jesus isk the original qu&tion/one might speculate that
Matthew was trying to present the passage as a battle of wits between

..
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Jesus and the Pharisees, in which Jesus by a clever bit of what we
would today call 'Talmudic" reasoning presents a thesis to the Pharisees
and dares them to refute i t The thesis need not be true-that is not
the issue-but the failure of the Pharisees to answer establishes Jesus'
superiority over them. And they foiled:
Matthew 22:46. And no man was able to answer him a word

...

Nevertheless,it is tempting to suggest that the Pharisees proposed
{he original question and that Jesus calmly denied the necessity of
Davidic descent, saving himself-to the Pharisees' surprise-from what
they believed to be a crushing gambit, and that only Matthew's commitment to the Davidic descent prevented him from presenting it as
such. The passage could then be considered as a glance at the "historic
Jesus" who was a Galilean carpenter but insisted on being regarded as
the Messiah despite that

It grew increasingly clear to the Temple authorities that Jesus' claims
would not easily be quashed. Galilean backwoodsman or not, he had
a quick wit and a fund of ready quotations. Yet he had to be stopped
just the same before Messianic fervor produced dangerous unrest all
across the city. If Jesus' doctrinal views could not be used against him,
what about his political views?
If\Jesus could be forced to say something politically subversive, instead of merely doctrinally heretical, the Romans could be called in.
Roman soldiers could act a t once without having to stop to exchange
Old Testament quotations:
Matthew 22:16. And they [the Pharisees] sent out unto him their
disciples with the Herodians, saying, Master,we know that thou art
true
neither west than for any man

.. .

. ..

By this flattery, they hoped they would trick him into making some
uncompromising statement regardless of whom it would offend. And
just in case he did, they had the ~erodianswith them. These were
civil officials who supported the Herodian dynasty. Presumably they
worked constantly with the Romans, had entry to the Roman governor,

and could report to him quickly of any subversive tremark made by
Jesus.
It seemed certain to (hose now questioning J ~ Wthat
S anyone d a i ~
ing to be the Messiah would hive to hdd ant h b p for the overthrow
of the Roman Empire and for the establishment of the ideal Jewish
state. It was exactly this that the populace expected of a Messiah. A
question that was bound, it seemed, to force Jesus either to advocate
rebellion or to give up all Messianic pretenses was now fired at him:
- Matthew 22:17. TÃˆ illt h ~ f l mwfut
,
fhinkest ttaf b ft lawfI&
to give tribute unto Caesar, or not?,

('^Caesar," of course, was the title given to the Roman Emperby.
I t harked back to Julius Caesar, who had been assassinated in 44 B.c.,
but whose grandnephew became Rome's first Emperor, fifteen years
later.)
If, now, Jesus refused to answer, surely he would be despised as a
coward by those in the audience who advocated resistance to Rome,
and they must have represented the majority of those who eagerly
acclaimed Jesus as the Messiah. If he advocated payment of tnite,
that would be even worse. If, on the other hand, he advocated noripayment of tribute, that would give the Romans instant reason to
intervene.
ribs sought a way out The coins used in paying tribute had the
figure of Caesar on them.That made those coins unfit to be handled
by Jews anyway, strictly speaking. The first Of the Ten Commandments
forbade the making of any representations of any living thing and
Jewish monarchs, such as the various Herods, were usually careful to
avoid ~tirringup the orthodox by puttie their own portraits upon
their coins. The idolatrous coin, which it was sinful for Jews to handle,
might just as well be given to the man whose portrait was there. Jesus
said:

...

Matthew 22:21.
Render therefore unto Caesar the things
which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that are God's.
Jesus had thus found a safe path between the horns of what had
seemed an insoluble dilemma. He had advocated tribute payment

which kept the Romans from interfering; but had done so for a
thoroughly religious reason which was consistent with his role as Masiah.
I

.*
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And yet Jesus' enemies may have won a point here, too. One can
easily picture the Zealots among Jesus' audience as waiting impatiently for his answer. They were fiercely anti-Roman and they wanted
a Messiah who would lead them with divine force against the hated
Romans.
Here,then, was the question. Shall we pay tribute?
in the Zealot view, was a thunderous
,The proper Messianic an*,
"Nof
That would begin {he rebellion at once; just as at one time,the refusal of Mattathias to participate in a heathen sacrifice had begun the
rebellion of the Maccabees.
And instead, Jesus found refuge in an evasion. If the crowd in
general applauded Jesus' clever retort> might it not be that some of
the more extreme Zealots now fell away in contempt This was not
their man. This was not the Messiah they were waiting for.
And how must Judas IscanOt have felt? If it were indeed true that
he was an extreme Zealot (seepage 841) he may well have been
filled with a wild anger at the failure of this man he had believed to
be the Messiah. If this is so, it explains what was to follow.

ZacharuJs son of Barachh
But if Jesus was careful to avoid offending {he Romans, he did not
hesitate to strike back at the religious leadership. He is pictured by
Matthew as preaching to the multitude, at this time, and in the course
b
as inof his talk, denouncing the scribes and ~ h a unsparingly,
dividuals whose piety was concerned entirely with ritual and not with
substance, and who were therefore hypocrites.
He $poke ominously, furthermore, of the manner in which truly
pious men in the past had been lolled by an uimppreciative people,
and he warns of retribution:

...

Matthew 23:3;.
upon you may come all the righteous Wood
shed upon the worth, from the blood of righteous Abel unto the
blood of Zdcharms son of BardcWas, whom ye stew between the
temple and the dtar.

This is generally believed to be a reference to {he fate of Zechadph,
the high priest in (he time of Joash of Judah (see page 1-422). Zechariah

had berated the court for tolerating idolatry and had won the enmity
of the king and his courtiers:
I
2 Chronicles 24:21. And they c
onsfndagainst him [Zechariah],
and stoned him with stones at the ~ommandmentof the king in the
court of the house of the Lord.
I

This identification is the more convincing since it would make it
seem that Jesus was deliberately including,all the unjust murders of
just mien that had been mentioned from one end of the Bible to the
other. In the Hebrew Bible, the books of Chronicles are placed a t the
end, and all the Old Testament books are divided (by modem usage)
nato a total of 929 chapters. The murder of Gain is the Erst to be
mentioned and is found in the fourth chapter; that of Zechariah is the
last and is in the 917th chapter.
It must be admitted, however, that the Zechariah spoken of in
2 Chronicles is differently identified as to his father's name:
2 Chronicles 24:20. And the Spirit
the son of Jehoiada

...

of God came upon Zechariah

Why, then, Jesus should identify him as the "son of Barnhias" is
uncertain. Is a different individual being referred to after all? Or is
the mention of Barachias a copyist's (mistaken)added identification,
based on confusion with another Zechariah casually mentioned in
Isaiah?
I

I

Isaiah 8:2, And I took unto me faithful witnesses to record, Urioh
the priest, and ZecAetnah the son of Jeberechwh.

The Abotttination of Desolation

There follows, then, an apocalyptic passage in which Jesus describes

the future. Some of it seems to deal quite specificidly with the destnie
tion of Jerusalem by the t om ad that was to take place forty pfs
after the gospel period.

I
1

Matthew ,24:15. When ye therefore shay, see the abwittnation of
desolatioh spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy

place...

Matthew 2436. Then let them which be in Juduea flee into the
mountains

. ..

The abomination of desolation was the statue of Zeus erected in the
Temple by Antiochus IV, and could mean, more generally, the triumph of pagan forces over Jerusalem, something which happened in
AD. 70.
In the course of the Jewish rebellion against Rome, die followers of
Jesus took the pacifist view and did not participate in the defense of
Jerusalem, but fled into the hills. It may be, therefore, that these verses
were added to the traditional apocalyptic discourse of Jesus, after the
fact, and that this gospel (and the other synoptic gospels, as well) did
not reach their completed present form till after AD. 70.
After the reference to the fall of Jerusalem, there follows a general
description of the future beyond, given in typical Old Testament terms
of total destruction:
Matthew 24:q. Immediately after the tribulation of those days
the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her Ugh4
and the stars shall fall from heaven
8hd

. ..

Following that will be the appearance of the Messiah and the
establishment of the ideal kingdom.

...

and they Wt see the Son of man coming in
Matthew 24:30.
the clouds of heaven with p ~ w e rand great glory.
This, however, raises a problem. To those who believed that Jesus
was the Messiah, the Messiah had already come. Apparently there
would have to be a "second coming." This second coming was not
to be long delayed:
Matthew a4:34. Verify I say unto you, This gehration shall not

pass, till all tthes things be fidfillsd.
To be sure, it is usually now maintained that this verse refers to the
fall of Jerusalem and not to the second coming, which is described
immediately before. Nevertheless, this was not the view of the early
Christians, who, in line with this verse, expected the second coming
daily.
Still, Jesus refused to specify an &ct time for the second coming.
I

...

Matthew 24:36.
of that day and.how knoweth no man, no,
not the angeIs of hemen, but my Father only.

ASIMOV'S
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One of Jesus' parables, quoted in connection with the suddenness
a d unexpectedness of the second coming, deals with a man who
gives money into the care of servants, then returns suddenly and demands an accounting.
Matthew z5:15. And unto one he @rive five talenis3 to another
two, and to anothei one; to every man according to his several
ability

. ..

The "talent" was originally a Greek unit of measure, from a word
meaning "a balance." This is a reference to the time wheri gold and
silver were carefully weighed out on a balance before being used for
pymept-before the time (in the sixth century B.(;.) when -coins of
standard weight, stamped with the portrait of the monarch as a gnamntee of honest measure, came into use.
The talent was a large unit of money, especially for ancient times.
The talent used in Judd in New Testament times was equal to six
thousand shekels and that was undoubtedly the equivalent of several
thousand dollars in modem money.
The use of the word in the verses above, in which each man receives
a number of talents according to his abilities, has given rise to the use
of fhe word as an expression of a particular ability possessed by an
individual. In fact, in modern ~ n ~ l i s hthe
, ' use of the word as a unit
of money has completely died out and the only meaning of "talent*
of which most people are aware is that of a superior ability of some
sort.

To the Pharisees and to the Temple authorities, Jesus' final speeches
must have seemed to represent an intolerable danger. The ignorant
populace was being aroused into fury by Jesus' accusations against
them. Anything might follow and the case was taken to the very
highest religious authority among 'the Jews, the high priest himself:

Matthew 26:3. Then assembled together the chief priests, and the
scribes, and the elders of the p e 0 p I ~unto the palace of the
priest, who was called Camphas

. ..

high

The office of the high priest was not what it once was. The true
Zadokites had passed in -the dme of Antiochus IV. The Maccabean
high priests had passed with the coming of Herod. The last of the
Maccabean high priests, Aristobulus 111, had been executed in 35 B.C.
at the order of Herod. In the century that followed (the last century
of the existence of the Temple) there had been numerous high priests
set up by Herod or by the Roman authorities and these were chosen
out of one or another of a few of the aristocratic Judean families.
The hold of these last high priests, without either Zadokite or Maccabean prestige, on the allegiance of the common people must have
been slight indeed, but they controlled the Temple and grew rich and
powerful because of that.
In AS. 6, Annas ("Hanan" in Hebrew) was appointed high priest
and remained in office until A.D. 15. He.was then deposed by an incoming Roman official who, undoubtedly, felt he could use the bribes
that would come his way if he were in a position to appoint a new
high priest. For a while Simon, the son of Annas served and then, in
AD.18, Caiaphas (his given name was Joseph, according to Josephus),
the son-in-law of Annas, succeeded to (be post. At the time of Jesus'
stay in Jerusalem, Caiaphas had already been high priest for eleven
years and was to remain high pries* for seven more.
Caiaphas could see the seriousness of die situation for, in his position, he was bound to know the Romans well. He had to deal with
them frequently and he undoubtedly obtained his office in the first
place only through financial dickering with them.
The Judean of the countryside, or of the Jerusalem slums, or (even
more so) the Galilean of the provinces could have little knowledge
of the true strength of Rome. He could see only the few Roman
soldiers who might have been present in a nearby garrison. The common people might believe the Romans could be beaten, especially if
they felt that amiraculous Messiah was on their side.
However, Caiaphas knew that the Romans could not be beatennot at this stage in their history-and forty years later this was proved
tragically correct to the Jews.
To be sine, Jewish rebels of this period usually believed the Messiah
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to be with them, and at this particular moment the Jerusalem populace
a s , hailing Jesus as the Messiah. Caiaphas,. however, did not believe
this. It is important to reinember that, in the century after the fall
of the Maccabees, many men with Messianic pretensions arose and
that every one of them had some following. Concerning every one of
them, there rose wonder tales of miraculous feats and cures, tales that
grew in the telling.
Matthew quotes Jesus himself as witness to this in the apocalyptic
discourse:
Matthew 24:24. For there shall arise false Chfists, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it
were possible, they shall deceive the very elect.

To Caiaphas, Jesus could only be one of these "false Christs." Fxmh
his point of view Jerusalem was tumbling with excitement over k
provincial preacher, who was rabblerousing the populace tb a dangerous
pitch. In just a couple of days, the Passover was to be celebrated and
pilgrims would be flocking into the city from all directions to worship
at the Temple, Excitement would reach the fever point and, fortified
by t h e certainty of Messianic help, someone would kill a ~enqde
offidal or, woke still, attack a Roman soldier. Then all would be lost.
There would be a rebellion and Jud& would be crushed and wiped
out. What Antiochus IV had failed to do, the Romans would succeed
in doing.
Indeed, this point of view is made explicit in John where at this
point of the story {he following views of the priestly officials are
quoted:
'

1

John 11:48. If we let him thus &me, all men will believe on
him: and the Romans shall come and take away both our place
a d our nation.
John ii:49. And one of them, named Caiaphas, being the high
priest that same year, said unto them
John 11:50.
it is expedient for us, that one man should die
for the people, and that the whole nation perish not.

. ..

...

This last remark is often quoted as an example of appalling cynicism, but of course it is a principle that is used constantly by all nations both before and after the time of Caiaphas.
Nor can the high-priestly view be considered as overly pessimistic,

since forty years later it all turned out as they had feared. The Romans
did come and take away their place and their nation. It might even
be argued that only because the authorities took action against Jesus
were forty years of additional life given the nation.

Not only did the authorities decide that Jesus tnust be apprehended
and removed as a great danger to the nation, they felt also that it had
to be done at once. In two more days it would be Passover and it
might then be too late. The very act of trying to make the arrest on
that most nationalistic of all Jewish holidays (when God had smitten
the Egyptians) might stir passions to the point of revolt, even if revolt
had not already broken out spontaneously:

Matthew 26% And [the chief priests] c0nsuZted that they might
take Jesus by subtOtyÃ<md W him.
Matthew 26:s. But they said. Not on the feast day, lest there be
an uproar among the people.
It was dear, moreover, $at the arrest had best be carried through
at night, when the city was sleeping, so that there be no uproar at
the very moment of a k t , and sothat the city might be presented with
a completed deed in the m d g . Indeed, if the deed could be carried
through without an' indnediate revolt, the mere success of it would
prevent a revolt, since what land of Messiah could be arrested by a
few soldiers? To many, Jesus would then seem a false Messiah and
there would be a vast falling-away from him.
But-and here was the probl&-where was Jesus staying at night?
The authorities would find him, but would they find him in time?
As it happened, Caiaphas found an unexpected ally. One of Jesus*
chief disciples, Judas Iscaridk, defected:

Matthew 26:14. Then one of the twelw, M e d JudasZscariot, went
unto the chief priests,
Matthew 26~15.And saidunto them, What wiU ye give me, and I
will deliver him unto you?
'

. ..

In other words, he would point Jesus out to them in the quiet of
night and make it possible for {hem to arrest him without fuss.

Judas' action here has made his name a byword for villainy through
all ages since. To call someone "a judas*' is to call him a traitor in the
extreme.
,,
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But what was Judas' motive? Matthew plies that It 'was greed
since he asked for money, "What will ye give me . ."
In John, this view is sharpened, and it is implied that as treasurer of
the group Judas was in charge of funds and helped himself to them:
I

.

-

; John 12:6.
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bare what

. . he [Judas] was a thief, and had the bag, and

was put therein. .
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ji&uld it be that his defalcations had been detected and that he was
forced into betrayal in a wild attempt to avoid disgrace? 'A?^ "^'%
But if it were greed that motivated Judas, it would see&&f}ie
profited very little. The priestly officials were in a position where they
would have been willing to pay handsomely indeed for the service
Jute was offering and yet Matthew
.
^Sh h ~ f t thirty
r
Matthew 26:15.
And they c
Ãˆ!r
pieces of silver.
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One can't help but wonder if Matthew's penchant for Old Testament
I
prophecies
hadn't gripped him here. This was the price mentioned by
in,.',mmxtion with* i t z
3 1 ShePh~d
Q-iQlJB
L?h Zechariah 11:za. And I said @o them.. giw me my price;
~ w i f . So
~ f they weighed for my firiee tlwty. pieces of SHver- $~.OUU
b ' ( ^ r"
..*. .--..
Matthew must have had this verse in Blind. Only Matthew of a t
t i e EvmgeKsb mentions the specific sumpaid for the Whyal, fo*
,adfy he feds it necessaq to match Old Testament prophecy.
Could it be that the betrayal was only b n d a r f l y for
L,?! money,(if,qt
.
+,
&)and that the real motive was something else?
It is frequently mentioned (see page 841) that Judas w a s (he only
Judean among the apostles and that hd was therefore less loyal to a
'Galileah preacher than were the other! apostles, all of whom were
, t i ;,J' ,J
,j:i;
Galileans.
Indeed, t h a t have been strongly anti-Semitic i n X k d l ~ thave
~ ' ~
argued that only the Judeans were the tree Jews in the modem sense
that w p s were only convertedr Jews who were not really of
&w& dacait*It ~ ~ B O W thdr
S ~ l~m~c of.
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virtuous and that Jews are wicked and that no further reason is needed
to explain Judas' betrayal.
Such. arguments are, of course, beneath contempt, even if Judas
were indeed the only Judean. But was he? That view depends entirely
on the thought that Iscadot means "man of Kerioth," a the09 which
has been accepted very widely for centuries but is doubtful nevertheless. If, indeed, Judas Iscariot is a misreading for Judas Sicariot ("Judas
the Terrorisf') then it is possible to view the betrayal in an entirely
different light
Suppose Judas was heart and soul one of those extremists who desired
and demanded instant war against Rome. H e may have attached himself to Jesus in (be hope that this man might indeed be the Messiah
whose coming would put an end to the hated Roman dominion at
once. It may have been with a gathering excitement that he traveled
with Jesus to Jerusalem, that he witnessed Jesus' triumphant entry, his
cleansing of the Temple and his gathering popularity.
Judas may have felt sure that Passover would be the signal for the
divine battle, so often foretold in detail by the prophets, in which all
the forces of heathendom would be destroyed and the Son of David
would be seated on the throne of the kingdom,
What changed things? I t may well have been the matter of the
Roman tribute and Jesus' retort that what was Caesar's would have
to be given to Caesar (see page 868) To Judas, this may have seemed
a disclaimer of any intention to oppose Rome politically and a declaration on Jesus' part that he was concerned with religious and ethical
matters only. If so, that would have been a crashing blow to him.
Then, too, if Jesus did in fact preach the second comingand if
{hat passage (see page 871) is not an insertion by later hands after
Jesus' death, then that could well have completed Judas' disillusionment. It was now that Judas wanted action-not having it postponed
after the Messianic coming to a second coming.
What happened next might be explained in one of two ways. Judas
might have been so sick with disillusionment as to have yearned for
revenge. Feeling he had been made a fool of, he might have hastened,
in a fit of rage, to get back at what he considered a deceiver by arranging to have him arrested and executed.
Or, it might be that Judas still felt Jesus to be the Messiah, but one
who was, unaccountably, backing away from the final showdown. Per-

.

placing himein danger of amsty he could force Jesus to
what Judas would have considered appropriate Messianic action?'+j;
ys All this, of course, is guesswork+nothing m6re than supposition.
. , .
Still, there is one mole -item that may be added.;',:
' 1 While the priests were conferring, and while Judas was arranging
his lietrayal, Jesus was spending his last night in Bethany. There a
woman pours a jar of expensive ointment over his head.
The disciples are pictured as annoyed at the waste, feeling that the
ointment might have been sold and the proceeds donated to the poor,
but Jesus consoles them with the observation that he was - being
anointed for his forthcoming b ~ r i a l ~ > . :~ \ , ~ ~ ,
,
.
,
iI>
In John, however, it is only Judas who is recorded as complaining:
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In John, it was after this event that
carried through his beftayal. If we consider John's account, might this not fit in with, the
of Judas' disillusionment. Might he not have been irritated at
@ e act of anointment-the traditional rite of establishing the king? The physical action emphasized Jesus to be the Messiah, the
$Anointed One," and that must have sharpened Judas' sick feeling
that. Jesus was betraying the Messiahohom?by refusing to lead a revolt
against Rome.
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Passom Eve, Jesus and his disciples dined within Jerusalem.
is the "last supper!' Judas Iscariot was at this meal, but immediately afterward must have slipped away to consult with the priestly

qfficials.
Jesus and the remaining disciples
Matthew 26:36. Then cometh J&
-- Gethemane

...

then left hut
b%hthi&hto

did not go far:

a flax allied

Jerusalem
Gethsernane was just outside Jerusalem on the western slopes of the
Mount of Olives and, presumably, in an olive grove where once an oil
press had stood. (The name "Gethsemane" means "oil press.") Judas
knew Jesus would be there, something that is made specifically clear
in John:

...

John 182. And Judos
knew the place: for Jesus ofttimes
resorted thither with his disciples.
Interpreted from a rationalistic standpoint, the "historic Jesus" possibly expected the next day to be crucial and to be the day on which

the city would rise in his favor so that, under the circumstances, he
stayed as close to the city as possible.
Presumably, now that the moment of decision was at hand, a feeling
of uncertainty gripped him. Was what he was doing really correct?
Would he succeed? He is recorded as spending the time in an agony of
prayer.

..

Matthew 26:39. And he , fell on his face, and prayed, saying,
0 my. Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me: nevertheless
not as I win, hut as thou wilt.
One can, in this verse, see the "historic Jesus" shrinking from attempting the final test, uncertain of success, fearing the consequences,
and yet feeling that there was no way out.
The ludas Kiss
The suspense was suaaenly ended, however, with the arrival of the

armed men sent by the priests. Judas had guided them to the place
where Jesus was to be found-a place known to Judas but not to the
authorities. It was now, in the quiet of night, that Jesus could be taken,
and when Passover Day dawned the potential rebellion would be
stymied because of the sudden lack of a leader~andthe revelation that
Jesus had been nothing but a deceiving and false Messiah.
The only possibility of failure now lay in the fact that, by mistake,
a disciple might be arrested and Jesus might escape. There were three
disciples; with Jesus at this final scene of prayer at Gethsernane:
Matthew 26:37. And he [Jesus] took with him Peter and the two

sons of Zebedee

,

..

and any one of the three might be mistaken for Jesus. It was, after all,
dark, and the armed men did not, presumably, know Jesus by sight.
Judas therefore had to identify Jesus unmistakably apd he offered
to do so:

..

...

gave them a sig",
Matthew 26:48. , he [Judas]
Whomsoever I shall kiss, that same is he: hold him fast.
To modem Americans, this seems to aggravate the treason; to betray
with a kiss is peculiarly villainow. That is, in part, a reflection of our

own social customs, in which kissing has been made a sign of particular
intimacy and affection. In other cultures, however, a kiss between men
on meeting can be quite common. It would be the normal greeting
and of no greater significance than a handshake in our culture. The
treason is, of course, bad enough eveh so.
Jesus is pictured by Matthew as surprised at Judas' coming and as
unaware of the traitor's purpose;

...

he [Judas] came to lesus, and said, Hail,
Matthew 26:49.
master: and kissed him.
Matthew a6:50. And Jesus said unto him, Friend, wherefore art
thou come? Then came they [the armed men], and laid hands on
Jesus, and took him,
To be sure, this' section df the gospel is full of indications that Jesus
knew beforehand of Judas* treasons and the results thereof, as would
be expected of the divine foreknowledge of a Messiah. And it is some
times suggested that Jesus' question of Judas, "Wherefore art thou
come?" is a metaphoric way of saying, "Do what you have come to
do!' That is, "Let's get this over with!'
Nevertheless, if we considet the "historic Jesus" we might well consider him to have been surprised at Judas' sudden appearance and
unaware, for just a moment, as to' the significance of it. The question
then makes sense at face value.
One of the disciples present offered a token resistance. He is unnamed here, but John states it to have been Peter:

.. .

Matthew 26:51.
one of them which were with Jeyus stretched
out his hand, and drew his,sword, and struck a servant of the high
priesfs, and smote off his ear,
Matthew 26:52. Then said Jesus wfto him, Put up again thy
sword

...

W e might picture the "historic Jesus" as seeing that resistance was
useless and unwilling to have1hfa disciples killed for nothing. Perhaps
he felt a sense of =lief that the crisis of the revolt would not come
Or perhaps he still considered himself the Messiah and was certain
that there would yet be a divine intervention on his behalf.
(The traditional Jesus, as accepted by, virtually all Christians since
then, h e w what was to e w e , sa3. that the trial, crucifixion, and
resurrection were part of the divine scheme.)

'

The disciples at that point reacted, however, as though they were
facing the arrest of the "historic Jesus" rather than (hat of a divine
Messiah:
Matthew 26:56.

...Then all the disciples forsook him, and fled.

Christ
It now became necessary for the priestly authorities to find some sort
of crime for which Jesus could be convicted; one, if possible,. that
would cany the death penalty. If he were merely punished and released, or worse yet, acquitted, after all this trouble they bad taken,
the result would surely be told throughout Judea as an example of the
divine protection of the Messiah and revolt would be a certainty.
And yet to convict Jesus on a matter of purely doctrinal dispute
would be difficult:
Matthew 3659. Now the chief priests
against Jesus, to put him to death;
Matthew 26:60. But found none

. ..

. .. sought false witness

In desperation, they turned to the matter of Messiah-hood itself.
Certainly, to claim, falsely, to be the Messiah, was the height of
blasphemy and deserved death. And certainly, Jesus' disciples had
openly claimed him to be the Messiah, and Jesus had implicitly accepted the role by refusing to rebuke thein for doing so (see page 862)
This, however, was not enough. The claims of the disciples might
be disowned; implicit acceptance of the claims might be explained
away. If, however, Jesus could be maneuvered into an open avowalof
Messiah-hood, under oath, in court, they would have him.
In fact, they would have eveiything they needed. The priesthood
could not, at this time in history, pronounce and cany through a
death sentence on their own. The approval of the Roman governor
of Judea was needed. Such approval might not be obtained for a
purely doctrinal matter (for such disputes the Roman rulers avoided
involvement as a matter of policy-there was too much chance of sparking a troublesome revolt). However, if Jesuslaid daim to Messiah-hood,

.

he simultaneously laid claim to being the rightful and ideal King of
the Jews. This, in turn, was a clear form of political revolt against
Rome's authority, even if Jesus made not a single overt move against
Rome. That meant the Roman authorities could be called in and a
death sentence was sure of being carried out.
The crucial question was therefore asked under oath:

.. .

...

Matthew 26:63.
the high priest
said unto him, I adjure
thee by the Living God, that thou tell us whether thou be the
,
Christ
Matthew 26:64. Jesus saith unto him, Thou hast said: nevertheless I say unto you, Hereafter shall ye see the Son of nun sitting
on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven,

..

The phrase, "Thou hast said" is, in itself, evasive, meaning "This is
something you have said," as though Jesus himself were careful neither
to affirm nor to deny. Mark's version of {he question and answer
makes Jesus present his inquisitor with an open admission:

.
.
.
.

the high priest asked him,
Mark 14:61.
Christ. ,
Mark 14:62. And lesus said, I am

. .. Art thou the

. ..

However, even in Matthew's more cautious version of Jesus' answer,
Jesus goes on to expand his view with a Messianic quotation. The remark concerning the Son of man is from the Book of Daniel:

. ..

Daniel 7:13.
one like the Son of man came with the clouds
ofheaven...
Daniel 7x4.And there was given him dominion, and glory, and a
kingdom

...

That was it. Jesus seemed to be making a clear comparison of himself
with the figure in Daniel, one who was commonly accepted at the
time as representing the Messiah (see page 1-610).The high priest had
what he wanted:
Matthew 26165. Then the high priest rent his clothes, saying, He
hath spoken blasphemy; what further need have we of witnesses?
Matthew 26~66.What think ye? They [the court] answered and
said, He is gui'fty of death.

...

1

",'
t

.
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If Jesus, even at this crisis, maintained a firm belief in his Messiah"
hood, this was not so of his disciples. All had fled, and only one is
recorded as being present, secretly, at the trial:
1.'

I

I

"

'.

a '

...

&fatthew 26;58.
Peter followed him [Tesus] afar o f f unto
the high priest's palace, and went in, and sat with the servants, to
see the end.
After the end of the trial, Peter was recognized thrp different times
as being one of the disciples of Jesus. It was Peter's chance to be as
true to his mission as, Jesus was, but he failed,, Each time he denied
knowing Jesus, the third time most emphatically:

Matthew 26:74. Then began he [Peter] to curse and to swear,
saying,Iknewnottheman**.

Pontius Pilate
'

The priestly officials also had what they needed to bring Jesus before
the Roman authorities:
Matthew

priests..

.

27:1.

When the morning was come,

... the chief

. ..

.. .

Matthew 27:2.
bound him [Jesus],
led him way, and
delivered him to Pontius Pilate the governor.
This is the first mention in Matthew of the secular ruler of Judea
since the reference to Archelaus at the time of the return of Joseph

'

B A his
~
'

.

family from Egypt (see page 797)
Archelaus, or Herod Archelaus, ruled as etlinarch over Judea, Samaria, and Idumea after the death of his father, Herod the Great, in
4 B.G His rule, however, was harsh and oppressive and he succeeded
in antagonizing both Jews and Samaritans. Both-groups, in a rare
exhibition of cooperation, appealed for relief to the Roman ~rnpekr.
Rome was not in the least averse 'to strengthening its hold upon
(be unruly province, for Judea had an important' strategic s*ignific~ce

at the time. Immediately to Judea's east was the powerful kingdom
of Parthia, and that kingdom was Rome's most dangerous enemy in
New Testament times.
fn 53 B.c., for instance, not long after Judea had passed under
Roman domination, the Parthians had defeated a Roman army at
Carrhae. (This was the Gram-Roman name for Haran, the city
where Abraham and his family had once dwelt. See page 1-59.) Seven
Roman legions had been destroyed; the worst Roman defeat ever suffered, up to that time, in the east, and a defeat that had not yet been
avenged. Then again, in ,p B.c., the Parthians had taken advantage
of civil wars in Rome to occupy largesections of Roman territory in
the east. They had occupied Judea, which had cooperated with them
willingly against Rome, and against the Roman puppet, Herod.
As long as Judea retained even the semblance of independence,
then, she was a danger to Roman security for its ruler might at any
time decide to intrigue with the Parthians.
Rome therefore took advantage of the complaints of the Jews and
Samaritans to depose Herod Arthelaus in A.D. 6, allowing him to live
out the remaining twelve years of his life in exile.
Neither Judea nor Samariii got independence as a result, of course.
Instead the area was made part of a Roman province, complete with
a Roman ruler and a well-armed Roman garrison.
Judea, although made part of the province of Syria, was, because of
its strategic importance, given special status. A governor was appointed
by the emperor, one who was to be responsible directly to himself as
well as to the provincial ruler of Syria. The Latin name for such an
official was "procurator" ("caretaker"). In Greek, the name given the
Roman officials over Judea was "hegemon" ("leader") and in the
King James Version, and the ~evisedStandard Version too, this becomes "governor."
The first four procurators of Judea ruled quietly enough. In A.D. 26,
however, Pontius Pilate was appointed. He was a man of obscure birth
who owed his advancement to the fact that he was a protege of Lucius
Aelius Sejanus, who wis then the leader of the Praetorian Guard (a
contingent of soldiers which guarded Rome itself) and the most powerful man in the empire at the moment.
Sejanus was strongly anti-Jewish and Pilate probably took his job
on the understanding that he was to keep the Jews in check, weaken
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them at every opportunity, and prevent them from ever serving as a
Parthian cat'si-paw against Rome.
Pilate set about this with a will. Where earlier procurators had made
their headquarters at Caesarea, a city on the Samaritan coast, fifty
miles northwest of Jerusalem, Pontius Pilate stationed troops in the
capital itself. This meant the army, with its ensigns bearing the portrait of the emperor, moved into Jerusalem. The excited Jews consi?emd such portraits to be a violation of the commandment against
idolatry and protested violently. Eventually Pilate had to remove the
objectionable portraits when it seemed that a .revolt would be the inevitable result if he didn't There was no question but that he could
crqqh such a revolt, but disorders that might bring in the Parthiaw
would look bad on his record if it seemed that he had deliberately
pr?voke^ them.
Mate may have made it a practice to be in Jerusalem during the
Passover season, when the city was crowed, and dangerous emotions
ran high. He was undoubtedly ready to take instant action &I case
svph feeliqgs became a revolt. He might even have welcomed,the
chance. He had already, on one recent occasion, showed no hesitation
in slaughtering a Galilean mob that had begun proving disorderly
&Ang -a festival:

...

...

some
told him [Tesus] of the GdIihms,
Luke 1 3 : ~ .
Â¥whosblood Pilute had mingled with their sacn'fces.

He would have no

hesitation in doing so again. The high priest
must have known this and his treatmefit of Jesus must have had, as
one of its motives, the desire to forestall this eventuality by any
means, to deflect Pilate's anger from the Jews generally to a single man
so that "one man should die for the people."

The PoWs Field
Judas Iscariot is pictured, meanwhile, as horrified at the consequences
of his betrayal:

...

when hesaw that he [Jesus] was conMatthew 27:3, Judas,
deamed, repented himself, ,

.

If he had planned to force Jesus into Messianic action, he felt now
that that plan had failed and that he was going to be responsible for
Jesus' death. If he had been seeking to punish Jesus for not being the
kind of Messiah that Judas would have liked to see, then apparently
he felt that the death penalty was more punishment than he had intended.
He attempted to return the thirty pieces of silver to the priestly
officials and when they refused to accept it from his hands, he threw
the money down and went off and hanged himself, so that H e died on
the same night as his betrayal. This remorse tends to relieve the traitor
of some of the utter blackness that has gathered about his name.
Unfortunately, the plausibility of Matfliew's dramatic tale of the
end of Judas suffers from the suspicion that the evangelist was merely
trying to introduce yet another Old Testament quotation. With reference to the thirty pieces of silver that Judas had cast aside, Matthew
explains that the priests felt that the money, which was the price of
treachery, could not be put back in the treasury. It carried a roan's
blood on i t
1 ;A.

. ..

Matthew 27:7. And they
bought with theft the potter's field,
to bury strangers in.
Matthew 27:8. Wherefore that field was called, The field of
blood, unto this day.
Matthew q:9. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by
Jeremy [Jeremiah] the prophet, saying, And they took the thirty
pieces of silver
Matthew 27:10. And gave them for the potter's field
,

...

..

The potter's field was, presumably, a place where one could obtain
clay of a kind suitable for the making of pottery. From the verses just
quoted, the phrase "potter's field" has come to mean any public burial
place for use of the criminal, the homeless, the paupered-anyone who
could not afford, or did not deserve, a better resting place.
Matthew's Old Testament quotation, however, is even more than
usually unapt, in this case. For one thing, it is not from Jeremiah, but
fromZechariah's cryptic tale of the shepherds. (The mistake may have
come about because Jeremiah talks about buying a field at one point,
see page 1-575, and tells a parable about potters at another point, but it
is a mistake just the same.)
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In the Book of Zechariah, the shepherd who resigned received thirty
pieces of silver for his wages (see page 1-669)-

..

Zechariah ii:i3. , And I took the thirty pieces of silver, and
cast them to the potter in the house of the Lord.
But the "potter in the house of the Lord" is by no means the ''potter's field." Indeed, the very word "potter" is a mistranslation and
may appear in the Old Testament verse as a result of Matthew's
misuse of .the passage and its effect upon fee piety of those who worked
on the fdng James Version. The Revised Standard Version has the
phrase read "the treasury in the house of the Lord."
In other words, the money was, in Zechariah, deposited in the
Temple treasury, which is precisely what the priests refused to do with
Judas' money. The two passages are therefore not parallel, as Matthew
apparently felt, but, on the contrary, antithetical.
There is a competing tradition of ~udas' death, given in the Acts
of .the Apostles:
Acts 1:18. Now this man [Judas] purchased a field with the
reword of iniquity; and falling headlong, he burst asunder in the
midst, and dll his baweb gt~ftidout.
Acts i:i9. And it was known unto all the dwellers at Jerusalem;
insomuch as that field is called in their proper tongue [Aramaic],
Aceldama, that is to say. The field of blood.
m n g to this competing tradition-which involves no Old Testament prophecies-Judas felt no remorse and committed no suicide. He
lived long enough to carry through a business transaction designed to
make him a landowner and died afterward of some sort of stroke.

Apparently, Pilate accepted Jesus' evasive answer to die high priest
("Thou hast said") as negative, or at least as not positive, and was
therefore uncertain that he merited execution. Or perhaps Pilate wanted
to disoblige (he high priest, who, Pilate may well have felt, had his
own ulterior motives for wanting Jesus dead, quite apart from his actual
guilt or innocence:

Matthew 27:18. For he [Pilate] knew that for envy they [the
priests] had delivered him [Jesus].
At any rate, he went over the head of the priestly party to the
people themselves, and offered to release a prisoner in honor of the
Passover festival.
Matthew 27:16. And they [the Romans] had then a notable
prisoner, called Barabbas.
Pilate said
Whom will ye
Matthew 27x7. Therefore
that I release unto you? Borabbas, or Jesus which is called Christ?

...

...

Barabbas is not further described in Matthew. Mark, however, says:
Mark 15:7. And there was one named Barabbas, which lay bound
with them that had made imTrectt'on with him, who hdd committed
murder in the inswrectt'on.'
'
It might well he then that Barabbas had been one of the Sicadi,
or terrorists, who had led a guerrilla band against the Romans, and
had carried through the assassination of some Roman official. He might
well therefore be a hero to the Zealots, the very ones who were disenchanted with Jesus for having backed away in the matter of the
tribute.
Given their choice between a bandit leader who did not preach
but fought against the ~omans,and one who preached and called
himself a Messiah but took no action and submitted tamely to cap
ture, imprisonment, and trial, the populace (or at least the vocal
Zealots among them) called for Barabbas-and got him.
Barabbas is not a proper name but is the Aramaic equivalent of a
surname, meaning "son of the father." The word "Christ" or "Messiah"
can also be termed as "son of the Father" (though with a capital letter).
Oddly enough, tradition asserts that Barabbas' proper name was Joshua
l ~ , Pilate was asking the crowd
or, in Greek, Jesus. ~ o n k e ~ u e n twhat
was whether they wanted Jesus, son of the father, or Jesus, soh of the
Father.
There have indeed been those who suggested that Bhrabbas and
Jesus are the same person and that the tale of abbndit leader and of
a meek and peaceful Messiah sohehow got entwined, that Jesus was
bled before Pilate but was released as Barabbas, and that the tale

of the crucifixion and resurrection is the embroidery of later legend.
It is unlikely, however, that this view will ever gain many adherents.
Ptferte and Pikite's Wife
Matthew emphasizes the reluctance of Pilate to give the order for
execution. Partly, he explains this through the use of his favorite device of a dream:
Matthew 27:19,When he [Pilate] was set down on. the judgment
seat, his wife sent unto him, suying, Have thou nothing to do with
that jlist man: for I have suffered many things this day in a dream
because of him.
This is the only appearance of Filate's wife in the New Testament,
but tradition has been busy with her. It, is said that her name was
Claudia P r o d a and that she was, or later became, a secret Christian.
She is even canonized in the Greek Orthodox Church.
Having offered to release Jesus and having had to release Barabbas
instead, Pilate is faced with a shouted cry for the execution of Jesus.
Pilate protested:
Matthew z7:23. And the governor said, Why, what evil hath he
done?
Matthew z7:24. When Pilate saw that he could prevd nothing,
he took water, and washed his hands before the multitude, saying, I qni innocent of the blood of this just person

...

..

...

All the four gospels agree that Pilate was reluctant to order the
exet;ution of Jesus, but only Matthew inserts this hand-washing-a
dramatic act that makes the English phrase "to wash one's hands of'
mean "to disclaim nqponsibility!'
Possibly it was an act of Jewish ritual which the Roman Pilate would
not have performed, but it was one which' Matthew, who knew a great
deal about Jewish ritual and very little about Roman ways, found
natural to include.
In the Bo* of Deuteronomy, it is stated that if a murdered body
be found and the murderer not be known, the people of the nearest
town go through a certain ritual, involving a heifer, for absolving
themselves of guilt:

.. .

Deuteronomy 21:6. And ati the elders of that city
shdl
wash their hanSs aver the heifer.
Deuteronomy 21:7. And they shall , sty. Our hands have not
shed this blood ,

..

..

..

Since Pilate thus proclaims his innocence, Matthew has the impatient
crowd accept the responsibility themselves, making use of the dramatic
Old Testament idiom used for the purpose:
Matthew 27:25. Then answered. atl the people, and said, His
blood be on us, and on our children.

This statement, which is found in none of the other gospels, and
which may well have arisen merely oqt of Matthew's penchant for interpreting and describing everything in accordance with Old Testament
prophecy, ritual, and idiom, has cost the Jews a fearful price in the
two thousand years since Jesus' death.
As for Pilate, his later years are obscure. He remained as Procurator
of Judea till AD. 36,when he was finally recalled because his tactlessness continued to rouse revolts among the Jews and Samaritans.
The manner of his death is not k n h . Hostile tradition has him
executed by the Roman Emperor, or committing suicide to avoid such
execution. On the other hand, there are also legends concerning his
later conversion to Christianity, based perhaps on the accounts of his
reluctance to condemn Jesus. There are apocryphal writings, too, which
no longer exist, but which are referred to by some of the early Christian writers. They were supposed to have represented his report concerning the trial and resurrection of Jesus. Pilate is even canonized as
a saint in the Abyssinian church.
Crucifixion
Having disclaimed responsibility for Jesus' death, Pilate gave the order
for execution:
Matthew 27:26. Then released he Bambbas unto them: and when
he had scourged 7ew, he delivered him to be cruci*fied.
Crucifixion was neither a Jewish nor a Greek method of execution.
Among Jews, it was common to stone people to death; among the
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Greeks, to force them to take poison. The Romans, however, used
crucifixion as a punishment for treason. (So did other peoples, such as
the Persians and Carthaginians.)
A person, nailed to a wooden cross, died slowly of exposure, hunger,
and thirst. It was a cruel death; all the more so, since it was so public
as to divest the dying man of every shied of dignity, exposing him to
die jeers of heartlei onlookers.
Yet, the fact remains that Jesus was not condemned to an unusual
or uncommon death, but one that was routine by Roman law. In
72 B.c., about a bundled years before the execution of Jesus, a. band
of gladiators and slaves rebelled against Rome under the leadership of
Spartacus. They were eventually defeated by the Roman general Marcus
Licinius Crassus (a general who was to be defeated and killed fifteen
years later by the Parthians at the battle of Canhae; seepage ~ 5 1 , ' ~
Crassus captured some six thousand of the slaves and, according to the
story, crucified them wholesale along the road from Rome to Capua,
so that any traveler would find himself going miles and miles between
a seemingly endless row of men slowly dying in painful tomre. (Similarly, Darius I of Persia at one time crucified three thousand Babylonian
rebels wholesale.)
Crucifixion, as a means of punishment, continued to be part of the
Roman law till it was abolished by Constantine I, the Roman Emperor
who first legalized the practice of Christianity.
,

It was customary for a man about to be crucified to cany the heavy
cross, or part of it, to the place of execution. Jesus may have been unable to lift the cross after the events of the night and the mistreatment
to which he had been subjected.
Matthew 27:32. And as they [the escorting soldiers] came out,
they found it man of Cyrene, Simon by name: him they compelled
to bear his [Jesus7]cross.
Presumably, Simon had arrived in Jerusalem in order to attend the
Pqsover festival, and found himself unexpectedly carrying a cross.
Cyrene (see page 753) had a large Jewish colony in New Tistamexit
times. Jason, the historian of the Maccabean revolt, on whose works

2 M
accabees was based, was a man of Cyrene. In 117 B.c., Cyrene
became independent of Egypt, and in 67 B.C. it was absorbed by Rome.

Golgotha

Jesus was next led to the place of execution:
Matthew 27:33.
they were come unto a place called [in
Aramaic] Golgotha, that is to say, a place of a skull
This is a grisly name indeed, deriving perhaps from the fact that
some vaguely skull-shaped promontory was in the neighborhood, or
from the existence of skulls of previous men executed there. (Both
suggestions are mere guesses.)
In Luke the Latin equivalent of the name is given:

. ..

Luke z3:33.
Calvary

. ..

. ..

. . . they were come to the place, which is called

The site of Golgotha/Calvary is not exactly known but it must have

been just outside Jerusalem.
There Jesus was crucified, with the record of the crime set above his
head, as was customary:

Matthew 27:37. And set up over his head his accusation written,
THIS IS JESUS THE KING OF THE JEWS.
This is a version of the significance of the name "Jesus Christ" and
is a record of the fact that Jesus was executed for the crime of treason
against RomeÃ‘claimin to be a king without Roman approval.
Vinegar and Call

Matthew is intent on demonstrating that every aspect of the crucifixion fulfills Old 'Testament prophecy. Thus, he describ& a drink
offered Jesus by the soldiers:

Matthew z7:34. They gave him Wnegftr to drink mingled with
gaff

...

This sounds like an additional heartless torment inflicted upon a
dying man. Actually, it is the reverse. Vinegar (which is derived from
Â¥'

<'

gs'

French words meaning "sour wine") can, in this case, be taken litenally
as the sour wine that was the customaiy drink for the Roman soldiers.
The passage is translated in the Revised Standard Version as "Fey
offered him wine to drink, mingled with gall . ."
Gall itself is exceedingly bitter, but what may be meant here is some
form of deadening anesthetic. Mark, indeed, does not mention gall
but describes the incident:

.

Mark

myrrh.

..

15:23.

And they gave him to drink wine mingled with

If 'Matthew bases his description on what is said in Mark, why does
he change the humane wine and myrrh, clearly intended as a kindly
attempt to anesthetize Jesus and deaden the pain he must suffer, into
the heartless vinegar and gall, which sounds so like an additional term a t ? Why needlessly multiply the apparent sins of the crucificrs?
Apparently, Matthew introduces vinegar and gall to hark back to a
passage in the Psalms where the psalmist describes his own distress with
poetic exaggeration:
P$alm 69:21. They gave me also gflfl for my meat; and in my
thirst they gave me vinegar to drink,

Death was not long delayed:
Matthew 27:46. And about the ninth hour Jesus cried with a
loud Mice, saying, Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani? that is to say. My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?
I t might be suggested that this was the last cry of despair of the
"historic Jesus9'-the Galilean carpenter who felt the urge to preach,
convinced himself at last that he was the Messiah, held to this faith
to tiie last minute, and now-finally-had
to realize he was npt the
Messiah after all and that the whole of his mission had but brought
him to this horrible death.
Yet it is not likely that Matthew could possibly have thought this
(or Mark, in whom also this dying cry is to be found). Rather, some
Old Testament significance is to be sought

,

The cry "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" is the
opening of the ~ 2 n dPsalm:
Psalm 2x1. My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? why
art thdii SO far from helping me, and from the words of my roaring?
It is a quotation that is particularly apt for the occasion, since the
psalmist describes himself (in the King James Version) as in the extreme of despair and as suffering a fate very like crucifixion:
Psalm 22:16. For dogs have compassed me: the assembly of the
wicked have inclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet.
Psalm 22:17.l may tell dll my bones: they look and stare upon
me.
Psalm 22:18. They part my garments among them, and cast lots
upon my vesture.
Matthew describesthe literal fulfillment of the poetic description of
the extremity of misfortune in the eighteenth verse and quotes that
verse too, pointing to its fulfillment:
Matthew 27;35. And they
casting lots..

.

him, and parted his garments,

The sharpest association of the passage with the crucifixion is the
phrase "they pierced my hands and my feet." The Revised Standard
Version, which keeps the phrase, points out in a footnote that in the
original Hebrew the word which is translated as "pierced" in the Latin
versions of the Bible, actually means "like a lion." In the Jewish version
Like a lion, they are
of the Bible, h e sixteenth verse is given
they tie
at my hands and my feet." The Jerusalem Bible gives it:
me hand and foot." One wonders if "pierced" was inserted in translation as a reference backward from Jesus' exclamation on the cross.

". . .

". . .

Joseph of Arimathea

After his death, Jesus was buried:
Matthew z7:57. When* even w a come, there came a rich
man of Anmathaea, named Joseph, who also himself was Jesd
disciple;
Matthew 27:58. He went to Pilate, and begged the body of Jesus.

Having obtained the body, he buried it in his own new tomb-dug
into the rock-and placed a great stone in the opening.
The town of Arimathea, the birthplace of this disciple of Jesus,
is not mentioned in the Bible elsewhere, but it is usually identified with
Ramathaim-Zophim, the birthplace of the prophet Samuel (see
page 1-267).
Joseph of Arimathea does not appear in the Bible except for this
one deed, and the reputed site of his tomb is now memorialized by
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in '~erusalem.
Joseph is, however, the subject of a much later legend. He was
supposed to have been the custodian of the cup from which Jesus
urged his disciples to drink in the course of the last supper:
Matthew 2627. And he took the cup, and gave thanks, and gave
it to them, saying, Drink ye all of it;
Matthew 26:28. For this is my blood of the new testament

..

This cup came to be called the 'Tfqfy Grail." Its possession was
supposed to have preserved Joseph of h i m a t ~ e athrough many years
of imprisonment. Eventually he was supposed to have brought the cup
to the town of Glastonbury in southwestern Britain and there it disappred. (These legends were very much elaborated and encouraged
by,the monks at the Abbey of Glastonbuiy.)
Much of the cycle of legend that surrounded Britain's King Arthur
and his knights dealt with the attempts to recover the Holy Gaul.

The First Day of the Week
The story of the "historic Jesus" ends here with his burial, tor if %e
are to eliminate the miraculous, then the tale of the resurrection must
be put down to legend.
If the burial had really been the end in every way, however, it is
very probable that Jesus' disciples would gradually have forgotten their
old teacher, that no new disciples would have gathered in his memory,
and that the history of the world would have been enormously different.
However, even if we take the rationalist view that there was no
resurrection in reality, it cannot be denied that there was one in the
I

belief of the disciples and, .eventually, of hundreds of millions of men
-and that made all the difference.
Matthew describes the priestly authorities as fearing a coup on the
part of Jesus' disciples. They say so to Pilate:

. .. .. .

Matthew 27:63.
Sir,
that deceiver [Jesus] said, while
he was yet alive, After three days I will rise again.
Matthew 27:64. Command therefore that the sepulchre be made
sure until the third day, lest his (feciplk& by night, and steal
him away, and say unto the people. He is risen from the dead

. ..

The priestly authorities presumably feared that Jesus, even though
dead, might still be used as a rallying cry for a revolt against the
Romans. A resurrection would be faked and used as proof of the
divine Messiah-hood of Jesus. Pilate, also seeing the danger, granted
a contingent of soldiers to guard the tomb.
The belief that Jesus would rise on the third day is given by
Matthew, chapcbzistically, in terms of an Old Testament analogy.
At one point, when Jesus is asked for some^ sign that he is indeed
a heaven-inspired preacher, Jesus refuses, except to point out one
analogy (found spelled out only in Matthew):

^

Matthew 1z:q. For as lonus [Jonah] was three days and three
nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be three days
and three nights in the heart of the ea.rt!.

Now the crucifixion had taken place on a Friday, according to
all four gospels. Thus Matthew says:
Matthew 27:62. Now the next day,
preparation

. ..

that foUowed the day of

The "nest day" was the day after the crucifixion and it followed
the "day of preparation," which was therefore the day of the crucifixion. By the "day of preparation" is meant the day on which one orepares for the Sabbath. It .is the day before the Sabbath (out Saturday)
and, therefore, Friday.
I t is for this reason that the crucifixion is commemorated by
Christians on a Friday ("Good Friday").
Then comes the story of, the sequel to. the crucifixion:

Matthew 28:1. In the end of the sabbath, as it began to dawn
toward the firet day of the wee&,
Matthew 28:2.
there wasa great earthquake: for the angel
of the Lord descended fro*- heaven, and came and rolled back
the stone from the floor

...

I

...

Those guarding the tomb and those coming to mourn are alike
astonished, but the angel addresses the latter:

. ..

Matthew 28:s.
Fear not ye: for I know that ye seek Jews,
which was crucified.
Matthew 28:6. H e is not hare: for he is risen, as he said

. ..

,

With the crucifixion taking place on Friday and the rehmxtion
on Sunday ("the first day of the week") one can suppose that
Jesus remained "in the heart of the earth" three days (Friday, Saturday,
Sunday). However, Matthew's comparison with Jonah's "three days
and three nights" in the whale misses, as so many of Matthew's
quotations do.
Jesus died on Friday at the ninth hour, shortly after he cried out,
"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" (see page 894).
This, counting the hours-in the fashion of the time-froin sunrise
to sunset, would be about 3 P.M. by the modem scheme of hours.
[f Jesus rose at dawn on Sunday, say 6 A.M., then while he was
in the, heart of the earth for parts of three different days, he was
{here for only two nights and one day.
The fact that the resurrection took place on the first day of the
week (Sunday) gave that day a special significance to the followers
of Christ. It was the "Lord's Day" to be treated with special significance.
At first, it was distinct from the Sabbath (the Seventh Day, or
Saturday), which the early Christians celebrated in the usual manner.
However, as.hostility grew between Christians and Jews, and as the
Christians gathered their numbers more and more from among the
Gentiles, Sunday came to take on the attributes of a Sabbath and
Saturday was abandoned by the Christians altogether.
The anniversary of the particular Sunday on which Jesus was
resurrected is commemorated asYEasterSunday.

Among the women who watched at the site of the crucifixion was
one called Mary Magdalene:

Matthew 27:;. And many women were there beholding [the
crucifixion] afar off, which fo~owedJ& from GallTee ,
Matthew 27:56. Among -which was Mary Mdgdalene

. .. ..

She was also present at the grave at dawn on the Sunday following:

..

Matthew 283. In the end of the sabbath. came Mary Magd@lene
to see the sepulchre.
Mary Magdalene means May of ~Magdala,Magdala being a town
on the west shore of the Sea of Galilee. Its exact location is uncertain, but it may have been a suburb of TiW-as.
The only reference to Msay Magdalene in the gospels, other than
as a witness of the crucifixion and resurrection, is as a woman cured by
Jesus:

. ..

Mark 16:9. Now when Jesus was risen early the first day of
the week, he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of whom he
had cast seven devils.
This is said also by Luke, though not in connection with the
resurrection, but with an earlier period while Jesus was still in Galilee:

. ..
.. .

Lake 8:1.
he [Jesus] wad thTOUgflOUt every city and viOag/s,
preaching
and the twelve were wWt him,
Luke 8:2. And certain women, which had been healed of evil
spirits and infirmities, Mary cdted Magdalene, out o f whom went
seven devils'.
Mary Magdalene has been considered, in tradition, to have been a
prostitute and to have repented as a result of her meeting with Jesus.
The seven devils might then be considered devils of lust.
This is probably so only because she is mentioned in Luke almost
immediately after a tale about another Â¥womanThis one comes into
Jesus' presence while he is dining with a Pharisee:

..

Luke 7:37. And, behold, a woman in the city, which was a
sinner
Luke 7:38.
stood at his feet behind him weeping

...

. ..

...

This sinner was, indeed, a prostitute in aD likelihood, but there
is no direct identification, anywhere in the Bible, of this woman
with Mary Magdalene. To be possessed by devils, as Mary Magdalene
was, would be the sign of what we would today call mental illness,
rather than anything else. We might much more reasonably consider
Mary Magadalene a cured madwoman rather than a reformed prosti-

tute.
Nevertheless, (he term "magdalen" is now used to refer to a reformed prostitute, or to a house for reformed prostitutes. And, since
Mary Magdalene, as a repentant sinner, is always shown in paintings
with her eyes red and swollen with weeping, the word "maudlin"
(the British pronunciation of "magdalen'?) has come to mean tearfully
or weakly emotional.
The existence of Mary Magdalene may explain a puzzle concerning
tihe resurrection-why it was believed, and yet not believed.
On the one hand, there seems no question that the disciples accepted
the resurrection and that they continued to preach the doctrines of
Jesus on that basis, so that their successors, after three centuries, won
the empire.
On the other hand, if Jesus did indeed rise from the dead, why
was this not the signal for a wild acclamation of the Messiah and
a revolt against Rome, as the authorities feared?
One might reconstruct events something like this. Mary Magdalene
was the first to see the risen Jesus:,
Mark 16:9. Now when Jesus was risen early the first day of the
week, he appeared first to Mary Magdaletw, out of whom he had
cast sewn &IS.
Mark 16:10. And she went and told them that had been with
him, as they mourned and wept.
Mark 16:11. And they . believed not.

..

Nevertheless, the tale of Mary Magdalene must eventually have
carried conviction to the mourning disciples, who would, after all,
have wanted fervently to believe that Jesus was indeed the .Messiah
and would rise from the dead.

Once Mary Magdalene's tale of an empty tomb and of a Jesus
who appeared to her was'believed, confirming tales would naturally
arise in later times. There would come tales of Jesus having appeared
to this disciple or that, under such circumstances or others, and a
number of them would be recorded in the gospels when these came to
be written. But all might conceivably have rested entirely upon the
word of one witness, Mary Magdalene.
'
Yet Mary Magdalene had been possessed by "seven devils." She
had been a madwoman or, in any case, seriously disturbed, and her
behavior might have remained erratic enough to give her the reputation
of being "touched." Even if she had shown marked improvement under
Jesus' influence, the shock of the arrest, trial and crucifixion might
well have unhinged her once more and made her an easy target for
hallucination.
Aside from the disciples, who may have accepted her story only after
a while, there might have been no one who would lend it credence.
The people generally would haveshrugged off anything she had to
say as the ravings of a madwoman.
It would follow from this that though the disciples might believe
(and more and more fervently as time went on), there would be
no general acceptance of the tale by the people. And there were no
disorders and certainly no revolt against Rome.
The view given in the gospels is, of course, that Jesus did rise,
and he appeared not to Mary Magdalene alone but to a number of
people on several different occasions, walking and talking with them.
Matthew pictures the disciples as returning home after receiving the
tale of the resurrection:
'

Matthew 28x6. Then the eleven disciples went away into Gdh,
into a mountain where Jesus had appointed them.
Â ¥ . .

Matthew 28:18. And Jesus came and spake unto them

. ..

To explain the disbelief of the Jews generally, Matthew advances
a rather unlikely tale that is not found in the other gospels. He says
the priestly authorities bribed the guardians of the tomb to say that
they had fallen asleep and that while they slept, Jesus' disciples stole
the body and that Jesus had not really risen.
What makes the tale unlikely is that sleeping while on patrol is
a cardinal sin for soldiers at all times and it is unlikely that the

guards would have let themselves be bribed into admitting such a
thing. Even though the priests promised to protect them from the
consequences if Pilate heard that they had slept on duty, it is doubtful
that they would have taken the chance.
Nevertheless, that is what Matthew says and he concludes:

Matthew 28:15. So they took the money, and did as they were
taught [instructed]: and this saying is commonly reported among
the Jews until this day.
4<
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK MARK JOHN THE BAPTIST
THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT ' UEVI THE SON OF ALPHAEUS ' ABIATBAK
BOANERGES'LEGIONaTAUIH&CSOa

The Gospel According to St. Mark
It is generally accepted that Mark is the earliest of the four gospels,
and it is certainly the shortest.
It has been suggested that thisfiat offhe gospels was put into
writing in order to circulate among Christians the story of the sufferings
of Jesus and his steadfastness under affliction.Perhaps this was in
order to encourage Christians at a time when they, generally, were
undergoing persecution.
The first serious persecutions of ChWnity.were initiated in Rome
by the Emperor Nero after the great fire of AD. 64 and it is indeed
likely that Mark's gospel may have been written shortly after.
From the fact that Jesm' apocalyptic &mne is included and
the destruction of Jerusalem dearly indicated (see page 871) , it is
thought that it might nothave been written till after A.D. 66, when
the Jewish rebellion against Rome began. There are even those who
feel the final form was attained only after AJ). p and the Roman
d'estruction of the Second Temple. It could not, however, have been
long after AD. 70, for the gospel must have been in existence and
circulating before Matthew and Luke &me to be written-since the
two latter borrowed extensively from Ma#.
Mark's gospel seems to ha& been written for Christians of Jewish
origin, but apparently not for those with extensive knowledge of
Biblical lore. There is none of Matthew's Old Testament pedantry.
Perhaps the writer of Mark was nuthimself a very educated man-at
least the Greek of the gospel is not very polished.

Palestine in the Time of Christ

MARK
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Mark
Papias, the second-century Christian bishop, stated that someone
named Mark had composed a gospel, using information obtained from
Simon Peter himself as his source. It is certain that it is this second
gospel to which he refers.
Apparently Peter did have a younger associate named Mark (or
Marcus, to use the fuller Latin form of the name). He refers to
this man affectionately as one would a disciple or follower, in his fust
epistle:
i Peter

5:q. The bhweh

.. ,saluteth you, and so doth Marcus

"9' soft.

Nor, despite the Latin name, is Mark aGentile. Mark appears to be
only a surname added to the Jewish proper name of John (Johanan)
Thus, in Acts:

.

Acts
mother

12:12.

.. . he [Peter] came to the house
. of Mary the

of John, whose surname was Mark . .

John Mark must have been quite pung at the time of the crucifixion
and he does not appear by name in the gospels. There is, however,
one incident described in Mark but not in the other gospels which
may indeed refer to Mark himself.. It comes just after die arrest of
Jesus, when his disciples fled. One unidentified person is described as
remaining for a while:
Mark 14:si. And there followed him,a certain young man,
having a linen cloth cast about his naked body; and the young
men [who had come to arrest Jesus] laid hold on him:
Mark 14:s~. And he left the linen cloth, and fted from them
naked.
Nothing follows from this event and the young man does not
reappear. Tradition has it, though, that this young man is Mark
himself, and that the evangelist could not resist mentioning his own
presence at a key point in the story of Jesus.

John the Bapfist

Wrk begins his gospel with John the Baptist He has nothing
to say of the virgin birth in Bethlehem, of any marvels or miracles
relating to Jesus' infancy. He does not even make mention of the
descent from David. In this gospel, Jesus is referred to as the Son of
God (that is, the Messiah) but rarely as >theSon of David.
In fad, if we had only the gospel of St Mark to guide us
to the life of Jesus, we would have to assume that Jesus was born in

Nazareth after the ordinary fashion of men, into a poor Galilean
family of no royal pretensions.
Such an origin is so out of line with Old Testament prophecies
concerning the Messiah that Matthew may have written his gospel
primarily in order to assert such matters as the Davidic descent and
the birth ia Bethlehem. Only so could Jesus be defended against the
claims of Jewish theologians that he could not be the Messiah
because he was of Galilean birth and of non-royal lineage.
In Mark the first mention of Jesus is in connection with his
baptism:

. ..

. ..

...

Mark i:9.
in those days,
Jesus came from Nazareth
and was baptised of John in Jordam.
and "thereafk
the Spirit of God descended upon him as in Matthew.
John the Baptist is described as the forerunner (as he is in all the
gospels) and as knowing &a,t to be his function:

Mark .,:I And [~ohnthe Baptistl peached, saying, Thus
cometh one mightier than I after me, the latchet of whose shoes
Ibnotworthtostoopdownandunloose.
In Matthew at the time of Jesus' baptism, John is described as
specifically recognizing Jqus as that mightier one, but there is none
of this in Made.

The umlm Spirit
Following the baptism. Mad; refers briefly to the episode of the
temptation, but without details, certainly without the Old Testament
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quotations that Matthew introduced for the delectation of his learned
audience.
Jesus then chooses his first four disciples and begins his preaching
activity. Mark concentrates heavily on his activities as a miraculous
healer. Thus, at Capermum:

......there wasin their synagogue a num wifh an un-

Mark 1:23.
dean +hit

....

Mark

1 : ~ s .And

Mark

1:26.

And

...

Jesus [said]
come out of him,
the unclean spirit , came out

...

..

of him.

Mark quotes the unclean spirit as crying out at the approach of
Jesus:

.. .

Mark 1:24.
what have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of
Nazareth?
I know thee who thou art, the Holy One of God.

. ..

Mark uses the phrase "Jesus of Nazareth" since there is no indication in this gospel that Jesus was born anywhere but in Nazareth.
The phrase was well enough known to b e adopted in the other
gospels, despite the tale of the birth at Bethlehem. Furthermore, Mark,
who never mentions the Davidic descent, makes use of "Holy One of
God"as a phrase signifying the Messiah, rather than "Son of David."

Levi the son of Alphams

-

Mark records Jesus as selecting a publican for a disciple:
Mark 2:14. And as he passed by, he saw Levi the son of
Alphaws sitting at the receipt of custom, and said unto him,
Follow me. And he arose and followed him.
Matthew tells the same story, but of the disciple Matthew (presumably the Evangelist himself), and says nothing of the publican
being the son of Alphaeus.
In Matthew's list of the twelve apostles he lists two pairs of
brothers:

. . .Simon . . . Peter, and Andrew his brother}
lames the son of Zebedee, and John his brother . . .
Matthew

102.

If Lev! (or Matthew) were the son of Alphaeus, a third pair of
brothers must be found among the apostles, for there is a second
James, distinguished, as the b of Alphaeus, from James, son of
Zebedee. Ought not Levi (or Matthew) be mentioned together with
James the son of Alphaeus? In the 'list of apostles, Matthew includes:
Matthew 1~x3.
Matthew the pubaeon', James the son of
Alphaem, and Lebbaeus, whose surname was Thadd'.
The pattern in Matthew is that the lesser known brother follows
the better known (or, perhaps, the younger follows the older) and
the father's name is mentioned only for the brother mentioned Erst
Now Lebbaeus is a Greek fonn of the name Lev&so that the verse
10:3 might almost seem to include James the son of Alphaeus and
Lev&his brother. Yet there is no mention of the brotherhood; Matthew
is placed on the other side of James; and Matthew seems to go out
of his way to identify himself as "Matthew the publican!'
In Mark's list of apostles, brotherhood is less important Andrew,
for instance, is not identified as the brother of Peter (although he
is so identified at the time both were accepted as disciples). Andrew
is not even placed next to Peter. Made says:

...

Made 3:18. And Andrew, &d PWp, and Bartholomew, -mid
Matthew, and Thomas, and James the son of Alpand Thadr

daeua*..
Matthew is not identified. Yet why would Matthew claim to be
a publican if he were not; (be calling was a disgraceful one (see page

167). Or did Matthew wish to emphasize his rise to grace by blackening his position before that rise?

Made begins eady to deseni the gathering dismay of the orthodox
among the Jews at Jesus' doctrines; at his claim to have the power
to forgive sins and at his cavalier attitude toward the Sabbath (see

.
In maintaining that the Sabbath might be b h , when necmay,

page 846)

for the good of men,Jesus pointed out an action of David himself as
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a *precedent.When David was a fugitive from Saul, and suffering the
pangs of hunger, the high priest at Nub allowed him to use the special
hallowed bread, ordinarily reserved for priests only. Thw human
necessity rose above ritual.
In giving this example, however, Mark made a factual error:

...

Made 2:26.
he [David] went into the house of God in the
days of Abiatfw the high priest, and did eat the shewbread

. ..

But it was not Abiathar who was high priest at the time this
incident took place, but Abiathar's father, Ahimelech (see page 1-290).
It is an understandable slip, however, for Abiathar was the sole
survivor of the slaughter of the priests at Nob as a result of their having
fed David, and Abiathar was closely connected with David throughout the latter's subsequent reign. It would be almost second nature
for a Jew of New Testament times to think of Abiathar in connection
with King David.
Matthew and Luke both repeat this story, but neither mentions
the name of the high priest, thus avoiding the slip.

In Mark's list of the twelve apostles, an interesting addition is a
surname given to the sons of Zebedee:
Mark 3:17. And James the son of Zebedee, and John the brother
of James; and he [Jesus] surnamed them Boanerges, which is. The
sons of thunder

.. ,

Boanerges is a Greek'transliteration of the Aramaic "benai regesh,"
which means "sons of anger." This may represent a tradition to the
effect that James and John were fiery in temper and always ready
to take angry action.
A clear example of this is to be found in Luke. There, when
Jesus was rebuffed by Samaritans who would not allow him to enter
one of their villages, James and John demand retaliation:
Luke 9:54. And when his disciples James and John saw this,
they said, Lord, wilt thou that we command fire to come down
from heaven, and consume them, even as Elms [Elijah] did?

The reference here is to a tale of Elijah, who, when fifty soldiers
came to arrest him in the time of Ahaziah, long of Israel, used Ere from
heaven in his defense:
a Kings 1:10. ,Ant2 EZqah answered and said to the captain of
fifty, If I be a man of God, then kt fire come down from

heaven, and consume Him d thy fifty. And then wane dawn
fireJwnthsttvw,amdconsumedhimamdhisftfty*
Jesus, however, rebuked his wrathful disciples:
Luke 996.. the Son of man is not come to destroy men's fives,
but to save them

. . ..

Legion

In Mark's telling of the casting out of devils in the country of the
Gadarenes ox Gergesenes (see page 839) ,he has Jesus speaking to the
possessing devils:
Mark 59. And he [Jesus] asked him [the possessing spirit],
What is thy name? And he answered,
My wane is Le*
for we a@ many*
Legion is capitalized in the King JamesVersion,and in the Revised
Standard Version as well, as though it were a proper name,the name
of the inhabiting spirit
Actually "legion" is the name given to the principal unit of the
Roman army and is from a Latin void meaning "to gather together."
A legion is a group of soldiers "gathered together." In New Testa*
ment times, a legion consisted of some six thousand soldiers, and the
word could therefore be used to indicate a great number. The statemeat "My name is Legion: for we axe many" is equivalent to saying,
"There are thousands of us."
And, indeed, the spirits are then sent into thousands of swine:

k 5:13. ...the uMUCtH
..entered into the swine
. M.ar(they
two thousand;) .
#r&sspirits

were about

Tatitha cumi
Mark's account of Jesus' life and death is so like Matthew's in
essentials that there remains little to say that has not been said
in the previous chapter. One interesting point might be mentioned:
For all that Mark seems to have written in Greek, it is closer
to the Aramaic even than Matthew. In fact, part of the imperfection
of the Greek of this gospel seems to be that it contains numerous
Aramaic forms of expression, literally translated, as though Mark were
writing in Greek, but thiqkiqg in Aramaic.
Oftener than in the other gospels, Mark gives the actual Aramaic
and then translates it, as in the case of "Boanerges!' Another example
arises in the case of the young daughter of a synagogue officiala girl whom Jesus raises from the dead. All three synoptic gospels tell
of this miracle, but only Mark reports Jesus' words, on raising the
girl, in the native Aramaic:
Mark 5:4i. And he [Jesus] took the &mel by the hand, and
amd unto her, Tditho. curni; which is, being interpreted, Damsel,

I say unto thee. arise.
At another time. Mark reports Jesus' curing of a deaf man with a
speech impediment:
Mark 7:34. And looking up to heaven, he [Jesus] sighed, and
saith unto him, Ephphatha, that b, Be opened.
And still again, at Gethsemane, when Jesus prays, addressing God
the Aramaic word is given first:

as "Father,"

Mark 14:36. And he [Jesus] said, Ma, Father, all things are
possible unto thee; take away this cup from me

.. .
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The .Gospel According to St. Luke

The third and last of the synoptic gospels seems, like that of
fit. MaKbew, to ha* been based largely on the gospel of St. Mark,
but with additional matter included.
Lake is therefore certainly later than Mark, and is probably later
thanMatthew as well. Scholars generally seem to agree ,that Luke
was written some time after the crucial year, AD. 70, when Jerusalem

was taken and the Temple destroyed by the Romans. Some have
even suggested dates as late as AD.iw, though ha. 80 would be more
'

-

generally acceptable.
If Luke is later t . Matthew, it nevertheless seems to have been
written independently. The additional matter included in Luke, beyond what is found in Mark, is for the most part quite different from
the additional matter found in Iidatthew.
Partly, this may have arisen out of a difference in intent
Suppose we begin with the gospel of St. Mark, the earliest of
the synoptics, and view it for what it seems to be-the simple story
of a prophet and wonder-worker who is viewed by the author as the
Messiah,and who is wrongfully accused and executed but triumphantly
restored to life. The story as told by Mark is intended for the ordinary
Christian of Jewish background.
Matthew, in his rewriting of this gospel, added material designed

~

~
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Palestine in the Time of Christ

,

(in his view) to fit it for the ears of those learned in Old Testament
lore, by interlarding it with many references to Biblical prophecies
and, for the purpose, making use of such legends concerning Jesus
as were common at the time and would lend themselves to such
prophecies.
Luke,on the other hand, rewrote Mark's gospel in a way to make
it fit, particularly, for the ears of Gentiles who are sympathetic to
Christianity and are considering conversion-or perhaps are already
converted and wish to know still more concerning the background to
their new religion. Old Testament prophecies are largely ignored by
Luke as unessential and the Jews are cast more clearly in the role of
villains than they arc in Matthew and Mark. The Roman authorities
are treated more gently than in the first two gospels, and Jesus himself
is portrayed as far more sympathetic to Gentiles in Luke than in the
other synoptic gospels.

Luke

hi

It is widely considered that Luk
himself a Gentile, though
is name is Roman, for Luke
none of the evidence is conclusive. H
("Loukas" in Greek and "Luw"in Latin) is a shortened version
of either Lucius or Lucanus, loth good Roman names. This, in itself,
settles nothing, of course, for Roman names were stpnetirnes adopted
by Jews in New Testament times. Paul is a Roman name, but the
apostle Paul was certainly Jewish.
Then, too, the Greek in which Luke is written is judged to be
of significantly greater literary value than that of either Matthew or
Made (and indeed the superiority of L u h seems evident to most even
in ~nglish'translation) so that the author is judged to have had a
thorough Greek education. This increase the possibility that he was
a Gentile, though it still doesn't make it certain.
W e can search for more hints, in the fact that the same author
who wrote Luke almost certainly wrote the Acts of the Apostles as
well, the book in which the events of the decades following the
crucifixion are given, particularly matters concerning the travels of the
Apostle Paul.
There ap indications that the writer of Acts was actually a corn-

panion of Paul who accompanied him on his travels. Thus, at one
point Paul is described as seeing the vision of a man in Macedonia
c r y i i for help:

Acts 16:10. And after he had seen the vision, immediately we
endeavoured to go into Macedonia
It may be that the writer of Acts has suddenly switched to a

. ..

quotation from Paul's memoirs, without indicating the fact. (The conventions about the use of quotation marks are modem, of course.)
It seems more reasonable,however,, to suppose that the use of "we"
means that the writer was one of Paul's entourage who tried with
him to arrange for passage to Macedonia.
But who might this companion be? Persons particularly close to
Paul are mentioned by him several times in his letters. Thus, in
{be Epistle to the Colossians, Paul brings his letter to a dose by
sending greetings from those around him:

It is usually assumed that Luke was Paul's personal doctor, and the
nature of the post alone would assure a close connection of the two
throughout Paul's arduous travels. In the Second Epistle to Timothy,
Paul specifically states:

...
.. .

Timothy 4:10.
D m W h forsaken me, having
this present world
2 Timothy 4:11. Only Luke is with m e . .
2

.

thus indicating the particular dose fidelity of his physician. Luke is
also mentioned in the dosing of the Epistle to Philemon as one of
those from whom greeting is sent
The tradition is that it is this Luke who was author of both the
third gospel and Acts. This tradition dates back to Irenaeus, a bishop
who served in Gaul about m. 170.
That still doesn't help us decide whether Luke was Jewish or
Gentile.
Yet the Book of Acts seems to deal with Antioch in a particularly
detailed manner,, as though the author were well acquainted with
church matters there. The Christiansat Antioch were largely of Gentile

background (there were relatively few Jews there) and if Luke was a
member of the church of that city, the chances are good that he was a
Gentile. An early church father, Eusebius of Caesarea, wrote a history
of the Church in AD 324, and he considered Luke to have been a
citizen of Antioch of Syrian extraction. 'This is the tradition generally
accepted.
And yet there is a verse in Acts that lists some of the members of
the church at Antioch:
,

Acts 1 3 : ~Now there were in the church that was at ~ntioch
certain prophets and teachers; as Banubas, and Simeon that we"
called Niger, and Lm'us of Cyrene

. ..

Can Lucius of Cyrene be the Luke of the Pauline epistles? This has

been suggested by some. But Cyrene was an important Jewish center
and if Luke were a native of Cyrene rather than of Antioch, the
chance that he was Jewish is materially increased.
On the whole, the best evidence in favor of Luke's Gentile origin
is his writing itself and its sympathetic attitude toward Gentiles.

Theophilus
Luke begins his gospel in approved Greek fashion by addressing
the person for whom it is intended:

.. .

to write unto thee
Luke 1:3. It seemed ,good to me also
in order, most metLent Theophilns,
Lake i:4. That thou mightest know the certainty of those things,
wherei1 thou hast been instructed.
This sounds as though Luke were attempting to further the conversion of some specific Greek. Absolutely nothing is known about
{his prospective convert, but it is usually supposed that he was of good
family since Luke refers to him as "most excellent."
Some have suggested that Theophilus was an official of the Roman
court that was trying the Apostle Paul, and that the gospel of St. Luke
was in the nature of a brief for the defense, prepared by Paul's close
friend and associate. It was intended to.acquaint the court with the
fact that Paul was not a traitor to Rome but a messenger from God.

"niece are also suggestions that Theophilus (the name means "one
who loves God") was not a person at all but represented, allegorically,
potential converts generally.

Luke was under no illusion that he was to write the first biography
of Jesus, for he was well aware that a number of such biographies
already existed. There was Mark,for one, and perhaps a number that
were never accepted as canonical and have since been lost:
Lake i:~.
Forasmuch as many haw taken in hand to set forth in
order a declaration of those things which are most surely believed
among w .
It may veil have been, though, that if he was not the Gist in
the field, he intended to be most complete.Mark began with the
baptism of Jesus by John, at a time when Jesus was already a grown
man, and ends with the resurrection. Matthew goes back to Jesus'
birth, but in Luke we go further bade still to the birth of John the
Baptist
The purpose, here, may have been to make it perfectly clear that
John was a subsidiary dement, a forerunner, and one who dearly
recognized his own role as a mere herald of the greater man to follow.
This may have been particularly important in the light of the doctrinal disputes in decades immediately following the crucifixion, when the
fdlowers of J o b the Baptist maintaind b some time a tradition that
apparently independeat of the foDown of i
nn).Thus, la Ada,
a newcomer is introduced as follows:

..

... a certain Jew waned ApoOos ... came to
Ep-â
Acts 18:25. . ..knowing only the baptism of John,
Acts 18:+

He was apparently a follower of the doctrines of John the Baptist
who, however, knew of Jesus and quickly joined the followers of

J-.

Luke, therefore, begins with Zacharias, the father of John the
Baptist, an individual not mentioned elsewhere in the New Testament:

. ..
...

Luke 1:;. There was in the days of Herod
a certain priest
named Zacharms, of the course of Abut [Abijah]
The priesthood was divided into twenty-four divisions Or "courses,"

each of which served a week at the Temple so that a given man served
for one week at a time, twice each year. These twenty-four course;
are each named for an ancestor of Aaronic descent and these are
listed in i Chronicles. Among them are:
1

...

Chronicles' 24:10. The seventh to Hakkoz, the eighth to

AbW

Zacharias was thus a priest of the eighth course.

Elisabeth

The mother of John die Baptist is also introduced:

. ..

Luke I:;.
said his [Zacharias'] wife wm of the daughters of
Aaron, and her name was Elisabeth.
Elisabeth ("Eleisabet" in Greek) is a good Aaronic name, since
ft is equivalent to the Hebrew "Elisheba," which was the name of
Aaron's wife:
Exodus 623. And Aaron took him ElISheba

. . .to wife ...

The couple were childless and, as they were advanced in years,
it seemed as though that state might be permanent Elisabeth shared
this fate with a number of women in the Old Testament: Sarah, the
wife of Abraham; Rachel, the wife of Jacob; the unnamed wife of
Manoah; and Hannah, the wife of Elkanah. In each of the cases
mentioned, the barrenness was ended through divine intervention and
a notable son was born: Isaac, Joseph, Samson, and Samuel, respectively. The story of Elisabeth follows these earlier models.
Zacharias takes his turn at service in the Temple, in a year not
specified. The angel Gabriel appears to him, just as an angel appeared
t o the wife of Manoah. Zacharias is told he will have a son in terms
that echo, in part, the words of the earlier tale concerning the wife
of Manoah. Shortly thereafter, Elisabeth did indeed become pregnant.
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Mary
The story now shifts to the future mother of Jesus:
Luke 1:26. And in the sixth month [of Elisabeth's pregnancy]
the angel Gubriel was sent from God unto a city of Gdlilee, Mmed
N-h,
Luke 1:27. To a virgin espoused to a man whose wane was
Joseph, of the house of David; and the Wgin's name was Mary.
Luke 1:28. And the -1
wad ,
I

...*

...

. ..

..

Luke 1:31.
behold, thou shdt conceive in thy womb, and
bring forth a son, and shalt cdB. his mane JESUS.

Luke stresses the fact that Mary is a virgin, but this is by no
means as dear a statement of the virgin birth as is to be found in
Matthew.Maiy, although a virgin at the time of this "annunciation,"
was engaged to be married, and Gabriel's words might be taken as
meaning that she 'would conceive after her marriage with Joseph had
been consummated,and in the ordinary manner of conception.
To be sure, the story goes on:

Lake 1:~.Then Ã§riMary unto the angel. How shall this be,
seeing I hum not a man?

It is an odd question, considering that she is about to be married,
unless, as some commentators suggest, she intends to be a perpetual
virgin, even if she marries. ow ever, Luke doesn't say, so.) Another
p i t y is that Maiy conceived at the h n t of the annunciation
and therefore while she was still a virgin. Yet Gabriel in answering
Mary's question uses the future tense:
Luke i:35. And the ongd answered
,The H d y Ghost s h d
come upon thee.

..

. ..

Though it is hard to say that Luke declares the virgin birth
unequivocally and-if Luke is read aloneÃ‘i is easy to argue that a
virgin birth is not intended, still Christians generally accept Luke's tale
of the annunciation as signifying Jesus' birth of a
Gabriel also told Mary the news concerning Elisabeth:

vm
i

Luke i:36. And, behold, thy cousin Elisabeth, she hath also conceived a son in her old age: and this is the sixth month with
her

. ..

Mary hastened to visit her cousin ("the visitation"). When she entered the house of Zacharias, Elisabeth greeted.her at once:
Luke 1:42. And she [Elisabeth] spake out with a loud voice,
and said, Blessed art thou among wowen, and blessed is the fruit of
thy womb.
The first part of her greeting is a duplicate of the last part of the
greeting given Mary by Gabriel:

...

mod, Hail, thou that art highly
Luke 1:28. And the angel
favoured, the Lord is with thqe: blessed art thou among women..

In the Revised Standard Version, the greeting of Gabriel begins
"Hail, 0 favored one" and in the Catholic vfasion, 'Â¥Hail full of
grace.
There is a tendency to think that the phrase "blessed art thou
among women" was accidentally transferred from Elisabeth to Gabriel
in the copying process. It is for this reason that the Revised Standard
Version omits it in Gabriel's greeting.
By combining the two greetings and adding the name of the person
greeted and the name of the child who is to be the fruit of Mary's
womb, we have "Hail, Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thouamong women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb,
Jesus." The first two words of this greeting, in Latin, are "Ave, Maria"
and this greeting is the famous prayer of that name which is so
prominent in the liturgy of the Roman Catholic Church.
Elisabeth's reference to the fruit of Mary's womb is in the present
tense, which may mean that the evangelist considers Mary to be already pregnant. If so, this is the strangest evidence for the virgin
birth in Luke.
Yet one can't help but wonder if the legend of the visitation, was
not chosen by Luke for inclusion in his gospel primarily because it
offered a chance to demonstrate that John the Baptist recognized Jesus'
priority and transcendent importance even in the womb. He has
Elisabeth say to Mary:

.
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Luke I:++
as soon as the voice of thy saluttttt'on sounded
in mine ears, the babe leaped in my womb for joy.
,
Â¥

This would be a strong point for the followers of J e k and against
the competing followers of John.
In the course of the visit of Mary to Elisabeth, Mary chants a
hymn of praise to God which begins:
Luke 1:46. And Mary said, My soul &th

nviftnify

the Lord

...

The hymn is very much like that asenÂ¥beto Hannah on the occasion
of her giving birth to Samuel, and is widely considered to be inspired
by i t
Actually, it is Elisabeth, rather than Mary, whose case was like Hannah's. It was Elisabeth who, like Hannah, was barren for many years
despite marriage, and it was Elisabeth who, like Hamiah, had been
blessed with conception by God and with vindication in a society that
considered barrenness a punishment for sin.
,
It is to be expected, then, that the hymn, which follows immediately
after Elisabeth's greeting to Mary, should be intoned by Elisabeth
rather than Mary. In some old &nuscripts, indeed, Luke 1:46 reads,
"And she said, My soul doth magnify the Lord," where "she" might
refer to Elisabeth as easily a$ to Mary. Perhaps the transfer of the
prayer from Elisabeth to Mary is part of the victory of the disciples of
Jesusover those of John in the decades when the gospels were written.
The Erst phrase of the song is, in Latin, "MagniBcat anima mea
Dominum" and it is therefore referred to as the "Magnificat."
Mary remained with Elisabeth three months, presumably till the
birth of Elisabeth's child. Then she returned home.
Luke's choice of legends that centered on Mary rather than, as in
Matthew's case, on Joseph, might be significant The Gentiles knew
of goddesses, and their pagan religions often had a strongly feminine
cast. If Luke were a Gentile, he would be drawn to the tales of
Mary. Matthew, on the other hand, a product of the strongly patriarchal Jewish culture, would automatically deal with Joseph.
Luke's preoccupation with Mary has led to the legend that he knew
her personally and learned of the story of Jesus' birth from her in her
old ago There is also a tradition to the effect that Luke was an artist
and painted a portrait of Mary which was later found in Jerusalem.
Such traditions are supported by nothing more than pious belief.

John the Baptist

When Elhbeth's child was born, it was expected he was to be
named Zacharias like his father. l"bt Luke ghould sedousl3 maintain
this:

...
f'

Luke 1:s~).
they [kinsmen] came to ClrcunwiSe the child;
<md they ~(diedhim Zacharua, after the
of his f a t h .

is an odd departure from Jewish custom. Thek is no case in the Bible
of a childpamej for 9,living father, and it is certainly unheard of for
pioul Jews to do SQ today. Pcrhps thieis the kind of lapse one might
apt of a Gentile, as ~ p k eis Gnsidpd to be.
In any case, Elisabeth objected:
Luke 1:60. And his mother
said. Not so; but he shall be
'eaBied John. '

.. .

Zaclq~riasagreed
.
to this and then intoned a hymn of praise;
- Luke I:%. And
Zacharias
firofshesied, saying,
Luke1:68. Blessed be the Lord God of Israel; for he hath visited
andiredeemed tvspeople. 9 .
Thfefitst word of this hymn is, in Latin, "BenedicW and it is by
ftat name that the entire hynm is known.
Zacharias does not appear again in Luke, or anywhere else in did
Bible. Some early commentators suggested-that the reference by Jesus
to Zacharias son of Barachias who was
the temple and
file altar" (see page 869) was a referent& to the father of John the
Baptist: This,-however, is almost d i n l y not so, and the Bible makes
no referend whatsoever to die death of John's fathe.
,

...

.. .

Caesar Augustus.

It is now time forLuke to turn to Mary again and recount the
fide of the birth of Jesus. There is no-sureindication in what is .to
follow of the time that has elapsed between the birth of John the

Baptist and the birth of Jesus. Lake merely uses a conventionally indefinite phrase:
Lake 2:i. And ft come to &09 in tftose dd)Ã§

..

Of couise, if Mai/s pregnancy followed haxd on {he annunciation,
which came in the sixth month of Elisabeth's pregnancy, {hen Jesus
had to be born just six months after John the Baptist, 'assuming both
pregnancies to have lasted nine months.
But even if this were so and Jesus were half a year younger than
John, in what year woe both born?
Matthew says only that Jesus was born "in the days of Herod tbe
long" (see page 783), which sets an extreme time Unlit between 37 B.C.
and 4 B.C. Luke,the Gentile, dates the birth by the Gentile emperor
and not by the Jewish khqg

Luke 2:1. And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a
decree from Caesar Augustus ,

..

Caesar Augustus was born in 63 B.C, in the very year in which
Judea was converted intoa Roman province by Pompey (see page 784)
His name at birth was Gaius Octavius; he was the grandnephew of
Julius Caesar,and, eventually, that general's adopted heir. When Julius
Caesar was
in 44 B.O, Caius Oetavius came to Rome to
receive his inheritance and changed his name to Caius Julius Caesar
Octavianus. At this period in his life he is best known in history as

.

Octavian.

Octavian was a nineteen-year-old boy, sickly and of unimpressive a p
pearance. The most powerful man in Rome at the time was Made
Antony. For fourteen years the two men fought a civil war against
each other, sometimes a hot wax of speaxs and swords, sometimes a
cold one of propaganda and maneuver. Octavian was heasurn&
{he greater man of the two and in 30 B.C. the defeated Made Antony
lolled himself.Octavian was then sole and absolute ruler of Rome.
Octavian was Impemtor ("Commander")of the army, an old title,
but one which came to be associated particularly with him and his
successors. In English tins has been corrupted to Emperor, so that
Octavian became the first Roman Emperor and the government over
which he and Ida successors presided came to be known as the Roman
-Pi='
In 27 SJB. he was voted the tide "Augustus" meaning "undertaken

,

under favorable auguries" or, which is the same thing, "well-omened."
He is commonly known to history by that name.
The period during which Augustus ruled in Rome and Herod in
Jerusalem-the period during which Jesus must have been born according to Matthew and LukeÃ‘wa from 27 B.C. and 4 B.C.
In 27 3.0. Augustus closed the Temple of Janus, a move indicating
the coming of peace over the wst area that marked the Roman realm.
This was a notable event, for this had taken place in only four or five
brief periods prior to Augustus' time during all the seven warlike centuries in which the dominion of R o m e h d gradually spread from a
Single city to all the Mediterranean world.
The period of peace that began with Augustus' rule lasted bus
centuries (the "pax Romana" or "Roman peace"). The Mediterranean world had never seen so long a period of peace before Augustus'
time,or, for {hat matter, since.
It is sometimes stated that the beginning of this period of peace
was a particularly appropriate time for Jesus to be born. To those who
accept the divine ordering of h&n affairs, it seems easy to assume
that matters were deliberately arranged to order that a profound peace
should fall over all the world in preparation for the birth of the
TtBnm of Peace."
This, however, is a view that is more romantic than justified. To be
sure, there was peace in the settled regions of the empire (including
Judm), where peace had been conspicuously absent in the preceding
century, and, to be sure, this is not a matter to be lightly dismissed.
The peace, however, was not universal.
AH through Augustus' reign and, therefore, all through the period
of Jesus' birth and youth, the Roman boundaries to the north were
aflame. Augustas was pushing the boundaries of the empire to the
Danube and eastward across Germany. For the barbarous tribes south
of t h e Danube and west of the Elbe, there was no peace.
.*.
.
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The period of Jesus' birth might
narrowed by considering.the
reftimace t o the nature of the decree of Caesar Augustus:
Luke X I .
a decree from Caesar Augustus, that all the *Id

.. .

shou1d be taxed. '

\

Lute %:a. (And this taxing was firet

made when Cpniw was

goof Syria.)
Cyrenius was indeed an important Roman official in the time of
Augustus. His name was Quirinius, actually, which became "Kyrinios"
in Greek and "Cyrenius" in English. The Revised ~tandardVersion
restores it to (be Latin ^Quiri$us."
Quirinius was in charge of Roman military affairs in Syria, an office
which placed him over the legions in Judm as well, on two different
occasions: from 6 to 4 B.C. and from A.D. 6 to 9. All commentators
agree that Jesus couldnot have been born as late as AJ>. 6 to 9 and
that the incidents surrounding Jesus' birth, if they took place while
Quirinius was governor of Syria,had to take place during his first
term,from 6 to 4 B.C. This would certainly harmonize Luke's account
with Matthew's,at least in this respect.
During Quirinius' second administration, there was (according to
Josephus) a census initiated for the purpose of determining some
fair basis for the assessment of a special tax.
In ancient times, censuses were &erally instituted with either taxat i ~ nor military enrollment in &d, and thiÃ was never popular in
either case. Even in the tiink of David himself, a census was viewed
with hostility (see page 800) and, in post-Exilic times, was looked
back upon as having been brought about through nothing less than
Satanic inspiration:
\

1 Chronicles 21:1. And Satan r
yoked David to number Israel.

f d

up apÃ‡nsIsrd and pro-

A Judea which thought of a census with such hostility even when
eaded through by its great king David was not likely to view with
equanimity one that was initiated by a group of Gentile oppressors.
Nevertheless, such a census was & obvious necessity in Quirinius'
second administration. Herod Archelaus had just been deposed as
ethnarch (see page 1 9 ) and now Judea ms under direct Roman
rule. As long as Judea hid been under some native ruler under native
laws, Rome might have been willing to have its taxes collected in any
fashion that pleased the ruler-provided only he turned over an ad*
quate amount to Rome. Once Rome was in direct charge, however,
things would have to be done sy@matically and the first step would
be a census, numbering the people and their possessions.

our point of view, this is an enlightened, measure and one
that would work in favor of the common people, for August* ruled
well and enforced a surprising amount of honesty in provincial govern;
me&. Unfortunately the purpose of a census and its honest intent
could not easily be explained. The lews (and all the peoples of the
east) knew only too well of corrupt governments and gouging tax
~ e c t o r s The
.
only way in which individuals could save themselves
ha,utter ruin when the tax collector &me round by a cotabination of cheating and bribery. A census that would expose their actttd
belongings and place the collector under ah obligation to collect a
known amount would deprive them of their chance of -VaSgling their
'way mt of some of the tax.
It is not surprising, then, that there was wild rioting over Judea
when the Romans began to cany through their census. Luke even
mentions such rioting in Acts:
Acts 5:37.

. . . ludas of Galilee [rose up] in the days of the
..,

taxi&, and drew away much people after lum

The riots were put down Moodily, of course, and the census was
for decades afterward
and it is not surprising that Luke used it as a landmark for the birth
9^Jesus.
This particular census in Quirinius' second administration is not,
however, an accurate landmark. Jesus could not haye been born a$

canted through. The memory remained

late as that; he had to be born in Quirinius' first administration and
unfortunately we have no records of any caisus carried through in that
time.
It has been suggested that there was indeed a census carried through
in 6 B.C. in Quirinius' first administration. At {hat time, the suggestion
has it, Herd ruled over Judea and he might have carried the census
through in accordance with Jewish custom. The% would then be no
disorders and nothing for Josephus to remark upon.
This is conceivable, but it seems most unlikely and no one would
dream of suggesti'ng such a thing except for the necessity of justifying
the referen* in the gospel of St, Luke. H e r d was not a popular ruler
with the Jewish nationalists. The latter considered him, as an Idumean,
to he just as foreign as the Romans. It passes the hounds of belief to
suppose that a Herodian census would have been carried through
without disorders.
,

Bethlehem
One might suppose, instead, that Luke made use of the well-remembered census merely as a landmark by which to date the approximate time of birth of Jesus, as Matthew used the star of Bethlehem
(see page 790) The Biblical writers are rarely concerned with exact
dating, in any case, and find other matters of more importance.
But there is a chance that more was involved. We might argue
that Luke was faced with a serious difficultyin telling the tale of Jesus'
birth and that he had decided to use the census as a device to get out
of that difficulty.
In Mark, the earliest of the gospels, Jesus appears only as Jesus of
Nazareth. To Mark, as nearly as we can tell from his gospel, the
Messiah was a Galilean by birth, born in Nazareth.
Yet this could not be accepted by Jews learned in the Scriptures.
Jesus of Nazareth had to be born in Bethlehem in order to be the
Messiah. The prophet Micah wai considered to have said so specifically
(see page 1-653) and the &ngelist Matthew accepts that in his gospel

.

(see page 794)

.

In order to make the birth atBethlehem (made necessary by theological theory) consistent with the known fact of life at Nazareth, Matthew
made Joseph and Mary natives of Bethlehem who migrated to Nazareth
not long after Jesus' b i d (see page 801)
Luke,however, did not have access to Matthew's version, apparently,
and it did not occur to him to make use of so straightforward a device.
Instead, he made Joseph and Mary dwellera in Nazareth before the
birth of Jesus, and had them travel to Bethlehem just in time to have
Jesus born there and then had them return.
That Mary, at least, dwelt in Nazareth, and perhaps had even been
born there, seems plain from the fact that Gabriel was sent there to
make the annunciation:

.

Luke 1:26.

. . .the angel Gabriel was sent from God unto a city
To a virgin [whose] . . . name was Mary.

of Galilee, named Nazareth,

Luke

1:27.

But if that were so, why should Mary, in her last month of pregnancy,
make the difficult and daneerous seventy-mile overland journey to

Bethlehem
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Bethlehem? Luke might have said it was done at Gabriel's orders, but
he didn't. Instead, with literary economy, he made use of the landmark of Jesus' birth for the additional purpose of having Jesus born at
Bethlehem. Once Caesar Augustus had issued his decree commanding
the census in advance of taxation:
Luke 2:3. And afl went to be taxed, every one into his own city.
Luke z:4. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the
city of Nazareth, into /udaed, unto
"Bethlehem;(because he
Â¥wa of the house and lineaj of David:)
Luke 2:s. To be taxed with Mary his espoused -wife, being great
with child.

...

Though this device has much to be said for it from the standpoint of
literary economy, it has nothing to be said for it in the way of
plausibility. The Romans couldn't possibly have conducted so queer
a census as that. Why should they want every person present in the
town of his ancestors rather than in the town in which he actually
dwelt? Why should they want individuals traveling up and down the
length of the land, dogging the roads and interfering with the life of
the province? It would even have been a military danger, for the
Parthians could find no better time to attack than when Roman troops
would find it hard to concentrate because of the {hick crisscrossing of
civilians on their way to register.
Even if the ancestral town were somehow a piece of essential information, would it not be simpler for each person merely to state
what that ancestral town was? And even if, for some reason, a p e o n
had to travel to that ancestral town,would it not besufficient for the
head of the household or some agent of his to make the trip? Would
a wife have to come along? Particularly one that was in the last month
of pregnancy? ,
NoÃˆ
it is hard to imagine a more complicated tissue of implausibilities
and the Romans would certainly arrange no such census.
Those who maintain that there was an earlier census in 6 B.C. or
thereabouts, conducted under the auspices of Herod, suggest that one
of the reasons this early census went off quietly was precisely because
Herod ran things in the Jewish fashion, according to tribes and households. Even if Herod wbe a popular king (which he wasn't) it is
census by
difficult to see how he could have carried through a
requiring large numbers of people to tramp nines under the dangerous

and primitive conditions of travel of the times. All through their
history, the Jews had rebelled for far smaller reasons than the declarat@ 'of such a requirement
It is far easier to believe that Luke simply had to explain {he birth
of Jesus in Bethlehem for theological reasons, when it was well known
teat he was brought up in Nazareth.And his instinct for drama overCUBS any feelings he might haye had for plausibility.
Judging by results, Luke was right. The itnplausibility of his story
has not prevented it fromseizing upon the imagination of the Christian
-rid, and it is this second chapter of the gospel of St. Late that is
h i p i t o m e of the story of the Nativity and the inspiration of countless
tales and songs and works of ait.

Christmas
In Bethlehem, according to Luke's account, Mary gave birth:
Luke 2:7. And she [Mary] brought forth her firstborn son and
wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a mans,er; because there was no room for them in the inn.
Presumably the inn was full of travelers, as all inns in Judea must
have been at that time, if Luke's story of the census is accepted. Every
town,after all, would have been receiving its quota of families returning from elsewhere.
There is no indication at all at this point concerning the date of the
Nativity. The feast is celebrated, now, by almost all Christian churches
on December 25. This is Christmas ("Christ's mass").
Bat why December 25? No one really knows. To Europeans and
North Americans such a date means winter and, in fact, many of our
carols depict a wintry scene and so do our paintings. Indeed,so close is
the association of winter and snow that each year millions irrationally
long for a "white Christmas" though snow means a sharp rise in automobile fatalities.
Yet upon what is such wintry association based? There is no mention
of either snow or cold in either Luke or Matthew. In fact, in the verse
after the description of the birth, Luke says:

Lube ~ : 8And
. there were in the same country shepherds abiding
in the field, keeping watch over their fiock by mfjfit.

It is customary, since we have the celebration firmly fixed on Deem
her 25, to imagine these shepherds as keeping their watch in bitter
cold and perhaps in deep snow.
But why? Surely it is much more likely that a night watch would be
kept in the summertiroe when the nights would be mild and, in fact,
more comfortable than the scorching heat of the day. For that matter,
it is but adding still another dimension to the implausible nature of
the census as depicted by Luke if we suppose that all this unnecessary traveling was taking place in the course of a cold winter time.
To be sure, it is a mistake to think of a Palestinian winter as being
as cold as one in Germany, Great Britain, or New England. The usual
associations of Christmas with snow and ice~evenif it were on Decemher 254s purely a local prejudice. It falls in the same class with the
manner that medieval artists depicted Mary and Joseph in medieval
clothing because they could conceive of no other kind.
Nevertheless, whether December 2; is snowy or mild makes no difference at the moment. The point is that neither Luke nor Matthew
give a date of any kind fur the Nativity. They give no slightest hint
that can be used to deduce a day or even guess at one.
Why, then, December as? The answer might be found in astronomy
and in Roman history.
The noonday Sun is at varying heights in the sky at different seasons
of the year because the Earth's axis is tipped by 2; degrees to the plane
of Earth's revolution about the Sun, Without going into the astronomy
of this in detail, it is sufficient to say that the noonday Sun climbs
steadily higher in the sky from December to June, and fells steadily
lower from June to December. The steady rise is easily associated
with a lengthening day, an eventually wanning temperature and quickening of life; the steady decline with a shortening day, an eventually
cooling temperature and fading of life.
In primitive times, when the reason for (he cycle was not understood
in tenns of modem astronomy, there was never any certainty that the
sinking Sun would ever turn and begin to rise again. Why should it do
so, after all, except by the favor of the gods? And that favor might
depend entirely upon the proper conduct of a complicated ritual
known only to the priests.
It must have been occasion for great gladness each year, then, to
observe the decline of the noonday Sun gradually slowing, then coming
to a halt and beginningto rise again. The point at which the Sun comes
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to a halt is the winter wsolstice" (from Latin words meaning "sun-

W).

The time of the winter solstice was the occasion for a great feast In
honor of what one might call the "birth of the Sun!'
In Rontan times, a three-dayperiod, later extended to seven days,
was devoted to the celebration of thewinter solstice. This was the
"Saturnalia," named in honor of Saturn, an old Roman god of agriculfane.

At (be Saturnalia, joy was unrestrained, as Mtted a holiday that
celebrated a reprieve from death and a return to life. All public business
ws suspended, in favor of festivals, parties, singing, and gift-giving.
It was a season of peace and good will to all men. Even slaves were,
for that short period, allowed license that ws forbidden at all other
times and were treated-temporarily-on a plane of equality with their
masters. Naturally, the joy easily turned to the extremes o f licentiousness and debauchery, and {here were, no doubt, many pious people
who deplored the uglier aspects of the festival.
la the Roman calendar-a very poor and erratic one before the
time of Julius Caesar-the Saturnalia was celebrated the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth of December. Once Caesar established a
sensible calendar, the winter solstice fell upon December 25 (although
in our own calendar, slightly modified since Caesar's time, it comes on

December 21).
.In the first centuries of {he Roman Empire, Christianity had to
compete with mthraism, a form of Sun-worship with its roots in
Persia.In Mithraism, the winter solstice was naturally the occasion of
agreat festival and in AS. 274, the Roman Emperor, Aurelian, set
December 25 as theday of the birth of {he Sun. In other words, he
lent {heMithraist holiday the official sanction of the government.
The celebration of the winter solstice was a great stumbling block to
conversions to Christianity. If Christians held {he Saturnalia and the
birth of the Sun to be purely pagan then many converts were 6scourage& Even if they abandoned belief in the old Roman gods and
in Mithras, they wanted the joys of the holiday. (How many people
today celebrate the Christmas season with no reference at all to its
religious significance and how many would be willing to give up the
joy, warmth, and merriment of the season merely because they were
net pious Christians?)
But Christianity adapted itself to pagan customs where these, in the
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fudgment of Christian leaders, did not compromise the essential doctrines of the Chuidi. TheBible did not say on which day Jesus was
born and there was no dogma that would be affected by one day
rather than by another. It might, therefore, be on December 25 as well
as on any other.
Once that was settled, converts could join Christianity without giving
up their Saturnalian happiness. I t was only necessary for them to joyfully greet the birth of the Son >atherthan the Sun.
If December 25 is Christmas and if it is assumed that Mary became
pregnant at the time of the annunciation, then the anniversary of the
annunciation must be placed on March 25, nine months before Christmas. And, indeed, March 25 is the day of the Feast of the Annunciation
and is called Annunciation Day or, in England, Lady Day, where
"Lady" refers to Mary.
Again, if the annunciation &me when Elisabeth was six months
pregnant, John the Baptist must have been born three months later.
June 24 is the day on which his birth is celebrated.
December 25 was gradually accepted through most of the Roman
Empire between A.D. 300 and 350. This late period is indicated by the
date alone.
There were two general kinds of calendars in use in the ancient
Mediterranean world. One is the lunar calendar, which matches the
months to the phases of the Moon. It was devised by the Babylonians,
who passed it on to (he Greeks and the Jews. The other is the solar
calendar, which matches the months to the seasons of the year. It was
devised by the Egyptians, who passed it on, in Caesar's time, to the
Romans, and, by way of Rome, oursdves.
The lunar calendar does not match the seasons and, in order to keep
it from falling out of line, &me years must have twelve lunar months
and others thirteen, in a rather complex pattern. To people using a
solar calendar (as we do) the lunar year is too short when it has twelve
months and too, long when it has thirteen. A date that is fixed in a
lunar calendar slips forward and backward in the solar calendar, although, in the long run, it oscillates about a fixed place.
The holidays established early in Church history made use of the
lunar calendar used by the Greeks and Jews. As a result, these holidays
shift their day (by our calendar) from year to year. The chief of these
davs is Easter. It is the prime example of a "movable holiday" and

954
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each p we must look at the calendar.to see when jt-might come. AH

-

the other movable holidays are tied to &uteriand shift with it.
When Christianity spread throughout the Roman Empire and even
became the official doctrine of the land, early in the fourth century, it
began to make increasing use of the Roman calendar. It became rather
complicated to adjust the date of Eastq &I that calendar. There were
serious disagreements among differentportions of the Church as to the
exact method fox doing so, and schisms and heresies arose over the
matter.
Those holidays that came into being comparatively late, when Christianity had become official in the empire, made use of the Roman
calendar to begin with. Such holiday d a m slid back and fore on the
lunar calendar but were fixed on solar calendars such as our own.
The mere fact that Christmas is celebrated on December 25 every year
and that the date never wries on our calendar is enough to show that it
was not established as a religious festival until after AJ>, 300.
Simeon
Luke goes on to tell of incidents in Jesus' infancy and youth a s
Mattfaew does. However, none of the jkddexits in Luke are to he found
in Matthew, and none in Mi*? a,@to be found in We. %,
Luke says nothing at all concerning (be fight into Egypt or (be slaoghter of the innocents. He alto ays nothing at all about the stir of
~ethlehernand the three wise men from the east. Similarly, Matthew
says nothing at all about the census,(he manger, or the shepherds.
According to Me, when Jesus un p&mted at the Tanple as a
first-born son, h e was seen by an old & named Simeon. Sirneon,
who believed he would not die until he a w the Messiah,recognized
that Messiah in the infant and said:
Luke 2:q. Lord. now httat thou t?ay Krvmt d+nd in HUU,
accmdi*~gto thy word;
Luke 2:30. Fgr mine eyes have seen thy salvation.
In Latin, Sirneon's words begin: "Nunc dimittis servum tuum,
Domine," and the whole passage is therefore referred to as the "Nunc
Dimittis."
Simeon was an example of those who &pected the Messiah but were

..
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content to do so quietly and patiently, as opposed to the Zealots who
actively searched for a Messiah and were willing to fight upon the
slightest suspicion of one.
Another aged habitue of the Temple, a 'woman, is likewise d 5
mbed as recognizing the infant Jesus as the Messiah:
Luke 2:36. And there ivos one Anna, a prophet-

,

..

Anna is the Greek form of the Hebrew, Hannah (the name of the
mother of Samuel).

The Doctors
One tale of Jesus' boyhood is told by Luke, and it is the only tale of
Jesus as a boy that is to be found anywhere in the gospels.
At the age of twelve he is taken with his parents when they make
their annual trip to Jerusalem at the, time of the Passover. When
Joseph and Mary leave Jerusalem, they discover Jesus is not with them,
and must return in search of him.
Luke 2:46. And it came to pass, that after three days they found
him in the temple, sitting in the midst of the doctors, both hearing
them, and asking them quesh'ons.
Luke ~ 4 7 And
. all that heard him were astonished at his understandi"g wid answers.
That Jesus was twelve at this time is perhaps no accident. In Judaism,
the age of thirteen is taken as the time of coming to religious maturity.
It is the time when a young man must take on the responsibility of
religious observances. Modem Jews have the ritual of the "bar mitzvah" ("son of the commandments," meaning "one who is responsible
for obedience to the commindments"), which each young man goes
through on his thirteenth birthday. Prior to that there is a lengthy period
of instruction and training in order to fit him for his task.
The ceremony of the bar mitzvah, as at present constituted, seems to
be of medieval origin, but no doubt religious education prior to the
thirteenth birthday was important in New Testament times. One has a
picture of the young J e w fascinated by the "teachers" (the term used
in place of "doctors" in the Revised Standard Version) and eagerly

listening to instruction. In modem t e r m s j h i ' ~preparing
'
,
bar mitzvah.
This incident in Luke may have been included as a way of refuting
{hose who sneered at the early Christians as followers of an ignorant
and unlettered Galilean. Luke attempts to demonstrate here that, even
as a child, the intelligenceof Jesusand his interest in the Law astonished
even {he learned men of the Temple.
-
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Tiberius Caesar
But now Luke makes the great jump. He has done with legends of
the time before baptism and moves up to the period of time covered by
Made. .
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had been high priest some fifteen yeam earlier and, as father-in-law
of Caiaphas, may still have been honored and influential in the highpriestly circles.
Luke also raves Jesus' age at this period, being the only evangelist to
do so:
Luke 3:q. And Jesus himself began to be about thirty years of
age...

Luke says "about" If this were m. 39 and if Jesus werp exactly
thirty years old, then he would indeed have been born in i B.C. And if
he were born on December 95 in i B.c., then the New Year that
would start one week later would be A.D. 1. This is roughly the line of
reasoning of Dionysius Exiguus, but it is wrong, because Herod (be
Great had been dead some faox years on December 25, i B.C.
Dionysius' mistake, apparently, was to ignore the "about" and to assume that the Biblical writers were more accurate about their dating
and chronology thaq they really were. Jesus would have had to be at
least thirty-three years old at the time of his baptism, and perhaps
thirty-five.

The Son o f Joseph
It is at this point that Luke supplies Jesus with a genealogy, one
{hat runs backward in time rather' than forward, as does Matthew's.

. ..

...

Luke 3:25.
Jesus
tiring (Ãwas m p p d ) the son of
Joseph, which was the son o f He&
Luke 3:q. Which was the son of Matthat

. ..

The parenthetical phrase "as was supposed" would indicate Luke's
acceptance of the virgin birth, unless it was inserted by some pious
early copyist of the gospel.
The genealogy traces Jesus' line back not merely to Abraham, the
point from which Matthew's genealogy starts (see page 773) ,but fur{her back still, to {he beginning:
Luke 338. Which was the son of Enos, which was the son of Seth,
which was the son of Adam, which was the son of God.

Matthew, writing from the Jewish standpoint, naturally begins with
Abraham. Luke, a Gentile, would not be satisfied to trace Jd'
genealogy only as far back as it remained Jewish. By going back to the
beginning, he stressed the universality of Jesusmmessage, for whereas
only Jews were descended from Abraham, all men-Jews and Gentiles
alikeÃ‘wer descended from Adam.
Luke lists seventy-five generations in going from Jesus all the way
bade to Adam, the longest continuous genealogy in the Bible. Nor is
Luke & preoccupied with numbers a s Matthew was. He mates no
effort to divide the genealogy into significant sections. He has fifty-five
generations counting bade to Abraham in place of Matthew's fortytwo.
Luke counts twenty generations from Adam to Abraham, whereas
the lists in the fifth and eleventh chapters of Genesis count nineteen.
The discrepancy occurs as follows. Luke sap:

. ..

which wits the son of W [Salah],
Lu&e 3:36. Which was the sou of Cahan, which wits the son of

Luke 3:35.
ArpftttXw

...

whereas we End in Genesis:
Genesis 11:12. And Arphaxad lid five and thirty years, and begcrt

Sddh..

.

la other words, an additional generation has crept in between Salah
andA~pbaxad,so that the fonner is the son of the latter in Genesis and
the grandson of the latter in Luke. This is undoubtedly a copyist's
error, for Cainan is the great-grandsop of Adam and occurs also in
the appropriate place in Luke's genealogy.
Luke 3:37.
which was the son of Mdeleel [MahaltHeeq, which

...

was the son of Qrinan,
Luke 3:38. Which was t k son of Enos

...

So Cainan is counted twice,

From Abraham to David, the genealogies given in Matthew and, in
Luke agree. Thereafter, they disagree sharply. Matthew follows the
descent from David through Solomon, Rehoboam, and the line of
Judean kings. Luke follows the descent from David through a son
named Nathan:

.
,.which was the,
ofDavid...

son of Nathan, which was the son

Lake 3:31.

+

Nathan was a mn just older {ban Solomon, if the list of sons mentioned in {he Second Book of Samuel are indeed in order of birth:
Samuel s:i+ And tftesa be the manes of those that were born
and Shobab, and
Nathan, and Solomon
2

unto him [David] in Jmaoism, Shammudh,

...'

Lake gives the son of Nathan as Mattatha, and his son as Menan,
neither of whom is mentioned elsewhere in the Bible. Indeed, the
entire genealogy after Nathan is completely obscure, merely a list of
unknown names. Whereas Matthew has virtually every king of Judah
listed among the ancestors of Jesus, Luke lists only David himself.
At only one place after David is there even a possibility of coincidence. Matthew lists the fifteenth and sixteenth generations after David
as being of Shealtiel and Zerubbabd:
Matthew 1:12. And after they were brought to Babylon, Jechonb
[Jehoiachin] be# SalathW [Shealtid]; and Salathiel [Shealtiel]

begat Zorobabel fZeiubbabd] *

..

Luke does indeed mention these two name&, perhaps because of the
prominent role played by Zerubbabel in connection with the return
from exile:

...

Luke 3:27.
which was the son of Zorobabel [Zerubbabel],
which was the son of Sdlathid. [Shealtid], which was the son of
Neri

...

But Matthew follows the Book of Ezra in having Shealtiel the son of
Jehoiachin, whereas Luke has him descend from Neri, who is nowhere
else mentioned in the Bible. Luke,moreover, has Zerubbabel twentytwo generations after David, rather than Matthew's sixteen.
The two genealogies come together only at Joseph, the husband of
Mary. They disagree even in the name of Joseph's father:
Matthew 1:16. And Jacob begat Josephthe husband of Mary

Luke 3:q.
Ofneli...

..

,

.. .Jesus . . .the son of Joseph, which was the son

Attempts have been made to correlate these wildly differing gene
alogies by supposing that Matthew was tracing the line of Jesus back
to David through Joseph, while Luke does so through Mary. It is
suggested, for instance, that Joseph was not thq4sqn of Heli" as stated
in Luke 3:~sbut a&lly the son-in-law of Heli, so that Heli was
Mary'sfather and the rest of the genealogy was Mary's.
.
This involves no fiat contradictions, for the name; of Mary's rather is
not given directly anywhere in the Bible.
And yet are there grounds for considering Mary to have been d e
~eendedham David? That she was of Davidic descent is a tradition
that a&e early in the history of Christianity. For instance, when Gabriel
is sent to make the annunciation:

..

@..

Gabriel was
Luke 1:26..
Luke 1:27. To a virgin es&xwd to a wan, whose name was Joseph,
of the house of David; and the virgin's
w& Mary.
'

One might argue that the phrase "of the.house of David" re
ferred to Mary rather than to Joseph, or to both.
But the argument is a tenuous one. After all, Mary is described
as a cousin of Elisabeth, who is herself described as a Levite.
Looking at the two genealogies objectively, it is hard not to think of
Matthew's as the more reliable. It includes more names that are to be
found in the Old Testament and it carries the .list down the line of
Judean kings, something one would tend to think more appropriate
for a Messiah of Davidic descent
One might almost think that LukeÃ‘ Gentile not acquainted with
Jewish genealogical records-might have invented names to fill in the
generations after David and Nathan.

rudas the brother of James
Luke now goes on with the tales that are also given in Matthew
and Mark. Jesus is tempted by Satan and successfully resists. He
preaches in his home town of Nazareth but is rejected by those who
knew him too well as a youth and will not accept him seriously as a
prophet. He heals the sick and begins to collect disciples.
Lake agrees with Mark in naming the publican disciple Levi (see
page 907) However, in Luke's list of the twelve apostles, Levi is

.
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ebut dMatthew
, k This mppork9 the notion that Lad
and Matthew ace the same peoon known by two alternate names.
On the other hand, Luke does not mention Lebbaeus Thaddeus by
either name and it is this Lebbaeus who might conceivably be Levi
the son of Alphaem {hat Made
and therefore the brother
of Jamesthe son of Alphaem. In the place of Lebbaeus, Luke indudes:
Lake 6:16. And 7udds the brother of Jama
This is by no means a reference to Jodas Iscariot, for Luke includes
him separately, too, as the last of the list, of couise.
Lake 6:16.
and Jvdas Isoarioi, which oho VMS the traitor.
But if there is a second Judas who is {he brothel of James (prosumably the son of Alphaeus), then is tfais Judas the son of Alphaeus
an alternative
for Levi the son of Alphaeus, and is this Judas
the publican, Levi, rather than Matthew?
It is hard to W.The Greek original of Lain 6:16 says simply
"Judas of Jamesu and that might be more naturally translated as
"Judas son of James' rather dun "hotin of Jma."If this Judas
is the son of someone named James, {hen {he connection with Levi
is lost
not ~

~

..

...

Luke's account of Jam' life after the baptism is quite sirnilst to
Oat found in Matthew and Made, the other synoptic gospds, and
much of it can, in consequence, be passed over without comment
However, Lake does add or omit items that signiEcantly illustrate the
difference in his point of view. He,after dl, is taken to be a Gentile,

while Mule and Matthew are certainly of Jewish origin.
Thus, Luke includes material that portrays Gentiles favorably. For
instance, Luke tells the story of the centurion who asks Jesus to cure
his servant Matthew, in telling that same story, makes no effort to
picture the Gentile centurion as anything but a centurion (see page
835).

Luke, however, draws a picture of the centurion as one of touching
faith and humility. The centurion does not consider 'himself worthy

Luke also demonstrab himelf tu be sympathetic to women. Thus,
he w n m t m t a ~n Mary where Matthew deal?
h the dviv
primarily with J@.
Luke prtays a J a w who can even b d mom
for sympathy toward p m t i t u ~ .Thus,.when Jaw is dining with a
l%Ihe:

'I%
Pl@
@
m shows disdain for the kmn but J a w b d s her
embition acceptable and her sin? fm$ven grid reads his hat a l m n
b which the Pharisee coma ofl mtha p r l y .
It h immediately on the concldm og this episode that Luke mentions the women who follow Jaw.This is charactdtic of Luke, for
the other synoptic gospels mention only the men at this p i n k

Mag M%gdalene i s menti~ndfirst and it is sometimes assumed
that she was @e "woman
which waa a sinner" ~f the immediately
preceding episode but thee is no clear jwW6on for tWs (see page
900). Neither J~annanor Susanna i s mentioned outside of L*

..

does not tell the stoq of )the Ganaauite woman who ash that ha
daughter be cured and who humbly a q t s Jdd+zsignation of
Gentiles as "dogs" (see page 834)
And in dsmiing Jesus' sending out of the apostles on their preaching mission, Luke omits the paage in which Jesus forbids them to
enter the cities of the Gentiles or Samaritam and declares his own
rdssim IDbe coi6nd lo &d Jew8 (see page 835)
Instead, Luke includes a prablq not found in any of the o&ex
gospek, which is among the nost popular of all 'those alhiiuted to
Jesus, and which preaches l l x d d l n .
The pmble is occasioned by the question ~f a, l a w , that is, a
as I@~tthew would call him.
student of the Mosaic Law or a "dV
He asks of Jesus how one may attain eternal life and Jesus challenges
him to answer his own question by citing thehw. The lawyer answers:

.

.

.. .

Luke 10:27.
Thou sWt Z
m the h d thy God with all thy
M , a d ~ t h d & y m 4 d w a d t h y & ~ hmi wifh d
* e d & y - a & # .

The &st part of this answer is a quotation from Deutmnomys one
that is held tobeacentral tenet of Judah:
Deuteronomy 6:4. Hem, 0 I v d T k Lord ow G o d is one

h&
Deuteronomy 6:s. And thou sMt
the Lord thy God with
d thine hearts.and wifh dl thy ,ml, with d thy might.
The .Jast part of the lawyer's q u o ~ is~from
n another section of the
Law:

Jesusapproves of &e statement, but the laI

. ..

on to ask:

Luke 10:29.
And who k my yighbour?
The attempt here is to force a natioqdist answers for the remark in
Leviticus about loving one's neighbor as me's d.4 follows immediately
a h a mfamce to "the c ' b ef thy ,people.'' The mamandment in
Mticus might & d o r e be &&en ab'damwly restricting a man's love
to neighbors of his own â€˜+pionly.

Jamn&@t&&dore have ~ n s w that
d it was only necessary to h e
those who m r e Jewsor, a W e mre brwdly, all &QS& J m QT nonJews, who worshipped the true God in the approved manner. All
~tbmmuld then be outside the pale of lwe, [This indeed was what
&& . $ ~ n w dto be saying in the $tow of the Canaanite wonqn h
'

Mattbw.)
Jesus does not say this in Luke? bowever. Instmd he tells the
hmw 9tory of the man (pmmably a Jew) who tqve)d fr6m
J ~ W S &to
~ Jericha, was beset by thieves and left for dwd. A priyt
and a h t e passed him by, making no &*rt to help. They were each
e
w the verse in Leviticus aid
learned in the Law and undoubtedly h
-& fitad with a neighkt (even in the na& sense-of' the word) in
n&l. Yet they did nothing.

Luke 10:36. Which mw of t h e thm, think& thm* was

bwr unto him thtat fell among t b thieve?
Luke 10:37. And he [the lawyer] & He that shewed mercy on

.

him ' ,

1n other words, a man is not a "neighbar" because of what he is but
because of what he does. A goodhearted Samaritan i$mom the nejghhr
of JEW;than a hardheiutqd fellow Jew, Andt by exknsi~n,one might
argue that the parable teaches that all men are neighbors? since all
a n d~ well and have compassion, m e s s of natiandity. 'To
love one's neighbor is to love all men.
The term "good &maritan" has been used so often in connection
witb this parable that one g& the feeline that Samaritans were
par'tfdarly good people and that it was only to be expected that a
Samaritan woulcl help someone in trouble. This losa the p i n t of the
s a hateful and
stwy; sinm to a Jewof the time of Jesus, b m a r i ~ were
despised people. c e hate was &umd and it was therefore naturally
to h expe&d that a !buritan would not help a Jew under my
conditions. The ppint J a w was making was that men a &madtan
cod? be a n d g h b ~
h ~ much
v xn~eso?anyone else.
The 9a-r of the parable would ,pmbablybe best a p t p ~ d
in - d m
b a i q if we had a white southern hama left for dead? if we then
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had him ignored by a a n i n k and a s W Vand saved by a Negro
sharecropper. Then the question ''Whi& now of tbme three
was neighbur" would have a s h a m point for our time.
The fact that Samaritans could b as narrowly nationalistic as Jews
is broqht out in ,Lukq who reports that the Samaritans would not
d o w Jesus to pass through their t d t o r y on his way to Jerusalem,
because they would not moperate with anyone attmpfing to visit that
city !m hated by them:

. ..

Here too Luke m h the opportunity to display the good will of
Jesus as &ng above nationalistie d e n t i even when he is
provoked. Jamea and John, the mns of thuhder (we page 909) ask if
they ought not to call down a rain of he on the inhospitable
Samaritans, and Jesus amwem

At another point, Luke i n h a d m anotha tale not found in the
d m ~ f i & ~ & t o ~ y a hagoodlight.
r i ~ hJesus
cures ten leper3 but ody one r&ms to thank him:

...

Luke 17:16.
mi he w t a~ Sumadtan
Luke 17:17. And Jews, , said, Were them not .tenc h e d ? but
w h are the nine?

.

Luke 17:18. There are not +ad

thd mtumed to give g h y to

Go4 saw this *anger.

.

Luke retains the anti-rich attitug@of Mattbew (see page 832) He
quote Jesus' remarks about the dangers of wealth:

Luke goes wen beyond Matthew, for he includes a famous
pasable (found only in Luke) &at seem to illustate this hard vim
again~triches.

...

Luke 16:ig. Thqw was ta certain doh man
Luke 16:zo. A d there was a certain beggar m
was &id at his gate, full of sores

...

d

~~~ which

The Latin word for rich is "dives," so that in the Latin version of the
Bible, the phrase "rich m n " is "homo dives." If the verse is left partly
uhhmlated, it becomes, "There was a certain man, Dives ." This is
what gives rise to the common misconceptiob that the name of the rich
man in this parable m Dives, m that an@ will speak of the parable of
"Dimand Lamms." Actually, the ~ c inan
h is not namd; he is medy
a rich man. As for Lazarus, that is a Greek version of the Hebrew name,
Elwar.
When the beggar dies, however, he
to heam:
Luke 16:22. , the beggar die4 a d w m S e d by the mge&
iata Abraham's bmom

..

..

. ..

Baawe of this verse "Abraham's h s m ? has enkd the English
languagp as synonymous with heaven, but in mneution with Imam,
it means more^ than that.
The phrase originates out of the dinin8 customs of the period. The
Israelites in the time of the kingdoms sat upon chain at meals7 as we
do today. Thus? concerning the feast where Saul pew suspiqious of
David because of the latter's absence, the Bible relates:
*

1 Samuel zo:zs. And the king sat upon his m t , a at other
tim..,

The Greeks, however, (at least among the wealthier clmxs) had the
h b i t of reclining upon their left elbow on low upholstered couches
and eating with the right hand. The custow spread among the betteroff of other nations, as a sign of genteel and gracious living, This style
of eating gave rise to universally dndestood rnetaihors.
A host would put the'guest of honor to his immediate &h& at a
meal. If both reclined on their left elbows?the gumt's head would now
be close to the host's breast. In a manner of speaking, the guest would
be "in the host's bosom!8
If we use the mpmsion today, when Western eating habits, at all
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levels of society, include sittingrather than reclining, the expression
"in his bosom" gives rise to thoughts of one man cradling (he head of
another, but that is wrong. It would be better if we translated the
phrase into our analogous metaphor today and said, "the beggar died,
and was carried by the angels to the right side of Abraham." In short,
Lazarus not only vent to heaven, but to the post of highest honor, at
the right hand of Abraham himself.
As for the rich man, his fate was quite different;he went to hell.
What's more, this wasn't the Sheol of the Old Testament, the gray
place of infinite nothingness, with the chief punishment that of the
absence of God (see page 1-173). In Old Testament times, hell, or
Sheol, had little to'do with punishment Rewards and punishments
were viewed by the IsraelitesSI+ something that was meted out in this
world and not in the next
However, during the centuries when the Jews were under the domination of outsiders, it seemed too clear that the foreign oppressors w e
flourishing and the Jews were suffering. The whole problem of good
and evil, of reward and suffering, grew tremendously complex, theologically speaking. The Book of Job is an example of the controversy fhat
arose in that respect
Since to most Jews it was unthinkable that God was unjust, it
followed that the apparent injustices of this world would have to be
redressed in the world to come. Virtuous men would be rewarded
infinitely in heaven, while wicked men would be punished infinitely in
hell. This latter view makes itself felt in the last verse in Isaiah, which is
part of the post-Eadlic 'Third Isaiah" (see page 1-553). Those who are
saved, the verse says:

...

Isaiah 6 6 : ~ dull go farth, and look upon the carcasses of the
ugahst me: for their worm shall not
die, neithershall their fin beqwmhed.
A contributing factor to the development of the notion of a hell of
torture may have been the exposure, in Ptolemaic and Seleucid times,
to certain Greek legends. The Greek Hades, generally, was very much
like the Israelite Sheol, a gray place of negativeness. A portion of it,
Tartarus, was, however, reserved for notable criminals, and there the
Gdc imagination &usted itself in inqhing ingenious torturessuch as Sisyphus endlessly rolling a rode uphill only to have it roll down
.

men that have

..

again as soon as the top was gained, or thirsty Tantalus forever up to his
chin in water which swirled away whenever he stooped to drink.
'The less ingenious men of Judea clung to external lire as a means of
tortureand by New Testament times that was fixed. Thus Mark quotes
Jesus as warning men not-

Mark 9:43.
quenched

...to go into hell, into the fire that never shall be

...

The rich man of the parable of Lazarus the beggar descends into
just such a hell:

...
...

Luke 16:zz.
the rich man also died, and was buried;
being in torments,
Luke 1633. And in hell
Luke 16:24.
he cried
, Father Abraham,
send
Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his fi"ger in water, and cool my
tongue; for I am. tormented in this fame.

...
. ..

...

...

Abraham refuses, for there is an impassable gulf between heaven
and hell. Moreover, Abraham is desenÂ¥be by this parable in Luke as
justifying the presence of Lazarus in heaven and the rich man in hell
without reference to virtue and wickedness. No sins of the rich man
are recalled, merely the fact of his being rich:
Luke 16:25. But Abraham said, [to the rich man] Son, remember
thy good things, and likewise
Lazarus evil things: but now he is comforted, and thou art tormented.

that thou in thy lifetime receive&

It is (his dramatic turnabout, this promise to the poor and downtrodden of the world, that they would have their revenge in thesafterworld, that may have helped make this parable particularly popular.
Because of its popularity, the term "Lazarus" has come to be applied to
diseased beggars. Since (he sores mentioned are often presumed to be
those of leprosy, the term, particularly in the shortened form "lazar/' has
come to be synonymous to "leper."
A Far Country
Luke has Jesus relate the parable of the talents (see page ZIO),
though here the units of money are referred to as "pounds." A change

,
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& introduced. Instead of, as in Matthew, the mere mention of a man

traveling to a far country, the purpose of the journey' is given:

.. .

Lake 19:12.
A
nobkmun went into a far country to
receive for himself a kingdom, and to return.
*.**

Luke ig:i4. But his citizens hated Urn, and sent a message after
him, saying, We win not have thus man to reign over us.
Luke i9:15.
[But] he
returned, having received the

kingdom

..

..

In the context of modem times, this would be puzzling. Why should
one travel to a far country to receive a kingdom? In New Testament
times, however, this was not odd at all, for the far country was Rome.
Around the perimeter of the Roman Empire were a number of puppet
kingdoms, each theoretically independent, but all completely under
Rome's thumb. No one could succeed to the throne of any of these
kingdoms without Rome's permission, and that was not always possible
to get without a healthy b n i And if a claimant hurried to Rome to
negotiate such a b n i it might happen that his subjects at home
would send a counterdeputation to plead against it, if the claimant
were unpopular,
. Just this seems to.have happened in the case of Herod Archelaus in
4 B.c., after the death of Herod the Great, and it is to him that the
parable seems to refer. Archelaus was c u n h e d in his rule, but as
ethnarch only, not as king, and ten years later, as a &ult of the
peisistent pleadings of his subjects, he was deposed.

The account of Jesus' climatic week in Jerusalem, as given in Luke,
differs little, in general, from {he accounts of Matthew and Mark.
But Luke is a Gentile and he seems anxious to diminish even further
the share of Pilate, the Gentile governor, in the crucifixion of Jesus,
and to increase the share of (he Jewish secular authorities.
As in Matthew and Mark,Mate, in Lake, is pictured as unwilling to
condemn Jesus, but he declares his belief in Jesus' innocence three
times, lather than once as in Matthew or twice as in Mark. Further-

more, in Luke, and in Luke only, Pilate is described as attempting to
deny jurisdiction altogether:
Pilate
asked whether the man [Jesus] were a
Luke 23:6,
Gdilaean.
Luke'z3:7. And as soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's
fUnSdiption, he sent him to Heqd, who himself also was fit Jerusalem
at that time.

. ..

. ..

This, of course, is Herod Antipas, tetrawh of Galilee, who was in
Jerusalem, presumably, for the Passover season. The trial before Herod
cqrnes to nothing, really, because Jesus would not speak in his own
behalf. Herod refused to make any judgment:

But it would seem that whatever blame falls upon pilate, in Luke's
eyes, falls also upon Herod Ankipas.

'The details of the crucifixion as given by Luke differ in some ways

from those given by Matthew and Mark. In Matthew and Mark
w e h a d the picture of the "historic Jesus" abandoned and reviled by
all, and seeming to die in despair.
In Luke this has largely disappeared and Jesus is pictured as much
more clearly the Messiah. He forgives his cruciEers in a noble phrase
that is not found in (he other gospels:
<

I

Luke z3:34. Then said Jesus, Father, forgive them, for they know
not what they do.
As in Mark and Matthew, Luke describes three as being crucified at
this time, with Jesus on the middle cross between two thieves. Mark
says nothing more about this, while Matthew describes even these

thieves as reviling Jesus:

Matthew z7:44. The thieves also, which were cruci'fied with him,
cast the same [mockery] in his

teeth.
In Luke, however, Jesus is described as forgiving again. One of the
thi&
accepts Jesus as Messiah:
'I
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Luke z3:4z. And he said unto Jesus, Lord, remember me when
thou comest into thy kingdom.
Luke z3:43. And lesus said unto him, Verify I say unto thee, To
day shalt thou be with me in paradise.
This thief is known in tradition as "the good thief or "the penitent
thief." He is not named in the gospels, but tradition supposes his name
to be Dismas.
Finally, Luke does not describe Jesus' final despairing cry of "My
God, my God,why hast thou forsaken me?" It does not easily fit the
Messianic picture, nor can Luke count on his Gentile readers appreciating the subtlety of the application of the psalm whose first phrase
that cry is (see page 895) Instead, he has Jesus' last words the much
more formal and undramatic:

.

...

..

Luke 23:46.
Jesus , said, Father, into thy hands I cornmend my spirit: and having said thus, he gave up the ghost.
That too, as it happens, is a quotation from the psalms:
Psalm 31:;. Into thine hand I commit my spirit: thou hast redeemed me, 0 Lord God of W h
Then follows the tale of the resurrection, told at much greater length
and in much more circumstantial detail than in either Matthew or
Mark. With that, the gospel of St. Luke ends.

The fourth Gospel
The details of Jesus' life, as given in the fourth gospel, are quite
different from those which the first three
synoptic
gospels have in
c
coirnon.
There are some who endeavor to accept as correct all four gosfjzls
and who therefore must explain apparent inconsistencies. It is possible
to argae, for instance, that the synoptic gospels deal primarily ^ith
Jesus' preaching5 to the common people of Galilee and ignorehis work
in Jerusalem itself, except for the final climactic week of his life. The
fourth gospel, it could then be suggested, rounds outthe picture by
concentrating on Jesus' work in Jerusalem, which it describes as lasting
three years, rather than one week. Jesus' discourses now tend to be long
and argumentative (rather than simple and parableladen) as would
suit disputes with learned priests and theologians.
On the other hand, it might also be argued that the fourth
gospel was written quite late, for a community that was already
Christian but was involved in doctrinal disputes. Its purpose might
then have been, not to present a realistic picture of Jesus, but rather to
use him as a figure through whom to present the author's theology, as
opposed to the conflicting views of others. It might, from that standpoint, seem that the fourth gospel could be considered a form of
didactic fiction, roughly analogous to the dialogues in which Plato
placed his own philosophy into the mouth of Socrates.

-
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Palestine ifl the Time of Christ

It is generally agreed that the fourth gospel is later than the others,
but by AJ). i5o it s&ms already to have been known and referred to by
Christian writers. Perhaps AS. loo might be accepted as a round figure
and as a likely date for its composition, though it might be somewhat
later still.
If so, t h e fourth gospel appeared roughly a generation after the
destruction of Jerusalem, by which time it was certain that the paths of
Judaism and Christianity had diverged irrevocably and that the future
of Christianity lay with the Gentile world.
This state of affairs is reflected in the gospel, in which Jesus appears
far less as a parochial Jewish prophet and far more as a universal Son of
God than in any of the synoptic gospels, far more so, even, than in
Luke. And in the fourth gospel, the Jews are treated even less favorably
than in Luke.

The Beloved Disciple
As to the authorship of the fourth gospel that seems to rest with an
unnamed individual who is mentioned therein in t h s that do not
occur in the synoptic gospels. W e me& this individual at the last
supper, for instance, when Jesus announces that one of the apostles
will betray him.
The incident is d e s ~ini each of the four gospels and in each of
the four the response on the part of the apostles is described differently.
In Mark, all twelve are troubled;

Mark 14:it~.And they began to be sorrowful, and to 9 unto him
one by one, I s i t I? and another said, Is it I?
In Luke, aQ..twelveare troubled, but discuss it among themselves:
Luke 2223. And they began to tmquire among themselves, which
of them it was that should do this thing.
In Matthew, it is Judas Iscariot himself who guiltily rises to the bait:

at thew 26:25. Then Judds, which betrayed him, answered and

said. Muster,jsit

I?

...

In the fourth gospel, however, dungs are not that spontaneous.
Jesus is presented as a divine and Godlike figure whom it is far less
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easy to approach. Since he did not spontaneously reveal the name of
the mysterious traitor, it mightbe that he did not wish to reveal it and
that there might thsefore be 9 danger involved in trying to penetrate
the secret. Presumably, then, the one to take the risk of inquiring
ought to be that disciple who w q Jesus' favorite and.who might therefore most safely presume on the Master's patience.
John q:q. Now there was kmng on Jesus' bosom one of his
disciples, whom Jesus loved.
John i3:q. Simon Peter therefore beckoned to him, that he
should ask who it should be of whom he [Jesus] spake.)
We must not assume, of course, that the disciple in question was
actually being eradled by Jesus. The phrase leaning on Jesus' bosom"
was merely the common metaphor used to signify that the disciple
was seated in flie place of honor on '-J
right (see page 946)
In none of the synoptic gospels is reference made to some particular
apostle "whom Jesus loved"; only in the fourth.
The Beloved Disciple is mentioned as witnessing the crucifixion, as
being the first apostle to reach the sepulcher from which Jesus had been
resurrected, and as recognizing the resurrected Jesus.
Most significantly, he appears at (he very end of the gospel when the
risen Jesus is giving his final instructions to Peter:

.

John 21:20. hen Peter, turning about, seeth the disciple whom
Jesus loved folfowt'ng; which also leaned on his breast at supper

.. .

With reference to this, an editorial comment, added a few verses
later, reads:
John n:q. This is the disci*
wrote these things.

..

w k h iotj^th of t h w things, and

Is this the signatureof the Beloved Disciple?Does this mean that the
Beloved Disciple actually wrote the fourth gospel as we have it today?
Or did someone else +fe the four& gospel, after having used the
reminiscences of the Beloved Disciple as his source material, and did he
then attribute the authorship to that source, consideringhimself only a
secretary? Or was the verse added by a later copyist or cobentator who
was expressing his own theoty that the Beloved Disciple had written the
fourth gospel?
It is difficult to see how these questions can ever he answered in

I

sucha way as to satisfy everybody. ChnStian tradition, however, has it
that'the lhloved Disciple was indeed the author.
If seaas odd, perhaps, and even unpleasantly vainÃthat the Beloved
Disciple>if he is the author of the fourth gospel, should so stress his
favored position with Jesus each time he mentions himself. But perhaps
there is a purpose beyond vanity in this. If the fourth gospel were
written to expound a theological viewpoint against strong competing
forces, it would be important that the writer stress,as forcefully as he
could,his own authority to speak, He was not only one of the apostles,
but of all the apostles, Jesus' favorite and the one most likely to be "in
the kn?~~."
And if the gospel were actually written by a secretary from a s or
writings of the disciple, it may have been the,secretarywho kept stressing
the favored position of the source for the purpose just oven.

The question next arises as to who the Beloved Disciple might be?
To begin with, it seemsmasonable to suppose he was one of the
apostles, since the Beloved Disciple wss at the last supper and, as the
synoptic gospels agree, only Jesus and his twelve apostles were at this

supper:
Matthew 26:ao. Now when the even was come, he sat down with
the twelve'
Matthew 26:21. And
they did eat
T o be sure,however, the fourth gospel, alone of the ppd^ do9 not
specifically list the names of the twelve apostles, and does not specifia l l y statethat only the apostles joined J h s at the last supper. Within
the context of t h e fourth gospel, then, (he Beloved Disciple might not
have been one of the twelve'aposfles, and several nonapostlis have been
suggested for the role. Nevertheless, Christian tradition makes the
Beloved Disciple one of the apostles.
But which one? .
He is the favorite, and it does seem from the synoptic gospels that
among the apostles there is an inner group of three, who shark more
intimately with Jesus the crucial moments of his life. These three,

. ..

...
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Peter and the sons of Zebedee, James and John, are described as
witnessing the transfiguration, for instance:
JOHN

. ..

Matthew 17:~.
Jesus tdketh Peter, James, and John his
brother, and bringeth them up into an high mountain apart,
Matthew 17:~.And was transfipred before them

...

The other nine apostles were not vouchsafed this sight.
Again it was Peter, James, and John who were alone with Jesus at the
time of the prayer in Gethsemane just before the arrest:
Matthew 26:37. And he [Jesus] took with him Peter and the two
sons of Zebedee

...

One might argue that Jesus would scarcely omit the disciple he
loved best from these climactic moments, so that the Beloved Disciple
most be one of these three: Peter, James, or John.
Of these three, Peter would seem the almost automatic choice since
all the gospels agree that he was the leading apostle who always took
the initiative among them. Yet it is precisely Peter who must be
eliminated, since on three of the occasions on which the Beloved
Disciple is present, Peter is present also, and the two are distinguished
as separate individuals. Thus it is Peter who motions to the Beloved
Disciple to inquire about the traitor.
This makes it seem that the Beloved Disciple was either James or
John, one of the two sons of Zebedee. (Could it be for this reason
that the two made so bold as to ask for favored positions with Jesus
when the Messianic kingdom was established-see page 858-presuming on his favoritism toward one of them?)
In choosing between James and John, let us return to the final
appearance of the Beloved Disciple on the occasion of the resurrected
Jesus' last discourse with Peter. Peter turns, sees the Beloved Disciple
(see page 1068) ,and asks?

...

John 21:21.
and what shall this man do?
John 21:22. Jesw saith unto him, I f I will that he tarry till I come,
what is that to thee? follow thou me.
Peter, in other words, is to follow instructions and not worry about
the Beloved Disciple. The Beloved Disciple will have his own tasks,
which may include anything, even up to and including remaining alive
on Earth till the second coming.
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The writer of the fourth gospel &en goes on to correct a misap#ier
hension, pointing out that Jesus did 'not say flatly that the Beloved
Disciple would not die till the second coming; but that he would not
die if Jpuschose to arrange it so.
John 2 1 2 3 . Then went thk saying abroad among the brethm,
that that disciple should not die: yet Jesus said not unto him. He
shfdl not dies but, If I will that he tarry till 1 e m , what is that to

thee?

1

I

There is important significance here., The early Christians believed
that Jesus would soon return and that the kingdom of Cod would
quicHy be established. There are verses that would seem to bear them
out. Thus,in d c h of the three synoptic gospels there is repeated what
seWw to be a definite promise on the part of Jesus to that effect. ,

Matthew 16:28. Verity I say unto you, There be some standing
here, which shallnot taste of d@t, tilt they see the Son of nwn
comib"gin his kingdotn.
- Clearly, tile Beloved Disciple must have been standing there at the
Viws sad if that disciple had an extended lifetime,Jesus' remark must
have begun to take on specific meaning. One by one, those who had
known and heard Jesus died, but ,the Beloved Disciple lived on.
Surety, then, many must have thought it was he to whom Jesus refezred
as the someone who "shall not taste of death'* till the seeond coming.
The fourth gospel as the latest-written (seventy years or more after
the crucifixion) would have to be less certainthan the synoptic gospels
on the matter of the imminent seated coming. In particular if (he
Beloved Disciple died without the second coming having taken place,
it would be necessary for his secretary or some later commentator to
inserta remark to the effect that Jesus had made a statement with
reference to the Beloved Disciple, but that it had been a conditional
and not an absolute one.
(Of course, the reference to some who would not die before the
second coining might be taken to refer not to the Beloved Disciple
but $0 some quite obscure person who was standing within earshot of
Jesus at the time. This thought probably contributed to the rise of the
tale of the so-catted "Wandering Jew." This was a Jewwho committed
some crime or offense against Jesus at the time of the crucifixion and
was condemned to wandering the E d , immortally, until the second
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&ng.
Concerning this figure, a vast array of legends has arisen, all of
which are entirely without Biblical foundation except for the distant
support of this one verse.)
Returning to the Beloved Disciple, howper, we can see that this
final passage in the fourth gospel an be used to argue that he must
have been long-lived. And, indeed, if he wrote the fourth gospel in
A.D. 100 or somewhat later, this must be so.
But of the two sons of Zebedee, James was not long-lived. He died a
martyr's death not many years after the crucifixion:

Acts 12:1. Now about that time Herod the king stretched forth
his hands to vex certain of the church..
Acts 12:2. And he killed Jamesthe brother of John with the sword.
The leaves John the son of Zebedee, and he is the only one of the
apostles concerning whom where is no widely accepted tradition of
martyrdom. Rather, legend supposes him to have lived to the age of
ninety and beyond.
According to legend, John, in later life, engaged in missionary work
in Ephesus, a city on the coast of Asia Minor. 'During the reign of
Domitian (A.D. 81-96), when Christians were persecuted, he retired for
safety's sake to the island of Patmos, about fifty miles southwest of
Epheshs. After Domitian's death he returned to Ephesus and there
d i d sometime in the reign of Trajan (AJ). 98-117).
If these are indeed the facts and if he were twenty at the time of the
crucifixion, John son of Zebedee would have been born A.D. 9 and
would have been ninety-one yeam old in A.D. loo when the fourth
gospel might have been written. That is a great age, but certainly not
an impossible one.
Another point in favor of this theory is that John is never mentioned
by name in the fourth gospel, so there is no possibility of distinguishing
him from the Beloved Disciple. The closest approach comes when some
of the disciples are listed among those who witnessed the resurrected
Jesus on one occasion:

...

John 21:2.
Sirqon Peter, and Thomas called Didymus, and
Nathanael of Cam in ~aliiee,and the sons of Zebedee, and two
other of his dISC1>les.
*

And at this point there is no mention of the Beloved Disciple.
There are thus no glaring inconsistencies in supposing the Beloved
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Disciple to be John son of Zebedee, and indeed it is the stroag
teadition of the early Church that this John was the author of the
fourth gospel. By A.D. 900 the tradition was universal and it can be
traced back to Irenaeus.
His testimony is considered particularly valuable, since h e claims to
have fciown Polycarp, a Christian bishop of Asia ,Mioor, who lived
from about AD. 70 to 155 and who, in turn, v/as shpposed to have been
'
a disciple of John himself.
In modem times there have been thetiries that the John mentioned
by Irmaeus as the author of the fourth gospel was some other John,
a
w is never likely to be settled
not the son of Zebedee, but the m
to the complete satisfaction of everyone. We can say simply {hat
Christian tradition makes John son of Zebedee the author of the
fourth gospel and there is no clear and simple way of refuting that
tradition. "Hie fourth gospel is therefore &led "The Gospel According
to St. John."

8

,

The gospel of ,St. Mark begins with $he baptism of Jesys by.J&a
the Baptist as the period at whiph the Holy Spirit entered Jesus.
Mitttw and Luke begin kith thÃ birth 04 lans as that period.
Jphn goes farther back still. Whereat %; &e synoptic gospels Jesusis
sisen primarily as a human being (althoughhe is the Messiah also)&
John, Jesus is seen in. much more' exalted fashion, as clearly and
manifestly divine to all but the villains of the piece. And stress that
point,John begins hk gospel with a hynan in praisfe of ''tihe Wow {or,
inGreek "Logos") whichcarries matters back to the very b@nning of
fame.
~ ~ i :I.h I nnthe beginning was the Word, and the Word iffa with
God, and the Word was God.
The use of the t p m "the Word" h_its capitalized sense, as an
aspect of God, is not found anywhere& the OldTestament, or, for
{hat matter, anywhere in the New Testament except in {hegosp'el of
St. Johnsad a couple of other books attrfbuted to the same author.
Â¥B ienn lop''is to Ve found, howon,iii Ihe &tin@ at to
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Greek philosophers, and is used in ssomething of the sense HI which it is
found in John.
The tarn @@ia,bad; to ,&e six& century B.c., at the time Bie
Kingdom of Judah was coming to an end, and the Jews were being
carried off into Babylonian Exile. In that century, a new way of looking
at the universe arose a m 0 4 certain scholars on the western coast of
Asia Minor,
,
The fiatof these w$ n a b of Miletus, who was born about 640
B.C. (when Manasseh wasiroun<3ihgout his long reign over Judah) .
He is thought to have fir& devised the methods of abstract geometry;
to have studied electric and magnetic phenomena; to have brought
Babylonian astronomy to the Greek world; and to have suggested that
water 6 s the fundamenkd material of the universe.
However, the bat important contribution made by Thales and
those who studied under him and followed him was the assumption
that the universe was nbt erratic in its workings; and was not at the
mercy of impulsive gods or demons who interfered with nature to suit
(heir ism whims and "who could beswayed by human entreaty or
threats. Rather, Wales and his group supposed that die universe ran
according to certain fixed rules/which wemight term "laws of nature"
and that these laws w e e not forever unknowable but could be worked
out by man through observation and reason. This assumption of the
rationality and knowability of the universe was established by these
Greeks as the foundation of daceand it has remained the foundation
ever since.
It was not SQ much that W e s and the rest yc&sarily denied the
existence of gods or the fa@ that (he wodd'was created by superhuman
agency. It was just that the gods, in creating the world, did so according
to some rational principle &,tow abided by that principle, without
arbitrary interference in the daytoday workings of the universe.
One of those who followed Tbales in this view of the uriiverse was
Heraclitus of Ephesus, who taught about p B.C. He seems to have
used the word "Logos" to represent the rational principle according to
which the world was created. (Is it entirely a coincidence that the
Logos-permeated gospel of St. John 'was, according to legend, written
in the very city of Ephesw which, in a way, had seal the first intm
ductaon of that term?)
Literally, "Logos" qeans "Wor<T in English, but the Greek term
has implications far beyond the simple significance of "word." "logos"

refers to the whole rational structure of lhiowledge. We User it in the
names of our sciences: "zoology" ("words concerning animals," or,
misepropdy, "the rational structure of knowledge concerning aniid$');
"gwloft" ("winds mcernhg the Earth"); 4'biologf' ("words
.
abitrning life/*);and so on.
As "Logos" came to be used more and more by Greek thinkers,,
some of them rather mystical, it came to stand not merely for a n
a''# principle but for a
entity that had created the
uv6lld. "Logos" &me to be considered a kind of god in its own right, a
trtfonal, creative god.
under the influence of Greek
,Inp~st-Exflictimes, as the Jw
@losophy, they felt impelled to try to justify "Logos" in terms of the
Jewish,God. Often they wed a Hebrew word, which we translatq as
Wisdom," to represent something Iflx fa Greek "Logos." The & i ~
&m 9 referred to is npt merely worldly learning but,more than that,
a kind of inner, spiritual learning that transcends the world of matter.
The use of the term as a substitute for "Logos" was quite apt As a
matter of fa& in the course of the sixth century B.c., the term
"philosopher" began to be applied to
Greek scholars and this is a
Greek term which can be translated as "lover of wisdom."
- It was divine Wisdom, in the eyes 'of some of the post-Exilic Jewish
WBters, thatcreated the world and set it upon its rational foundation.
Some of the books of the Apocrypha aid even some of the later canonical books of the Old Testament contain hymns to Wisdom that almost
sound as though it is a formal aspect of God, to be worshipped, rather
than a mere abstraction being praised. Its eternal existence is emphasized and in the Book. of Proverbs, Wisdom is pictured, at one
point, as speaking in the first person and as saying:
f

.

Proverbs 83% The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way,
before his works of old.
Proverbs 8:23.. I was set up from everlasting, from We beginning,
or
the earth was.

Ecclesiasticus has a similar passage in which Wisdom is again speaking in the first person:
Ecclesiasticus q : 9 . He [God] created me [Wisdom] from the
beginning before the world, and I shall never fail.

In (he Wisdom of Solomon, Wisdom is sometimes ptesented in
terms usully reserved for God;
Wisdom of Solomon 1:6. For wisdom is a low'ng spirit; and win not
acquit a blasphemer of his words

...

The role of Wisdom as the creative aspect of God is also referred to:
Wisdom of Solomon 7:22.
things

. ..

...wisdom .. .is the worker

of all

There is a reference to Wisdom in the gospel of St. Luke, where
Jesus is quoted as saying:

Luke 11:49. Therefore also said the wisdom of God, I will send
them prophets and apQstles ,
In Jesus' lifetime, there lived in Alexandria a Jew named Philo
(usually called Philo Judaeus, or ''Philo the Jew"). He was learned
not only in Jewish thought, but in Greek philosophy as well and he
labored, in his writings, to explain the former through the words and
concepts of the latter.
Philo, writing in Greek,makes use of the tenn "Logos" rather than
"WisdomJ' and has it representing the rational and creative aspect of
Yahveh. To explain its relationship to God, he speaks of it, metaphorically, as the "image of God" pr the "son of God."
John adopts this Philonian view, a view which is particularly fitting,
if the gospel were written in Ephesus at the very center of the Greek
philosophic tradition and the place where the term "Logos" was first

.

used.

John therefore opens with a hymn to Logos (that might, conceivably,
have been adapted from some pagan hymn) which is expressed in such
a way as to fit the theological view expressed by {he gospel.
There were views concerning Logos which, it seems, John considered
incompatible with the true faith.
There were, for instance, philosophers and mystics who tried to
separate the notions of God and of Logos. They felt that there was
a God who was indeed personified Wisdom, but he was far and remote
and unknowable to man. He was pure spirit and had nothing to do
with anything material. 'To these philosophers, this divine, spiritual, and
unknowable principle was " G n o s i s ~ h i c his Greek for "knowledge."
Such philosophers are therefore called "Gnostics."
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But if Wisdom or Gnosis is remote from matter and unconcerned
with it, how did the world come to be created? Here the Gnostics took
a turning opposed to that of Thales. It was not a rational principle
(divine or otherwise) that created the world, but a subdivine and
evil principle. Where Thales found the world rational and supposed
that a rational principle had created it, the Gnostics found the world
evil and supposed that an evil principle had created i t
The Greek philosopher Plato had made .use of the term "demiourgos"
for the creative principle, and this becomes "demiurge" in English.
The word means "worker for the people" or, sb to speak, "civil servant."
It was used in the Greek cities for certain officials who were viewed as
serving the public. The Demiurge was looked upon, in other words, as
a superhuman civil servant who served mankind by first creating and
then governing the world.
To the Gnostics, this Demiurge was an inferior principle who had
created an evil world with deliberate malice. What's more, the spiritual
essence of man, which was akin to the distant Gnosis, was trapped by
the Demiurge in a body which, being made of matter, was evil. For a
mail to aspire to salvation, it was necessary, somehow, to transcend the
evil body and to attain the distant spirituality of Gnosis.
In the early days of Christianity, certain Gnostics adapted their
thought to Christianity. Gnosis was still the unknowable, unreachable
God. The "God" of the Old Testament, on the other hand, who had
created the world, was viewed by the Gnostics as really the Demiurge.
It was Yahveh's demonic influence that was responsible for all the
evil in the world.
Jesus, on the other hand, was, by the Gnostic view, the Logos,
a son. or derivative of the spiritual Gnosis. Jesus was himself pine
spirit since he could not involve himself with the created matter of the
evil Demiurge, but he took on the illusion of a material body in order to
help guide men away from the Demiurge of matter to the Gnosis of
spmt
4
: ,-'
The gospel of St. John sets itself firmly against the Gnostic interpretation. John mate God and Login equal in all respects. Not
only did Logos exist from the very beginning so that Logos was with $ $5;
2.
,. God, but Logos WU8 God.
Furthermore, this God was not a mysterious Gnosis, but was t h e . 2
very God of the Old Testament who had created the world:

esSC

r

,

.?
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John 1:2. The same [Logos] was in the beginning with God.
John 1:3. All things were made by him, and without him was not
anythingmadethatwasmade,
, * .f r '

,

q

and the Logos was the rational, creative aspect of that God.
What's more, this same God of the Old Testament was not merely
an entity of matter, while something eke was spirit. God was both
spirit and matter; God was the 'light" toward which men could strive
and that was the inner essence of things:
John it+ In him [God/Logos] was life; and the life was the
light of men.
John I:;. And the light shineth in An"ktiess

.. .

Nor was Jesus a mere thing of spirit clothed in the illusion of matter. John made it clear that the Logos was to be considered a s having
been incarnated in a real and actual material body:
John 1:14 And the Word was made fiesh, and dwelt among us.

..

The hymn to Logos is iiit&bted with an emphatic assertion that
the Logos is not to be interpreted as John the Baptist In the early
decades following the crucifixion there were those who maintained
(hat John {he Baptist had been of particular importance and that
perhaps he, rather than Jestis, was the Messiah. These may have represented a considerable group &en as late as AJ). 100 and they had to
. d i p $ , i . : ' , rr+rr ,
be countered.
., ,
. ..
..
!f

+

8

%

.
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John 1:6. There was a man sent from God, whose name was John.
John 1:7. The same wme for a witness, to bear witness of the

I.

,

Light..
John

. He was not t&zt Light ...
,I

1:8.

>,

,

-

,

,

I

,

Then, after {he conclusion of the hymn to Logos, the fourth gospel
quotes John the Baptist himself as denying any pretensions to Messiah-hood:

.' .
. ..

,

.I

(

..,

John 1:ig. , ivheiz the ~ e & sent priests and Levitef from
Jerusalem to ask him [John die Baptist], W h o art thou!
John 1:20.
he confessed
I am not the Christ.

. ..

The fourth gospel goes still further than that.
The synoptic gospels, written at a time when Christianity was still in
its infancy and when it needed allies in its fight against Jewish
orthodoxy, seem willing to allow John the Baptist the lesser, but still
considerable, role of the incarnated Elijah. The fourth gospel, wrtotkm
at a time when Christianity was a couple of decades stronger, seemfd
to feel no need for such a compromise:
John 1:21. And they asked him [John-the Baptist], What then?
Ad thou E l b [Elijah]? And he salt4 I am not. Art thou that
prophet? And he answered, No.

....

John 1:q. He m'd, I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness,
Make stfitight the way of the Lard

...

As for "that prophet' referred to in John 1zzi, this is usually thought
of as referring to a passage in one of the Deuteronornic discourses attributed to Moses. There, God is quoted as saying:
Deuteronomy 18:18.1 will raise them up a Prophet from among
their brethren, like unto thee [MosqL and will put my words in his
mouth

...

It would seem that the Book of Deuteronomy was actually written in
the reign of Josiah or shortly before (see page 1-195) and it may be
thatthis passage was used to refer to some& contemporary with the
Deutemnomist. Josiah may even have been persuaded that the passage
r e f e d to one of those who brought him the book after its "discovery"
in the Temple, and this may have kcouraged him to institute the
thorough Yahvist reform that he then ,carried through.
Nevertheless, by post-Exilic times, this passage seems to' have been
accepted by the Jews as Messianic in nature, and it was so accepted by
the Christians, of course, who saw in it a reference to Jesus, That is
why the King James Version capitalizes theword "Prophet" although
thie Revised Standard Version does not.
John the Baptist is pictured by the fourth gospel as denying an
identity with that prophet and as therefor? denying Messiah-hood once
again.
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The Lamb of God
The fourth gospel proceeds, remorselessly, still further. Not only is
John quoted as denying the Messiah-hood for himself, but, after baptb
ing Jesu~,he accepts the latter as the Messiah, and proclaims him as
such:

t

John ~29.
The next day John seeth leimi ctndng unto him, and
saith Behold the Lamb of God, which idketh away the sin of
the world,
John 1:3o.Thttiaheof wftOMIs(tid,~Afterrnecomethamanwhich
i9 preferred before m e . .

.,

* . . a

1.y. And John bare word, saying,.! saw the Spirit descend&fnmlumen~~xadwf,md~tabateuponhim.

John

.*..
John

And I saw, and bare record that this is the Son of God.
In Mark and Luke,there is no reference to any such recognition at
all on John's part. In Matthew there is a single verse which refers to
1:3+

John's realization of Jesus' role; for when Jesus comes to be baptized:

.. .

John forbad him, saying, I haw need to be
Matthew 3:q.
baptized of thee, and earnest thou to me?

Later, however, Matthew, and Luke too, report that John seat
disciples to inquire as to whether Jesus were the Messiah, something
that would certainly be unnecessaay if John had witnessed the Spirit
of God descending upon Jesus like a dove. (And certainly the fourth
gospel at no time makes mention of any such uncertainties on the part
of the Baptist) The synoptic gospels each report this descent of the
Spirit of God but none of the three indicates in any way, then or later,
that this descent was witnessed by John, or by anyone besides Jesus.
Indeed, die synoptic gospels show the realization of (be Messiahhood to have developed slowly among Jesus' disciples and, moreover,
clearly record Jesus' carefulness in making no specific and open claim
to the role. It is only at the very end, before Caiaphas, (bat he admits
he is the Messiah (see page 883) , .and this, considered by the Jewish
authorities to be blasphemy, is at once sufficient to condemn Jesus to
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death. This view seems, indeed, to be in accord with the historical
reality of the times, for to lay claim to Messiah-hood without a proof
that would satisfy the authorities was virtually sure death. \lust as in
later centuries, to have laid claim to be the new incarnation of Jesus
would have paved the way to the stake or, in modem times, to the
madhouse.)
I
In the fourth gospel, however, everyone, fioa John the Baptist on,
is pictured as recognizing Jesus as the Messiah at once. Not only does
Jesus not deny the role but he, him,plf, proclaims it. Thus, when
a Samaritan woman speaks to Jesus of the Messiah, Jesus answers quite

frankly:
.,John 4:26.

. . . I that speak unto thee am he.

This open admission of Messiah-hood by Jesus and by others is
pictured in the fourth gospel as continuing through a period of three
in Jerusalem and elsewhere, before Jesus is arrested, condemned,
and executed.
From the standpoint of realistic history, this view is quite impossible.
However, the gospel is presenting theology and not history, and the
theological Jesus, as opposed to the "historical Jesus," is divinity manifest
' In acclaiming Jesus as the Lamb of God, John the Baptist is not
only referring to his Messiah-hood but to the actual form that Messiahhood is to take. He is pictured as recognizing Jesus not as the royal
Messiah who will lead the Jews to the ideal kingdom by defeating
their enemies with the weapons of war, but father as the suffering and
tortured "servant" of Second 1sakh (see page 1-551).
The reference to Jesus as the Lamb of God seems to turn upon a
particular verse in one of these suffering servant passages:

years,

Isaiah 53:7. He [the servant of ~ 0 4 was
1 oppressed, and he was
afflicted,yet he opened not his mouth: he k brought as a lamb to the
slaughter,

..

manner in which Jesus collects his disciples is described in die
g w l s , .$I
the disciples are selected by Jesus in wee;%
the shoptic

fourfh gospel, in 'quite a different way than in the

John, where Jesus is throughout treated 'with. greater dignify, it is the
disciples who come seeking after him.
Thus, John the Baptist acclaims Jesus as the Lamb of God a second
time in the presence of two of his disciples and they instantly leave
the Baptist and follow Jesus:
John I:*. One of the two which heard John [the Baptist] speak,
and followed Jam [Jesus], was Andrew, Simon Petds brother.
The other is not named and he is traditionally assumed to be John
son of Zebedee, the Beloved Disciple and the author of the gospel. His
modesty is viewed as causing him to refrain from naming himself.
There is no indication in the synoptic gospeb that any of the apostles
were originally followers of the Baptist Still, this clearly fits the purpose
of the fourth gospel, since it shows that the Baptist's followers, guided
by the Baptist himself, dearly prefer Jesus to John, and this further
weakens the Baptist party among the kngelist's opponents*
The fist two disciples spread the void:
John i:41. He [Andrew] first findeth hk own brother Simon, and
with unto Aim, We haw found tfw M m b [Messiah]
This quite negates one of the great moments in {be synoptic gospels
-where Peter confesses his belief in Jesus as the Messiah (see page
856), a confession which turns Iesus toward Jerusalem and the crucifixion.Here, instead, Peter is told at the outset that Jesus is the Messiah
gospel for any slowly attained
and there is no room later in
realization of this belief by either Peter or any other disciple. The nature of Jesus in the view of the fourth gospel is too exalted to admit of
any such slow or gradual realization; the realization must come at
once.
Furthermore, the acceptance of these first disciples does not take
place in Galilee, but on the site in the Trans-Jordan where John the
Baptist was conducting the baptismal rite:
John 1:28. These thing^ were done
beyond Jordan, where
John was baptudng.
And as though to emphasize that fact, Jesus is then described as
bong on his way to return to Galilee:
John 1:43. The day fooowiÃ§ Jesus would go forth into GdlOee,
and findeth Philip, and south unto him, Follow me.

...

...

John
Peter.

I:.++

Now Philip was of Bet-,

the city

of A ~ d mand

Presumably, Philip had been told of (he Messiah by Andrew and
Peter and he in turn spreads the news still further:
Johq i:45. Philip findeth Nutbyel, and sdth unto him, We
found him, of whom Moses in the law, and the p ~ h e t s did
,

write

. .,

Nathanael is not listed among the apostles in the synoptic gospels;
itidfeed, hls name does not occur outeide the fourth gospel. On file other
hand, Bartholomew, who is listed among the apostles in all three of the
synoptic gospels, is not mentionedin John. Since in all three of the
q&ptic gospels, Bartholomew is named,directly after Philip:
Mark 3x8. And Andrew, and Philip, and Bartftolomew
and since here in John there seems a special relationship between

. ..

Philip and Nathanael, it is customary to identify Nathanael with
Bartholomew. Since Bartholomew means "son of Talmai" and may be
a patronymic only, Nathaniel may be the actual &en name. The
apostle would then be Nathanael Bartholomew ("Nathaniel, son of
TdmV).
It may also be that Nathaniel is not one of the twelve disciples but
is some disciple outside this inner circle of twelve,
The fourth gospel does not list the twelve apostles at all, the only
&el not to do so. The very word "aposfle" does not occur in 6ns
fourth gospel. It may well be that John soft-pedals the tradition :of
the twelve apostles as far as possible, since the analogy there is to the
twehite tribes of Israel, an analogy long outmoded by events, at the
time the gospel was written.
I

The Son of Joseph
Philip identifies Jesus clearly and unmistakably, when he reports of
him to Nathanael:

. John i:45. Philip ftndeth NathanaeI, and saith unto him, We
havefound him,
Jesus of Nasweth, the son of Joseph.

...

JOHN
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No attempt is made, in this gospel, to refer to the virgin birth at

Bethlehem. This is not because. John is unaware that among the Jews
the birth at Bethlehem was a pxmsary requirement for a true Messiah,
for upon hearing this identification of the Messiah "of whom Moses in
the law, and the prophets, did write," Nathanael is at once dubious:

. NatluofteI said unto him [Philip], Can there any
John ~ 4 6And
good thing come out of N(Kwetft?

...

This might have been the contempt of a man of Jerusalem for a
Galilean provincial, but it wasn't Nathanael is himself a Galilean according to John, At one point, where several disciples axe listed, John
says:

...

Simon Peter, and Thomas called Didymus, and
John 21:2.
Nathanaelof CanainGalih.

..

Or Nathanael's remark might simply imply that no prophet ever
came out of Galilee, as is stated later in the gospel, when {he Pharisees
are quoted as saying to one of their own number who spoke in
defense of Jesus:

...

John 7:p.
Art thou also of Galilee? Search, and/ look
for
.
out of GdUlee ariseth no ftrophet.
But thgt isn't so, either. The prophet Jonah (the historical prophet
of the time of Jeroboam 11, on whom the fable with the whale was
later grafted) was from the region, even though it was not called
Galilee at the time:
2

was

'

...Jonahthe son of Amittai, the prophet, which

Kings 14:a;.
of Gath-hepher.

In fact, Gath-hepher was not only in Galilee but it is usually identified with a town only three miles from Nazareth.
Or it might be (as is sometimes suggested) that Nazareth itself had
a bad reputation among Galileans generally. Perhaps it was considered
a eiw of fools, like the Gotham of English folk tales. And perhaps this
reputation was particularly strong in Nathanael's home town of Cana
which was close enough to Nazareth to allow of the kind of neighborly
rivalry one gets between Minneapolis and S t Paul, or between Fort
Worth and Dallas. There is, however, nothing concrete on which to base
such a belief.

It seems most likely that the remark simply refers to the fact that
Jews did not expect the Messiah to come from anywhere but Bethlehem.
This, too, is stilted flatly later in the gospel where the opinions of the
people generally ate given.

...

John 7:+.
But some said, Shall Christ come out of Galilee?
That Christ cometh of
John 7:+. Hath not the scripture d$,
the seed of David, and out of the t h of Bethlehem, where David
was?

It seems logical to suppose that Nathanael, at first hearing that Jesus
was of Nazareth, had the same doubt."The evangelist does not bother
to counter these doubts by any remark concerning the birth at Bethlehem. Perhaps he felt the birth at Bethlehem was something that concerned only Jews and he intended his o w n gospel to have a universal
importance.
Once Nathanael meets Jesus, he is at opce bought over;

.. .

saith unto him [Jesus], Rabbi, thou
John iq9. Nathanael
art the Son of Gad; thou art the King of Israel.
The word "rabbi" used here means "my master" or "my teacher!'
It is precisely the term of respect one would use for another more
leaqxd than himself. In the theocratic society of Judea, it bears some
what the same aura of respect that the titl~"professor"does in our
own more secular society. Earlier i n the chapter, John translates the
void. When the Erst two disciples approach Jesus:

...

John ~ 3 8 . They said unto him, Rubbi, (which is to say, being
interpreted, Master,) where dwellest thou?
In the other gospels, the King James Yeision usually gives the
Greek equivalent only, so that Jesus is routinely addressed as "Master."
Th@ Peter addressing Jesus at the sight of the transfiguration, is

quoted as saying: .
Mark 9:s. And Peter
be here

. ..

. . .said to ]esu~,Master, it is good for us

LU

The equivalent verse in Matthew use? +anotherterm of respect, one
of more secular tang and perhaps more suitable to the divinity that was
gathering about Jesus in the eyes of his disciples:

...
.'

..

Matthew 17:4.
Peter, said unto Jesus, Lord, it is good for
us to be h e r e . .
Another form of addresses is "rabboni," meaning "my great master"
or "my lord and master." This is used of the resurrected Jesus, by
Mary Magdalene:
,

.. .

John 20:16.
She fumed herself, and saith unto him, Rabboni;
which is to say, Master.

Once back in Galilee, Jesus performs his first miracle-one which
is found only in John. It takes place at a wedding festival:

Early Journeys of Christ

. ..

John z : ~ .
there was a marriage in Cana of Galilee; and the
mother of Jesus was there:
John z:z. And both Jesus was called, and las disciples, to the

nwritise*
6,

,

Cana, mentioned only in John, is close to Nazareth. It is usually
identified with a site about four miles northeast, though some favor
a site some nine miles north of Nazareth. It is this town of which
Nathanael is a native.
Oddly enough, John's reference to "the mother of Jesus" is characteristic of him. Not only does he not refer to the virgin birth and
make Jesus the son of Joseph without qualification, but he never names
Mary. His is the only gospel in which Mary is not named; she is referred to only as "the mother of Jesus!'
Mary appears in the legends of Jesus' birth and childhood in Matthew and Luke. On one occasion she is mentioned by all three synoptic
gospels. This is when she and other members of the family of Jesus try to
see him when he is surrounded by his disciples, and Jesus turns them
away. That is all.
In John, however, Mary plays a somewhat greater role; and, as is
characteristic of John's new of things, she is aware of her son's role and
of his ability to work miracles. She tells Jesus that the party is out of
wine and instructs the servants to do whatever he tells them to do.
Jesus then proceeds to turn water into w i d (and, as the gospel care'
fully explains, into very good wine indeed).

Tfa? Jews' Passover
In the synoptic gospels only one visit to Jerusalem is recorded of

Jesus, atld that takes place in the last week of his life, on the occasion of a Passover.
John, however, records several visits to Jerusalem, including no less
(ban three Passovers. The first Passover visit takes place immediately
after the miracle of turning water into wine,
John 2:13. And the Jews' passover was at hand, and Jesus went up
to Jerusalem

...

John refers to the festival as "the Jews' passover," for his Gentile
audience needed the qualifying adjective to understand what was being
spoken of. He is even more carefully explanatory at other times:
John 6:4. And the

p(~sover,a

feast of the Jews, was nigh.

Luke, also writing to a Gentile audience, must also explain:

'-yx.
E _ -

8,

.
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Luke 2z:i. Now the fe& of unleavened bread drew nigh, which is
called the Passover.
Matthew, on the other hand, writing
for Jews, feels the need of no
,,
explanation:
Matthew
passover
a

26:~. Ye

..

know that after two days is the feast

of

the

A more important point is that John is writing in a time when Christianity has become almost entirely Gentile and completely withdrawn
from Judaism and out of sympathy with the Jews.
In the synoptic gospels, it is the Pharisees, Sadducees, and scribes
who oppose Jesus on doctrinal points who conspire against him and
bring about his crucifixion. It is they who are blamed and not the Jews
generally, for it is from the Jews that Jesus' disciples are also drawn.
John, however, seems to feel that party distinctions would be lost on
his audience, and usually refers to Jesus' opponents simply as "Jews."
Thus, it is the "Jews," rather than the Sadducees of the Temple, who
are pictured as questioning John the Baptist:
John i:i9.
lem

...

. . . the Jews sent priests and Levites from Jemsa-

And it is the "Jews" rather than the scribes and Pharisees, who question Jesus on the first visit t~ Jerusalem:
John z:i8. Then answered the Jews and said unto him [Jesus],
What sign shewest thou unto us, seeing that thou doest these things?
Even Jesus' disciples are described as referring to Jesus' opponents
simply as "Jews," as though they themselves were not also Jews. Thus,
when Jesus planned to go once more into Judea:
John 11:8. His disciples say unto him. Master, the Jews of late
sought to stone thee; and goest thou thither again?
Then, too, parents whose son had 'been cured by Jesus deny
knowing how the cure came about, and the reason is presented by
John as follows:
John 9:2z. These words spake his parents, because they feared
.
the Jews

..

although the parents were themselves Jews, of course.

this general reference to Jews in John, where the spoptics spehk of
specific parties among the Jews, helped rouse antipathy against Jews
on the part of Christians in later cqtu@s. It. helped give rise to the
common oversimplification that "the Jews killed Christ," as though $1
Jews of Jesus' time were equally responsible and as though all of Jesus'
early disciples from Peter to Paul were not themselves Jews:
To be sure, John does on occasion speak of Jews who follow Jests:

John 8:31. Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on
him

.. .

The Temple
On the occasion of this first visit to Jerusalem, John describes Jesus as
driving the money-changers from the Temple, placing that event near
the beginning of his mission rather than a t the end, as in the synoptic
gospels. Those who refuse to admit inconsistencies among the gospels
axe forced to conclude that there were two such episodes, one near
the beginning, and one near the end.
The "Jews" (that is, the Sadducee officials of the ~ e m ~ l are
e)
naturally upset over this action of Jesus, and demand some evidence
from him that he is indeed acting under divine inspiration.

John z:q. Jesus answered
days I wiU raise it up.

. . . ,Destroy this temple, and in three

Jesus is not quoted as making any such statement in the synoptic

gospels. In fact, quite the reverse. Mark and Matthew record that a
similar statement was falsely attri%uted to Jesus as part of the attempt
to condemn him as a blasphemer before Caiaphas.
Mark 14:57. And there arose certain, and bare false witness agtrinst
him, My?
Mark 14:58. W e heard him say, I vnH destroy this temple th@
is made with hands, and within three days I will build another made
without hands.
Then, when Jesus was on the cross, hewas mocked with this state-

meat:
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Mark 15:29. And they that passed by [the cross] railed on him
l a y i i Ah, thou that destroyest the temple, and buildest it in three
days,

Mark 15:30. Save thyself, and come down from the cross.
But John accepts this as a true saying of Jesus and interprets it as a
reference to the resurrection:
John

2:21.

But he [Jesus] s@ke of the temple of his body.

In connection with this remark concerning the Temple, John mentions the literal-minded retort of the priests-a retort which has been
used for chronological purposes:
John 2:20. Then said the Jews, Forty and six years was this temple
in building, and wilt thou rear it up in three days?
Actually, construction of the Second Temple was begun in 538 B.C. in
the reign of Cyrus of Persia and completed in 516 B.C. in the reign of
Darius (see page 1-449), so that it was only twenty-two years in building.
Herod the Great,however, in his attempt to gain the good will of
his subjects, initiated a vast restoration and enlargement of the Temple,
one which amounted, virtually, to a rebuilding. This restoration was
begun in 19 B.C. and it was not actually completed until A.D. 63-three
years before the beginning of the war that was to destroy that same
Temple forever. The Temple was eighty-two years in the restoring.
But suppose it had been continuing for forty-six years at the time of
Jesus' first Passover visit to Jerusalem and that the priests were saying,
in essence, "So far just the temple restoration alone has been proceeding for forty-six years and here you offer to build it from scratch in
three &ysl"
If so, then the year of the visit would be A.D. 27. The next two Passover visits recorded in John would then be in A.D. 28 and 29 and if the
last of the three were the one of the crucifixion, that would agree with
the chronology as given in Luke in terms of the reign of Tiberius (see
page 936).

Oddly enough, on the first occasion in which John does specify a
Pharisee, it is one that he depicts iiisympatfaetic to Jesus (and one who
is nowhere mentioned in the synoptic gospels):
John
a ruler

3:1.

There was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus,

of the Jews:

John 32. The same came to Jesus by night, and said unto him,
Rabbi, we know that thou art a teacher come fromGod

.. .

He asked questions of Jesus and listened to the answers which were
not given in the form of parables as in the synoptic gospels, but rather

I

in philosophic discourse that Nicodemus found difficult to follow.
Nidemus was apparently swayed by Jesus' statements, however,
for later when the Pharisees planned to put fesus out of the way for
blasphemy, Nicodemus rose and insisted on a fair trial, thus blunting
the ppiposfi of Jesus' opponents for the time. (It was Nicodemus who
was mockingly asked if he too were from Galilee.)
After the crucifixion, Nicodemus, according to John, took care of
Jesus' body, along with Joseph of Arimathea (see page 895) ,and saw
to its proper burial. In early Christian tradition, Nicodemus is supposed
to have turned Christian. An apocryphal "Gospel According to Niw
demus" athiiuted to him. It dealt with the trial and execution of
Jesus, his descent into hell, and his resurrection.

Apparently, Jesus' success in attracting followers in Judea attracted
the attention of the Pharisees and Jesus thought it best to return to
Galilee.
John 4:3. He left Judaed, and departed again into GditTee.
John 4:+ And he must needs go through, S a d

In Matthew and Mark, gospels written for Jewish audiences, Jesus
is depicted as sharing the general Jewish hostility' to Samaritans. Even

.

,.
,

.

*.

-
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in Luke, written for Gentiles and depicting individual Samaritans
with sympathy, it is indicated (see page 944) that the Samaritans, generally, oppose Jesus*
Not so in John. Here, in the most Gentile of the gospels, Jesus is
depicted as speaking freely to a Samaritan woman (something at
which his disciples are shocked) and as offering her salvation on the
same basis with Jews. This fits John's thesis that Jesus his come to
save all men, and not the Jews alone. If that thesis were not made
dear, his gospel would be valueless to his audience.
From the vantage point of a full generation after the destruction of
the Temple, John has Jesus point out that the parochialism of both
Samaritans (worshipping on Mount Gerizim) and Jews (worshipping
on Mount Zion) was soon to have no meaning:
John 4:ai. Jesus 8dth unto her, Woman,believe me, the how
mmeth, when ye shall neither in this
worship the Father.
Jesus calmly announces himself as the Messiah, and the Samaritan
woman tells others of her people. As is characteristic of John's gospel,
the Samaritans at once believe, and accept Jesus not as a Messiah sent
the Jews only, but to all the world (again fitting John's view and
his audience).

...

.
.
.
...
...

the Samaritans
besought him [Jesus] that
John 4:40.
he would tarry with them
John 4 : ~ And
. many more believed
John 4:p. And said unto the woman, Now we believe
and
know that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world.

. ..

Once Jesus is back in Galilee, the evangelist mentions in an aside the
well-known saying of Jesus that a prophet had no honor in his own
country and also later states, again as an aside, the disbelief in Jesus
on the part of his close relations:
I

John 7:s. For neither did his [Jesus'] brethren believe in him.
John does not, however, include the account (found in all the
synoptic gospels) of Jesus' failure to impress his townsmen at Nazareth.
Such a failure would not fit the picture of Jesus as drawn by John.

Jewry

A second trip is then made to Jerusalem, where Jesus heals a
crippled roan on the Sabbath and gets in trouble with the conservative
elements among the Jews for having violated the Sabbath. In the
discussion thereafter, John has Jesus implying himself to be the Messiah,
and driving the conservative elements into a fury at this seeming
blasphemy.
Again, Jesus returns to Galilee as a matter of prudence and there,
near the time of a second Passover, performs other miracles, including
the feeding of thousands of people by means of five loaves of bread
and two fish-the only miracle described in all four gospels.
Jesus remains in Galilee for a time-

...

John 7:1.
for he wouldnot walk in Jewry, because the Jews
*
sought to kill him.
The expression "Jewry" is used only three times in the King James
Version. Only one of these is in the Old Testament-in the very
late Book of Daniel, where the Babylonian king asks Daniel:

. . .AÃˆ thou that Daniel, which art of the children

Daniel 5:13.

of the captivity of Judah,

whom the king my father brought out of

Jewry?
The second occasion is in Luke, where Jesus is accused of sedition
before Pilate:
Luke

. . . He stirreth up the people, teaching throughout

. ..

23:s.

uZ2 Jewry

"Jewry" is an archaic term for Judah or Judea and in the Revised
Standard Version, the word is rendered "Judah" in the verse from
Daniel, and as "Judea" in the two verses from the gospels.
"Jewry" in modem ears does not have quite the same connotation
as Judea. The latter is a geographical term and it was politically
distinct from Galilee in Jesus' time. Jesus' priestly enemies were powerful in Judea ("Jewry") but not in Galilee, and Jesus was clearly safer
in his home province.
But if "Judea" is clear in its meaning, "Jewry" is so no longer. In

'

modem ears, it sounds rather analogous to the word "Christendom." It
seems to cover all the area in which Jews live; it seems indeed to be a
way of saying "all the Jews." Place this in conjunction with the
following phrase, "because the Jews sought to kill him" (the synoptic
gospels would have said, "because the Pharisees sought to kill him"),
and the impression is given of the malignant hostility toward Jesus on
the part of all the Jews~somethingthat is clearly not the case.

But Jesus did return to Jerusalem for a third time, at the time of the
Feast of the Tabernacles, and his teachings became ever more bold.
Indeed, he finally pronounced himself to be the Messiah in the
plainest terms.
John 8:54. Jesus answered,
Â

..

. .,.

John 8:$6. Your father Abraham rejoiced to see my day: and he
saw it, and was glad.
John 8:57. Then said the Jews unto him, Thou art not yet fifty
years old, and hast thou seen Abraham?

To the Jewish leaders, blasphemy had reached the ultimate, for Jesus
was claiming to be not merely the Messiah, but God himself. The
deliberate use of the words "I am" in Jesus' climactic answer:
John 8:58. Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto you,
Before Abraham was, I am.
harks back to God's announcement of his own name to Moses:

...

Exodus 3:q. And God said unto Moses
Thus shalt thou say
unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you.

With that, many Jews must have felt perfectly justified in attempting
to stone Jesus, for stoning Â¥wa the traditional method of execution for
blasphemers:
Leviticus 24:16. And he that blasphemeth the name of the Lord,
he shall surely be put to death, and d l the congregation shall certainly stone him

...

E -lit

hk'A

Deductions are made concerning Jesus* age from file comment to
the effect that Jesus was "not yet fifty years old" and some suppose
(hat he was not far short of fifty at this time. It is even possible to
argue that he was forty-six years old by beginning with John's comment
that when,Jesus spoke of re-erecting the Temple, he was speaking of
his own body (see page 977) ;. Therefore, when the Pharisees said it
had taken forty-six years to build the Temple, might they not have
meant that Jesus was forty-six years old? It is difficult to take this
argument seriously, however, for surely, even if Jesus were speaking of
his body, the Pharisees weren't, and to use their statement as a basis for
deducing Jesus' age is a great deal to ask of a conversation that was
supposedly going on at cross-purposes. It seems much more natural to
accept Luke's flat statement (see page 937) that Jesus was about thirty
years old when he began his mission.
Still, if Jesus were forty-six at the time of his death, and if the
crucifixion did take place in AS. q,as Luke indicates (see page 937) ,
then Christ must have been born in 17 B.C. There is nothing clearly
impossible about this, except that basing it on the comment "Thou
art not yet fifty" off^ a very thinffoundation. The expression might
merely be a metaphoric Wy of saying, "You have not yet-attained to
years of wisdom," or "You are not even an old man"-and this can be
said of a thirty-three-year-old even more forcefully than of a forty-sixyear-old.
Jesus goes on to make additional claims to Messiah-hood and
divinity. At one point he says:
John

10:il.

1dm the good shepherd

...

This hades back to a passage hi the writings of the prophet Ezekiel in
which God is quoted as denouncing the wickedness of the Jewish
leaders, who are described metaphorically as wicked shepherds:
Ezekiel 34:~. Son of man, prophesy against the shepherds of
Israel. W o e be to the s h @ d s of JSIM~that do feed themselvesl
should not the shepherds feed the flocks?

..

Ezekiel goes on to quote God as offering himself to be the shepherd
who would save his people:

Ezekiel 34:ii.
them out.

. . .I, even I, wOl both search my sheep, and seek

..

. ..

Ezekiel 34:ia. As a shepherd swketh out las flock ,so will 2
seek out my sheep
Then in speaking of the Messianic kingdom,.the Messiah is spoken

of with the same metaphor:
I wSl set up one shepherd over them, and he
sfuU feed them, even my servant David
,

Ezekiel

3423. And

..

In speaking of himself as the good shepherd, then, Jesus is naming
himself other the Messiah or God, or both. If the point is not dear, he
makes it flatly a little later:
John 10:30. I and my Father are one,
and again he narrowly escapes a stoning, and retires to the TramJordan.

It is serious news that now calls Jesus back to Judea for a fourth time
as the third and last Passover of John's gospel approaches. A friend was
seriously ilL
John 11:1. Now a certain man was sick, named Lasarus, of
Bethany, the town of Mary and her sister Martha.

*...

John 11:3. Therefore his sisters [Maryand Martha] sent unto him,
saying. Lord, beheld, he whom thou lowest is sick.
This Lazarus is not mentioned anywhere in the synoptic gospels,
which is odd, for the event that is to follow is pictured by John as the
very climax of Jesus' miracles on Earth. Yet if it is indeed the climax,
why the total silence of the other gospel;?
Some have suggested that the stony of Lazarus .is an allegorical one,
intended to show, in concrete form, the power of Jesus* teaching. For
that reason, it might be argued, John simply borrowed material for
the purpose. The name Lazarus he might have adopted from the
beggar in Luke's parable (see page 946) ,the one who went to heaven
while the rich man went to hell.
Why the beggar? Well, when the rich man is in hell, he asks that
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Lazarus be sent back to Earth to warn the rich man's five brothers of
the torment awaiting them. But Abraham, from heaven, assures the rich
man that:

..

Luke 16:31. , If they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither
Â¥wilthey be persuaded, though one rose from the dead.
There is thus a connection between Lazarus the beggar, and the
notion of being raised from the dead, and the tale, in John, of Lazarus
of Bethany who is raised from the dead by Jesus.
There arc raisings from the dead in the other gospels. In Luke, for
instance, there is the tale of Jesusyraising the dead son of a widow:

.. .

Luke 7:q.
And he [Jesus] said, Young nun, I say unto thee,
Arise.
Luke 7:15. And he that was dead sal up, and began to speak ,

.

.

The story in Luke is told quickly, however, and is placed near the
beginning of Jesus' career. It is no more than on a par with Jesusyother
miracles of healing.
In John, however, the analogous story of a raising from the dead is
told in much more dramatic detail and is placed at the end of Jesus'
career, as a fitting climax to the gathering force of his miracles and selfmanifestation.
By the time Jesus reaches Bethany, Lazarus is dead and buried and
has remained in the tomb for days. Jesus has the stone blocking the
tomb rolled away.

. ..

John ii:43. And
he [Jesus] cried with a loud voice, Lazarus,
come forth.
John ii:44. And he that was dead came forth

...

There are those who suspect that since Lazarus is defined as "he
whom thou lo~est,~'
that he is none other than the Beloved Disciple and
the author of the fourth gospel. It might be possible to argue from that
that Lazarus knew the events of the raising firsthand and included
them, whereas the other evangelists did not.
This, however, seems weak, for the episode is described as having
been public and as having achieved such fame as to be the final straw
that determined the Pharisees to have Jesus convicted and executed.
How could the synoptic gospels overlook such a thing?

Caiaphas

The Jewish religious leaders see clearly now that if Jesus is not
stopped, those who flocked to him in the aftermath of the Lazarus
miracle would become uncontrollable. They feared a rebellion and a
consequent catastrophe to follow;
John 11:48. If we let him [Jesus] thus alone, all men &it believe
on him: and the Romans shall come and tdke away both our place
and nation.
John 11:49.
Caiuphas
said unto them ,
John 11:50.
it is expedient for us, that one man shadd die
for the people, and, that the whole nation perish not.

.. .
. ..

.. .

..

This statement of Caiaphas' is to be found only in John, who uses
it to fit his own scheme of things. He points out that Caiaphas, who
was, after all, high priest, was engaging in unconscious prophecy; that
Jesas would indeed die in order that salvation might be brought to all
people~butnot to the Jews only:
John 11:52. And not for that nation only, but that also he
[Jesus] should gather together in one the children of God t k t were
scattered abroad.

Of course, by the "children of God that were scattered abroad" one
might suppose that John meant the Jews dwelling outside Judea. It is
eq@y possible, however, to suppose it to refer to the Gentiles who
lived all over the world and who, by accepting Jesus, would become the
"children of God"-the spiritual heirs of Abraham.
If there is doubt here, it is removed by an incident described shortly
afterward. Even while the Jewish leaders are planning to have Jesus
executed, the first Gentile disciples arrive:

d were certain Creeks among them that
John 12:20. ~ n there
came up to worship at the [Passover] feifst:
John 12:21. The same came therefore to Philip , and desired
him, saying, Sir, we would see Jesus.

..

Sometimes the word "Greeks" in English translations of the Bible
means Jews from Egypt or elsewhere who have Greek as their native

language. The original Greek of the New Testament, however, uses
shghfly different forms to distinguish between men of Jewish birth who
speak Greek,and men of Greek birth who had been converted to
Judaism. In this case, it seems to be men of Greek birth-converted
Gentiles-who are meant.
And they ask to see Jesus. The Gentiles begin to turn toward Jesus, in
John's picture of events, just as the Jews are about to t& finally away
from him. And it is this decisive turn that marks to Jesus the time of the
death and resurrection. The disciples bring word to him that the
Greeks wish to see him:
John 12:23. And Jesus answersd them, saying, The hour is come,
thattheSonofmanshouldbeeforWed,
John indicates plainly, then, that the direction of Christianity is
toward the Gentile and away from the Jew-as is the theme of his
entire gospel, in fact, from the very hymn that opens it:
John j:ii. He came unto his own, and his own received hip not.
John 1:iz. But as many as received him, to them gme he power to
become the sons of God, even to them Hvit believe on his name

...

And that, surely, is what John's audience wanted to hear.

The Comforter
John describes the triumphant entry into Jerusalem, though the
passage is not as convincing as in the synoptic gospels, where it seems
to be the only entry.
John does not, however, describe a last supper during Jesus* final
night of freedom, or the prayer at Gethsemane. He does not have Jesus
pray that die fated cup might be allowed to pass from him (see page
966). That would be not in accord with the divine Jesus pictured by
John. Indeed, John has Jesus speak in such a way as to-seem to contradict, deliberately, that passage in the synoptic gospels:

John 1227. Now is my mvl m
tu
b
w mi what t h d I wy?Father,
save me from this how: hut for this cause came I unto this how.
Jesus washes the feet of his disciples (as a lesson in humility, not
found in the synoptic gospels) and then continues1to deliver self-

assured philosophical discourses. During these, he makes statements
that helped give rise to thoughts of an imminent second coming
m a g the early Christians. Thus, he tells them, with reference to his
forthcoming death:

...

John 14:~.
I go to prepare a place for you.
John 14:3. And
I will come again, and receive you unto
myself

.. .

,

...

This might be interpreted as meaning he would come, unseen, for
each disciple, as that disciple lay dying, to lead him to his prepared
place in heaven. There was, however, certainly a tendency to assume
that this (and other verses in the gospels) implied a return of Christ in
glory, and one that was not long delayed either. This return would
fulfill the same purposes as the Jews had believed
would be fulfilled by
,
die Messiah.
Jesus is quoted as making another promise:
!

John 14:16. And I will pruy the Fattier, and he shall give you
another ~ o n z / o r t ettot
~ he may abide with you for ever;
John i4:17. Even the Spirit of truth ,

..

This is usually interpreted as meaning that Christians would be
guided by the Holy Spirit once Jesus was taken away from them and
that this Spirit would comfort them and guide them aright.
Nevertheless, there were not lacking those among the early Christians
who personified the Comforter (or "Paraclete" as the word is in Greek).
1t seemed to them that Jesus was promising a new and still later
Messiah who would take on human appearance, just as Moses was
considered to have prophesied Jesus in his reference to a Prophet (see
page 3041.
Thus,somewhere about A.D. 160 (about half a century after the gospel
of St. John had been written) a Christian of Asia Minor named
Montanus claimed to be the incarnation of the Comforter.
Montanus was rejected as a false Messiah by the Christian leadership,
just as Jesus had been rejected by the Jewish leadership. And just as
Jesus slowly gathered disciples who grew in numbers after his death, so
did Montanus. The sect of Montanists, puritanical in doctrine, was
particularly strong in Carthage and its environs, and among them was
Rrtullian, the first important Christian leader to write in Latin.

However, Christianity was wider spread than Judaism had been in
Jesus' time, and Christianity was not weakened by a catastrophe

analogous to the Roman destruction of Judea. Consequently the
Montanists were kept in check. Furthermore, they expected an imminent second coming of some sort, and as this did not take place, they
slowly withered. Still, some remained until the days of the Moslem
conquest of North Africa in the seventh century wiped out Christianity
in that region altogether.

The story of Jesus' capture and trial is essentially the same in John
as in the synoptic gospels, but with an important change in atmosphere.
The divine Jesus portrayed by John is by n o means the mute and
suffering servant pictured by the Second Isaiah and the synoptic
gospels. Instead, Jesus is completely self-possessed and in control of
events at all times. He goes to his death deliberately.
Thus, he boldly faces those who have come to arrest him and calmly
announces his identity even before Judas has a chance to indicate him.
And when Pilate asks him if he is the King of the Jews, Jesus questions
Pilate in turn and has no difficulty in dominating the exchange:
John 18:34. Jesus answered him,w e s t thou this thing of thyself,
or did others tell it thee of me?
John 18:35. Pilate answered, Am I a Jew? Thine own nation and
the chief priests have delivered thee unto me: what hast thou done?

Thus Pilate is clearly forced to confess that he knows nothing of the
affair and that he is merely a mouthpiece of (he Jewish priesthood. In
this way, John, writing for his Gentile audience, does more than any of
(he synoptic gospels (even Luke) to lift the blame for the crucifixion
from the Gentiles and place it on the Jews.
This is made even plainer at a later stage of the trial when Pilate
questions Jesus again. Jesus is now silent and Pilate says desperately:
John 19:10. . . . Speakest thou not unto me? knawest thou not
that I have power to crucify thee, and have power to release thee?

John 19:il. Jesus answered, Thou couldest have no power at all
@rust me, except it were given thee from above: therefore he that
deli'yered me unto thee hath the greater sin.

5

Ip other words, Pilate is again pictured as a puppet who can do only
what he must do, in accordance with the Roman law (or with the
wih of God). In either case, since he has not been taught the Scriptures,
since he knows nothing of the Messiah, and since he has not been
exposed to Jesus' preaching, he cannot know what he is doing. The
greater sin belongs to those who, knowing of the Scriptures, the
lilessiah, and Jesus' teaching, nevertheless handed Jesus over to the
implacable grinding of Roman law. The expression "he that delivered
me" is singular and it may indicate Caiaphas the high priest (though
some suggest Judas Iscariot, or even Satan).
If the reader takes the expression to refer to Caiaphas, then here
again would be a statement from Jesus that it is the Jewish authority,
rather than the Roman authority, that is truly responsible for the
crucifixion.
To make this still clearer, John has Pilate show even greater
reluctance to carry through the task than even Luke does, and has him
yield to the priestly party only after political threats which are not
found in the synoptic gospels, but which John's Gentile audience
would thoroughly understand:
,

.. .

John 19:iz.
the Jews criedout, +ng, If thou let this man
go, thou art not Caesar's friend: whosoever maketh himself a King
speaketh against Caesar.
In other words, the priestly party is prepared to accuse Pilate of
treason if he acquits Jesus. An accusation of treason in the days of the
suspicious Tiberius was often equivalent to conviction.
John even has the priests making what the nationalist Jews of the
time would consider a treasonable statement to their own cause in their
d e t y to enforce the crucifixion. Jesus is mockingly produced to the
crowd as the Messianic king:

...

John 19:is.
Pilate safth unto them, Studi I cmdfy your
King? The chief priest answered, We have no king but Caesar.

They are thus pictured as denying the Messianic hope altogether
and the case against them, as carefully constructed by John, is complete.

John's version of the cnici&don d i h from that pictured in the
synoptic gospels in a number of respects. Jesus bears his own cross. No
one is described as having to help him. The humiliating aspects of the
crucifixion-including the jeering of the crowd-ale omitted. Jesus'
mother, Mary, is at the site of the crucifixion (though her presence
there is not mentioned in any of the other gospels) and Jesus is
sufficiently self-possessed, even on the cross, to place her in the charge
of the Beloved Disciple, who is also there.
John, like Luke, omits the last ay of despair (see page 894) Such
despair would be unthinkable in the picture of Jesus drawn by John.
Instead, John has Jesus merely announce the completion of his mission:

.

.. .

John qqo.
he said, It is finished: and he bowed his head,
and gave up the ghost.
Certain events following Jesus' death are given in John, but. not in
the synoptic gospels. John explains that the priests want the crucified
individuals (Jesus and the two robbers) down from the cross that very
evening, in order not to profane the coming Passover. For that reason,
soldiers are sent to break the legs of the crucified men in order that
they might be thus lulled and taken down. (Actually, however it
sounds to us, such log-breaking seems to be intended as an act of
mercy. Those who were crucified might otherwise linger a number of
days in gradually increasing torment.)
Jesus, however, had died already, apparently sooner than was expected; sufficiently soon, indeed, to make one, soldier suspicious that
Jesus might be playing possum:
John 19:33.But when they [the soldiers] came to Jesus, and saw
that he was dead already, they brake not his leg^
John 19:34. But one of the soltBers with a spear pierced his side,
/
and forthwith came there out blood and water.
John introduces these items to make a very important theological
point; one, apparently, which was disputed by some factions among the

early Christians. He therefore emphatically defends die.truth of what he
has just said:
John 19:35. And he that saw it bare record, and his record is
true: and he knoweth that he saith true, that ye might believe,
John then goes on to explain the significance of this vehemently
defended account of the leg-breaking that did not come to pass and die
spear thrust that did:
John 19:36. For these, thinp were done, that the scripture should
be fulfilled, A bone of him shall not be broken.
John 19:37. And again another sen$ture saith, They shall look
on him whom theytpierced.
The first quotation is from the Book of Psalms. In one which
praises the care of God for those who trust in him, there is the verse:
Psalm 34:ao. He [the Lord] keepeth all his [the righteous one's]
bones; not one of them is broken.
And in the later, apocalyptic chapters of Zechariah, reference is made

to some not clearly defined person who is mistreated:

. ..

_Zechariah 12:10.
they shall look upon me whom they have
pierced, and they shall mourn for him

...

But this anxiety to fit the events of Jesus' life into the various
utterances found in the Old Testament is'not really characteristic of
John. He is not Matthew and he is not writing for Matthew's audience.
The reference must be wider still. Jesus was crucified at the Passover
festival, and at the beginning of the fourth gospel John the Baptist
has referred to Jesus as the "Lamb of God" (see page 967) Well, there
is an association of the lamb and Passover.
In God's instructions to Israel on the occasion of the first Passover,
on the eve of the Exodus from Egypt, Moses is told:

.

Exodus 1 ~ 3 Speak
.
ye unto all the congregation o f Israel, saying,
In the tenth day of this month they shell take to them every man a
lamb
:

..

The lamb is to -be sacrificed on the eve of Passover and its blood
smeared on the doorposts:

. ..

Exodus 12:13.
and when I see the blood, I will
you, and the plague shall not be upon you

...

#KS
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Later, in die same chapter, a further instruction is given concerning
the lamb:

Exodus 12:46.

...neither shall ye break a bone thereof.

Deuteronomy 17:~.Thou shalt not sacrifice unto the Lord thy
God any bullock, or sheep, wherein is blemish, or any evt'lfavouredness ,

..

John's analogy seems to be dear. The crucifixion of Jesus on the eve
of Passover is a new and greater sacrifice. In place of the unblemished
lamb, always a symbol of the pure and innocent, there is the unblemished Lamb of God, the pure and innocent Jesus. Not a bone of
Jesus was broken but the blood of Jesus had to be seen in accordance
with Exodus 12:13 and 12:46 respectively. Hence the soldiers did not
break Jesus' legs and did draw blood with the spear.
The fact that the sacrifice was so much greater-Jesus rather than an
ordinary larnb-codd be argued as indicating the purpose to be equivalently greater, dl1 mankind lather than the Jews only. 'nib would fit
John's scheme of things and would account for the manner in which he
insists his account of the spear is true.
Another connotation of this analogy is that a lamb was sometimes
used as a sin offering; a sacrifice meant to atone for the sin and clear the
sinner before God:

....

of the common people tin

. ..

...

Leviticus 4:p. And if he bring a tomb for a sin offen*ng

Jesus is the unblemished Lamb sacrificed as a sin-offering for all
mankind and this gives a further significance to the manner in which
John the Baptist first greets Jesus (according to the fourth gospel):

.. .

II

I

I

This is in accordancewith the general rule that all animals sacrificed
to God must be in perfect condition and without blemish:

Leviticus 4:27. And if any one

I

1

John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith,
John 1:29.
Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the tin of the world.

The story of the resurrection is told by John in greater detail than is
found in any of the other gospels. (Apparently, the later the gospel, the
more detailed the story of the resurrection.)
The most dramatic account of the initial doubts of the apostles is
given here in connection with Thomas:
John 20:24. But Thomas, one of the twelve, called Didymns, was
not with them when Jesus came,
John 20:25. The other dtsciples therefore said unto him, We have
seen the Lord. But he said unto them, Except I shall see in his hands
the print of the nai'Is, and put my finger into the print of the run'&,
and thrust my hand into his side, I will not believe.
Thomas was granted his desire and accepted the resurrection, but it
& this passage which adds the phrase "doubting Thdmas" 'to our
lawage, a phrase that has come to be used for any notorious skeptic.
The surname Didymus means "twin," and it would seem then that
"Thomas the Twin" must have had a twin brother or sister. The
Bible does not mention any such twin, though legend has been busy
(some even maintaining that Thomas was a twin brother of Jesus).
It-inay be significant that only John uses this surname. Thomas is
merely Thomds when he is mentioned in the synoptic gospels. Perhaps
the "twin" is not a physical reference at all, but refers to Thomas
'being "of two minds"; that is, of skeptical tendencies, generally. Pethaps
(hen, "Thomas called Didynius" is merely the evangelists way of
saying "Doubting Thomas."
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Following the four gospels-the four versions of the life of Jesuscomes a book which is for the most part a straightforward history and is
particularly valuable for that reason.
It deals with the slow growth of Christianity during the generation
that followed the crucifixion of Jesus-from its beginnings in Jerusalem
until its slowly widening influence finally reached Rome itself. In so
doing, it indicates the steady shift of Christianity away from its national
Jewish foundation to the status of a universal Gentile religion, and the
hero of that shift is the apostle Paul.
Although the second half of the book is essentially a biography of
Paul, the first half gives some details concerning the other important
disciples, so that the book is fairly named "The Acts of the Apostles"
(rather than "The Book of Paul").
The author of Acts is generally considered to be the same as that
of the third gospel. Acts begins, for instance, with a dedication similar
to that which introduces the third gospel (see page 914) ,and it refers
to an earlier book:

Own
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The former treatise have I made, 0 TheophOw, of all
that Jesus began both to do and teach,
Acts 1:a. Until the day in which he was taken up
Acts

1:i.

...

This "former treatise" is taken to be the third gospel, and it is
universally assumed that Luke (see page 914) wrote that gospel and
is also the author of Acts. To be sure, a later hand might have added
the dedication to Th~philusin order to make it seem as though the
same author had written both the third gospel and Acts, but a careful
examination of the style and vocabulary of the two books seems to
back up the theory of commp authorship.
Indeed, one wonders if Luke and Acts might not originally have
formed a single treatise which was divided only when it was decided to
gather the various canonical gospels into a group.
The events dealt with in Acts end just prior to the Neronian
persecution of Christians in AS. 64, and some have suggested that the
book was written at about that time. Others have favored dates as late
as A.D. 100. However, it seems very likely that Acts was written about
the same time as Luke and A.R. 80 seems a nice even date for both.
No one knows where Acts was written. The last events recorded
take place in Rome, so it might have been written there. If it were
written some fifteen years after those events it might well have been
composed elsewhere. Some suggest Asia Minor and, in particular, the
city of Ephesus. Christian missionary work was especially successful in
Ephesus in the first century. Tradition places the composition of other
New Testament books there, notably the fourth gospel (see page 959)

.

As Acts begins, the resurrected Jesus is still with his small band of
disciples and is giving them his final instructions over a fairly extended
period of time:
Acts
alive

1:3.

. ..

To whom [the disciples] also he [Jesus] shewed himself
, being seen of them forty days ,

..

After this, Jesus was taken up to heaven (the ascension):

.. .

Acts i:9.
while they beheld, he [Jesus] was taken up; and a
cloud received him out of their right.

It was now up to the disciples to continue their work on their own,
and their first act was to reconstitute the inner circle of twelve, which
had been broken by the defection of Judas Iscariot. The remaining
apostles are listed-the fourth list in the New Testament. The other
three are in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, respectively; John does not give
a list.

...

Acts 1:13.
Peter, and James, and John, and Andrew, Philip,
and Thomas, Bartholomew, and Matthew, James the son of Alphueus,
and Simon Zeiotes7 and Judas the brqtker of James.

,

Naturally, Judas Iscariot is omitted, but if we consider these eleven,
we find it to include precisely those nakes listed in Luke, but not
precisely those in Matthew and Mark. Only Luke of the three synoptic
gospels contains Judas the brother of James as one of the twelve
apostles; only Luke identifies Simon as Simon Zelotes. This is an
additional piece of evidence in favor of the theory that Luke wrote
Acts as well as the third gospel.
Peter arranged to have a new individual selected to take the place
of Judas Iscariot in order to bring the number of the inner circle back
to the mystical twelve that matched the twelve tribes of Israel. Two
were nominated, Joseph Barsabbas and Matthias. To choose between
the two, lots were used:

...

and the lot fd
Acts 126.
numbered with the eleven apostles.

upon Matthius; and he was
-.

Neither Joseph Barsabbas nor Matthias are mentioned anywhere else
in the New Testament.
But the twelve apostles we- by no means the only ones with whom
Christianity made its start. Others, in addition, were gathered together
in these very early days:

...

...

Acts I:$$.
Peter stood up in the midst of the disciples
(the number of names together were' about an hundred and
twenty,)

...

-3

Among them, Acts lists:
Acts 1:14.

. . .Mary the mother of Jesus,and . . .his brethren.

This is the last act recorded of Mary in,the New Testament. Luke, in
common with the other synoptic gospels, had recorded her and Jesus'
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brothen as having vainly tried to see Jews (see page 850) and she is
never mentioned again. (Her appearance at the crucifixion is to be
found only in John.) However, if the evidence of Acts is accepted, she
joined the Christian fellowship after her son's death, whatever her
doubts might have been in his lifetime.

Pentecost

^rn,,:,i-Ta

After the ascension, the second of the three great h a m i festivals of
Judaism was approaching. This was, in Hebrew, Hag ha-Shabuoth
("feast of weeks") or simply Shabuoth. The significance of the name
arises from the manner of determining the time of its observation. That
determination was based upon Passover, the first of the harvest festivals:
Leviticus 2 3 : ~ ~And
.
ye shall count unto you from the morrow
after the sabbath [of the Passover]
;seven sobbaths shall be
complete:
Leviticus 23:16. Even unto the morrow after the seventh sabbath
shall ye number fifty days

.. .

...

In other words, Shabuoth comes seven weeks and a day after the
Passover Sabbath and hence it is the "feast of weeks!' The Greek name
refers to the number of days (hat had elapsed; it is "Pentecost" from a
Greek word meaning "fiftieth" since it comes on the fiftieth day after
Passover. The festival is mentioned by both names in 2 Maccabees:

...

Maccabees 1a:31.
so they [certain Jews] came to Jerusalem,
the feast of the Â¥week abprwtc&g.
a Maccabees ia:32. And afterthe feast,c&d Pentecost, they went
forth
2

...

Since the account in Ads mae
le the ascension take place forty days
after the resurrection, which in turn took place the day after the
Passover Sabbath, Pentecost must have come ten days after the ascension.
The twelve apostles, still completely Jewish in background and
religion, made ready to celebrate the festival:
Acts 2:1. And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they
[the apostles] were all with one accord in one place.

Tongues
.. .i,
The apostles, gathered to celebrate Pentecost, were overcome by a.
religious ecstasy, which they attributed to the entry into them of the
Holy Spirit- manifestation promised them by Jesus just before the
ascension, for Acts quotes Jesus as saying: , ., .
. , t;c!:i
c..'z:

a

t - ,

The manifestation of the Holy ~ ~ i r i t t t ~ e n t e ctook
o s t the form of
,<,LL
.11
ecstatic utterances: '.
Â ¥ ^ 5 -..<
& A c t s z:4. And they [the apostles] were all filled with the Holy
Ghost, and began to speak with other tongues, as the. Spirit gave
them utterance.
'ti..
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The ut6rance of incoherent sounds under the influence of religious
ecstasy is an effect common to many religions. As an example,. (he
Pythia, thp priestess of Apollo qt Delphi, gave forth incoherent
utterances under the influence of the narcotic leaves she chewed and of
the gases that issued from a volcanic vent. These were then interpreted
by priests in such a way as to yield the oracles that the Greeks so valued.
This "gift of tongues" or, in Gisek, "~lossolalia" was a common
feature of the ecstatic frenzies of the bands of prophets that were a
feature of Israelite religious practices under the judges and the kings.
Infact, such ecstatic and incoherent speech was what was usually meant
by the term "to prophesy" in the early books of the Bible. The best
known case, perhaps, is that of Saul, who, on meeting a band of
prophets, caught their fervor (religious ecstasy is contagious) and joined
them:
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Nor is the "gift of tongues" an ancient phenomenon only. In the
emotion-filled gatherings of some-Christian sects today, ecstatic events
of one sort of another are common. The "Shakers," for instance, a
sect that achieved some prominence in nineteenflircentury America but
is almost extinct today, were so called because they frequently went
into convulsions in the course of their prayers and shook as they cried
out incoherently. Sects in which exhibitions of the "gift of tongues" is
frequent are often referred to as the "Pentecostal Churches" because
of the fact that this incident during the apostles' celebration of Pentecost offered them their Biblical justification.
Parthiam and Medea
The account in Acts brings the miraculous into this account of the
"tongues" spoken by the apostles, by declaring that their utterances
were understood by every one who heard them as being spoken in the
listeners' native laguage. The audience is described:
Acts 2:s. And there were dwelling at Jerusalem Jews, devout men,
out of every nation under heaven.
. . . a

Acts 2:9. Parthiam, and Medes, and Elamites, agl the dwellers in
Mesopotamia, and in Iudaea, and Cappadocia, in Pontus, and Asia,
Acts 2x0. Phrygtd, and Pamphyliu, in Egypt, and in the parts of
Libya about Cyrene, and strangers of Rome
Acts 2 : i i . Cretes and Arabians

...

. ..

This list of nations represents, for the most part, a systematic sweep
from east to west. First are the provinces of the Parthian Empire (then
at the peak of its power), the borders of which lay not far to the east of
Judea. The Parthians, who were the ruling group within the empire,
had, as their native province, the northeastern 'section of what is now
modern Iran, a province just southeast of the Caspian Sea:
Immediately to die west of Parthia proper, was Media, and south of
Media was Susiana, the ancient Elam (see page 1-45;), To the west of
Media and Elam was Mesopotamia, the ancient Babylonia. These
various provinces made up the main portions of the Parthian Empire,
and that brought the listing to Judea itself.
The list moves westward into Asia Minor, where five different regions

'

are. name&: Cappadocia and Pontus are to be found in the eastern
portion of that peninsula, while Asia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia are in
the western portion.
Asia is a term which, in modem use, is applied to the entire vast
continent of which Asia Minor is part. In Roman times, however, the
'"province of Asia" referred to the western third of the peninsula only,
the area that had once been the kingdom of Pergamum (see page 736).
Throughout the Book of Acts, the word "Asia" is to lÃˆ understood in
this sense. As for Phrygia, it had once been an independent kingdom
centuries before, but now it was merely a name given to portions of the
Asia Minor interior.
At the time of the apostles' Pentecost, all the regions of Asia Minor
but Pontus were parts of the Roman Empire. Pontus remained .in
nominal independence under a puppet king for another generation.
In AJ). 63, however, Nero made Pontus into ft Roman province outright.
With the regions of Asia Minor northwest of Judea mentioned, the
list moves to the southwest, to Egypt and Cyme, and then to the
far west-Rome. Crete and Arabia seem to be added as an afterthought.
.While the list is lengthened as though to make extremely impressive
the manner in which the apostles spoke (or, at least, were understood)
in the language of "every nation under heaven," it might be argued
that the list is pot as impressive as it seems.
1;~oman' times, the Greek language had spread widely throughout
thekt and local native languages had been submerged into a kind of
peasant' patois. Jews living in those areas learned Greek. As an example,
the Jews of Alexandria spoke Greek, not Egyptian.
It followed then that the Jews from Cappadocia, Pontus, Asia,
Phiygia, Pamphylia, Egypt, Cyrene, Crete (and from Rome, too), all
spoke Greek. Those from the Parthian provinces probably all spoke
Aramaic, which was the language of trade and commerce in the regions
to the east of the Greek-speaking areas, and which was the native
language of Judea itself. In short, if the apostles knew at least some
Greek in addition to their native Aramaic (and in those days it is very
likely (hey did), and if, in their ecstasy, they uttered phrases in both
languages, then all those who listened to them from the various nations
listed, would have understood something, And in this way the account
could be accepted without the necessity of a miracle.
Nevertheless,of course, believing Christians accept the incident as
miraculous. So did the onlookers, if we accept the account in Acts,

for many were converted to the belief in Jesus as Messiah following a
speech by Peter:
Acts 2:41. Then they that gladly received his [Peter's] word were
bapti'zed: and the same day there were added unto them about three
thousand souls.

'

The early Christian community practiced a communism of property:

Acts 4:p.

....

.. .they had sH things common.

Acts 43.4. Neither was there any among them that lacked: for as
manyas were possessors of &nds or houses sold them, and brought the

prices of the things that were sold,
Acts 4:35. And laid them down at the apostles' feet: and distribw
(ion was nude unto every num. according as he had need.
This idyllic picture of union and selflessness was not, however, without its flaws. Apparently, there were cases where some could not resist
holding back at least a little from the common fund, though claiming,
falsely, to have delivered the whole.

Acts 5:1. But a certai'n man named A n a h , with S w i r a his
wife, sold a possessi'o~
Acts 9 2 . And kept back part of the price, his wife also being
privy to it, and brought a certain part, and laid it at the apostles' feet.
Peter saw through the deception and rebuked first Ananias and
then Sapphira, accusing each of lying. Each dropped dead upon being
rebuked, and Ananias lives on in colloquial speech as a name applied to
any liar.
Ananias is the Greek form of the Hebrew name Hananiah. It is an
interesting coincidence that, of the fourteen individuals of that name
mentioned in the Old Testament, the most considerable is a lying
prophet. In the time of Jeremiah, the prophet Hqnaniah predicted the
speedy liberation of the Jews from Babylonian imprisonment. Jeremiah
quoted God as threatening Hananiah with death for lying:

f

Jeremiah 28:17. So Hdtumiah the w
h
e
t died the same yew in
the seventh month.

Gamaliel

That the Christians survived and expanded their influence under
Peter was due, at least in part, to a division among the Jewish sects.
The aristocratic Sadducees, pro-Roman and opposed to anything that
might give rise to political or social unrest, viewed the activities of the
apostles with alarm. The religious enthusiasms they aroused, and the
atmosphere of revivalist intensity, seemed most dangerous to them.
Acts 5:17. Then the high priest rose up,and all they that were with
him, (which is the sect of the Saddwees,) and were filed with indigtuttion.
More than one attempt was made to imprison the apostles, especially
their leader, Peter, and even condemn them to death.
Standing against t h e Sadducees, however, were the Pharisees. In
almost all respects, the religious views of the early Christians were
those of the Pharisees. The great dividing line at this time consisted
chiefly of the fact that the Christians accepted Jesus as the ~ e s s i a hand
the Pharisees did not It is quite likely that many of the Pharisees of the
time felt that this belief in Jesus was an aberration that would soon die
out and that the greater danger within Judaism was the Sadducee sect
with whom the Pharisees had been feuding bitterly for about a century
and a half.
To defend the apostles against the Sadducee-controlledcouncil, there
arose a leader among the Pharisees:
Acts 5:3+ Then stood there up one in the councilI a Pharisee.
waned Gamaliel, a doctor of the law, had in reputation among all
thepeople...
Gamaliel was a grandson of Hillel (see page 807) and canied on the
gentle teachings of his renowned grandfather. Gamaliel pointed out that
there had been other leaders of popular uprisings in recent decades
whose f o b had been died with Messianic hopes and that nothing
had come of any of them:

..

'

Acts 5:36. For before these days rose up Theudas, boasting himself
to be somebody;
and all, as many as obeyed him, were scattered,
and brought to nought.
Acts 5:37. After this man rose up Juddfi of Galilee in the days of the
toxins
: he also perished

...

...

.. .

Gamaliel pointed out that the Christians would die out too, if their
beliefs in Jesus were false, without the council having to take any
action, any more than they did in the earlier cases. And if the
Christian beliefs were indeed divinely inspired, then any action against
them by the council would not only be futile,but also dangerous.
The council was persuaded and the apostles were allowed to continue
their work. However, there was no permanent alliance between Christians and Pharisees. The issue of the Messiah-hood of Jesus was insuperable.
Gamaliel led the Pharisees till his death in AD. 52. A number of his
descendants continued to head the shattered Jewish community in
Judea after Rome had wiped out all Jewish political power. The last of
the line was Gamaliel VI, who died about A.D. 425.

Stephen
The growth of the Christian fellowship was bound to bring problems,
and quite early two parties were formed,
One party consisted of Jewsof Judea and Galilee, whose language
was Aramaic and who carried on their religious observances in the
traditional Hebrew. The other party consisted of Jews from outside
Judea and Galilee and whose language was Greek, both in their daily
lives and their devotions. These two parties can be distinguished on
the basis of the language in which they worshipped and are referred to
in Acts as Hebrews and Grecians, respectively.
It is understandable that the two groups should misunderstand each
other. The Hebrew party could not help but feel that the age-old holy
language of Hebrew was the proper one in which to pray and that the
holy land of Israel was the proper surrounding in which to pray. To
them, the Grecians would naturally seem like foreigners, half corrupted
by the Gentiles, speaking a heathen language and tolerant toward

pagan ways. The Grecian party, on the other hand, knowing more of the
great outside world, would look upon the Hebrews as backward
provincials whose narrow outlook was unfitting for the tasks ahead.
Acts 63. And in those days, whm&he number of the disciples
was multiplied, there arose a murmuring of the Grecians ap'nst the
Hebrews, because their widows were ne&&d in the M y m'nistnrftotl.

they

In other words, the Grecians claimed
were not receiving their
fair share of the community income. Since the twelve apostles were all
of the Hebrew group there might have been grounds for this complaint.
Had die apostles chosen t~ override these objections and to maintain a strictly Hebrew stand, the Grecians might have fallen away, and
Christianity might have withered.
The apostles did not, however, do this. In a decision which, through
hindsight, can be seen to have been statesman-like, they offered the
Grecians special representation 'within the Christian fellowship by
allowing them seven leaders who would see to their fair treatment:
Acts 6:;. And the sayiangpleased the whole multitude: and they
and Philip, and Prochorus, and Nicanor, and
chose Stephen
Timon, and Parmenas, and Nicolas

.. .

. ..

The leader of the Grecian seven was Stephen and he immediately

began to be active in missionary labors among his Grecian fellows.

Here he met with much opposition:
Acts 6:g. Then there arose certai'n of the synagogue, which
i f c&d
the synagogue of the Libertines, and Cpnutns, and
Alextttidrums, and of them of C W and of Asia,diSimting with

Stephen.

While the Temple was the one place of worship in Jerusalem,
there were a number of synagogues in which Jews could gather to
discuss the Law, dispute various points, and perhaps cany on their
social affairs. It may not have been too different in essence from
modem dubs.
Naturally, one would expect Jews of common background to group
fhemsdves into a particular synagogue. The Grecians would be happier
with otheiswho spoke Greek. Indeed, it might be that those from
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CiK& or Asia, speaking Greek with an Asia Minor accent, would
frequent one, while those from Cyrene and Alexandria, speaking with
an African accent, would frequent the other. (Cilicia, not mentioned earlier in the Bible, is a region occupying the eastern half of
the southern coast of Asia Minor.)
It is not clear whether the "synagogue of the Libertines" represents
still a third group, or whether it is the one to which (as the translation
in the Jerusalem Bible would have it appear) the Jews of Cyrene
and Alexandria belonged.
The word "Libertines," in modem English, refers to those who
cany liberty to excess and allow no inhibitions to restrain their unbridled desires. We tend to think of libertines as wicked and lustful,
and might consider it quite natural, therefore, for such people to
oppose Stephen.
However, "Libertine" has an older meaning; it is applied to a
person who has been enslaved but who has been freed, one who is
more commonly called in modem terms a "freedman." And, indeed,
the Revised Standard Version refers to the "synagog of the Freedmenv'
rather than to that of the Libertines.
It is thought that the synagogue may have consisted of descendants
of Jews who had been taken prisoner by Pompey when he besieged
and occupied Jerusalem a century before, and who had later been
liberated. They or their descendants may have made their homes in
Cyrene and Alexandria, the largest and most flourishing Jewish centers
in all the Greek world, and this may have given the name to the
synagogue of the Jews of Africa.
Stephen was brought before the council on the charge of blasphemy
and, in his defense, he recited the early history of the Jews through
the time of Moses, emphasizing the manner in which people in every
age had rejected the prophets-even Moses himself-and ending in a
furious outcry:
Acts 7:p. Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears,
ye do always resist the Holy Ghost; as your fathers did, so do ye.
Acts 7:p. Which of the prophets have not your fathers persecuted?

. ..

Such a defense could scarcely win over his audience and, to top
that off, Stephen then committed that which seemed clear blasphemy

Ã
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in the view of his audience. He virtually repeated Jesusp statement
under similar conditions. Jesus had said:

...

Hereafter shall ye see the Son of man sitting
Matthew 26:64.
on the right hand of power

...

referring to Daniel's statement which had been accepted as ~ h i a n i c
(see page 1-610).
And Stephen said:

...

Acts 7:56.
Behold, I see the heavens opened, <fnd the
of man standing on the right hand of God.

Son

Stephen was promptly condemned to death by stoning and the
sentence was carried through.
This event may have taken place in A.D. 31, two years after the
crucifixion, and Stephen ranks as die first Christian martyr. The fibt
Juan recorded as dying for die new faith, which held Jesus to be
the Messiah predicted by the Old Testament prophets, was of the
Grecian party. The pendulum was beginning its swing.

Philip
Stephen's death was followed by vigorous action against the Christians in Jerusalem. Many were forced to leave, for safety's sake. Ineluded among these was Philip, the second of the seven leaders of
the Grecian party. (He is the only one besides Stephen of whom the
Bible has anything more to say than an inclusion in the list of the
seven*)
The Philip mentioned here is the second of the two prominent
Philips of the New Testament. The first is Philip t h e apostle, a
Galilean and therefore of the Hebrew party. He is mentioned in all
four lists of the apostles, including the one in the first chapter of Acts.
Except for these listings, he does not appear in the synoptic gospels
or in Acts, but is involved in several incidences in the gospel according
I
to St John.
The second Philip, the one who figures in Acts, is called Philip the
evangelist because he preached the gospel outside Judea and won
converts. Thus, in the immediate aftermath of Stephen's stoning:

I
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Acts 8:s.
Philip went down to the city of Sumaria, and
preached Christ unto them.
If this verse refers to the city of Samaria that had been the
capital of the Northern Kingdom of Israel eight centuries before,
that city no longer existed as such. It had been destroyed by the
Assyrians and had dragged on thereafter as a small and squalid village
until it was finally rebuilt by Herod the Great He gave it the name
of "Sebaste," a Greek word meaning "revered" and taken as the
equivalent of the Latin "Augusta," so that that city was named in
honor of the emperor, Augustus.
Actually, though, it is not likely that Philip went to Sebaste. The
Revised Standard Version translates the verse "Philip went down to
a city of Samaria"; some unnamed Samaritan city, in other words.
Apparently, the followers of Jesus had by now been made to feel
such heretics by the Jewish authorities, that they found a certain
kinship with those other heretics, the Samaritans. The situation is no
longer what it was in Jesus' lifetime (as depicted in the gospels) when
any approach to the Samaritans on the part of Jesus was a matter fog
surprise and even disapproval on the part of his disciples.
Now, when Philip began to gamer conversions, Peter and John
went to Samaria, without apparent hesitation, to complete the conversions and make them official:
Acts 8:17. Then laid they [Peter and John] their hands on them
[the Samaritan converts], and they received the Holy Ghost.
In this way, the Samaritans were accepted as Christians in the
fullest sense, on a plane of complete equality with Christians of
orthodox Jewish origin. This was an important step in the growth of
Christianity out of its Jewish swaddling clothes.

At the time of Philip's arrival, the Samaritans were already impressed
with another leader:
Acts 8:g. But there was a certain man, called Simon, which
beforetime in the same city used sorcery, and bewitched the people
of S m n O , giving out that himself was s o w g m t one.
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Because of this verse, this man is usually identified as Simon the
Sorcerer, or Simon Magus (to distinguish him from Simon Peter).
We might suppose that he was some healer, preaching much as the
apostles did. Such activities ate always called divinely inspired by
friends, and sorcery by foes. (The Pharisees accused Jesus of sorcery
and if their views had won out, he might conceivably have gone down
in history as Jesus Magus.)
Simon Magus was himself converted to Christianity by Philip and
underwent baptism. When Peter and John arrived as the accepted
authorities, by virtue of their lank as apostles, to make such con*
version official, Simon attempted to gain equal rights and privileges.
Perhaps he felt that as apostolic representative in Samaria, with full
powers, he could continue his older activities under a new name and
retain whatever worldly power and prestige that had given him. He
offered, therefore, to buy the right:

...

Acts 8:18.
he [Simon] offered .them [Peter and John]
money*
Acb 8~19.Sawn, Give me aim this.#&, that on whomsoe~er
I lay hands, he may receive the Holy Ghost.
It was not after all an uncommon practice to buy religious office.
l i e high printhood in ~ d e inks bought and sold in Sdeudd
times (see page 98) and in the times of the Romans; and the
practice was undoubtedly common in all religions.
But Simon is roundly rebuked on this occasion by Peter. Neverthe
less, the practice of buying relidous office has not been unknown in the
history of Christianity, and a special name has been given this practice
-"simony," from Simon Magus, became of this passage.
The Bible says nothing more about Simon Magus, but he figures
largely in the tales transmitted by the early Christian writers. He
is supposed to have fallen out of {he mainstream of Christianity, to
have founded Christian Gnosticism (see page 963), to have continued to use magic and to have opposed Peter and Paul, in later
years, by his sorcerers' tricks, with consequences fatal to himself.
The Simonians, a heretical sect that endured for some two centuries,
are traced back to Simon B&gm. We have only the writings of the
early Christians as testimonials to Simonian beliefs and, as can easily
be imagined, those testimonials are unfavorable indeed.

!
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Candace

Feeling himself to have completed his task in Samaria, Philip
traveled southward to Gaza, which had once been one of the five chief
cities of the Philistines in the time of David. There he met a stranger
from a far land:

.. .

Acts 827.
a man of Ethiopia, an eunuch of great authority
under Candace queen of the Ethiopians, who had the charge of dfl
heri treasure, and had come to Jerusalem for to worship
'

...

Ethiopia was the name given by die Greeks to the land along
the Nile immediately south of Egypt, beyond the river's first cataract.
That name is applied nowadays to Abyssinia, which is actually some
five hundred miles southeast of the ancient Ethiopia. The region
known as Ethiopia to the ancients makes up the northernmost portion
of the modem nation of Sudan and might best be termed Nubia.
Philip met, in other words, a Nubian, from the land south of Egypt
Nabia's earliest history is that of an appendage of Egypt. The
Egyptians traded with Nubia and under the strong Egyptian pharaohs,
Nubia was conquered and occupied for centuries at a time. Nubia,
under pharaonic domination, accepted Egyptian culture and religion
but never quite gave up its memory of political independence.
After the disastrous invasions of the peoples of the Sea (see page
1-131)~
which occurred at the time of the I$xodus, Egypt's power shrank
permanently, and Nubia broke free, It formed an independent kingdom (still Egyptian in culture and religion) with its capital at Napata,
a' city on the Nile River about four hundred miles upstream from
Egypt's southern boundary.
About 750 B.C. (toward the end o r Uzriah's reign in Judah),
Nubia came under the rule of a chieftain named Kashta. Under him,
Nubia reached the peak of its power and this came just as Egypt
was sinking toward a low point. Kashta conquered southern Egypt
and established himself as a new pharaoh of what historians call the
Twenty-fifth Dynasty. (This is sometimes known as the Ethiopian
Dynasty, though Nubian Dynasty would be better.) Kashta's suecessor, Piankhi, conquered the rest of Egypt in 736 B.C.
This Nubian Dynasty played a significant role in Judean history.

When Sennacherib was laying siege to Jerusalem in 701 B.c., Egypt
(in its own self-interest) raised an army against the Assyrian monarch. This army was under the leadership of Taharqa, a prince of the
Nubian Dynasty, who, eleven years later, was to ascend the throne of
Egypt. He is referred to in z Kings as Tirhaka (see page 1-384). His
campaign against Sennacherib could not be considered as better than
a draw, but that was enough to induce the Assyrian (fighting at the
end of a long line of communications) to withdraw and attend to
pressing needs closer to home. The Nubian Dynasty, therefore, helped
in a very material way to preserve Jerusalem.
Sennacherib's successor, Esarhaddon, did better. He reduced Judah
to the role of a quiet tributary under Manasseh and then, by 661
B.c., drove the Nubian Dynasty out of Egypt. For twenty years
Assyrian garrisons ruled Egypt. Egypt then regained its independence,
but under native monarchs. The Nubians never returned.
To make sure that they would not, the native pharaohs of the
Twenty-sixth Dynasty established the fort at Elephantine, manned by
Jewish mercenaries (see page 1-571). These guarded the Nile against
incursions by Nubians from the south. Indeed, the Egyptians took the
offensive and, about 590 B.c., sacked Napata itself.
From that point on, Nubia remained in isolation (except for a
possible Persian raid in 522 B.c.) and slowly declined. Although
Nubia continued to cling to the Egyptian religion, Judaism must have
penetrated somewhat. Jews from Elephantine may have settled in
Nubia or gained converts there. Some of these, whether Jews by
birth or conversion, may have undertaken- the long trip to Jerusalem
to worship at the Temple, as the one true place of worship, just as
Moslems today undertake the pilgrimage to Mecca as often as they

can.
The eunuch met by Philip was, therefore, a Jew, though whether
by birth and descent, or by conversion, the Bible does not say.
In Roman times, Nubia maintained its independence and was
ruled by several energetic queens. The Nubian word for queen was
rendered by the Greeks as Kandake and by the Romans and ourselves
as Candace. This name was applied to all the queens of Nubia at
this time.
The most important of these was one who, at the time that
Augustus took over Egypt and made it a Roman province, dared in-

vade Egypt. Perhaps she thought that the confusion of the Roman
takeover would render Egypt easy pickings.
If so, she was wrong. A Roman army under Gaius Pstronius
marched southward and sacked Napata in 22 B.C. It would have been
Roman policy in the days before Augustus to annex Nubia, but
Augustus favored a policy of peace whenever possible. Nubia was
evacuated and allowed to retain its independence. It did not attempt
any futher adventures northward, however.
A successor of this Candace who had opposed the Romans (a
successor also known as Chndace) was the "queen of the Ethiopians"
of Acts 8:27. She employed a Jewish eunuch as treasurer, and-it was
this ~ewishtreasurer of Nubia that Philip met
The Nubian Jew was reading a passage from Isaiah when Philip
met him. Philip interpreted the passage for him in a Messianic sense,
applying it to Jesus. The Nubian forthwith asked to be converted and,
presumably, carried the Christian message with him to his hogeland.
It is interesting that in this case, Peter and John were not there to
make {he conversion official. The situation was beginning to slip out
of the control of apostolic leadership and of the Hebrew party whose
power centered in Jerusalem. It was to continue to do so.

Saul of Tarsus

Bat the greatest Grecian of all was at hand, one who far surpassed
Stephen and Philip in his impact upon history. He was a man
named Said, and he began his career as a firm opponent of the followers df Jesus.
Saul was a member of the tribe of Benjamin and had his share
of the Jewish stock of nationalist pride, as can be seen from his selfdescription in his Epistle to the Philippians:
the eighth day, of the stock of
Philippians 3:4. Circu&ed
Israel, of the tribe of ~eniaimn,an Hebrew of the Hebrews
,,
It is not surprising that, as a child of a staunch Benjamitefamily,
he was given the name of the greatest Benjamite in history, King Saul.
At least King Saul had been the greatest Benjamite tall the coming of
this mm Saul.

,
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Yet although Said describes himself as a "Hebrew of
(that is, not only a Jew but a Jewby birth-the son of
not of the Hebrew group of the early Christians for he was
native of Judea or Galilee. He was born instead in Asia
Minor and
", was, therefore, of the Gtecian group:
'
,.
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Acts 2x39.
Pwl [Saul] said, l ama man whikh am a Jew of
Tarsus, a city in CUictd, a citizen of no mean ciiyT;.--3 "8" !
I

Tarsus wasxindeed the largest city in Cilicia. Its earliest history
was probably as a Hittite town. Phoenician traders must have settled
there in the great days of Hiram of Tyre (when David and Solomon
ruled over Israel) and Greek traders must have arrived there, too.?
In later centuries, when Greek culture became fashionable, Tamis'
always claimed to be a Greek city, but the Phoenician tinge remained
strong down into Roman times.
About 850 B.C. Tarsus was captured by the expanding Assyrian
Empire, and after Assyria's fall, it continued under the rule of Erst
the Persian kings and then the Seleucids. It always retained conit was granted
siderable self-government, however, and ftiW%w.
*virtual independence by Antiochus IV himself.
The next two centuries saw it at its height, prosperous, cultured,
proud of its Greekness, and containing a group of philosophers and
an important university as well. The Emperor Augustus, when he was
but a teenager, studying on an island in the Aegean Sea, had a$ his
teacher, Athenodorus, a philosopher of Tarsus. It was indeed "no mean
. '.> ' ^,'.^l
'
city.
;,;
- il
A&& the assassination of Julius Caesar, that general's former 1 i q
tenant, Mark Antony, was awarded the east as his sphere of influence
and he took w residence in Tarsus.
It was while at Tarsus that Mark Antony called Cleopatra to a
conference in order to extract money from wealthy Egypt. Cleopatra
erne to Tarsus in a ship fitted out to an extreme of luxury and herself
deliberately decked out in such a fashion as to entrance the pleasureloving Ronian. She succeeded, and the second most notable event in
the history of the city of Tarsus was this initial meeting of Mark
Antony and Cleopatra in its harbor.
More important still was a happening that went completely unnoticed in its time. Since Tarsus was an important trading center, it
4,

A
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gathered a colony of Jews which grew and prospered. In a particular
year which is ~ompletelyunknown but which we might venture to
guess to have been AS. 10, Saul of Tarsus was born there, and that
was indeed the most notable event in the city's history.
Saul's family was apparently of considerable account They were,
for one thing, Roman citizens, and they may have been rich enough
to purchase {he citizenship. The citizenship ms often awarded for
some service rendered Rome, but it might also be sold~^ashas been the
case, for instance, with knighthoods in English histo*. The Bible
does not say which was true in the case of Saul's family, but whatever
the situation, Saul himself inherited the status and was a citizen by
birth.
Roman citizenship was worth having in New Testament times, for
it carried not only prestige and status, but certain important privileges
as well.
Thus, at one time, when Saul was on the point of being whipped,
he took advantage of a Roman citizen's immunity to corporal punishment without trial. He said to the Roman soldier with the whip:

...

Acts 92:25.
Is it lawful for you to scourge a inan that is a
Roman, and uncondemned?
The centurion at once reported this to his captain, who promptly
questioned the prisoner:

Acts 22:27. Then the chief captain came, and ,scad unto him
[Saul], Tell me, art thou a Roman? He [Saul] said, Yea.
The chief captain proudly announced that he too was a Roman,
having paid through the nose for it, and Saul quietly topped him
by announcing himself as a citizen by birth:

Acts 22:28. And the chief captain answered, With a @eat sum.
obtained I this freedom. And Paul [Saul] said, But I was free bum.
Saul was promptly spared the whipping, saved by his citizenship.

V q little is known of Saul's relatives. He himself seems never to
have married and so had no children. He did, however, have at least
a sister and a nephew, for they are referred to:

...
...

Acts 23:16.
when Paul's [Saul's] sister's son heard
lying in wait, he
told Paul [Saul].

of

their

I

I

The prosperity of Saul's family might well be further indicated by
the fact that they could afford to send their, son to Judea for a
thorough religious training in Jerusalem itself.
As a result of this, Paul gained a good knowledge of Aramaic
(unlike many of the Grecian faction); good enough so that he
could not only understand Aramaic commentaries on the Scripture but
could actually converse and preach in the language. This bilingual
ability gained him considerably more influence with the native population of Judea than he might otherwise have had:

...

.. .

Paul [Saul]
beckoned with the hand unto
Acts 2 1 : ~ .
the people. And where there was made a great silence, he spake
unto them in the Hebrew tongue [Aramaic]

..

. . a .

when they heard that he spake in the Hebrew
tongue to them, they kept the more silence
Acts

2 2 : ~ . (And

...

In Jerusalem, Saul attached himself to none other than Gamaliel,
the leiding Pharisee of the time and the one who had advocated
toleration for the Christians (see page 1004). Thus, Saul says:

...

..

a /ew, born in Tarsus , yet brought up
Acts 2x3. I am
in this city [Jerusalem] at the feet of Gdnudiel, and taught according to the perfect manner of the law of the fathers
*

..

And, of course, Saul became a Pharisee in consequence, as he
himself admits, for in the same verse in which he describes himself
'as an Hebrew of the Hebrews, he adds that he is:
Philippians 3:4.

. . .as touching the law, a Pharisee.

In the course of his career, Saul did not scruple to gain the support
of the Pharisees by declaring himself to be one of them in philosophy,
as opposed to the Sadducee factions. Standing before the council,
he shrewdly gained the support of the Pharisee group by saying:

Acts 23:6.
Pharisee

. . ,Men and brethren, I am a Pharisee, the son of a

...

Perhaps his family's wealth was not quite sufficient to maintain
Saul in idleness throughout his years as a student. He may well have
had to, at least in part, "work his way through college" so to speak.
If he did so, it was through labor at a craft. He was a working-man

as well as a scholar. i
craft is referred to when, in his travels,
bd horn4 by d m e m b m of the same ma&:
Acts 18:3..
them, and

..

he was of the same craft, he abode with
their occupation they were tent-makers.

This line of work
of "weaver,"for it is
limited to tents a10
Paul's family generally,
made from goat's hair,
in which Tarsus was

Pharisee and &rnpletely
Jesus to be the Messiah.
ich yas attended by
for he was himself of

Deuteronomy 17:7.
him [the condemned]

The witnesses, in
garments in older

.
.
.
young man's feet, w
Acts 7:58.
Â¥.,

hands of the witnesses shall be first upon
him to death
of this duty, discarded their outermost
amis might be free to throw.
the witnesses laid down their clothes at a
name -was Said

...

1

.. .

Acb 8:i. And Sail was w m d n g MHo kit [Stephen's] deuth

. ..

of Saul in Acts and quite dearly he must
after the witnesses had cast the first.
forces which then instituted a per-

This is (be first

&

Acts 8:3 At for
In mob havock of the church, entering
into every house and W n g men and women committed them to
prison.

I

In his later life, he refers on a number of occasions to this
early period when he persecuted the sect of which he was afterward to
be the greatest supporter. He says, for instance, in the epistle to the

Galatians:

..

Galatians 1:13.For ye 'had heard. how that beyond measure I
persecuted the church of God, and wasted it.

Damascus
Saul was not content to cany on nis zealous nounaing of the Christians in Jerusalem, or even in Judea. Apparently the new sect was ng&ing its appearance among Jewish congregations in cities outside Judea.
Saul wanted authority to travel to such cities and.wipe out Christianity
there:

.. .

Acts 9:i. And Saul
went unto the 'faefi priest,
Acts 9:2.And desired of him letters to Damascus t o the synagogues,
that if he found any of this way [Christians]
them bound unto 1erusidem.

...he might bring

In this way, Damascus renters the stream of Biblical history. In the
time of the kingdoms it had been the capital of a nation that had
been an important enemy of Israel, but after its destruction by AsSyria in 732 B.c., its importance vanished. It came under the control,
successively, of the Assyrians, Chaldeans, and Persians. After the time
of Alexander the Great, it was held sometimes by the Ptolemies, sometimes by the Seleucids.
The Romans took it in 64 B.c., but in AS. 31 they allowed it eonsiderable autonomy under the control of the Arabian kinglet, Aretas
-thesame one who fought with Herod Antipas over the latter's divorce
and remarriage (see page 814) and who now, in Saul's time, was a p
preaching the end of a long, half century reign.
Near Damascus, however, Saul underwent an unusual experience:

. ..

. ..

. ..

Acts 9:3.
as he [Saul]
came near Damascus
there
shmed round about him a light from heavens
Acts 9:4. And he fell to the wth, and heard a voice wing unto
him, Soul, Saul, why persecutest thou me?
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Acts 9:5. And he [Saul] said, Who art thou, Lord? And the Lord
said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest,.

..

Saul was blinded by the vision and had to be led into Damascus,
where he remained blind for three days. His sight was then restored at
{he touch of a Christian disciple in Damascus.
As a result, Saul was converted to Christianity, becoming as fanatical
an upholder of the belief as, earlier, he had been fanatical in opposing
it. (This is by no means uncommon in conversions.) The year in which
this conversion took place is not known; estimates range from AJ). 32
(the year after Stephen's death) to A.D. 36.
Saul at once began to preach Christian doctrine in Damascus, to
{he surprise of all who knew of his reputation as an anti-Christian
fanatic. His successes were apparently great; great enough to cause those
Jews who remained unconverted to believe Saul deserved death for
blasphemy.
Acts 9:q. And after that many days were fulfilled, the Jews took
counsel to kill him

. ..

Acts does not say how long Saul remained in Damascus beyond the
vague "many days." In the Epistle to the Galatians, however, Saul says
of this period:

. ..

I -went into Arabia, and returned again unto
Galatians 1:17.
Damascus.
Galatians 1:iB. Then after three years I went up to Jerusalem

...

So we may take it that for three years, Saul pondered the new
doctrine (spending some time in quiet introspection in the semidesert
region east of Darnascus-referred to here as "Arabia"), Gradually he
developed his own approach.
Perhaphe might have remained longer in Damascus and its environs,
were it not that danger was growing acute. Saul eventually had to go
into hiding in order that the indignant Jews of Damascus might not
arrest him and place him on trial. In fact, it grew necessary to get him
out of the city altogether and this was a rather difficult task.

...

Acts 9:q.
they [Saul's enemies] watched the gates day and
night to kill him.
Acts 9:~s.Then the disciples took him by night, and let him down
by the wall in a basket.
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The matter must have been more, however, than a purely doctrinal
dispute between Jews and Christians. Damascus may have had a strong
contingent of Jews but it was largely a Gentile city and it was under
Gentile rule. The Jews could not, of their own authority, have guarded
the gates. Apparently Paul's activities also disturbed King Aretas, and
it was his soldiers who searched for Saul.
Saul himself, in describing this episode, says:
2 Corinthians 11:32. In Danusow the gownor under Aretas
the king kept the city of the Damascenes with a garrison, desirous
to apprehend me:
, .a Corinthians ii:33. And through a window in a basket was I
let down by the wall and escaped his handa.

Saul returned to Jerusalem now and tried to join the Christian
community there. He failed at first, since the disciples were very natorallysuspicious of {he erstwhile persecutor. Saul needed a sponsor
and found one:

Acts 9:27. But Bamabaa took him [Saul] and brought him to the
apostles and declared unto them how he [Saul] had seen the
Lord...
Bamabas was mentioned earlier in Acts in connection with the communism of the early Christian fellowship. In contradistinction to
Ananias, who tried to gain the credit of a total contributor to thewelfare fund, while secretly holding back some, Barnabas gave all:
Acts 4:36. And Joses [Jpseph], who by the apostles was sumamed
Banwbas, (which is, being interpreted, The son of consolafio",)
a Levite, and of the country of Cyftm*
Acts 4:37. HaVIng land, sow it, and brought the money, and laid
it at the apostles' feet.

It was perhaps this act that caused him to receive the surname of
Barnabas, since in those infant days of the community, both the
money itself and the appreciation of the feeling of confidence that
lay behind the award, must have been consolation indeed.
Barnabas was another of the Grecian group, having been born on
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the island of Cyprus. He may well have felt a strong feeling of kinship
to Saul, for their birthplaces were not very far apart. Cyprus is just off
the Cilician seacoast, and the northeastern tip of the island is only
about a hundred miles south of Tarsus.

James the Lord's Brother
Acts says little about what Saul did, specifically, after being introduced to the apostles, but Saul himself in his Epistle to the Galatians
says:

...

I went up to Jerusalem to see Peter, and
Galatians 1:18.
abode with him fifteen days.
Galatians 1:q. But other of the apostles saw I none, save James
the Lord's brother.
Paul, in other words, saw the two leading Christians. Peter, as the
chief of the original band of twelve apostles, might be considered the
nearest worldly representative of the memory of Jesus. It was James
"the Lord's brother," however, who seems to have been the actual
administrative head of the Jerusalem branch of the fellowship-of the
"Mother Church," so to speak.
James was not one of the original apostles. Indeed, on the testimony
of the fourth gospel, he was a doubter during Jesus' ministry:
John 7:s. For neither did his [Jesus'] brethren believe in him.
Nevertheless, he apparently came to be a believer by the time of the
crucifixion or immediately afterward, for .the gathering of the early disI ciples before the great day of Pentecost included:
1:14. . . . the women, and Mary the mother of Jesus, and
. .Acts
. his [Jesus'] brethren.

James's conversion to belief may have come about through a sight
of the resurrected Jesus. At least Paul, in his First Epistle to the
Corinthians lists him among the witnesses to the resurrection:
1 Corinthians 15:s. And
then of the twelve:

....

.. . he was seen o f

1 Corinthians 15:7. After that, he was seen of
the apostles.

Cephas [Peter],

James; then of all

Presumably, (he James mentioned here might be James son of Zebedee
os James son of Alphaeus, each one a member of the original band of
twelve. However, it is generally accepted that when Acts refers to
James, without qualification, they mean Jesus' younger brother. (Again,
it should be pointed out that those Christians who accept the belief
that Mary, the mother of Jesus, was a perpetual virgin, consider James
to be Jesus' cousin or half brother, rather than his brother.)
From Peter and James, Saul, it may be assumed, gathered many
details concerning Jesus' ministry and person.
There is always dispute as to whether Saul ever actually saw Jesus
in the latter's lifetime. I t is not known when Saul arrived in Jerusalem
for his education. If he arrived three or four years before his appearance
at the stoning of Stephen, as is not at all unlikely, then he would have
bieen in Jerusalem in the hectic week preceding the crucifixion. If he
did, it would be almost certain that he would have been among the
crowds listening to Jesus' words (and Saul, it might reasonably be
assumed, would have been loud in his angty denunciations of Jesus).
And yet even if Saul had been in Jerusalem at that time, and had
been among the crowds around Jesus, he might always have been far
bald; and unable to catch a real glimpse. Certainly, if he had met
Jesus face to face in the course of thehtter's ministry, Saul *auld
have said so in one of his epistles, and he does not.
Most commentators conclude that Saul never actually met Jesus in
the flesh, and, if so, the meeting with Peter and James must have
been particularly important to Saul. We can well imagine him asking
eagerly after the personal memories of these two close associates of the
Jesus whom Saul now accepted as the Messiah.
In Jerusalem, Saul continued to preach Christian doctrine ardently
and was soon in danger again. The anti-Christian elements must have
been particularly resentful over the loss of so valued a member and
have chafed at the Christian victory in gaining so notable a defector*
Again it was felt that Saul could gain safety only in flight:
Acts 9:30.

.. . the brethren .. . brought' him [Saul] down to

Caesorea, and sent him forth to Tarsus.

This may have been anywhere from A.D. 34 to 38, depending on
when it was that Saul's conversion occurred. Saul remained in Tarsus
a lengthy time but exactly how,lengthy a time can only be deduced

from fragmentary evidence, The best guess seems to be from eight to
ten years.
Nothing is known concerning {his period except that Saul piesumably carried on his preaching in Cilicia. He himself says merely:
Galatians 1:zi. Afterwards I came into the regions of Syria and
Cili*
Galatians 1:22, And was unknown by face unto the churches of
Judaea
Galatians 1:23. But they had heard only, That he which @rsecuted us in times past now pkzcheth the faith

..

. ..

Lydad
The general persecution of the followers of Jesus that had been set

offafter the stoning of Stephen had by now eased up, arid'apparently
there were groups of Christians in Galilee, as well as in Samaria and
Judea:
Acts 9:y. Then had the churches rest throughout all Judoea and
Galilee and Sumaria ,

..

pet&, as the spiritual leader of the Christians, felt it safe now to
travel through the area, visiting the various groups:

...
. ..

Acts 9:3z.
as Peter passed throughout dll quarters, he came
down also to
L.yd&.
Lydda is the Greek form of the Hebrew, Lod, and is a town mentioned only a few times, and then inconsequentially, in the Old Testament. It is on the main road from Jerusalem to the seaport of Joppa,
about twenty-two miles from the former and only ten miles from the
latter.
Although Lydda was only an unimportant vfllage in Old Testament
times, and was to become an unimportant village again after the
Jewish rebellion, it was passing through a brief period of consequence
in New Testament times. It was large and prosperous and was a r e
spected seat of learning.
Perhaps Lydda's most important claim to fame (aside from this mention in Acts) is that it was the home of a legendary Christian hero
who dew a dragon and saved a young lady whom the dragon was

about to eat, some time during the period of the Roman Empire.
(Oddly enougti, this is very like the Greek tale of Perseus and Andtomeda-ee page 1-414Ã‘whic was supposed to have taken plaw at Joppa.
Could the Christian legend have been borrowed born the Greek?)
In p
y case,,the dragon-slaying hero is the St. George who is now considered the patron saint of England.
Lydda exists today g.,q yipblq town of twenty-one thousand in
modem Israel.
Cornelius
The most significant event in Peter's journey took place at Caepiea.
This was Judea's chief port, about thirty miles north of Joppa. There
the Roman power was chiefly concentrated, and there the procurators
generally held their seat , .., ,, I, ...
!
b
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a centurion

. ..

was a cdn

.!I.

man in Caesareu called Cornelius,

...

I

Acts m:a. A devout man, afid one that feared God
gave
much <dms ,and prayed to God dway.
Apparently, although Cornelius was strongly attracted to Jewish,dectrine, he was not accepted fully into the J@h fellowship because he
had not yet undergone circumcision, the indispensable initiating rite
to Jkdaism. That this is so is indicated by the fact that when Cornelius
him, Peter hesitates about
hears that Peter is in Joppa and sends
. "for
!.. .accepting the invitation. He says:
Acts 10:28.
.'ye Jbiow how that it is an unlawful thing for a
man that is a Jew to keep company, or come
unto one of another
. .
nation...
This does not include ordinary contact, of course, but does involve
the matter of dining with a Gentile. The complex dietary laws of the
Jews are not followed by the Gentiles and for a Jew to dine with a
Goitile would cause him to eat food that was ritually Unclean and
this would be a grave infraction of the Mosaic Law.
Peter, we can well imagine, was torn between two courses. As a good
Jew, he was horrified at the thought of eating with a Gentile. On the
other hand, as a good Christian, it was quite apparent that a conver-

..

1 '

..

.!I

LC.<

!.'Ll

$on was in the air and a conversion that was too good to turn down
lightly. Cornelius is described in Acts as a pious man and he was a
Roman soldier. For a Roman soldier to become Christian would be
a great victory for the cause and as a centurion, an officer, he could
doubtless influence other conversions. Did Peter have a right to toss
away such an opportunity lightly-and perhaps even make an enemy
of an important soldier in so doing?
The decision was in favor of. the centurion despite his status as
Gentile, and Acts explains that decision in terms of a vision seen by a
Peter in which the Jewish division of food into ritually clean and unclean is abolished. Now Peter could freely eat with a Gentile. And
Peter did more:
Acts 10:48. And he [Peter] commanded them to be buptvced in
the name of the Lord

...

This was an important and even crucial step. Until this point, all
Christians had taken the Mosaic Law as the basis of their faith. To
them Jesus had appeared as the climax and fulfillment of that Law.
In Matthew's version of the gospel, Jesus is quoted as saying:

.

Matthew 5:17. Think not that I am come to destroy the law , ,
I am net wane to destroy, but to <fuIfa.
Those who had accepted Christianity until now, had been Jews
either by birth or by conversion, or Samaritans. The Samaritans might
be heretics who did. not believe in worshipping at Jerusalem but they
did accept the Mosaic Law. Even the Nubian eunuch baptized by
Philip accepted the Mosaic Law, since he worshipped at the Temple
at Jerusalem and no one could do so without being circumcised.
Here, though, Peter had eaten with a heathen who, however devout
and well disposed toward Judaism and Christianity, was not circumdsed. Furthermore, Peter had allowed a man to become a Christian
without having first become a Jew-he had short-circuited the Mosaic
Law, so to speak.
This did not sit well with the Christians of Jerusalem:

...

Acts 11:a.
when Peter was come up to ]erusdem, they that
were of the circumcision contended with him,
Acts 11:3. Saying, Thou wentest in to men uncircumcised, and
didst eat with them.

Peter explained his side of the matter and Acts makes it appear that
this explanation won over the rest:
Acts 11:18. When they [the dissatisfied disciples] heard these
things, they held tlvh peace, a$ glorifei God, saying, Then hath
God also to the Gentiles granted repentance unto life.
But this may not be a fair representation of events. The writer of
Acts is Luke, a Gentile, and he presents a pro-Gentile view which
would tend to minimize the role of the Hebrew group and soft-pedal
their anti-Gentile prejudices. It may well be that Peter was not so
easy a victor and that he was forced to back-track by the Hebrew group
under James, the brother of Jesus. Thus, in the Epistle to the Galatians,
Peter is criticized for weakness:
Galatians 2:12. For before that cdn
[qnissaries] came from
James, he [Peter] did eat with the Gentiles: but when they were
come, he withdrew and separated himself, fearing them which kern

of the circumcision.
Even if Peter backed down, it is scarcely likely that the^conversion
of Cornelius and his friends was revoked. Perhaps we might speculate
that {he conversion was allowed to stand provided that those converted
submitted to circumcision and to other necessary ritual. And perhaps
Peter promised to be more careful in the future. Certainly^ no further
conversions by Peter are mentioned.
everth he less, a Gentile had been converted and Christianity had
made its first cautious step beyond the bounds of the Mosaic Law.

What was difficult for Peter to do within Judea under the strict eyes
of the ~erusalemcommunity of Christians, was easier for those Christians who were far away. Those who had been scattered after 6 9
stoning of Stephen had been baptizing, as Philip had done, but soinetiin a carefully limited way:

. ..

Acts 11:19. Now they which were scattered abroad
traveUed
as far as P h h [Phoenicia] and Cyprus and Antioch, preaching
the word to none but unto the Jews only.
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Others, however, did' more:

Acts 11:20. And some of them were men of Cyprus and Cyrene,
which, when they were come to Antioch, spake unto the Gre

cums...
Acts
lieved

... and a great

11:21.

...

number [of the Grecians] be-

Here the word "Grecians" in 11:20 is clearly intended to be opposed
to the "Jews only" of the verse before, so that it can be taken that
Greeks, or perhaps Greek-speaking Syrians, were being proselytized
and were being converted directly to ~hiistianity.
In Antioch, the church began to take 0% .for the first time, not
only a Grecian, but a %tile tinge. It is not surprising, then, that it
was in Antioch that the followers of Jesus were first really noticed by
the Gentiles and were first given a distinct Greek name:

. ..And the dadples were allied C h r i s t h fat in

Acts 11:26.
Antioeh.

Antioch, (he capital city of the Seleucid king, Antiochus IV, the
great villain of the Maccabean revolt, thus became the, first major
center of Christianity outside Judea, and the birthplace of the word
by which the world's dominant religion of today came ever after to be
known. The name may have first been applied to the followers of Jesus
as a derisive insult shouted out by unconverted Gentile opponents. If
so, the call of derision came to be accepted by the disciples as a
badge of honor. It is not the only time in history that an insult has
been accepted by the insulted and made clean. The name of the
modem sect of "Quakers" is an example of that phenomenon too.
"Quaker" originated as a term of ridicule.
The developing church at Antioch quickly grew to be of crucial
importance. Although Antioch was no longer the capital of a great
independent kingdom, it remained a huge and wealthy city of some
half million populabn. I n New Testament times, it was the third
largest city in the empire, with only Rome itself and Alexandria larger.
The church in Antioch was bound to be more prosperous than the
churches in Judea, for even Jerusalem, however important it might seem
to Biblically minded Jews,was only a provincial town in comparison
to a place like Antioch.
As a matter of fact, Antioch remained a great city throughout the

period of the Roman Empire, but it never recovered from an earthquake and a Persian sack in the sixth century A.D. Today it is part of
the modern nation of Turkey, bearing the still-recognizable name of
Antakya and with a population of nearly fifty thousand.
The leaders at Jerusalem, upon hearing reports of growing numbers
of conversions in Antioch, might well have felt uneasy. Were these
conversions, far from their own careful oversight, only of Gentiles who
agreed to be circumcised and uphold the Mosaic Law, or were they
not?
Then,too, we might imagine them wondering whether it was wise
to allow Antioch to go its way uncontrolled. A swelling Christian
community in a city fully three hundred miles north of Jerusalem
might develop traditions of its own and begin to represent a competing center. Internal quarrels between the Christians of different cities
would certainly be bad for Christians as a whole.
The leaded of (She Jerusalem church therefore sent Bamabas as
their emissary to Antioch, to serve as a connecting link. Bamabas,
recognizing that the task was more than he could himself cany through,
remembered his old friend, whose fiery spirit, he felt sure, was equal
to any task:

Acts i i : q , Then departed Barnobas to Tarsus, for to seek Saul:
Acts ii:26. And when be had found him, he brought him. unto
Antioch
In this way, Saul was restored to activity after his years of vegetation
in Tarsus.

Whm, however, was it 'that Sad dme

Aptiqch? SpeCTl%ation
with

regard $0 this question is tempting for at.this point Act; refera to two
historid events that can be independently dated.
First, there was a famine in Judea:

.
..
..

And in these days
. Aqts 11 :z8.
there , [was prophesied] great dettfth throiighout all the world: which came to pass in the days of Claudius
,

Acts

Caesar.

11:27.

...

I

Tiberius, Rome's second emperor, under whom Jesus had been
crucified, died in A.D. 27, about eight years after the crucifixion and
perhaps not more than a couple of years after Saul's conversion.
Tiberius was followed by his grandnephew, who, under the name
Caligula, became Rome's third emperor.
Caligula ruled for four yeais only,and for at least half this time was
quite mad. He is not mentimed in the Bible, but from Josephus we
h o w that in his lunatic desire to be worshipped as a God, he ordered
that his statue be set up in the Temple at rerusalem. The Jews refused
vehemently and completely; undoubtedly if Caligula had insisted on
erecting such a statue, there would have been a bloody rebellion. Undoubtedly Caligula would have insisted anyway, but before things
could come to the final breale, the emperor was assassinated in A.D. 41.
He. was succeeded by his uncle, Claudius, a much gentler and
saner man, though rather weak and not really a successful ruler. However, he did rule for thirteen years, from 41 to 54 A.D., so that merely
to say that a famine occurred "in the days of Claudius Caesar" gives
unsatisfactory leeway.
To be sure, no famine occurred at this time "throughout all the
world" but allowance must be made for Jewish nationalism. The
phrase was probably used to mean "throughout all Judea*'-that is,
throughout all the world that counted.
Josephus does speak of hard times in Judea in A.D. 46-48, but how
close is that to the time of Saul's arrival in Antioch? The Biblical
phrase "in those days" is not necessarily precise but can be used to
signify a very rough contemporaneity. The famine certainly came after
Saul's arrival in Antioch, for later he is one of those from Antioch who
carries relief to Judea on the kcasion of the famine.
The famine, however, may have come fully two or three years after
Saul's coming to Antioch.

A second reference to something that can be used chronologically
follows almost at once:

Acts 12:1. Now about that time Herod the king stretched forth
his hands to vex certain of the church.
Acts 12:~. And he lolled James the brother of Johnwith the sword.

1

Dominions of Herod Agrippa I
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This is not Herod Antipas, or any of the Herods of the gospels,
but a new member of the family altogether, one not previously re"
ferred to in the Bible. It is Herod Agrippa.
He was born about 10 B.C. and was the son of Aristobulus, who was
in turn the son of Herod the4Greatby his second wife, Mariamne the
Maccabean. The little boy received his name in honor of Agrippa, the
son-in-law of the Roman emperor, Augustus. Agrippa had died shortly
before but he had been a favorite of both the emperor and the Roman
people, and a close friend besides of H e r d the Great. Through his
grandmother, be it noted, Herod Agrippa was of Maccabean descent
In 6 B.C. Herod Agrippa's father, Aristobulus, and his uncle, Alexander, were executed by Herod. They were the last two adult sprigs of
the Maccabean line, and all that were left were three children. There
was Herod Agrippa and a younger brother (who was eventually to be
known as Herod of Chalcis) and also a sister, Herodias (who was later
to be the death of John the hp&t).
In view of Herod the Great's pathologically suspicious nature, it
was thought best to take the young Herod Agrippa to Rome. There,
as an Eastern princeling, he was treated with every consideration.
Indeed, lie became quite a favorite with ~ n k n i a ,sister-in-law of the
Emperor Tiberius and mother of the future Empemr Claudius.
As a grown man, Herod Agrippa returned to his homeland, and
there he found his sister the wife of Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee.
His sister obtained a lucrative position for him in the capital, but
Herod Agrippa was a happy-go-lucky man who found that his expenses always outran his income. He soon became too expensive a
luxury for his sister, quarreled with Herd Antipas, and had to leave
for Rome again in a.36.
In Rome he became friends with the young Caligula, heir to the
throne. He became so friendly in fact {hat the old emperor, Tiberius
(as suspicious as H e r d the Great), suspected him of conniving to
hasten Caligula's accession to the throne. Herod Agdppa was thrown
into prison, but within six months Tiberius was dead anyway and
Caligula at once liberated his friend.
Caligula made Herod Agrippa king of the realm that had been
formerly held by his half uncle, Philip the Tetrarch (see page 798) ,
who had died three years earlier in A.D. 34.
Herod Antipas, who still ruled in Galilee, was annoyed at this
elevation of his scapegrace half nephew, and demanded the title of
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king for himself, too. Herad Agrippa's friendship for the new young
emperor, however, was more than enough to counterbalance Antipas'
maneuvering and the latter was relieved of his post in AJO. 39 after
having ruled for thirty-three years. Galilee was added to Herod Agrippa's dominions and Antipas died soon after in banishment.
When Caligula was assassinated, Herod Agrippa found himself no
worse off. His sponsorship by Antonia meant that he had known
Claudius, the new emperor, for a long time. Furthermore, the bumbling
Claudius found himself uncertain in his initial dealings with the Senate
and the smooth and sophisticated Herod Agrippa helped him out. The
grateful Claudius appointed Herod Agrippa as king of the entire realm
that had once been ruled by Herod the Great. This was in A.D. 41.
For the last time, Judea bore the appearance, at least, of independ- ence and greatness and, indeed, for a short time, the land stood a t
the peak of prosperity and was materially better off than ever it had
been since the days of Solomon. It had no foreign enemies and the
danger of war did not threaten. It could relax in profound peace
under the benevolent shadow of the Roman Empire as ruled by a
weak but well-intention& emperor.
Herod Agrippa I felt it politic to try to ingratiate himself with his
Jewish subjects. He had already gained popularity with them by trying
to persuade the mad Caligula not to place the imperial statue in the
Temple. Even for a good friend of Caligula that was a rash move
and might have been the end of him if Caligula had lived. Caligula
died and Herod Agrippa I was safe, but the Jewsappreciated the risk
he had taken.
Herod Agrippa I scrupulously adhered to all the tenets of Judaism,
hoping to make the Jews forget his Idumean origins (for his Maccabean
descent was through 'women while the Idmean descent was through
men).This h e apparently succeeded in doing for when, during a Passoverfeast, he wept that he.was not a full Jew fay birth, the spectators,
weeping in sympathy, are supposed to have called out that he was a
Jew,and their brother.
Clearly, it would be politically profitable for him to display his Jewish
zealousness by cracking down on the Christian church which was offending the mainstream of Judaism more than ever by their admission
of uncircumcised Gentiles. When James the son of Zebedee was exedited, that was the first recorded death of one of the original twelve
(barring that of Judas Iscariot).

Herod Agrippa I also imprisoned Peter, who, according to Acts,
was miraculously liberated, and who then hastened to a friend's house:

. ..

Acts 12:12.
he cams to the house of Mary the mother of
John, whose surname was Mark

. ..

It is this John Mark who, according to tradition, was the author

of the earliest gospel, the second in order in the New Testament
(see page 905).

The time in which {his persecution took place can be set fairly
closely, for Herod Agrippa I had only a short reign, dying suddenly
in AD. 44, in the course of games at Caesarea being held in honor of
Claudius. That the Hood referred to in this chapter is indeed Herod
Agrippa I is shown by the description (in miraculous terms) of that
sudden death:
Acts

12:21.

throne..
Â ¥

..

.

... Herod, arrayed in royal appttfel, sat upon Un
..

Acts 1x23. And.
the anfel of the Lordsmote him.
gftve up the ghost.

.. .

..and hÃ

His death was an unparalleled disaster for the Jews. Had he lived
another twenty years, as he might have done, his shrewd ability to
placate both Jews and Romans might have kept the peace between
them and might have established a stable dynasty that would have
lasted far beyond his time. The Jewish rebellion might, just possibly,
not have come to pass.
As it was, he died leaving a teen-age son, whom Claudius would not
trust on the difficult throne of Judea. The land passed under the rule
of procurators once more~andunder them, Judea chafed more and
more until it erupted i n the disastrous rebellion of AD. 66.
For the Christians, on the other hand, Herod Agkippa's sudden death
was just as unparalleled a blessing. Had he lived, his strong hand might
slowly have beaten down Christianity within his dominions and his
influence with the Roman government might have served to see to it
that Christianity was suppressed outside Judea, too.
His death made that impossible and, furthermore, by removing the
only possible man who could conceivably have prevented the J&h
rebellion, the permanent weakening of Judaism came to pass and on

die ruins of Judea, Christianity was able to flourish, grow, and, eventually, conquer Rome and the Western world.
Since Herod Agrippa I reigned from A.D. 41 to 4.4, it follows that
die death of James son of Zebedee too$ place during, this interval,
possibly in 43. Perhaps Saul's coming to Antioch also took place about
thai.
,<,

.,
. ,

The fact that the daughter church a t Antioch was outstripping the
mother church at Jerusalem was clear by (he time of Herod Agnppa

I.

The Jerusalem church, plagued by famine and by die heavy hand of

St. Paul's First and Second Journeys

theking, was impoverished, and the church at Antioch, Wealthy and
secure in comparison, sent relief:
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Acts 11:29.
the disciples [at Antioch], every man according
to his abHity, determined to send relief unto the brethren which

dwelt in Judaea:
Acts 11:30. Which also they did, and sent it to the elders by the
hands of Bamabas and Saul.
The verse which tells of the return to Antioch of Barnabas and
Saul, after their mission to Jerusalem, comes immediately after those
relating the death of Herod Agrippa I. Perhaps the return to Antioch
took place in A.D. 46, when the famine, according to Josephus, was
first making its effects seriously felt
Bamabas and Saul did not go back to Antioch alone:

. ..

Bamaba and Saul returned from Jerusalem,
Acts 12:25.
and took with them John, whose su~iuiniewas Mark.

. .,

John Mark was, apparently, a nephew of Bamabas, for he is so
referred to in the Epistle to the Colossians:
Colossians +:lo. Anstarchvs my fdowfirisoaer sdluteth you, and

Marcus,sister's son to Banutbos , .

.

The vigor of the Antioch church is also indicated by its readiness to
engage in missionary activities. Immediately upon the return of Barnabas and Saul, perhaps before AS. 46 was over, the two were sent
across the sea, with John Mark as their assistant.

Acts 13:4. So they [Barnabas and Saul]

. . .departed unto Seleu-

da; and from thence they settled to Cyprus.
Acts 13:s. And when they were at Scdamis, they preached the
word of God in the synagpgues of the Jews: and they had also John
to their minister.

1

Thus, Saul set forth on what was to be his first missionary voyage.
It began in Seleuda, a western suburb of Antioch. Seleucia was on
the Mediterranean coast and served as Antioch's seaport. It had been
founded in 300 B.C. by Seleucus I (who had also founded Antioch)
and it had been named in honor of himself.
Cyprus may have been one of the sites from which the Philistines
launched their invasions of Egypt and the Canaanite coast at the
time of the Exodus (see page 1-xa), but it had played no further part
in pre-Exilic Jewish history. ,

I

Cyprus was early colonized both by Phoenicians and Greeks, though
it was politically dominated first by Assyria and then by Persia. After
the death of Alexander the Great, Cyprus moved into the orbit of the
Ptolemiq and remained under rulers of that line for two and a half
centuries. It was in this time, undoubtedly, that Jews entered Cyprus
in sizable numbers, under the protection of the tolerant Ptolemies. In
58 B.c., Cyprus was annexed by Rome.
Salamis, on the eastern shore of the island, was its chief city in
ancient times. It was Greek, and was reputedly settled by colonists
from the small Greek island of Salamis n&r Athens (the Salamis
that is famous as the site of the battle at which the Greek fleet
defeated the Persians ^under Xerxes). This tradition may be the
result of nothing more than the coincidence of names, however.
Salamis had an important Jewish colony and it was reasonable
that the church at Antioch send a mission there. The city was not very
far off, only 130 miles by sea. Furthermore, Barnabas was himself a
Cypriote Jew and, very possibly, although the Bible does not say so, a
native of Salamis. He was, in a sense, returning home. (His reputed
tomb is located near the site of that city and also there is the
"monastery of St. Barnabas.")

Bamabas and Saul thai taveled the fun width of Cyprus:

Acts 13:6.

. . .they had gone through the isle unto Paphos . ..

Paphos was best known in ancient times as the site of religious
fertility rites in connection with a goddess whom the Greeks identified
with Aphrodite (who was therefore sometimes called the "Paphian

goddess").
I t was second only to Salamis in size among the Cypriote cities.
In 15 B.C. it had been virtually destroyed by an earthquake but ithad
been rebuilt by Augustus and had recovered to the point of serving
as the seat of the Roman proconsul, Sergius Paulus, at the time
of the missionary voyage of Barnabas and Saul.
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Paul
Sergius Paulus, the proconsul, was, apparently, interested in Judaism.
He was, perhaps, being instructed in that faith by a Jew attached
to his c o a a Jew who is described in Acts with a natural lack of
sympathy:
Acts 13:6. , they [Barnabas and Saul] found [in Paphos]
a c-n
sorcerer, a false prophet, a Jew, whose name was Bar-

..

jesus:
Acts

Pdus

.. .
13:8.

...the sorcerer ...withstood them [Bapabas and

Sergius Paulus was curious to meet these new men, concerning
whom he must have heard reports to the effect that they were
preaching a novel and interesting variety of Judaism. Bar~jesusattempted to dissuade the proconsul from this step, since Bamabas and
Saul must have seemed, in his eyes, dangerous heretics, and individuals who would compete with him for favor in the eyes of the
Roman official.
There may even have been a dispute between them with Sergius
Paulus as an interested onlooker and audience:

.. .

...

Acts 13:8.
the sorcerer
Withstood them [Barnabas and
Saul], seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.
Saul, however, denounced Bar-jesus and had him miraculously
stricken with blindness, thus securing the conversion of the proconsul.
This act is an important turning point in Saul's life. Many Jews
in New Testament times had Gentile names, either Greek or Roman.
Among the apostles, for instance, there were Andrew and Philip, both
excellent Greek names. The seven Grecian leaders (see page 1006) all
had Greek names; die name "Stephen" means "crown." Sometimes
an individual had both a Jewish name and a Gentile name in addition,
the latter for use inofficialdealings with Gentile representatives of the
government perhaps. Thus, we have John [Hebrew] Mark [Roman].
The case was the same with Saul, who apparently had a second
name for use with Gentiles~Paulusor, in English, Paul. At the time

A

of the confrontation with Bar-jesus, the author of Acts makes the
transition from one to the other:
Acts 13:~. Then Saul, (who also is coiled Paul,)
on him [Bar-jesus]

. ..

.. .

set

his eyes

- U p to this point Saul/Paul was called nothing but Saul; after this
point he is called nothing but Paul, and it is as Saint Paul that he is
known to us.
The transition would seem significant. It comes at a time when
Paul (as we shall now call him) was engaged for the first time in
converting a Gentile, and in so doing, was opposed by a Jew.
It may even be that Paul was faced with a crucial decision. Sergius
Paulus may have been hesitating over conversion to Judaism because
of his reluctance to undergo circumcision and undertake the duties and
rites (strange to his own culture) of the Mosaic Law. If Paul could
require of him faith in Jesus as the Messiah, without circumcision and
the Mosaic Law, the conversion might be won.
It was certainly an important conversion since Sergius Paulus was
the most important man on the whole island, and would have meant
a triumph for Paul. Acts, which throughout tends to minimize the
dispute among Christians over the manner of converting Gentiles, does
not go into detail here, but the supposition that Sergius Paulus was
converted without circumcision (and, what is more important, without
the stipulation of later circumcision) is a reasonable one, in the light
of later events.
The change from the Hebrew Saul to the Roman Paul may therefore
be symbolic of Paul's shift away from the Mosaic Law and toward
what we might call the Gentiition of Christianity.
Then, too, the change in name may have been influenced by the
name of the proconsul. The Bible does not say that Paul was always
the apostle's Roman name from birth, or even from youth. It is
never referred to until this point. Could it have been adopted at this
point, in honor of Sergius Paulps, or in honor of Paul's victory in
securing the conversion of the proconsul? Perhaps so.
Another significance to the change in name may be that now Pad
finally felt that he had left his origin behind him. The handicap
of having once been a persecutor of Christians had been a heavy one,
after Paul had convinced the disciples of the sincerity of his
conversion. When Bamabas had called him to Antioch, he had still had

-

to take a back seat When {he five leaders of the Antioch church are
named, Paul is named last:

Now there were in the church that was at Antioch
certain prqhets and teachers; as Barnabus, and Simon
and
Acts

13:1.

...

. ..

Lucius of Cyrene, and Manaen
and S a d
(Some have wondered if this Lucius of Cyrene might not be the
Luke who wrote the third gospel and Acts, see page 916.)
Again, Paul's activities in the church up to and including the
start of this first missionary voyage were only under the sponsorship
and continuing protection of Bamabas, as though without the presence
of that dedicated Christian, Paul could not maintain himself against
the memory in the mind of the fellowship of what he had done at
the time of the stoning of Stephen.
Even Paul himself finds forgiveness hard:
1 Corinthians 15:9. For I am the least of the afwsQes, that
am not meet to be'called an apostle, because 1 persecuted the church

of

God.

Perhaps, then, Paul felt that the conversion of Sergius Paulus finally
tipped the scales in his favor and his early sins had been made up for.
The offending Saul could now be wiped away and the newborn and
triumphant Christian, Paul, could be put in his place.

'

Leaving Paphos, the missionaries crossed the sea again, and here a
new change appeals, following hard upon the change in name from
Saul to Paul.
Ads 13:13. Now when Paul and his company loosed from
Papihos...
Until this point, whenever Paul and Barnabas had been mentioned
together it had always been as "Barnabas and Saul." There is no
question but that Barnabas was the older man,the leader, the sponsor,
the more considerable.
Now, however, it is "Paul and his company." Paul emerges as the
leader and everyone else fallsba* into subsidiary place. This con-

tinues thmghout the rat of Acts, It is Pad, hu17 and Paul. When
Pad's associates are mentioned they are littl~mom than namm that
appear and disappear, the details of their cumin@ and going not
Wbg given, while all attention is paid' to Paul.
How did this come about? How is it that just at the place of
the name chwge and of the convmion of Sergiw Paulus, the apostle
b m e dominant?
were put to the1 task
We might a w e that when Paul a d B&mbas
ot wmting Sergius Paulus fmm the p p of the J d h tmoher7
Bar+jaw,Barnabas flinched away from Paul's m g p ~ o nthat dram&on be put aside. Ha fell back, uncedin, and it was Paul who tha
a d w a d to combat with Bar-jesus. In W n g the initiative at this
m&l point, Paul established his asm&nq over Bamabas, an a e
cmdancy Bamabas could never retake,
That this may well be so would appear from Paul's statement in the
Epktle to the Galatians. W e n he is scolding those Gh~tianswho
d k g ta the Mosaic Law pnd vho were reluctant to take the chance
of eating and otherwise consorting with Ckntiles, Paul says:

. . . Barnabus also was mr+d

Galatians 2:13.
d ~ ~ t i o n ,

away ivith their

Barnabas, like Peter, wanted to a m p â &ntila, but muld not
quite bring himself to do so in the face-of his early training and
the disapproval of the conservatives under James.
Paul and his group reach the coast of Asia Minor:

Acts

13:13. ,

. , they came to Pmgu in Pum~hyliu. . .

Famphylia is the section of the Asia Minor seacoast just to the northw a t of Cyprus. To m c h Peqp, the chid city of Pampbylia, from
Paphos in Cyprus, is about a two-hundred-mile sea journey, Pamphylia
lay immediately to the west of Cilicia (Paul's home province) and
was very like it in culture. In 25 B.c,, Pamphylia had been a n n ~ g ~ b y
Rome.
Appmntly the quarrel between Paul and other members of the
group intensifid in the course of this voyage. At least we m i ~ h t
assume so from the fact that one important member of the patty left
and returned home.
Acts ly13.
Jmdeme

. . . and

John depurting from theh returned to

I

It may be that John Mdc was simply homesick or ill. Acts &m
no reason for the departure. Yet the s q m t h n seems to have been
viewed with anger by Paul and was the ohsion l a k for a quarrel
between Pad and Barnabas, and that would indicate something
serious.
It is easy to assume a doctrinal dispute, John Ma& was of the
H&& p u p of Christians, apparently* If he were i n d d the author of the s a n d gospel, we would haw to m m e that he was consemtive with mpect to the Mosaic Law, hr Mark stresses Jesus' con=
tempt for S d and Gentilm and prbys him in the strict light
of Judaism.

I

I

I

F m Perga [Uie capital of Pamphylia, a town situated ten miles
north of the coast), Paul bveld northward to a bwn where there
was an h p r t a n t Jewish colonyt

Acts 13:14.
to Anti& in

... when
t b y de$a&d fim Pergq they cum
id went jato the synagogue on the s a b M

day...

Pisidia was the district just north of h p h y l i a , Its chief city hed
been founded by S e l e m I, who named it Antioch after his father,
just as he had named the other city he had founded in Syria.
It was thq l a b which grew into a metropolis and came to be the
Antioch meant when that me was used without qualification. The
Pisidian capital must be idenaed as "Antioch in Pisidia." Like
Pamphylia, PSdia became Roman in 25 B.C.
Paul was invited to preach in the synagogue and he promptly
told the audience the tale of Jamt much as Stephen had done in
J d e m a decade and a half More. Many of the congregation were
i i n p ~ ~ by
~ ethe
d s p h , s ~ u ~ tsol tyo want to hear more the next
Sabbafh. The,King JamesV G o n expresses this in, apparently, a mi*
translated manner, for it says:

A& l3:P.h d w h t b JM WW6 @m out 4 tk4 W O W ,
the Gentiles besought that fheiw worth might be peached to them
tl# next sabbath.
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This~makesit seem that the Centilei were mdier to accept Paul's
rnmage than the Jews were, but what wodd k t i l e s be doing in the
W P ~ ?
The Revised Standard Version makes no mention of Gentile@at dl
but translates the verse as follows: "As they [Paul and Barnabas]
went out, the people begged that these things might be told them the
n e t sabbath." The Jerusalem Bible translates it sidarly'as "As thq
[Paul and Barnabas] left they were asked to preach on the same
theme the following sabbath."
It was not Gentiles that were aWcted to Paul's teachine? but
some of the congregation, some of the Jews. This is admitted by the
King Jam& Version in the very next verse:
Acts i3:43. Now when the congregation waa broken up* many

of the INS and religious proselytes fol&wed P a d and Barnabm

...

The Jewish leaders* however, apparently argued strenuously against
the Messianic thesis of Paul* insisting that Jesus could n ~ have
t represented the fulfillment of the Mwianic dieam. Their authority
m n 8 opinion away from Paul once mow.
To Paul? this must have been extremely irritating. He-had scored a
gr&t dctory with the &nwrsion of Sergius Paulus, a Gentile?and now
he was experiencing nothing but fmstration with the stubborn J w
his Jellow religionists-who? it must have memed to him, should most
~ ~ t a m l have
l y turned to Jesus. Paul, thedore, lost his temper:
Acts 13:46. Then Paul mi ~amaha8waxed bold? and 8dd9 It
w a m c q thd the wotd of God 8 h d d fint haw b m spoken
to you: but weing ye #wt it from you, a d judge your&es unworthy of everkzsting life? to, we turn fo the h t i & s .
-It,h this decision to turn to the Gentile that cam& the translaten, of the King James Vmion (perbay) ta drag in? most un@&iably, the earlier approval of C m t i h of Pad's teachings.
Pad did not turn to the Gentiles exqlwively. His ultirnatuan was
'for that city d ~ n and
e in every new city that Pad entered* he dimp
approachied the Jews first. But always, wheb they rejected b,he
turned to the Gentiles of that city. What had been perhaps an impdsive act, under the temptation of snagging a rich catch in Rphos,
MS now becoming a settled policy.
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Paul justifid this by pointing out a passage in the Â§econ Isaiah?
where the s u f f h g servant is said to be intended for more than
merely to restore Iarael and Judah from exile. The ideal Messianic
kingdom is to shed its glory over all the Earth, that Gentdes might
admire and, perhaps, undergo conversion:

..

Isaiah 496. , 1 will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles,
that thou mayest be my sdvution unto the end of the earth,
Apparently Paul was beginning to vim himself as that light to the
Gentiles of whom Second Isaiah had spoken.

Despite the winning of converb, Jewish opposition was formidable
enough to drive Paul and Barnabas odt of Antioch in Pisidia. They
headed southmtward some eighty miles:

Acts 13:51.

. , . and cam unto h d u t n .

Imnium was the chief eity of the Asia Minor region called Lycaonia?
which lay east of Pisidia and north of Ciiicia and which? like the latter
two? had %ecome Roman in 25 B.C. Of the cities that Paul visited in
the first missionary voyage, Icodium s u ~ v e dbest. It is the eighth
largest city of modem Turkey, undq the recognizable name of Konya,
and has a population of over izo7m.
Paul and Barnabas preached in Iconium? and the conversions
they succeeded in making again roused the dangerous ire of the
leading Jews, The missionaries moved again? southward this time:

Acts 14:6. T h v
Lycmda

...

.. . fled unto Lystra and Qerbe7 citiq of

These cities* fifty and thirty miles, respectively, south of Iconium,
a= important in history only because of the visits now paid them
by Paul.
In Lystra, Paul heals a cripple and the missionaries are promptly
hail& as gods by the pagan crowds:

Acts 14:iz. And they called Barnabas, Jupite~;a d Pauls Mwaurim, became he was the chid spedkei-,

If ims common in later Greek myths to tell of trip to Earth by
Zeus (Jupiter, in Latin) and Hermes (Mercdus, in Latin, which
b m a ' Mercury in English), The best-known such tale in modem
times is that of Philemon and Baucis, a poor old couple, who lived in
Ash Minor. When Zeus and Hemes a p p r e d in humble guise, â‚¬
old couple offered them their bit of hospitality when their neighbors
turned the gods away, As a mult the neighbors were punished, but
the poor hut of Philemon and Bauds was converted into a beautiful
temple in which they served as pnat and priestess, and f h ~ ywere
further granted the boon of ending their life together and remaining
united in death.
The tale was told by the Roman poet Ovid a generation earlier
and must have been known throughout the Roman world and been
of particular mterest to those of Asia Minor.
T%e fact that Barnabas is mnshlered 'Zeus and Paul M v , is
o h hterprebd as meaning that B a r n a b p ~ ~ e n t eaddistingbiskd
appearance, while Paul did not. In fact, it is common to s u p p that
Paul was of small stature and unprepossessing appearance, and sicklyp
bo.

Ptaul himself was given to stressing his rn physical sho&mmingsp
pmhaps out of modaty, and perhaps as a shrewd, stmtegic dhce.
Thus, tin his Second Epistle to the Qrinthians, he desdba his
oppnents as saying:

.. .

2 'Corinthians 10:io.
his [Paul's] bodily presence is weuk,
tnui hia spe&h wntmptibb.
This may be Paul's Socratic irony, which, by deliberately making
hinuelf out 'to h clearly worse than he really is, produces a reaction
*

which make him seem better than he would otherwise appear. This
niust be true concerning his reference to .his speech, since his speech
had to be anything but contemptible?judging from the effects it had.
The my fact that be was called Hemes "beeawe he was the
chief speaket' shows this, Indeed? narniq Paul Hemes ma? be idqn
to be in his favor rather than the reverse. In the visits of
and
Hermes to Eartha, as told in Greek legends, Zeusr as the chid godp
may have felt it beneath his dignity to do much more than look
stately and benign, leaving the actual activity to Hermes. Presumably
th* n w was the pusition with the bis8ionaries. Barnabas, still titular
head of the group, but worried about Paul's activities among the
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Gentiles, may have withdrawn more and more into a grave silence,
while his supposed subordinate, Paul, must have talked with everincreasing assurance on every occasion.
To be sure, Paul occasionally speaks of some infirmity he has:
Corinthians 12:7. And test I should be exalted above measure
there was given to me a thorn in the -flesh, the messenger of
Satan to buffet me

.. .
2

. ..

What that "thorn in the flesh" might be is not explicitly stated.
Paul seems to dislike talking about it and seems to feel that his
listeners know all about it anyway and don't need to have it detailed
to them. .
It is supposed (hat it is some sort of recurrent illness, which
periodically "buffeted" him, and incapacitated him from work. Thus,
he says at one point:
i Corinthians 2:3. And I was with you in weakness, and in fear,
and in much trembling,
,

This may be a metaphorical way of saying he came into the
Christian fellowship to preach, not in a vainglorious, self-confident
way, but with diffident shyness, afraid to pit himself against those
who must know so much more than he. If so, this, too, must be
Sociatic irony, for there is no trace of diffident shyness in any of the
words or acts attributed to Paul, either before or after his conversion.
On the other hand, some interpret this as referring to a sickness,
perhaps to the trembling fits induced by recurrent malaria.
It is also suggested by some that Paul suffered from epileptic fits.
These would be periodic, of course, and since epilepsy was widely
supposed to be caused by demonic possession, Satan could be regarded as buffeting him in the course of these seizures in all literal
truth.
I
Lending this thought some support is Paul's remark in the course
of a speech to the Jew of Jerusalem, describing his religious experiences. He said that at one point:

...

Acts 22:17.
when I was come again to J e d e m , even
while I prayed in the temple, I was in a trance

.. .

Of course, there are many reasons besides epilepsy for trances, but
if Paul is considered an epileptic, it becomes possible to argue that

1

I

1

what happened near Damascus was a severe epileptic fit that involved
a hallucination which Paul interpreted as representing Jesus. If so,
epilepsy changed the course of the world in this case at least
Yet all such arguments concerning Paul's physical appearance and
the state of his health rest on very insecure foundations. If, instead,
we go by Paul's endless energy, the travelings he endured, the tribulations he surmounted, we can only suppose that he was a man of phenomenal strength and health.
Thus, after Paul had, with difficulty, persuaded the pagans of
. Lystra not to worship himself and Baniabas as gods, Jews from
Antioch in Pisidia and from Iconium roused the people against them
and the situation changed at once. From gods they became blasphemers, and Paul was stoned and left for dead. To be stoned until
one appears dead is to be battered indeed, yet Paul managed to
struggle to his feet and the next day to leave Lystra with Bamabas
and to travel to Derbe. No weak and sickly man could have managed
that
, ^.
8

Paul and Bamabas were now ready to ktum to Antioch, and from
Derbe they might easily have traveled southeastward a hundred
and twenty miles or so to the Cilician seacoast and there taken ship
for Antioch. They might even have struck farther eastward and
visited Paul's home at Tarsus.
Paul did not do this. In fact, he does not appear to have done
much in Cilicia in the course of his missionary labors. Could he have
completed the job as far as possible during his years in Tarsus before
Bamabas called him to Antioch? Or (more likely) was he, like Jesus,
a prophet without honor in his own country?
In any case, the missionaries chose, instead, to retrace their steps,
visiting again the churches they had founded in the various cities
they had visited:

~ . when they had preached the word in Perga,
Acts 1 4 : ~ And
they went down into Attalia;
Acts 14:26. And thence sailed to Antioch

. ..
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Attalia wm the seaport of Perga. It had been founded by Attalus I1
of Pergamum and named for its founder. Thus ended Paul's first
missionary voyage.
Site

Paul's report of his activities, particularly of his acceptance of
Gentiles directly, without requiring them to undergo the full yoke of
the Mosaic Law, was apparently accepted by the church at Antioch:

.. .

...

Acts 1 4 ~ 7 .
they [Paul and Barnabas]
gathered the
church [at Antioch] together, [and] they rehearsed all that God
had done with them, and how he had opened the door of faith
unto the Gentiles.
There was, however, considerable disapproval of this when word
reached the Christian elders in Jerusalem. The faction led by James
considered the Mosaic Law essential:
And certain men which came down [to Antioch]
Acts q:~.
from Judea
said, Except ye be circumcised after the manner
of Morn, Ye cdnnot be saved.
Who these men might have been is not stated, but one of them
could have been Peter. In the Epistle to the Galatians, Paul may
be referxing to this episode, when he said:

...

Galatians 231. But when Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood
him to the face, because he was to be blamed.
Paul taunted Peter with having been willing to eat with Gentiles,
as in the case of Cornelius (see page 1026), yet veering away under
pressure from James and his group.
. The dispute waxed hot and there seemed real danger of infant
Christianity breaking up into two mutually hostile sections. It was
decided, therefore, for representatives of the two wings to get together and thrash matters out and come to some general conclusions:

...

Acts 15:2.
they [the Christian leaders at Antioch] determined that Paid and Burma@, and certmÃˆ other of them, should
go up to Jerusalem unto the apostles and elders about this question.

I

I

I
I

i

There followed what is termed the Council of Jerusalem, which
is supposed to have taken place in A.D. 48. It may be that James took
up the extreme Mosaic position, Paul the extreme anti-Mosaic position,
while Peter and Barnabas strove for compromise. Thus:
Acts 15:s. But there rose up certain of the sect of the Pharisees .
which believed [in Jesus], saying, That it was needful to circumctse
them, and to command them to keep the law of Moses.

Pew rose, however (perhaps with Paul's sarcastic words in Aqtioch
ringing in his ears), to adroit that in the case of Cornelias he himself

,

had accepted an uncircumcised Gentile. He said:

. ..

.,'A

a

Acts ig:,.
ye know how that good while qp God wide
choice among us, that the Gentiles by ,my mouth should hear the
word of the gospel, and believe.
That pulled the rug out from under the Mosaic group. Paul recited
the achievements of his first missionary voyage, probably describing
his actions as following the tradition of Peter. James was forced to
capitulate, giving his reason for doing so, too:

...
...

&'!-

,.

Acts 15:13,
James answered , ,
Acts 15:14. Simeon hath declared how God at the first did visit
the Gentiles
(James refers here to Peter by his full Aramaic name, Simeon, as
though the writer of Acts was at pains to demonstrate James's kernitism
even through the Greek in which he was writing.)
Nevertheless, James held out for a compromise by insisting on at
least four ritual abstentions to which converting Gentiles bust agree:

...

Acts 15:20.
they [must] abstain from @llutioiw of idols,
<tnd from f o r n i d o q and from things strangled, and from blood.
, ,But they were not to be required to undergo circumcision, or to
adhere to the complex dietary laws (not eve^n to abstain from pork,
a cause foe which martyrs in Maccabqn times had willingly died under
torture).
It was actually a stunning victory for Paul's view. It may have been
on this occasion that Paul (and through him the church at Antioch)
was granted equality with the leaders of the church at Jenisalem.
Paul refers to such an occasion in the Epistle to the Galatians:
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Galatians 2:9.
J(trues, Cephas [Peter], and John
gave
to me and Bamdbas the right hands of fellowship; that we should
go unto the heathen, and they unto the Clmincision.
In this way, two wings of Christianity were indeed formed, a
Mosaic wing under James and a Gentile and non-Mosaic wing under
Pad. They were not, however, to be at enmity, but with a negotiated
truce between them. When Paul and Barnabas returned to Antioch,
men of the church at Jerusalem were selected to accompany them,
almost as though they were to serve as ambassadors of one wing to
the other:

.
.
. to
send chosen men of their own company t o Antioch with Paul
Acts 15:22.

Then $eased it the apostles and eldm

and Barnabas; namely, Judas surnamed Barsabos, and Site

. ..

Judas Barnbas is not mentioned elsewhere than in this chapter,
but Silas plays an important later role for he accompanied Paul on
later missionary voyages.
Silas, like Paul, may have been a Roman citizen. At least, when
both later undergo flogging by the Roman authority, Paul speaks of
their citizenship in the plural;

...

i

Acts 16:37.
Paid said unto them. They haw beaten us
[himself and Silas] openly uncondemned, being Romans

...

If Silas were a Roman citizen, he too might be expected to have
a Latin name, equivalent to the Paul of his companion. In Acts,
Silas is never referred to by any other name, but in some of the
epistles, there is reference to someone of similar name:
1 Thessalonians 1:1. Paul, and Sttvanus, and Timotheus, unto
the church of the Thessaloqh

. ..

It is usually accepted that Silvanus is the Latin name used by Silas.
Timothy

Some time after the Council of Jerusalem, Paul suggested to Barnabas
that they revisit the churches they had founded in Cyprus and Asia
Minor. Bamabas agreed and suggested they take John Mark again.

I

St. Paul's First and Second Journeys

Here, Paid disagreed violently, for he .felt that John Mark had deserted
them on the first journey:
Acts i5:39. And the contention was so damp between them,
that they [Paul and ahb bas] departed asunder one from the
other.

..

It may well have been that Paul strongly disapproved of John Mark's
tendencies toward the Mosaic view, and may even have distrusted
Bamabas' own stand in this matter. He felt the latter to be too ready
to compromise with James's group (see page 1049) Bamabas, on (he
other hand, could not so easily condemn his own nephew and may
6 have resented the fashion in which Paul had gained the upper

.

hand.

In the end, the itinerary was split between Paul and Barnbas:

.. . B

a d took Mark, and sailed unto Cyprus;
Acts i5:40. And Paul chose Silas
Acts i5:4i. And he went through Syria and CSida

Acts

i5:39.

...

.

Each, in other words, visited Hi home tenitory. With this separation,
Barnabas disappears from view and is not further mentioned.
When Paul and Silas reached Lystra in Lycaonia (for Paul merely
passed through Cilicia and, presumably, Tarsus, and there is no mention
of his preaching there) they picked up a new companion:

. . .a certain disciple was there, named Timotheus, the
.. . Jewess [who] .. . believed; but his father was a

Acts 16:i.
son of a
Greek.

Apparently Timotheus (Timothy, in English; a name meaning
"honoring God")was a third-generation Christian after a fashion, for
his mother and grandmother had both been converted in the course
of Paul's first missionary visit to Lystra. In Paul's Second Epistle to
Timothy, Paul speaks of:

..

...

Timothy 1:s.
the unfeigned faith . which dwelt first in
thy grandmother Loss, and thy mother Eunice
,
2

..

The shaky nature of the truce between Paul's wing of Christianity
and that of James was here displayed. Paul wanted to take Timothy
along with him on his trip but Timothy was uncircumcised and
the Christians of Lystra knew it. Apparently, enough of them were of
the Mosaic wing to force Paul into an action of expediency rather
than conviction; especially if there were taken further into consideration the view of the unconverted Jews:
,

Acts 16:4. Him [Timotbeus] would Paul have to go forth with
him; and took and circumcised him because of the Jews which
were in those quarters

...

Phrygfa and Galatid
Paul visited the churches he had founded:
Acts 16:6.

. . .they had gone throughout Phrygia and the region

ofGdlatia...

* , I,
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Phrygia and Galatia lay in the very center of Asia Minor, north
of Pisidia and Lycaonia. Phrygia did not actually form a distinct
political division in Paul's day. It derived its name from a people
who had dominated Asia Minor over a thousand years before, at the
time of the Trojan War and the Hebrew Exodus from Egypt. It was
applied to a region that formed the east- section of the kingdom
of Pergarnun during the time of the Seieucids. After 133 B.c., it formed
the eastern part of the province of Asia.
Galatia was a comparatively recent formation. It gained its name
from the Gauls who invaded Asia Minor about 278 B.C. By 235 B.C.
they had been defeated and forced to settle down in peace in central
Asia Minor in a region which came to be called Galatia after them.
They were quickly hellenized. In 25 B.c., Galatia was made into a
Roman province and, as a province, its boundaries were altered from
time to time.
Because Galatia, at one time or another, included various districts
of inner Asia Minor, the word came to be used in common speech
to describe the interior of the peninsula generally.

Troas
Having visited the churches he had already established, Paul headed
outward to new pastures. These, however, were not to border on the
old ones, and he 'passed through western Asia Minor without preach-

ing:

.. .

. ..

Acts 16:6.
they
were forbidden of the Holy Ghost to
preach the word in Asia,
Acts 16:~.After they were come to Mysia, they assayed to go
into Bithyd: but the Spirit suffered them not.
Acts 16:8. And they fxissi'ng by Mysia came down to T m .
Paul decided not to preach in the cities of the province of Asia
but passed through its northwestern section (Mysia)quickly. Nor did
he turn aside to preach in Bithynia, a section of Asia Minor which
lies to the northeast of Mysia and takes up much of the Black Sea
coast of the peninsula. Bithynia, which if separate from the province
of ABB, became Roman in 65 B.C.
Finally, Paul leached Troas, that part of Mysia which forms {he

<
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northwestern tip of Asia Minor. The name is given to a small peninsula, which bore its name because, twelve centuries before, the city of
Troy had existed there-the city destroyed by the Greeks after the
most famous siege in history.
Troas is a name applied also to a city founded in the vicinity of
the site of ancient Troy. By 300 B.C. it had come to be called
Alexandria Troas (in honor of Alexander the Great), or Troas in
brief. It is to this city rather than to the peninsula that the Biblical
mentions of Troas refer.
It would seem then that having left the churches he had founded,
Paul traveled westward in a great hurry (if we may judge by the manner
in which the journey is compressed into three verses). He must have
traveled with a firm purpose in mind, for he did not veer to either
the left or the right; that is, to preach in either Asia or Bithynia. He
moved, instead, straight into Troas and there found himself six hundred
miles west of Antioch.
Naturally, in the language of the times, this firm purpose driving
Paul onward would be ascribed to the working of the Holy Spirit
forbidding him to preach in either Asia or Bithynia. Soine speculate
that this reference to the Spirit is a way of saying that Paul was in
poor health and unable to preach, but there seems no need to indulge
in this supposition. If he were strong enough to travel hundreds of
miles under the arduous conditions of the times,he would be strong
enough to preach. It is easier to suppose that Paul's firm decision, his
strong desire to do what he was planning to do, and nothing else, could
only be interpreted by others, and by himself, too, as the driving force
of the Holy Spirit
But what was he planning to do? It is tempting to suppose that
when Paul was given official sanction at the Council of Jerusalem to
go to the Gentiles, it occurred to him. that he ought to travel to the
very core and fount of Geoffledom. Why not leave Asia Minor
altogether and penetrate into Europe. The port of Troas was what he
wanted, for from it there would be many ships to take him across the
Aegean and into Macedonia, or even into Greece itself.
Might it not even be that this was his main purpose from the
beginning of his second missionary voyage? That the suggested purpose
to revisit the churches of central Asia Minor was a blind to secure the
blessing of the Antioch community, which might otherwise have
flinched away from too bold a project. Could Paul have confided

these plans to Barnabas, and had Bamabasflinched, too, and was this
the tine cause of the quarrel between them? ,
Bamabas, according to this view, lacked the bold vision of Paid,
contented himself with the narrow bounds of Cyprus and stepped
off the stage of history. Paul went onward without Barnabas, and the
future of Christianity went with him.

Ofice in Tunas, Paul lost no time in moving intoEurope; a Love
which the writer of Acts explains in'appropriate Bib$cal teqnst
.

<

,

Acts 16:9. And a vision appeared to Paid ill the q t ; There
man of Macedonia, and prayed h i m , ~ a y i Corn6
i
into Macedonia, and help us.
Acts 16:10. And after he had seen the Visioq immediately we
endemured to go Info Macedonia

stood a

a ,

. ..

j&ccdonb, which in the reign of A l d w the' Great had amq
M a vast empire, had fhco 146 ,p.p. bwp merely pq$ of the,
Romanre.qlm. For two centuries it bad remained peacefully somnolent
qacbrRome's vast shadow and virtually lacked a history. In the eyes
of,l#+%generations (but not of copternporaries,of couise) it-was
only Paul's coming that finally brought back Macedonia into significance with respect to the curraits cÂ¤ wodd history.

In Acts 16:10 there is the sudden use of the pronoun %em--''we enurtd to" go into Macedonia."
Th&:usual conclusion is that LlA6 tile writer of Acts, is now part
<a Baal'sparty. We cannot say, how~f,BOwibis catoe to be. The
auiudr of h e book, Wftfa frustrating b mode sty, nevct say? finyOiing of
himself. Was Luke a native of h
a
swho, like Timothy, was converted
%lidf h b drawn into the entoage?
In view of die k l y tradidons that 6e yds a Syrian born Antioch,
could he have been 'an enUSsaly from (he church at h~och'soit
after Fad with .ni&sages, or, pi+&y, p brim tuck n&?
id
he overtake P a d i n Troas and decide to accompany'him?
There is no way of telling from theBiblica1 account

It was about

AJ>.

50 that Paul crossed over into Europe:

.. .

Acts 16:11.
loosiyg from Troas, we came with a straight
course to Samothracia, and the next day to Neapolis;
Acts 16:12. And -from theme to PhHifipi

...

From Troas to the nearest important seaport of Macedonia was
a 125-mile sea journey to the northwest. This was accomplished in
two stages, with a stopover at Samothrace, a small island in the
northern Aegean Sea (sixty-six square miles in area) which lay a p
proximately midway from point of embarkation to point of destination.
The Macedonian seaport Neapops ("New Town"), which lay on
the north- coast of the Aegean Sea, served the town of Philippi,
which lay ten miles inland and was one of the largest of the Macedonian cities. Originally, Philippi had been a Greek settlement called
Crenides ("fountains"). In 356 B.c., however, it had been captured
by Philip of Macedon and renamed Philippi in his own honor. Its
importance to Philip lay in the fact that its possession secured him
control of nearby gold mines and Philip used the gold liberally in
the subversion of Greek politicians. It was as much Philip's gold as
Philip's army that helped the Macedonian gain control of Greece.
~ e t w & the time of Philip's capture of the city and Paul's arrival
there, only one incident served to bring it into the full glare of
history. After the assassination of Julius Caeyr, armies led by the
assassins Brutus and Cassips faced other armies led by Mark Antony
and Octavian. The baffle was fought near Philippi in ,p B.C. It was
drawn and uncertain at Gist, but Cassius, prematurely fearful of defeat,
killed himself, and thereafter Antony and Octavian won a dear victory.
Through their victory at the battle of Philippi, Antony and Octavian
were able to divide the Roman realm between themselves, and, a
dozen years later, Octavian defeated Mark Antony, took over sole
control, and became the Emperor ~ u ~ u s t u s .

Lydia
In Philippi, Paul made some conversions:
Acts 16:14. And a certain woman named Lydia, a seller of
purple, of the city of Thyatha, which ~ r s h i p p i dGod, heard us
Acts 16:15. And
she was baptized

...

. ..

. ..

Lydia was not in use in ancient times as a feminine name and it
is suggested that the woman was not named Lydia, but that she was
from the region of Lydia and that the verse might better he trans."
lated: "And a certain Lydian woman
Lydia was the name of a kingdom ruling over the western half of
Ash Minor during the period when the Jews were in Babylonian
Exile. From 560 to 546 B.C. it was ruled by Croesus, whose wealth
has become proverbial. In 546 B.C. Croesus was defeated by Cyrus
(see page 1-434) and Lydia became part of the Persian Empire. After
the death oJf Alexander the Great, the region was fought over by his
generals and finally had a rebirth in Greek form as the kingdom of
Pergamum. In 133 B,C, this became Rome's province of Asia, ,but the
name Lydia could still be applied to the west-central portion of the
province.
The capital of Lydia had been the city of Sardis in west-central
Asia Minor about fifty miles from the Aegean Sea. Thyatira was a
northwestern suburb founded by Seleucus I. It had a thriving trade
in the purple dye that had made the Phoenician city of Tyre famous.
(It was one of the very few dyes known to the ancient world that
would retain its bright color even under the effect of water and
sunlight and it was therefore a most valuable product. Nowadays, of
course, we have any number of synthetic dyes.) The Lydian woman
from Thyatira had brought her trade to a new market and was
afford to p t
probably quite well-to-do as a consequence, for she..,,.rcould
,.
up Bail's party during their stay in Phflippi. ,
Thus it came about that Paul, who came to Macedonia in search
of new fields for conversion, had as his first convert a woman of Asia
Minor after all.
. Paul also found that Gentiles could be persecutors too, and that
it was not only the Jews who were his enemy. The pagans did not,

..

-

at that time, distinguish between Jews and Christians and they put
into action a law that forbade Jewish proselytization among Greeks.
Paul and Silas were brought before the magistrate and the accusation
was:

.. ...

.. .

These men, being Jews
Acts 16:21.
, teach Customs,, which are .not lawful for us to
receive, neither to observe, being Romans.
Acts 16:zo.

Paul and Silas were flogged and imprisoned for a while and were
released, according to the account in Acts, by a miraculous earthquake.
Apologies were added when it was discovered they were Roman citizens
and had been flogged without a proper trial. No doubt, the claim to
citizenship, once verified, would have sufficed for freedom even without
the earthquake.

Paul's party left Philippi after that and traveled westward across
Macedonia:
Acts 17:~.Now when they had $used through AmpHplis and
ApoUonia, they came to Thessdiardca, where was a synagogue of the

Jews:
Amphipolis is a city twenty-five miles southwest of Philippi, and
had been founded as an Athenian colony in 436 B.C. when Athens
was at the height of its Golden Age. It was captured by Sparta in
424 B.C. and was taken by Philip of Macedon in 357 B.C. In New
Testament times it was the seat of the Roman governor of that section
of Macedonia, even though it was not actually part of the province
but was considered a free city.
Twenty miles farther southwest was Apollonia, a comparatively unimportant town, and forty miles due west of that was Thessalonica.
Thessalonica is located at the northwestern comer of the Aegean
Sea. It was originally named T h e m , from the Greek word meaning
"hot" because of the hot springs in the vicinity. The inlet of the
Aegean Sea, at the end of which it was located, was therefore called
the Thennaic Gulf.
After the death of Alexander the Great, Cassander, the son of one

of his generals, seized control of Macedonia. This was in 316 B.C. and
he retained his power until his death twenty years later. He married
a half sister of Alexander, a girl named Thessalonica, and in 31s B.C.
he built a new city near Therma and named it Thessalonica in her
honor.
Because of its advantageous position yith respect to trade, Thessalonica grew rapidly and eventually beqme one of the most important
cities in Macedonia. Through all historical vicissitudes, it has remained large and important. After the Turkish conquest of Greece
in the fifteenth century, the first syllable dropped away and it became
better known as Salonica.
Even today Salonica is a large city. It is, indeed, the second largest
city of modem Greece, with a population of 250,000.
Thessalonica was the first Macedonian city in which Paul found a
Jewish population large enough to maintain a synagogue. He gained
some conversions but (as, very likely, he had anticipated) many more
from among the Greeks than from among the Jews. The Jewish leaders, annoyed at this, rioted and claimed that Paul was preaching
treason, proclaiming Jesus as a king in opposition to the Roman
Emperor. (It was just this view of the matter which had led Pontius
Pilate to condemn Jesus to crucifixion.) Paul and Silas found it prodent, therefore, to leave Thessalonica.

The next move was thirty miles to the westward:
. Acts 17:io. And the brethren immediately sent away @ a d and
SHas by night unto Bereu
In Paul's time, Berea was a large city, on a par with Thessalonica,
or even larger. It has declined since but it exists in modem Greece,
under the name Venoia, as a sizable town of twenty-five thousand.
It too contained a synagogue and the Jews there are recorded as
having been more sympathetic to Paul than were those of Thessalonica.
Nevertheless, the Thessalonian Jews sent deputations to Berea to
rouse the Jews there to the dangers of this new heresy.
Silas and Timothy remained in Berea for a time, but Paul was sent
away.

...

,

Athens
This time Paul traveled some two hundred miles southward to the
greatest of all the Greek cities, in reputation and glory, if not in size:
Acts 17:is.
Athens

. ..

... they that conducted Paul

brought him unto

In the fifth century B.c., Athens had experienced a Golden Age in
art, literature, and philosophy that in some ways has never been surpassed. It was one of a number of small Greek city-states, and Athens,
even though one of the largest among them, was no bigger than the
state of Rhode Island in area or population.
For a while Athens dominated Greece politically and militarily, but
it was defeated in the long and disastrous Peloponnesian War with
Sparta, which lasted from 431 to 404 B.C. A century later, Athens led
the futile opposition to Philip of Macedon.
. But Greek city-states were no longer matches for the larger monarchies that were growing up on all sides. Athens fell farther and
farther behind, and although it was saved from destruction time and
time again by the universal respect for its great past, it gradually lost
all political importance.
For two centuries it retained its self-government and control over
its own internal affairs, while under the domination of Macedonia.
And after 146 B.c., when Rome established itself as completely dominant over Greece,it nevertheless continued as a free city.
Only once did it waver. In 88 B.c., Mithridates VI of Pontus (a
kingdom in northeasternAsia Minor) dared fight against Rome. He
won initial victories and swept up all the Roman possessions in the
peninsula. Athens, discontented with Roman rule, and misjudging the
situation, declared for Mithridates.
However, Rome sent Sulla, one of its competent generals, eastward,
and a grim Roman army followed him. Athens tried to resist and
withstood a siege but Mithridates did not come to its help and in
86 B.C. Sulla took the city and sacked it. Never again did Athens attempt any independent action of its own.
It settled down to complete submission to the Roman power for as
long as that power existed. It remained with its dreams of the past

as a quiet "college town" where Romans and Greeks came for an
education in philosophy.
While Paul waited in this college town for Silas and Timothy to
join him, he disputed with the Jews of the area and stared in honor
and revulsion at the beautiful temples and great works of art by which
he was surrounded, for all seemed to him but wicked objects given
over to idolatry.

Epicureans and Stoics

The Athenian specialty was philosophy* The city had a tradition
of absolutely free speech and it welcomed all sorts of views. Various
philosophers, then, hearing of a stranger i n their midst, one who
possessed odd and novel views, sought to know more:
Acts 17:18. Then certa'n #hilosophers
the StoicJss, encountered him

...

of the E~icureans,and

of

The Epicureans and Stoics were two of the important schools of
philosophy current in Athens at the time.
The former was founded by Epicurus, who had been born on the
Greek island of Samoa in ~iB.C. Hp had established a school in
Athens in 306 B.C. and it remained extremely successful until his death
in 270 B.C. Epicurus adopted the beliefs of certain earlier Greek philosophers and viewed the universe as made up of tiny particles
called atoms. All change, he maintained, consisted of the random
breakup and rearrangement of groups of these atoms and there was
little room in the Epicurean philosophy for any purposeful direction
of loan.,and the universe by gods. The philosophy was essentially
atheistic, although the Epicureans were. .cob fanatic about thai; they
would cheerfully go through rituals they considered meaningless in
order to avoid giving unnecessary offense or creating useless trouble
for themselves.
In a universe consisting of atoms in random movement, man could,
be conscious of two things: pleasure and pain. It stood to reason
that man should behave in such a way as to enjoy a maximum of
pleasure and a minimum of pain. It remained only to decide what
was actually a maximum of pleasure. To Epicurus, it seemed that if
ft little of something gave pleasure, a lot. of itdid not necessarily give

more pleasure. Starvation through undereating was painful, but indigestion through overeating was also painful. The maximum of pleasure
came from eating in moderation; and so with other joys of life. Then,
too, there were the pleasures of the mind; of learning; of improving
discourse; of the emotions of friendship and affection. These pleasures,
in the view of Epicurus, were more intensely pleasant and desirable
than the ordinary pleasures of the body.
Not all those who followed the Epicurean philosophy were as wise
and moderate as Epicurus himself. It was easy to place the pleasures
of the body first and hard to set any limit to them. So the word
"epicurean" has entered our language as meaning "given to luxury."
So popular did the Epicurean philosophy become in Seleucid times
that to the Jews of the period all Greeks seemed Epicurean. Any
Jew who abandoned his religion for Greek ways became an "Epicurean"
and to this very day, the Jewish tena for a Jewish apostate is "Apilcoros,"
a quite recognizable distortion of the old term.
The second famous school of Greek philosophy was founded by
Zeno, a Greek (with possibly some Phoeqician blood) who was born
on the island of Cyprus at about the time of Epicurus' birth.
Zeno, like Epicurus, founded a school in Athens and taught from
a place where a porch or corridor was adorned with paintings of
scenes from the Trojan War. It was called the "Stoa poikile" ("painted
porch") and Zeno's teachings came therefore to be known as "Stoicism'' and his followe~"Stoics" (or "Stoicks" in the King James
Version).
Stoicism recognized a supreme God and seemed to be on the road
to a kind of monotheism. It also contended, however, that divine
powers might descend upon all sorts of minor gods and even upon
those human beings who were deified. In this way, stoics could adjust
themselves to' prevailing polytheistic practices.
Stoicism saw the necessity of avoiding pain but did not feel that
choosing pleasure was necessarily the best way of avoiding pain. One
could not always choose pleasure correctly and even if one did, that
merely opened the way for a new kind of pain-the pain that arose
when a pleasure once enjoyed was lost. Stoics believed in putting
one's self beyond both pleasure and pain, by cultivating indifference
and lofty detachment of mind, serving justice without emotion. If
you desire nothing, you need fear the loss of nothing. All that counted
lay within a person. If you are master of yourself, you can be the

slave to no one. If you live a life that rigidly follows a stem moral
code, you need not fear the agonized uncertainty of day-to-day decidam. To this day, the word "stoic" is used in English to mean "indifferent to pleasure and pain."
At its height, both Epicureanism and Stoicism could produce men
of lofty moral fiber and admirable ethical behavior. This was particularly true of Stoicism. Thus, the most famous Stoic of all was the
Roman Emperor Marcus A d u s , who ruled a little over a century
after Paul's time and who, although a pagan, had many of the qualities
usually associated with a Christian saint.
Dionysius the Areopagite

Apparently Paul's words were sufficiently interesting, or curious, for
the philosophers to bring him to a place where as many of the important people of the town could hear him as possible:
Acts i7:19. And they took him, and brought him unto Areopagus,
saying, May we know what this new doctn'ne
fe?

...

The word "Areopagus" means "Hill of Ares" (or "Hill of Mars"
in the Latin version) and was the place where the Athenians maintained their chief court. It had been the stronghold of the aristocrats
in the days just prior to Athens' greatness, but as Athens grew more and
more democratic in the course of its Golden Age, the Areopagus lost
more and more of its power. Under Roman domination, the Areopagus
regained some of its prestige and served as the instrument through
which much of the city's internal affairs were conducted.
If Paul had confined himself merely to preaching matters of ethics
and morality he would undoubtedly have received a sympathetic, if
patronizing, hearing from the sophisticated and self-consciously superior
Athenians. However, when he approached his great theme, the resurrection of Jesus (a theme that fills his epistles) the Athenians could
not help but laugh:
Acts 17:3z. And when they heard of the resurrection of the dead,
some mocked

....

. ..

Acts 17:34. Howbeit certain men clave unto him and believed:
among the which was Dtonysius the Areopagite

. ..

ACTS

Apparently Dionysius is mentioned because he was a member of
Athens' ruling council and, therefore, the most prestigious of Paul's
converts there.
This is the only mention of this convert in the Bible and yet later
tradition built enormously upon this single verse. Possibly it was unavoidable Greek snobbery to find an Athenian convert particularly
important just because he was an Athenian.
By the time a century had passed, the tradition arose that Dionysius
the Areopagite had &ed as the first bishop of Athens.
In the sixth century A.D., the Frankish historian Gregory of Tours
spoke of a bishop named Dionysius whohad been sent to Gaul about
A.D. 250. He became bishop of Paris, was martyred,and was eventually
considered the patron saint of Fiance under the French version of his
name, Saint Denis. A century later, Gregory's reference was misinterpreted to read that Dimpius was sent to Caul in A.D. 90 and he was
thereupon identified with Dionysius the Areopagite.
And about A.D. 500 some writings appeared in Syria which were
attributed to Dionysius the Areapagite. The forgery was patent and
dear, for it referred to matters that must have taken place many years
after Dionysius' death. The author (who will probably never be known)
is referred to as the pseudo-Dionysius. Despite the clumsiness of the
forgery, it was accepted as genuine by important church leaders in the
east and had great influence over the doctrinal dis utes of the day.
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Corinth
Upon leaving Athens, Paul traveled some fifty miles westward:
Acts 18:1. After these things Paul departed- from Athens, and
came to Corinth.
Corinth is situated on the narrow peninsula connecting the Peloponnesus (the southernmost peninsula of Greece) with the remainder of
the land. Because of this, it has acc'ess to the sea on the east and the
west and was a great trading cent&. It was prosperous and wealthy
in the days of Greek greatness but it w& a trading rival of Athens and
therefore fought on the Spartan side in the Peloponnesian War.
After 338 B.c., Corinth was dominated by a Macedonian garrison

but it remained prosperous. Indeed, by the time Macedonia was
defeated by Rome, and the latter power succeeded to the rule of
Greece, Corinth was the most prosperous city on the Greek mainland.
In 149 B.c., however, Macedonia, taking advantage of Roman military
preoccupation elsewhere, attempted a revolt. This was quickly crushed,
but Roman tempers were short and it seemed iso them that the Greek
cities had encouraged Macedonia. Deliirately they decided to make
an example and sent anarmy against the richest of them, Corinth.
The city, terrified, hastily surrendered, but that did no good. The
Roman commander was out to teach the Greeks a lesson and h e did.
In 146 B.C. the city was pillaged, its men killed, and its women and
children sold into slavery.
For exactly a century Corinth lay in devastated ruins until, in
46 BUG., Julius Caesar had it rebuilt. The new Corinth rose and was
flourishing again in Paul's time. It served, indeed, as the capital of the
Roman province of Achaea, which included Greece proper.
C e t h had other disasters to contend with in its later history,
bid; it survives to this day as a town of sixteen thousand.

A?uh

In Corinth, Paul remained for a year and a half, and there he
settled down to earn his living by means of his craft:
Acts 18:2. And [Paid] found a certaiwnJew named Aqwia, born
in Pontus, lately come from Italy, with his wife Priscilla; (because
that Claudius had commaqded dl jwv to depart fmm Rome:)
and came unto them.
It is they who were the tentmakers, or weavers, referred to earlier in
this chapter (see page 1019)
~ ~ ~ Paul
& arrived
t l in~ Corinth shortly after Claudius, i n a fit
of idtation at disorden involving Jews, ordered them all out of Rome.
Tl& order, which only hdd in etkct a few yeait, took place in AB. 49
and this offers another peg on which to hang the chronology of Paul's

.

voyages*
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The Corinthian Jews objected strenuously to Paul's activities but,
apparently, could do nothing against him under the government then
in power. They saw their opportunity, however, when a new governor
arrived to begin his term of office. The new governor, they hoped,
would sympathize with {heir point of view.
Acts
Jews

And when Gall10 was Hie deputy of Achda, the

.. .brought him [Paul] to the judgement seat . . .
18:12.

Achaia or Achaea (the former is the Greek spelling, the latter the
Latin) is the region skirting the northern shore of the Peloponnesus.
During the great days of Greece it played only a very minor role, for
it was under the thumb of mighty Sparta, just to the south. After
the death of Alexander the Great, however, with Sparta long since
rendered powerless, the cities of Achaea began to combine for the
common defense and formed the "Achaean League!' For over a century, the Achaean League preserved a shred of Greek freedom.
It came to an end, however, in 146 B.C. when Corinth was destroyed by the Roman forces. The last bit of Greek independence
vanished, but the memory of the Achaean League lingered in the
name the Romans gave their Greek province. It was the province of
Achaea, or Achaia.
As for the Roman who now came to Corinth to govern the province,
he was Junius Annaeus Gallio, though this was only his adopted
name, taken after he had been accepted by a well-to-do Roman
family. He had been bop in Spain and his original name was Marcus
Annaeus Novatus.
He was the older brother of Lucius Annaeus Seneca, the most noted
Stoic philosopher among the Romans of the early empire, and the
tutor of the young man who later became the Emperor Nero.
Gallio's nephew was a young man named Lucan (Marcus Annaeus
Lucanus, to be precise) who, later, under Nero, became a poet of
considerable reputation.
It is known that Gallio became proconsul of the province of Achaea
in A.D. 52 and that fixes the date during which Paul was concluding
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his stay in Corinth. Gallio listened to the Jewish complaints against . I > .
Paul with distaste and impatience. To him, it was merely:
Acts 18:15.

. . . a question of words and names, and of your

law...
It was a tedious matter of alien semantics to him, in other words,
and he refused to involve himself in i t Paul was therefore safe.
The end of Gallio's life, by the way, was tragic. His younger brother,
Seneca the philosopher, and his nephew, Lucan the poet, were both
forced to commit suicide a dozen years later during the cruel and
tyrannical reign of Nero, simply because they had incurred the emperor's displeasure and the suspicion of involvement in a conspiracy
against him. (This was true in the case of Lucan, who turned state's
evidence against his fellow conspirators but was condemned anyway.)
Upon hearing this news, Gallio committed suicide too.

When Paul finally left Corinth, he took Aqda and Priscilla with

him and sailed eastward 250 mild, across the center of the Aegean Sea
to the Asia Minor coast:
Acts 18:19. And he came to Ephesus, and left them [Aquila and
Priscilla] there: but he himself entered -into the synagogue, <aid
reasoned with the Jews.

Ephesus was first settled by Greeks, according to tradition, in
1087 B.c., at a time when all of Greece was experiencing a "Dark Age."
A group of uncivilized Greek-speaking t n k , the Dorians, had entered
Greece a century before and had been ravaging and dominating the
land ever since. This was part of the same group of barbarian migrations that flung the Peoples of the Sea against the nations bordering
the eastern Mediterranean. The colonization of Ephesus was carried
through by Greeks seeking escape from the misery of home.
Indeed, in that period (when the 1sraehtes in Canaan were themselves undergoing similar suffering under Philistine domination) the
entire western coast of Asia Minor was colonized by the Greeks.
Ephesus and other cities nearby were colonized by men from Athens

i.

,r

. .
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and from other regions where the Ionian dialect of Greece was spoken.
For that reason, the region around Ephesus was called Ionia.
Under the mild rule of the Lydians in the sixth century B.c., Ionia
experienced an amazing cultural growth.It was there that philosophers
such as Thales first introduced the basic assumptions of modem science
and one of the great Ionian philosophers was Heraclitus of Ephesus
(see page 9 16).

All of Ionia gradually decayed after Persia conquered Lydia, particularly after 500 B.c., when a disastrous revolt of the Ionians against
the ruling empire was pitilessly crushed. Ephesus managed to cling to
its prosperity more than did the others, however, and, in the centuries
after Alexander the Great, it became the most important Greek city
in Asia Minor. The prosperity continued under Roman rule, which
began in 133 B.c., and Ephesus may not have been far behind Alexandria and Antioch in population and wealth. It survived a sack by Sulla
in 84 B.C. and in 6 B.C. it became the capital of the province of Asia.
In Ephesus, Paul disputed with the Jews, but did not remain long.
He sailed to Caesarea on the Judean coast:

Acts i8:zz. And when he had landed at Caesarea, and gone up,
and saluted the church, he went down to Antioch.
It is usually assumed that by "gone up, and saluted the church"
is meant a quick trip to Jerusalem. And thus Paul ended his second
missionary journey.

It was not long after his return to Antioch that the restless and fiery
Paul, who could not seem to enduti the settled life of a secure Christian community, left (perhaps in AS. 54) on his third missionaiy
journey.

...

Acts 18:23.
after he had s+nt some time there [in Antioch],
he departed, and went over aU the country of Gdlatiu and Phrygia
in order ,

..

Once again he was making {he rounds of the churches he had
founded in the Asia Minor interior. But meanwhile someone else had
arrived in Ephesus, at the western rim of the peninsula:

Acts 18:24. And a M n Jew named ApoBoa, born at Alexandria,
an eloquent man , came to Ephesus.
Acts 18:25.
knowing only the baptism of John,

.
.
. ..

Even now, a quarter century afterthe death of John the Baptist and
of Jesus, there remained a sect that looked back to John the Baptist
as their teacher and inspiration, rather than to Jesus.
Nevertheless, since John had preached the imminent coming of a
Messiah, the Baptist's disciples seemed readier than other Jews to be
converted to Christianity. Some instrud$on from Aquila and Priscilla
(whom Paul had brought to Ephesw from Corinth) quickly brought
Apollos into the Christian fold, and he moved on to Corinth to labor
there.
Paul himself, in his travels through M a Minor on this third journey,
reached Ephesus and encountered disciples of John the Baptist, who
readily submitted to baptism in the name of Jesus.
Paul remained in Ephesus for two to three years, till AS. 57 perhaps,
and under his influence the Christian church -&ere flourished greatly.
Indeed, as Jerusalem was the first Christian center, and Antioch the
s&mnd, so Ephesus became the third. Later Christian tradition elab
orated the early history of the church at Ephesus. The apostle John
son of Zebedee was supposed to have spent his later life there and
written the fourth gospel (see page 959) The Virgin Mary was sup
posed to have gone fiere too, and also, Maty Magdalene, and the
apostles Andrew and Philip.

.

Diana of the Ephesians
The growth of the church at Ephesus was not ennrely without
untoward incident The mask spectacular of these came about as the
result of the demagoguery of a silversmith:
Acts 19:24.
a certdiWn
man wtttwd DeTiietrius, a Stlvmsmith,
which made silver shrines for Diana, brought no small gain unto
the craftsmen;
Acts 1 9 : ~ Whom
~.
he wUed together with the workmen of like
occu+tion

...

...

The reference to Diana is to a goddess to whom Ephesus, at least
in part, owed its relative immunity to the vicissitudes of history. It

was a respected religious center and its conquerors tended to be in a
certain awe of it.
The religion centered about a fertility goddess of a type familiar in
Asia Minor, Syria, and Babylon. The goddess was much like the Ashtaroth SO denounced by the Old Testament Yahvists (see page 1-232).
The ritb were orgiastic, though undoubtedly intended, in all seriousness, to encourage the fertility of the soil.
The worship dated back to before the baing of the Greeks to that
part of the world and may have centered about the falling of a
meteorite originally. Thus,a city official is quoted as saying:

. ..

Acts 19:35.
what mm is there that knoweth not how that
of the Ephvwms h a worshipper of the gnat goddeq
Diana, and of the image which fell down from Jupiter?

& city

Meteorites,if seen to fall from the sky, axe a natural object of
worship for primitive men, who know nothing of astronomy and see
them merely as objects hurled down by the sky&
If the meteorite was perhaps in the crude shape of a human being
(of so&ething that mi@ be imagined to be such a shape) the effect
would be all the more impressive. And, in the end, there would not be
lacking artisans to hew something (hat was h e x to a recognized
form. In New Testament limes the goddess worshipped by Ephesus
usually shown as a woman closely draped from the waist down but
s ~ m i n sia&ed fann the waist up and bearing many breasts. These
breasts would seem to symbolize the overflowing fertility of the soil
which the goddess symbolizes.
The Greeks, finding themselves with this primitive fertility goddess,
had to identify her with some more fadliar member of the Greet
pantheon and they chose Artemis, the goddess of the hunt. It was
a remarkably poor choice since the classical Artemis is a chaste and
virginal huntress; anything but a many-breasted Earth-mother.
Nevertheless, the choice struck and the many-breasted goddess became'&en& of the Ephesians"or, in the Roman equivalent, "Diana
9f (be fahmiaos!'
When Ephesus was under the control of Lydia, a temple was built
to Artemis of the Ephesians, under the generous sponsorship of the
rich king Croesus. It was called the "Artenusion." This temple was
burnt down, accidentally, about 400 B.0, but it was quickly kbuilt
Then,one night in 356 B.C, the A r t d i o n was b p t down again.

This time it was no accident, but was a case of deliberate arson. The
culprit was quickly seized and before execution for the crime of sacrilege was passed, he was asked what possible motive he could have
had for so senseless an act. He replied that he had done it in order
to make his name immortal. Immediately it was decreed that his
name be expunged from all records and that no one ever pronounce
it. In vain! His name (or some name that purports to be his) is
known. It is Herostratus and it is, indeed, immortal. At least it is still
remembered over two thousand years later.
Afte'rward, Greek historians we& fond of repeating the story that
the night on which the Artemision was burnt down was the very
night on which Alexander the Great was born-though in view of the
lack of accurate records in those days, it seems doubtful that this
interesting coincidence can ever be verified.
Eventually the Artemision was rebuilt, this time under the direction
of, among others, an architect who had been in the employ of Alexander the Great himself. The world of Macedonian monarchies was far
richer than the earlier world of Greek city-states had been, and the
temple was rebuilt on a much larger scale and with much more elaborate ornamentation. Such was its. splendor that it came to be considered one of the Seven Wondei&'of the World. .
This Wonder was to endure for seven centuries and it was standing
when Paul was in Ephesus. Naturally, the magnificent temple made
Ephesus a tourist center and the silversmiths who made trinkets for
the tourist trade cleaned up. These silversmiths viewed with the utmost suspicion this Jewish missionary who was convincing more and
more men that the great Ephesian goddess was just an idle lump of
stone and that the silver trinkets were valueless.
The silversmiths were thrown into fury by the denunciations of
Demetrius and in no time atxall there was a full-blown riot in the
streets:
Acts 19:28. And when they [the silversmiths] heard these sayings, they were full o f wrath, and cried out, saying, Great is Diana
of the Ephesians.
Acts 19:29. And the Â¥whol city was filed with confusion

. ..

The city authorities, however, kept the situation in hand, and the
riot blew over without real damage.

Paul had been intending to visit the churches in Greece again &d

after the Ephesian riots he left Perhaps the fact that the church withstood those riots so well led him to feel that he could safely leave it for
a time. Or perhaps he felt that his own absence might prevent the
recurrence of more dangerous riots.
He spent several months, therefore, in Greece, then, perhaps in
AS. 58, returned to Troas via Macedonia. Again there follows a "we"
passage as though Luke had once again joined the party in Troasi

..

.wewentbeforetoslap,<mdsaileduntoAsses.. ,
Acts Z O : ~ And
.
when he [Paul] met with w at Asses, we took
himin,andcametoMitylew.
Acts 20:~;. And we sailed theme, and
the next day
Acts20:13,.

asfa'nstGhios;andthenextdaywearrivedatSamoa,amdtsiwd
at TroayUiuw and the next day we camefo Miletus.
Assos was a town on the southern shore of {he Troas peninsulaÃ
about twenty miles south of Alexandria Troas. The only incident of
I

note in its history is the fact that Aristotle the philosopher spent thtee
years there studying natural history.
Paul's companions rounded the Troas peninsula by sea, while Paul
hiwelf traveled 6 Assos overland. Paul then bearded the ship andall
traveled southward along t h e Asia Minor west coast, passing three
large islands: Lesbos/Chios, and Samos. .
Lesbos, the largest of the three (623 square miles) had, as its
capital city, Mitylene, located on its eastern shore. The period of
Lesbos' greatest prosperity was about 600 B.C. It was then politically
strong and contributed p a t names to music and literature, the greatest bang that of the poetess Sappho, whose lyrically phrased praise
of girls has given us "Lesbianism" as a word to signify female horno=89lity*

Chios and Samos (the former 355 square miles in area, the latter
180) were each firm allies of Athens during the Golden Age of the
latter city. Earlier than that, Samos had had a period of power of its
own, when its Beet under its pirate-ruler, P~lp'atGS,was the strongest
in the eastern Mediterranean. Two great philosophers, Pythagoras and
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Epicurus, were Samians by birth. All three islands are now part of
the modem kingdom of Greece.
The party, on leaving Samos, remained at Trogyllium overnight;
that being the promontory on the Asia Minor m s t just south of the
eastern edge of Samos. Then they went on to Miletus. .
Miletus is on the Asia Minor mainland, about thirty miles south
of Ephesus. From 600 to $00B.C. it was the foremost city of the Greek
world. Modem science began in Miletus, for Thales and his pupils,
Anaximander and Anaximenes, were natives of that city. Its glories
came to an end soon after 500 B.c., after it had led a furious revolt
against the Persian Empire. Despite help from Athens (which led to
the Persian invasion of Greece) the revolt was crushed, and Miletus
as the ringleader was punished with particular severity. It survived,
but leadership among the cities of the Asia Minor coast passed to
Ephesus.
Miletus always had to fight to keep its harbor open against the
tendencies to silt up. In the later centuries of the Roman Empire,
the !ight was gradually lost. Miletus has been nothing but deserted
rains for many centuries and the same fate, for that matter, has befallen Ephesus, Assos, and Troas.
In Miletus, Paul found himself close to Ephesus but he had no intention of stopping there lest church affairs delay him and keep him
from his determination to spend Pentecost in Jerusalem. (Some thirty
years had now passed since that first Pentecost.)
He therefore sent for the Ephesian elders and contented himself
with giving a farewell address, urging them to selfless labors for the
church and concluding with a well-known passage:
'

. ..

Acts 20:;s.
remember the words of the Lord Jesus, how he
sad, I t is more blessed to give than to receive.
As it happens, though, this saying did not come ,tobe recorded in
any of the gospels.
Rhodes

The journey southward then continued:

. ..

Acts 2 1 3 .
we came with a straight course unto Coos, and
the day following unto Rhodes, and from thence unto Patara.

ASIMOV'U GUIDE T O THE BIBLE

Coos,or (better) Cos,is a fourth island off the Asia Minor coast and
is about forty miles south of Samos. It is 111 square miles in area
and was the home of lie most important medical school of ancient
times. Hippocrates, the "father of medicine," was born in Cos about
460 B.G., while Apelles, the greatest of the painters of antiquity, was
born there a century later.
Rhodes, still another island off the west coast of Asia Minor (and
the southernmost), is sixty miles southeast of Cos. Rhodes & a considerably larger island, with an area of % square miles. The city of
Rhodes, on the northeastern tip of the island, was founded in 408 B.C.
After the time of Alexander lie Great, Rhodes experienced a period
of great prosperity that lasted for a century and a half. In 305-yq B.O,
it withstood a long and teniile siege by Demetrius, the son of one of
Alexander's generals. In celebration afterward, it erected the most famous great statue of the Greek world, a huge carving of the Suogod.
TTus stood in the harbor, looldng out to sea, but it did not, as later
had it, bestride the harbor, with ships passing between its
legs; This statue, the Colossus of Rhodes, was considered one of the
Seven Wonders of the World. It stood for less than a century, however, for about 225 B.C. it was overthrown by an earthquake and was
never re-erected.
In modem times,Rhodes was Turkish for centurii but was taken
by Italy in 1912 and held for a generation. In 194% after World Wat
11, it and nearby islands woe ceded by Italy to Greece.
From Rhodes, Pad and his party went to Patara, a town on the
southwestern shore of Asia Minor, fifty miles east of Rhodm. It was
the chief seaport of Lyda,a small district of Asia Minor which had
managed to retain its nominal independence long after surrounding
regions had been annexed to the Roman Empire.
It was not until AD. 43-about fifteen years before Paul touched
down in Patara-that the Emperor Claudius annexed it to the empire
and made it part of Pamphylia.

Paul took another ship at Patera, which carried him to Tyre, and
from there he made his way to Jerusalem, stopping at Caesarea to
visit Philip the evangelist (see page 1008).

lo Jerusalem, Paul met with James and other leaders of the church.
The?e, d q i t e the concessions the had made at tile Council of
Jerusalem a decade earlier, were troubled at reports of the mass cooversion of pagans without circumcision and without the requirement
of obedience to the Mosaic Law. Even if the Jerusalem leaders were
willing to accept this as a matt& of practical politics, there were many
among the congregation who were not willing at all. The leaders
explained t o Paul:
,

. ..

Acts 21:20.
Thou seest,brother, how m a n y thousands of Jews
there are which believe; and they are all zealo& of the law:
Acb 2 ~ 2 1 .And they m informed of M,
that (ton taichest
all the Jews which are among the Gentiles to' forsake Moses ,

..

.

Actually, it might be argued that Paul only invited Gentiles to become ChnStians without the Law, while urging Jews to keep the Law,
but it could also be argued that if some Christians were free of the Law,
other Christians could scarcely be kept to it, Jamesmight well have
feared that the Christian community at Jerusalem,with their fervent
Jewish heritage, on hearing that {he Pauline version of Christianity
was non-Jewish sod even anti-Jewish, Nght disintegrate, and Chris*
tianity would become a Gentile religion altogether. (And this is exactly what did happen in the end.)
Furthermore, the Christian community was working out a record of
coexistence with {he non-Ghristian Jews. At least there is no record
of James being in trouble with the Jewish authorities after the death
of Herod Agrippa I. By proving thqmelves strict Jews in terms of
ritual, the Christians of Jerusalem could perhaps look forward to, first,
toleration by the Jews, then the acceptance of Jesus as a prophet at
least, and eventually the acceptance of J q w as the Messiah.
If Christianity came to saqm anti-Jewish all such hopes must be
gone and the Christians of Jerusalem might even be persecuted, driven
out, or hunted down. Paul's very ptesmqe in Jerusalem could give
rise to this danger. Reports of his missionary activity must have made
him notorious as a violator of the Law, and he might be persecuted
for this rather than lor bang a Christian, but the consequences might
turn out to be against Christians generally.
James therefore urged Paul to go through an elaborate ritual of
purification in the Temple in order to demonstrate his own adherence
to {he Law. Paul obeyed,but it did not help, He was recognized in
,

. . --

the Temple by some Jews from Asia who might have encountered him
on his missionary journeys, and who might fheiefore know of his work.
The ciy was immediately raised:
Actsai:a8.
.MenofIsrad,help:Thisiftheman,thatteacheth

..

Ã§Bmm~w~<Ã§Ã§Ã§ft*fiMlb,aidtlu>fair,
[the Temple]

...

Paul was even accused of bunging Gentiles into the Temple and
defiling it in that manner. (There were indeed Gentiles in Paul's
entourage,but he did not bring them into the Temple.)
For a time it seemed that Paul might be lynched, but a Roman
captain and his troop, hearing of the disordeo, hurried to the spot and
Paul was 'taken into protective custody. (The Roman captain's name
is later given as Claudius Lysias.)
With the captain's pel-mission, Paul addressed the crowd in Aramaic
(after speaking to the captain in Greek),recounting the details of his
conversion. The audience grew unruly, howevw, when Paul began to
talk about his work among the Gentiles.
The captain, puzzled by all this, decided to get down to basics
by questioning Paul under torture, a routine procedme in those days.
Paid, however, saved himself from fbis by announcing his Roman
citizenship (see page 1017).
Paul n o t faced,the Jewish council and escaped from their hands by
mnouncing himself tn be a Phisee. He maintdned that he wa$ bein&
persecuted for his belief in the doctrine of resurrection4 cardinal
point in Pharisaic doctrine and one that was bitteriy opposed by the
Sadducees.
To be sure, Paul's belief in resurrection applied specifically to that
of Jesus after the crucifixion, something the Pharisees did not accept.
ID the heat of debto) tw oufifc word 'resurrection*' was
enough to cause the Pharisees in lie council to tarn upon the Sadducees and opt for Paul's innocence.
Nevertheless, Paul's life remained in danger and somehow Acts does
not mention any part played by the Christians in Jerusalem generally
in all this. Perhaps they were too few in number to ma&e their influence felt or to do anything but make Paul's position woke if they
tried. It is tempting, however, to wonder if perhaps the Jerusalem
Christians might not have been just a little pleased at Paul's troubles.
They might well have considered him a perverter of Christian doctrine
and his troubles might have been viewed as a judgment upon him.

ow ever,

Salvation for Paul came from the Roman captain, Claudius Lysias,
who had apparently grown friendly with his prisoner. He decided to
get Paul out of Jerusalem and assure his physical safety by sending him
to Caesarea to be tried, legally, by the Roman authorities and provided an escortActs

z3:2+

. .. that they may ...bring him [Paul] safe unto

Felix the governor.

After the death of HerodAgrippa I, Judea wasplaced under proourators once more, and each had to deal constantly,with bandit leaders
claiming to be messiahs and leading rebellions against the authorities.
Indeed, when Claudius Lysias had first taken Paul, he thought his
prisoner to be one of these rebels, one who happened to be a Jew from
Egypt.

...

. ..

the chief 6sptM.n
mod, Canst thou speak
Acts 21:37
Greek?
Acts 21:38. Art not thou that Egyptian, which
madest an
uproar,and leddest out into the wilderness four thousand men that
were murderers?

.. .

The first procurator t o follow Hood Agrippa I was Cuspius Fadus,
and he was succeeded by Tiberius Alexander, a Jewish apostate who
was supposed to have been'a nepbe~rof Fhflo ]udaeus hiinself (see
page 301). In A.D. 48, about {he time of the Council of Jerusalem,
Ventidius Cumanus became procurator and governed for four years,
through a constant haze of riots and insurrections. In A.D. 52 he was
replaced by Antonius Felix, under whom the situation grew steadily
worse.

Felix was a freedman (someone who had been born a slave N t had
been freed) and it was quite unusual for a freedman to become a
royal governor. However, under Claudius, freedmen had been given important c i a service posts, andone of the most important of these fwictionaria was Pallas.
This Pallas was not only influential with Claudius, but was also
fdendly with Claudius' fourth and last wife, Agrippina, who was intriguing for the succession togo to her son, Nero. Felix was the brother
of Pallas and it is not surprising therefore that, although a freedman,
he should be made procurator of Judea.
In AJ). 54 Agrippina finally won her victory. According to the story,

1

she poisoned Claudius and her son, Nero, succeeded to the throne as
the fifth Roman Emperor- reign most fateful to both Jews andChristians.

Paul was taken out of Jerusalem, which he was never to see again:
Acts a3:3i. Then the soldiers
took Paul and brought him
. by night to Aniipatris.

...

Antipatris, which is roughly halfway between Jerusalemand Caesarea,
is thought to have been built on the site of ancient Aphek, where the
Israelite army had been shattered by the Philistines in the time of the
high priest Eli (see page 1.271).
The city had been built anew by Herod the Great and it had been
named Antipatiis after the king's father, Antipater the Idumean.

Felix sat in judgment The Jewish authorities accused Paul of stirring
up dissension and profaning the Temple. Paul maintained that he
was a Pharisee and again insisted he was being persecuted merely foe
believing in ,the Pharisaic doctrine of the resurrection.
Felix listened with considerable interest He was no Claudius Lysias,
and was apparently acquainted with Jewish doctrine, perhaps through
his wife.
Acts q:q.
Felix came with his wife DrustUa, which was a
Jewess,
[and] sent for Paul, and heard him coacstM"g the
faith in Christ*
Drusilla was the youngest of the three daughters of Herod Agrippa I,
and was twenty-one years old at this time. She had divorced her previous
husband under Felix's pressure and had been forced to many this
Roman Gentile in defiance of Jewish law. Felix lost interest in Christian doctrines,
however, when Paul discoursed on its ethical content:
,Acts 24s;. And as he [Paul] reasoned of riefiteousness, temperonce, and iudgement to come, Felix trembled, and answered, Go
thy way

. .. . . .

.. .
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Felix kept Paul imprisoned for two years, more to prevent disorders
in Jerusalem, perhaps, than out of any conviction of Paul's guilt. The
tarns of the impnsOnmentwere not harsh. At the end of the two
years, Pallas, the procurator's brother, had fallen from favor at the court
of Nero, and Felix was relieved of his duties. Since this took place,
most lik6ly, in A.D. 61, we can place the time of Paul's h i t to Jerusalem,
his seizure, and his trial at Chsarea, in A.D. 59.

Festvs

A new procurator took office:
Acts 2 4 : ~ ~ . after two years Fordus Festus came into FehY
room..

.
..
.

The case of Paul was reopened before this new procurator, whose
chief aim was to prevent &vi&ssary trouble with the increasingly
troublesome people of the province. He therefore offered to have the
apostle tried in Jerusalem.In order to quiet Paul's fears that such a
trial might be an unfair one, the procurator offered to preside over it
himself.
Paul did not think that Festus would, merely by his presence, insure
a fair trial. Indeed, he probably suspected (hat Festus would be suecessfully pressured into a conviction, as had been the case with Pontius Pilate thirty-two years before.
Paul, therefore, appealed to the emperor, which was his right as a
Roman citizen, and thus made i t impossible for the procurator to do
'
anything but send him to ,Rome.
Herod Agrippa II
Meanwhile, members of the house of Herod were on hand:

Acts z3:1?. And after certai'n days Vm& &rippa and Bernice came
unto Caesarea to salute Festw.
The Agrippa referred to h a is H d Agrippa 11, the only son of
Herod Agrippa I. He was born about AJ). 27, shortly before the
crucifixion of Jesus. The young prince was brought up in Rome, where

r .

,

The Kingdom of Herod Agrippa I1

his father was at that time such a favorite with the imperial family.
Herod Agrippa was a boy of ten when his father began to rule over
seedons of Judea, and he yas only seventeen when his father died*He
was too young for Claudius to be willing to entrust him with the veiy
difficult task of ruling all of Judea and the surrounding territory.
Agrippa's uncle, a younger brother of Herod Agrippa I, was still
ruling a small section of land north of Galilee, having been made king
theGby Claudius in AD. 41.The area was called Chalds and Agrippa's
uncle was therefore known as Herod of Chalds.
Herod of Chalds died in AX. 48 and a year later Herod Agrippa I1
was appointed king in his place. In A.D. 53 Nero made him long, in
addition, over sections of Galilee and Trans-Jordanian territories. He
was the last of the Herodian line to rule anywhere in Jewish territories.
Now, in AD. 61, Herod Agrippa I1 was coining to Caesaiea from
his capital, Tiberias, to convey formal greetings to Festus.
Five years later, he was to be in Jerusalem,when the disorders and
fury of the Zealots were mounting toward the suicidal rebellion.
Herod Agrippa U counseled patience and moderation but he was (and
with justification) scorned as a Roman puppet, and ignored. In the
rebellion, he sided with tile Romans. In consequence he was able to
retire to Rome after the destruction of Jerusalem and to live out thet
remainder of his life in comfort.
About AD. 100 Herod Agrippa II, the greafc-great-grandson of Antipater the Idumean, and the great-grcat-great-great-great-great-greatgrandson of Mattathias, the priest who had sparked the Maccabean
rebellion, died. He was the last member of either family to be of any
consequence fit all.
Bernice, or Berenice, was his sister, the oldest of the three girls born
to Herod Agrippa I. (Her youngest sister, Drusilla, had been married to
Felix, the previous procurator.) Berenice had been married several
times, the first time to her uncle, Herod of Chalds. She left her
third husband, a prince who ruled in Cilicia, to live with her brother
at Tiberias. Gossip implied an incestuous relationship, but gossip then,
as now, invariably placed the most scandalous possible interpretation
on any event
She too took the Roman side in the rebellion. In fact, she became
the mistress of Titus, the young Roman general who finally captured
and destroyed Jerusalem in AJ). p. She went to Rome, along with

I
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Titus and her brother, and remained there the rest of her life. She
didnot, however, remain Titus' mistress. The Romans were quite anti:
Jewish in sentiment at this time and Titus was forced to put her
aside. The year of her death is not known.
Paul now had still another hearing before Festus and Agrippa;
His defense, couched entirely in Jewish tenns, touched Agricpa, who
said to Paul:

Acts 26:28.

...Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian.

Itwas agreed that Paul had done nothing deserving of condemnation, but since he had appealed to the emperor, he would have to be
allowed to go to Rome.

Under the guard of a centurion, Paul set sail for Rome, in what
amounted to a fourth missionary voyage. Luke, if he is taken to be
the author of Ads, was apparently of16 of the company:

..

Acts 27:;. , when wb had sailed over the sea of C#&
Pamfthylia, we came to Myra, a city ef LyeW.

and

Myra was thirty miles east of Patara, the port at which Paul had
disembarked on his way to Jerusalem three years before. It was an important and populous city at the time and one of the chief towns of
Lyeia, bet there is little but ruins lefttoday. Paul'sparty tookanother
p and left, and Paul was never to see Asia Minor again.

ereto

And now the journey was beset by bad weather:

mow,

..

.

..

, we had. . 8 C U N M .
C
O
W O V H <%dMCÃˆtf<JUU
not suffen'ng us, we sailed under Crete, over @nst Sal-

Acts 27Ãˆ7
the wind

. ..

Acts 27:8 And
eame unto
untowasthecityofLasea.

. ..The fw havens; nigh whew-
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Cnidus (or Cnidos) is a long promontory on the southwest coast of
-&ia Minor that juts out just south of the eastern edge of the island of
(see page 1076). The city of Cnidus was at the tip of (he ptokontory. It played no great role in Greek history, but one of the most
famous mathematicians and astronomeis of antiquity, Eudoxus, was

born there.
Contrary &dl did not allow a landing on Cnidus but dime them
toward Crete, a hundred twenty miles toward the southwest. This
is one of the large islands of the Mediterranean, 3200 square miles in
a m . It Is about 160 miles long from east to west, but only 20 miles,
on the average, from north to south.
In very ancient times-long before the time of Abraham, evenCrete was the seat of a high civilization. By 1430 B.c., while the Jews
were in Egyptian slavery, Crete was taken by raiders from the Greek
mainland and began a slow decline. It could still play an important
cede in the Trojan War about 1900 B.c., but after that it virtually
vanishes from historic annals. All during the centuries in which the
Greek cities were great, the Cretan cities were sunk in mutual warfare
add banditry. It was a haunt of pirates at various periods when warfare preoccupied other powers and permitted piracy to flourish. In 67
B.G, Rome put an end to that by annexing it.
Paul's ship was driven southward around Cape Salmone at the northeastern tip of the island and came to rest in a harbor midway along
the southern shore.
This harbor, Fair Havens, dapite its mme, was not suitable for any
long stay. The captain of the ship therefore tried to bake for a second
and better harbor, some fifty miles westward along Crete's southern
shore. A storm strode and beat the ship wildly along:
running under a Certc0.h island which is .called
Acts 2716.

.. .

Clauds...
This island (called Gavdas nowadays) is a small bit of land some
twenty-five mil& south of (he west end of Crete.

After most difficult times, the ship and its company was cast ashore
an island:

(HI

IF[ Acts 28:i. And w h they w m eswpd, then they k n w that the
&@&ndmi & Mdita
*%

M&ta is the i h d now known as Malta, &out ninwfivesquare
miles in area and n ~ r l yfive hundred miles w t of Crete. The island
was &st colonized by Phoenicians and, in the sixth century B.c., came
unda the conizol of Carthap, the greatest of all Phoenician colonies.
In 218 B . C ~at the way stat of the second war between Rome and
over cpntpl of Mdb and it d n e d part of
Carthage, Rome
tbe Roman n m h *emf@.
The bay which tbe ship was supped to have enkd, near the
ul's Bay to this day.
northem tip of the island, is bown as

Paul and his party stayed

k wta for t h m months, during the

winter of A,R, 6 1 - 6 ~At~ the end of that h e they left in a ship from
Alexandria which had been wintering there.

Syracuse rnthe l a g a t and most notable city on the island of Sicily,
which is, itself, not mentioned by name im the Bible. Sicily is the

hugest island in the Medimean, and is just about ten thousand
square miles in area. It is about fifty miles north of Malta,and its northern tip is separated from the "toe" of the Italian peninsula by a strait
that is, in spots, only two miles wide.
In &e eighth centmy B.C. the eastern portion of Sicily was wlonized
by Greeks and the western portion by Carthaginians. For five hundred
years, Greeks and Carthaginians fought each other on the island?
without either being able to drive the other completely out.
It was d y in 264 B.C. that,theRomans finally m c h d the island.
Their intrusion was the occasion of &e first of three wars between
Rome and Carthage. At the end of &at war, Carthage was finally
f o d to abandon the island dtagether.
The city of Syracuse on the e a s t a t r a l shore of Sicily was the oldest
Greek settlement on the k d . It was founded,according to badition,
m 734 B.G. (when Ahnz sat ou the thrane of Judah? and when the
of Israel had only a dozen years to live).
-om

'

. .

llflfI8
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@ m mtook
~ the lead in fighting the Gartbaginians and, on several
occasions, reached great heights of power, Id 415 BG., Spcme .had
to hce the unprovoked attack of a peat Athenian fleet. That fleet
ww & i ~ ~ l e t datfoyed
el~
afid thid more than anything else, h d p d
break Athenian power and lead tu the ultimte'victoq of Sprta
Athens.
. In jp B . C ~under Dionysius 1; Fymcuse was at its peak. It -drove
mrthage from all but the mtedmost tip of the island, and i%toak
over the southern shores of mahiland 'Italy as well. A k r Dibqy&iw@
however7there was a decline and the ~ & # n i & ~ s m ~ & .
W 6 n Rome took over the island after the
waif with & ~ @ ~ g e ,
Syracuse was left independeM under its king, f3iero 11. h ~ d n his
g bmg
reign of over half ,a century7 Syracuse was more prosperous than ever,
even thaugh it was a Romanlpuppet. The greatest scientist of antiquity,
Archimedes7 lived there then.
On the occasion of the second war between Rome and Carkhagq
it s h e i t at b t that Rome w~Uldlose. 3yaffiuse h a d y t%@tcbed to
the CaAhginian side andl'Rome s&t' ottt! a fleet'to ompy it.. Ftir
three years7 Syracuse fought desperatelf with the help of Archimedts"
mr waponse In t h end*
~
in 212 B.G., Syracuse was taken
and Archimedes d i d duri~gthe sack that followed.
~ eall the r e ~ot! S
W mneined m u r ~ l yRoman,
-After that S p c ~ and
though the island was shaken by #lave r&dlions now and &ens .
*

m

Rmm in a p B.G. Througheat the Ranan ptxhd, however, Rhegium
retained its Greek h g w p and culture and retained its sdf-gomnment
From Rhdum, Paul's party went to hWli, a city on Italy's southwestern shore, somewhat north of modem Naph. It was founded by
the G&
in ~ X ~ . B . C
and
, taken over by &e Romans in 215 B.C. It
was a large M n g center.

I n u . @ * m h d d d h b ~ * t " * w ~ m d
ppemus, the most. important city in the dx
Nmv mlzjw
a&
bt
at the midpoint of his mign, a d vbile he was pleasml&ns wasteful,,and autocratic, the city and the empire continued to be well govmed in general.
The Book of Acts says little about the p r o p s of Paul's appeal to the
m p r . It recod only that he attempted to convert the Jews of
Rome to his way of fhidng and M
e
d again, After two yean of
house impdsonment he was freed and the last vene of the book records
that he im:

mtwasA.D*6+
It is d o u s that the book ends them, since there was to follow that
very year a teniie persecution of the Christians and since there is
6ome evideme that Paul may have set out on his trawls even fur the^
west. What's m o q to carry the siory only three years further would
have brought it to the reputed year of Paul's death, ~ a 9.
.
Onepossiity is that Actswasw&teniia~.~.6+but this is pretty
well discounted. The year of authonhip is much mom likely to have

bmm~Wm.&.A~d~WtyishtL&&dW~
he had a cham to complete fhe back
Most likely, though, the point chosen for the ending of Acts i s
d e l i i t e . It represents a high spot

,

Thirbydght years had passed since the mci6xion of J&U$ thirtythree pan, perhaps, sinue Paul's converdon. When Paul began his
career, the Christian fellowship consisted of a small group of digcipks
gathered ia Jerusalem, a group in &ng& of being wiped out by the
apposition of the Jewish authoritia.
When Paul m d d his career, strong, wd-organizd, and ~gorowly
proselytizing churches dotted Cyprus, Asia Minor, Macedonia, and
Greece, and there were Christians even in Rome.
Very much of all this had been accomplished by one remarkable
man-he who had been born Saul of Tarsus and who had become Sdnt
Paul. Luke, his friend and physician, may well have w n t d to end his
biography of Paul at that moment when, having acmmplbhed all this,
he was resting secure in Rorn~preaching as he wished and "no man forbidding him,"
The darkness was soon to close in again, but Luke chose to leave
Paul at this sunlit peak.

Following the Book of A& in &e New Testament are twenv~ne
letten s a c b y various,,apostles to Christians generally, or to <nous
churcha or i n d i v i ~ The
~ . nwjodty of these, as many as fourteen
a m r d i q to some t a d i t i ~m
~ written by Paul. These letten are
referred to as " ~ e s "(from,a Gmk wod meaning "to send to").
The word h closely &W to ''apwtle'' [who h "sent awkf). The
relationship is the same as that of "missid' to "missionary."
m e various ep%es include fie eatliest writhgs in the New Tabmerit* Som of &- mpy have been witten @ early as ~ a 50,
. almost
twenty years bdom even the b t of the gospels we now possess reached
its present f o m and 6fty yews, perhas Wore the fourth gmpl
was written.

The Pauline epistla do not appear in the Bible in chronological
order. 'I$ey seem, ra@er, to be ,p M in order of length, with the
long& kt.
The b t and longest epistle is listed in the King James Vdon u
"The Epistle of Paul the Apostle &Ythe h m m " but it ran be d e d
simply "Romans." Partly because of its length, it contains the H
complete exposition of Pa$s mligkus thi&w which is a second
mon for placing it k
t.Qeq, ~QO* sim it is ddmed to the
Chof the empire's capital and largest city, the matter of prestige
might also have M u e n d &e placing of the epistle.
The letter is not dated in the modem fashion or, for that matter,
in any f o d f a & h at all (nor is any other epistle). We must there
fore seek its date (and those of the othes) through indirect hints.

St. Paul's First and second Journeys

Toward the end of the epistle, for instance, Paul tells the business that
currently engages him:
Romans 15:25. But now I go unto Jerusalem to minister unto
the saints.
Romans 15:26. For it hath pleased them of Macedonia and Achaia
to make a certain contribution for the poor saints which are at

1-lem.
This, apparently, is just the situation as it was described in tne
twentieth chapter of Acts:
Acts 2p:2. , he [Paul] came into Greece,
Acts 20:3. And
purposed to return through Macedonia.

..

....
Acts
....

20:6.

Acts 20:16.
Pentecost.

...
And . . sailed away from Philippi . . .
. .. [and] hasted . . . to be at lerusalem the day of
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Paul was anxious, presumably, to bring the contributions sent by
the relatively wealthy churches of Greece and Macedonia to the beset
Christians of the mother church in Jerusalem.
This was at the end of Paul's third missionary voyage and if the
letter were written while he was still getting ready to make the trip to
Jerusalem, it should have been written in 58.
One guess is that at the time of writing, Paul was completing his
stay at Corinth where there was a flourishing church which he had
established in the course of his second journey. Thus, at the end of
Romans, Paul says:
Romans 16:i.J commend unto you Phebe our sister, which is a
servant of the chweh which is at Cenchrea.
Apparently Phebe is the bearer of the letter and this is to serve as her
introduction to the Christian leadecs in Rome. (She is mentioned as
Paul's sister only in a figurative sense, of course.)
Cenchrea is a suburb of Corinth, five miles east of the city proper, on
the eastern shore of the isthmus. Presumably, if Phebe is a native of
Cenchrea, Paul is himself in the vicinity and, therefore, very likely
at Corinth.
However, the sixteenth (and last) chapter of Romans is only questionably part of the original epistle and deductions based on its contents are therefore shaky ones.

Rome
The elaborate address with, which Romans starts gives the name

of the sender and those who are to receive it:
Romans 1:i. Paul, a servant of Jesw Christ, adled to be an

.......

apostle

Romans 1:7. To all that be in Rome

. . .called to be

.. .

At the time the letter was written, Paul had never been to Rome,
yet obviously Christianity-hadreached the city without him. No specific
missionary activity on the part of any individual is described in the
Bible as having carried the gospel to Rome,but that poses no problem.

There were Jews all over the empire, and-there.wasdefinitely a colony
of themin Rome. Jews from all over the empire,including {he city of
Rome, traveled to Jerusalem to be present a t the Temple during the
great feasts, whenever possible, and some of them undoubtedly brought
back with them the new doctrines. . . , 1 6
- - *, .. r : i ' ~ ,

'
"
Tl&, and another mention four vena)Ã§te,..th only place in the
Bible where Spain is directly referred $a. , ' -<.
To be she, there was the city of Tartessus,located on die Spanish
wqt beyond the Strait of Gibraltar (fhep called, the Pillars of Hercules) near the site of modem Cadiz, 1%was a prosperous trading
center, usually identified with the Tarshish mentioned in the Old
Testament. King Solomon traded with it (see page 1.332) and it is referred to in the Book of i Kings as an example of the worldwide spread
of his power.

R0

,

'rJ,-2'.Tt-.

1

Tabisus,
or Tarshish, became proverbial as a land of "end of the
world." After all, it was twenty-five hundred miles west of Jerusalein,
and in Biblical times such a distance was, almost the equivalent, in
modem terms, of a trip to the Moon. Thus, when Jonah decided to
run away from God rather than undertake the dangerous task of preaching in Ninevah (see page 1-646) he decided to flee as far as possible;
.
to {he end of the Earth, in fact.
Jonah

1:3.

. . . Jonah rose up to fee unto Twshish
from the
.
",

presenceoftheLord...

f

'
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Tmhish, however, is but very dimly known to us. Spain enters
the full light of history only in the sixth century q.c.-at about the
time the Jews were being carried off to Babylon. - ; - .
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In that century, both Greeks and Carthaginians were colonizing
the Spanish coast and establishing towns. In 480 B.c., Tartessus
(Tarshish) was destroyed by the Carthaginians.
After the first war with Rome, Carthage, which had been defeated
and driven out of Sicily, turned her attention westward. In 237 B.C.
she established her rule over a large secta'on of southeastern Spain.
That land was the base of the capable Carthaginian, Hamilcar, whose
son, Hannibal, was one of the greatest generals of all time.
Hannibal forced a second war on Rome and nearly defeated her, but
Rome endured and by 201 B.C. Carthage was utterly crushed. Rome
took over the Carthaginian dominion in Spain, but the takeover was
not a peaceful one and chronic warfare ,against the natives occupied
Roman forces for the better part of a century. Indeed, even when
Augustus founded the Roman Empire, there were still sections of
northern Spain that maintained a stubborn independence of Rome. It
was not until 19 B.C. that; every bit of the Spanish peninsula could be
considered securely Roman.
e soon as he planned, however, for the trip
Paul did not visit ~ o m as
to Jerusalem which he was ready to undertake at the time of Romans,
ended in his imprisonment by Felix (see page 1079). It was not until
five years after Romans that Paul finally came to Rome and then it was
only as a prisoner appealing his case to the emperor.
Whether Paul then went on to Spain is not known. There is a
reference in an early writing, dating back@ about 95, that Paul reached
the 'limits of the west," presumably Spain, but such evidence is weak.
Circumcision
Paul deals in Romans with the problem which was paramount
in the Gist decades after Jesus' crucifixioq-whether Gentiles converted
to Christianity had to becircumcised and observe all the ritual of the
Law.

Paul's attitude toward circumcision and the Law was like Jeremiah's
attitude toward the Temple (kpage 1-562). Circumcision, in Paul's
view, could not be made use of as a magic talisman to bring automatic
salvation to people who were sinful. Nor, by extension, could the
absence of circumcision and the Law be considered as losing salvation .
for people who are otherwise righteous:

.Romans 2:~;. For circumcision v d y profiteth, if thou keep the
law: but i f thou be a breaker of the law, thy circumcision is made
umircumcision.
Romans 2:26. Therefore if the vnuiwmemOn keep the righteo*
ness of the law. shall not his uneWcumctsion be coqnted for @rcumcision.

....

...

Romans z : q .
he is a Jew, which is one inwardly; and
Circumcision is that of the hoot, in the spirit, and not in the
letter...
Furthermore, Paul differentiates between the ritualistic aspects of the
Law and its ethical aspects. Even if the Christian is freed from
cumcision and other time-honored ritual, be is not freed from its ethics.
The name of Christian is not automatic shield against unrighteousness either:
Romans6:15.. .shallvwsin,becauseweare not widerthelaw,
but ,under grace? God forbuL
Paul also makes a plea for tolerance.
In most of the churches established ip the east, the converted Jews
made up the majority at fist and they acceptedwith difficulty, if at all.
those convertedGentiles who would not be circumcised. Paul's weight
i s placed, firmly on the side of the, Gentile in those cases.
In Rome, however, the Gentile @oup may well have been the,
stronger almost from the first. The Emperor Claudius had expelled the
Jews from Rome for a brief period about seven years or so before Rospans was written. The Christian community in Rome would have
had to get along with its Gentile members Only. When the Jews
mtymed, those among thein who were Christians may have found
themselves outsiders in the Church, opposed by those who had had
nothing do with the ritual of the Law aid did not want the matt*
brought up.
Paid, in considering this situation, does not forget he himself is
Jewish:

+-

.

Romans II:I. I say then, Hath God cast away his people? God
forbki,ForI&oamanIsraelite,of theseedof Abraham, of the
tribe of Benjamin.

He argues that Jews will be converted, that if they show resistance
to Christianity at the first, it is part of God's plan to make it easier for
Gentiles to be converted. And he seems to plead with the Gentile
Christians of Rome to tolerate die Christians of Jewish origin who are
scrupulous with respect to such rituaktic matters as the dietary laws:
Romans &4:13. Let us not therefore iudp one another any
more.
Romans i4:14. I know
that there is nothing unclean of
itself;but to him that esteemeth my thing to be unctenn, to him it

..

. ..

The last chapter of Romans is very largely a list of names. There is
Phebe, who apparently is the bearer of the letter, and then there is
mention of over two dozen men and women to whom Paul sends
greetings*
It seems unlikely that Paul would know a great many people by
name in Rome, a city he had never visited, containing a fellowship
with whom he had never dealt directly. There is some suggestion,
therefore, that since Romans dealt with matters of interest and importance to Christians generally, and n o t merely to those of Rome,
that copies of it may have been made for use by other churches. It
may be, then, that the final chapter of greetings was attached to such
a copy rather than to the original letter that made its way to Rome.
It is Ephesians, perhaps, rather than Romans who are being greeted,
as might appear from the first to be greeted:

. ..

Romans 16:3. Great PMUa and AquiId
Romans 16:4.Who have for my life laid down their own necks

. ..

Paul had brought Priscilla and Aqdafrom Corinth to Ephesus at
the conclusion of his second missionary voyage (see page 1068) and
had left them there when he returned to Antioch. When Paul came
again to Ephesus in the course of his thud missionary journey, Priscflla
and Aquila wore still there, apparently, for it was during his stay in
Ephesus at this time that he wrote epistles to the church at Corinth,
and he mentions them there as sending their greetings along with his:

%

...

Corinthians 16:19. The churches of Asia d u t e you. Aquilu and

PrisciUa salute you
The reference in Romans Priscilla and Aquila risking their life
for Paul may refer to the occasion of the riot of the silversmiths
(see page 1073) There is no mention of a specific life-saving incident
in Acts, but it is not difficult to imagine that Aquila and Priscilla may
have done something to protect Paul from the fury of the mob atthe
risk of their own lives.
Since Romans was written within a year of Paul's leaving Ephesus

.

after the silversmiths' riot, it seems quite likely that Priscilla and
Aquila were still there and that the last chapter of greetings is indeed
appended to a copy of the epistle which was sent to the Ephesian
chinch.

Most of the names in the final chapter of Romans are completely
unknown except for their listing here. There is a natural attempt to
identify as many of them as possible with those of the same names
mentioned elsewhere in the New Testament Thus, Paul says:

Romans 16:13. Salute Rufus

...and

his mother

...

There is one other Rufus mentioned and that is in Mark. When
Jesus is on the way to crucifixion, Mark says;
Mark
father

i5:21.

And they compel one S i m a Cy&

of Alexander and Rufus, to bear his cross.

... the

Neither Matthew nor Luke, in telling of Simon of Cyrene, mentions
his sons. That Mark does so would lead one to suppose that he knows
them and expects his readers to know them, so that through them
Simon of Cyrene might be identified.
After all, Mark (if he is indeed the author of the second gospel) did
accompany Paul on at least part of his fast missionary voyage, and
might have known various other companions of Paul. If so, the Rufus
whom Paul greeb at the end of Romans and the Rotas who was the
son of Simon of Cyrene may be one and the same.
On the other hand, Luke (if he is indeed the author of the third

gospel) seems to have been a much closer associate of Paul than Mark
was and he does not mention Rufus in connection with Simon of
Cyrene.
And then, Rufus would be a common name. It means "red" and
may well have been applied to a good percentage of those who hap
pen4 to have red hair. It would be quite easy to suppose that Mark's
Rufus and Paul's Rufus were two different people.

With his own greetings out of the way, Paul sends the greetings also
of the close co-workers who were with him in Corinth at the time
Romans was being written:
'

Romans 16:21. Timutheus my workfeOaw, and LUCI*US,
and Jason,
and Sosipater, my kinsmen, salute you

...

Timotheus (a name more familiar, in English, as Timothy) is the
young man who joined Paul in Lystra, on the latter's second missionary
voyage (see page 1053) and who remained a close associate of the
apostle for the remainder of Paul's life. Lucius would seem to be the
Luke who is considered to be the author of the third gospel and of
Acts.
As for Jason, he is usually identified with a man of Thessalonica, who
may have offered Paul and Silas the hospitality of his house when the
apostle arrived at that city in the course of his second missionary
voyage (see page 1059). In Thessalonica, Paul and Silas were in considerable danger from a mob and Jason found himself in the midst of
a riot:

. ..

Acts 17:;. But the Jews which believed not
set <ttl the city
on an uproar and assaulted the house of 1 ~ 0 %
and sought to bring
them out to the people.
Jason was dragged before the authorities and had to deposit bail in
older to regain his freedom. Paul and Silas were, in the meantime,
ushered safely out of the city and to Berea.
In Berea, they apparently gained another convert, Sopater, with
whom the Sosipater of Romans 16:21 is usually identified. He is
mentioned in Acts toward the close of the thixd missionary voyage, just

'I

I

after Romans was written. Paul is leaving Greece, and two of those
i n d o n e d at the dose of Romans are going with him.

Acts 20:4. And there accom@ded him into Asia S v e r of
Berm. and Timotheus..

..

.

Apparently Paul commonly used a secretary to transcribe his words.

This can be deduced from the fact that at the end of some epistles,
Paul specifically mentions that the signature is his own, placed there
by his own hand, as a sign of die authenticity of the letter. The
remainder of the letter is therefore to be presumed to be by another's
hand, written at Paul's dictation:
1 Corinthians 16:21. The salutahon of me Paul with mine own
hand.
This is, of course, not for a moment to be taken as indicating Paul
to Ie illiterate. A learned Jew could not possibly be illiterate. Nevertheless, the use of a secretary leaves one free to think without the
disturbance of having to form the words physically as one thinks. Then,
too, there is the very practical point that a professional secretary is
bound to cultivate a neat and legible handwriting, and it would not
reflect on Paul's literacy to suppose that he (like many great men in
history) may well have had a poor handwriting.
Romans is the one epistle in which the secretary is named, or, rather,
JfFp--r-^l\,
names himself*, and adds his own greetings:

+$^is
r^v-

i

..

Romans 16:n.I Tertius, who wrote this epistIe, salute you.
Or, it may be, Tertius is the man who made the copy that was sent
on to (he Ephesians.

Tertius adds the greetings of still others:

......sdhlteth you. Erastua the

Romans 16:23. Gdius mine host
chamberlain of the city aduteth you

ROMANS
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Gaius is apparently offering Paul and his party the hospitality of his
house at this time. If the epistle were indeed written in Corinth,
then Gaius is a Corinthian and, indeed, a man of his name is mentioned
in Paul's letters to the Corinthians:
1 Corinthians
Gfrius.

i:i4.

...I baptized none of you but Crispus and

Again, if Erastus is a city official, die city in question ought to be
Corinth; and indeed in Paul's Second Epistle to Timothy, tp Erastus is
mentioned:
2

Timothy 4:20. Erastus abode at Corinth

...

.

as though he were remaining behind in his home town. Thus, a number
of points combine to make Corinth more probable as the place at which
Romans was written.

11. 1

CORINTHIANS

THE EPISTLES TO THE CORINTHIANS STEPHANUS
GHAILTTY* EPHESUS

SOSTHENES

APOILoS

The Epistles to the Corinthians
Following the Epistle to the Romans are two epistles to the Corinthians which can be referred to as "I Corinthians" and "2 Corinthians." The first of these is almost the length of Romans, and the
second is not much shorter.
The church at Corinth has been founded by Paul about 51, in die
course of his second missionary voyage. He had reached Corinth
after his unsuccessful stay in Athens (see page 1065), and in Corinth he
had met Priscilla and Aquila.
He returned to Antioch by way of Ephesus, taking Priscilla and
Aquila with him and leaving them at Ephesus while he went on to
Antioch. In the course of his third missionary voyage, Paul returned to
Ephesus and remained there from 55 to 57. It was during this interval
that he wrote I Corinthians for he says in it:
1 Corinthians 16:8.

...I

wiU tarry at Ephesus until Pentecost.

This cannot refer to his brief stay at Ephesus at the conclusion of the
second missionary voyage for events are referred to in the epistle which
must have taken place after {hat time.
In I Corinthians, Paul refers to a still earlier letter he had written
to the men of that city:
1 Corinthians 99.1 wrote unto you in on ^nrtfe not to company
with foTIwUtto~s.

St. Paul's First and Second Journeys
This early letter (which We might ail1 "0 Corinthians") is not,
however, necessarily lost. Parts of it may have been combined by later
editors with the two epistles we do have.

Stephaw
This very first letter, o Corinthians, which is not preserved separately
in the canon, apparently elicited some sort of response, and a letter
was brought to Paul in Ephesus by some of the leading men of the
Corinthian church. At least Paul alludes to their, coming:

Corinthians 16:17. 1a " gl<id
~
of the cowl*ragof S t e f h w and
Fortunatus and Achcdcus
1

..

There are no other Biblical references to Fortunatus and Achaicus,
but the fact that they are Corinthians seems evident from a reference

made by Paul earlier in the epistle to people in Corinth whom he had
personally baptized:
i Corinthians 1:16.
I haptoed also the household of Stepha-

...

ttus*..

It was the letter, and perhaps the word of mouth information
brought by these Corinthian emissaries in response to o Corinthians,
that caused Paul to write the letter we know as i Corinthians. He
introduces this letter as coming from himself and another:
i Corinthians 1:i. Paul,calk$ to be an ttbos&s
and Southenea
our brothsf
The only other place in the Bible in which a &sthenes is mentioned
is in connection with Paul's arraignment before Gallio the governor
of Achaea, during the apostle's first stay at Connth (see page 1067).
Gallio refused to role on the case, maintaining that the matter of
Paul was a problem for the Jews to decide among themselves.
Following this decision:
Acts 18:17.
dl the Greeks took Sosthenes, the chief ruler of
{he synagogue, and beat him before the judgment seat

...

...

...

...

But there was no reason for .the Greeks to beat him after Gaffio
had dismissed the case, and the King James translators seem to
have introduced the word unnecessarily. The Revised Standard Version
has the phrase read: "And they all seized Sosthenes, the ruler of the
synagogue, and beat him in front of the tribunal."
The "they all" might very likely refer to the Jewish conservatives
who had come to the courtroom to hear sentence pronounced against
Paul, and who were disappointed and frustrated over Gallio's action.
They may have tamed against their own leader, who, as "prosecutor,"
had mishandled and muffed the case.
Indeed, it might even be argued that the Jews felt that Sosthenes
was "soft on Christianity" and had deliberately refrained from prosecuting Paul with full vigor. At least, there is a tradition @at Sosthenes
did turn Christian afterward and eventually joined Paul and was with
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him in Ephcsus at the time I Corinthians was written. If this were so,
Sosthenes would be a logical person to add his weight to the epistle,
for he would be a Corinthian of note addressing Corinthians.

Apparently one piece of news that disturbed Paul was the tale of
dissensions and doctrinal disputes yithin the Corinthian church:
1 Corinthians 1 :ii.

. . .it hath been declared unto me of . ..
you

by them which ore of the house of Chloe, that there are contentions
-'%you.
'

There is no other mention of Chloe in die Bible, but it is possible
that Stephanus and the other emissaries met for worship in the house
of a woman named Chloe. Perhaps there were othk houses in which
small groups gathered (the infant church at Corinth could very well
have had no formal meeting house) and the emissaries were identified
by naming their particular house.
Paul details the nature of the dissensions:

...

1 Corinthians 1:ia.
every oneof you saith, I am of Paid;and
I of ApoUos; and I of Cephas; and I of Christ.

,

This might be taken as referring to speciEc doctrinal difference that
had already grown up around the leaders of the church. Cephas (the
Aramaic name of which "P& is the Latin equivalent- see page 824)
might represent the more conservative element of Jewish origin, holding
to the Law; while Paul represented the liberal attitude that ,de
emphasized the importance of ritual.
Those who claimed to follow Christ might be "fundamentalists" who
wished to adhere only to the reported sayings of Jesus himself and not
to the added teachings of either Peter or Paul.
This leaves Apollos. Apollos had arrived in Ephesus after Paul had
left it toward the conclusion of his second missionary journey. He had
been a follower of John the Baptist, but Priscilla and Aquila had
converted him to Christianity (see page 1071)
After ApoIIos had become a Christian, he decided to go to Greece
and work for the cause there:

.

..

Acts

18:27.

...he was

disposed to #us into Acfuaa +

..

w . . .

Acts

19:i.

And it came to fws, that, while A M O Swus at COP-

inth*w,

At Corinth, Apollos worked well, for Paul says:
i

Corinthians 3:6. I have planted, A v o s watered

...

It is because Paul refers in this epistle to Apollos' work in Corinth,
which had to come after Paul's first stay in Ephesus, @at we know the
epistle had to be written during Paul's second, and more extended,
stay in that city.
Apollos' work in Corinth was sufficiently effective for him to win a
personal following who admired him and considered him as their
leader, as opposed to those who spoke of Paul. In what way Apdlos'
teachings differed from Paul's we don't h a w . The teachings might
not have differed kt all and the dispute may have rested on purely
personal grounds; one group might have admired Apollos' style of
preaching more than Paul'9.
At least there seems to have been no animosity between Paul and
Apllos. Some time before i Corinthians had been written, Apollos
must have come back to Ephesus from Corinth and there he and Paul
remained friends, for he is always referred to in friendly manner in
Paul's letters:
1 Corinthians 16:12. As touching qtr brother ApUas, I &atly
desired him to come unto you
he will come wfaw he shall
haw convenient time.

.. .

The friendship remains, for in one of Paul's last letters, he commends
Apollos to the care of the one he addresses:
Titus ya3. Bring Zetq the lawyer and ApoIlos on their journey
diligently, that nothing be wanting urko them.

Charily
Paul recommends unity to the Corinthian church and proceeds to
answer questions concerning such things as the role of sex among

,

Christians. Paul believes sexual abstinence to be most desirable, but
marriage is not sinful and is indeed necessary if that is the only way
to keep a man from being driven into irregular unions by the whips
of desire.
Paul clearly regrets that marriage should be necessary, for he, in
common with the Christian fellowship generally, was convinced that
the second coming was soon to take place (the new Messianic hope)
and that worldly matters would -come to an end, anyway:

..

1 Corinthians 7:29.

But this I say, brethren, the time is short

w . . .

.. .the fashion of this world passeth away.

1

Corinthians 7 : ~ -

After dealing with such minor matters as the necessity for a man
worshipping with his head uncovered and a woman doing so with her
head covered, Paul passes on to the matter of spiritual gifts:
i Corinthians 12:1. Now concerning spirit14 gifts, brethren, I
Â¥woul not haw you igtwrant.

The phrase "spiritual gifts" is a translation of the Greek "charisma"
which means "gift."
The Greeks had three goddesses that personified all that was delightfill and charming. They were'known by the related word "Charits"
because the desirable qualities of person that made one attractive to
others was considered to be a gift of these goddesses.
In Latin, these goddesses were the "Gratiae," which again carries the
notion of "gifts" freely given without question of payment (that is
"gratis," for which we are "grateful").
The goddesses become in English, the "Graces!' A narrow use of the
word has come to signify that gift of the Graces which is characterized
by smooth and harmonious physical movement This is "grace" and a
person blessed with it is '$pmfd." More broadly, it can refer to a
variety of gifts, and someone who is capable of making such gifts with
an air of pleasure is "grac~us!'
Christians placed emphasis on the graciousness of Cod. In the old
Jewish view, the relationship between God and "his chosen people"
was that of a covenant or contract. God would take care of his people
in return for their obeying the Law. But Christians now abandoned
the Law and argued that in any case no return made by man was

adequate as payment for the care taken of him by God. All that man
received was die free gift of God without return. Thus,Paul says:
Romans

6:15.

. ..we are not under the law, but under grace.

Paul lists some of the spiritual gifts awarded men by the grace of
God; gifts including wisdom, faith, the working of miracles, prophecy,
and the gift of tongues (see page 1000). Paul admits all these to be use
ful gifts, but maintains one gift to be superior to all the rat:
i Corinthians 13:1. Though I speak with the tongues of men
and of angels, and have not charity, I am become as sounding brass,
or a tinkling cymbal.
1 Corinthians 13:~. And though I have the gift of prophecy, and
understand all mysteries, and dll knowledge: and though I have dll
faith
and have not charity, I am nothing.

.. .

But what is charity? The Greek word used by Paul, which is here
translated as "charity," is "agape," a word which is usually translated
"love." In the revised Standard Version, in fact, the passage begins:
"If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love ."
The Latin version of the Bible translates "agape" as "caritas" meaning "dear." Something is "deal" if it can be attained at a great price, or
if it cannot be obtained even for a great price. If you love something
you hold it dear regardless of its intrinsic,worth.
For that reason ^agape" meaning "love'? and "caritas" meaning
"holding dear" have much in comnion. The King James Version uses
the closest English analogue of the latter and makes it "charity!'
Unf~rt~nately,
the translation of "agape" leaves something to be
desired in either case. Charity has come to be applied specifically to
one aspect of "holding d e a r " 4 e ability to hold the poor and unfortunate so dear as to be willing to share one's own wealth and
fortune with them. Charity has therefore been narrowed to mean almsgiving an? since alms are often given grudgingly and with disdain, and
are accepted with humiliation and muffled resentment, the wold
"charity" has even come to cany a somewhat tainted flavor.
Similarly 'love" has come to be applied to that variety of "holding
dear" which implies sexual attra&on. It becomes almost embarrassing
to those who are used ta the occurrence of the word "love" in its popular-song sense, to hear Paul praise it. Sometimes there is the impulse to
qualify it and translate "agape" as "divine love," ','holy love," "spiritual

..

love," or even "Christian love!' However, those who experience "agape"
even faintly know what Paul means.
As for the remaining spiritual gifts, Paul finds that of prophecy
superior to that of tongues; indeed, he seems rather impatient with
those possessing the latter gift. To have them too freely encouraged
produces pandemonium at service. Pa* therefore recommends that they
speak only one at a 'time and even then only when someone with
the corresponding gift of interpretation is present. It is interesting
that Paul distinguishes between prophecy and tongues, because originally the two were the same (see page 1-28;),
For (he further sake of order at worship, Paul recommends that
prophets, too, speak only one at a time and that women not speak at all.

.r ".Ad
.,.-:a
.. .
At the end of the epistle, Paul earnestly preaches the doctrine of the
resurrection of the body. He points out that if there were no resurrection, then Jesus could not have been resurrected. And if Jesus were
not resurrected, all Christian doctrine falls to the ground. And if that is
the case what is the purpose of all their efforts? Why should not
everyone live for the moment?
-A

--A-

"

<-

I Corinthians 15:32* If after the manner of men I have fought
with beasts at Ephesus, what advanfatgeth it me, if the dead rise not?
let us eat and drink; for to rhorrow we die.
'

The phrase about fighting with beasts may have been meant purely
allegorically. Paul may have referred to his labors against the beasts of
paganism and sin.
Perhaps, though, there is also something of the literal in i t Can Paul
have in mind the rioting sparked by the silversmiths? Were these
rioters the beasts? Or might he have considered the possibility of being
condemned for blasphemy as an aftermath of the affair and made to
undergo a punishment such as facing wild animals in the public arena?
We can't tell.

,

.1

12. 2 CORINTHIANS

The First Epistle to the Corinthianswas given, presumably, to Stephanus and the others to take back to Corinth with them. Along with
them, however, as a personal emissary, Paul was sending his belovet?
friend, Timothy; to instruct than in the Pauline doctrine anew:
1 Corinthians 4117. For this cause have I sent unto you Timotheus,
whois my beloved son,
who shall bring you into rWVBmbitance
of my ways,
as I teach every when in every c e h .
He urges the Corinthians to accept Timothy kindly:
1 Corinthians 1630. Now if Timotheus come, see that he may be
with you without fear
'Hi$sending of Timotheus is recorded in Acts. During Paul's stay in
Ephesus in the course of his third missionary voyage, and just before
the silversmiths' riot is descni, he sends his emissaries:
Acts 19:22, So he [Paul] sent into Macedonia
Timotheus
and Ewstus} but he himself stayed in Ask for a season.
If this Erastus is the same referred to at the end of Romans (see
page 11011, he is a Corinthian and is going home.

.. .

...

J

..

...

Corinth
Eventually, Paul himself plans to go to Corinth:
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- 1 Corinthians

16:s.

Now I win come unto you, when I shall

pass through Macedonia .
1

..

Corinthians 16:6. And it may

be that I will

.. .winter with

You.

This, too, according to Acts, was done, for after the silversmiths'
riots:

.. .

..

Paul. departed for to go into Macedonia.
Acts 20:i.
Acts 203. And when he had gone over those parts
he came
into Greece,
Acts ao:3. And there abode three months

. ..

...

If he abode three months in Corinth specifically, as seems very
likely, this would be the second visit to that city mentioned in Acts. It
is apparently while en route to Corinth in 9 that 2 Corinthians (or a
part of it) was written. Both epistles to the Corinthians were thus

written before Romans, which was composed after Paul had reached
Corinth and settled down there.
With reference to his journey toward Corinth, Paul says:
2 Corinthians 13:~. This is

the third time I am coming,&you.

..

Apparently in between the first and second visits to Corinth which
are mentioned in Acts, there was another visit. It is usually suggested
(bat Timothy's mission met with failure and strong opposition on the
part of those Corinthians who followed apostles other than Paul (see
page 1105). It was this which made Paul try a personal visit
Apparently Paul's flying visit was a failure (and perhaps that was why
it was not mentioned in Acts) and on his return hewrote an angry
letter:
2 Corinthians 2:4. For out of much afflictionand anguish of heart
J wrote unto you with nusay .tears

...

This letter, written in anguish, is thought to be actually contained in
up the last four chapters.

2 Corinthians as wenow have it, making

The angry letter was sent to Corinth by the hand of Titus, a
companion of Paul who is never mentioned in Acts, but is spoken of on
several occasions in the epistles.
Titus is a Gentile, for in the Epistle to the Galatians, Paul describes
his own coming to Jerusalem in 48 to attend the Council of Jerusalem
and says:

. ..

Galatians 2:3.
neither Titus, who wu with me, being a
Greek, was compeHed to be urcuwasted

. ..

Since the central issue facing the council was this very point of
Paul's non-circumcision of Gentiles after conversion (see page 1050)
Paul was making his attitude quite plain in the heart of the territory of
the opposition.
It was by this Titus that Paul sent his angry letter to Corinth and
made up his mind to let that letter do its work and not go to Corinth
again:

Corinthians z : ~ .But I detemit'ned
to you in heaviness.
2

...that I would not come

However, when he left Ephesw after the silversmiths' riot, and
traveled westward to Troas, he was worried over the fact that Titus had
not returned:
2 Corinthians 2:13.I had no rest in my spirit, because I found not
Titus my brother , [so] I went from theme into Macedonia.

..

"Here the news was good. He met Titus, who brought word that the
pro-Paul faction at Corinth had won out:

... ...

Corinthians ~ 6 . God
comforted us by the coming of
Titus;
2 Corinthians 7:7. And not by Ins coming only, but by the
consolutionwherewith he was comforted in you
2

...

Â ¥ . .

...

2 Corinthians 7:9. Now I rejoice
that ye sorrowed to repentance...
Part of the repentance, apparently, was {he punishment of some
individual who had offended Paul, perhaps on the occasion of his short
second visit, by stubbornly opposing him. The person is not named
and (he occasion not described, but the punishment is sufficient.
Paul, apparently anxious not to allow bis victory to engender such
bitterness as to bring about an @emcable split, urges forbearance. He
writes a conciliatory letter (the first nine chapters of 2 Corinthians),
again delivered by Titus, and in it he urges moderation, saying of the
leader of the anti-Paul faction:
2 Corinthians a:g.
he huth not firiewd me, but in part
2 Corinthians 2:6. Sufficientto sack a man is the punishment
a Corinthians 2:7.
ye ougfat rather to f o r m him, and
comfort him
And, eventually, Paul visited Corinth, sending 2 Corinthians in the
course of this trip there, and nothing is said of further dissension.

...
.. . . . .

. ..
. ..

1 3 . GALATIANS

The fourth of the epistles is addressed:
Galatians
Galatians

.k
... an apostte
the churches

1:1. Paul,
1:a.

unto

of Cd2dtia

...

The problem arises at once as to what is meant by "Galatia." Galatia
proper was the legion settled by the Gauls three centuries before Paul's
time (see page 733). This was a &tively small area in north-central
Asia Minor. After the Romans took ow% central andsoutbem Asia
Minor a century before Paul's tihe, the areas known as Lycaonia and
Phi& were combined with Galatia proper and the whole becawthe
Roman "province of Galatia!'
1
The original Galatia can therefob be called "North Galatias? and
the Roman additions to it "South Galatia."
On Faul'sfirst missionary journey; he and Barnabas traveled from
Pamphylia through Pisidia and Lycaonk ("South Galatia"), then retraced theirsteps, so that cities such as Lystra, Derbe, and Antioch in
Pisidia were probably visited twice.
On Paul's second missionary journey, he and (this time) Sib visited
South Galatia:
Acts

163.

Then came he to Derbe and Lystra

Having done so Acts goes on later to say:

...

.
.
.
they had gone throughout Phrygia and the m g h
ofGolatut...
Acts

16:6.

St. Paul's First and Second Journeys
It is possible that this includes portions of North Galatia, though
no city in that region is specifically mentioned.
On Paul's third missionary journey, again it is said:

... he departed, a@ went over all the country

18~3.

of Galatia and Phryght in order.

Again this may refer to North Galatia.
In short, there are four passages through Galatia mentioned in

Ads:
(1) the first half of the first missionary voyage through cities of South
Galatia specifically;
(a) the second half of the first missionary voyage through cities of
South Galatia specifically,
(3) the second missionary voyage through cities of South Galatia
specifically, but possibly also through North Galatia.

(4) the first part of the third missionary voyage, possibly through
South Galatia, North Galatia or both.
In Galatians, Paul says:
Galatians 4:13. Ye know how through infirmity of the flesh I
preached the gospel unto you ut the fint.
The usual interpretation is that Paul is referring to a first visit in

. which he preached while quite HI. And if there was a first -visit there
must be a second, else why bother to identify the particular visit he
is referring to by saying, to paraphrase the verse, "on that Erst visit
when I was sick."
If Paul is addressing the South Galatians, then the two visits may
be numbers 1 and a above, both having taken place in the course of
the first missionary journey, which concluded about 47.
It was then the controversy broke out over the non-circumcision of
Gentile converts tod the Council of Jerusalem was called to settle the
matter. Apparently the conserva,tive view in favor of circumcision was
particularly virulent in the Galatian churches. Indeed, during the see
and missionary voyage when Paul visited Derbe and Lystra (visit number 3 in the list above) and accepted Timotheus as his disciple, he
cautiously urged his young friend to accept circumcision (see page
1053).

Presumably, there was a strong party in the Galatian churches who
denounced Paul's views and denied his authority to grant immunity
b i n circumcision. Galatians is Paul's defense against this and his
strong maintenance of his authority.
If Galatians were indeed written soon after (he Gist missionary
voyage, then it would have been written fmm Antioch in 47 and
might Wel be the earliest of Paul's epistles to be preserved and, indeed, possibly the earliest of all the books of the New Testament to
achieve written form.
Paul summarizes his early life, indicating the manner in which he
was converted to Christianity, and of his labors since. He refers to
Peter'scoming to Antioch prior to the calling of the council and he
refers also to Bamabas who was with him only on the first missionary
voyage:
Galatians 2:11. But when Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood
him to the face

. ..

. ..

Galatians 2:13.
Bornabas aSso was Camed away with their
[those fearing the conservatives] dhimulation.
Paul does not specifically refer to the decision of the Council of
Jerusalem (held in 48) which supported his views and which, one
might think, ought therefore to be quoted. This backs the possibility
of an early date for the epistle.
On the other hand, Paul kPks of reaching a private agreement
with James, Cephas [Peter], and John:

.. .

...

Galatians 2:9.
James, Ce-,
and John
gave to me
and B a d a s the right hands of fellowship; that we should go unto
the heathen, and they unto the circumcision.
This might have taken place prior to the first missionary voyage. But
after the council. With Paul's views
it might also have taken
having won out, ~&es, Peter, and John were merely accepting'the inevitable. And the agreement would be made with both Paul and
Barnabas, even though it were after the Erst missionary journey, for although the two never joined forces again, they had planned to.
Acts 16:36.And some days after Paid said unto Barnabas, Let us
go again and visit our brethren in evety city where we have preached
and see how they do.
It was only after the subsequent quarrel concerning John Mark that
Paul and Barnabas parted and that Paul went through Asia Minor
with Silas instead.
If Paul speaks of a Erst visit to the Qlatians, that might be the first
of three, as well as the first of two. Or perhaps visits one and two
arc considered a single visit since they took place within the limits of
a single missionary journey, and visit three, on the second missionary
voyage, is counted as the second.
If Galatians were written after the Galatian visit in the course of
the second missionary voyage, it might have been written from Corinth,
where Paul stayed for an extended period after having passed through
Asia Minor. The epistle would then have been written in 51 rather
than 47.
If the late date is accepted, one must ask why the Galatian churches
did not accept the decision of the Council of Jerusalem. Why were they
still so turbulent on the matter of circumcision that Paul had to send
a strong letter of rebuke?

. ..

As it happens, decisions by the head of organizations are not always accepted by every one in the organization. There might well

have been a strong conservative party who rejected the council's deCiSiOn.'
And if Paul does not refer to the council's decision in the epistle to
bol&r his own view it might well be that h e sc~~rned
to reply on the
authority of James, Peter, and John, but insisted on something more
than this. There are several places in Galatians where he goes out of
his way to stress his lack of debt to the Galilkan apostles.
Thus, he starts off proudly:
Galatians 1:i. Paul, an apostle, (not of men, neither by man,
but by Jesus Christ, and God the Pather

.. .

Furthermore, he insists that he need submit to no other authority,

for his doctrine was not something he learned from the other apostles
who had known the living Jesus, but something he had learned
directly by revelation:
Galatians 1:12. Fof I [Paul] neither received it [his doctrine] of
man, neither was I taught it, but by the revelation of Jesus Christ.

If, however, Paul is addressing the people of North Galatia, then
he couldn't possibly have visited them twice until after the first part
of his third missionary journey. He might therefore have written
Galatians during his stay in Ephesus, shortly before lie wrote i Corinthians, or even in Corinth in 58, shortly before he wrote Romans.
Some commentators prefer this late date because they view the subject matter of Galatians and R o b n s to be much alike, with Romans
a more detailed and thoughtful version.

EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS * TYCHICUS

Epistle to the Ephesians
Whereas the first four epistles a& universallyadmitted to have been
written by Paul, there is a dispute .about the fifth, even though in the
version that has reached us, Paul's authorship is stated:
Ephesians 1:x. Paul, an dpostk of Jesus Christ
which we at Ephesus , ,

.

. . .to the suints

Included in the reasons for doubting Paul's authorship are certain
differences in style between this epistle and those which are undoubtedly Paul's, and the use of numerous words not characteristic of
Paul's other writings. Furthermore, although written to the Ephesians,
presumably late in "Pul's life, after he had spent some years in the
city, it contains no personal greetings.
It is possible, of course, that the letter was not written to the
Ephesians specifically, for at least one very early manuscript does not
contain the words "at Ephesus" in the first verse. Perhaps it was an
epistle meant for churches generally, with mipies sent to specific areas
with appropriate place names added; and perhaps the one that has survived was the Ephesian copy.
Traditionally, Ephesians was one of a group of epistles written in
62 while Paul was in prison in Rome, but this, too, can be disputed.
Even those who agree that the epistle was written in prison may argue,
in some cases, that the imprisonment was the one at Caesarea, prior
to the voyage to Rome (see page lO8l), and that the epistle was written in 59. Others even argue for an imprisonment at Ephesus, not
mentioned in Acts, at die time of the silversmiths' riot, about 57.

St. Paul's First and second Journeys

. ..

Ephesians 6221.
Tychwus,a Moved ,brother and fdâ‚¬hf
minister in the, Lord, ShaII make known to p a l l things, '

.

In the Book of A&, Tichim is mentimed :towaid t h e dote of
third missionary journey, when Paul was leaving I$m$ooia for
Asia &or:
the

?'yehic~s, bang a native of the province of Asia, may well have
been ati Ephesiai (~~hesdb,
was {he capital of the province) and

EPHESIANS
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could have been taking the epistle with him on the occasion of a visit
home.
Tychicus may have been left behind in Asia Minor after leaving
Macedonia with Paul, while the apostle went on to Jerusalem and im*
prisonment. If so, he rejoined Paul later on, for he is mentioned i a .
several of Paul's later epistles, and could have been the bearer o f .
Epbesiarqeven if it were written as. late as 62,
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15. PHILIPPIANS
THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS BISHOPS AND DEACONS
' TRUE YOKEFELLOW

EPAPHRODITUS

The Epistle to the Philippians
This, like Ephesians, is supposed to have been written from .prison.
Paul alludes to his being in chains:
Philippians 1:13.

paidce...

...my bonds

in Christ are manifest in dl the

The phrase "in all the palace" is given in the Revised Standard
Version as "throughout the whole praetorian guard." Since the
praetorian guard was stationed in Rome, the site of the imprisonment
would seem to be fixed there. This is further evidenced by a reference
toward the end of the epistle:
Philippians

4:22.

All the saints salute you, chiefly they that

of Caesar's household.

Presumably those of Caesar's households are those servants or slaves
of the emperor who had been converted to Christianity. Caesar is a
common title for the Roman Emperor, in (his case, Nero, and this
would seem to make it definite that the epistle was written at Rome
some time between 62 and 64. (Nero's violent persecution of the
Christians after the fire of 64 could scarcely have left any Christians
among his own household.)

6
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Bishops and Deacons

The epistle begins:

..

Philippians i:i. Pout and Tmwthew I. to dl the &nts which
are at Philippi, with the bishop8 and deacons.
Philippi is die Macedonian city which Paul visited in the course of
his second missionaiy voyage (see page 1057). It was there that Paul
founded a European church for the first time.
The faithful Timotheus is with Paul, but is not apparently under
formal imprisonment himself, or, if he is, he is soon to be released,
for the apostle hopes to send his friend to Philippi:
Philippians.239.
J trust in the Lord Jesus to send Timotheus

shortly unto

you

.. .
. ..

The reference to bishops and deacons gives us a tantalizing glimpse
as to the organization of the early Church, just enough to rouse curiosity, without even beginning to satisfy it
The first leaders of the church were the apostles themselves, but as
the number of Christians increased, other leaders were appointed. It
is only natural that these were chosen from among those men pieeminent for experience and wisdom. These were most likely to be the
old& men and they would naturally be called "elders."
Thus, when the dispute arose as to the noncircumcision of Gentile
converts:

. ..

Acts 15:2.
they [the church at Antioch] determined that
Paul and Barnabas, and certuin other of them, should go up to
Jerusalem unto the apostles and elders about this question.
What's more, elders were regularly appointed in the various churches
founded by missionaries:
And when they [Paul and Barnabas] ordained elders
in every church
they commended them to the Lord
Acts

14:23.

. ..

. ..

This rule by elders was so universally accepted a matter that the
Bible scarcely bothers to mention the matter. Such rule was accepted
in secular governments as well as in religious bodies. Sparta was ruled
by a body called the "Gerusia" (from a Greek word for "old man")
and Rome was ruled by a body called the "Senate" (from a Latin
word for "old man").
(It should be mentioned, however, that we need not visualize the
elders as necessarily ancient graybeards. In ancient societies, where
the average life expectancy was thirty-five at best, anyone over forty
qualified as an "elder!')
The Greek word for "dder" is "presbyter^ (from ,another Greek
term for "old man"). This was corrupted into "prester" (as in the
legendary Prester John) and in English has become "priest"
Paid uses the term "episkopos" (or "episcopus" in the Latin spelling) as a synonym for presbyter. It means "overseer," someone who
isin charge and guides the way. "Episcopus" has become, in English,
"bishop." The word "deacon" is from the Greek "diahonosV'and means
"servant." Consequently, when Paul's words are translated as "bishops
and deacons" what is really meant are "the elders and their helpers!'

PHILIPPIANS

After New Testament days the Church developed a complicated
hierarchy ("sacred government") of many levels. The basic groupings
were in order of decreasing authority: bishops, priests, and deacons. A
church in which bishops hold authority over wide areas is "episcopalian"
in character. The Roman Catholic Church is episcopalian, as is the
Greek Orthodox Church and several Protestant churches, such as the
Lutherans and Anglicans. The American analogue of the Anglicans calls
itself the Protestant Episcopal Church.
The Presbyterian Church is one in which bishops are not recognized
but in which the elders
("presbyters")
in each,-.-church
hold authority
on
-' ., .
.* an equal basis. ' .
None of the present significance ' of bishops, pries is,^ find deacons
ran safely be read back into the New Testament,however.
'
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~ ~ p a r e n kid^.relationship
tl~,
with the Philippian -church was a
good one and the letter is an affectionate one of gratitude and of
warm exhortation. Indeed, the occasion of the letter is the arrival of
a messenger from Philippi with a contribution of money for Paul:

...

I am full, huving received of Epaphmditus
- .
Philippians 4:18.
ihe things which were sent from you .".'
. .
.f

..

-

Furthermore, this was not the
only
,j&n-e-eh$ the Philippians had
I-'
:
.'
contributed to Paul's needs: . ? , <.., .
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Philippians +is.
whetil~*.departed fro& 'Macedonia, no
church conmvmeated with me,* concerning giving and receiving,
but ye only.
't.+., ' ; . ., ,: ',,.,.. ,
Philippians 4:16 For even ~hessdomcdye teat o m and again
unto my necessi*.
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-while in Rome, Epaphroditw fell sick,but recovered and BOW &as
returning to Philippi with Paul's letter: ; A
'
2

Philippians z : ~ . " . ; .he was sick nigh unto death: but God had
,i - ,
mercy on him
Philippians 2:28. I snent ~ m nWbt$ore
'
the
Wefully, that,
whenyeseehima@"~pmayrej

. ..
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&...

True Yokefellow
At the end of the epistle, Paul raises the matter of some small
dispute between two women of the Philippian church:
Philippians 4:a. I beseech Euodids, and beseech Syntycb, that
they be of the same mind in the Lord.
Philippians 4:3. And I intreat thee also, true yokefeUow, help
those women which laboured with me in the gospel

...

Nothing further is known of Euodias or Syntyche or what their
quarrel was about. However, the phrase "true yokefellow" is of interest
Whom could it mean?
There are some suggestions that it referred to Paul's wife and a
number of early commentators on the Bible supposed that Paul had
married Lydia, the seller of purple dye whom he met in Philippi and
with whom he stayed-(see page 1058). This does not seem very likely
since Paul speaks 'as though he were unmarried. For in I Corinthians, when he reluctantly allows marriage in preference to *irregular
sexual unions, he wishes that this were not necessary:
1 Corinthians 7:7. For I would that dll men were even as I my-

self...
This would certainly imply that Paul had never had relations with
a woman. One might argue, perhaps, that he might have married for
companionship, even if sex were out of the question. Indeed, Paul
claims the right to do so if he chose:
i Corinthians 9
:;. Hove w^ not power to lead about a sister, a
w e , as well as other apostles
But did he actually do so? It is generally assumed he did not
But if the "true yokefellow" is not Paul's wife (and the phrase is,
in toy case, masculine in form in the Greek) it could refer to a dose
fellow worker in Philippi. A number of names have been suggestedLuke, for instance~butthere is no really convincing argument in
favor of any of those suggested.
One interesting possibility is that what is intended here is a per. sonal name. The word "yokefellow" is the translation of the Greek

. ..

"Syzygos." Could there be a man with that name? Could Paul, by
"true Syzygos" mean that Syzygos is well named for he is a Syzygos
("yokefellow," "co-worke*') in nature and deed as well as in name.
The trouble with that theory is that Syzygos is not known to have
been used as a personal name by the Greeks.
The mystery will probably never be solved.

16. COLOSSIANS
COLOSSE EPAPHRAS THRONES, DOMINIONS, PRINCIPALITIES, AND POWERS '
UODICEA. TYCHICUS A&ISTARCEUS ' DE&IAS

colosse

-

The next epistle (apparently also written from Rome in 62) is addressed to a city which Paul had never visited and which is not mentioned in Acts:
Colossians
Colossians

i:~
Paul
.

1:2.

. . . ...

.. .

and Timotheus
To the sai'nts
which are at Colosse

...

Oolosse, or, more properly, Colossae, is a city in the province of Asia,
about. 125 miles east of Ephesus. In the time of the Persian Empire, it
h a d been a great city on an important trading route. Since the time of Alexander the Great, it had been declining.
\

Epabhras

.

If Paul had not himself visited Colossae and founded its church,
a close co-worker apparently did so. He speaks of the Colossians
knowing the gospel:
Colossians 1:7. As ye also learned, of E W h our dear
servant, who is for you a faithful mi*nirter of Christ

. ..

.

fÃ§Saw

Paul mentions Epaphras again at the dose of the epistle as one of
{hose who sent his regards, so that Epaphras must have been with
him in Rome. This is made even more explicit at the dose of the brief

-.
'

COLOSSIANS
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Epistle to Philemon, which was written about the same time as Colossians. There he says:
Philemon 133. There salute thee, Epaphras, my fellowprisoner in
Christ 1esus ,

..

The term "fellowprisoner" might merely be a metaphorical expression for two individuals who are both completely obedient (and, therefore, slaves) to the Christian doctrine. Or it might mean that Epaphras
was not merely with Paul but that he was also in chains.

Thrones, Dominions, Princi'palities,' and PowThe occasion for the epistle was the news that had come to Paul
that the Colossians were falling under. the influence of Gnosticism
(see page 963) &me of the Colossians were coming to accept mystical
doctrines concerning vast heavenly hierarchies of angels, all serving as

intermediaries between God and man. Jesus, by this view, would be
just another intermediary and perhaps not a particularly important on&
This Paul denounces. He lists the attributes of Jesus, insisting,
eloquently, that Jesus is all jn ;fland that nothing can t r ~ ~ c .e nhim:
,d

..

. ..

[Jesus] is the image of the invisibIeGod,
Colossians 1:16. For by him were dl things created, that are in
heaven, and that are in earth, visibk and infmbk, whether they be
thrones, or domiWnion&or pHnci'palstia, or powers: all things were
created by him and for him,
The reference to the thrones, dominions, principalities, and powers
are to the names given various levels of angelic intermediaries, each
manifesting some mystical attribute of God. Paul wains against such
mystical speculations:
Colossians 2:18. Let no man beguile you
[into] worshiM"g
of angels, intrudins into those t w which he hath not seen,
vainly puffed up by his freshly mind.
Nevertheless, in the centuries after Pad, myttical thought invadd
Christianity and hierarchies of angels were adopted in profusion, although Jesus was recognized as transcending t h e dl. The two highest, seraphim and cherubim, come from the Old Testament, as do the
two lowest, archangels and angels. The intermediate levels: thrones,
dominions, virtues, powers, and principalities are, however, taken from
the Gnostic theories that Paul denounces.
Colossians 1:is.

...

I

Laodicea
Paul seizes the opportunity to addreis also the church in nearby
Laodicea:
Colossians 4:16. And when this e w e is read m n g you, CUUM
that it be read also in the church o f the Luodiceans
Laodicea was located about ten miles west of Colossae. The town on
its sitewas rebuilt and improved about $0 B.C. by Antiochus II of
the Seleudd Empire, who named it after bis wife Laodike. It iemained Seleudd till 190 B.C. when,after the defeat of Antiochus I11 by
Rome, theregion about it was awarded to Rome's ally, Pergamum.

...

In 133 B.C. it became Roman along with the rest of Pergamum (thereafter known as the province of Asia or, simply, Asia).
As Laodice,after its renovation, grew in prosperity, that of the nearby
city Colossae declined. Hierapolis, about ten miles north of Laodicea, is
also mentioned at the dose of the epistle. Speaking of Epaphras, Paul
says:

...

Colossians 4:q.
he hath a great d for you, and them that
are in Laodiceu, and them in Hierapolis.

I

1
I

I

The epistle is to be taken to Colossae by Tychicus the Asian (see
page 458)
Colossians 4:7. AH my state shall Tychicua declare unto you

...

A similar statement occurs at the end of Ephesians:

.. .that also may know my affairsand how
... shall make known to you all things ...

Ephesians 6:21.
1 do, Tychims

ye

It seems hard to suppose that Tychicus would make two trips to
Asia Minor from Rome, if both Ephesians and Colossians were written during the Roman imprisonment Perhaps there was only one letter,
that to the Colossians, and perhaps Ephesiaqs was an epistle written
later in time by someone other than 'Paul in imitation of Colossians.
There are certainly similarities between the two, for in Ephesians also
is stressed the transcendence of Jesus:

.
.
.he [God} r & d Jam [Jesus]
andsethimat hisownrighthand...
Ephesians I:=.

from the dead,

Ephesians 1:21. For above all finRnet*pdity,and power, and might,
and dominion, and wery wane that is rutmed, not only in this
world, but also in that which is tocome:
Nevertheless, if we were to maintain that there were two letters, both
by Paul, we might suppose that he wrote a general letter to be taken
from church to church in Asia Minor (the one we now know as
Ephesians because the copy to Ephtwts had happened to survive) and

I

a more sharply focused one addressed to die Colossians specifically, because they seemed mote prone to the Gnostic views than the others.
On his way to Colossae, Tychicus may have delivered copies of
Ephesians to various churches, including that at Laodicea.
Thus, when Paul asks die Colossians to have the epistle to them
read to the Laodiceans, he adds:
Colossians 4:16.
Laodicea.

. . ..and ...ye likewise read the epfstte from

This may refer to the copy of Ephesians sent to Colossae from
Laodicea.

Paul sends greetings from those with him.
Colossians 4:10. Aristarchw my feUowphner sdluteth you, and

..

Marcus, sistds son to Barnabas ,

Marcus is presumably John Mark, and if he is now with Paid, the old
quarrel (see page 1052) seems to have,been 'made up.
@@rchus, a Macedonian of Jewish background, had been with
Pad ~JIEphesus at the time of the silversmiths' not and had been,.in
fact, in considerable danger.

Acts i9:29. And the whole city wasfilled Â¥wit confusion: and
hMng caught Guius and Anst'archw, menof Macedonia,P d s c o b
panions in travel, they [the rioters] rushed with o h accord into the
theater.

They were not killed, however, and Aristarchus accompanied Paul to
Macedonia and Greece, then back to Asia and, eventually, Jerusalem:
Acts 20:4. And there a c c o m ~ ' e dhim [Paul] into Asia
of
the ThessalomanS, Anstarchus and Secundus
Later, Aristarchus accompanied Paul on his eventful sea voyage to
I

.. .

Rome:

...

.. .

we bunched, 1 ~ 0 ~ ' nto
g wil by the coasts of
Acts 27s.
. Asia;. , Aristarchus, a Macedonian of Thessdionica,'beingwith w.

.

Demos
With Paul also are Luke and Demas:
Colossians 4:1+ Luke, the beloved physician, and I)emas, greet
you.
Dernas is mentioned also in the accompanying Epistle to Philemon,
which sends greetings from the same group:
Philemon 1:23. Theresdute thee Epaphras
Philemon 1:2+ Marcus, Aristarchns, Demos, h a s
Demas is referred to once again in a still later epistle. Apparently
Dernas could not, in the end, take the hardships of being a Christian
and, facing the virtual certainty of cruel martyrdom, forsakes Paul-and
possibly Christianity as veil. Paul says sadly:
2 Timothy 4:10. For Demos hath forsaken me, Mng loved this
fiesent world, and is departed unto Thessalonica ,

... ...
..
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17. 1 THESSALONIANS

I

'

Paul and Silas had visited Thessalonica in the course of Paul's second
missionary journey but had not been well received. They had been
driven out by members of the ~ewishcolony, indignant a t what seemed
to them to be heresy (see page 1060). The two missionaries and their
company had moved on to Berea in Macedonia, then southward to
Athens and Corinth.
Nevertheless, a Christian church had been founded at Thessalonica,
made up of men who were of Gentile origin chiefly, and it is these
whom Paul addresses:
i Thessalonians 1:i. Pad, and Silvanus, and Timotheus, unto the
church of the ThedomanS , ,

.

The Thessalonian church is apparently vigorous and pious. Paul
praises them and explains that he would like to visit them 'but could
not at the moment. He therefore took the step of sending his tried
companion, Timotheus, to them:
1 Thessalonians 3 : Wherefore
~
when we could no longer forb- we thought it good to be left at Athens alone;
1 Thessaloni&ns 32. And sent Timothew
to comfort
you...
Timotheus returned with good news concerning the Thessalonians,
sad Paul now writes to expound on some points of doctrine.
This letter must have been written during Paul's first stay in Corinth,

.. .

St.Paul's Fiat and Second Journeys
after he bad left Athens, for in Acts we find he was already there
when Timotheus returned:

Acts 18:1. After these things Paul departed from Athens, and
came to Corinth;
Â ¥ * .

Acts 18:s. And when Stha and Timotheus were corns from. Macedon@ Paid
testified to the Jews that Jesus was Christ.

...

All are together, in Corinth, and i Thessalonians is seat to Thessalonica in the name of all three. It follows that i Thessalonians was
written about 50 and that it is very likely the earliest of Paul's writings
to survive. There is a chance that Galatians was written as early as 47
(see page 1117) ,but this is not considered very likely and most coinmentat- accept i Thessalonians as the earliest.

ASIMOV'S

-

T-,-"-

G U I D E T O T H E BIBLE

,

The Trump of God
'

I

4 p r e n t l y the Thessalonian ctlotch, mp~t@^%nti}g,is unused te
t.l@theological prineiptes develop^ in Judaism by the
@d is
coBibnt^d over A; matter of t
b muneetion 'the final ;$udgriienb
Paul reassu$s them and describes the second coming,i& dramatii)
terms:

.. .

i T!~essafaihm 436.
"tÃ~ o r dhiawlf<hall $&end jant
hdiett i n t h ~sh~ttf,with (fit vofcn of the arcBangel, md with tin

trump of God: cind the dead in Qfrr^t shaS) rise first:
i ~hessaloniais4:17.,Then we which am a h and remain shad
bg Mht up tÂ¡getftewith them in the clouds, to meet the Lord iq

&

-

...

the "yoice of the archangel, apd
the tamp 04
God"lives with us in the common tradition of the adhangel Gabriel
~odndm~
the last trumpet 'as ibs final judgment comes. Paul speaks of
this last trumpet in i Corinthians, too:

The picture of

...

we shall all be changed,
Corinthians 15:52, In a ~vufstttÃˆi
the twinkling of an eye, at
the last trump
1 Corinthians 1 5 : ~ ~ .

...

1

Nevertheless, Paul does not say it will be Gabriel blowing his horn,
aogr$ tiys said anywhere in the Biblq. .

Paul is convinced that the time of the second coming isnot to be
long delayed and certainly the use of "we" in i Thessalonians 4:17
pdints' tip his conviction that the # a t 'day would come in his own
lifetime. Nevertheless, he is careful not to specify exact timed: iThessal~nians$:I. But of the times find the seasons, 6rethren, ye
have noanqed that I wit#,unto, you,
i Thessalonians 5:2. For yourselves know perfectly $hut the day of
the Lord 30 cometh a s a thief in the' night. %

+

1

1

I

18. 2 THESSALONIANS

Man of Sin
The Second Epistle to theThessalonians must have followed hard
upon the first, so it too may be dated 50 and considered to have been
written in Corinth.
Apparently Paul's first letter created a disturbing stir. Some of the
Thessalonians rejected the possibility of the second coming, since everyffl and the persecuton seemed so powerful.
thing seemed to be
Paul therefore strenuously described the day of judgment again, as a
time of punishment for those who seemed so triumphant now:

. ..

2 Thessalonians 1:7.
the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from
heaven with his mighty angelsÃ
2 Thessalonians 1:8. In flaming @e tufa'ng vengeance on them
that know not God, and Hut obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ:

He assures them that the great day is coming, but points out that an
essential prelude to that day is the temporary triumph of evil. The
very hardness of the times is, in (his view, but further evidence of the
imminence of the Second Coming:

. ..

2 Thessalonians 2:3.
that day shcSl not come, except there
come a falling awaj first, and that man of sin be revealed
z Thessalonians a:+. .Who opposeth and q i t e t h himself above
dB that is called God or that is worehipped

. ..

. ..

This is reminiscent of a passage in Daniel referring to the Seleucid
persecutor, Antiochus IV:

St. Paul's First and Second Journeys
Daniel

11:36.

And the king shall do according to his WtlIj and he

shall exalthimself above every g o d . , :
\

So arises a parallel. As the success of the Maccabees came only after
the dark days of Antiochus IV, so would the second coming come
after the dark days of the "man of din." Indeed, Daniel's words might
be considered as referring immediately to the Maccabean era and
ultimately to the day of judgment
Paul may be echoing, here,, Jewish mystical thought (which may in
turn have Babylonian and Persian roots) in which there is a certain
syiiimetry between the beginning and the end of creation. Thus, the
heaven and Earth were created, to begin with,'~robghthe destruction
ofmmat in the Babylonian myth, or of Leviathan as is hinted in
some Biblical verses (see page 1-47). At the end of this creation, there
is 9 second creation of a more glorious type still that comes after a second victory over the old enemy.

!I

Ezekiel describes such a last baffle between the forces of good and
evil in his account of Gog of the land of a g o g (see page 1-594). Once
Gog is destroyed, the ideal kingdom is established.
Jewish legend-makers, in the century before Jesus, gave the name
Belial or Beliar (see page 1-204) to this 'ha1 adversary of God. This
legend of Beliar may have been based not only on Antiochus IV but
also on other great enemies of Jewish nationalism afterward, such as
Pompey and Herod the Great .
It is to this final enemy that Paul refers when he says, in a deliberate
concatenation of opposites:
2 Corinthians6:15. And what concord hath Christ with Belial?
In the gospels, Jesus is quoted as listing the ills that would come
upon the world before the final judgment, and this includes men of
evil who pretend to speak in the name of God but do not They are
false Messiahs:

..

Matthew

24:2+

For there shall arise false Christs

..

In the First Epistle of John, such false Christs are referred to as
"antichrists" ("opposed to Christ").
1

John 2:18.

...ye have heard.that
. antichrist shall come, even

now there are many antichrists ,

If one speaks of "false Christ$' and "antichrists" in the plural, the
reference might be to evil people or evil forces generally. Paul, however,
uses the singular. He speaks of "that man of sin." It is as though there
is an Antichrist, a particular man or force whose business it is to oppose
God, win a temporary triumph, and then be smashed into utter defeat
It would seem quite reasonable to.suppose that the single Antichrist
was Satan, but this is not specifically stated to be so. The search was on,
therefore, at various times in history for some individual human being
who might seem to play the role of Antichrist.
Perhaps Paul had in mind Caligula who, in 41, just about a decade
before the epistles to the Thessalonians were written, attempted to have
himself worshipped as a god within the Temple itself.
However, Caligula had been assassinated before he could quite cany
through his evil design, and, in any case, the world still stood. A
dozen years or so after the epistles, Nero launched his persecution of the
Christians in Rome and then many must have {bought that here was

Antichrist at last. Other persecuting enlperuis~Domitun, Dedus,
Diocletian-may, in their turn, havweemed to fill the role.
Through the Middle Ages, Christians saw other Christians as antiChrist and in the time of the Refonoation, accusations flew thickly in
both directions. Particular reformers were bailed as antichrist by Cat..
olics; particular popes were awarded the title by Protestants.
As the world went on and the second coming was delayed, despite
all these antichrists, the use of the term grew less frequent Even men
who would seem to be perfect examples of Antichrist to their enemies,
as, for instance, Lenin or Hitler, were rarely (if at all) hailed with the

title.

Following 2 'ITiessalonians arc three epistles attributed to Paul, which
deal largely with practical advice on the management of church affairs
and which are therefore often termed the "pastoral epistles."
(The word "pastor" originally meant shepherd, but has come to be
used more frequently for priest, who is viewed as a shepherd of souls.
The metaphoric view of humans as sheep overseen by religious leaders
pictured as shepherds is common in the Bible. The most frequently
quoted example is:

Psalm 23:~. The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
The fast of the pastoral epistles is written to Timotheus (Timothy,
in English). It is one of a pair of such epistles and is therefore "the
First Epistle to Timothy'? or i Timothy:

. .. .

an apostle of Jesus Christ
Unto Timothy, my own son in the faith. ,

1 Timothy 1:i. Pard,

1 Timothy 1:2.

This epistle pictures a state of affairs that is rather puzzling. Paul
speaks of himself as free and on his travels:

...

1 Timothy 1:3.
I b e s e t thee to abide still at Qhesus,
when I went into Macedonia

. ..

and:

. . .These things write I unto thee, hoping to come

1 Timothy 3:14.

to thee shortly

Itseems impossible to fit the situation in 1 Timothy into any period

described in Acts and the only alternative (if Paul is indeed the writer
of
epistle) is to suppose that the time-referred to comes after the
conclusion of Acts.
Acts ends in 64 (see page 1089), the year in which Nw's persecution
of the Christians in Rome took place. It would certainly seem natural
tosuppose that Paul would have been martyred in the course of that
penccutibn. In the light of i ~ i m o t h however,
~,
it is usually assumed
that Paul was set fee, presumably just before the fixe at Rome that
saved as pretext for the persecution.
If Paul then left Rome for the east promptly, he would be out of the
city when Nero seized Christians there, fed them to the lions, and
made living torches out of them.
According to that view, Timothy, who had remained with Paul
throughout his Roman imprisonment, would have accompanied the
apostle to Ephesus and stayed there, remaining in charge of the

1143
Ephesian church. According to later tradition, Timothy remained
bishop of Ephesus for the remainder of his life, being martyred toward
the end of die reign of the Roman emperor, Domitian, during another
and more general persecution of Christians.
There are some who argue, however, that the pastoral epistles are
not the work of Paul, but of a later writer who tried to give his views
on church organization more authority by publishing them as the work
of the apostle. This would make it unnecessary to make the troublesome assumption of Paul's liberation from Roman imprisonment in
64. It would also account for the fact that the style, vocabulary, and
attitude of the pastoral epistles do not seem typical of Paul.
1 TIMOTHY

dai17firmfy :wfth heretics who tench
Tht Ã‡pisH urgeii$imothy
felste doctrine. S&
(driftedaway fromIhe faith, says the
1 Timothy -+t2fr<-,Qfwhom is Hymenaeus and Alexander; whom I
haw delivered'
-. info
.
Satan
';> 1' -,t:;T- - ~, ': . j .
: In other words, they hq~e
L-.-,beegij.fxcommunicated. Probably Hymebaeus and Alexander were Gnostiq, for that particular heresy was strong
"<..;L
.- 'i
Asia Minor in the first century.
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The Second Epistle to Timothy, which begins with vmes almost
identical with those of the First Epistle, gives additional instructions for
church organization. It seems to make allusions to rather wide traveling
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after Paul's liberation from his imprisonment at Rome. He mentions
Troas, for instance:
Timothy 4:13, The doke that I left at Troas with Carpus, when
thou comest, bring with thee

...

2

1

I

He also mentions Miletus:
2 Timothy 4:20.
sick.

. . .Trophimus have I left at Mttetum [Miletus]

It was during this period of freedom that Paul is assumed to Have
written i Timothy. His last missionary journey must soon have come
to a close, however, for in 2 Timothy he speaks as someone who is
condemned to death and is ready to die:

I

,
' 1

..

Timothy 4:6.
. I am now ready to be offered, and the time
of my departure is at hand.
2 Timothy 4:7. I have fought a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith ,
2

.I

. .

The usual assumptibn is that Paul was imprisoned again and, this
time, condemned and executed. The date of his death is given as 67 or
68, toward the end of Nero's reign. It follows that 2 Timothy is Paul's
last epistle, if it is genuine.
&
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21. TITUS

The third of the pastoral epistles is addressed to Titus (sek page 450)~
who is in Crete:
Titus i:i.Paul, uservant of G o d , d a n apostle of JesusCftTtSt
e e : *

...

.

Â¥~ihi:+~o~tei>,niitiÃ§mmafterflrcommonfriitt
Titus 1:s. For this cause left I thee in ~ d e that
, thoushoulelest
set in order the t h . that are wanting..

.

Paul had sailed into a Cretan harbor on the occasion of his voyage to
Rome (see page 1086) and it is posaile that Titus may have been left
behind there at that time. Or Paul and Titus may have visited Crete
during the supposed interval between two R o k imprisonments, and
Titus may have been left behind on that occasion.
Paul warns Titus against the dangers of heresy and reminds him of
the poor reputation of the men of Crete. Paul says:
Titus 1:1a. One of themselves, even a prophet of their own, said,
The Cretians are dwap IUTS, evil beasts, slow bellies.
I

It is usually taken that the "prophet" being quoted is Epimenides of
Knossos, concerning whom there is no hard information at all, only
legend. He is supposed to have lived in the seventh century B.C. According to accounts in Roman times, he fell asleep in a cave when a
boy and slept for fifty-seven years (the original Rip Van Winkle) and
woke to find himself a wizard, living to an age of ip or, according to
some who are anxious to improve still further on a good story, p.

St. Paul's First and Second Journeys

The Epistle to Titus seems to have been written while Paul was still
at liberty for the apostle says:

. ..

Titus 3:12.
be diligent to come unto me to Nico/dis: for I
have determined there to winter.
The epistle was therefore written before 2 Timothy.
The name "Nicopolis" means "City of Victory" and was a wellomened name used a number of times. The most important Nicopolis
in the days of the Roman Empire was, however, one on the western
coast of Greece near the promontory of Actium where Augustus (then
Octavian, see page 923 ) had defeated Mark Antony. It was the final
battle of the long Roman civil wars and made possible the establishment

of the Roman Empire and the general peace that settled over the
Mediterranean world for centuries.
Octavian.himself founded the city p that siteand named it in
h o w o f his victory. Its greatest renown came through the fact that the
great Stoic philosopher, Epictetus, came to Nicoplh about a quarter
century after Paul's stay, and established a school there.

2

Cr-

.. .

...

'l'lpothy 4:10.
Demos
is departed unto Thessdionica,
to Galatia, Titus unto DdITtlttUL

~d&fa,mentioned only hnc in the Bible, is what it new the
Yugoslavian coast, on the Adriatic shore opposite Italy. In early Roman
tim*it was the haunt of troublesome pirates. Rome battled them on a
number of occasions and, by 155 B.c.,Dalmatia had been forced to
submit to Roman overlordship. The Dalmatians revolted on a number
of d o n s , however, and it was not until A.D. 9 that the land was
brought under complete and final control.

22. PHILEMON

The shortest epistle attributed to Paul, and the most personal, is one
to Philemon, a native of C o l d e :

...

Philenkon 1:i. Paul, a prisoner of Jesus Christ, and Timothy
unto Philemon
Philemon 13. And to our beloved ApfttUt, and Archippus ,
and to the church in thy house

...

...

..

Philemon was apparently a leader in the Christian community at
Colossae, for it was in his home that church meetings were held.
Apphia is thought to be his wife and Archippus his son. Archippus is
mentioned at the miclusion of Colossians, where Paul tells those he is
addressing in that city:
Colossians 4:17. And say to Archippus, Take heed to the nUnfetoy
which thou hast received in the Lord, that thou fulfil it.

It may have been Archippus, then, that actually led the services at
Colame, and instructed the gathering on doctrinal points.

Indeed, die Epistle to Philemon was written at the same time as
Colossians, all ate agreed, while Paul was in his first Roman im@isonment. Thus, when Faid tend! the Epistle to the Colossians by
the hand of Tychicw (see page 1 13 I), he sends also another person:
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Onesimus, apparently, was a slave of p
h
n
w
n
.H e had run away,

taking some valuables of his masterwith him. Somehow he leached
Rome,where he encountered Paul and was converted to Christiariity.
Paul was now sending him back to his master with .the Epistleto
Phflemon as a personal letter of intercession. Paul says:

... .

Philemon 1:io. 1 beseech thee for my son Owsirnus
Philemon 1:11. Which in timepast was to thee un@@tabk.

a-

Since Onesirnus peaus "prqfitabl4' there is a wry pun here. Paul
urges B@lemon to receive Onesirnus as a fellow Christian and not
as merely a retained slave, to be punished. Paul even offers to be
responsible himself for any financial loss to Phflemon: ,,

Philemon
Philemon

....

1 :IS.
1:16.

. . . thou 8henddest receive him for ever;
Not now as a servant, but . . .a brother . . .

Philemon 1:18. If he hath wronged thee, or oweth thee ought,
put that on mine account;
Philemon 1:19.
I will repay it

...

...

Paul recognizes Christianity as belonging to all, making no distinction
of sex, race, nationality, or conditions of servitude. He says, in a famous
verse:
I

Galatians 3:28. There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye are dll one in
Christ Jesus.

-

1

Nevertheless, while Paul urges kindness to the slave Onesimus, who is
now Philemon's brother in Christianity, there is no hint anywhere in
Pad that slavery might be wrong and immoral as an institution. Indeed,
Paul even admonishes slaves to obey their masters, so that Christianity,
however novel some of its tenets, was by no means a doctrine of social
revolution:

Ephesians 6:s.Seryunts, be obedient to them that are your masters
according to the -flesh, with fear and trembling, in Singleness of your
heart, as unto Christ

...

For that matter, nowhere else in the Bib16 either in the Old Testament or the New, is slavery condemned in the abstract. Nor was slavery
denounced by any ancient prophet or philosopher among the Gentiles.
Slavery was so intimately entwined with the social and economic system
of its time that its non-existence was unthinkable. (One wonders if it is
thinkable now only becausewe have machines to db the work of slaves.)
All that the moral leaders of antiquity could and did do, in and out
of the Bible, was to urge humanity on slaveowners. Thus, Paul
recognizes Philemon's oqership of Onesimus, and sends Onesimus
bad; into slavery. Even Onaimus' conversion to Christianity makes
him no less a slave and Philemon will be within his legal rights to
punish the slave. Paul can oply plead with him to be kind.

I

I

The Epistle to the Hebrews
This fairly long epistle is intricately constructed and was originally
written in highly polished Greek,so that it seems to be more a carefully
written sermon, cast into epistolary fonn. Theauthor refers to himself
on a number of occasions as speaking rather than writing:
Hebrews 6:9. But, beloved, we are persuaded better things of you,
and things that accompany salvation, though we thus speak.
Furthermore, it does not begin as a n epistle docs, with the formal
greeting;! of the writer or writers to a specifically named person or
group being addressed but begins, rather, with a long well-constructed
sentence that stretches over four verses;

Hebrews 1:s. God, who at sundry times and in divers manners
spake in tim past unto the f d h by the prophets,
Hebrews 1:2. Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his

Son

...

Who the writer might be, then, is not stated. Tie King James
Version follows the most common tradition1by ascribing the epistle to
Paul, so that it is headed "The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the

Hebrews."
The most tempting evidence in favor of this is a mention at the end
to Paul's other self, Timothy:
Hebrews iyq. Know ye that our brother Timothy is set at
Uberty; with whom, if he come shortly, I will see you.

Journeys of the Apostles

Ye^[jh~,.~,gugh^have
been added to bolster the Paul theory,
which needs bolstering badly, for there is much against i t The style &
Paul's is anywhere else. Moreover, the
are not &actenstic of Paul, and in one or
t what he says in other epistles. The be of
of an eloquent Jew learned in the Alezandfian
P h h (see page 963)
It is usually taken for granted nowadays, particularly among Protestant coranientatois,that Paul did not write the epistle. Who the author
migbbbepif it is not hul, is not known, of come. Several among the
associatesof Baul>/have been considered; as, for example, Silas or

.

that Apollos may have been the writer and
suggestion. Apollos was an associate of Paul
(see !p&JW,:1.!"^.described fllus:

^

Tid'ltdac~ykbdone would need to product Hebmw, and one
xnightdindl-iiyffilft tf ApoUa were not the author, he ought to be.
To whom is
dressed? What does the general tenn 'To
the ~ f e - ~ s
it refer to a spec& church? Is it intended
for ~ c j n ' m e r t tfor
~ iChmtiam of Jewish luAground?
T h 8 b i & l w l % w i t the conclusion, the writer sends the greetings'
of
hiid? ;

thfisisilt
Hebrews

.'.L 6 4

13:+

...They of Italy
K>

salute you.

4

the writer is outside Italy and i+
e with the writer who are from.
@Wingsto their compstnots.

s ot ( ~ epistle
s
w by a Roma
Chris&n,namedClement in 96.The epistle existed in {hatcity before
it exiq#$anywhere,eke, perhaps. I t may be, then, that the epistle
was &I@
for*G?u@tians of Jewish origin in Rome, and came
itwritten? If it had been written by Paul, then the
date ii"ouMiplaUyifaIl about 64. There are several references to the
fallingmy of hemwho were previously faithful and the writer exhorts

HEBREWS

,

I

I

1155

them to remain in the faith, threatening them with divine punishment
if they do not:

Hebrews 10:28. He that d
e
s
w Mwe/ law died without mercy
under two or three witnesses:
Hebrews 10:29. Of how much sow punishmerit, suppose ye, shdH
he be thought worthy, who huth trodden under foot the Son of
God...

This might be appropriate for the time of the Neronian persecution
in Rome in 64 when it took a great deal of fortitude to remain
Christian, and when it was necessary for die author to reassure the
faithful and promise a speedy second coining!
Hebrews 10:35. Cast not away therefore p r confidence
Hebrews io:36.'Forye have needof patience
Hebrews 1~x37.For yet a little white, and he that shall come
willcome,andwillnottarry.
And yet the difficulties of the Neronian persecution would fall on
all Christians alike. Why, then, should the epistle exhort, according to
its name, and by its whole line of argument, specifically those of
Jewish background?
It is possible that the epistle was written after the destruction of the
Temple in 70, when general conditions within the Christian fellowship changed radically. To the Christians of Gentile origin, this destruotion would not have mattered greatly. It might even have been a source
of satisfaction that the Jewswho had not accepted Jesus as Messiah bad
thus been fittingly punished.
To the Christians of Jewish extraction, however, the end of the
Temple must have been a terrible blow. Its end would have made
sen& to them, perhapi, only if it were faBorod by the establishment,
at long last, of the ideal state; if, {hat is, the second coining had been
the climax to which the Temple's destruction had been the prelude.
But the years passed after the Temple's destruction and no second
coming took place. Chiutunu of Jewish, background may even have '
felt that the destruction of the Temple could only have been the sign
of God's anger at the Christian heresy. The increasing numbers of
Christians of Gentile extraction, openly hostile to Jews, might have
contributed to their alienation. Conversions to Christianity must largely
have ceased among {he Jews, and M n g numbers of Christian Jews

...
. ..
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m u s b c & y w a triithe oldei faith, leaving
- the Church virtually

entirely Gentile from->-

onward.
waswritten about 80, when Jewish alienation
was incdsingly obvious and when it seemed to the writer that Jewish
defection mi&t ~ v e l ydamage #he ~hristbncause.

Po-h@$tK&.Ifelae^

dek
5ldl1f/

rhe<DuBcof Hebrews, therefore, is an eloquent attempt on the part
of tha[i*iriter todemonstrate, entirely through Old Testament refbuee~,
that the-doct&gdfJw is superior tp that of Moses, and that the old
-,
be climaxed and propedy brought to its peak
Jewish teaching^n#oply
A)

in Christianity.
he endeavorsbto show Jesus to be the ideal high 'priest
~ e b r e w s6:20.

.o^AAW^-

. . .,Jesus. made an high priest for ever after the

This'refers to an incident that occupies three verses in the Boob of
GeaesisiW h hAbrain[Abraham] and his band are returning from the
r^cusidfiLbt fromitbcihands of an invading raiding party, the patriarch
Bfc8aieBa(i(ic?Hally taken to be the city eventually known as
Jerusalem).
.
ISltlitii$q:l&lkmi Mskhiwkk kitq of Salem brought forth
bread and wine: and he was the priest of the most high God,
8

Melchizedek;wis&ith Icing and priest and this was seized upon
before#q,Exile to justify the priestly functions of the kingof Judah at
a
thft'teisa@e priesthood was striking hard to reserve those
fun ons for itself (see page 1*504). ~ h u one
s of the psalms states:

tnw&

If this?were~a~uqnmation
psalm, the Icing of Judah to whom it was
addrW.ifwould?ift(this fashion be flatteringly addressed as both king
tfArft8q,the

In i-tfanÃ§<yhe

order of Melchizedek."
the kingship was gone and the priesthood

retained full power, the original signilicance of the $stdm was gohe. In
its place, the psalm gained Mesianic sign%mwc1~
->ICI,
! ,,' ,i3
Thus "Melchizedek" means 'Xng of righmMwJ7 i&qdr lmnce
u
Salem" means "peace," Melchizedek as ruler of Salem is ''the h c e
(: ' J !
of Peace" and that is a Messianic title
(11,1i:

..

Isaiah 9:6. For unto us a child I% born, unto us a son is @ma:
d&msMb&d,..,TkKmeqP-.

Furthermore, the versa in Genesis are too brief to give &&name of
Melchizedek's father or his children. In post-Exilic times, there was
gradually ascribed a mystic signdance to this and it %vd~
taken tomean
etemaUy,and
that Melchizedek had neither father nor son but,
represented an everlasting priesthd without ~Q$#I&@~QZ cmd;.f~

Seven short epistles follow Bebrews, none of which are by Paul, and
none of which are addressed to specific churches. b u s e the pr~bkm
diwused a s also general, they a s comidered epistles $ a d d r e d to
Chistiam everywhere. ,Thq are t h m , h d1d the "pd
episfla"
or ''universal epistles!' Sometimes they are called the "Catholic
+istlst' (because "catholic" is from the Greek "katholikos* meaning
Muniversal'')*.
The first of thee epistles is atbi%uted tu someone named James:

James,i:i. l a w , a mwnt of God and of t k Lord Jesus C W ,
the twelve tribes which am m d t t d abmd

.. .

It is generally assumed that the James r e f d to here is Jamw, the
brother of Jaw (see page 10231, who was the leader of the church in
Jedem.
According to the Jewish historian J q h u s , James was stoned to
dm& in 6z. T h i s came at a time after the probumtor Fetw (w page
4 ~ 9 had
) ended his term of ~fficeand before the new pmcumta "had
am&. The high priest, Ananw 11, controlled Jerusalem during this
interregnum and found himself facing the increasingly powerful p t y
of the Zealots who, only four yearn later, were to instigate the dimtrow
rebellion against R a e .
James, as tbe leader of the Christian8 in Jerusalem, must barn
abhorrent to the Zealots, not for his doctrines, but far fhe fact &at he
qmentel a paci6st group who urged pceful gubmission to Rome.
Ananw I1 attempted to appease the ~ r ~ c Zealots
m t by having Jams

executed. When the new procurator, Albinus, arrived? he naturally
h k q m t d thh as an anti-Roman move and Ananus I1 was deposed.
Ifp&en, James were indeed the author of the epistle, it woud hgve
had to have been written b f ~ r e6a. I n d d , since the qist4e is
addfmd "to the twelve t r i i " as though the. problem of
of Gentile origin had not yet arisen, and is the dispute o w circumcis&
which led to thi Oouncil of Jemalem is nowhere mentioned, it i s
sometimes supped that the epistle was htten befoie 48, the date oi
tbe Council, If that were so9 James would be the earliest book in the
New Testament earlier than any of Paul's epistles.
H o d ? the book is written in bekter Greek than one might expect
d a relatively unlettered Galilean like James. It might be that the
epistle was wtitten about p, in the time of the persecution by Jhdtian. It might then have been ascribed to James to @veit greater authority.
The substance of the book is largely moralistic, advising its reqders
on the path of good behavior. It might almost be considered a typical
piece of '4fvMomlitemture" (see page I-5q). Much the same might be
said ~f the other general epistles.

-

~~

2 5 . 1 PETER

The next epistle is one of two a s c n i to Peter:
i Peter i:i, Peter, an a w l @of Jaw C M , to the strangem
tmdbmd througbut Pontw, Galdig Ca#ado&
Ash, and B&

thynia...

Much of what &is epistle contains sounds very much like P a 4 and
the region being addmed-Asia Minor-was one that had been
pmselytizd by h d * s u n d t t i n g labors.
Peter was a Galilean,who was not very likely to be proficient in
Greek,arid if he did write this epistle he would very likely have done
so through a translater. Chic is mentioned:
The only Sylvanus mentioned Aewhere in the Bible, is the associate
for instance, in the writing of the
of Paul, who was joined Mth
qistla to the T h d o n b s

~~~ and Timtheus, unto t b
. ..

iThessalonians i:i. Pa& mi
chumh o j the T b & & m

This Sylvanus is considered identical with the Sibs of Acts, the
associate who accompanied Paul on his m n d d o n a r y journey. If
P M s Sylvanus is identical with Paul's Silas, it muld follow that Peta
was writing his epistle wifh the aid of somame well acquainted with
Paul's En6 of thinking. Peter, thoughout the New Testament is made
to appeaz a ratha weak penonality?and it is not beyond the realm of

possibility that in the presence of Silas he might easily
express himself in a Pauline manner.

be induced to

There axe some who suggest that Silas was the real author of Hie
epistle, bat if that were so,why was it not ascribed to Paul, father than

Babylon
It might also be aigued that the epistle was written long after both
Peter and Paul were dead, and that it was merely ascribed to Peter to
lend it authority. Thus,at the conclusionof the epistle, the writer sends
greetings:

Clearly, this cannot be taken literally. There was no church at
Babylon, fox, indeed, the city no longer existed. But it is an old
Biblical device to use the name of a bygone persecutor in order to
indicate, discreetly, a present enemy. By Babylon, therefore, is surely
meant Rome.
If Peter is the author of the epistle, he is therefore writing from
Rome,where he would meet Sibs and make use of his services. Later
legend does state finely (bat Peter went to Rome, helped organize
the church there, served as its first bishop, and died a martyr during
(he persecutions of Nero in 64. (Having received the primacy of the
church from Jesus himself Peter passed on this primacy, according to
Catholic doctrine, to the successive bishops of Rome that followed
him and upon this is based the theory of Papal supremacy.)
If Pete wrote {his epistle, then, it would have had to be written
before 64. And yet the Bible says nothing directly of Peter's stay in
Rome, and Paul, in the epistles written from Roman imprisonment,
gives no indication of the presence of Peter there.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that the use of the term Babylon for
Rome would occur before 64 or even for some time afterward. In the
generation that followed the crucifixion, the chief enemy of the
Christians was (be Jewish priesthood and it was to Roman officials that
Christians turned for protection, to procurators, governors, and even, as
in Paul's case (see page 1081) ,to the emperor himself.
The persecutions of 64 may have shaken Christian bust in Rome,

but .that was only the personal action of Nero, striving to please. the
Roman populace by putting on, a show of issA in searching for the
m i s t s who had presumably s6t the Roman fire. The persecution

as

confindto the city of. Rome and did w t last long. The Christians
of the eastern provinces, where the large bulk of them were to be
found, were not touched.
Then not long after the Neronic persecution, the Jewish rebellion
smashed Jewish society and destroyed the Temple. After 70 theJews of
the empire were in no position to try to crush Christianity; they were
," .
&desperate danger of being wiped out themselves.
Under the Emperor Domitian, who reigned from 81 to& repressive
measures were taken against the Jews, with w b ~ mthe Christians !(for
{he last time) were lumped together. This Domitianic persecution was
empire-wide and for the first @me the Christians of Asia Miner felt
organized repression from the central government. The epistle, adto the Christians of Asia Minor, refers to such repression:
d

? Peter 4:13'.&!&ed,

m

,

$4
'

(hint i t not strange concemnig the
,r.8,,

trial which is t o w y o u . . , '
F& Hciwoh, fok't~ocenturies, it is the Roman goremmcnt (bat is

CbAtianity's great enemy, and it is now that &@mewould becoine
"Ib&l$~f".:Qn:@isbasis, it might be argued that i Peter is not
tftt tall, but was written -by an. unknown person in
Domitian's time, 'a-generation after the death of Peter.
$n;^?''
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2 6 . 2 PETER
I

SIMON PETER

TEE DAY OF THE LORD
i'

Simon Peter

The next epistle is also attributed to Peter:
z Peter i:i. Simon Peter, a servant and an apostle of Jesus Christ,
to them that have obtained like precious faith

...

This is backed up by a reference to Peter's past life; to his witnessing
the transfiguration (see page 857).
2 Peter i:i6. For we have not followed cunningly devised fables,
when we nude known unto you the power and coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ, but were eyewitnesses of his majesty.

....

z Peter

1:18.

...when we were with him in the holy mount.

Nevertheless, from the style and contents, many commentators deduce that it must be of rather late origin. Its writing is related to the
Epistle of Jude, which is itself late. Then, too, the epistle mentions
Paul's epistles, almost as though they were already collected and considered inspired:

.. .
.. .

2 Peter 3:~s.
the long-suffering of our Lord is salvotion; even
as our beloved brother Paul
hath written unto you;
z Peter 3:16.
in dO. his epistles

...

. ..

It is possible that 2 Peter, like i Peter and James, may date to the
Domitianic persecution, and have been written about 90. (Indeed, the
book is not mentioned prior to 200 and some commentators suggest
that it may even have been written as late as 150.)

SEA
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The Day of the Lord
An indication of the comparative laten
found in the fact that some Christians must
while waiting for a second coming that
the
writer of 2 Peter Ends he mb#$,eXergisel$i in&euwty to exp&
stretched-out delay, after Paul's promise of imminence. H; explains:
2

,

Peter 3:8.

. . . one day' is with the Lord a a thousand years,

and a thousand years as one day.
2 Peter 3:9. The Lord is not slack concerm~hisprom+e,as some
L-3
men count slackness

. ..

, The reference here is to a quotation from fig

i ~ , c t e
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"I*".

I

pd~ip.
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In other voids, fti writermaintains that while the second coping 4
eminent (since so many authoritative spokesd'have saidsb) that
b y mean imminence inbWs vim of tiw tatf^:^faan man's view.
And it will come:
I

M

I

THE WORD?

The Word

Three epistles follow which,like Hebrews, do not have the name of
the writer in the first verse. However, the style and content are so
completely reminiscent of those of the fourth gospel, that it seems
certain Chat whoever wrote the fourth gospel wrote the epistles. Even
the.- rrimactemtic designation of Jesus a die 'Word"appan:
. 1 John w.That which was from the begfmung
of the Word
,!

I

..

-'

oflife*..
The three epistles are therefore ascribed to John son of Zebedee
(assuming he wrote the fourth gospel). It would further seem that,
like the fourth gospel, these epistles were written in Ephesus about
loo. This first and longest of John's three epistles wains against antichrists (see page 1139) and presents an exhortation to brotherly love.

OHM
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JOHN

'

The Elder

In the second and third (very short) epistles of John, the author
refers to himself merely as an elder or priest:
2

John 1:i. The elder unto the elect lady and her children

...

There have been soine speculations that there was a "John the
Fresbytel*' ("John the elder") in Ephesus who is td be distinguished
from John the Apostle, and that it was the former who wrote the
epistles of John and, therefore, $e.fourth gospel as well. This depends,
however, upon the faintest possibleevidence, and is not taken seriously.
As for the el+ lady, this may be taken either literally or figuratively.
John may be addressing a particular Christian woman, or he may be
addressing the Church perally, referring to it in this allegorical manner. In either case, he again exhorts his readers to follow the command
of brotherly love.

1.

I,

2 9 . 3 JOHN

The third epistle of John begins like the second:

...

3 John 1:1. The Ma auto t& wtHttlovri
Gains is some otherwise unknown personage who 9 treated by John
as an ally who will support himfagain&the lead& of another faction:
3 John 1:g.I wrote unto the church: &t Diotqhes, who lowth
to have the preemiJnenceamong them, receiveth ys not.
~ohni : ~ o . ~ h e r e f o r e , ~ ~ ~ ~ i . ~ ~ ~ m b u l u t d w

.

30. J U D E
JUDE

ENOCH

MOSES

.

!.

1

I
1

1

The author of this epistle, +e
.. last of $9 general epistles, identifies
:.
himself iii the first verse!

Matthew

13:~~.
Is

not this [Jesus] the carpentei's son?

Jus brethren, J Q X ~ W S , and

loses, and Simon, and /udas?

...and

But this short epistle is very H e the second chapter of 2 Peter, and
like 2 Peter, it may well date from the period of Domitian. Since it is
unlikely that a brother of Jesus would still be alive at that time, the
epistle may be by someone called Judah, a common name, and some
later editor added "brother of James" to increase its importance.

Jude, like 2 Peter, denounces certain heresies. Jude is unusual in that
it contains quotes from the apocryphal literature, which it advances as
authoritative. Thus, the writer compares the heretics with Satan, since

Journeys of {he Apostles

the former slander the true believers as Satan slandered Moses. The
waiter does not even bother quoting the details of the slander, assuming
it to be well, known to his readers:

...

Jude 1:9.
Michael the archangel, when contending with the
devil he disputed about the body o f Moses

. ..

This is apparently a reference to "The Assumption of Moses" a
book written by some Palestianian Jew during the lifetime of Jesus. It
purports to tell of Moses' death, burial, and assumption into heaven.
The passage about Michael and the devil is not to be found in the
fragmentary copies that remain but from ancient references the matter
can be eked out.
It is the devil's task to act as a sort of prosecuting attorney as men's
souls are tried. In Moses7 case, the devil demanded that he be barred
from heaven as a murderer, since he bad killed an Egyptian overseer:

...

. ..

Exodus Z:IL
when Moses was grown
he spied an
Egyptian smiting an Hebrew .
Exodus z:n. And he looked this way and that way, and when he
saw that there was no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid him in the
sand.

..

This is another argument for the lateness of Jude, since some time
would be expected to pass before so late a writing as "The Assumption
of Moses7' would begin to gain a cachet of authority.
6

qnocfl,

I,

,

writer of judealso q&&from the Book of Enoch, which
contains a prophe& of the fprthcobhig &vine punishment of the heretics:

I,,,

>

A

*.

Jude 1:14, And ~ n o c also,
h the s&enth from Adam, prophesied of
com$h with ten thaqands of his
these, saying Behold, the
-

et"*

, > I

.)-

Jude 1:15. To e x e d

/ U ~ ~ T M Supon
TI~

dl

...

-rl

,

. .

"f'& Book of Enoch, written about 100 B.c., is not accepted as
canonical by Jews,Catholics, pr Protestants,
but Jude apparently con,
'<

sidered it inspired. He was even impressed by its supposed antiquity, for
he stresses that Enoch is "seventh from Adam"; that is, of the seventh
generation after Creation: Adam, Seth, Enos, Cainan, Mahalaleel,
Jared, and Enoch.

3 1 . 2 ESDRAS
THE PROPHET ESDRAS ' URIEL ' THE SODOMITISR SEA ' BEHEMOTH AMD
LEVIATHAN THE MESSIAH THE EAGLE THE TEN TRIBES T W O HUNDRED
AND FOUR BOOKS EGYPT THE CAKMANIANS

The Prophet Esdras
Apocalyptic literature was popular with the Jews of the Greek and
Roman period. Its production did not cease even after the destruction
of the Temple. Indeed, the increase of misery was bound to sharpen the
Messianic longing and the dream that the world would eventually be
set right by divine intervention.
About a generation after that destruction, a Jewish apocalypse was
produced which actually found its way into some versions of the Bible.
In the usual fashion of apocalyptic writing, it was attributed to an
ancient s a p i n this case Ezra, the scribe who for a period dominated
Jerusalem after the return from exile some five and a half centuries
before the apocalypse was actually written (see page 1-449). Although
quite Jewish in outlook, this apocalypse interested Christians because of
its strong emphasis on Messianic prophecies.
Some unnamed Christian edited the book about 150 and added
what are now its first two chapters. A century later still, another
individual, presumably also Christian, added what are now the final
two chapters.
The mid-portion of the book was originally written in Aramaic, then
translated into Greek. The &st two and last two chapters were in
Greek,to begin with.
Both Aramaic and Greek versions have vanished. A Latin translation
survived, however, and was included in Catholic versions of the Bible,
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not as an integral part, but as a kind of appendix to the New
Testament. It is therefore included in the Apocrypha, and the King
James Version is a translation from the Latin.
Other translations, in various Oriental languages, also survive, however, and the Revised Standard Version draws on these as well as on
tile Latin.
The apocalypse begins by giving the name of its purported author:
2

Esdras 1:i. The second book of the prophet Esdras [Ezra]

The first book is, of course,

i Esdras

...

(see page 1-461).

The first two chapters of the book, Christian in outlook, descni
the manner in which the Jews have consistently failed to heed the
prophets. It rejects circumcision, and watns the Jews that they will
be forsaken and that others will be chosen in their stead. At times,
phraseology very reminiscent of the gospels is chosen.
With the third chapter, however, 2 Esdras begins in its original
visions:
version, and with it the first of a series of
2 Esdras 3:1. In the thirtieth year after the ruin of the city I was
in Babylon, and lay troubled upon my bed
2 Esdras 3:2. For Z saw the desolation of Sion, and the weedth
of them that dwelt at Babylon.

...

On the face of it this would be the thirtieth year after Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple, or 556 B.C. This, however, was a century before the true Ezra's time.
Presumably it is the author's way of referring elliptically to the fact
that he was writing thirty years after the Roman destruction of,
~erusale'mand the Temple, or AS. 100. Perhaps he was on a visit to
the city of Rome,then at the peak and pinnacle of its worldly power
an4 luxury, and the contrast between this and ruined Jerusalem was
more than he could bear, and it set him to writing the book.
Ezra is pictured as questioning God, wasting to know whether the
Babylonians (Romans) were not just as sinful as the Jews, if not
more so, and why it was, then, that they should flourish while the

Jews, who at least knew God, even if they were not always perfectly
virtuous, Were in such misery.
An angel was sent to him to answer his question:
Esdras 4:1. And the angel that was sent unto me, whose name
was Uriel, gave me an answer
2

...

Uriel ("my light is God") is not to be found in the canonical ,,
Old Testament. He is an apocryphal creation, brought to life during
the elaborate legends of angels and demons built up in post-Exilic
times through Persian influence. Uriel was one of the seven archangels
listed in the apocryphal Book of Enoch.
Because of the significance of his name, Milton, in Paradise Lost
viewed him as the angel who was in particular charge of the sun.
The Mohammedans identify Uriel with Israel, the angel in charge of
music and the one who will sound the last trump on the day of
judgment (the role of Gabriel in Christian legend).

The Sodomitish Sea
Uriel tells Ezra that the human mind is too limited to grasp
the purposes of God but that all will become plain in the end, with
the day of judgment and the coining of the ideal heavenly state.
This is coming soon but only after evil approaches a climax. Then:

...

2 Esdras 94.
the sun shall suddenly shine again in the
night, and the moon thrice &a the day:
2 Esdras 95. And blood shall dr*
out of wood, and the
stone shall give his voice
Â ¥

2

..

...

Esdras 97. A d the Sodomitish sea shall cast out fish

...

In other words, impossibilities will come to pass, heralding the end
of ordered nature. The Sodomitish sea is, of course, the Dead Sea, on
the shores of which Sodom had once stood (see page 1-71). There are
no fish in the salt-filled depths of the Dead Sea so that to find fish
teeming there would be 93 impossible as ,the sun shining by night,
wood bleeding, or stones crying out.
1
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Behemoth and Leviathan "Â .a,,
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Ijf a second vision Uriel .describes mote of the impossibilities that
will herald the coming of the end. Then, in a third vision, Ezra
describes the order of creation as given in the first chapter of Genesis.
fie adds additional detail, however, in line with the legends that lyd
b.& added the Biblical account in Greek times.
2 Esdras 647. Upon the fifth flay
*
I

,

. I -

..

J*

.. . .

2 Esdras 649. Then didst thou orddlra two living creatures, the
ww thou wllest Enoch, and the, other Leviathan,

.

e f t . .

6:51. Unto Enoch thou gavest one part. ,wherein are a
thousand hills,
2 Esdras 6:52. But unto Leviathan thou gavest the seventh part,
namely the moist; and hast kept him to be devoured of whom
thou wilt and when.
2 Edms

The word "Enoch" is more properly "Behemoth" (see page 1-485j
and it is that which is used in the Revised Standard Version. The
existence of these primordial monsters is an example 'of the colorful
legends tlpn which the rabbis delighted to elaborate, They find their
Biblical+excusein a single phrase in the Genesis account of the fifth

day:
Genesis

1:21.

And God created great whdes

. ..

The wod given heie as "whales" is a translation of the Hebrew
word "tannin" which is more accurately taken as signifying b
ge
sea creatures generally. Indeed, the Revised Standard Version translates
â‚¬ phrase, "So God created the great sea-monsters
."
It isinteresting that 2 Esdras refers to the sea as taking up one

..

h t h of Ae

Earth's surface. The ancient geographers, unable to
hi out t o sea, had n o idea of the true extent of the
Indeed, it ivas not until the explorations of Captain Cook in the
+&te

c&fhteaithcentu+ that it was fully bo&

'in on man just how exbas; and that it 'occupied, not 15 percent, but 70
percent of the planetary surface.

t<A&the &n

The reference to Leviathan being kept "to be devoured of whom
thou wilt and when" was in reference to the Rabbinic legend that when
the Messiah came and the ideal kingdom was established, the righteous
would celebrate at a great feast in which Leviathan would be eaten.
Ezra goes through this account in order to reason that all this
magnificent creative endeavor was done for the sake of Israel, and
yet (the complaint he makes over and over) Israel has been devastated
by the triumphing heathen.

The Messiah
Uriel blames the situation on Adam's original sin in the garden of
Eden, and again goes on to describe details of the end of the world.
After all the signs have takes place:

...

...

2 Esdras 7:28.
my son Jesus shall be revealed
and
they that remain shall rejoice within four hundred years.
2 Esdras 7:29. After these years shafl my son Christ die, and all
men that have life.

The void "Jesus" is found ohy in die Latin copy and betrays
the hand of t$e Christian, @tor. In the Oriental languages, the
expression is "my son the Messiah" and it is in that way that the
Revised Standard Version gives it.
The Messianic kingdom, in (his vision, comes not after the day
of judgment, but before. I t is tjae final act of the modem world.
The duration of four hundredyears for the Messianic kingdom
is found in the Latin translation. One ~ r a b i ctranslation gives a
thousand years. Revelation, the completely Christian apocalypse, also
speaks of a thousand yeap as the duration of the Messianic kingdom,
with two resurrections, onelat the beginning and one at the end of
,
that kingdom:
>

.. .

..

Revelation a:&
he that hath part in the first resurrection.
shall be priests of Gwj and of Christ, and ttlull reign with him a
thousand years.

It is for this reason that people speak of the "millennium" (Latin
for "a thousand years") as a time of ideal bliss. Belief in this
doctrine is called "chiliasm" (from a G r d word meaning "a. thou-

sand"). Those who believe that the millennium is at hand, and there
have been many of these in each generation over the last two thousand
yesus, sae (ailed "millennarians" or "fcbfli&sts!'
Thea, in a fourth vision, Ezra is allowed to see the glories of a
heavenly Jerusalem that would eventually succeed the destroyed Earthly
one.
I

The Eagfe

The fifth vision is a complicated one after the fashion made popular
by the Bookof Daniel:
2 Esdras 11:1. Then saw I a drm6, and beholdb there &
up from the sea an eagle, which had twelve feathered wings, and
three heads.
This is later interpreted by Uriel as bong the fourth beast in
Daniel's vision:
2 Esdras 12:11. The eagle whom thou saweat
is the- longdom which was seen in the vist0~of thy brother Danikl.
2 Esdras 12:12. But it via mt expounded unto him, thirefon I
declare it unto thee.
,

...

The fourth kingdom is

...

described

.in Daniel as follows:

Daniel 7:7.
behold a fourth boat, dreadful and terrible, and
strongex~eedvnsf.y'iandithadgreatironteeth... andithadten

horns.
To (be writer of Daniel, writiqg h the tiye of Antiochus IV*th*
beast represented the S W d Empire, a$ ifs ten horns were $m
ten Seleudd kings up to the time of writing. But now the Sdeucjd

,

Empire was long since gone and it was necessary to reinterpret the
beast as the Ron& Empire. The twelve wings were the twelve Roman
emperors up to the lime 2 Esdras was written:
a ~riras1a:14. i n the ~ m f s h d
twelve
~ uw reign, om &Ã§

w
h
e
n

2 Esdras 12:15$ Whereof the second
than any of the twelve.

-

...shall haw more time

In order to explain this we must take Julius Caesar as the first
emperor. He wasn't really, but he was often considered such in ancient
times. (Thus, the Roman historian Suetonius wrote a famous and
stilldting book called The Lives of the Twelve Caesars, about a
generation after 2 Esdras was written. It dealt with the first emperors
and it too begins with Julius Caesar.)
The twelve are: Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero,
Galba, Otho, Vitdlii, Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. Domitian
reigned from 81 to 96 and since there are only twelve wings on the
eagle, it would seem that 2 Esdras was composed late in Domitian's
reign.
Augustus, the second emperor in the list, reigned forty-one years, far
longer than any of the remaining eleven, so that the second did indeed
Tave more time than any of the twelve." In fact, Augustus' reign was
to prove longer than that of any emperor ruling from Rome in the
entire history of that empire.
Eventually the three heads of the eagle come into play:

..

2 Esdras 11:29. ..* . there awaked one of the heads . namely,
U that was in the midst, fof that was greater than the two other

heads.

....

. ..

2 Esdras 11:31. And, behold, the head
did ed up the two
feathers under the wing that would haye reigned.
2 Esdras 11~32.But this head.
bare rule
over all those
that dwell in the earth

. ..

...

.. .

The three heads are the three emperors of the Flavian Dynasty.
The large central one is Vespasian, the two smaller ones on either
side, his sons Titus and D ~ d $ a n .These would be viewed by the
and Titus
writer of 2 Esdras with particular horror, for it was~es~asian
the
amies
against
the
Jews
when
they
revolted
and
it was
who led
Titus who t d k and sacked Jerusalem in 70 and destroyed the Temple.
The events referred to in the verses quoted above follow the assassination of Kern when several candidates strove for the vacated
throne, with Vespasian winning out He became emperor in 69 and
idled without dispute for ten years.

I

I

I
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for the revolt to be suppressed and, by that time, Palestinian Jewry had
, been exterminated.
What Jews remained were scattered in small colonies throughout
Roman Europe. They survived, but that is all. Over the course of the
next eighteen centuries they were continually oppressed and often
slaughtered but not until our own time did they ever again, as a
people, take up arms against their enemies.
The reality, as it turned out, was quite the &e
of the visions in
2 Esdras.
%d
The Ten Tribes

In a sixth vision, Ezra sees a man rise from the sea, battle with
large numbers and defeat them with fire issuing from his mouth.
This is, of course, the Messiah destroying. the heathen. But then:
2 Esdras 13:12. Afterward I saw the same man
another pedeedble multitude.

. ..caQ unto him

These are interpreted as follows:
Those are the ten tribes, which were carried
Osea [Hoshea]
the king, whom Sdmanazer [Shalmaneser] the king of Assyria
led away captive
2

Esdras

13:+.

away prisoners out

of their own land in the time of

.. .

The Jews were still dreaming, eight centuries after the fad, that
the men of the Northern Kingdom still existed somewhere as selfaware Israelites. There remained the hope, then and for centuries
afterward, that they might even make up a powerful and prosperous
kingdom that would someday come to the aid of their oppressed
brethren of Judah and Benjamin. They never did, of course, nor
could they-for they had long since melted into the populations surrounding them.

Two Hundred and Four Books
In the seventh and final vision, Ezra is commanded to write the
books of the Bible. This actually is a reference to an important

8

-,
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historic fact. The early books of the Bible did indeed receive their
present form during the Exile and immediately afterward. It was the
scribes, perhaps under Ezra himself, who prepared the copies and
completed the necessary editing of primitive legends, traditional law,
and priestly ritual. Ezra may also have been the "Chronicler" who
continued the history of Israel from Joshua's time to the kbuilding
of the Temple in i and 2 Chronicles, Ezra,and Nehemiah (see page
1-399 1
One of the high points of the Book of Nehemiah is the scene in
which Ezra reads the law to the assembled people and expounds upon
it:
Nehemiah 8:s. And Ezra opened the book in the sight of all
the people
and
all the people stood up:

.. . . ..
Nehemiah 8:18. . . . day by day, from the
day unto the
last day, he read in the book of the law of God . . .
Â ¥ . .

first

The remainder of the Bible, past Joshua, was added little by little,
with some parts not written (let alone accepted as canonical) before
150 B.c., some three centuries after the time of Ezra. Nevertheless,
the writer of 2 Esdras, looking back in time, easily idealized the
situation to the point where Ezra is visualized as writing the entire
Bible.
To be sure, Ezra isn't looked upon as actually composing the Bible.
According to orthodox tradition, the Bible had been written by various
pre-Exilic sages such as Moses and Samuel and, according to Rabbinic
legends, might very well have preexisted throughout ethity. Ezra,
therefore, merely restored the Bible (according to the view in 2 Esdras)
to the condition it wis in before the burning of the Temple by Neb*
chadnezzar.
2 Esdras 14.21. For thy law k burnt, therefore'no man knQWth
the things that are done of thee or the works that shall begin.

Under divine inspiration, Ezra restores the Bible, dictating the entire
body of writing to five transcribers over a space of forty days:
2 Esdras 14:44. In f^^y days they wrote two hundred and four
books.
2 Esdras q:45.
the Highest spake, say*&, The fi? that
thou hast written publish openly

. . ..

...

I

I

1

i

the seventy last, that thou mayest
z Esdras 14:46. But
deliver them only to such as be wise among the people

...

The figure "two hundred and four" given in die Latin version
makes no sense. Other versions, accepted by the Revised Standard
Version, give the total number of books written as ninety-four and
the number to be published openly as twenty-four. This does make
sense, for the twenty-four books to be published openly are the
twenpfour of the Jewish canon,divided as follows:
(1) Genesis, (a) Exodus, (3) Leviticus, (4) Khdws, (5) Deuteronomy, (6) Joshua, (7) Judges, (8) 1 and 2 Samuel, ( 9 ) 1 and
a Kings, (10) Isaiah, (11) Jeremiah, (12) Ezekiel, (13) the Twelve
Minor Prophets, (14) Psalms, (15) Proverbs, (16) Job, (17) Song of
Solomon, (18) Ruth, (19) Lamentations, (20) Ecclesiastes, (21) Esther, (22) Daniel, (23) Ezra and Nehemiah, (24) i and 2 Chronicles.
The remaining seventy books, which were hidden away from the
general view, make up the Apocrypha ("hidden").
This is the actual end of a Esdras as originally written.

The last two chapters, consisting of prophecies of disaster preceding
the last day, seem to have been added in the third century AD.,
which would make it the latest passage anywhere in the Bible or
Apocrypha. God is quoted as speaking of Egypt, for instance, as
follows:
a Esdras i4:io. Behold, my people is led as a frock to the
slauefiter: I will not suffer them now to dwell in the load of
Egypt:
z Esdras 14:11. But I will
smite E
m with plagues,. as
before, and will destroy all the land thereof.

.. .

This may be meant allegorically. It is the Christians who are
"my people" and by Egypt is actually meant Rome. Nevertheless,the
verses may have been inspired by actual events. The Jews were indeed
no longer suffered to dwell in the land of Egypt for by 135, the Jews
had been virtually wiped out throughout flie east '(seepage 1184)
But then in the following century, something that might have looked

.

like retribution was visited upon Egypt and it was smitten with
plagues.
In 215 the Emperor Caracallavisited Egypt and put an end to
the' state support of Alexandria's great Museum. It had been 'the
city's intellectual glory for five centuries, but it was in decay now
and so was Rome now that the time of the good emperors had passed.
The situation was even worse according to the tales that have
been handed down to us (and which may have been exaggerated).
Camcalla was offended with Alexandria for some slights its citizens put
upon him. He therefore put the city to the sack, killing thousands.
Then, shortly after 260,. in the reign of the Emperor Gallienus,
a famine and epidemic swept Egypt. Two thirds of the population of
Alexandria are supposed to have died in misery. Perhaps this was
going on at the time the last two chapters of 2 Esdras were being
written.
The Carmanians

Indeed, the third century saw the Roman Empire plunging into the
depths of misery and anarchy. In 235 the Emperor Alexander Severus
was murdered, and for fifty years afterward, emperor followed emperor,
each struggling with usurpers and suffering assassination in the end,
while all the realm fell apart. Christian mystics watching this have been
certain that the last days were at hand.
The writer of the end of 2 Esdras, describes a vision appropriate to
the last days:
2

Esdras 15:29.

. . . the nations of the dragons of Arabia shall

come out with many chariots ,
2

..

Esdras 15:30. Also the C a r m a n b raging in wrath shall go

forth

. ..

....

2 Esdras 15:43. And they shaU go stedfastly unto Babylon, and
make her afraid.

Naturally, the anarchy and confusion within the Roman Empire
offered an unexampled occasion for external enemies to pounce upon
her. The most powerful of Rome's enemies lay to the east. The Parthian
Empire, which had caused Rome so much trouble in the time of

,

Herod the Great (see page 785) had declined, but in 226, while
Alexander Severus was still on the Roman throne, a new dynasty, the
Sassanids, had come to power in the east. The Sassanid Empire carried
on warfare against Rome, as earlier the Parthians had done. And since
the Sassanids came to power just as Rome was sinking into anarchy
they won considerable success every once in a while.
In 240, Shapur I became the Sassanid long and he at once invaded
Syria. It is very likely that his hosts from the east represented the
"dragons of Arabia." If th- is any doubt, the reference to the
Carmanians should lay that to rest, for Caimania was a large southern
province of the Sassanid Empire.
At the height of his attack, Shapur took Antioch and reached the
Mediterranean. Rome painfully retrieved its position, but in 258 Shapur
launched a second war against Rome and this time his successes were
even greater and Rome's state of dissolution even worse. In 259 Shapur
defeated a Roman army in Syria and captured the Roman emperor,
Valerian. Surely this sufficed to "make her [Rome] afraid."
The enemy capture of a Roman Emperor for the first time in Rome's
history and the dreadful famine in Egypt must have indeed made it
seem that the last days woe at hand, if the final portion of 2 Esdras
was indeed being written at this time.
Shapur, in 260, even invaded Asia Minor, and 2 Esdras contains
apocalyptic denunciations of that region, too:
2 Esdras 15:46. And thou, Asia, that art partaker of the h e
of Babylon
2 Esdras 15:q. W
oe be unto thee, thou wretch, because thou
has made thyself like unto her

...

...

Yet neither did this v@on come tiye. In actual fact,Rome recovered.
Shapur was driven back by an Arab leader, named Odenathus. In 268 a
capable emperor, Claudius 11, came to the Roman throne, and began
to win victories. Under his successor, Aurelian, the realm was knit together once more from the fragments into which it had fallen.
Beginning in 284, the Emperor YXodetian undertook a complete
reorganization of the empire and under Constantine (who began his
reign in 306) the empire turned officiafly Christian.

32. REVELATION

There are apocalyptic passages in several books of the Old Testament.
Isaiah, for instance, contains a "little apocalypse" (see page 1-540) and
the latter half of Daniel is apocalyptic, However, no book of the Old
Testament is entirely apocalyptic, although one such book-a Esdras
(see page 1176) -is to be found in the Apocrypha.
During Domitian's time, however, there was written a particularly
complex and richly symbolic apocalypse. Its author was a Christian
and it was eventually accepted (despite some initial misgivings) as
canonical. It now appears as the last book of the New Testament and
is the only entirely apocalyptic book in the Bible.
Since "apocalypse" means "unveiling" or "revelation" (of matters,
that is, which would otherwise remain forever hidden because they
cannot be penetrated by the unaided reason of man) this final book
can be called tither 'The A lypse" or "The Revelation." It is
edbd the latter in the King
Vcision.
The author of Revelation names himself and makes no attempt to
place the authorship upon some ancient sage (as is generally done
in apocalyptic writing) :

Ees

Revelation 1:i. The Revelatbn of Jesus Christ, which God gave
unto him, to shew unto his servants things which must shortly coma

The Seven Churches of Asia Minor
'

to pass; and he sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant
John

...

That leaves us the @estion of who John might be. The most common tradition is that the fourth gospel, the three epistles of John,
and Revelation are all written by the same person, and that this person is John the apostle, that is, John son of Zebedee. In the Catholic
versions of the Bible, the book 4s accordingly entitled "The Apocalypse
of St. John the Apostle."
It is true that the language of the book, while Greek, is filled with
Semitic word order and idioms, and is rich in Old Testament allusion
in almost every verse. One might almost consider this to prove that
the author was a Palestinian Jew who thought in Hebrew or Aramaic
s would expect of
and whose Greek had been learned late in l i f e ~ a one
John the Apostle.
On the other hand, the language might prove nothing one way
or the other. It might very well be a self-conscious imitation of the kind
@fapocalyptic language used by the Palestinian Jewish writers of the
previous two centuries. (We have a modem example of this sort of thing
in the Book of Mormon, which was written in self-conscious imitation
of the style of the King James Version of the Bible.)
Arguing against John the Apostle as writer is the enormous dif-

ference in style, vocabulary, and thought between the fourth gospel
and Revelation. The two could not be by the same author and if John
the apostle wrote the fourth gospel, he could not have written Revelation.Moreover if the writer of Revelation identifies himself as John and
is therefore clearly not trying to concd his identity, why does he not
say openly that he is John the apostle, or John the Beloved Disciple?
Thefar$ that he does not, makes it seem that he is another John.
The King James V e o n seems todisplay caution in this respect for
it does not identify John as the apostle, in the name of the book,
which it calls: 'The Revelation of St. John the Divine." The Revised
Standard Version is even more cautious and calls it 'The Revelation
to John," while the Jerusalem Bible says simply, "The Book of Revelation."

The book is undoubtedly the product of someone who, if not
a native of the western coast of Asia Minor, is a resident there. "Hie
book begins in the form of a letter addressed to the churches of that
region:
Revelation I:,+. John to the seven churches which are in Asia
Asia here, as everywhere in

(he

...

New Testament, refers to the

western third of the peninsula of Asia Minor, the Roman "province of

Asia" of which Ephesus was the capital.
John locates himself specifically near that province:

Revelation 1 :9.1 John, who also am your brother, and cornfwmmon
in the isle that is called Patmos

in tribulation,

...

...

Patmos is an island in the Aegean Sea, only about half the size of
Manhattan Island, and about seventy miles southwest of Epbus.
Tradition has it that John was there in exile because of the danger of
martyrdom if he remained in Ephesus. There seems a hint of this in
the reference of John to his being d "brother and companion in
tribulation" of those of Asia.
The occasion for Revelation would seem to be similar to the
occasions for all apocalyptic writing. The true believers are being 6p
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pressed and the forces of, evil seem to be triumphing. It becomes
necessary to reassure those with fainting hearts that God is not sleeping,
that all is working out according to a prearranged plan, that retribution
will not be long delayed and that the final day of judgment with the
subsequent establishment of the ideal kingdom will be 'the result of
a course of events that is on the point of being initiated:
1
I

Revelation 1:3. Messed U he that reddeth
prophecy
for the time is at hand.

...

. . . the words of this

Some have suggested that the specific time of persecution that led
to the writing of Revelation was that of Nero. It seems unlikely though
that Revelation could be a response to Nero's persecution, short-lived
as it was and confined as it was to the city of Rome. It was
Domitian's much more general persecution which first visited systematic danger and misery upon theinhabitants of Asia Minor.
It is assumed then that John left Ephesus for Patmos, either in
flight from persecution, or possibly carried off to prison there, in
Domitian's last yeasy, and that he returned to Ephesus after Domitian's
death and the accession of the mild Nerva had put a term to the
anti-Christian crisis. Since Domitian was assassinated in 96, Revelation
is thought to have been written in 95.

Alpha and Omega
In his preamble, John rhapsodically describes the glory of God:
Revelation 1:7. Behold, he uometh with clouds; and every eye
shall see him, and they also which pierced him: and all kindreds of
the earth shall wail because of him
Revelation 1:8. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the
ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, and which is to
come

...

...

From the very start of the book one sees how the author composes
his symbols out of the very language of the apocalyptic passages of
the Old Testament. He is especially fond of Daniel. which, up to the
time of Revelation itself, was the most successful and respected of the
apocalypses, because it was canonical.

Thus, when John says, "Behold, he cometh with clouds," this is
harking back t o Daniel:
Daniel 7:13.
behold, one like the Son of man came with the
cloudsof heaven...
Then, when he speaks of everyone seeing him, even his enemies

.. .

("and they also which pierced him") there is a self-conscious return to
the language of Zechariah:

.. .

Zechariah 12:10.
they dtall look upon me whom they have
and they shall mown.

, pierced,

....

And in describing the Lord as eternal, the language is that of the
Second Isaiah:

..

am the first and I am the
Isaiah 4 4 6 Thus 8dth the Lord .I
last...
John translates Isaiah's remark into the metaphoric reference to the
twenty-four letted of that alphabet, "alpha"
is the fust and "omega" the twenty-fourthand last To say that God
is "Alphaand Omegaw is therefore equivalent to saying he is "first
and last." In modem alphabetical allusion, John might be paraphrased
as saying that God is "everything from A to Z'!
<5Ãˆe alphabet. Of the

The Lord's Day

The long vision of Revelation begins at a specific time:

...

I vms in the Spirit on the Lord's day
There are several possible interpretations of what is meant by "@e
Lord's day," but the consensus is that it refers to the first day of the
week, which we call Sunday. It is the Lord's day because it is the day
of the week on which the resurrection took place. It was celebrated
at first without prejudice to the seventh day of the week, the Sabbath,
and if John is really referring to Sunday when he speaks of the Lord's
day, i t is the Erst unmistakable reference in Christian literature to
&day 95 a special day.
It was not until Christianity became the official religion of the
Roman Empire in the early decades of thefourth century that the
Revelation

1:10.

.

* -

.

.

Lord's day took over the full significance of the Sabbath, and (hat
the observance of the .seventh day was. dropped completely and left
entirely to the Jews.
f

^

w *pa<
An~it~s.

The Sewn Chwches

ntt-

John lists the seven churches to which his apocalyptic letters are
addressed, and all are in the province of Asia:
Rendition 1:10. I
& behind me a put voice

...

...

...

Revelation i : i ~Saying,
.
What thou west, 'writs in a book,
and send it unto the seven churches which are in Asia; unto Ephesus,
and unto SMVT~W,
and unto Perfamos,and unto Thyatvra, and unto
Sdrdis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea.
Of these seven cities, Ephesus is ..thebest known. It is the capital
of the province, is frequently mentioned in Acts, and is the city in
which the riot of the silversmiths had taken place and in which Paul
had spent considerable time (see page 1068)
Thyatira was the city-noted for its dye manufactures~fromwhich
came Lydia, the dye-seller whom Paul met in Philippi (see page 1058).
Ladcea is the city near C o l k e to which reference was made in
Colossians (see page 1130)
The remaining four cities are not mentioned in the Bible in any
book other than Revelation.
Smyrna is on the Asia Minor coast about forty miles north of
Ephesus. It was an ancient town whichinvading Greeks took over and
colonized as early as 1000 B.C, when David ruled over Israel. By 650 B.C.
it was a wealthy and cultured city. But then the Lydians, who had
built up a powerful kingdom in the hinterland, took the Greek-speaking Aegean coast. Because Smyrna led the resistance, Alyattes, king of
Lydia, ordered the city's destruction.
According to later legend, Alexander the Great, when passing down
the coast three centuries later, conceived the notion of re-establishing
the city. After his death, hisgenerals, Antigonus and Lysiraachus, who
temporarily dominated Asia Minor, eaded through this dream and
about pi B.C. Smyrna lived again. By Roman times, it had grown
almost to rival Ephesus in size and M t h .
In fact when all the famed ancient cities of the Asia Minor coast

.

.

sank into decay and ruin, Smyrna do* continued to flourish. Even
after the Turks captured Asia Minor, Smyrna (now known by the
Toridsh name of Izmir) continued as a Greek center, right down into
modem times. After World War I, Greece, which had been on the
victor's side, claimed Smyrna as its own and landed an army in defeated Turkey in 1919. In the war that followed, it was Turkey that
was victorious and the Greek army was driven into the sea. Izmir was
sacked and virtually destroyed and its long Greek histoq &me toan
end. When it was rebuilt yet again it was as a Turkish town and* .t
now, with a population of nearly {our hundred thousand, the thud
'l
a
w city in the nation.
Lying forty-five mflei cast of S m p a b Smdn, the capital of the
Lydian kingdom which, fora while during the sixth century B.C, included the western half of Asia Minor, lp 546 B.C. Lydia came to a
permanent end when it was taken by Cyrus, the Persian conqueror.
Sardis was never to be the capital of an independent kingdom again,
but it remained an important city for centuries. An' Athenian expedition bked it in 499 B.C. axid that was the 'occasion that gave list
to the great Fenian w against GKOXin the followibg decades. It
was not until the coming of the Turk?that it declined and it was
finally destroyed by Timur (Tamerlane), the Mongol conqueror, iq
1402.

Following the destruction of the Persian Empire by Alexander the
Great, a new independent, Greek-speaking nation was founded in
watm~.
Asia Minor. Its appearance as am independent nation c& be.
txacedback to 283 B.C. and its capital was % city of Pergamuio, some
sixty mila north of Saand about fifteen miles from the coast.
At first, its rulers conwlled only,a small district about the city, but
under the enlightened sway of its rulers Out territory grew and by
ay) I.C. became the kingdom. of Perpnmm (named for i&,~pit@)
under King Attains I.
.b
,
Pergamum's great enemy was the Seleucid Empire, which was particularly threatening under its conquering kin&, Antiochus 111 (see
page707). Pergamum therefore allied itself with Rome, and when
Rome won its first victories in Asia Minor, Petgamum was rewarded
with large tracts of Sdeucid territory.
Under Eumenes 11, who reigned from 197 to 160 3.c.-that is, during the period of the Maccabean revolt-Pergamum reached the height
t

,:th

of its prosperity and power. The city had a library second only to that
of Alexandria.
Roman power in Asia Minor grew, however, and in 133 B.C, when
Pergamum's king, Attalus 111, lay dying, he left his kingdom to Rome
in his will. He felt that only so could he keep his land from being
tom apart by a struggle between various rivals for the throne. He was
right and Rome took over with only minor resistance.
The city of Pergamum was no longer the capital of the area, however, for it became the Roman province of Asia and the center of
affairs moved to the Greek cities of Ephesus and Smyrna. Pergamum
itself began to decline in Mark Antony's time, a generation before the
birth of Jesus. Mark Antony, trying to make up to Cleopatra of Egypt
for the destruction of some of Alexandria's Library during the small
war with Julius Caesar a dozen years before, transferred Pergamum's
library to Alexandria. Pergamum still exists today, however, as the town
of Bergamo (its name still recognizable) in modem Turkey.
Philadelphia is the smallest of the seven cities and is located about
twenty-five miles southeast of Sardis. It was founded about 150 B.C.
by Attains I1 of Pergamum. He was known as Attains Philadelphus
and the city was named in his own honor. It still exists today as a
small Turkish town named Alesehir, which means "red city," so called
from the color of its soil.
Seven

John describes a complicated vision of the Son of man to introduce
the letters he is sending to each of the seven churches, using terms
borrowed chiefly from Daniel. So frequent is the use of the number
seven throughout the Book of Revelation that it is usually suspected
that the seven churches were chosen not because that was all there
were in the province of Asia but because of the mystic qualities of
the number itself.
The importance of seven in the Bible appears first in the seven
days of the original week (the six days of creation plus the seventh
day of rest). That is not the ultimate source, however, for it seems
very likely that the first chapter of Genesis was an adaptation of
Babylonian creation tales and that the sevenday week was of Babylonian (perhaps ultimately of Sumerian) origin.
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The week arose from the accidental astronomical fact that there
are seven visible bodies in the sky that move independently against
tike background of the stars. These are the Sun, the MOOD,
Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. The Babylonians found much of
mystic importance in the number and motions of these bodies and
founded the study of astrology, a pseudo-science that still exists in
undiminished importance and influence even in our own supposedly
enlightened society.
Each of the seven days of the week is presided over by a planet after
which it is named. We still retain relics of that in our own Sunday,
Monday (Moonday), and Saturday (Saturn-day). The other days of
the week are named, in English, for Noise deities, but in French,
for instance, die planetary system is dear. Tuesday is "mar&" (Marsday), Wednesday is "mercredi" (Mercuiy-day), Thursday is "id"
(Jove-day), and Friday is "vendredi" (Venus-day).
The seven-day week was all the more useful in that it blended
closely into the l w month, being about a quarter of that period of
time. The passage of a week therefore signified a change in the phase
of the moon-from new to fiat quarter, from fust quarter to full,
from full to third quarter, from thud quarter to new again. Indeed,
the very wold '"week" is from an old Teutonic word meaning "change."
The Jews borrowed the week from the Babylonians during the
period of ede, and it was then that the Sabbath gained its post-Exilic
significance (see page 848) It was then, also, that the number seven
became of mystic importance. For the purposes of the writer of Revelation it was a fortunate coincidence that the city of Rome was widely
known to have been built on seven hills.

.

The second and third chapters of Revelation are quite prosaic for
in them John days messages from each of seven angels to each of
the seven churches in relatively straightforward language. The shortcomings of each church are blamed and their staunchness praised.
The original readers for whom the messages are meant understand
all the allusions, of course, but modem readers are frustrated because
of the lade of background information. Thus,the church at Ephis praised but there are some mysterious faults:

-

Revelation a:+ Nwertheless 1 haw somewhat agtinst thee, because thou hast left thy first low.
Apparently the Ephesian church in certain unspecified ways no
longer shows its original enthusiasm.Still, they are praised for rejecting
a sect which John views with strong disapproval:

... thou hatest the deeds

of the Nicolttitmies,

Revelation 2:6.
which 1 also hate.

Who the Nicolaitans might be and what their doctrines were is not
certainly known. It is to be presumed ham (be
- name th^t they followed
the teaching of someone called Nicolas.
There is only one Nicolas mentioned in (he New Testament and
he was one of the seven men appointed to be leaders of the Grecian
party very early in the history of the Church'(see page 1006) :

...

Acts 6:s.
and they chose Stephen,
NicolasaprosdyteofAntioch

...

.. .

and PhUip,

. ..and

A common guess in past centuries is that the Nicolaitans advocated
unrestricted sexual intercourse, that is, "free love." The legend arose
that Nicolas, the proselyte of Antioch, taking too literally the communist doctrines of the apostles at the very beginning (see page 10031,
offered to share his wife with the others. Perhaps this notion arose
because Antioch, like other large Gentile cities, had the reputation of
being extremely licentious, t o the disapproving Jewish and Christian
puritans of Roman times.
A hint in this direction is found in the letter to the church at
Pergamos. It is warned:

...
. ..
...

Revelation 2:14.
thou hast there them that hold the doctn*ne
of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast d s(umb1ingbloek before the
children of Israel
Revelation 2:15.
also them that hold the doctrine of the
Nicolttitanes, which thing I hate.

The two heresies of Balaam and the Nicolaitans seem to be mentioned as distinct, but perhaps this is the parallelism of Hebrew poetry,
where the same tiling is mentioned twice in different ways. If so,
what is the doctrine of Balaam?
There is a passage in the Book of Numbers (hat immediately follows

the tale of Balaam's oracles (see page 1-183) which were intended to
be against Israel but which were turned in favor of Israel by God
against Balaam's own will:
Numbers as:%. And Israel abode in Shittim, and the People b e e
to commit whoredom with the daughters

of Moab.

It was supposed that Balaam had advised Balak, the king of Moab,
to seduce the Israelites in this manner, since such seduction would
bring the wrath of God down upon the sinners40 the great bendt
of Moab. Thus when (he Israelites later took ?men alive as spoils of
war, Moses is quoted tis angrily advocating their death and saying:
Numbers 31:16. Behold, these caused the children of Israel,
through tk counsel of Balaam, to commit trespass against the Lord
andtherewasaplague

...

...

Cons uentiy, the name of Balaam was associated with sexual license an this would tie in with Nicoh&tanismas a doctrine of release
born the severe sexual restrictions demanded by the Law and, for (hat
nutter, by Pad's teaching.
Another hint of this is to be found in the message to the church at

3

mptua:

.. .

Revdation 2:20.
I have 4 few things against thee, because
, thou ~aest
thqt woman Jimbel, ~ h i c haiSeth h e l f a p~~phst&,
to teach and to seduce my servants to commiot foTWMtion ,

.

.

The Book of Life

The church at Sardis gets the negative praise that there are a few
worthy among them, and for any that are worthy, the message is:

. . ...J will not blot out his name out of the book

Revelation 3:s.

of life.

Originally, the book of life was merely a metaphoric expression
signifyingthe list of living people. It is as though one were enrolled
in a great census kept in heaven of all (hose alive at aqy time. To die
would be to be blotted out of that book. Thus, Moses pleads with
God for the Israelites after the incident of the calf of gold (see page

-

I-251) and says that he himself may as well die if the Israelites are not
forgiven:
Exodus 32:32. Yet now, if thou wilt forgave their sin-; and if not,
blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book which thou. hast written.
In post-Exilic times, however, when the doctrine of the resurrection
of the body and of a life hereafter was developed, the book of life
came to be the list not of those alive in the world, but of those who
were to be awarded a life hereafter in heaven. The Book of Danie4,
in speaking of the resurrection, says:

...

..

Daniel 1 2 : ~ .
there shall be a time of trouble .and at that
time thy people shall be delivered, every one that shall be found
written in the book.
Again, in the Book of Psalms, God is asked to visit punishment upon
the wicked:
Psalm 69:28. Let them be blotted out of the book of the living,
and not be written with the righteous.

Philadelphia
Philadelphia is praised:

...

thou &st a Zittie strength, and hast kept my
Revelation 3:8.
word, and hast not denied my name.
Philadelphia was to live up to this praise over a thousand years
later. During a period of three centuries, beginning in 1071, the Turks
slowly but inexorably swept over Asia Minor, eradicating Christianity
and making it Moslem-a situation that exists to this day. The last
city to be taken by the Turks, the last city to remain as a holdout,
the one that longest did not deny the name, was Philadelphia. It fell
at last in 1390 after an eight-year siege.
In 1682, William Penn was establishing a new colony on the shores
of the Delaware River in the New World and was founding a city. He
chose the name Philadelphia for two reasons. First, it means, literally,
"love of sister (or brother)" so that a city by that name can be
called the "city of brotherly love." And secondly, Penn remembered

I

I
I

this encomium on F'hiladelphia in Redation. Penn founded the city
and Philadelphia is now the fourth largest city in the United S~~
tin larger than any of the ancient Philadelphias had ewer been,

The c h m h at bdim k bitterly condemned, wt f ~ being
r
ON&
sp~kenlyopposed to the doctrines favored by John, but for being
neutral. John apparently prefers an honest enemy to a doubtful friend:
,

Redation 3:ls.I know thy work, that thou art m'ther & nor
hot: I would thou wert cold or bt.
Revelation 3:16,So then because t h ~ uart lukwamt, a d
&I& nor hot, 2 will spw thee out of my mouth.
"Laodicean" has therefore entered the English
language as a word
. ,
mewing "ind8erent" or "neutral."

,

The scene now switches to heaven and all the rest of the Book of
Revelation is thickly mystical. John begins by describing God in the
midst of the heavenly court with images drawn from Daniel and
E a e l , and with Isaiah's seraphim (see page 1-528) prominently introdud. Amid all thae glories there is i n k d u d a book sealed with
seven seals. This, presumably, contains the secrets of the future, which
cannot be revealed until, one by one, the seals are broken.
"lie hem who will reveal the contents of the book make$ his a p
prance:
'&evelation 5:6,
arid, 20,
in the mi& of the elden, stood
a h m 6 ~ it1 had been slain..
Revelation 97. And he came and took the book out of the right
hmd of him thut sat upon the throne.
The image of the Messiah as a lamb made into a kind of greater
Passover w d c e was introduced in the fourth gospel (see page 992) ;
It is explicitly stated in @e First Epistle of Peter:

.. .

. ...

'

.. .
..

. ..

Peter 1:18.
ye were.. redeemed
Peter 1:19. , with the fmdous b M of Christ,us of a lamb
without blemkb and without spot
i

i

. ..

By the end of the first centuryRthat metaphor had become so well
known that the author of Revelation did not have to elaborate on the
identity of the Lamb.

The Four Honemen

One by one the seals of the book are broken and with each of the
first four, a horse and rider appeared: .

.. .
...

...

Revelation &i.
when the Lumb t#md one of the Ma&
Revelation 6s.
behold a white home: and he t& wt on
himhadubuw;andacrown.. : d h e w & f o r t h m q u e r i n g . .
Revelation 6:3. And when he had m d the second seal
Revelation 6:+ , , t h went out mother horse that wus red:
and fmwer was given to him that sat thereon to take peace from
the earth
Revelation 6:s.And when he had opened the third seat,
lo a
b h k h o r s e ; d he thdsaf on him had a w m ro f bahces in his

.

.

. .-.

...

hund.

Revelation 6:6.And 1 heard a voice
for a penny

.
...

...

...say, A measure of wheat
...

Revelation 6:7. And when he had o / m d the fourth seul,
Revelation 6:8.
, behold a @le how: und hb name that wt
on him was Death

..

. ..

These are the "four horsemen of the apocalypse" representing the
variety of evils that were to dekend upon the world (specifically upon
the Roman Empire, which was ~ e w e d,byits popdace as synonymous
with "the worlg) to mark the b@nning of its dissolution and the
coming of the Mwianic era.
The white horse and its rider seems to represent foreign i n d o n .
At last the bow is the virtual symbol of the Parthian raiders, who
sina the b e of Julius Caesar had .been the t m r of the east In

the days of Herod the Great, they had ornupied Jerusalem, aad at no
time thereafter were their braes very far to &e east.
The red horse and its rider also seem to signify a ionn of war. It
may well represent the bloody disorders of civil war and insurrection.
The black horse and i b rider representlfamine, for the prim oflered
for a measure of wheat (4'a pennyn) is far higher than normal ind
is so high in fact that the ordinary populace could not buy mougb to
live.
The pale horse and its rider are named as ''Death," but this is not
the kind of death in general that would follow war or famine. That is
taken care of by the first three horses. Rather Death represents death
by disease, as when we refer to the "Black Death," for instance,
In short, the four horsemen can be most bneily described as War,
Revolution7 Famine* and Pestilence.
There are many who seek the rnqning of the symbolism of Revela& ~ I in
Y the events that have happened in the centuries since the book
was ,~ikten.To those, never .did the four hosemen ride with such
&at as in the days of World War I. Not only was there the bloodiest
a d most stupidly savage slaughter ever seen, on both western and
a t e m fronts, but there was a revolution in Russia that affsts us
even today7 a famine in both Germany and Russia immediately after
the war7 and a world-wide influenza pand~micin 1918 that killed more
people than the war did.
Never had k a r 7 Revolution, Famine, and Pestiience stalked ghastly
over all the world as in the years from i 9 q to 1920.

An Hundred and Forty and Four Thouszntd
When the fifth seal is broken, the souls of the martyrs are revealed
waiting for jidgment and when the sixth seal is broken2 the $hysipl
universe 'begins to crumble. It might seem that now the climax is
mdhed. The seventh seal ought to' be broken and the great day of
jbdgtnent come. However* throughout the Book of Revelation there
is a strong reluctance, apparently, to let the climax\come. Over and
I
~ v e'it
r is delayed.
The &st &lay comes at this pointvfor after the sixth seal is brokenf
md before the s~venthseal can be tauched, there is a break:

. . a .

Revelation 7:3. Saying, Ht& not the &la
the servants our God in their fomhead8.

. . fi4 we have w l e d
a

It was c u s t q r q in Babylo~afrom the most ancient times to
use seals for idenWmtion. l l ~ were
e small q i i n d ~ dintaglios ,which
codd be rolled upon the soft clay used â‚ the Bbylonians for a
writing surface. A characteristic picture would appear*serving the place
of signature on our ohm documents.
A slave might be similarly branded (as our cattle are out west) to
show indeliily who the master was. A chamcteristic band would serve
the function of a seal. The picture pwented hereJ &enJ 'is of the
righteous beings marked somehow [lietails ire not given) with a symbol (again not d e s c r i i ) that identifies &em as
slaves to be
kept safe through the h d dfsastt~~.
The tm&er of those to be saved is givexi, specifically:

. ..

Revelation 7:4.
1 hard the number of thepa which were
&d
an hundred q d forty a d four thousand of dl the
trihm of the chi2drei.z of 1 ~ a d .

...

Because of the smallness of the number compared to the total
population of the Earth, the notion has arisen that very few are to
be iaved. On the other handJ,&e number can't be taken literally.
The twelve tribes of Israel stand* figuratively, for all the righteous.
.is twelve times 'twelve times a thousand* and we
The number
must consider the mystic significance of these numbers.
Just as seven probably derives its initial sacred character from the
fact that it represents the number of p b ~ $ ~in the heavens# so twelve
probably derives its sm@,&aracter f & n +e fact that there are twelve
months in the year. From this is derived the twelve'signs of the zodiac
and the notion that with twelve one comes full circle. The number
i*
which is twelve times twelve, is therefore completeness accentuated. It represents all &e @taus (la) ~f all the tribes (12) and
no Qne is l& out.
As b r one thousand, that was the largest number which possessed
a specific name in ancient time. 7%e Greeks usd the word "qyrioi"
to sigaify ten thowand, but &at is not really a name for a number.
I t meant "innumerable" originallyJ which is the sense we m it for

~~~

when we speak of "a myriad obje&," To multiply something 'by a
thousand was to make it as large as one conveniently could in the
l a n e h e of the time. It follow that the p m h r 1d m not
mean specifically that number but r e p m t s an emphatic way of
sayiag, "All the righteous! A large n q & x of theml"
(It should be, mentioned that the word ''thouwnd'' remained the
brpt,number-ward right down in& late medieval times. Only a m
w
m imbers like ''million'' invented in Italy,)
evel la ti on goes~onto expand on the mystical completams of th*
m & q r by emphasi4ng that there are to be e l m thousand fmm
a& of ,$he twdve tr$m,which are &en in the following order:
J u w , Reuben, Gad, Asher? Naphkli, Miawseh?Simeon, Levi, I*
sapbr, Qbulon* Joseph, and Benjamin.
%is is a stray& list. Apparently the twelve sons of Jaw? should
have been listed, but one of the mma on the list is Manmh, $he
son of Joseph*.anda grandson of Jamb. To .make room hr Mammh,
one of the sons of Jacob wodd have to be omitted, and the one so
omi'ttd is Dan,
This is very likely a mistake on the part of John or of some l a b
copyist. It may be that Man was amidentally written br Dan asad
that a still later copyist assumed Man to h an abbreviation for Manas-

&?h.
'It h, however, dscult for some ' p p l e to accept something g
prusaic as a copyist's e m r in the B~hle,80 that s@i6cance is sowht
for men in the most trivial things. Some have suggested, for instance,
that Dan was deliberately omitted 'became ~nticliristwas to spring
from among those of that tribe.
The notion that the tribe of Dan was to give rise 'to Antichrist can
m e only frcim the passage in the Testament of Jacob (see page 1-116)
which goes:
Genesis 49:17. Dan s l i d &e a serpent fy thv wuy

...

It is farfetched to go from this metaphorical description of Dan as a
serpent (referring perhaps to the snake as a toternistic symbol of the
tribe in primitive times as the lion was for Judah and the wolf for
Benjamin) to the post-Exilic idendfiation of the w p n k in the garden
of Men with Satan?and thence with Antichrist-but ail this is an ea3y
leap for mystics.

These righteous now stand before the Lamb and all their sufferings
are 'washed away in what has become a famous phrase:

. ..

.

they, , came out of great tribvlation, and
Revelation 7:14.
have wished their robes, and made them white in the blood of the

Lamb.
Euphrates
And now at last, the seventh seal is broken and one might expect
the climax of the vision to approach, but it still doesn't. Instead a
new series of seven events begins in the form of seven angels, each
of whom blows a trumpet in turn, with gruesome disasters following
each trumpet sound. When the fifth angel blows his trumpet, hell itself opens:

...

.. .

Revelation 9:2.
and there arose a smoke out of the pit
Revelation 9:3. And there came out of the smoke locusts upon
the earth

.*..

.

Revelation 9:7. And the shapes of the locusts were like unto
horsq firepared unto batik , and their faces were as the faces
of men.

..

The picture being drawn by John here is dearly inspired by the
great tenor of the east-the Parthian cavalry, swooping in like a cloud
of locusts, dealing their deadly strokes and fading away before they
could be properly opposed. The Roman general, Crassus, was defeated
in this manner in eastern Syria in 53 B.C. That defeat had never been
properly avenged and it was never forgotten.
The characteristic weapons of the Parthian horsemen were their
bows, which they could use with great effect. Even when retreating,
they could rise in their saddles and shoot, in unison, one rapid volley
of arrows back at their pursuers. This "Parthian shot" was often quite
effective. It is to such tactics that Revelation may be referring, when
they speak of the locusts as:
Revelation 9:10. And they had tails like unto scorpions, and
there were stings in their t&

...

When the sixth angel sounds his trumpet, the picture of the Parthian
cavalry is continued. The sixth angel is instructed:
Revelation 9:14.

. . . Loose the fow angels which are bound in

t& great river Euphrates.

The Euphrates was a boundary in a double sense. First it was the
boundary of Israel in the. great days of David and Solomon and had
been the ideal boundary of Israel ever since. Second, it was the
boundary of the Roman realm during most of the days of its empire.
The "angels" bound in the Euphrates controlled the enemy hosts on
the other side.
The army controlled by these angels of the Euphrates was made
to seem unbelievably numerous-an impression made on the awed infantry when they were the object of the sudden onrush of a contingent -. .
of horsemen:
5:-2
Â¥
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Revelation 9:16. And the number of the m y
were two hundred thousand thousand

...

of the horsemen

This is the number obtained if one makes use of the Greek "myrioi"
as a synonym of innumerability, emphasizes it by repetition ("an innumerable, innumerable quantity"), and then doubles it for good
measure. If "myrioi" is taken as ten thousand, i t becomes two myriad
myriadlortwo hundred thousand thousand, Or two hundred million-a
number equal to the entire population of the United States.
The Great City

Then before the seventh and final trumpet is soqnded thm is another digrdion and the temporary t6up@ af twit, iq , d a m ' .
This temporary triumph repbents the persecution of Domitian,
then pceedihg. The language used in (iesqbing this p e c u t i o o
reaches back t o the Old Testament,, as does eveding1 in Revelation.
The oppression of the Church by Rome therefore cast in the t e p s
Daniel used in describing the oppression of the Temple by the S e l ~
cids :

,

...

. ..

Revelation 11:~.
the court which is without the temple
if given unto the Gentiles: and the holy city shall they tread ~fnder
foot forty and two months.

This is the period of three and a half years during which the Temple
was profaned in the time of Antiochus IV. This use of Temple
symbolism has been advanced as evidence (bat the Temple was still
standing at the time Revelation was written and that the book was
composed, therefore, during Nero's persecution. However, Revelation uses Old Testament symbolism sb consistently,'that such a deduction
doesn't cany conviction. John would speak of the Temple as representing the Church whether the Teinple stood or not, and his readers
would understand his allegory.
Two prophets are described;
Revelation us 3. And I wiU giw #bvw unto my two witnesses

....

'

I
I

I
1I

I

I
,

. ..

Revelation 11:7. And when they shall have finished their testimony,
the beast that ascendeth out of the bottomless pit shall
kill

...

them.

I

Revelation 11:8. And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of
the great city

.. .

This continues the allegory, indicating that the Church will be
persecuted by the forces of Satan and temporarily be defeated. The
particular form of the allegory may, however, be influenced by particular events. Some have suggested that the two witnesses may be
Paul and Peter, the apostles martyred, according to tradition, by Nero,
who could very well be described as "the beast that ascendeth out
of the bottomless pit." In that case, the "great city" would, of course,
be Rome.
A later copyist may have felt the great city would have to be
Jerusalem and added the phrase:
Revelation 11:8.
crucified.

...the

great city,

...where also our Lord was

The Dragon
Now the seventh trumpet is sounded, but there is still no climax.
Instead, a new allegory representing the battle of good and evil is
introduced and cast into terms of Babylonian mythology:

I

Revelation 12:1. And there appeared a great wonder in heaven;
a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and
,
upon her head a crown of twelve stars

. ..

In Babylonian mythology, this would' be a sun-goddess, the twelve
stars representing the signs of the zodiac through which (he Sun passes
each year. To John, it would represent 'the idealised Israel, the twelve
stars representing the twelve tribes. The woman was in labor and gave
birth to the Messiah:
Revelation 12:s. And she brought forth a man child, who was to
rule all nations with a rod of iron

. ..

But there was an opponent also in heaven, and this, too, appeared
in Babylonian terms:
Revelation iz:3. And there appeared another wonder in heaven;
and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads and ten horns,
and seven crowns upon his heads.

The dragon represents chaos. It i s the Babylonian Tiamat or the
Hebrew Leviathan, which had to be defeated in the beginning in
osder to allow the ordered universe to be created, and would have to be
defeated again in the end, in order to allow the created universe to
come to an appropriate end. One might expect the mystic number
of seven heads and seven. crowns to be carried through to seven horns.
The lather inappropriate number of ten horns harks back to Daniel's
fourth beast, whose ten horns represents the ten Seleucid kings do*
to Antiochus IV (see page 1-609).
The dragon also represents Satan or Antichrist. He is prepared to
devour the Messiah at the instant of birth, but the Messiah has all
the heavenly hosts on his side:
Revelation 12:7. And there was war in heaven: Michael and his
angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his
angels,
Revelation 12:s. And prevailed not
Revelation 12:9. And the great dragon was cast out, that old
serpent, c a d the Devil, and Satan
and his angels were cast
out with him.

...
. ..

1
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This reflects the legends that grew up in post-Exilic times under
Persian influence. God and Satan led opposing armies in the battle of
good versus evil. Only in Revelation, however, does this Persian notion of dualism receive the canonical nod.
Milton, in his epic Paradise Lost, begins his description of the fall
of Man at the very moment when Satan and Ips angels (now turned
into demons) have been hurled into hell and are slowly recovering
their senses after the shock of the fall.
Satan, cast to Earth, and unable to prevail against God, could nevertheless vent his spleen against those righteous men on Earth:
Revelation 12:17. And the dragon was moth with the woman,
and went to make war with the remnant o f her seed, which keep
the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.
It is that, of course, which, in the eye of the writer of Revelation,
explains all the troubles of the Church.

The Beast
Satan's malevolence sharpens, out of desperation, as the end of the
world approaches and he (symbolized as the dragon) passes his powers
over to an Earthly entity, represented in (he form of Daniel's beastthe well-known allegorical representation of the pagan empires that
oppressed the righteous (see page 1-609).

... . ..

Revelation 13:~.
1
saw a bead rise up out of the sea,
having sewn heads and 'ten horns
and upon his heads the
of blasphemy.
Revelation 13:~.
and the dragon gave him his power , ,
Revelation $33. And I saw one o f his heads as it were Â¥vimunde
to death; and his deadly wound was healed

. ..

. ..

.

...

The beast (with the usual sevenheads and ten horns) is, of course,
the Roman Empire, which had initially impinged upon Judean consciousness from across the Mediterranean Sea.
The statement that upon its heads are "the name of blasphemy"
refers to the demand that the empesois be worshipped as gods. This
emperor-worship was an official state ritual that was little more than

I

\

a formality designed to bind together the citizens of the empire which
were otherwise so diverse in language, custom, and religion. It wasa
unifying gesture equivalent to our own salute to the flag and recital
of the pledge of allegiance.
It Was the refusal of Christians to accede to the perfunctory emperor-worshipping ritual that made them suspect, not because of their
religion but because of the suspicion that they were traitors to the
state. This should not strike us as strange, for there are Christian sects
these days who refuse the salute to the flag and the pledge of alle
glance, claiming them to be idolatrous acts-and there also exist superpatriots who are offended at this and who take strong action against
such sectswhen in a position to do so.
The healed wound that had killed one of the heads may refer to
Hem. Actually, of the twelve Roman Emperors (counting Julius Cae
sar) who ruled up to the time that Revelation was written, no less
than six had died by assassination or suicide: Julius Caesar, Caligula,
Nero, Galba, Otho, and Vitellius. Claudius may have been poisoned
and Domitian was fated to be assassinated. (Only Augustus, Tiberius,
Vespasian, and Titus died undoubtedly of natural causes.)
Nevertheless it was Nero whose death would be most significant to
Christians, at least up to the time of Domitian. His suicide would be
marked allegorically on the beast. The fact that the Roman Empire
survived and that new emperors reigned would be signified by the
fact that the wound was healed.
The beast representing the Roman Empire is pictured as being
worshipped by all men, but the righteous. Those whoworshipped were
allowed to live in peace and security; those who refused to worship
(the Christians) were persecuted. Just as God sealed those righteous
who belonged to him, so did the beast (the Roman Empire) sealthose who indulged in emperorworship and therefore belonged to
him:
'

...

Revelation 13;i5.
as many as would not worship the image
o f the beast should be killed.
Revelation 13:16. And he [the beast] causeth all
to receive
a mark in their right hand, or i n their foreheads:
Revelation 13:17. And that no man might buy w sell, save he that
had the m a r k . ,

.. .

.

The Number of the Beast
Even the Roman Empire is a kind of abstraction and the writer
of Revelation zeroes in on a particular man, whom he is reluctant to
name-perhaps because if he were to do so, he would be subject to
the charge of treason and.the punishment of execution. Cautiously
he identifies the man in such a way that his more knowledgeable
readers will know exactly whom he means and yet the law will not
be able to touch him:
Revelation 13x8. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man;
and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.

I

To understand this we must realize that down through medieval
times it was common to use letters of the alphabet to signify numbers.
The ~ews,Greek,and Romans all did this. W e are most familiar with
the Roman numerals where I=i, V=s, X=io, L=;o, C=ioo,
D=500,and M=iooo. It follows that words made up of these letters
would also be seen to have a kind of numerical value. If an individual
were named Dill McDix, for instance, one could set each letter equal to
a number, add them, and reach a total of 2212.
This is hard to do in English since only a few letters of the Latin
alphabet are assigned numerical values. In the Greek and Hebrew
languages, however, every letter was assigned 9. numerical value. Naturally, then, all words in Greek or Hebrew would have numerical
meaning.
Jewish mystics in Greek and Roman times assumed that the inspired words of the Bible had significance numerically as well as
literally and spent much time on the analysis of such numbers. This
form of endeavor was called "gematria," a corruption of the Greek
"geometria" (and our "geometry*).
The "number of the beast" is an example of such gematria, the
only significant example in the Bible. Commentators have considered
virtually every possible candidate for the beast and the one most
frequently mentioned Nero. If his name is written in the Greek
form-Neron-and
if his title Caesar is added and if Neron Caesar

re

.
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is written in Hebrew letters, then the total numerical value is indeed
666. If the final "n" is left out, the total is 616, and some old manuscripts of Revelation have 616 rather than -666 as the number of the
beast.
And yet Nero seems a poor candidate if the book were written in
95. He had been dead a quarter of a century and his death had brought
no great change. Within the year Vespasian had come to the throne
and he and his son Titus had given Rome a dozen years of good.
and humane government.
At the time Revelation was being written, however, Domitian, Vespasian's younger son, was on the throne and his persecution of the
Christians was in high gear. It would be natural to refer elliptically
to the living, persecuting emperor, and there is probably some way in
which Domitian's name and title could be so written as to add up to
666. It may be that he bore a nickname, commonly used by Christians,
with a total numerical value of 666, a number which had its own
mystic significance, for it fell short of the mystic perfection of 7 three
times. For that reason 666 was the acme of imperfection and a
suitable number with which to represent Antichrist

Armageddon
Against the great city ruled by the beast, and his army of men
wearing his mark, are the heavenly hosts and the 144,om righteous
ones bearing the seal of God. The victory of the good is certain, for
the triumphant song in heaven is:
Revelation 14:8.

. . .Babylon is Wen,is fallen, that great city . . .

Babylon is, of course, Rome; and Rome will be destroyed. This
destruction is heralded by yet a third set of seven acts of destruction.
Seven vials of plagues are emptied upon the earth, one at a time, each
bringing its own horrible destruction.
As the hosts of the beast are being remorselessly punished in this
manner, the scene is set for the final battle between good and evil:
Revelation 16:16. And he [the beast] gathered them together
into a place wiled, in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon.

'

,

Armageddon is, more propqly, "Har-Magedon" or "the Mount of
Megiddo." Megiddo, a town just south of the Kishon River and fiftyfive miles north of Jerusalem, was indeed the site of two important
battles. The first took place in the fifteenth century B.C. when the
great Egyptian pharaoh, Thutmose 111, defeated a league of Canaanite
cities there. This, however, was centuries before the Israelites entered
Canaan, and was beyond their historic horizon.
Nearly nine centuries after Thutmose's victory, a battle was fought
at Megiddo which was very much in the Jewish view and consciousness.
It was between King Josiah of Judah and Pharaoh-nechoh of Egypt
in 608 ~ . d .

...

2 Kings 23:z9.
Pharaoh-nechoh king of Egypt went up against
the king of Assyria
and king fisiah went against him; and he
[Pharaoh-nechoh] slew him [Josiah] at Megiddo

. ..

.. .

The death of the great reforming king made Megiddo a place that
particularly symbolized calamity and disaster. The utter destruction of
the hosts of evil there would balance the earlier destruction of good
in the person of Josiah.
I

Babylon
The approach of the end is once again interrupted for still another
vision. One of the angels says:

.. .

Come hither; 1 will shew unto thee
Revelation 17:~.
the great whore that sitteth upon many waters:

....

.. .

...

Revelation 17:3. So he carried me away
into the wilderness:
and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, fvH 'of the
names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.
Revelation 17~4. And the woman was arrayed in purple and
scarlet colour, and decked with gold and precious stones and

pear&,

...

Revelation 17:g. And upon her forehead was a name wn'tten
I
BABYLON THE GREAT ,

..

. ..

Again, Babylon represents Rome in all its luxury and power. The
"many waters" upon which the woman sits is taken from the Old

,

.-
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Testament description of the real Babylon, which was a city of canals.
Thus, Jeremiah says:

...

...

the Lord
spake against the inhabitants
Jeremiah 51x2.
of Babylon.
Jeremiah 51:13. 0 thou that dweUest upon many waters

. ..

The author of Revelation, unable to resist the Old Testament quotation, must reinterpret it now and does so rather ineptly:
Revelation 17:15. And he [the angel] saith unto me, The waters
which thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, and midtitudes, and nations, and tongues ,

. .

The seven heads of the beast are finally explained in such a way
as to make the real identity of "Babylon" unmistakable:

...

Revelation 17:9.
The seven heads are seven mountains, on
which the woman sitteth.
'I'he interpretation goes on:
Revelation 17:10. And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and
one is, and the other is not yet come; and when he cometh, he
must continue a short space.
Revelation 17:11. And the beast that was, and is not, even he is
the eighth.

...

There seems no way of clearly working out this passage in the light
of the reign of Domitian, but it can be dealt with, if it were spoken
during the reign of Nero or very shortly after. Possibly the writer of
Revelation is making use here of a passage of an earlier apocalypse
that was indeed prepared in Nero's time, and did it without modifying
its figures.
If we go back to Nero's time, we find that he is the sixth emperor
(if we count Julius Caesar as the first). In that case, five emperors
have "fallen7' and "one is" (Nero). The seventh who "must continue
a short space'' wouldbe Galba, who briefly reigned after Nero's death
and was then killed by the praetorian guard, ushering in a short
period of anarchy before Vespasian took over.
During this period, it was widely supposed among the common
people of the empire that Nero was not really dead but had fled to

safety and would return. There were several "false Neros" who tried
to capitalize on this belief in that year.
It may be Nero, then, that in the view of the earlier apocalypse was
die beast "that was, and is not" ~ h he
& returned, he would be the
eighth emperor.
But Babylon/Rome is to fall The final battle of good and evil
(presumably at Armageddon) takes place:

...

and them that
Revelation 19:20. And the beast was taken
worshipped his ima&e. These , , we're cast alive into a lake of
fire
Revelation 19:zi. And the Tern~ntwere stain with the sword ,,

.

.. .

.

Now after the long series of portents, visions, disasters, and symbols,
the end of history has come, and the Messianic age opens. Even that,
however, is not to be truly permanent.

..

Revelation 20:1. And 1saw an angel come down from heaven.
Revelation 20:a. And he kid hold on the dragon, that old serpent,
which is the Devil,and Satan, and bound him a thousand years,
Revelation 20:3.
and after that he must be loosed a liU&
season.

. ..

Why should there be this thousand-year "millennium" (see page
1181) to be followed by still another upheaval and an anticlimactic
second battle of good and evil?
There may be a mystic symmetry here. The Earth was created in
six days, followed by a seventh day of rest, according to the first chapter
of Genesis. But for God a day is like a thousand years (see page 1167).
Perhaps, then, the Earth's duration is to parallel the week of creation
with a millennium standing for each day.
First the earth will endure six millennia of labor, strife, evil, and sin,
one for each of the six days of creation. Then, for the seventh day of
rest, the Earth will spend one millennium under the Messiah. Only
then, when the Sabbath millennium is over, can the world indeed come
to an end:

a ,

...

Revelation 2 0 : ~ '
Satan ahall be loosed out of his prism,
Revelation 20:8. And shall go out to deceive the nations
Gog and Magog, to gather them together to battle ,

..

. ..

This is an echo of Ezekiel's apocalyptic vision of the last battle;
Ezekiel 38:z. Son of
Magog

...

man, set thy face ap'nst

Gog, the land of

The forces of evil are again defeated and destroyed and MI*, finally,
all is over, even the Sabbath millennium, and the day of judgment is
come at last:
Revelation
before God;

And I saw the dead, small and great, stand

. . .and the dead were judged . ..
20:12.

Jerusalem

d second creation, a perfect one,' now replaces the old imperfect
o w

Revelation 2 i : i . And I saw a new heaven and a new earth:
for the f i r s t ' W m und tfcfe frst ewtk b e passed away; ;
Revelation 2 1 : ~ .And I John saw ih^ hQly .city,, rwvf J~rusalew,
'eamiÃ§ down from God
,

. .

..

The new Jaiusalem is filled with the triumphant symbolism of the
number twelve both in its old and new meanings:
Revelation
Â ¥ . *

&
..
twelve

ai;io.

.. .the holy J d i m .. .

. ..

pelation ai.:iz.
had n wail gt& <m4 hi&, and had helve
.and names written there& which ate the y
e
s of (he
tribes of the dhStdrert of

...

I

Ã

Reveltition 21 :14. And the wall the city had tvs?elve jbddt&@,
'+'
and in them the numq of &e twelve apodles of the Lamb.
And wfasa tfae cj~criptioqof ths city in the mpst glpdng p~sfibia
termsiscompleted, the writer of the f e ~ & quotes an angd to ~ m i o d ,
aftreader emphatically that all that is nredicted is rapidly tQ cosas
to pass:

...

Revelation 22:6.
These sayings are faithful and true: and the
sent his angel to shew
the thing8 which must
shortly be done.
Revelation 2 x 7 . Behold, I come qdcfcfy

, Lord God

. ..

...

...

And with that assurance-still unfulfilled nearly two thousand
years
'
- 1'.
later-the New Testament ends.
T -
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DATES OF I N T E R E S T
I N BIBLICAL HISTORY
(Old and New Testament)
MOTE:

Many of the dates given in this table are approximate, or controversial.

First cities established in Middle East
Jericho already existing.
Archbishop Ussher's date of creation.
Traditional Jewish date of creation.
Sumerian city-states in existence.
Egypt united under single rule, 1st dynasty founded.
Canaanites enter Canaan.
Assyrian cities come into existence.
Great Pyramid built in Egypt.
Bronze Age reaches Canaan.
Sargon of Agade founds Akkadian Empire.
nth dynasty rules Egypt; 3rd dynasty rules Ur.
Beginning of patriarchal age in Canaan (Abraham).
Sesostris I rules Egypt.
Babylon begins to dominate Tigris-Euphrates valley; Sumerian
city-states decline.
Hyksos enter Egypt.
Hammurabi rules Babylon.
Israelites in Egypt (Jacob, Joseph).
Hyksos expelled from Egypt.
Assyria becomes independent kingdom.

--I!

:

DATES OF INTEREST I N BIBLICAL HISTORY

Thutmose I11 rules Egypt
Thutmose I11 defeats Canaanites at Megiddo.
Mitanni kingdom flourishing.
Tyre founded by colonists from Sidon.
Mycenaean Greeks at height of power.
&enhotep I11 rules. Egypt, which is at height of its prosperity.
Hittites at height of their power.
Ikhnaton rules Egypt; attempts monotheistic reform; Egyptian
power begins to decline; kingdoms of Moab, Anunon, and
Edom established.
Rameses I1 rules Egypt; oppression of the Israelites..
Assyria conquers the Mitanni kingdom, as Asspia enters its
first period of strength.
Shalmaneser I rules Assyria.
Tukulti-Ninurta I [Nimrod] rules Assyria.
Merneptah rules Egypt; ancient world convulsed by migrations
of peoples.
Death of Memeptah; possibly time of Exodus (Moses).
Hittite kingdom destroyed, Tarshish founded by colonists from
TyreRameses I11 rules Egypt and defeats Philistines.
Trojan War.
Israelites enter Canaan; Philistines settle coast (Joshua).
Barak and Deborah, defeat Sisera; period of judges.
Ti&&-Pileser I rules Assyria.
Gideon defeats Midianites; Greeks begin to settle Asia Minor
coast
Death of Tiglath-Pileser I; Assyria in decline.
Philistines defeat Israelites at Aphek; Shiloh destroyed.
Samuel judges the tribes.
Saul rules Israel.
Philistines defeat Israelites at Mount Gilboa; Saul and Jonathan
killed; David rules Judah.
David rdes united Israel-Judah.
David establishes capital at Jerusalem; Aramaeans begin infiltration of Syria.
David's empire at peak.
Death of David; Solomon rules united Israel-Iudah.

Hiram rules Tyre.
Completion of Temple by Solomon.
Rezin founds kingdom of DamaScus (Syria).
Death of Solomon; breakup of Israel-Judah; Jeroboam I rules
Israel; Rehoboam rules Ju'dah:'
Shishak of Egypt loots Jerusalem. '
Abijam rules Judah.
Asa rules Judah.
Nadab rules Israel.
rule of Israel.
,
Baasha overthrows ~ a d a b seizes
Elah rules Israel; overthrow by Zamri.
Omri rules Israel; founds Samaria.
Asshumasirpal rules Assyria, which experiences revival.
Omri conquers Moab.
Ahab rules Israel; Jehoshaphat rules Judah; career of Elijjh.
Shalmaneser I11 rules Assyria.
Ahab wars with Syrians.
Syrian-Israelite coalition holds off Assyria at Karkar.
Battle of Ramoth-gilead; death of Ahab; Ahaziah rule$ Israel.
Jehoram rules Israel; career of Elisha.
Jehoram (of Judah) rules Judah; J document in written farm.
Mesha of Moab gains independence.
Ahaziah rules Judah.
Jehu rebels successfully and rules Israel; Athaliah usurps power
in Judah; Hazael rules Syria and brings it to height of its
power.
Jehu pays tribute to Assyria.
Jehoash rules Judah. '
Death of Shalmaneser I11 of Assyria, which enters another period
of decline.
Jehoahaz rules Israel.
Carthage founded by colonists from Tyre.
Jehoash (of Israel) rules Israel; death of Elisha.
Arnaziah rules Judah.
Jeroboam I1 rules Israel; Israel at height of its power.
Azariah (Uzziah) rules Judah; Judah at height of its power.
Amos prophesies.
Rome founded.

750
745
744
743
740
738
737
736
734
732

730
726
72;
722
720
705
703
701
700
693
681

<n\
668
663
652
640
638
631
630
626
625
620

Hosea prophesies; @ document in written form.
Tiglath-Pileser I11 (Pul) rules Assyria; its power revives.
Death of Jeroboam II; gathering anarchy in Israel.
Tiglath-Pileser I11 conquen Urartu (Ararat).
Jotham rules Judah; Isaiah begins prophesying.
Pekahiah rules Israe1,which is now tributary to Assyria.
Pekah rules Israel.
Ahaz rules Judah.
Pekah attempts to form coalition against Assyria; attacks Judah.
Hoshea rules Israel; Tiglath-Pileser I11 takes Damascus and
brings Syrian kingdom to an end.
Micah prophesies.
Shalmaneser V rules Assyria. ,
Shalmaneser V lays siege to Samaria.
Sargon I1 usuips throne of Assyria and takes Samaria; Israelites
camed off into exile; northern kingdom comes to an end.
Hezekiah rules Judah.
Sennacherib rules Assyria, makes Nineveh his capital.
Babylon under Merodach-baladah rebels against Assyria.
Sennacherib lays siege to Jerusalem.
Deioces founds Median kingdom.
Manasseh rules Judah, which is now tributary to Assyria.
Sennacherib assassinated, hrhaddon rules Assyria and brings
it to the peak of its power.
Earhaddon invades andcontrols Egypt
Asshurbanipal rules Assyria; establishes library at Nineveh.
Asshurbanipal sacks Thebes, ancient Egyptian capital.
Psamtik I rules Egypt, which is now free of Assyria.
Asshurbanipal defeats and destroys ham.
Josiah rules Judah.
Cyrene founded by colonists from Greece.
Zephaniah prophesies.
Jeremiah begins to prophesy.
Asshurbanipal dies; gathering anarchy in Assyria and Nabopolassar seizes control of Babylonia.
Discovery of Book of Deuteronomy in the Temple followed by
Yahvist reform in Judah, beginnings of Greek philosophy in
Miletus.

Nahum prophesies.
Nabopolassar takes Nineveh; last Assyrian, holdouts at &ran.
Necho (Pharaoh-nechoh) mles @gypt.
Necho defeats Judah at Megiddo; Josiah killed and Jehoiakim
rules Judah; Jeremiah delivers Temple Sermon.
Babylonians defeat Necho at Carchemish; Nabopolassar dies;
Nebuchadnezzar rules Babylonia and crushes last Assyrian
stronghold; Habakkuk prophesies.
Judean rebellion crushed by Nebuchadnezzar; first Babylonian -Exile; Zedekiah rules Judah.
.
-+
Ezekiel begins to prophesy in captivity; Psamtilc I1 rules Egypt
and places Jewish garrison at Elephantine; Astyages rules
Media.
Apries (Pharaoh-hophra) mles Egypt
Zedekiah rebels against Nebuchadnezzar.
Nebuchadnezzar takes Jerusalem and destroys the Temple; second Babylonian Exile; Davidic Dynasty comes to an end;
Gedaliah assassinate Book of Lamentations written.
Nebuchadnezzar lays siege to Tyre.
Nebuchadnezzar raises siege of Tyre.
Aahmes rules Egypt.
~ebuchadnezzarinvades Egypt unsuccessfully.
Death of Nebuchadnezzar; ~vil-merodachroles Babylonia; various documents being combined by Jewish scribes in Babylon
to form the historical books of the Old Testament.
Amel-Marduk assassinated; Nergal-ashur-usur rules ~ab~lonia;
Croesus rules Lydia, which is at its peak of power.
Nabonidus rules Babylonia; his son, Belshazzar, is co-ruler.
Cyrus overthrows Astyages of Media; founds Persian Ernpite.
Cyrus conquers Lydia; brings Lydian kingdom to an end.
Second Isaiah prophesies.
Cyrus takes Babylon and ends Babylonian kingdom; Jews allowed to return to Judea and first group under ~heshbazzar
does so.
Death of Cyrus;Cambyses qles Persia.
Cambyses invades and conquers Egypt.
Darius I rules Persia.
Haggai and Zechariah prophesy, Zerubbahel takes over leadership of Jewish returnees.
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516 Second Temple dedicated.
509 Rome evicts last king; Republic founded.
5w Obadiah prophesies; Greek cities of Asia Minor revolt against
Persia.
490 Persian expedition defeated at Marathon by Athens.
486 Death of Darius I; Xerxes I (Ahasuerus) rules Persia.
480 Persian expedition defeated at Salamis by united Greece,
Tarshish destroyed by Carthage. ,
465 Xerxes I assassinated; Artaxerxes I rules Persia.
460 Malachi prophesies.
459 Ezra in Jerusalem; historical boob in final form.
450 Book of Ruth written; Third Isaiah prophesies.
440 Nehemiah in Jerusalem.
437 Walls of Jerusalem completed.
407 Jewish Temple at Elephantine destroyed by Egypt.
400 Books of Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah written; Joel prophesies.
300 Book of Song of Solomon and Book of Jonah written.
275 Apocalyptic portion of Book of Zechariah written.
250 Book of Ecclesiastes written; Book of Proverbs reaches final
form; Septuagint in preparation in Alexandria.
180 Book of Ecclesiasticus written.
165 Book of Daniel written.
150 Book of Esther written; Book of Psalms reaches present form.
147 Parthians take Babylonia.
146 Rome annexes Macedonia; sacks Corinth.
145 Death of Alexander Balas and Ptolemy VI; Demetrius I1 rules
Seleucid Empire. Pharisees and Sadducees begin to appear as
separate parties.
143 Antiochus VI rules Seleucid Empire.
142 Death of Jonathan; his brother1Simon rules over independent
Judea.
141 Last Seleucid soldiers leave Jerusalem.
q 9 Parthians take Demetrius I1 prisoner.
138 Antiochus VII rules Seleucid Empire; Attalus 111 rules Pergamum.
i~
Simon of Judea assassinated; John Hyrcanus rules Judea.
133 Antiochus VII temporarily occupies Jerusalem. Rome annexes
Pergamum, makes it province of Asia.

..

John Hyrcanus conquers Moab and Samaria; destroys Samaritan
temple. Antiochus VII dies in battle against Parthians; Demetrius I1 released and again rules Seleucid Empire.
Antiochus VIII rules Seleucid Empire.
John Hyrcanus dies; Aristobulus rules Judea and assumes title
of king.
Alexander Jannaeus rules Judea; Maccabean kingdom at peak;
Pharisees in opposition. .
Book of Jubilees, Prayer of Mattasses, Testament of Twelve
Patriarchs, Book of Enoch, First Book of Maccabees written.
Roman army sacks Athens.
Roman army sacks Ephesus.
Alexander Jannaeus dies; civil war in Judea; John Hyrcanus II
high priest.
Book of Wisdom of Solomon written.
Antipater of Idumea in virtual control of Judea; Rome annexes
Crete and Cyrene.
Rome annexes Bithynia in Asia Minor.
Rome annexes last remnant of &leucid Empire.
Rome (Pompey) takes Jerusalem; Maccabean kingdom comes
to end.
Rome annexes Cyprus.
Roman army under Crassus defeated by Parthians at Carrhae.
Julius Caesar defeats Pompey and controls Rome. Psalms of
Solomon written.
Julius Caesar assassinated.
Octavian and Mark Antony defeat Caesar's assassins at Philippi.
Parthians occupy Judea; Antigonus Mattathias high priest.
Herod the Great takes Jerusi$em and marries Mariamne the
Maccabean; Aristo1>@us 111 high priest
Herod executes Aristobulus 111, last of the Maccabean high
priests.
Octavian defeats Mark Antony and Cleopatra at Actium; controls Rome.
Octavian assumes title of Augustus; inaugurates the Roman
Empire.
Rome annexes Pamphilia, Pisidia, Lycaonia, and Galatia in
Asia Minor.
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Herod executes Mariamne.

w ' Herod starts rebuilding the Temple; Hillel leader of the Phari-

sees.

7 Herod has his sons by Mariamne executed.
4 Birth of Jesusi Death of Herod the Great;Herod Arehelaus rules
Judea; Herod Antipas rules Galilee;Herod Philip rules Iturea.
,
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1 Herod philip builds Bethsaida.
6 Herod Archelaus deposed, Judea becomes procuratorial province
with capital at Caesarea and Caponius as procurator. Annas
high priest
7 Census in Judea, with consequent disorders.
10 Birth of Saul [Paul]. "Assumption of Moses" written.
14 Augustus dies, Tiberius becomes Roman Emperor; Valerius
Gratus becomes Procurator of Judea and deposes Annas.
18 Joseph Caiaphas high priest; Rome annexes Cappadocia in
Asia Minor.
20 Herod Antipas founds T i M s .
26 Pontius Pflate becomes Procurator of Judea.
27 Herod Antipas marries Herodias; John the Baptist begins to
pleach.
29 John the Baptist imprisoned and executed;- Jesus crucified.
30 The Apostles speak with tongues at Pentecost.
34 Stephen is stoned to death, Saul [Paul] persecutes (he Christians; death of Herod Philip.
35 Pontius Pilate massacres Samaritans at Mount Gerizim.
36 Pontius Pilate ends tbm as Procurator of Judea; Marcellus
procurator. Caiaphas deposed as high priest; Jonathan high

priest.

37 Saul [Paul] converted to Christianity. Tiberius dies; Caligula
becomes Roman Emperor; Theophilus high priest.
39 Saul [Paul] escapes from Damascus'and makes first appearance
in Jerusalem as Christian. Herod Antipas deposed. Caligula
attempts to initiate worthip of himself in the Temple.
41 Caligula assassinated; Claudius becomes Roman ~ m ~ e r oAll
r.

> .

Judea united under Herod Agrippa I; Death of Philo o f
Alexandria.
43 James son of Zebedee executed, Peter imprisoned. Church at
Antioch flourishes; followers of Jesus first called Christians,
Saul [Paul] visits Jerusalem during famine; Rome annexes
Lycia in Asia Minor.
44 Death of Herod Agrippa I. Judea again procuratorial province;
Cuspius Fadus procurator.
45 Saul [Paul] on first missionary voyage.
46 Tiberius Alexander becomes Procurator of Judea.
48 Council of Jerusalem; Ventidius Cunanus becomes. Procurator
of Judea.
49 Claudius temporarily evicts Jews from Rome; Paul on second
missionary voyage.
50 Paul in Europe; writes Epistles to the Thessalonians.
5 Death of Gamaliel the Pharisee; Paul appeals before ~allio,
Procurator of Achaia; Antofliusi&lix becomes Pmuiator of
Judea.
53 Herod Agrippa I1 rules Galilee; @llos appears a t Ephesus.
54 Paul on third missionary voyage. Claudius dies; Nero becomes
Roman Emperor.
Paul writes Epistle to the Galatians; imprisoned in ~ a e s a r d .
56 Paul "writes Epistles to the Corinthians.
58 Paul writes Epistle to the Romans; arrested in Jerusalem.
59 . Pad tried before Felix.
61 Porcius Festus becomes Procurator Judea. Paul preaches before Herod Agrippa 11.
62 Paul imprisoned in Rome; writes Epistles to; the Ephesians,
Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon. Annas high priest; has
Jamesthe brother of Jesus stoned to death; Lucceius Albipus
.
becomes Procurator of Judea and deposes Annas.
63 Rome annexes Pontus in Asia Minor.
64 Great,fire at Rome; Nero persecutes Christians; Peter and Paul
executed. (Paul released according to one theory.) Gessius
Floras becomes Procurator of Judea.
65 Paul writes First Epistle to Timothy and Epistle to Titus.
66 Jewish' rebellion break out in Judea and in Alexandria; Vespasian and his son Titus lead Roman armies in Judea.
I
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Paul writes Second Epistle 1 to Timothy and is executed; Vespasian conquers Galilee and the historian, Joseph&, is taken
prisoner.
Nero commits suicide; Galba becomes Roman Emperor.
0 t h and
~ Vitellius are Roman Emperors briefly; Vespasian becomes Roman Emperor.
Titus takes Jerusalem, destroys Temple; Gospel of St. Mark
written.
Vespasian and Titus celebrate joint triumph in Rome; Arch of
Titus constructed.
Gospel of St. Matthew written.
Vespasian dies; Titus becomes Roman Emperor.
Gospel of St. Luke and Book of Acts written; Epistle to the
Hebrews written.
Titus dies; Domitian becomes Roman Emperor.
Domitian initiates Christian persecution; epistles of James, Peter,
John and Jude written; Jewish rabbis gather at Jamnia to
establish Jewish canon.
Book of Revelation and Book of 2 Esdras written.
Domitian assassinated; Nerva becomes Roman Emperor.
Nerva dies; Trajan becomes Roman Emperor. Roman Empire
reaches greatest extent.
Gospel of St. John written. Letter of Baruch, Epistle of Jeremy,
and Martyrdom of Isaiah written. Death of Herod Agrippa 11.
Jews in Cyrene revolt and are crushed.
Trajan dies; Hadrian becomes Roman Emperor.
Jews in Judea revolt.
Last Jewish stronghold crushed and Jewish history, as a nation,
ends for eighteen centuries; Jerusalem renamed Aelia Capitolina and sanctuary to Jupiter is built on the site of the
Temple.
First two chapters of 2 Esdras written. .
Parthian kingdom ends. Sassanid Dynasty founds new Persian
Empire.
Roman Emperor, Alexander Severus, assassinated. Roman Empire sinks into anarchy.
Shapur I rules Persia.
Shapur I captures Roman Emperor, Valerian, in battle.
Famine sweeps Egypt; last two chapters of 2 Esdras written.

268 Roman Empire, under Claudius 11, begins recovery. .
becomes Roman Emperor, reorganizes the.empire.
303 ~onstankneI becomes Roman Emperor; begins process of
making empire Christian. ,
400 St Jerome prepares Vulgate (Latin version of the Bible).
2Â¤ . Diocletian

Volume One, The Old Testament
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Abishai, 401
Abner, 298-300
David and, 300
death of, 300
Abraham (Abram), 56fE.
burial of, 89
children of, 74-75, 79, 92
circumcision of, 199-qoo

covenant with Go#,79-80
death of, 92
descendants of, 479
Egypt and, 64-65
emigration of, VQ
Isaac and, 87-88
Lot and, 73
Melchizedek and, 7 3 7 4
origins of, 59, 97
Sodom and, 81
Absalom, 311-17, 402, 419
death of, 317
flight of, 312
rebellion of, 313-17
A w d , 50
Achish, 292, 496-97
Achmetha, 447-48
Acre, Bay 'of, 238
Acropolis, 302
Acrostics, 495, 582
Adadnirari 111, 368
Adah, 103
Adam, 2 1
age of, 37
Lilith and, 546
Adder, 537
Admah, 70
Adonijah, 32-22? 402, 557
death of, 322,
Adonis, 586
Adullam, 291
Agade, 50
APE 282-83, 469
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Agagite, 469
Agriculture, 32-34
Agur, 510
Ahab, 214, 343-52, 372, 421, 499
Ass* and, 349
death of, 352
Elijah and, 346-47
Jehoshaphat and, 350-52
Naboth's vineyard and, 350
religious policy of, 343-44
Syria and, 347-49
Ah-enJs, 444-45, 463, 609
h*
374, 423, 625
Assyria and, 531
Isaiah and, 550-33
Ahaziah (of Israel), 355-56
Ahaziah (of Judah), 362-63, 421
death of, 364
Ahitah, 334-35, 340
Ahikam, 564, 576
Ahimelech, 290-01
Ahithophel, 313, 316
suicide of, 317
Ahmow, 121
Ahriman, 409
Ahura-Mazda, 409
hi, 214
Aijeleth Shahar, 494
Ajalon, 216
Akhetaton, 122
Akir, 221
Akkad, 50
Akkadh, 39
empire of, 50
language of, 50
Akkadians, 416
hu,600
Ala-th* 494
Alexander the Great, 39, 222, 465,
473, 590, 6% 610-11, 667
Alexandria, 426
Jews in, 579, 618
Alleliiia, 503
Alphabet, 589
invention of, 218-19
Al--ith,
494-95

Amalek, 103
Amalekites, 103, 241, 469
David and, 294
Exodus and, 144-46
Saul and, 282-84
h a ,313, 401
death of, 317-18
Amasis, 580
Amaziah (king), 422, $27'
Edom and, 369
Israel and,, 369
Amaziah (pnest), 638
Amel-Marduk, 396, 434, 605
Amen, 122
Amenemhet I, 64
Amenhotep 111, 122, 124
Amenhotep IV, 122
Amestris, 467
Amman, 202
Ammon, 176
David and, 307
Gad and, 245
Gedaliah and, 577-78
Saul and, 277-78
Ammonites, 83-84, 124-25, 190
Amnon, 311-12, 402
death of, 312
Arnon, 388, 427-28
Amorit=, 50-51, 69, 77
Exodus and, 178
Amos, 181, 634-38, 650
Amos, Book of, 634-38
Amoz, 587
Amram, 136
Amraphel, 69
Anak, sons of, 72
Anani, 40;
Anathoth, 322, 557, 563
Ancient of days, 610
Angels, 529
fallen, 540
names of, 611-12
national, 615
Animal worship, 151-52
Anointed One,276
Anti-Libanus, 196, 202

.

.

Antioch, 542
Antidus 111, 618
Antiochus IV, 205, 610-11, 614,
618-19
Antipatris, 271
Aphek (northern), battle of, 348-49
Aphek (southern), battle of, 27172
Aphrodite, 539, 586
Apis, 151
Apocalyptic literature, 540-45, 567,
610ff.
Apocrypha, 427, 604
AP~YoQ?493-94
Aplfe~,571
Aqaba, Gulf of, 96, 133, 330
Arabia, 42, 330, 415-16
Arabia Felix, 331
Arabia Petraea, 457
*ram, 53-54,483
Aramaea~,54, 89, 91, 23%
David and, 307
Aramaic, 446-47, 596, 6oo-i
Aram-Naharaim, p
Ararat, 4-42
Ararat, Mount, 4%
huIUlh, 415
Arcturns, 482
Ariel, 544
Arimathea, 269
Ark of the Covenant, 147-49, 252,
270.
David and, 305-6
Philistines and, 27173
Armenia, 41
Amon River, 178
&ham4 54
~ x - e s 1, 445-46. 453' 459
-=es
11, 450, 453, 459
Artemis, 481
Arthur, 628
h d , 589
Aryans, 465
340, 419-20
death of, 350
Asahel, 401
~

h p h , 497
Ascents, song of, 50'5-6
Ashdod, 221, 458
Ark of the Covenant and, 272
Ashdadites, 458
Asher (eponym), 95
Asher (tribe), 166
Deborah's song and, 239-40
territorial allotment of, 224
h h e r ~ t h ,233
Ashkdon, 221, 228
Ashkenaz, 46
Ashkenazim, 47, 642
Ashtaroth, 232-3 3
Ashurnasirpal, 372
AShuruballiG 391
Asia Minor, 33, 47
Askalon, 221
Asklepios, 176
&-PI=*
447- 455
Ass, Balaarn s, 184
&shur (city), 51
Assbur (eponym), 53
hshur (god), 552
khurhnipal, 390-91, 425, 447,
558
E3am and, 455
Assir, 405
Assyria, 51-53, 97, 231, 371-73
Ahab and, 349
Ahaz and, 531
cherubim and, 148-49, 605
Cirnmerians and, 46
Egypt and, 377, 384-85
Elam and, 455
fall of, 389, 391-92
Israel and, 371-73
Jehu and, 365
Philistines and, 458
Syria and, 368
233
Astyages, 434-35, 621
Aswan, 592
Athaliah, 362, 365-67, 421, 499
death of, 367
Athbash, 565
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Athens, 279
Aton, 122
Atonement, day of, 157-58
Aurochs, 186
A*,
198-99
Azariah (companion of Daniel),

Baal, 184-85, 232, 551
Baal 11, 590
Baal% 305-6
Baal-&or, 189
Baalzebub, 355
&=he, 341, 420
Babel, 49-51
tower of, 54-55
Babylon, 51
Amraphel and, 69
Assyria and, 375, 387
canals of, 506, 584
Ezekiel and, 587-88
Jews in, 437, 575-76
myths of, 467, 486, 552
peak of glory of, 434
Persia and, 608
Sejihardim and, 642
ziggurat in, 55
Babylonia, 51
Babylonian exile, 19
Bahurim, 315
Balaam, 105, 183-90
prophecies of, 306
Balaamite, 184
Balak, 183
Balkis, 331
Balm of Gilead, 192
Bamoth-Baal, 185
Barak, 238-39
Barbary ape, 332
Baruch, 566-67
in Egypt, 579
Baruch, Book of, 566-67

,

Baruch, Greek Apocalypse of, 567
Baruch, Syriac Apocalypse of, 567
Bashan, 180-82, 192
Basilisk, 537
Bathsheba, 310, 320
Beelzebub, 355-56
Beersheba, 86
Dan to, 255-56
Behemoth, 484-85
Bel, 551-53, 621
Be1 and the Dragon, 621-22, 657
Bela, 105
Belial, 205-4
Bel-Marduk, 552
Bel-shar-utsur, 606
Belshazzar, 605-8
death of, 608
feast of, 605, 607
Belteshazzar, 599-600
Benaiah, 320
Ben-ammi, 84
Benefit of clergy, 503-4
Ben-hadad I, 341
Ben-hadad 11, 347-49
death of, 363
, Ben-hadad 111, 368
Benjamin (eponym), 91
birth of, 101-2
Joseph and, 113
Benjamin (tribe), 166
Deborah's song and, 239-40
Judah and, 338
territorial allotment of, 224
tribal war against, 257-59
Beor, 105
Berodach-baladan, 387
Beth-arbel, 628
Bethel, 94, 314, 237-38
Amos in, 636-38
sanctuary at, 339
Beth-horon, 456
Bethlehem, 102
Bethlehem Ephratah, 652-53
Bethlehem-judah, 362-63
Bethlehem-zebulon, 462
Beth-shan, 295

Israelite conquest of, zioff., 226Bethshea, 229
Beth-shemesh (Dan), 250 29
name of, 218
Ark of the Covenant and, 273
spies in, 168-71, 210-11
Beth-shemesh (Egypt),1i 3
tribes of, 75
Bethuel, 88-89
Canaanites,
44-45
Beulah, 553-54
Crete and, 201
Bezek, 278
enslavement of, 326
Bible, 441, 460, 589-90
language
of, 61
Apocrypha and, 426-27
Cape
346
Camel,
divisions of, 208-62 '
Caphtor, 198-202
translation of, 426
Carchemish, battle of, 393
Big Dipper, 482
Cardozo, Benjamin, 642
Bildad, 478-79
Cannel, Mount, 346
Bilhah, 94-95, 102
Carmelites, 346
Bittei Lakes, 143
Carnarvon, Earl of, 63
Blood, eating of, 160
Carrhae, 60
Blue Nile, 11i
Carter, Howard, 63
Boaz, 264, 285, 400-1
Carthage, 213-1+ 332, 442
Books, 59-90
founding of, 588-89
Borsippa, 552
Cedars of Lebanon, 197
Branch, the, 665-66
Census, during Exodus, 165-67
,
Bread, 155-56
under David, 318-19, 408-9
British-Israelites, 379
under Romans, 319
Chaldean (magician), 600-1
Bronze, 228
Bronze Age, 228
Chaldean Empire, 393, 434, 60%
609-10
Bull-worship, 151-52
Chaldeans,
58, 89, 387
Bunyan, John, 493
Charles I, 626
Buz, 88-89, 483-84
Chebar, 583-84
Buzite, 483
Chedorlaomer,'6 p 73
Chemosh, 178-79, 189, 359
Cadmus, 219
Cheops,
63
Caduceus, 176
Cherub, 147-49, 494
Caesar Augustus, 310
Chesed, 89
Gain, 33
Chileab, 311
Galah, 51, 645
Child sacrifice, 162-63
Caleb, 168-69
Chilion, 263
Calf, golden, 151-53
Chittim, 201, 619
Calneh, 49
Chiyn, 636-37
Cambyses, 442, 593, 616
Christmas, 139
Canaan, 44
Chronicler, 430-32, 453
Abraham's entry into, 60-61
Chronicles, First Book of, 397-411
early history of, 210-11
names of, 397
Egypt and, 44, 13%
genealogies in, 399
giants in, 72-73
position in Bible of, 397
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Chronicles, Second Book of, 41229
Chusan-rishathaim, 233-34
cimmerians, 46, 390, 558, 594,
658
Circumcision, 79-81,
Philistines and, 19yzoo
Citium, 201
City of,David, 302-3
Cleanness, ritual, 156-57
Cleopatra 111, 472
Cleopatra's Needles, 113
Cockatrice, 536-37
Codes, 565-66
Coele-Syria, 196
Coniah, 569
Copper, 228
Cornwall, 229
Council of Trent, 461
Crassus, 60
Creation, date of, 36
Crete, 152
early civilization of, 200-1
Crocodile, 486, 537
Cubit, 182
Gush, 29-30, 47-48
Cush the Benjamite, 491
Cyprian, 516
Cyprus, 47, 229, 588, 619
Philistines and, 201
Cyrene, 580
Cyrus7 434-38, 5367 548-507 593.
606, 608, 614, 616, 621
Daniel and, 600
death of, 442
Jewish policy of, 436
De0n, 251-52
Damascus, 74-75, 91, 334
Assyria and, 368
fall of, 374, 532
Dan (city), 255-56
destruction of, 34%
sanctuary at, 339
Dan (eponym) , 95
Dan (tribe), 166

Deborah's song and, 240
migration of, 253-56
Philistines and, 248
territorial allotment of, 224
Daniel, 205, 5978.
apocalyptic portion of, 610-19
apocryphal literature concerning,
620-22
Cyrus and, 600
Habakkuk and, 622
handwriting on the wall and,
607
lion's den and, 609
Nebuchadnezzar's dreams and,
601-2
Susanna and, 620-21
Daniel, Book of, 447, 596-622
anachronisms in, 597
date of composition of, 596
Danube River, 444
Daphne, 559
Darius I, 442-44, 456, 461-62.
466, 616, 661
Jewish policy of, 448-49
Darius 11, 450
Darius 111, 667
Darius the Median, 608-9
Dathan, 171-72
David, 221, 244, 628-29
Abner and, 300
Absalom and, 314-15
Amalekites and, 294
Ammon and, 307
Aramaeans and, 307
Ark of the Covenant and, 305-6
Bathsheba and, 310
capital of, 301-3
census of, 318-19
Chronicles, First Book of, and,
407-8
h
of, 322
descent of, 107, 117, 264-65
empire of, 307
family troubles of, 311
Goliath and, 287-88

guerrilla leadership of, 291-93
Israel and, 301
Jerusalem and, 301-3
Jonathan and, ,289
Judah and, 297-301
madness of, 496-97
Moab and, 265, 306
musicianship of, 285-86, 488-89
palace of, 303
Philistines and, 29-3,
304-5
Psalms, Book of, and, 488-89
relatives of, 401
Samuel and, 285-86
Saul and, 285-86, 289-92, 536
Saul's descendants and, 508-10
son of God, 490
sons of, 311, 402
succession to, 320-22
Davidic dynasty, 399, 405, 450-51
Day of the Lord, 632, 637, 660
Days, names of, 612
Dead Sea, 71, 96, 217
present condition of, 82-?82
Dead Sea Scrolls, 517
Deborah, 237-39, 245
song of, 239-40
Dedan, 483-84
D
7songs of, 505-6
Delilah, 2 50-5 1
Delta, Nile, 6a
Demeter, 585
Deraa, 181
Deutero-Isaiah, 549
Deuteronomy, Book of, 193-207
discovery of, 195, 389
names of, 193
Devil, 159-60, 410
Diaspora, 576
Dibon, 358
Dido, 589
Dietary laws, 156-57, 160
Dinah, 95
rape of, 100-1
Diocletian, 595
Dionysius, 529
Disraeli, Benjamin, 642

Dodanim, 47
D0eg7 291
Dothan, 106
Doxology, 498
Dreams, of Nebuchadnezzar, 600-3
of Pharaoh, 107-8
Druses, 181
Dumu-zi, 585
E document, 20
Ea, 552
Easter, 139
Ebal, Mount, 203, 214-15
Eber, 54
descendants of, 103-4
Eblis, 410
Ecbatana, 448, 549
Ecclesiastes, Book of, 512-17
authorship of, 512-14
Ecclesiasticus, Book ,of, 516-17
Eclipse, solar, 636
Eden, 22-24
gardq of, 22, 25-0, 148
Edam, 93, 545, 639-41
Amaziah and, 369
Exilic period and, 457
Exodus and, 174
Ikhnaton and, 124-25
Jehoram and, 362
Job and, 477. 479
rulers of, 103-5
Solomon and, 333-34
Edrd, 181
Eglon, 234
Egypt, 48, 61-64, 501-2
animal worship in, 151
AsSyria and, 3777 384-85, 387,
390-91
Canaan and, 44
dynasties of, 63-64
eighteenth dynasty of, 121-23
empire of, iziff.
Ezekiel and, 591-94
Hittites and, 123
Jews in, 5717 578-80
Joseph in, 106
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Ju&h and, 392-937 568-69
magicians of, 136-37
Middle Kingdom of, 64, 108
modem, n o , 222
names of, 504
Nebuchadnezzar and, 591-94
nineteenth dynasty of, 1238.
Old Kingdom of, 63
Persia and, 442, 445
plagues of, 138
Ptolemaic, 603, 616, 668
pyramids of, 63
religion of, 122
siege of Jerusalem and, 544-45
twentieth dynasty of, 220
twenty-fifth dynasty of, 376
twenty-first dynasty of, 231, 323
twenty-fourth dynasty of, 376
twenty-second dynasty of, 335
twenty-sixth dynasty of, 392, 559
Ehud, 2347 237
Ebon, 221, 228, 355
Ark of the Covenant and, 272
Elah7 330, 341
Elam* 34-35, 53, 454
Assyria and, 455
language of, 53
mythology of, 467
Samaritans and, 455
Sumeria and, 68-69
Elath, 330
Eleazar, 136, 258
death of, 224
Elephant, 332, 485
Elephantine, 461, 571, 579, 592
Second Temple and, 579
Elhanan, 288
EU, 2707 290, 557, 560
death of, 272
Eliakim, 403
Ebm, 313
Eliashib, 457, 460-61
Elihu, 483-84
mJahs 1737 344-47, 670
Ahab and, 346-47, 350
Ahaziah and, 355

end of, 356
return of, 357
Elimelech, 263
Elioenai, 405
Eliphaz (friend of Job), 478-79
Eliphaz (son of Esau), 103, 169
Elisha, 347
death of, 368
I
Jehoshaphat and, 357-58
Jehu and, 363
prophetic party and, 356
wonder tales of, 360
Elishah, 47, 588-89
Elissa, 589
El Jib, 215
Elkanah, 267, 270
El-Khalil, 68
Ellasar, 68
Elon (Hittite), 103
Elon (judge), 248
Eloth, 330
Emim, 71-72
Endor, 294
En-gedi, 520-21
England, 229
En-lil, 552
Enoch (city), 35
Enoch (patriarch), 37, 173
Enoch, books of, 37-38
Ephah, 144
Ephraim (eponym), 113-16
sons of, 118-20
Ephraim (tribe), 166
Deborah's song and, 239-40
, decline of, 248
Gideon and, 241-43
Jephthah and, 247-48
leadership of, 236-37
Moses' blessing and, 206
territorial allotment of, 224
Ephraim, Mount, 224-25, 237-38
Ephrath, 101-2
Ephrathites, 263, 269
Epistle of Jeremy, Book of the, 573
Eponyms7 42
Erech, 407 49-50

Eridu, 552
Eriha, 214
I
Esarhaddon, 385-87
Manasseh and, 424-25
Esau, 92-93, 169, 479
descendants of, 102-3
Jacob and, 97-98
Eschatology, 541
Esdras, First Book of, 461-62
Esdud, 221
Es~co~,
170
Esther, 467-68
Esther, Book of, 46373
apocyphal portions of, 472-73
Ethbaal, 343
Ethiopia, 28, 442
Egypt and, 376
Moses and, 129
Ethiopia (modem), 331-32
Etruscans, 46, 131
Euergetes, 517
Euphrates River, 24-30
Europa, 201
Eve, 32
Lilith and, 546
Evil-merodach, 396, 434, 605
Exiles, Babylonian, 572-73, 57596
Exodus, 143
Exodus, Book of, 118-53 .
name of, 118
Ezekiel, 181, 476, 502, 524, 598
exile of, 583
Judaism and, 595
name of, 32
prophecies against Egypt, 591-94
prophecies against Tyre, 586
Ezekiel, Book of, 583-95
Ezion-geber, 330
Ezra, 432, 453
exclusivism of, 451-52
in J-lm,
449
religious reform of, 459-60
Ezra, Book of, 430-52
Familiar spirit, 161, 294
Fa*, 435
*

--

Fifth Syrian War, 618
Fik, 349
Flood, 38-41. 182
causes of, 40
date of, 38
Frederick Barbarossa, 629
French, 91, 196
Gabriel, 611
Gad (eponym), 95
Gad (tribe), 166
Ammonites and, 24;
Deborah's song and, 240
Gideon and, 24;
tribal territory of, 190-91
Galerius, 60
Galilee, 643
Galilee, Sea of, 217
Garden of Eden, 22
location of, 27-30
Gath, 221, 287, 367 ,
Ark of the Covenant and, 272
Gath-hepher, 643
Gaza, 199, 221-22, 228, 324, 667
Gaza strip, 222
Geba, 280-81
Gebal, 589
Gedaliah, 395-96, 404, 576-78
assassination of, 578
Gehenna, 390
Ge-Hinnom, 389-90
Gematria, 327
Genesis, Book of, 15-117
authorship of, 17-20 .
nameof,i5
.
*r,
84-85
Gerizim, Mount, 203, 214-15, 415;
&hem, 456-57
Geshm, 312
h e r , 323
Giants, 72-73, 18a, 198
Gibeah, 279
outrage at, 256-57
Gibeon, loo, 215-16, 214
Gibeonites, 308-9
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Gibraltar, 332
Gideon, 241-45
kingship of, 243-44
victory of, 242
Gihon, 28-30
Gilboa, battle of, 293-94
Gilead, i90-p
Gfleadites, 191
Gilgal (in Benjamin), 211-12
Saul's coronation at, 278
Gilgal (in Ephraim), 274
GOgamah, 40, 50, 175
GirgashiteS, 77
Gittith, 491
Gobryas, 608
Cod, 18
Abraham's covenant with, 79-80
creation of man by, 21
Mount Sinai and, 131-33
names of, 19-20, 134-35
polytheism and, 18
Sabbath and, 18-19
Second Isaiah's view of, 550
llllhfdty of, 550
Go& 46, 594-95
Gold, 330
Goliath, 221, 287788
Corn-, 45-46
Gomorrah, 70, 81
Goshen, 113-14, 126
Gourd, 647-48
-n,
379
Great Ararat, 42
Great Britain, 188
Great Pyramid, 63-64
Great Rift Valley, 67, 71, 96, 141
Greeks, 42, no, 200-1
Macedon and, 285
myths of, 45, 182, 201, 414, 481,
540, 585
number mysticism and, 327
Persians and, 444
Philistines and, 19p202
G d q u i * , 332
G~ges,46, 594

Habakkuk, 622
Habakkuk, Book of, 657
Habor, 37-9
Hadad, 333, 336, 361
Hadassah, 467
Hades, 173, 585
Hado& 405
Hadrach, 666-67
Hagsir, 79, 86
Haggai, 448, 664, 670
Haggai, Book of, 661-63
Haifa, 346
Hallelujah, 502-3
Ham, 42
descendants of, 42-44, 53 .
Egypt and, 504
Hamadan, 448
Haman, 468-71
death of, 471
Jewish policy of, 470
Hamath, 369
Hamitic languages, 44
Hamman, 469
Hammurabi, 50, 231
law code of, 69
Hananiah (companion of Daniel),
599430
Hananiah (false prophet), 570Hananiah (line of David), 40;
Handwriting on the wall, 607
Hangmatana, 448
Hannah, 270
Haran (city), 59-60, 97, 392-93
Haran (person), 60
Harappa* 465
Hattush, 450-51
Havilah, 28-29, 330
H=d, 3637 365, 373
death of, 368
Hazor, 234-36
Hebron, 67-68, 89, 170, 234Absalom in, 313
David and, 298
He4 173
Heliopolis, 113

Horonite, 456
Hell, 173, 390
Hosea, 623, 636, 650
Heman, 497
Hosea, Book of, 623-29
Henotheism, 359
Hoshea (Hosea), 625
Hephzibah, 553
Hercules, 481
Hoshea (king), 375
rebellion of, 375-77
Hermon, Mount, 202, 496
Herodotus, 63, 123, 221, 303, 385 Hdeh, Lake, 217, 2;
Humans, 96-97
Heshbon, 180
Hushai, 316-17
H=peros* 539
Hm, 88-89, 483
Heth, 77
Huzzab, 655
Hexateuch, 17, 208
Hezekiah, 176, 382-84, 423-24 Hyksos, 108-9
526, 533-34, 5649 625, WÃ defeat of, 120-21
Hyperboreans, 414
658
Babylonian rebels and, 387
rebellions of, 384, 544
lapetus, 45
Ibzan, 248, 263
wisdom literature and, $09
Idolatry, 164-63
Hiddekel River, 27
Higgaion, 492
Idu-ea,
545
Ikhnaton, 122-23, 231
High Priest, 136, 149, 406, 440
Moses and, 124
Eli, 270
Iliad, 607-8
Eliashib, 457
Immanuel, 531-33
Hilkiah, 555
India, 28, 330, 4x1, 465-66
Jehoiada, 367
Persia and, 444
Jehozadak, 406
Indo-European languages, 44
Joshua, 661, 665-66
Indus River, 28-29, 465
Onias 111, 614, 618
Simon I, 516
Ion, 46
.
Simon 11, 516-17, 614
Iran, 465
,
322, 557
Iraq, 90, 465
Hilkiah, 555
Iron, 33, 52, 229
Hindi, 466
Assyria and, 372
Hinduism, 466
Iron Age, 229
Isaac, 86
Hippopotamus, 485
burial of, 89
Hiram, 394, 335-26,
children of, 92
Hittites, 69, 77-78? 97# 123, zoo
Egypt and, 123
marriage of, 90-91
end of, 78, 131
sacrifice of, 87-88, 41 5
iron and, 229
Isaiah, 197, 290, 385, 524ff.v 557,
HiVItes* 100, 215
625,636, 650, 653~54,658
Hizkiah, 658
'
Ahaz and, 530-33
Holah, 379
apocalypse of, 540-44
Homer, -228
call of, 526
death of, 388, 546-47
Her, Mount, 96, 133, 173-74
Horeb, Mount, 131-33
social policies of, 527-28
Isaiah, Book of, 524-54
Honk, 96-97,

I
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in Canaan, 96
children of, 94-95
death of, 117
dream of, 94
in
Egypt, 114
5*
Esau and, 97-98
death of, 92
in Shechem, 98-101
Ishmael (son of Nethaniah), 577Jacob's stone, 276
78
Jacob's Well, 101
Ishmaelites, 29, 79, 92
Jaffa,
412
Ishtar, 233, 467-68, 585
Jair, 245
Is%xl(eponym), 93, 98
Jakeh, 510
Israel (ancient nation), 98, 338
Jambres,
137
AsSyria* 371-73
Jamnia,
426
end of, 378
Jannes, 137
Jeremiah and, 560-61
Japheth, 42-45, 505
monarchy and, 243-45, 27 58.
descendants of, 44-47
peak of power of, 369-71
Japhetic
languages, 44
tribal make-up of, 340
Israel (modem nation), 98, 222, Jareb, 627
Javan, 46
414, 459. 642
Jazer, 180
Israelites, 93
Jebel esh Sheikh, 202
deportation and end of, 378-80
Jebel Hamn, 174
in Egypt, izoff.
Jebel
Musa, 133
weights of, 143-44
Jebus7 74
Israel-Judah, 30 1
Jebusites, 74, 77, 301-2
Issachar (eponym), 95
Jeconiah, 403, 405, 438, 569
Issachar (tribe), 166
Jeduthun, 497
Deborah's song and, 230-40
Jehoahaz (of Israel), 368
territorial allotment of, 224
Jehoahaz (of Judah), 392, 402-3,
Issus, battle of, 667
568
Ithamar, 136, 270
Jehoash (of Israel), 368-69
Ithiel, 510
Jehoash (of Judah), 367-68
Ithobaal I, 343
Jehohanan, 404
Ithobaal 11, 590, 598
Jehoiachin, 395, 403, 405, 569-70,
Izhar, 136
583, $99, 605
captivity of, 396
J document, 20
descendants of, 405
Jabbok River, 178
Jehdada, 367
Jabesh-gilead, 259-60
Jehoialdm, 393-93, 402-3, 599
Ammonites and, 277-78
death of, 395, 569
Saul's body and, 295
Jeremiah and, 566-69
Pharaoh-nechoh and, 568
Jabin, 236
, ".J
rebellion of, 569
Jacob, 923.
t -!i
Jehoram (of Israd), 356
in h m , 94
death of, 363, 364
blessing of, 116-17
Ishbaal, 185
Ish-bosheth, 185, 298-301
death of, 300-1
Ishmael (son of Abraham), 79, 86,
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Jehoram (of Jadah), 362, 421, 499
Jehoshabeath, 421
~ehoshaphat,350-52, 421, 650
Ahab and, 350-51
death of, 362
Jehomm (of Israel) and, 357
name of, 32
navy of* 350-51
Jehosphat, Valley of, 632-53
Jehosheba, 367, 421
Jehoshua, 146
Jehovah, 20, 134-35
Jehozadak, 406, 440
Jehu, 363-65
death of, 368
rebellion of, 364, 626
Jehu&, 569
Jephthah, 246-47
daughter of, 246, 586
Jeremiah* 40% 477, 524, 555%
I
612-13, 620, 652
Babylonian exiles and, 572-73
call of, 557-58
in Egypt, 578-80
imprisonment of, 574
Israel and, 560-61
Jehoiakim and, 566-69
Lamentations, Book of, and, 58182
letter of, 573
Nebuchadnezzar and, 565, 577
opposition to, 562-64
period of exile and, 436
Pharaoh-hophra and, 580
Shiloh and, 562
Temple of Solomon and, 561-62
Zedekiah and, 570, 57475
Jeremiah, Book of, 555-80
Jericho, zio-i+ 224
fall of, 212-13
Moab and, 234
rebuilding of, 214
Jeroboam I, 152, 419
death of, 340
kingship of, a 0 - 4 0

rebellion of, 335
religious policy of, 339-40
Jemboam 119 369-71, 373-74. 499,
526, 625, 627, 643, 645
Jerome, St., 427, 472
Jerusalem, 74, 228, zzg
capital, 338
David and, 301-3
%zael and, 367
Jehoash and, 369
modem* 303
Nebuchadnezzar and, 395, 569,
574-75
.Sennacherib and, 24, 384-85,
446-47
Shishak and, 338
tribal allotments and, 224
walls of, 456-59
Jflhua* 440
J-,
285
Jesus, 147, 306, 357, 490, 536,
54-09 603, 610, 611, 647
ancestry of, 266
death and resurrection of, 586
Hebrew form of name of, 128
wage of* 447
Jesus (son of Sirach), 516, 623
Jews* 374
in Babylon,, 396, 405, 437, 57576
Biblical languages of, 447
circumcision and, 80-8 1
dietary laws of, 157
exclusivism of, 265
return from exile of, 4368.
Jezebel* 343-45, 421. 499
death of, 364
Yahvism and, 347
Jared, 343, 347, 363, 625-27
Jezreel, valley of,
Joab, 300, 333, 401
Absalom and, 312, 317
Adonijah and, 320
Amasa and, 317-18
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death of, 322
Uriah and, 310
h h , 367-68, 421-22, 527
Job, 105, 47489 598
Job, Book of, 474-87
Jobah, 105, 477
Joel, 630
Joel, Book of, 630-33
Johanan (son of Elmbib), 460-61
Johanan (son of Josiah), 404
John, 404
Jonah, 643
Jonah, Book of, 643-49
Jonathan, 150, 279-81
Battle of Michmash and, 280-81
David and, 289
death of, 294
son of, 309
Jonath-elemrechokin, 494
J~ppa,412-14
Joram (of Israel), 356
J=
(of Judah), 362
Jordan, 67, 202
Jordan River, 65-67, 217
Joshua's crossing of, 211
Naaman and, 360
Joseph, 95, 105-6, 611
birthright falls to, 115
death of, 120
Hyksos and, 109
Jacob's blessing and, 117
marriage of, 112
Potiphar's wife and, 107
pyramids and, 127
sale of, 106
triumph of, 113-14 .
Joseph tribes, 20
boll worship and, 152
Josephus, 109, 127, 129, 379, 456,
461, 639
Joshua (general), 146-47, 168
commander in chief, 208
death of, 224
sun and, 216
Joshua (High Priest), 661, 665-66
Joshua ben Site, 516

Joshua, Book of, 208-25
Josiah, 388-90, 437-28. 534, 658
death of, 392, 559, 568, 581
Deuteronomy and, 195
sons of, 402-4
Jotham (son of Gideon), 197
Jotham (king), 374, 423, 530, 625
Jomdak, 440
Jubile, 1.63-64
Jubiles, Book of, 164
Jubyl, 589
Judah (eponym)9 95
Benjamin and, 113
children of, 106-7
Joseph and, 106
Judah (kingdom), 338
Chaldeans and, 576
Egypt and, 392-93, 568-69
guardian angel of, 615
Jeroboam I1 and, 371
kings of, 402
Nebuchadnezzar and, 394-96
Seleudds and, 6x8
tribal makeup of, 340
Judah (tribe), 166, 24-85
Canaan conquest b ,226-28
Deborah's song and, 240
Edomite components in, 169
Jacob's blessing and, 1i 6-17
Moses' blessing and, 206
Philistines and, 255
territorial allotment of, 222
Judaism, 195, 390, 460
Ezekiel and, 595
Jude, 184
Judges* 230
Judges, Book of, 226-60
chronology of, 230-31
Judgment Day, 632-33
Kadesh, 170-71
battle of, 123
Kadmonites, 7 5 7 7
Kagera River, 111
Kaiwan, 637
Karkar, battle of, 349, 372
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Malachi, Book of, 67-1
Mamre, 67-68
Man, creation of, 2 1
Manasseh (eponym), 113-16
Manasseh (king), 388, 424-27,
- - .
557, 645
captivity and reform of, 425-26
Isaiah and, 546-47
Manasseh (tribe). 166
.
.
~eborah'ssong and, 239-40
*
Midianite raids against, 241
Moses' blessing and, 206
'.
t r i i l territory of, 190-91, 224
Manasses, 427
Manetho, 109
Manna, 143
.
fi
Manoah, 249
- -Ã
Marathon, battle of, 444
Marduk, 467, 486, 55%-53, 621-22
1
Mardulc-apal-iddin, 387
Man, 368
Maronites, 196
, *,P
Martyrdom of Isaiah, Book of the,
547
Mary, Virgin, 61i
Mmhil, 496
Mass, Catholic, 156
Massa, 92, 510
Ma-,
404
Mazzaroth, 484
Med-9 391, 434
Media, 46
r
Median Empire, 434, 549, 60%
.Â¥f
610
capital of, 448
I
fall of, 435
Megiddo, battle of (Josiah),
.
$68
Megiddo, battle of (Thutmose

.
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in), 122

Melchizedek, 73-74, 504-5
M W , 343, 3'55
Memphis, 63, 120, 559
-ern,
371
Mendik, 331
Menes, 62-63
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Merowe, 376
Merris, 127
Mesech, 505
Mesh% 357-59
Meshach, 600,603
Mesh&, 46, 505
Mesopotamia, 90, 233
Messiah, 490
Messiah the Prince, 615-14 , , .
Messianic prophecies, 534-37, V ~ Ã
570, 610, 65a-B, 6 6 ~ 6 3 ,
6654
Methuselah, 37
Micah (Ephraimite), 254
Micah (prophet), 564, 650
Messianic prophecies of, 652-53
Micah, Book of, 650-54
I
Micaiah, 650
r
Michael, 615-16
Mi* 300
Michmash, battle of, 280-81 . MichtallI, 492
Midian, 92, 479
Exodus and, 190
Moses in, 129
Midianites, 92, 190, 241
Migdol, 592
Mina, 607
Minoan civilization, zoo
Minos, 200 ,
Miriam, 167-68
Mishael, 600
Mitanni, 97, 123
Mithra, 438
Mithradates, 438
Mithraism, 152, 438
Mithredath, 438
Mizpeh (in Benjamin), 257-58,
a74
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Mizpeh (in Gad), 246
Mizraim, 48
Moab (eponym), 83-84
Moab (nation), 124-25, 234, 543
Ahaziah and, 353
David and, 265, 306
Elimelech and, 262-63
Exodus and, 176ff., 1838., Â¥189*
90
Omri and, 353
Reuben and, 191
Moabite Stone, 358-59
Mohammed, 611
Mohenjo-Daro, 465
Molech, 162-63
Monotheism, 18, 56
Montefiore, Sir Moses Haim, 303
Months, 140
Babylonian, 585
Mordecai, 467-68
Moreshath-gath, 652
Moriah, 87-88
Moriah, Mount, 415
Moses, 17
birth of, 127, 174
blessing of, 187, 204-7
death of, 207
' golden calf and, 153
Ikhnaton and, 124
marriage of, 167-68
Midian and, 129
name of, 128
Og and, 182
opposition to, 167-68, 17172
Psalms and, 502
Moslems, 79
Mukhmas, 281
Mummies, 63
Muthlabben, 491
Mycenae, 200
Naamm, 360-61, 479
Nabataeans, 457
Nablus, loo
Nabonidus, 434, 606
Nabopolassar, 393, 564
Naboth, 350

Nabu, 552
Nabu-kudurri-usur, 393
Nabu-naido, 606
Nadab, 136, 340-41
Nahash, 277-78
Nahor. 88-00
~ a h u k ~, & kof, 655-56
Names, Biblical, 32, 1z8
Naomi, 263-65
Napata, 376
Naphtali (eponym), 95
Naph tali (tribe),166
Deborah's song and, 339-40
territorial allotment of, 224
Napoleon, 222
Naram-Sin, 50
Nanner, 62
Narwhal, 189
Nathan, 310, 490
Solomon and, 320
Nazareth, 238, 643
Nazarite, 248-49, 270
Neapolis, loo
Neariah, 405, 451
Nebi Samwel, 274
Nebo, 552-53
Nebo, Mount, 186, 207
Nfebuchadnezzar, 55, 39396, 428,
564-65, 583, 598-606, 641
death of, 396, 434, 605
divine worship of, 603-4
dreams of, 600-5
Jehoiakim and, 569
Judah and, 394-96
madness of, 604-5
Nebuchadrezzar, 565, 599
Nebuzaradan, 575
Necho, 392-93, 428, 565, 568
death of, 571
Negev, 86
Neginoth, 401
Negroes, 45
Nehemiah, 453-54
walls of Jerusalem and, 456-59
Nehemiah, Book of, 432, 453-62
Nehiloth, 49 1
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Pharaoh-hophra, 571, 593
death of, 580
Pharaoh-nechoh, 392-93
Pharaoh of Abraham, 64-65
Pharaoh of the Exodus, 130-31
Pharaoh of Joseph, 107-8
Pharaoh of the Oppression, 120-26
daughter of, 127
Pharaoh of Solomon, 322-23
Pharez, 106-7
Philip the Arabian, 457
Philistia, 221
Philistines, 131, 190-202, 224, 458
Ark of the Covenant and, 271-73
Assyria and, 458
Dan and, 248
David and, 292-93, 304-5
Egypt and, 219-22
Ephraim and, 271-72
Judah and, 25;
peak of power of, 271
royal titles of, 497
Samson and, 250-53
Samuel and, 274-75
Saul and, 277-81
Phinehas, 136, 258
Phoenicians, 201, 218-19, 239
'ihab and, 343-44
Omri and, 343
tribal allotments and, 224
Phosphoros, 539
Phrygians, 131
But, 47
Pi, 328
Pi-hariroth, 142
Piterimfs Proffrn, The, 493, 554
Pisgah, Mount, 185-86, a q
Pison River, 28-30
Pit, 173
Pithom, 126, 141
PIataea, 279
Pleiades, 481-82
Polytheism, 18
Pontus, 438
Popes, 403
Pork, 157

Potiphar, 105-6
wife of, 107
hayer of Manasses, Book of the,
425-26
Priestly Document, 19
Prometheus, 45
Prophets, band of, 282-83
Elijah and, 344
Elisha and, 356
Prophets, major, 524
Prophets, minor, 623
Proverbs, Book of, 507-11
Psalms, acrostic, 495
Psalms, Book of, 488-506
titles in, 490
Psamtik I, 392
Psamtik 11, 571
Psamtik 111, 442
Pseudo-Dionysius, 529
Pusennes 11, 323
Ptolemaic Egypt, 603, 616, 668
Ptolemy 11, 426
Ptolemy 111, 517, 618
Ptolemy VI, 517, 618
Ptolemy VII, 517
Ptolemy, VIII, 472
371-73
Purim,, 470
Pyramids, 63
Israelites and, 127
PWwPras, 327, 539
Qarqar, battle of, 349
Queen of Sheba, 331, 520
Ra, 112
Raamses, 126
Rabbah, 202
Rabbath-Ammon, 202
Rachel. 94-95, 179
burial of, 560
death of, 101-2
Rachel tribes, 236-37
Rahab (woman), 211
Rahab (Egypt), 501-2
Ram, 483
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Ramah (in Benjamin), 237-38, &ba? 331
Sabaea, 331
560-61
Ramah (in Ephraim), 269
Sabbath, 19
Ramathaim-zephim, 267-69
Sacrifice, human, 246-47, 359
Rameses I, 123
Saida, 2x9
Rameses 11, 123-26, 174, 326
Saint, 204-5
death of, 130
39% 559
Israelite oppression and, 125-26
SakkuthÃ637
Salamis, battle of, 44;
Rameses 111, 220
death of, 231
Salathiel, 405, 439
Ramoth-gilead, 350-51, 363, 650
Salem, 73-74
Rebekah, 88-89, 91, 117
Salt h,70-71
Red Sea, 67, 96, 126, 133, 141- Samaria, 523
Benhadad I1 and, 448
43, 330
parting of, 142-43
fall of, 377
Reeds, Sea of, 143
founding of, 342-43
Rehoboam, 336-40, 416-18 .
Samaritans, 203, 415, 440-+~, -523
Rephaim, 71-73
arrival of, 380-82
Elam and, 455
Rephaim, valley of, 304-5
Samson, 248-53
Rephidim, 144
death of, 253
Resen, 5i
Samuel, 469
Rest of Esther, the, 472-73
birth of, 270
~
~ (eponym)?
u
b 95
David and, 28556
Bilhah and, 102
Philistines and, 274-75
Joseph and, 106
prophets and, 282-85
Reuben (tribe), 166
Sad and, 275~76,285-84
Deborah's song and, 240
Samuel,
First Book of, 267-95
Jacob's blessing and, 116
Second Book of, 297-319
Samuel,
Moses' blessing and, 206
Sanballat, 456
rebellion of, 172
Sanskrit, 465
tribal territory of, 190-91
Sarafand, 345
R d , 373
Sa*:
79
Rmon, 334
death
of, 89
Rhinoceros, 188
Hagar and, 86
Rhodes, 47
Sam4 fa
Richard 11, 626
Sardis, 641
Rimmon, 361-62
Srgon 11, 377-78, 393, 544, 6 9
RirnSn, 69
death of, 384
Rod: Rimmon, 259
,
Sargon of Agade, 50
Rodanim, 47
birth of, 129
Rome, 457,542, 610, 619
Romulus, 435
Ruth, 264-66, 285
fall of, 61;
h t h , Book of, 261-66, 401, 452,
serpent and, 31
648
Satwn (planet), 637

^

Shabaka, 376
Shadrach,
600, 603
Satyrs, 159-60
Shakespeare, William, 626
Saul, 150, 230, 275ffv 469, 492
Shallurn, 402, 568
Amalekites and, 282, 284
Shahnan, 627-28
Ammonites and, 277-78
burial of, 29;
I, 51, 645
capital of, 279
111, 349, 372
David and, 285-86, 989-92, 536
death of, 368
descendants of, 308-10, 406-7
Jehu and, 365
S@lmaneser V, 375-77, 628
Jonathan and, 279-81
Philistines and, 277-81
Shamgar, 234-35
prophets and, 283
Shaphan, 577
Sharon, 521
Samuel and, 283-84
Shatt-al-Arab, 28
suicide of, 294
Shealtiel, 405, 419
Saxons, 379
Shear-Jashub, 53-31
Scapegoat, 158
Sheba (kingdom), 331, 499
Scribes, 449-50
Sheba (person), 317-18
Scythians, 46, 379
Shechaniah, 405
Sba, 499
Shechem (city), 98-101, 105, 203,
Second Isaiah, 547ff,, 567
6~3-3,
Second Temple, 44-49.
224. 338-39
Abimelech and, 244-45
619, 661
Sir, 96
Shechem (person), 100-1
Seir, Mount, 96, 133
Shekel, 607
Sdr the Horite, 103
%em, 42, 56
descendants of, 42-44, 5 ~ 5 4
=ah, 457, 490-91
Seleucids, 541-42, 598, 603, 610, Shemaiah (line of David), 405, 418
616, 668
Shemaiah (prophet), 338
Seleucus, 610
Shemer, 342
Sheminitb, 49 1
Semitic languages, 44
Sennacheni, 24, 41, 384-85, 544, Shemuel, 270
6 n , 645
sh-r,
438
death of, 385
Sh-l, 173, 492-93
Sepharad, 641-42
Sheshach, 564-66
Sephardim, 47, 642
437-39
Sheshb-r,
Shibboleth, 247-48
SeptWin, 15, 426
Shiggaion, 491
Septuagint, 15, 426
Shiloh, 270
Serpent, 31, 175
Satan as, 410
destruction of, 272
seraphim and, 529-90
Jeremiah and, 562
Servant of the Lord, 95-51
Shimei, 315-17
Sesostris (legendary), 123-24
death of, 322
Sesostris I, 64
w a r , 48, 599
Shkhak, 335-36, 418,
Seth* 35
Setnakht, 220
in Jerusalem, 338
Seven, significance of, 612-13
Shittim, 211

Saturnalia, 139

=-
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Shoc~h,386-87
Shomron, 342
Shush? 92, 479
Shubbiluliu, 78, 123
Shulamite, 523
Shunamite, 523
shunem, 293-94
Shush, 456
Shahan, 453-54
Shushan-eduth, 494
Siddim, vale of, 69-71, 82
Sidon, 217, 589
Sihon, 178
Simeon (eponym), 95
Shechem and, 100-1
Simeon (tribe), 166-67, 226
Deborah's song and, 240
Jacob's blessing and, 116
Moses' blessing and, 206
territorial allotment of, 222
Simon I, 516
Simon 11, 516-17, 614
Sin (city), 593
Sin (goddess), 56, 59, 132-33
Sinai, Mount, 132-33
Israelites at, 1475.
Sinai Peninsula, 133, 229
Sind, 465-66
Sirion, 495-96
h?
238-39
Six-day War, 67, 133, 223,- 303
sXR@tdiS, 442
Smith, George, 40
So* 376
Sodom, 70, 73
destruction of, 81-83
Solomon, poff., 402, 499, 557
death o f , 336
Edom and, 333-34
empire of, 323-24
forced labor under, 326
navy of, 328
Pharaoh and, 322-23
prophetic party and, 334-35
psalm of, 499

religious toleration under, 333
Syria and, 334
Temple of, 324-28
wisdom literature and, 507-9,
512-15
wives of, 518
Son of God, 489-90, 603
Son of Man, 610
# .
Song of Solomon, Book of the,,
518-23
Sorek River, 251
Soul, 22
Southern Kingdom, 338
Spain, 332, 641-42
Sparta, 236
Sphinx, 149
Stanley, Henry Morton, 112
Stone Age, 228
Stonehenge, 212
SuCCoth, 140-41, 343, 418'
Sudan, 376
Suez, Gulf of, 133, 142-43
Sukkiim, 418
Sumeria, 30-31, 44
end of, 51
Flood and, 39-40
language of, 50
legends of, 37, 40
Sun, Joshua and the, 216
suss, 453-54, 456
Susanna, 620
Susanna, Book of, 620-21
Susiana, 455
Syene, 592
~ ~ ~ a g o g 500
ue?
Syria, 307, 341
Ahab and, 347-49
destruction of, 374
modem, 91
origin of term, 91
peak of power of, 365
Solomon and, 324
,

Tabor, Mount, 338-39
Tahapanes, 559
Taharqa, 384-85
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Woman, creation of, 31
Twelve Patriarchs, Testament of Woolley, Sir Charles Leonard, 38 .
Worlds in Collision, 138
the, 120
Writing,
36
T^"* -39 303-4, 58690
sieges of, 587, 588, 667
Xerxes I, 445, 463, 609, 616
Tyros, 586
Babylon and, 622
Xerxes 11, 450
510
Unicorn. 186-80
Upper Egypt, 62
Yahu, 579
Yahveh, 20, 135, 185
ur, $6-58
Yahvism,
135
373, 382-84
Uriah the Hittite, 310
Ahab and, 344
Deuteronomy and, 195
Uriel, 419
Urim, 149-50, 276
in Egypt, 579
henotheism and, 359
Visa Major, 482
Hezekiah and, 382
Ussher, James, 36
Ut-Napishtim, 40
Jehoshaphat and, 362
Jehu and, 365
uz, 88-89. 105, 476-77, 483
Uaziah, 422-23, 505, 526-27, 625
Jezebel and, 347
J o s h and, 389-90
leprosy of, 423, 634-36
in Judah, 284-85
Manasseh ' and, 546-47
Van, 41
Van, Lake, 41
Samaritans and, 382 '
Vashti, 466-67
Yemen, 330
VeMkovsky, Immanuel, 138
YWH, 20, 134-35,
Yiddish, 642
Venus (planet), 538-39
Yom Kippur, 158
Vespadan, 99
Vesper, 539
Victoria, Lake, 1 x 1
Zachariah, 371, 627
Virgin birth, 532
Zadok, 320, 322, 557
Zalmunna, 242-43
Vulgate, 427
Zamzummim, 71-72
Wadi el-Arabah, 96
Zarah, 106-7
Wadi Mojib, 178
Zarathustra, 409
Weights,
143-44
Zarephath, 344-45
Zebah, 242-43
Whale, 486
tonah and the, 646-47
Zeboiim, 70
White Nile, ill-la
Zebulun (eponym), 95
WincHer, Hugo, 77
Zebulun (tribe), 166
Wisdom literature, 507
Deborah's song and, 239-40
Wisdom of Solomon, Book of the,
territorial allotment of, 224 .
Zechariah
(prophet), 448, $64,
515.567
Witches, i 6 i 4 a
670-71
Zechariah (son of Jehoiada), 422
Witch of Endor, 294
Zechariah, Book of, 664-69
Wizards, 161
Twelve, ~ b o kof the, 623

41,

'

Meloah? 395, 404, 428, 582
Jeremiah and, 570, 574-75
Zeizah, 561
Zephaniah, 658
, Zephaniah, Book of, 658-60
&ah, 420
h s h , 471
Zeruiih, 401
hbbabel, 405, 439-40, 462, 671
as Messiah, 661-63, 665-66
Samaritans and, 441
Zeus, 361, 5443, 608
Zidon, 217, 229, 303, 5 4
~ g g u r a t ,559 94
-&
292
Zflpah, 94-95
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Abiathar. ow
Abilene, 936'
Abomination of Desolation,
87-71
Abraham, 773,796,819,937,982
and covenant with God, 766
Abraham's bosom, 946
Achaea, 1066
Achaean League, 738,1067
Achai~uS,1103
Acre, 728
Actium, Battle of, 1147
Acts of the Apostles, Book of,
995ff.
authorship of, 997
Aeshma, 681
Agrippa, 1033
Agrippina, 1079
Ahab, 777
Ahasuera, 685

Alexander the Great, 689, 694,
700, 711,722,7462 753, 757,
10559 1195
birth of, 1073
death of, 70
succsors 02
Alexandra (daug ter of John Hyr-

T?
canus 11)*
Alexandra
(wii8*
ow of
Jannaeus), 784

Alexander .

Pharisees and, 808
Alexandria, 6 7, 706
founding of, 703
Jewish massacre in, i 184
sack of, 188
Alexandria Troas, 1055
Alpha and Omega, 1193
Al-Razi, 680
Alyattes, 1195
Amaziah, 777
Amos, 709
Ahura Maz a, 756
Amphipolis, ION
Albinus, 1160
Ananias, 1003
Ananus 11,1158
Alcimus, 740, 764
Alexander son o Aristobulus II), Anaxbander, 1075
Anaximenes, 1075
(son of Herod the Andrew, 824,1071
Andromeda, 1026
Alexander (in i imothy), 1143
Angels, 682,779
hierarchies of, 1129-30
Alexander Balas, 741, 43
Alexander Jannaeus, 7 3* 826
Mohammedan, 682
Pharisees and, 808
Anna, 9 5
Alexander Severus, 1189
Annas, 873,936
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Annunciation, 919
Apollonius (general of Antiochus
Annunciation Day, 933
Antichrist, 1139, 1206, 1214
of Demetrius
-Antigopus, 1195
II), 743
Apollos, 1071, 1105-06, 1154
Antigonus Mattathias, 785
Apostle?, Twelve, 839
Antioch, 721-2, 1037
after Jesus' ascension, 998ff.
,
Christians at, 1029
founding of, 722
in Roman times, 1029-30
Antioch in Pisidia, 1043
Antiochus I, 707,736
Antiochus 11,707, i i z o
htiochus 111, 707, 720, 728, 736,
73777587 765, "30,1197
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Rome and, 71
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death
1,745
death o f q 1 7
&ntiochus 1 , 750; 751,,783, '!(
death of, 1
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btiochus 311,751, 755 783" '
Antiochus (father of deucus I),
722
1
fintipas, 708
Antipater son of Herod), 98
Antipater the Idumeari, 7 4, l'o&
assassination of, 785
htipatris, 1080
Antonia, 1033
Antonius, Marcus. See Mark Antony
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Ohinnereth, 821
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Chios, 1074
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. Chloe, 1105
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Christ, 856-57
.
Qiristian Era, 787 , ,
Christians, early, log@. ,
first use of name, mi$
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Mosaic Law and, 1077 :. ',
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Paul's views on, 109546,,.
1116-17
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Croesus, 736, 1058
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Crucifixion, 891-92
, ,ti7
Crusades, 728
,
Cumanus, Ventiditt,
Cyaxares, 685
Cyprus, 1022-23 r. . ~ - ri -.:,;,%:
Saul (Paul) and; Parnabmlll,
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Dalmatia, 1148
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Damascus, 826
under Romans, la20 "- ~ ? & ~ n
Daniel, .Book ofc Messianisny
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re edication of Teqpleiand, 13.4
Daphne, 762
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.;:v .
Darius I, 8 2
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Day of the Lord, 113& &
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e a t of, 742 ,: . .::i
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Demiurge, 964
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Denis, Saint, 1065 - ,< . ;-,Jv
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Didymus, 994
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Dionysius I, i o 8
,,
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Dionysius the Areopagih lri@*-3
Disciple, Beloved, 954fft. , -c. , i ,

Epaphroditus, 11.25
~s .
Ephesians, Epistle to the; 1119-21
Ephesus, 297, 1068 .
Church at, 1198-990
Temple of Diana at, ibyz
Epictetus, 1148
, :--,*
Epicureans, 1062
. ,
Epicurus, 1062, lay; ,
.
Epimenides of Knossos, 31146
Epirus, 731
Epistles, pastoral, 1141
.
Era of the Maccabees, 748
Erastus, ii00-01,
1110
.;
Esarhadden, 781, 1013
- '
1.1
Esdras, Second Book of, i.i.fiff.
Dismas7
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.. ,
Dives,
94
Essenes, 807
Domitian, 95 , i 14@,MB*
1164, ii 3r.;uq&, aW!1@16 Ethiopia, 1012
Ethiopian Dynasty, 1012
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.,I
Dragon, 1209-10
Ethnarch, 798
Drusilla, 1080
1
Eudoxus, 1086
. .
Eumenes I, 736
Easter Sunday, 898,
1
Eumenes 11, 737,741,1196
Ecbatana, 680,688
Eunice, 1053
Edna, 684 , +, . I ;
Euodias, 1126
Edom, 725
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Euphrates, 1208
Egypt, 691
. 1. Â ¥ . I Eusebius, 916
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Jesusand,797 ! - . , , . I ,
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Nubia and, lo*
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- Evangelists, 770
under Ptolemies, 705-06 :. , I - Ezekiel, Sabbath and, 847
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Fair Havens, 1086
Felix, Antonius, 10 9
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Festus, Porcius, 10 1, 1158,
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:
Flavian Dynasty, 1183
Eleazar (Maccabea& (Jt6, ,-,i I
Fortunatus, 1103
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death of, 729
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Four Horsemen, 1203,
I
Eleazar (martyr), 763: !. ,, ' , * 1
Elephantine, 1013 ' , ,
Gabae, 728
Elephants, 729
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-I
Gabriel, 682,918, 919, 1136, 1179
Eliashib, 692
,- , ,, , .. ' --1
Elijah, 804
, !
- ,. :.I Gadarenes, 8 8
Gaius (in i orinthians),
Jesusand,857
:I
1100-1101
Elisabeth, 918
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Mary and, 920
- .!-. . . Gaius (in 3 John), 11.71
.
,
Galatia, 1114
Elisha, 803
.-,';~-..I.'. *
Enoch, Book of,
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Holy Grail, 896
Holy Spirit, 810, moo
Hosanna, 861
Hosea, 709,768
Hydaspes River, 689
Hymenaeus, 1143
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Iconium, 1045
Idumea, 24-25
Macca ean conquest of, 7
India, 7037 737
Ionia, 1069
.
Irenaeus, 9 15, 960
Isaiah, virgin birth and, 781
Iscariot. See Judas Iscariot
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Iturea, 798
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arrest of, 880
baptism of, 810
Bethlehem and, 794
birth of, 778ff., 781-82, 786,
923ff
boyhood of, 935
brothers of, 818, 849-50
burial of, 895
centurion and, 835
crucifixion of, 891ff., 950-51,
991
Davidic descent of, 780, 864-5
death of, 894
disciples of, 161ff., 969-70
Elifah and, 857
genealogy of7 77 3ff.3937-40
Gentiles and, 834-3 5
Gnostic view of, 964
as healer, 825-26
Herod Antipas and, 852,950 .
high priests and, 874
Holy Spirit and, 810
Jerusalem and, 861
John the Baptist and, 809, 843,

~addua,
James (brother of Jesus), 1025
Council of Jerusalem and, 1050
death of, 1158
James (son of Alpheus), 908
James (son of Zebedee), 824, 858
Judas51scariotand, 877-78
death of, 58, 1039
language of, 911
James, Epis e of, 1158-59
Melchizedek and, 11 6- 7
Janus, Temple of, 924
Jason (brother of Onias 111), 760
as Messiah, 836-38, 855-58,
Jason of Cyrene, 75 3
968
Jason of Thessalonica, 1099
Mosaic Law and, 828
Moses and, 7 6,798, 857
Jericho, 775 .
in Nazareth, 16-17
Jeroboam 11, 709, 783
parables of, 850-51
Jerome, 698
Pharisees and, 80 84 ff.
Jerusalem, 749
Antiochus IV and, 714
Pontius Pilate a n t 888ff.
Christians in, 1077
resurrection of, 896ff., 997
Roman taxation and, 868
entry of Jesus into, 860-862
Jesus as boy in, 935
Sabbath and, 848
Pompey in, 784
Samaritans and, 841,980
Pontius Pilate and, 886
Satan and, 811-12
Ptolemy I and, 18
Temple of Jerusalem and,
862-63
Jerusalem, Counci of, 1050
trial of, 8838.
Jeshua, 692
Zebulon and Naphtali and, 815
Jesus, 769
Jesus, son of Sirach, 758
age of, 937,982-83
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Jews, 694,981
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apostate, 1063 Â¥i
.i~,
languageof, i w ~ ~ , L:,
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Jmb4 777
Joash, 777
i,. .
Johanan, 716
death of, 740
Johiachin, 777
Jobiakim, 777
John {the apostle), 825-956ff
in Ephesus, 1071
< later life of, 959
Messianic kingdom and, 858
in Samaria, 1010
fdhn m a n u s I, 750,755,783
Pharisees and, 808
Samaritan temple and, 842
+.
John Hyrcanus 11, 784
death of, 786
'ti- .,
mutilation,of, 785
',
.
Pharisees and, 808 -,;
. Ii
john Mark (see Mark)
, ,*
John the Baptist, 902
birth of, 317
,,.
Elijah and, 804
Essenes and, 807
. execution of, 851
Herod Antipas and, 81 9
, Herodias and, 81,5
imprisonment of, 813
Jesus and, 809~845, 9%
naming of, 912
sect of, 1071
John the Presbyter, 1169
John, Figst Epistle of, 1168
John, Sfecend Epistle of, 1170 f
- John, Third Epistle of, 1171
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Joseph (husband of Mary), 780%
817, 939
Joseph (nephew of On& 11),
+, %?j-~
Joseph Barsabbas, 998
Joseph of Arimatbea, 895 !&s, ;;
losephus,,716,718, 731,757,815,
852, 737 "58
Joshua, 750,775
Josiahv 777, 1215
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Judas (brot er of James)?941
f-'.fc:
Judas Iscariot, 841
betrayal by, 87~-Â¥"
death of, 887
L-u
Judas kiss, 880
Judas Maccabeus, 716, 772 1. .
death of, 739
r w;,
victories of, 719, 723,731
Judas of Galilee, 926
=i,
Jude, 1172
,. , ( , I
Jude, Epistle of, 1172-75 .&,{
Judm, 700
"
,
Alexander the Great and, 701
after destruction of Temple,
. .
1184
,
-H.--^,
censusin,g2~--<:, j i , j .
famine in, 103 ....>G ,; , , ;,
Grepk culture and, 711-1 2 %;
Heradian dynasty and, 98 .-_;
Mac-bean, dynuts M(Ct74Â¤-r
Parthian? and, 78$->iÂ¥i.'
-,
procurators of, 1079
Rome and, 85, 830~'8'3;)M
Seleucids an ,707, 717fi! ,
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Maccabees, Third Book of, 764
Macedon, 700
Gauls and, 7
Paul in, 105
in Roman times, 10568.
Rome and, 735
Machaerus, 815
Magdala, 899
Magdalene, Mary. See Mary Magdalene
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Lamb, 1202
Lamb of God, 967
Laodicea, 1130
Church of, 1202
Laodike, 1130
Last Supper, 878, 896,954
Last Trump, 1136,117
Lazarus (of Bethany), 9 4
Lazarus (in parable), 946
Lebbaeus, 1154
Legion, 910
Lesbos, 1074
Levi, 907
Leviathan, 1138, 1180-81, 1210
Libertines, synagogue of, 1007
Lives of the Twelve Caesars, The,
1183
Livy, 782
Logos, 960ff.
Lois, 1053
Lord's Day, 898, 1194
Lord's Prayer, 831
Lot, 819
Lucanus, Marcus Annaeus, 1067
Lucius of Cyrene, 916
Luke, 914-15,997,1099
Mary and, 921
Paul and, 914-15, 1056, 1133
Luther, Martin, 1154
Lycaonia, 1045
Lycia, 1084
Lydda, 1025
Lydia (nation), 736, 1069
Lydia (woman), 1058
Lysias, 721, p 9 , 730
Lysias, Clau ius 1078
Lysimachus, 1195
Lystra, 1045
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Magog, 12 1
Malachi, Book of, Messianism and,
805

Malthace,
108714
Mammon, 832
Manasseh (high priest), 758
Manasseh (king), 690
Man of sin, 1138
Marcus Aurelius, 1064
Mariamne (Maccabean),786,1032
Mariamne (non-Maccabean), 814
Mark, 905, 1035, 1052, 1133 *
Paul and, 1042-4
Mark Antony, 786, .923, 1057,
1147,1197
at Tarsus, 1016
Martyr-tales, 763
Mary (mother of Jesus), 780
after the crucifixion, 998
at
at the cruci xion, 991
Elisabeth and, 920
in Ephesus, 1071
Luke and, 921
virginity of, 81 ,919
Mary (wife of C eophas), 819-20
Maccabean Kingdom, 717,783
Mary Magdalene, 899-900, 942,
end of, 784
1071
Maccabees, 17
Mattathias, 716
Maccabees, irst Book of, 6953.
sons of, 716
authorship of, 6 8
death of, 719
Maccabees, Fifth ook of, 765
Matthew, 771,908
Maccabees, Fourth Book of, 765 Matthias, 998
Maccabees, Second Book of, 753 Media, 680, 688,737, 1001
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Megiddo, 1 215
Melchior, 788
Melchizedek, 789
Jesus and, 1156-57
Melita, 1087
Menelaus, 761, 763
Mesopotamia, 1001
Messiah, Bethlehem and, 794
Davidic descent of, 789, 864-67
in 2 Esdras, 1181
Messiahs, false, 1005
Messianism, Elijah and, 804
Herod and, 7 3
Jesus and, 83 38
in Maccabean times, 772, 789
in Roman times, 789
Meteorites, 1072
Micah, Book of, Messianism and,
794
Michael, 682, 1174
Miletus, 1075
Millennium, 1181, 1217
Mithradates I (Parthia), 720, 744,
74 751
ithra ates VI (Pontus), 1061
MMithraism, 932
Mitylene, 1074
Modin, 716
Montanus, 988
Mormon, Book of, 1191
Mosaic Law, 828
Christians and, 1077
Paul and, 1040
Moses, 796
death of, 1174
Jesus and, 857
Movable holidays, 933
Myra, 1084
Mysia, 1054
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Nabatean Arabs, 725, 740
Nabopolassar, 685
Napata, 1012

75:

Nathan, 93 39
Nathanael, 970
Nazarene, 801

Nazareth, 801, 927
Jesus and, 817
Neapolis, 1057
Nebuchadnezzar, 677,685,686
Nectanebo 11,691
Nehemiah, 756
Nero, 772,iw2,1067,io80,1083,
1122,1139,1163,1192,1209,
1213, 12161
Christians and, 1155
death of, 1212
Nervaj

New Jerusa
193
em, 1218
Nicanor, 731
Nicodemus, 978
Nicolaitans, 1199

Nubia, 1012-14
Nubian Dynasty, 1012-1 3
Number of the Beast, 1013-14
Numerology, Biblical, 1013
Nunc Dimitas, 234
Octavian Caesar, 923, 1057, 1147
Odenathus, 1190
Olives, Mount of, 859-60, 879
Onesimus, 1150
Onias I, 757
Onias 11, 758, 759
Onias 111, 758, 759
Antiochus IV and, 760
murder of, 762
Ovid, 1046
/

Pallas, 1079, 1081
Painphylia, 1002, 1076
Paul in, 1041-42
Paphos, 1038
papias, 771, 905
Parables, 850-51
Paradise Lost, 832, 1x79, 121i
Parchment, 737
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Saint Paul's Bay, 1087
Salamis (Cyprus), 10 8
Salamis (near Athens , 1038
Salma, 775
Salmon, 7 5
Salmone, Cape, 1086
Salome, 852
Salonica, 1060
Samaria, 679
Maccabean conquest of, 783
in Roman times, 1010-11
Samaritan, Good, 943-44
Samaritans, 942
Jesus and, 980
Jews and, 944
Samos, 1074
Samothrace, 1057
Samson, 801
Samuel, 896
Sapphira, 1003
Sappho, 1074
Sara, 681
Sardis, 1058, 1196
Sargon, 679
Sassanid Empire, 1180
Satan, 779, 1139, 1210
Jesus and, 811-12
Saturn (god), 32
Saturn (planet , 792
Saturnalia, 932
Saul (the apostle, see also Paul),
1014
change of name of, 1038-40
conversion of, 1020-21
in Damascus, 1021-22
education and family of, 1018
famine at Jerusalem and, 1037
as Roman citizen, 1017
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Seleucid Empire, 705, 711
decline of, 744
end of, 784
Seleucids, 677, 705
seleucus 1,705,707,711,722,736,
1037,1043,1058
Seleucus 11, 707
Seleucus 111, 707
Seleucus IV, 710,730,758
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, 1067
Sennacherib, 680, 1013
Sermon on the Mount, 827ff.
Seron, 720
Seven, significance of, 1197- 8
Seven Wonders of the World,
1073, 1076
Shabuoth, 999 .
Shakers, 1001
Shalmaneser, 679
Shapur I, 1190
Shechem, 692
Sheoh 947
Sicarii, 841
Sicily, 10 7
Side, 750
Silas, 1051, 1161
Silvanus, 1051
Silvia, 782
Simalcue, 745
Simeon, 934
Simon I (high priest), 758
Simon I1 (high priest), 7 8
Simon (Maccabean), 71 ,727,748
death of, 751
sons of, 750
Simon (son of Annas),
Simon (Zadokite), 759,
Simonians, 1011
Simon Magus, ioio-xi
Simon of Cyrene, 892, 1098
Simon Peter, 823-24
Simon the Cananean, 840
Simony, 1011
Sinai, Mount, 768
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Sebaste, 1010
Second Coming, 871,957,1137
Sejanus, Lucius Ae ius, 8.5
SisYPhus7o the Innocents, 795
Seleucia (on Mediterranean), 1037 Slaughter
Seleucia (on Tigris), 722
Slavery, 1150-51
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Troas, 1054
Trogyllium, 1075
Troy, 1055
Tryphon, 744,750
Tychicus, 1120-21, 1131, 1149
Tyre, 1076

Valerian, 1190
Vespasian, 1183,: 216
Virgin birth, 7 1 82
Virgin Mary, 780 .
Visitation, 920
Wandering Jew, 958
Week, days of, 1198
Wisdom, Divine, 962
Wise Men, Three, 787
Word, The, 960ff.,1168
World War I, 1204

'Xerxes, 685, 700, 745
Yahveh, 964
Zacharias (father of John the Baptist), 917
Zacharias (son of Bacharias),
Zad~k?757
end of line of, 764
Zama, Battle of, 755
Zealots, 8 o, 11$8
Herod &rippa I1 and, 1083
Zeb'edee. 82;
~echariah(h'igh priest), 869
Zechariah, Book of, Judas Iscariot
and, 876,888
Messianism and, 860
Zeno, 1063
a h , 774
zabba 1,692,772,777,937
Zeus, 671,1046
Zeus-Yahveh, 715
Zoroastrians, 788
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